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Preface
Cuts and metrics are well-known and central objects in graph theory, com-binatorial optimization and, more generally, discrete mathematics. They alsooccur in other areas of mathematics and its applications such as distance geome-try, the geometry of numbers, combinatorial matrix theory, the theory of designs,quantum mechanics, statistical physics, analysis and probability theory. Indeed,cuts are many faceted objects, and they can be interpreted as graph theoreticobjects, as metrics, or as probabilistic pairwise correlations. This accounts fortheir fecund versatility.Due to the wealth of results, in writing this book we had to make a selection.We focus on polyhedral and other geometric aspects of cuts and metrics. Ouraim is to collect di�erent results, established within diverse mathematical �elds,and to present them in a uni�ed framework. We try to show how these variousresults are tied together via the notions of cuts and metrics and, more speci�cally,the cut cone and the cut polytope. One of our guidelines for selecting topicswas to concentrate on those aspects that are less well-known and are not yetcovered in a uni�ed way elsewhere. The book has, moreover, been written witha special attention to interdisciplinarity. For this reason, while some topics aretreated in full detail with complete proofs, some other topics are only touched,by mentioning results and pointers to further information and references.The book is intended as a source and reference work for researchers andgraduate students interested in discrete mathematics and its interactions withother areas of mathematics and its applications. In particular, it is of interest forthose specializing in algebraic and geometric combinatorics and in combinatorialoptimization.The book is subdivided into �ve parts, in which we consider the followingtopics: `1-metrics and hypercube embeddable metrics, hypermetrics and Delau-nay polytopes in lattices, the metric structure of graphs, designs in connectionwith hypercube embeddings, and further geometric questions linked with cutpolyhedra.We do not cover extensively the topic of optimization. Indeed, research oncuts and metrics in this direction is already well-documented. Some surveypapers are available; for instance, by Frank [1990] on multicommodity ows andby Poljak and Tuza [1995] on the max-cut problem. Nevertheless, we do presentsome of the recent breakthroughs. For instance, we discuss the new semide�niteprogramming approximative algorithm of Goemans and Williamson, as well as



the result of Bourgain on Lipschitz `1-embeddings with small distortion, andits application to approximating multicommodity ows by Linial, London andRabinovich. Moreover, we mention en route a number of further results relevantto the max-cut problem and binary matroids.We made each of the �ve parts of the book as self-contained as possible; inprinciple, each of them can be read independently of the other. Moreover, wehave chosen a common labeling system for all items such as theorems, examples,�gures, etc., in order to simplify the search throughout the text. Some portionsof text that contain side information or lengthy proofs are in small print and canbe avoided at �rst reading.The part of the book treating links with the geometry of numbers, is based ona survey paper coauthored by the authors with V.P. Grishukhin of the Academyof Sciences of Russia in Moscow (cf. Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1995]). Weare grateful to Slava Grishukhin for kindly permitting us to include the materialin this book.There are several institutions that we wish to thank for their support whilewe were working on the book. We would particularly like to thank our homeinstitute LIENS at the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science ofEcole Normale Sup�erieure in Paris, for o�ering us a helpful environment andstimulating working conditions. The help of Jacques Beigbeder in solving vari-ous LaTEX puzzles in the presentation of the book was greatly appreciated. Thesecond author is also very grateful to CWI (Center for Mathematics and Com-puter Science) in Amsterdam for the hospitality and fruitful interactions on theoccasion of several long-term visits.We wish to express special thanks to the University of Augsburg and theKonrad-Zuse-Zentrum in Berlin; in particular, to Martin Gr�otschel for the manystimulating discussions during our visits and for sharing with us his time andenthusiasm on the topic. We also thank the Institute of Discrete Mathematicsin Bonn, the Tokyo Institute of Technology, and the Institute of Mathematics ofthe Academia Sinica in Taipei.We are grateful to several further people for useful discussions and cooper-ation on the topic of this book. In particular, the �rst author thanks warmlyJin Akiyama, Peter Cameron, Walter Deuber, Antoine Deza, Komei Fukuda,Marie Grindel, Zeev Jabotinsky, Ko-Wei Lih, Sergey Shpectorov, Navin Singhi,Ivo Rosenberg, Pierre Rosenstiehl, and Maximillian Voloshin. The second au-thor is very grateful to Laci Lov�asz for insightful advice and for o�ering her theopportunity to present parts of the material at the Department of ComputerScience of Yale University. She also thanks David Avis, Hans-J�urgen Bandelt,Victor Chepoi, Michele Conforti, Caterina De Simone, Cid De Souza, Bert Ger-ards, Fran�cois Laburthe, Franz Rendl, Lex Schrijver, Andr�as Seb�o, and BruceShepherd.We have a special memory to our dear friend and colleague Svata Poljak,who was always enthusiatic, generous and eager to share interest and questionson this topic.
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Chapter 1. Outline of the Book
This chapter gives an overview of the topics treated in this book. The cen-tral objects in the book are polytopes and cones related to cuts and metrics.Interesting problems concerning these polyhedra arise in many di�erent areasof mathematics and its applications. Surprisingly, these polyhedra have beenconsidered independently by a number of authors with various mathematicalbackgrounds and motivations. One of our objectives is to show on the one hand,the richness and diversity of the results in connection with these polyhedra, andon the other hand, how they can be treated in a uni�ed way as various aspectsof a common set of objects. Research on cuts and metrics pro�ts greatly fromthe variety of subjects where the problems arise. Observations made in di�erentareas by independent authors turn out to be equivalent, facts are not isolated,and views from di�erent perspectives provide new interpretations, connectionsand insights.This book is subdivided into �ve parts, each treating seemingly diverse topics.Namely, Parts I to V contain results relevant to the following areas:1. the theory of metrics; more precisely, isometric embeddings into the Banach`1-space,2. the geometry of numbers; more precisely, lattices and Delaunay polytopes,3. graph theory; more precisely, the hypercube and its isometric subgraphs,4. design theory; more precisely, the designs arising in connection with thevarious hypercube embeddings of the equidistant metric, together withcomplexity aspects of the hypercube embeddability problem,5. geometry of polyhedra; more precisely, geometric questions on the cut andmetric polyhedra (e.g., description of their facets, adjacencies, symme-tries, etc.); applications to the solution of some problems such as Borsuk'sproblem, or completion problems for positive semide�nite matrices andEuclidean distance matrices.We have made each of the �ve parts as self-contained as possible. For this reason,some notions and de�nitions may be repeated in di�erent parts if they are centralthere. In principle, a reader who is interested, for instance, only in the aspectsof geometry of numbers of cuts may consult Part II without any prior reading of1



2 Chapter 1. Outline of the BookPart I. Chapter 2, however, contains some basic notation on graphs, polyhedra,matrices and algorithms that will be used throughout the book.In what follows we give a brief overview of the material covered in Parts I toV. This introductory treatment is meant to provide an orientation map throughthe book for the reader. We already de�ne here several notions, but all of themwill be rede�ned later in the text as they are needed.1.1 Outline of Part I. Measure Aspects: `1-Embed-dability and ProbabilityIn Part I we study the distance spaces that can be isometrically embedded intothe `1-space (Rm ; d`1) for some integer m � 1. Here, d`1 denotes the `1-distancede�ned by d`1(x; y) := X1�i�m jxi � yij for x; y 2 Rm :One of the basic results is a characterization in terms of cut semimetrics. Givena subset S of the set Vn := f1; : : : ; ng, the cut semimetric �(S) is the distanceon Vn where two elements i 2 S, j 2 Vn nS are at distance 1, while two elementsi; j 2 S, or i; j 2 Vn n S, are at distance 0. Every cut semimetric is obviouslyisometrically `1-embeddable. In fact, a distance d is isometrically `1-embeddableif and only if it can be decomposed as a nonnegative linear combination of cutsemimetrics. In other words, if CUTn denotes the cone generated by the cutsemimetrics on Vn, thend is isometrically `1-embeddable () d 2 CUTn:The cone CUTn is called the cut cone. We also consider isometric embeddingsinto the hypercube. Call a distance d on Vn hypercube embeddable if the distancespace (Vn; d) can be isometrically embedded into the space (f0; 1gm ; d`1) (forsome m � 1), i.e., if we can �nd n binary vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 f0; 1gm such thatd(i; j) = d`1(vi; vj) for all i; j 2 Vn:In fact, the hypercube embeddable distances on Vn are the members of the cutcone CUTn that can be written as a nonnegative integer combination of cutsemimetrics.Let CUT2n denote the cut polytope, which is de�ned as the convex hull of thecut semimetrics �(S) for S � Vn. That is, CUT2n consists of the distances thatcan be decomposed as convex combinations of cut semimetrics. The cut cone andpolytope also admit the following characterization in terms of measure spaces:A distance d belongs to the cut cone CUTn (resp. the cut polytope CUT2n ) ifand only if there exist a measure space (resp. a probability space) (
;A; �) andn events A1; : : : ; An 2 A such thatd(i; j) = �(Ai4Aj) for all i; j 2 Vn:



1.1 Outline of Part I 3(See Section 4.2 for the above results.)There is another set of polyhedra that are closely related to cut polyhedraand for which the above interpretation in terms of measure spaces takes a niceform. Given a subset S of Vn, its correlation vector �(S) is de�ned by �(S)ij = 1if both i; j belong to S and �(S)ij = 0 otherwise, for i; j 2 Vn. The conegenerated by the correlation vectors �(S) for S � Vn is called the correlationcone and is denoted by CORn. Similarly, COR2n denotes the correlation polytope,de�ned as the convex hull of the correlation vectors. These polyhedra admit thefollowing characterization (see Section 5.3): A vector p belongs to the correlationcone CORn (resp. the correlation polytope COR2n ) if and only if there exist ameasure space (resp. a probability space) (
;A; �) and n events A1; : : : ; An 2 Asuch that pij = �(Ai \Aj) for all i; j 2 Vn:Hence, the members of the correlation polytope are nothing but the pairwise jointcorrelations of a set of n events; this explains the name \correlation" polyhedra.In fact, this result is an analogue of the similar result mentioned above forthe cut polyhedra. The point is that the correlation polyhedron CORn (orCOR2n ) is the image of the cut polyhedron CUTn+1 (or CUT2n+1) under a linearbijective mapping (the covariance mapping; see Section 5.2). This is a simplebut interesting correspondence as it permits to translate results between cutpolyhedra and correlation polyhedra. One of our objectives in this book willbe to bring together and give a uni�ed presentation for results that have beenobtained by di�erent authors in these two contexts (cut/correlation).The correlation polytope provides the right setting for a classical questionin probability theory, often referred to as the Boole problem and which can bestated as follows: Given n events A1; : : : ; An in a probability space (
;A; �) �nda good estimate of the probability �(A1 [ : : : [ An) that at least one of theseevents occurs using the fact that the pairwise correlations �(Ai\Aj) are known.Tight lower bounds for �(A1[ : : :[An) can be derived from the valid inequalitiesfor COR2n (see Section 5.4).We have now seen that the `1-embeddable distances on Vn are the membersof the cut cone CUTn. Hence, testing `1-embeddability amounts to testing mem-bership in the cut cone. This problem turns out to be NP-complete. Moreover,characterizing `1-embeddability amounts to �nding a description of the coneCUTn by a set of linear inequalities. As CUTn is a polyhedral cone (since it isgenerated by the �nite set of cut semimetrics), we know that it can be describedby a �nite list of inequalities. However, �nding the full list for arbitrary n is an`impossible' task if NP 6= co-NP. Nevertheless, large classes of valid inequalitiesfor CUTn (or CUT2n ) are known. We give an up-to-date survey of what is knownabout the linear description of the cut polyhedra in Part V. Among the knowninequalities, the most important ones are the hypermetric inequalities and thenegative type inequalities, which are introduced in Section 6.1. They are theinequalities of the form: X1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0



4 Chapter 1. Outline of the Bookwhere b1; : : : ; bn are integers with sumPni=1 bi = 1 (hypermetric case) orPni=1 bi =0 (negative type case). Part II will be entirely devoted to hypermetric inequalitiesand, more speci�cally, to their link with Delaunay polytopes in lattices. The hy-permetric inequalities provide necessary conditions for `1-embedability. In fact,hypermetricity turns out to be a su�cient condition for `1-embeddability for sev-eral classes of metrics. Several such classes are presented in Chapter 8; they con-sist of metrics arising from valuated poset lattices, semigroups and normed vectorspaces. The negative type inequalities are implied by the hypermetric inequali-ties. Hence, they provide a weaker necessary condition for `1-embeddability.Negative type inequalities are classical inequalities in analysis. They werealready used by Schoenberg in the thirties for characterizing the distance spacesthat are isometrically `2-embeddable; namely, Schoenberg proved that a distanced is isometrically `2-embeddable if and only if the squared distance d2 satis�esthe negative type inequalities. Moreover, the negative type inequalities de�ne acone which is nothing but the image of the cone of positive semide�nite sym-metric matrices (of order n� 1 if the inequalities are on n points) under a linearbijective mapping (in fact, the same mapping that made the link between cutand correlation polyhedra). These results are presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3,together with further basic facts on `2-spaces.Several additional aspects are treated in Part I, including: operations andfunctional transforms of distance spaces preserving some metric properties suchas `1-embeddability, hypermetricity, etc. (see Chapters 7 and 9); for given n,the minimum dimension of an `1-space permitting to embed any `1-embeddabledistance on n points; for given m, the minimum number of points to check in adistance space in order to ensure embeddability in the m-dimensional `1-space(see Chapter 11).We consider in Chapter 10 the question of �nding Lipschitz embeddings wherea small distortion of the distances is allowed. Bourgain [1985] shows that everysemimetric on n points can be embedded into some `1-space with a distortion inO(log2 n). We present this result together with an application by Linial, Londonand Rabinovich [1994] to approximations of multicommodity ows.1.2 Outline of Part II. Hypermetric Spaces: an Ap-proach via Geometry of NumbersPart II is entirely devoted to the study of hypermetric inequalities and of theirlink with some objects of the geometry of numbers, namely, lattices and Delaunaypolytopes.Hypermetric inequalities are the inequalities of the form:X1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0where b1; : : : ; bn are integers with sum Pni=1 bi = 1. They de�ne a cone, calledthe hypermetric cone and denoted by HYPn. Note that triangle inequalities area special case of hypermetric inequalities (obtained by taking all components of



1.2 Outline of Part II 5b equal to 0 except two equal to 1 and one equal to �1). Hence, hypermetricityis a strengthening of the notion of semimetric. As every cut semimetric satis�esthe hypermetric inequalities, we haveCUTn � HYPn:This inclusion holds at equality if n � 6 and is strict for n � 7. For instance, thepath metric of the graphK7nP3 is hypermetric but not `1-embeddable. Actually,the graphs whose path metric is hypermetric are characterized in Chapter 17.A typical example of a hypermetric space arises from point lattices. Let L bea point lattice in Rk , that is, a discrete subgroup of Rk . Take a sphere S � Rk inone of the interstices of L, i.e., such that no point from L lies in the closed ballwith boundary S. Blow up S until it is `held rigidly' by lattice points. Then,the set of lattice points lying on S endowed with the square of the Euclideandistance forms a distance space which is semimetric and, moreover, hypermetric.The convex hull of the set S \ L of lattice points lying on S forms a polytope,called a Delaunay polytope. Hence, Delaunay polytopes have the interestingproperty that their set of vertices can be endowed with a metric structure whichis hypermetric. In other words, for any Delaunay polytope P with set of verticesV (P ), the distance space (V (P ); (d`2 )2) is a hypermetric space. Even morestriking is the fact that, conversely, every hypermetric distance space on n pointscan be isometrically embedded into the space (V (P ); (d`2)2) for some Delaunaypolytope P of dimension k � n� 1. These results are presented in Section 14.1.The hypermetric cone HYPn is de�ned by in�nitely many inequalities. How-ever, it can be shown that a �nite number of them su�ces to describe HYPn. Inother words, HYPn is a polyhedral cone. See Section 14.2 where several proofsare given for this result. One of them relies essentially on the above link betweenhypermetrics and Delaunay polytopes and on Voronoi's �niteness result for thenumber of types of lattices in �xed dimension.The correspondence between hypermetrics and Delaunay polytopes permitsthe translation of several notions from the hypermetric cone to Delaunay poly-topes. For instance, one can de�ne the rank of a Delaunay polytope as thedimension of the smallest face of the hypermetric cone containing the corre-sponding hypermetric distance. One can then de�ne, in particular, extremeDelaunay polytopes which correspond to extreme rays of the hypermetric cone.This notion of rank and the correspondence between Delaunay polytopes andfaces of the hypermetric cone are investigated in Chapter 15.The various types of Delaunay polytopes that may arise in root lattices aredescribed in Section 14.3. The extreme Delaunay polytopes among them areclassi�ed; there are three of them, namely, the 1-dimensional simplex, the Schl�aipolytope 221 (of dimension 6) and the Gosset polytope 321 (of dimension 7) (seeSection 16.2). Further examples of extreme Delaunay polytopes are described inSections 16.3 and 16.4; they arise from other lattices such as the Leech lattice andthe Barnes-Wall lattice. Some connections between extreme Delaunay polytopes



6 Chapter 1. Outline of the Bookand equiangular sets of lines or perfect lattices are also mentioned in Sections 16.1and 16.5.Chapter 17 studies hypermetric graphs in detail, i.e., the graphs whose pathmetric is hypermetric. These graphs are characterized as the isometric sub-graphs of Cartesian products of three types of graphs, namely, half-cube graphs,cocktail-party graphs and the Gosset graph G56. Moreover, `1-graphs are thosefor which no Gosset graph occurs in the Cartesian product. Several re�ned re-sults are presented; in particular, for suspension graphs and for graphs havingsome regularity properties. Further characterizations are discussed for bipartitegraphs equipped with the truncated distance (taking value 1 on edges and value2 on non-edges).We encounter in this context the class consisting of the connected regulargraphs whose adjacency matrix has minimum eigenvalue greater than or equal to�2. This class is well studied in the literature. Beside line graphs and cocktail-party graphs, it contains a list of 187 graphs, which is subdivided into threegroups. Each of these three groups is characterized by some parameter. In-terestingly, this parameter has an interpretation in terms of some associatedDelaunay polytope using hypermetricity (see Section 17.2). Hence this is an ex-ample of a situation where a new approach: hypermetricity, sheds new light ona classical notion.1.3 Outline of Part III. Embeddings of GraphsIn Part III we study various metric and embeddability properties of graphs. For aconnected graph G = (V;E) we consider the associated path metric dG de�ned onthe node set V of G, where the distance between two nodes i; j 2 V is de�ned asthe length of a shortest path connecting i and j in G. Our objective in Part III isto investigate the structure of the graphs whose path metric enjoys some metricproperties such as `1-embeddability, hypercube embeddability, hypermetricity,etc.The graphs which are isometric subgraphs of hypercubes are well under-stood. Several characterizations are presented in Chapter 19. One of themstates that the isometric subgraphs of the hypercube are precisely the bipartitegraphs whose path metric satis�es a restricted class of hypermetric inequalities,namely, the pentagonal inequalities (hypermetric inequalities on �ve points). Be-ing an isometric subgraph of a hypercube means being an isometric subgraph ofa Cartesian product of copies of K2. In Chapter 20 we consider isometric em-beddings into arbitrary Cartesian products. The following is a well-known resultin the metric theory of graphs: Every graph can be isometrically embedded ina canonical way into a (smallest) Cartesian product, called the canonical metricrepresentation of the graph. For bipartite graphs, this representation permits toobtain a decomposition of the path metric as a linear combination of primitivesemimetrics. One of the main tools underlying these various results is an equiv-alence relation de�ned on the edge set of the graph. The number of equivalenceclasses is an invariant of the graph, called its isometric dimension. The number



1.4 Outline of Part IV 7of factors in the canonical representation is precisely the isometric dimension.Moreover, for a bipartite graph G the isometric dimension of G is equal to the(linear) dimension of the smallest face of the semimetric cone that contains dG.In Chapter 21 we study `1-graphs in detail, i.e., the graphs whose path metricis `1-embeddable. This constitutes a relaxation of hypercube embeddability.Indeed a graph G is an `1-graph if and only if its path metric dG is hypercubeembeddable up to scale, i.e., if �dG is hypercube embeddable for some integer �.The smallest such � is called the minimum scale of the graph. It is shown thatthe minimumscale of an `1-graph is equal to 1 or to an even number and that it isless than or equal to n�2 (n is the number of nodes of the graph). For `1-graphsthe factors in the canonical representation are of a very special type; indeed, theyare either half-cube graphs or cocktail-party graphs. This result is already provedin Section 14.3, using the connection with Delaunay polytopes. Another proof isgiven in Chapter 21 which is elementary and has several important applications.In particular, it yields a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing `1-graphs aswell as as a characterization for `1-rigid graphs (the graphs having an essentiallyunique `1-embeding).The `1-graphs with minimum scale 1 or 2 are precisely those that can beisometrically embedded into some half-cube graph. They can, moreover, becharacterized in terms of some forbidden isometric subspaces (see Section 21.4).1.4 Outline of Part IV. Hypercube Embeddings andDesignsIn Part IV we investigate in detail the hypercube embeddability problem. Givena distance d on Vn, one may ask the following questions: Is d hypercube em-beddable ? If yes, does d admit a unique hypercube embedding ? If this is thecase we say that d is h-rigid. (Here, \unique" means unique up to certain trivialoperations.) If d is not h-rigid, then what are the possible hypercube embeddingsof d ?There are some classes of metrics for which the �rst question has trivially apositive answer. This is the case, for instance, for the equidistant metric 2t11nwhere t � 1 is an integer; 2t11n denotes the metric on Vn taking value 2t for everypair of distinct points. Then, only the last two questions about the number ofhypercube embeddings are of interest.On the other hand, there are some classes of metrics for which decidinghypercube embeddability is a hard task. In fact, testing hypercube embeddabilityfor general metrics is an NP-hard problem. Nevertheless, for some classes ofmetrics, one is able to characterize their hypercube embeddability by a set ofconditions which can be tested in polynomial time. Several such classes arepresented in Chapter 24. Among them, we examine the classes of metrics takingtwo distinct values of the form: a, 2a (a � 1 integer), or three distinct valuesof the form: a; b; a + b (a; b � 1 integers not both even). For instance, testinghypercube embeddability for the class of distances on n points with values in



8 Chapter 1. Outline of the Bookthe set f2; 4g, or f1; 2; 3g, or f3; 5; 8g can be done in time polynomial in n. Onthe other hand, this same problem is NP-complete for the class of distanceswith values in the set f2; 3; 4; 6g. We also examine the class of metrics having a\bipartite structure"; by this we mean the metrics on Vn for which there existsa subset S of points such that any two points of S (or of its complement) are atdistance 2. One of the main tools used for recognizing hypercube embeddabilityfor the above classes of metrics is that they contain large equidistant submetricsthat are h-rigid; this fact allows us to infer information on the structure of themetrics from the local structure of some of their submetrics.Chapters 22 and 23 deal essentially with the equidistant metric 2t11n. InChapter 22 we give some conditions on n and t under which the metric 2t11n ish-rigid. For instance, if n � t2 + t + 3, then 2t11n is h-rigid. Moreover, for n =t2+ t+2 with t � 3, the metric 2t11n is h-rigid if and only if there does not exista projective plane of order t. In Chapter 23 we examine the possible hypercubeembeddings of the metric 2t11n when it is not h-rigid. An easy observation is thatthe possible hypercube embeddings of 2t11n correspond to the (2t; t; n�1)-designs(a (2t; t; n � 1)-design being a collection B of subsets of Vn�1 such that everypoint of Vn�1 belongs to 2t members of B and every two points of Vn�1 belongto t common members of B). This leads to the question of �nding such designswith speci�ed parameters. This topic is treated in detail in Chapter 23. Forinstance, a well-known result by Ryser asserts that any design corresponding toa hypercube embedding of 2t11n has at least n�1 blocks, with equality if and onlyif n = 4t and there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t. Hence, two importantclasses of designs: projective planes and Hadamard designs, play an importantrole in the study of the variety of embeddings of the equidistant metric. Anexplicit description of all the possible hypercube embeddings of 2t11n is given inSection 23.4 for the following restricted parameters: t � 2 and (t = 3; n = 5).In Chapter 25 we group results related to cut lattices. The cut lattice consistsof the vectors that can be written as an integer combination of cut semimetrics.Note that belonging to both the cut cone and to the cut lattice is a necessarycondition for a distance d to be hypercube embeddable. In Section 25.3 we studythe graphs whose family of cuts forms a Hilbert basis; this amounts to studying(in the context of arbitrary graphs) the case when the above necessary conditionis also su�cient. In Section 25.1 we give a description of the cut lattice and ofseveral related lattices. Constructions are presented in Section 25.2 for distancesthat belong to the cut cone and to the cut lattice but that are not hypercubeembeddable.1.5 Outline of Part V. Facets of the Cut Cone andPolytopeIn Part V we survey known results about the facial structure and the geometryof the cut cone and of the cut polytope.A fundamental property is that all the facets of the cut polytope CUT2n can



1.5 Outline of Part V 9be obtained from the facets of CUT2n that contain a given vertex; this is derivedby the so-called switching operation. In particular, all the facets of CUT2n canbe derived from the facets of the cut cone CUTn. Therefore, for the purpose ofinvestigating the facial structure, it su�ces to consider the cut cone. As we havealready mentioned, �nding a complete linear description of the cut polyhedra isprobably a hopeless task. Nevertheless, large classes of inequalities are known.Two classes have already been introduced; they are the hypermetric inequalitiesand the negative type inequalities. The negative type inequalities never de�nefacets of the cut cone as they are implied by the hypermetric inequalities. Onthe other hand, the hypermetric inequalities contain large subclasses of facets;they are investigated in Chapter 28.Triangle inequalities, a very special case of hypermetric inequalities, are con-sidered in detail in Chapter 27. Despite their simplicity, the triangle facetsalready contain a considerable amount of information about the cut polyhedra.For instance, they provide an integer programming formulation for cuts. More-over, the triangle inequalities provide the complete linear description of the cutcone CUTn for n � 4. Their projections su�ce to describe the cut polyhedronof an arbitrary graph G if G does not have K5 as a graph minor (and, hence, ifG is planar).We make in Section 27.4 a detour to cycle polyhedra of binary matroids.Cycle spaces of binary matroids are nothing but set families that are closedunder taking symmetric di�erences. Hence, the family of cuts in a graph is aninstance of cycle space. The switching operation applies in the general frameworkof binary matroids and there are analogues of the triangle inequalities (in fact,of their projections) for the cycle polyhedra. Hence, several questions that areraised for cut polyhedra can be posed in the general setting of binary matroids;for instance, about linear relaxations by the triangle inequalities or about Hilbertbases. We review in Section 27.4 the main results in this area.Hypermetric and negative type inequalities belong to the larger class of gapinequalities, described in Section 28.4. Although gap inequalities themselves arenot well understood, a weakening of them (obtained by loosening their right-hand sides) serves as a basis for obtaining very good approximations for themax-cut problem (see Section 28.4.1).In Chapter 29 we study the clique-web inequalities, that constitute a general-ization of hypermetric inequalities. In Chapter 30 we present several other classesof inequalities: suspended tree inequalities, path-block-cycle inequalities, circu-lant inequalities, parachute inequalities, etc.. Section 30.6 contains the completelinear description of the cone CUTn for n � 7.Chapter 31 contains several geometric properties of the cut polytope CUT2nand of its relaxation by the semimetric polytope MET2n (de�ned by the triangleinequalities). In Section 31.6 we study adjacency properties of these polytopes.For instance, any two cuts are adjacent on both the cut polytope and the semi-metric polytope. Hence, the 1-skeleton graph of the cut polytope is the completegraph. Moreover, CUT2n has many simplex faces in common with MET2n of di-



10 Chapter 1. Outline of the Bookmension up to blog2 nc. This indicates that MET2n is wrapped quite tightlyaround CUT2n . In Section 31.7, the Euclidean distance from the hyperplanesupporting a facet of CUT2n to the barycentrum of CUT2n is considered. It isconjectured that this distance is minimized by triangle facets. The conjectureis veri�ed for all facets de�ned by an inequality with coe�cients in f0; 1;�1gand asymptotically for some other cases. Simplex facets are considered in Sec-tion 31.8. It turns out that for n � 7 the great majority of facets of CUT2n aresimplices. In fact about 97% of the facets of CUT27 are simplices ! This maywell be a general phenomenon for any n.Further geometric results are presented in Sections 31.1-31.4. Borsuk [1933]asked whether it is possible to partition every set X of points in Rd into d + 1subsets, each having a smaller diameter than X. This question was answeredin the negative by Kahn and Kalai [1993] by a construction using cuts, that wepresent in Section 31.1. The result in Section 31.2 indicates how to obtain validinequalities for pairwise angles among a set of vectors from the valid inequalitiesfor the cut polytope. This permits in particular to answer an old question of FejesT�oth [1959] concerning the maximum value for the sum of the pairwise anglesamong a set of n vectors. Section 31.3 deals with the completion problem forpartial positive semide�nite matrices. It turns out that necessary conditions forthis completion problem can be obtained from the valid inequalities for the cutpolytope, as a reformulation of the result in Section 31.2. Finally, Section 31.4deals with the completion problem for partial Euclidean matrices; that is, withthe study of the projections of the negative type cone. These two completionproblems are closely related and have intimate links with the polyhedra underinvestigation in this book.



Chapter 2. Basic De�nitions
In this chapter we introduce some basic de�nitions about graphs, polyhedra, ma-trices, and algorithmic complexity. We present here only the very basic notions;further de�nitions will be introduced later in the text as they are needed. Thereader may consult, for instance, the following textbooks for more detailed infor-mation: Bondy and Murty [1976] for graphs, Gr�unbaum [1967], Schrijver [1986],Ziegler [1995] for polyhedra, Lancaster and Tismenetsky [1985] for matrices, andGarey and Johnson [1979] for algorithms and complexity.2.1 GraphsA graph G = (V;E) consists of a �nite set V of nodes and a �nite set E of edges.Every edge e 2 E consists of a pair of nodes u and v, called its endnodes; wethen denote the edge e alternatively as (u; v) or as uv. Two nodes are said tobe adjacent if they are joined by an edge. Two edges are said to be parallel ifthey have the same endnodes. Here, we will only consider simple graphs, i.e.,graphs in which every edge has distinct endnodes and no two edges are parallel.The degree of a node v 2 V is the number of edges to which v is incident. Whenevery two nodes in G are adjacent, then the graph G is said to be a completegraph. It is customary to denote the complete graph on n nodes by Kn; we cansuppose that the node set of Kn is the set Vn := f1; : : : ; ng and that its edge setis the set En := fij j i 6= j 2 Vng (where the symbol ij denotes the unorderedpair of the integers i; j, i.e., ij and ji are considered identical).A graph G is said to be bipartite if its node set can be partitioned intoV = V1 [ V2 in such a way that no two nodes in V1 and no two nodes in V2 areadjacent. The sets V1; V2 are said to form a bipartition of G. If G is bipartitewith bipartition (V1; V2) and if every node in V1 is adjacent to every node in V2,then G is called a complete bipartite graph. We let Kn1;n2 denote the completebipartite graph with bipartition (V1; V2) where jV1j = n1 and jV2j = n2. Thecomplete bipartite graph K1;n (n � 1) is sometimes called a star.Given a node subset S � V in a graph G, let �G(S) denote the set of edgesin G having one endnode in S and the other endnode in V n S; �G(S) is calledthe cut 1 determined by S.1Thus, the symbol �G(S) denotes here an edge set. In fact, the symbol �(S) will be mostlyused in the book for denoting a 0-1 vector, namely, the cut semimetric determined by S (seeSection 3.1). When G is the complete graph Kn, then the incidence vector of the cut �G(S)11



12 Chapter 2. Basic De�nitionsLet G = (V;E) be a graph. A graph H = (W;F ) is said to be a subgraphof G if W � V and F � E. Given a node subset W � V , G[W ] denotes thesubgraph of G induced by W ; its node set is W and its edge set consists of theedges of G that are contained in W . The set W is said to induce a clique in G ifany two nodes in W are adjacent, i.e., if G[W ] is a complete graph. A matchingin G is an edge subset F � E such that no two edges in F share a commonnode; a matching F is a perfect matching if every node of G belongs to exactlyone edge in F .Given an edge subset F � E in G, GnF := (V;E n F ) is called the graphobtained from G by deleting F . When F = feg we also denote Gnfeg by Gne.Contracting an edge e := uv in G means identifying the endnodes u and v of eand deleting the parallel edges that may be created while identifying u and v;G=e denotes the graph obtained from G by contracting the edge e. For an edgeset F � E, G=F denotes the graph obtained from G by contracting all edges ofF (in any order). A graph H is said to be a minor of G if it can be obtainedfrom G by a sequence of deletions and/or contractions of edges, and deletions ofnodes.The following graphs will be frequently used in the book:� The path Pn, with node set V = fv1; : : : ; vng and whose edges are the pairsvivi+1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1.� The circuit Cn, with node set V = fv1; : : : ; vng and whose edges are thepairs vivi+1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1 together with the pair v1vn.� The hypercube graph H(n; 2), with node set V = f0; 1gn and whose edgesare the pairs of vectors x; y 2 f0; 1gn such that jfi 2 [1; n] j xi 6= yigj = 1.� The half-cube graph 12H(n; 2), with node set V = fx 2 f0; 1gn j Pni=1 xi iseveng and whose edges are the pairs x; y 2 f0; 1gn such that jfi 2 [1; n] jxi 6= yigj = 2.� The cocktail-party graphKn�2, with node set V = fv1; : : : ; vn; vn+1; : : : ; v2ngand whose edges are all pairs of nodes in V except the n pairs v1vn+1; : : : ;vnv2n; in other words, Kn�2 is the complete graph K2n in which a perfectmatching has been deleted.Two graphs G = (V;E) and G0 = (V 0; E0) are said to be isomorphic if thereexists a bijection f : V �! V 0 such thatuv 2 E () f(u)f(v) 2 E0;we write G ' G0 if G and G0 are isomorphic. There are some isomorphismsamong the above graphs; for instance,H(2; 2) ' C4; K2�2 ' C4; 12H(2; 2) ' K2; 12H(3; 2) ' K4; 12H(4; 2) ' K3�2:coincides with the cut semimetric �(S) de�ned by S. However, the graph notation �G(S) willbe used only locally in the book and the reader will then be reminded that �G(S) stands for anedge set. So no confusion should arise between the two symbols �G(S) and �(S).



2.1 Graphs 13The graphs C5, H(3; 2) and K3�2 are depicted in Figure 2.1.1. The Petersengraph P10, which will also be used on several occasions, is shown in Figure 2.1.2.
circuit hypercube graph  H(3,2) cocktail-party graph  K5 3x2C Figure 2.1.1

Figure 2.1.2: The Petersen graph P10A graph G is said to be connected if, for every two nodes u; v in G, thereexists a path in G joining u and v; a graph which is not connected is said to bedisconnected. A forest is a graph which contains no circuit; a tree is a connectedforest. A cycle or Eulerian graph is a graph which can be decomposed as an edgedisjoint union of circuits (equivalently, it is a graph in which every node has aneven degree).Let us now consider two operations on graphs: the Cartesian product andthe clique sum operation. Let G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2) be two graphs.Their Cartesian product G1 �G2 is the graph G := (V1 � V2; E) with node setV1 � V2 = f(v1; v2) j v1 2 V1 and v2 2 V2gand whose edges are the pairs ((u1; u2); (v1; v2)) (with u1; v1 2 V1 and u2; v2 2 V2)such that, either (u1; v1) 2 E1 and u2 = v2, or u1 = v1 and (u2; v2) 2 E2.Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Let V1 and V2 be subsets of V such that V =V1 [ V2 and such that the set W := V1 \ V2 induces a clique in G. Supposemoreover that there is no edge joining a node in V1 nW to a node in V2 nW .Then, G is called the clique k-sum of the graphs G1 := G[V1] and G2 := G[V2],where k := jW j. One may say simply that G is the clique sum of G1 and G2 ifone does not wish to specify the size of the common clique.



14 Chapter 2. Basic De�nitionsFor a graph G, its suspension graph rG denotes the graph obtained from Gby adding a new node (called the apex of rG) and making it adjacent to all thenodes in G. Moreover, the line graph of G is the graph L(G) whose nodes arethe edges of G with two edges adjacent in L(G) if they share a common node.2.2 PolyhedraWe assume familiarity with basic linear algebra. By R (resp. Q , Z, N) we meanthe set of real (resp. rational, integer, natural) numbers. Given a set E and asubset S � E, the incidence vector of S is the vector �S 2 RE de�ned by�Se := ( 1 if e 2 S;0 if e 2 E n S:If A and B are subsets of E, then A4B denotes their symmetric di�erencede�ned by A4B = (A [B) n (A \B):For a matrix M , we let MT denote its transpose matrix; similarly, xT denotesthe transpose of a vector x. Hence,xT y = nXi=1 xiyi for x; y 2 Rn :We remind that the dimension of a set X � Rn is de�ned as the cardinality of alargest a�nely independent subset of X minus one; it is denoted as dim(X). Theset X � Rn is said to be full-dimensional if dim(X) = n. The rank of X, denotedas rank(X), is de�ned as the cardinality of a largest linearly independent subsetof X. Let us introduce some notation for linear hulls. Given a set X � Rn andK � R, set K (X) := fXx2X �xx j �x 2 K for all x 2 Xg:(In this de�nition we suppose that only �nitely many �x's are nonzero.) WhenK = Z, the set Z(X) is called the integer hull of X; when K = R+ , the setR+(X) is called the conic hull of X; when K = Z+, the set Z+(X) is known asthe integer cone generated by X. We will also consider the a�ne integer hull ofX, de�ned asZaf(X) := fXx2X �xx j �x 2 Z for all x 2 X and Xx2X �x = 1gand the convex hull of X, de�ned asConv(X) := fXx2X �xx j �x � 0 for all x 2 X and Xx2X �x = 1g:A set X � Rn is said to be convex if Conv(X) = X. A convex body in Rn isa convex subset of Rn which is compact and full-dimensional. The polar X� ofX � Rn is de�ned as X� := fx 2 Rn j xT y � 1 8y 2 Xg:



2.2 Polyhedra 15The set X is said to be centrally symmetric if �x 2 X for all x 2 X. We nowconsider in detail conic and convex hulls.Cones and Polytopes. We recall here several basic de�nitions concerningcones and polytopes. Given a subset X � Rn , the set X is said to be a cone2 ifR+(X) = X. If C is a cone of the form C = R+(X), one says that C is generatedby X and the members of X are called its generators. The cone C is said to be�nitely generated if it admits a �nite set of generators, i.e., if C = R+(X) forsome �nite set X. The polar of a cone C � Rn can alternatively be described asC� = fx 2 Rn j xT y � 0 8y 2 C:gEvery convex set of the form Conv(X), where X is �nite, is called a polytope.Let A be an m� n matrix and let b 2 Rm be a vector. Then, the setfx 2 Rn j Ax � bgis called a polyhedron. Every polyhedron is obviously a convex set and it is acone when b is the zero vector. Every cone of the form fx 2 Rn j Ax � 0g iscalled a polyhedral cone.A classical result, generally attributed to Minkowski and Weyl, asserts thatpolytopes and bounded polyhedra are, in fact, the same notions. (A set P 2 Rnis said to be bounded if there exists a constant R such that max1�i�n jxij � Rfor all x = (xi)ni=1 2 P .) In other words, every polytope P , which is given asthe convex hull of a �nite set X, can be expressed as the solution set of a �nitesystem Ax � b of linear inequalities; such a system is called a linear descriptionof P . The converse statement holds as well. There is a similar result for cones:A cone C is �nitely generated if and only if it can be expressed as the solutionset of a system Ax � 0 of linear inequalities; such a system is called a lineardescription of C. In other words, a cone is �nitely generated if and only if it ispolyhedral.In practice, �nding a linear description of a polytope P or of a cone C (as-suming that they are given by their generators) may be a hard task. One of ourmain objectives in this book will be, in fact, to give information about the lineardescription of a speci�c polytope and cone, namely, the cut polytope and the cutcone: CUT2n := Conv(��Kn (S) j S � Vn); CUTn := R+(��Kn (S) j S � Vn):Another well-known result that we will sometimes apply is Carath�eodory'stheorem, which can be stated as follows: Let X � Rn . If x 2 R+(X) thenx 2 R+(X 0), where X 0 is a linearly independent subset of X. If x 2 Conv(X)then x 2 Conv(X 0), where X 0 is an a�nely independent subset of X.The following polytopes will be frequently used in the book:2Hence in this de�nition a cone is always assumed to be convex.



16 Chapter 2. Basic De�nitions� The n-dimensional simplex �n; this is the polytopeConv(0; e1; : : : ; en) = fx 2 Rn j 0 � xi � 1 (1 � i � n); nXi=1 xi � 1g:� The n-dimensional cross-polytope �n; this is the polytopeConv(�e1; : : : ;�en) = fx 2 Rn j nXi=1 aixi � 1 for all a 2 f�1gng:� The n-dimensional hypercube n; this is the polytopeConv(f0; 1gn) = [0; 1]n:(Here, e1; : : : ; en denote the coordinate vectors in Rn .) Two polytopes P; P 0 inRn are said to be a�nely equivalent if P 0 = f(P ), where f is an a�ne bijection ofRn . A simplex is any polytope of the form Conv(X), where the set X is a�nelyindependent. Similarly, a simplex cone is a cone of the form R+(X), where theset X is linearly independent. We use, in fact, the symbol �n for denoting anyn-dimensional simplex. Similarly, �n and n denote the above cross-polytopeand hypercube, up to a�ne bijection. Note that �1, �1 and 1 coincide, andthat �2 = 2 (up to a�ne bijection). Figure 2.2.1 shows �3 (the tetrahedron),�3 (the octahedron), and 3 (the usual cube).
The tetrahedron The octahedron The cubeFigure 2.2.1Faces. Let P be a polytope in Rn . A set F � P is called a face of P if, forevery x 2 F , every decomposition: x = �y + (1 � �)z where 0 � � � 1 andy; z 2 P implies that y; z 2 F . The only face of dimension dim(P ) is P itself.Every face of dimension dim(P ) � 1 is called a facet of P . A face of dimension0 is of the form fxg; then, x is said to be a vertex of P . A face of dimension 1is called an edge of P . Two vertices x; y of P are said to be adjacent on P if theset f�x + (1 � �)y j 0 � � � 1g is an edge of P . A graph is attached to everypolytope P , called its 1-skeleton graph, and de�ned as follows: Its node set isthe set of vertices of P with an edge between two vertices if they are adjacenton P . For instance, the 1-skeleton graphs of the polytopes �n, �n and n are,respectively, the complete graph Kn+1, the cocktail-party graph Kn�2 and thehypercube graph H(n; 2).



2.2 Polyhedra 17A face F of P is called a simplex face if F is a simplex, i.e., if the vertices ofP lying on F are a�nely independent.Given a vector v 2 Rn and v0 2 R, the inequality vTx � v0 is said to be validfor P if vTx � v0 holds for all x 2 P . Then, the setF := fx 2 P j vTx = v0gis clearly a face of P ; it is called the face induced by the inequality vTx � v0. Infact, every face of P is induced by some valid inequality.The above de�nitions extend to cones in the following way. Let C be a conein Rn . A face of C is any subset F � C such that, for every x 2 F , everydecomposition: x = y + z where y; z 2 C implies that y; z 2 F . A face ofdimension dim(C) � 1 is called a facet of C; a face of dimension 1 is called anextreme ray of C. Given v 2 Rn , the inequality vTx � 0 is said to be valid for Cif vTx � 0 holds for all x 2 C. Then, the setfx 2 C j vTx = 0gis called the face of C induced by the valid inequality vTx � 0. When C is apolyhedral cone, every face of C arises in this manner. A face F of a cone C iscalled a simplex face if F is a simplex cone.Linear Programming Duality. A linear programming problem consists ofmaximizing (or minimizing) a linear function over a polyhedron. A typical ex-ample of such a problem is:(P) max(cTx j Ax � b);also written as max cTxs.t. Ax � bwhere A is an m � n matrix, b 2 Rm and c 2 Rn . The linear function cTx isoften called the objective function of the program (P). To the linear program (P)is associated another linear program (D), called its dual and de�ned as(D) min(bT y j yTA = cT ; y � 0):One refers to (P) as to the primal program. The following result, known asthe linear programming duality theorem, establishes a fundamental connectionbetween the linear programs (P) and (D).Theorem 2.2.2. Given an m� n matrix A and vectors b 2 Rm , c 2 Rn , thenmax(cTx j Ax � b) = min(bT y j yTA = cT ; y � 0)provided both sets fx j Ax � bg and fy j yTA = cT ; y � 0g are nonempty.This theorem admits several other equivalent formulations. For example,max(cTx j Ax � b; x � 0) = min(bT y j yTA � cT ; y � 0);max(cTx j Ax = b; x � 0) = min(bT y j yTA � cT ):



18 Chapter 2. Basic De�nitions2.3 Algorithms and ComplexityAlthough complexity is not a central topic in this book, we will encounter anumber of problems for which one is interested in their complexity status. Wewill not de�ne in a precise mathematical way the notions of algorithms andcomplexity. We only give here some `naive' de�nitions, which should be su�cientfor our purpose. Precise de�nitions can be found, e.g., in the textbooks by Gareyand Johnson [1979], or Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [1982].Let (P) be a problem and suppose, for convenience, that (P) is a decisionproblem (that is, a problem which asks for a `yes' or `no' answer). We may take,for instance, for (P) any of the following problems:(P1) The `1-embeddability problem.Instance: A rational valued distance d on a set Vn = f1; : : : ; ng.Question: Is d isometrically `1-embeddable ? That is, do there exist vectorsv1; : : : ; vn 2 Qm (for some m � 1) such that d(i; j) = d`1(vi; vj) for all i; j 2 Vn ?(P2) The hypercube embeddability problem for graphs.Instance: A graph G = (V;E).Question: Can G be isometrically embedded into some hypercube ?An instance of a problem is speci�ed by providing a certain input. (For (P1),the input consists of the �n2� numbers d(i; j) while, for (P2), the input consistsof a graph G which can, for instance, be described by its adjacency matrix.)The size of an instance is the number of bits needed to represent the inputdata in binary encoding. (For instance, the size of an integer p is size(p) =dlog2(jpj+1)e; the size of a rational number pq is size(p) + size(q) + 1; the size ofan m � n rational matrix A is mn +Pi;j size(aij), etc.) Suppose that we havean algorithm for solving (P). Its complexity is measured by counting the totalnumber of elementary steps needed to be performed throughout the executionof the algorithm (elementary steps such as arithmetic operations, comparisons,branching instructions, etc., are supposed to take a unit time). The algorithm issaid to have a polynomial running time if the total number of elementary stepscan be expressed as p(l), where p(:) is a polynomial function and l is the size ofthe instance.Problems are classi�ed into several complexity classes. The class P consistsof the decision problems which can be solved in polynomial time. The class NPconsists of the decision problems for which every `yes' answer admits a certi�catethat can be checked in polynomial time (but one does not need to know how to�nd such a certi�cate in polynomial time). Similarly, a problem is in co-NP ifevery `no' answer admits a certi�cate that can be checked in polynomial time.Hence, P � NP \ co-NP.For example, the problem (P1) belongs to NP (because it can be shownthat, if d is `1-embeddable, then there exists a set of vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 R(n2)providing an `1-embedding of d and such that the size of the vi's is polynomiallybounded by that of d; see Section 4.4). On the other hand, as we will see inChapter 19, the problem (P2) belongs to P.



2.4 Matrices 19Among the problems in NP, some can be shown to be hardest. A problemis said to be NP-complete if it belongs to NP and if a polynomial algorithmfor solving it could be used once as a subroutine to obtain a polynomial algo-rithm for any problem in NP. A problem is NP-hard if any polynomially boundedalgorithm for solving it would imply a polynomial algorithm for solving an ar-bitrary NP-problem; note that the problem itself is not required to be in NPand that one permits more than one call to the subroutine. A typical way toshow that a problem (P) is NP-hard is to show that some known NP-completeproblem polynomially reduces to it. Given two problems (P) and (Q) one saysthat (Q) reduces polynomially to (P) if a polynomial algorithm solving (Q) canbe constructed from a polynomial algorithm solving (P). For example, the hy-percube embeddability problem for arbitrary distances is NP-hard. Typically,the optimization versions of NP-complete decision problems are also NP-hard.For instance, the max-cut problem:Given w 2 QEn , �nd a set S � Vn for which wT �(S) is maximumis NP-hard, because the following problem is NP-complete:Given w 2 QEn and K 2 Q, does there exist S � Vn such thatwT �(S) � K ?(See Section 4.4.)We remind that, for two functions f(n) and g(n) (n 2 N), the notation:f(n) = O(g(n)) means that there exists a constant C > 0 such that f(n) � Cg(n)for all n 2 N. Similarly, the notation: f(n) = 
(g(n)) means that f(n) � Cg(n)for all n 2 N, for some constant C > 0.2.4 MatricesWe group here some preliminaries about matrices. A square matrix A is said tobe orthogonal if ATA = I, i.e., if its inverse matrix A�1 is equal to its transposematrix AT . We let OA(n) denote the set of orthogonal n � n matrices. Theorthogonal matrices are the isometries of the Euclidean space; that is, the lineartransformations of Rn preserving the Euclidean distance. A well-known basicfact is that any two congruent sets of points can be matched by some orthogonaltransformation. We formulate below this fact for further reference. Recall thatk x k2= pxTx for x 2 Rn .Lemma 2.4.1. Let u1; : : : ; up 2 Rn and v1; : : : ; vp 2 Rn be two sets of vectorssuch that k ui � uj k2=k vi � vj k2 for all i; j = 1; : : : ; p. Then, there existsA 2 OA(n) such that Aui = vi for i = 1; : : : ; p. Moreover, such a matrix A isunique if the set fu1; : : : ; upg has a�ne rank n+ 1:Let A = (aij)ni;j=1 be an n � n symmetric matrix. Then, A is said to bepositive semide�nite if xTAx � 0 holds for all x 2 Rn (or, equivalently, for all



20 Chapter 3. Preliminariesx 2 Zn); then, we write: A � 0. Equivalently, A is positive semide�nite if andonly if all its eigenvalues are nonnegative, or if det(AI) � 0 for every principalsubmatrix AI of A (setting AI := (aij)i;j2I for a subset I � f1; : : : ; ng andletting det(AI) denote the determinant of AI).A symmetric n� n matrix A = (aij) can be encoded by its upper triangularpart (including the diagonal), i.e., by the vector (aij)1�i�j�n. We let PSDndenote the set of vectors (aij)1�i�j�n for which the symmetric n�n matrix (aij)(setting aji = aij) is positive semide�nite. The set PSDn is a cone in REn , calledthe positive semide�nite cone.A quadratic form is a function of the form:x 2 Rn 7! xTAx = X1�i;j�naijxixjwhere A = (aij) is an n�n symmetricmatrix; it is said to be positive semide�nitewhen the matrix A is positive semide�nite.The Gram matrix Gram(v1; : : : ; vn) of a set of vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk (k � 1)is the n�nmatrix whose (i; j)-th entry is vTi vj . It is easy to check that the rank ofthe matrix Gram(v1; : : : ; vn) is equal to the rank of the system (v1; : : : ; vn). EveryGram matrix is obviously positive semide�nite. It is well-known that, conversely,every positive semide�nite matrix can be expressed as a Gram matrix. We recallthis result below, as it will be often used in our treatment.Lemma 2.4.2. Let A = (aij)1�i;j�n be a symmetric matrix which is positivesemide�nite and let k � n be its rank. Then, A is a Gram matrix, i.e., thereexist vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk such that aij = vTi vj for 1 � i; j � n. The system(v1; : : : ; vn) has rank k. Moreover, if v01; : : : ; v0n are other vectors of Rk such thataij = v0Ti v0j for 1 � i; j � n, then v0i = Uvi (1 � i � n) for some orthogonalmatrix U .Proof. By assumption, A has k nonzero eigenvalues which are positive. Hence,there exists an n � n matrix Q0 such that A = Q0DQT0 , where D is an n � nmatrix whose entries are all zero except k diagonal entries, say with indices(1; 1); : : : ; (k; k), equal to 1. Denote by Q the n� k submatrix of Q0 consistingof its �rst k columns. Then, A = QQT holds, i.e., aij = vTi vj for 1 � i; j � n,where vT1 ; : : : ; vTn denote the rows of Q. It is easy to see that (v1; : : : ; vn) has thesame rank k as A. The unicity (up to orthogonal transformation) of v1; : : : ; vnfollows from Lemma 2.4.1.Checking whether a given symmetric matrix A is positive semide�nite canbe done in polynomial time. The next result is given in (Gr�otschel, Lov�asz andSchrijver [1988], page 295). For completeness, we recall the proof here.Proposition 2.4.3. Let A = (aij) be a symmetric n � n matrix with ratio-nal entries. There exists an algorithm permitting to check whether A is positivesemide�nite and, if not, to construct a vector x 2 Qn such that xTAx < 0. This



2.4 Matrices 21algorithm runs in time polynomial in n and in the size of A.Proof. The algorithm is based on Gaussian elimination and proceeds in thefollowing way. Check �rst whether a11 � 0. If not, then A is not positivesemide�nite and xTAx = a11 < 0 for x := (1; 0; : : : ; 0)T . Suppose that a11 = 0.Then, A is not positive semide�nite if a1i 6= 0 for some i 2 f2; : : : ; ng. Indeed,xTAx < 0 if we set xi := �1, xj := 0 for j 6= 1; i and if we choose x1 2 Q suchthat 2x1a1i � aii > 0. If a11 = a12 = : : : = a1n = 0 then A � 0 if and only if its(n � 1) � (n � 1) submatrix A0 := (aij)ni;j=2 is positive semide�nite. Moreover,if we can �nd y 2 Qn�1 such that yTA0y < 0, then xTAx < 0 for the vectorx := (0; y) 2 Qn .Suppose now that a11 > 0. Consider the (n�1)�(n�1) matrixA0 = (a0ij)ni;j=2(obtained by pivoting A with respect to the entry a11) de�ned bya0ij := aij � ai1a11a1j for i; j = 2; : : : ; n:Then, A � 0 if and only if A0 � 0. Moreover, suppose that we can �nd a vectory 2 Qn�1 such that yTA0y < 0. We indicate how to construct a vector x 2 Qnsuch that xTAx < 0. We set x := (�; y) where � has to be determined. WriteA := � a11 bTb B �. Then, xTAx = �2a11 + 2�yT b+ yTBy, whereyTBy = nXi;j=2 yiyjaij = nXi;j=2 yiyj(a0ij + ai1a11 a1j) = yTA0y + 1a11 (yT b)2:Therefore, xTAx = �2a11+2�yT b+yTA0y+ 1a11 (yT b)2: Let D denote the discrim-inant of this quadratic expression (in the variable �); then, D = �a11yTA0y > 0.Hence, if we choose � 2 Q such that �yT b�pDa11 < � < �yT b+pDa11 , then x :=(�; y) 2 Qn satis�es xTAx < 0.In all cases we have reduced our task to a problem of order n� 1. Moreover,one can verify that the entries of the smaller matrices to be considered do notgrow too large, i.e., that their sizes remain polynomially bounded by the size ofthe initial matrix A (see Gr�otschel, Lov�asz and Schrijver [1988] for details).Let M be a symmetric n � n matrix. The inertia In(M) of M is de�nedas the triple (p; q; s), where p (resp. q, s) denotes the number of positive (resp.negative, zero) eigenvalues of M ; hence, n = p + q + s. If P is a nonsingularmatrix, then it is well-known that the two matrices M and PMP T have thesame inertia; this result is known as Sylvester's law of inertia. The followingresult is useful for computing the inertia of a matrix.Lemma 2.4.4. Let M be a symmetric matrix with the following block decompo-sition: M = � A BBT C � ;



22 Chapter 3. Preliminarieswhere C is nonsingular. Then,In(M) = In(C) + In(A�BC�1BT ); detM = detC � det(A�BC�1BT ):(The matrix A�BC�1BT is known as the Schur complement of C in M .)Proof. The following identity holds:� I BC�10T I ��A�BC�1BT 00T C �� I 0C�1BT I � = � A BBT C � =M:By Sylvester's law of inertia, the two matricesM and �A�BC�1BT 00T C � havethe same inertia. Therefore, In(M) = In(C) + In(A�BC�1BT ).We conclude with a lemma that will be needed later.Lemma 2.4.5. Let M be a symmetric n� n matrix and let U be a subspace ofRn such that xTMx � 0 holds for all x 2 U . If U has dimension n� 1, then Mhas at most one positive eigenvalue.Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that M has two positive eigenvalues �1 and�2. Let u1 and u2 be eigenvectors for �1 and �2, respectively, with uT1 u2 = 0and k u1 k2=k u2 k2= 1. Let V denote the subspace of Rn spanned by u1 andu2. Then, xTMx > 0 holds for all x 2 V , x 6= 0; indeed, if x = a1u1 + a2u2,then xTMx = a21�1 + a22�2 > 0 if (a1; a2) 6= (0; 0). As U and V have respectivedimensions n � 1 and 2, there exists x 2 U \ V with x 6= 0. Then, xTMx � 0since x 2 U and xTMx > 0 since x 2 V , yielding a contradiction.



Part IMeasure Aspects:`1-Embeddability andProbability
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25IntroductionA classical problem in analysis is the isometric embedding problem, whichconsists of asking whether a given distance space (X; d) can be isometricallyembedded into some prescribed important \host" space. The case which has beenmost extensively studied in the literature is when the host space is the Hilbertspace. Work in this area was initiated by some results of Cayley [1841] andlater continued, in particular, by Menger [1928, 1931, 1954], Schoenberg [1935,1937, 1938a, 1938b] and Blumenthal [1953]. One of Schoenberg's well-knownresults asserts that a distance space (X; d) is isometrically L2-embeddable if andonly if the squared distance d2 satis�es a list of linear inequalities (the so-callednegative type inequalities). These results were later extended in the context ofLp-spaces. Of particular importance for our purpose is a result by Bretagnolle,Dacunha Castelle and Krivine [1966], which states that (X; d) is isometricallyLp-embeddable if and only if the same holds for every �nite subspace of (X; d).Our objective here is to study the isometric embedding problem in the casewhen the host space is the Banach L1-space. Our approach is mainly combi-natorial. The case p = 1 turns out to be speci�c among the various Lp-spaces.Indeed, by the above mentioned �niteness result, we may restrict ourselves to�nite distance spaces. Now, one of the basic facts about L1 is that a �nitedistance space (X; d) is isometrically L1-embeddable if and only if d belongs tothe so-called cut cone, the cone generated by all cut semimetrics. This cone is�nitely generated. Therefore, L1-embeddability of (X; d) can be characterizedby a �nite list of linear inequalities.However, in contrast with the L2-case, not all inequalities of this list areknown, in general. In fact, in view of the complexity status of the related max-cut problem, it is quite unlikely that this list can be completely described. It isone of the objective of this book to survey what is known about this list.Therefore, the problem of characterizing L1-embeddability reduces to thepurely combinatorial problem of describing the linear structure of the cut cone.Interest in this cone is also motivated by its relevance to several hard combina-torial optimization problems.Part I is organized as follows. Chapter 3 contains some preliminaries aboutdistance spaces. We present the basic connection existing between the cutcone and L1-metrics in Chapter 4 and, in an equivalent form in the contextof covariances, in Chapter 5. Two of the main known necessary conditions forL1-embeddability, namely, the hypermetric and negative type conditions, arepresented in Chapter 6. Several characterizations for L2-metrics are discussedthere, including Schoenberg's result in terms of the negative type condition andMenger's compactness result. Chapters 7 and 9 describe several operations onL1-metrics. In Chapter 8 we investigate the metric spaces arising from normedvector spaces, poset lattices, and semigroups; in all cases, a characterization ofL1-embeddability is given in terms of the hypermetric and negative type con-ditions. Lipschitz embeddings with some distortion are treated in Chapter 10,together with an application to the approximation of multicommodity ows in



26graphs. Finally, we group in Chapter 11 several additional results related to `1-embeddings in a space of �xed dimension and to the minimum `p-dimension and,in Chapter 12, we attempt to illustrate the wide range of use of the L1-metric.



Chapter 3. Preliminaries onDistances
We introduce here all the notions and de�nitions that we need in Part I, inparticular, about distance spaces, isometric embeddings, measure spaces, andour main host spaces: the Banach `p- and Lp-spaces for 1 � p � 1. The bookwill deal, in fact, essentially with the case p = 1, also with the Euclidean casep = 2 and the semimetric case p = 1. We will consider the general case p � 1only episodically. However, we now introduce the de�nitions for p arbitrary, asthis permits us to have a uni�ed setting for the various parameters and, moreover,to emphasize the speci�city of the case p = 1.3.1 Distance Spaces and `p-SpacesDistances and Semimetrics: De�nitions and Examples. Let X be a set.A function d : X � X ! R+ is called a distance on X if d is symmetric, i.e.,satis�es d(i; j) = d(j; i) for all i; j 2 X, and if d(i; i) = 0 holds for all i 2 X.Then, (X; d) is called a distance space. If d satis�es, in addition, the followinginequalities:(3.1.1) d(i; j) � d(i; k) + d(j; k)for all i; j; k 2 X, then d is called a semimetric on X. Moreover, if d(i; j) = 0holds only for i = j, then d is called a metric on X. The inequality (3.1.1) iscalled a triangle inequality.Set Vn := f1; : : : ; ng and En := fij j i; j 2 Vn; i 6= jg, where the symbolij denotes the unordered pair of the integers i; j, i.e., ij and ji are consideredidentical. Let d be a distance on the set Vn. Because of symmetry and sinced(i; i) = 0 for i 2 Vn, we can view the distance d as a vector (dij)1�i<j�n 2 REn .Conversely, every vector d 2 REn yields a distance d on Vn by symmetry and bytaking distance 0 on the diagonal pairs. Hence, a distance on Vn can be viewedalternatively as a (symmetric with zero on the diagonal) function on Vn � Vn oras a vector in REn . We will use freely these two representations for a distanceon Vn; the distinction should be clear from the context. Moreover, we will useboth symbols d(i; j) and dij for denoting the distance between two points i andj. Let d be a distance on the set Vn. Its distance matrix is de�ned as the n� nsymmetric matrix D whose (i; j)-th entry is d(i; j) for all i; j 2 Vn. Hence, all27



28 Chapter 3. Preliminariesdiagonal entries of D are equal to zero.The triangle inequalities (3.1.1) (for i; j; k 2 Vn) de�ne a cone in the spaceREn , called the semimetric cone and denoted by METn; its elements are preciselythe semimetrics on Vn.Very simple examples of semimetrics can be constructed in the following way.Given an integer t � 1, let t11n denote1 the equidistant metric on Vn, that takesvalue t on every pair in En; t11n is obviously a metric on Vn.Given a subset S � Vn, let �(S) denote the distance on Vn that takes value1 on the pairs (i; j) with i 2 S, j 2 Vn n S, and value 0 on the remaining pairs.Clearly, �(S) is a semimetric (not a metric if n � 3); it is called a cut semimetric2.Given a normed3 space (E; k : k), a metric dk:k can be de�ned on E by settingdk:k(x; y) :=k x� y kfor all x; y 2 E; the metric dk:k is called a norm metric or Minkowski metric.For any p � 1, the vector space Rm can be endowed with the `p-norm k : kpde�ned by k x kp= ( X1�k�m jxkjp) 1pfor x 2 Rm . Then, the associated norm metric is denoted by d`p and is called the`p-metric. Thus, d`p(x; y) =k x� y kp for x; y 2 Rm . The metric space (Rm ; d`p)is abbreviated as `mp . Similarly, `m1 denotes the metric space (Rm ; d`1), whered`1 denotes the norm metric associated with the norm k : k1 which is de�nedby k x k1= max(jxkj : 1 � k � m);for x 2 Rm .For 1 � p <1, the metric space `1p consists of the set of in�nite sequencesx = (xi)i�0 2 RN for which the sum Pi�0 jxijp is �nite, endowed with thedistance d(x; y) = �Pi�0 jxi � yijp� 1p . In the same way `11 is the set of boundedin�nite sequences x 2 RN , endowed with the distanced(x; y) = max(jxi � yij : i � 0):Another classical distance on the set Rm is the Hamming distance dH de�nedby dH(x; y) := jfi 2 [1;m] : xi 6= yigj1Thus, in notation t11n, the letter n refers to the number of points on which the metric isde�ned and not to the dimensionality of the space containing t11n.2The cut semimetrics are also called in the literature split metrics, or dissimilarities, orbinary metrics (e.g., in Bandelt and Dress [1992], Fichet [1987a], Le Calve [1987]).3We remind that a norm on a vector space E is a function x 2 E 7!k x k2 R+ such thatk x k= 0 if and only if x = 0, k �x k= j�j k x k for � 2 R, x 2 E, and k x+ y k�k x k + k y kfor x; y 2 E.



3.1 Distance Spaces and `p-Spaces 29for all x; y 2 Rm . Hence, when computed on binary vectors x; y 2 f0; 1gm, theHamming distance dH(x; y) and the `1-distance d`1(x; y) coincide.Other examples of metric spaces are the graphic metric spaces, that arisefrom connected graphs. Let G = (V;E) be a connected graph and let dG (ord(G)) denote the path metric of G where, for two nodes i; j 2 V , dG(i; j) denotesthe shortest length of a path from i to j in G. Then, (V; dG) is called the graphicmetric space associated with G. The graphic metric space associated with ahypercube graph H(m; 2) is called a hypercube metric space. Observe that thegraphic metric space of H(m; 2) coincides with the distance space (f0; 1gm ; d`1).If G = (V;E) is a graph and w = (we)e2E are nonnegative weights assignedto its edges, one can de�ne similarly the path metric4 dG;w of the weighted graph(G;w). Namely, for two nodes i; j 2 V , dG;w(i; j) denotes the smallest value ofPe2P we where P is a path from i to j in G.Isometric Embeddings. Let (X; d) and (X 0; d0) be two distance spaces. Then,(X; d) is said to be isometrically embeddable into (X 0; d0) if there exists a mapping� (the isometric embedding) from X to X 0 such thatd(x; y) = d0(�(x); �(y))for all x; y 2 X. One also says that (X; d) is an isometric subspace of (X 0; d0). Allthe embeddings considered here are isometric, so we will often omit to mentionthe word \isometric".For two graphs G and H, one writes G ,! H and says that G is an isometricsubgraph of H when (V (G); dG) is an isometric subspace of (V (H); dH ).Clearly, if (X; d) is embeddable into (X 0; d0) then the same holds for ev-ery subspace (Y; d), where Y � X. It may sometimes be su�cient to checkall subspaces (Y; d) of (X; d) on a limited number of points in order to ensureembeddability of the whole space (X; d) into (X 0; d0). The smallest number ofpoints that are enough to check is called (following Blumenthal [1953]) the or-der of congruence of (X 0; d0). More precisely, (X 0; d0) is said to have order ofcongruence p if, for every distance space (X; d),(Y; d) embeds into (X 0; d0) for every Y � X with jY j � p+(X; d) embeds into (X 0; d0)and p is the smallest such integer (possibly in�nite).A distance space (X; d) is said to be `p-embeddable if (X; d) is isometricallyembeddable into the space `mp for some integer m � 1. The smallest such integerm is called the `p-dimension of (X; d) and is denoted by m`p(X; d). Then, wede�ne the minimum `p-dimension m`p(n) by4It would be more correct to speak of `path semimetric' rather than `path metric', as somedistinct points might be at distance zero if some of the edge weights are equal to zero. We willhowever keep the terminology of `path metric' for simplicity.



30 Chapter 3. Preliminaries(3.1.2) m`p(n) := max(m`p(X; d) : jXj = n and (X; d) is `p-embeddable);that is, m`p(n) is the smallest integer m such that every `p-embeddable distanceon n points can be embedded in `mp . (It is known that m`p(n) is �nite; in fact,m`p(n) � �n2� for all n and p. Cf. Section 11.2.) The distance space (X; d) issaid to be `1p -embeddable if it is an isometric subspace of `1p .A distance space (X; d) is said to be hypercube embeddable if it can be isomet-rically embedded in some hypercube metric space (f0; 1gm ; d`1) for some integerm � 1. As the hypercube metric space (f0; 1gm; d`1) is an isometric subspace of`m1 , every hypercube embeddable distance space is `1-embeddable. (In fact, if dis rational valued, then the space (X; d) is `1-embeddable if and only if (X;�d)is hypercube embeddable for some integer �; see Proposition 4.3.8.)Basic Observations on `p-Metrics. Obviously, if a distance d is `p-embeddablethen d is a semimetric and, moreover, �d is `p-embeddable for any � > 0. Onthe other hand, the sum d1 + d2 of two `p-embeddable distances d1 and d2 is, ingeneral, not `p-embeddable. In other words, the set of `p-embeddable distanceson Vn is not a cone in general. However, the two extreme cases p = 1 and p =1are exceptional. In each of these two cases the set of `p-embeddable distanceson Vn forms a cone that, in addition, is polyhedral.The case p = 1 is directly relevant to the central topic of this book. Indeed,the distances on n points that are `1-embeddable are precisely the distancesthat can be decomposed as a nonnegative linear combination of cut semimetrics.Hence, they form a cone, the cut cone CUTn, which is a polyhedral cone as it isgenerated by the 2n�1 cut semimetrics. (Details are given in Section 4.1.)Consider now the case p = 1. Clearly every `1-embeddable distance is asemimetric. Conversely, every semimetric on Vn is `n�11 -embeddable. Indeed, thefollowing n vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rn�1 , wherevi := (d(1; i); d(2; i); : : : ; d(n� 1; i)) for i = 1; : : : ; n;provide an isometric embedding of (Vn; d) into (Rn�1 ; d`1). Therefore,METn = fd 2 REn j d is `1-embeddableg:Hence, the `1-embeddable distances on Vn form a cone, the semimetric coneMETn. This cone is a polyhedral cone as METn is de�ned by �nitely many linearinequalities (namely, the 3�n2� triangle inequalities). Moreover, the minimum `1-dimension satis�es:(3.1.3) m`1(n) � n� 1:Although the `p-embeddable distances on Vn do not form a cone if 1 < p <1,the p-th powers of these distances do form a cone. For 1 � p <1, set



3.1 Distance Spaces and `p-Spaces 31(3.1.4) NORn(p) := fd 2 REn j ppd is `p-embeddableg;where ppd denotes the vector � ppdij�ij2En : Then, the set NORn(p) is a conewhich is not polyhedral if 1 < p < 1; moreover, every cut semimetric lies onan extreme ray of NORn(p) (see Lemma 11.2.2). Note that the cones NORn(1)and CUTn coincide. The cone NORn(2) (which corresponds to the Euclideandistance) has also been extensively investigated; results are grouped in Section6.2. We want to point out that, although NORn(1) = CUTn appears to be muchnicer than NORn(2) since it is a polyhedral cone with very simple extreme rays,we do not know an inequality description of NORn(1). In fact, the investigationof the facial structure of the cone NORn(1) = CUTn will form an important partof this book, taken up especially in Part V.
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.Figure 3.1.5: The unit balls for the `1, `2 and `1-normsTo conclude let us compare the unit balls of the various `p-spaces. Let Bpdenote the unit ball in `np , de�ned byBp := fx 2 Rn :k x kp� 1g:Then, B1 = [�1; 1]n is the n-dimensional hypercube n (with side length 2),B1 coincides with the n-dimensional cross-polytope �n, and B2 is the usualEuclidean unit ball. The following inclusions hold:B1 � Bp � B1 for 1 � p � 1;which follow from the well-known Jensen's inequality (see, e.g., Section 2.10 inHardy, Littlewood and P�olya [1934]):k x kq � k x kp for all x 2 Rn ; 1 � p < q � 1:Figure 3.1.5 shows the three balls B1, B2, and B1 in dimension n = 2. Notethat the balls B1 and B1 are in bijection via the mapping f : R2 �! R2 de�nedby(3.1.6) x = (x1; x2) 7! f(x) := �x1 � x22 ; x1 + x22 �(which rotates the plane by 45 degrees and then shrinks it by a factor 1p2 ). In-deed, one can verify that k x k1=k f(x) k1 for all x 2 R2 . Therefore, the map-ping f provides an isometry between the distance spaces (R2 ; d`1) and (R2 ; d`1).



32 Chapter 3. Preliminaries3.2 Measure Spaces and Lp-SpacesWe now de�ne the distance space Lp(
;A; �), which is attached to any measurespace (
;A; �). For this, we recall some de�nitions5 on measure spaces. Let 
be a set and let A be a �-algebra of subsets of 
, i.e., A is a collection of subsetsof 
 satisfying the following properties:8>>><>>>: 
 2 A;if A 2 A then 
 n A 2 A;if A = 1[k=1Ak with Ak 2 A for all k; then A 2 A:A function � : A �! R+ is a measure on A if it is additive, i.e.,�([k�1Ak) = Xk�1�(Ak)for all pairwise disjoint sets Ak 2 A, and satis�es �(;) = 0. Note that measuresare always assumed here to be nonnegative. A measure space is a triple (
;A; �)consisting of a set 
, a �-algebra A of subsets of 
, and a measure � on A. Aprobability space is a measure space with total measure �(
) = 1.Given a function f : 
 �! R, its Lp-norm is de�ned byk f kp:= �Z
 jf(!)jp�(d!)� 1p :Then, Lp(
;A; �) denotes the set of functions f : 
 �! R which satisfy k f kp<1. The Lp-norm de�nes a metric structure on Lp(
;A; �), namely, by takingk f � g kp as distance between two functions f; g 2 Lp(
;A; �). A distancespace (X; d) is said to be Lp-embeddable if it is a subspace of Lp(
;A; �) forsome measure space (
;A; �).The most classical example of an Lp-space is the space Lp(
;A; �), where 
is the open interval (0; 1), A is the family of Borel subsets of (0; 1), and � is theLebesgue measure; it is simply denoted by Lp(0; 1). We now make precise theconnections existing between Lp-spaces and `p-spaces:(i) If 
 = N, A = 2
 is the collection of all subsets of 
, and � is the cardinalitymeasure, i.e., �(A) = jAj if A is a �nite subset of 
 and �(A) = 1otherwise, then Lp(N; 2N ; j:j) coincides with the space `1p .(ii) If 
 = Vm is a set of cardinality m, A = 2
, and � is the cardinalitymeasure, then Lp(Vm; 2Vm ; j:j) coincides with `mp .In other words, `mp is an isometric subspace of `1p which, in turn, is Lp-embeddable.We consider in detail L1-embeddable distance spaces in Chapter 4. It turnsout that, for a �nite distance space, the properties of being `1-, `11 , or L1-embeddable are all equivalent to the property of belonging to the cut cone (seeTheorem 4.2.6).5For more information concerning measure spaces and integrability of functions, the readermay consult the textbook by Rudin [1966].



3.2 Measure Spaces and Lp-Spaces 33Similar results are known for the case p � 1 (see, e.g., Fichet [1994]).Namely, for a �nite distance space (X; d), the properties of being `p-, `1p -, orLp-embeddable are all equivalent.Though we are mainly concerned with �nite distance spaces, i.e., with dis-tance spaces (X; d) where X is �nite, we also present a number of results involv-ing in�nite distance spaces. For instance, we consider in Section 8.3 the normedvector spaces whose norm metric is L1-embeddable. However, the following fun-damental result of Bretagnolle, Dacunha Castelle and Krivine [1966] shows thatthe study of Lp-embeddable spaces can be reduced to the �nite case.Theorem 3.2.1. Let p � 1 and let (X; d) be a distance space. Then, (X; d)is Lp-embeddable if and only if every �nite subspace of (X; d) is Lp-embeddable.Similarly, the study of `mp -embeddable spaces can be reduced to the �nitecase. The next result follows from the compactness theorem of logic (as observedby Malitz and Malitz [1992] in the case p = 1).Theorem 3.2.2. Let p;m � 1 be integers and let (X; d) be a distance space.Then, (X; d) is `mp -embeddable if and only if every �nite subspace of (X; d) is`mp -embeddable.Proof. Necessity is obvious. Conversely, suppose that every �nite subspace of(X; d) is `mp -embeddable. Fixing x0 2 X we can restrict ourselves to �ndingan embedding of (X; d) in which x0 is mapped to the zero vector. Hence, wesearch for an element (ux)x2X of the setK := Yx2X[�d(x0; x); d(x0; x)]m such thatk ux�uy kp= d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X. For x; y 2 X, let Kx;y denote the subset ofK consisting of the elements that satisfy the condition k ux�uy kp= d(x; y). Byassumption, any intersection of a �nite number of Kx;y's is nonempty. Therefore,since K is compact (by Tychono�'s theorem, as it is a Cartesian product ofcompact sets) and since the Kx;y's are closed sets, the intersection \x;y2XKx;y isnonempty, which shows that (X; d) is `mp -embeddable.Finally, we introduce one more semimetric space. Let (
;A; �) be a measurespace. Set A� := fA 2 A j �(A) <1g:One can de�ne a distance d� on A� by settingd�(A;B) = �(A4B)for all A;B 2 A�: Then, d� is a semimetric on A�. We call d� a measuresemimetric and the space (A�; d�) a measure semimetric space. The semimetricd� is also called the Fr�echet-Nikodym-Aronszajn distance in the literature. We



34 Chapter 3. Preliminarieswill consider in Section 9.2 the related Steinhaus distance, which is de�ned by�(A4B)�(A \B)for A;B 2 A�: Note that the measure semimetric space (A�; d�) is the subspaceof L1(
;A; �) consisting of its 0-1 valued functions. Moreover, if 
 = Vm is a�nite set of cardinality m, A = 2
, and � is the cardinality measure, then thespace (A�; d�) coincides with the hypercube metric space (f0; 1gm; d`1).We close the section with two remarks grouping a number of results aboutthe isometric embeddings existing among the various Lp-spaces. Figure 3.2.3summarizes some of the connections existing among `p-spaces and mentioned inRemark 3.2.4 below.d is `p-embeddable =) d is `1-embeddable2 < p <1~wd is `2-embeddable ~wwwww�d is `p-embeddable =) d is `1-embeddable =) ppd is `p-embeddable1 < p < 2 1 � p <1~wd is `2p-embeddable1 � p �1Figure 3.2.3: Links between various `p-spacesRemark 3.2.4. Isometric embeddings among the Lp-spaces. There is a vastliterature on the topic of isometric embeddings among the various Lp-spaces; see, e.g.,Wells and Williams [1975], Dor [1976], Ball [1987] , Lyubich and Vaserstein [1993]. Wesummarize here some of the main results. The following is shown in Dor [1976]. Let1 � p < 1, 1 � r � 1 and m 2 N , m � 2. Then, `mr is an isometric subspace ofLp(0; 1) if and only if, either (i) p � r < 2, or (ii) r = 2, or (iii) m = 2 and p = 1.Hence, for instance, `3r does not embed isometrically in Lp(0; 1) if r > 2. It was alreadyshown by Bretagnolle, Dacunha Castelle and Krivine [1966] that Lp(0; 1) embeds iso-metrically in L1(0; 1) for all 1 � p � 2. As a reformulation of the above result, we havethe following implications for a distance space (X; d):� If (X; d) is `2p-embeddable for some 1 � p � 1, then (X; d) is L1-embeddable.� If (X; d) is `p-embeddable for some 1 � p � 2, then (X; d) is L1-embeddable.� If (X; d) is `2-embeddable, then (X; d) is Lp-embeddable for all 1 � p � 1.Let r 6= p such that 1 � r; p < 1 and let m � 1 be an integer. Then, `mr embedsisometrically in `np for some integer n � 1 if and only if r = 2 and p is an even integer(Lyubich and Vaserstein [1993]). Given an even integer p, de�ne N(m; p) as the smallestinteger n � 1 for which `m2 embeds isometrically into `np . It is shown in Lyubich andVaserstein [1993] that N(2; p) = p2 + 1 and that, for any p � 2 and m � 1, max(N(m�1; p); N(m; p� 2)) � N(m; p) � �m+p�1m�1 �. An exact evaluation of N(m; p) is known for



3.2 Measure Spaces and Lp-Spaces 35small values of p;m; for instance, N(3; 4) = 6; N(3; 6) = 11; N(3; 8) = 16; N(7; 4) =28; N(8; 6) = 120; N(23; 4) = 276; N(23; 6) = 2300; N(24; 10) = 98280:Therefore, given r and m 2 N such that 1 < r � 2 < m, we have that `mr doesnot embed isometrically into `n1 (n positive integer), but `mr embeds into L1(0; 1) and,moreover, every �nite subspace of `mr on s points embeds into `(s2)1 .Remark 3.2.5. We mention here some observations made by Fichet [1994]. First, itcan be easily veri�ed that every semimetric on 3 points embeds isometrically in `2p forany 1 � p �1. Moreover, every semimetric on 4 points embeds isometrically in `21. Onthe other hand, there exist semimetrics on 4 points that are not `p-embeddable for any1 < p < 1. For such an example consider the distance d on X := f1; 2; 3; 4g takingvalue 2 on the pairs (1; 3) and (2; 4) and value 1 on all other pairs.One can verify that d is not `p-embeddable for 1 < p < 1. For, suppose thatthere exist vectors u1; u2; u3; u4 2 RN providing an `p-embedding of d. For each coor-dinate m 2 [1; N ] consider the distance dm on X de�ned by dmij := jui(m) � uj(m)j fori; j 2 X . We now exploit the fact that d satis�es several triangle inequalities at equal-ity. It can be easily observed (using Minkowski's inequality) that every dm satis�es thesame triangle equalities as d. From this follows that, for each coordinate m, either (i)u1(m) = u2(m) � u3(m) = u4(m), or (ii) u2(m) = u3(m) � u1(m) = u4(m). Denotingby N1 (resp. N2) the set of coordinates m for which (i) (resp. (ii)) occurs and settinga :=Pm2N1 ju1(m)�u3(m)jp, b :=Pm2N2 ju1(m)�u2(m)jp, we obtain that a = b = 1and 2p = a+ b, a contradiction if p > 1.





Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and`1-Metrics
In this chapter, we establish the basic connections existing between the cutcone and metrics. We show how the members of the cut cone can be inter-preted in terms of `1-metrics and measure semimetric spaces; see in particularTheorem 4.2.6, where several equivalent characterizations are stated. We alsointroduce in Section 4.3 several basic notions which will be used throughout thebook, namely, the notions of rigidity, size, scale and realizations. In Section 4.4,we present a number of basic problems about cut polyhedra and indicate theircomplexity status.4.1 The Cut Cone and PolytopeWe give here the exact de�nitions for the cut cone and polytope. We start withrecalling the notion of cut semimetric. Given a subset S of Vn = f1; : : : ; ng, let�(S) denote the vector of REn de�ned by(4.1.1) �(S)ij = 1 if jS \ fi; jgj = 1; and �(S)ij = 0 otherwise,for 1 � i < j � n. Obviously, �(S) de�nes a distance on Vn which is a semimetric;for this reason, �(S) is called a cut semimetric. Note that, in later chapters, wemay drop the word \semimetric" and simply speak of \the cut �(S)" or of \thecut vector �(S)". We use here the word \semimetric" in order to stress the factthat we are working with distance spaces.The cone in REn , which is generated by the cut semimetrics �(S) for S � Vn,is called the cut cone1 and is denoted by CUTn. The polytope in REn , which isde�ned as the convex hull of the cut semimetrics �(S) for S � Vn, is called thecut polytope and is denoted by CUT2n . Hence,(4.1.2) CUTn = f XS�Vn �S�(S) j �S � 0 for all S � Vng;(4.1.3) CUT2n = f XS�Vn �S�(S) j XS�Vn �S = 1 and �S � 0 for all S � Vng:It may sometimes be convenient to consider an arbitrary �nite set X instead on1The cone CUTn is also known in the literature under the name of Hamming cone; see, e.g.,Avis [1977, 1981], Assouad and Deza [1982], etc.37



38 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-MetricsVn. One de�nes in the same way2 the cut cone CUT(X) and the cut polytopeCUT2(X) on X. Hence,CUT(Vn) = CUTn and CUT2(Vn) = CUT2n :Note that CUTn and CUT2n are trivial for n = 2, as there is only one nonzerocut semimetric on V2. From now on, we will suppose that n � 3.There is a vast literature on the cut polyhedra; references will be giventhroughout the text when appropriate. Let us mention a few areas where thesepolyhedra arise. The cut polytope comes up in connection with the followingbasic geometric question: What are the linear inequalities that are satis�ed bythe pairwise angles of a set of vectors ? In fact, the inequalities valid for thecut polytope CUT2n yield valid relations for the pairwise angles among a set of nunit vectors (see Sections 6.4 and 31.2). As will be explained in the next section,the cut cone arises naturally in the context of `1-metrics. On the other hand,the cut polytope also plays an important role in combinatorial optimization, asit permits to formulate the max-cut problem. Given weights w = (wij) 2 REnassociated with the pairs ij 2 En, the max-cut problem consists of �nding a cut�(S) whose weight wT �(S) is as large as possible. Hence, it is the problem:(4.1.4) max wT �(S)s.t. S � Vn;which can be reformulated as an optimization problem over the cut polytope:max wTxs.t. x 2 CUT2n :This is a hard problem, for which no algorithm is known that runs in a polynomialnumber of steps (polynomial in n and the size of w); see Section 4.4. The max-cut problem has many applications in various �elds. For instance, the problem ofdetermining ground states of spin glasses in statistical physics, or the problem ofminimizing the number of vias subject to pin assignment and layer preferences inVLSI circuit design, can both be formulated as instances of the max-cut problem.These two applications are treated in detail in Barahona, Gr�otschel, J�unger andReinelt [1988]. We expose the application to spin glasses in Section 4.5. Otherapplications and connections are mentioned in Section 5.1, within the frameworkof unconstrained boolean quadratic programming. The reader may consult thesurvey paper by Poljak and Tuza [1995] for more information about max-cut andthe annotated bibliography by Laurent [1997a] for detailed references.2We will use later (in Sections 25.3 and 27.3) the notation CUT(G) and CUT2(G) fordenoting the projections of CUTn and CUT2n on the subspace indexed by the edge set of agraph G. It should not be confused with the notation CUT(X) and CUT2(X) which standsfor the cut polyhedra of the complete graph with node set X.



4.2 `1-Spaces 394.2 `1-SpacesEvery member d of the cut cone CUTn de�nes a semimetric on n points, asit satis�es all the triangle inequalities (3.1.1). Hence a natural question is thecharacterization of the semimetrics that belong to the cut cone. The main resultis that a semimetric belongs to the cut cone if and only if it is isometrically`1-embeddable, a result �rst found in Assouad [1980b]. Several other equivalentcharacterizations are stated in Theorem 4.2.6. The results3 in this section areessentially taken from Assouad [1980b] and from Assouad and Deza [1982]. Westart with several intermediate results.Proposition 4.2.1. Let d = (dij)1�i<j�n 2 REn . The following assertions areequivalent.(i) d 2 CUTn (resp. d 2 CUT2n).(ii) There exist a measure space (resp. a probability space) (
;A; �) and eventsA1; : : : ; An 2 A such that dij = �(Ai4Aj) for all 1 � i < j � n.Proof. (i) =) (ii) Suppose that d 2 CUTn. Then,d = XS�f1;:::;ng�S�(S);where �S � 0 for all S. We de�ne a measure space (
;A; �) in the followingway: Let 
 denote the family of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng, let A denote the familyof subsets of 
, and let � denote the measure on A de�ned by�(A) := XS2A�Sfor each A 2 A (i.e., A is a collection of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng). SetAi := fS 2 
 j i 2 Sg:Then,�(Ai4Aj) = �(fS 2 
 : jS \ fi; jgj = 1g) = XS2
:jS\fi;jgj=1�S = dij ;for all 1 � i < j � n. Moreover, if d 2 CUT2n , then PS �S = 1, i.e., �(
) = 1,which shows that (
;A; �) is a probability space.(ii) =) (i) Conversely, suppose that dij = �(Ai4Aj) for 1 � i < j � n, where(
;A; �) is a measure space and A1; : : : ; An 2 A. SetAS := \i2SAi \ \i62S(
 n Ai)3The result from Proposition 4.2.1 was already established by Avis [1977].



40 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metricsfor each S � f1; : : : ; ng. Then,Ai = [Sji2SAS ; Ai4Aj = [Sj jS\fi;jgj=1AS and 
 =[S AS :Therefore, d = XS�f1;:::;ng�(AS)�(S);which shows that d belongs to the cut cone CUTn. Moreover, if (
;A; �) is aprobability space, i.e., if �(
) = 1, then PS �(AS) = 1, implying that d belongsto the cut polytope CUT2n .Proposition 4.2.2. Let d 2 REn and (Vn; d) be the associated distance space.The following assertions are equivalent.(i) d 2 CUTn.(ii) (Vn; d) is `1-embeddable, i.e., there exist n vectors u1; : : : ; un 2 Rm (forsome m) such that dij =k ui � uj k1 for all 1 � i < j � n.Proof. (i) =) (ii) Suppose that d 2 CUTn. Then,d = X1�k�m �k�(Sk);where �1; : : : ; �m � 0 and S1; : : : ; Sm � Vn. For 1 � i � n, de�ne the vectorui 2 Rm with components (ui)k = �k if i 2 Sk and (ui)k = 0 otherwise, for1 � k � m. Then, dij =k ui � uj k1 for 1 � i < j � n. This shows that (Vn; d)is `1-embeddable.(ii) =) (i) Suppose that (Vn; d) is `1-embeddable, i.e., that there exist n vectorsu1; : : : ; un 2 Rm (for some m � 1) such that dij =k ui�uj k1, for 1 � i < j � n.We show that d 2 CUTn. By additivity of the `1-norm, it su�ces to showthe result for the case m = 1. Hence, we can suppose that dij = jui � ujjwhere u1; : : : ; un 2 R. Without loss of generality, we can also suppose thatu1 � u2 � : : : � un. Then, it is easy to check thatd = X1�k�n�1(uk+1 � uk)�(f1; 2; : : : ; k � 1; kg):This shows that d 2 CUTn.Remark 4.2.3. The proof of Proposition 4.2.2 shows, in fact, the followingresult: If a distance d on Vn can be decomposed as a nonnegative linear combi-nation of m cut semimetrics, i.e., if d = Pmk=1 �k�(Sk) where �k � 0 for all k,then d is `m1 -embeddable.There is a characterization for hypercube embeddable semimetrics, analogousto that of Proposition 4.2.2.Proposition 4.2.4. Let d 2 REn and (Vn; d) be the associated distance space.The following assertions are equivalent.



4.2 `1-Spaces 41(i) d = XS�Vn �S�(S) for some nonnegative integers �S.(ii) (Vn; d) is hypercube embeddable, i.e., there exist n vectors u1; : : : ; un 2f0; 1gm (for some m) such that dij =k ui � uj k1 for all 1 � i < j � n.(iii) There exist a �nite set 
 and n subsets A1; : : : ; An of 
 such that dij =jAi4Ajj for all 1 � i < j � n.(iv) (Vn; d) is an isometric subspace of (Zm; d`1) for some integer m � 1.Proof. The proof of (i) () (ii) is analogous to that of Proposition 4.2.2.Namely, for (i) =) (ii), assume d = Pmk=1 �(Sk) (allowing repetitions). Con-sider the binary n � m matrix M whose columns are the incidence vectors ofthe sets S1; : : : ; Sm. If u1; : : : ; un denote the rows of M , then dij =k ui � uj k1holds, providing an embedding of (Vn; d) in the hypercube of dimensionm. Con-versely, for (ii) =) (i), consider the matrixM whose rows are the n given vectorsu1; : : : ; un. Let S1; : : : ; Sm be the subsets of f1; : : : ; ng whose incidence vectorsare the columns of M . Then, d = Pmk=1 �(Sk) holds, giving a decomposition ofd as a nonnegative integer combination of cut semimetrics.The assertion (iii) is a reformulation of (ii), the implication (iii) =) (iv) is ob-vious, and (iv) =) (i) follows from the proof of the implication (ii) =) (i) inProposition 4.2.2.We now make the link with L1-spaces.Lemma 4.2.5. Let (X; d) be a distance space. The following assertions areequivalent(i) (X; d) is L1-embeddable.(ii) (X; d) is a subspace of a measure semimetric space (A�; d�) for some mea-sure space (
;A; �).Proof. The implication (ii) ) (i) is clear, since (A�; d�) is a subspace ofL1(
;A; �). We check (i)) (ii). It su�ces to show that each space L1(
;A; �) isa subspace of (B� ; d�) for some measure space (T;B; �). For this, set T := 
�R,B := A�R where R is the family of Borel subsets of R, and � := �
� where � isthe Lebesgue measure on R. For f 2 L1(
;A; �), let E(f) = f(!; s) 2 
�R j s >f(!)g denote its epigraph. Then, the mapping f 7�! E(f)4E(0) provides an iso-metric embedding from L1(
;A; �) to (B� ; d�), since k f � g k1= �(E(f)4E(g))holds.The next result summarizes the equivalent characterizations that have beenobtained for the members of the cut cone CUTn.Theorem 4.2.6. Let d 2 REn and (Vn; d) be the associated distance space. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) d 2 CUTn.



42 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metrics(ii) (Vn; d) is `1-embeddable.(iii) (Vn; d) is L1-embeddable.(iv) There exist a measure space (
;A; �) and A1; : : : ; An 2 A such that dij =�(Ai4Ai) for all 1 � i < j � n.(v) (Vn; d) is an isometric subspace of `11 .At this point let us observe a convexity property of the cut semimetricsentering any decomposition of an `1-embeddable distance. We need a de�nition.De�nition 4.2.7. Let (X; d) be a distance space. A subset U � X is said to bed-convex if d(x; y) = d(x; z) + d(z; y) and x; y 2 U imply that z 2 U .Convex sets arise naturally in the context of `1-metrics. Namely,Lemma 4.2.8. Let (X; d) be an `1-embeddable distance space and suppose thatd = PA�X �A�(A) where �A � 0 for all A � X. Then, both sets A and X n Aare d-convex for every cut semimetric �(A) entering the decomposition with apositive coe�cient �A > 0.Proof. The result follows from the fact that every triangle equality satis�ed byd is also satis�ed by a cut semimetric �(A) entering the decomposition of d.We conclude this section with a remark on how the equivalence (i) () (ii)from Proposition 4.2.4 can be generalized in the context of Hamming spaces andmulticuts. Let q � 2 be an integer and let S1; : : : ; Sq be q pairwise disjointsubsets of Vn forming a partition of Vn, i.e., such that S1 [ : : : [ Sq = Vn. Then,the multicut semimetric �(S1; : : : ; Sq) is the vector of REn de�ned by�(S1; : : : ; Sq)ij = 0 if i; j 2 Sh for some h; 1 � h � q;�(S1; : : : ; Sq)ij = 1 otherwisefor 1 � i < j � n. The following can be easily checked.Proposition 4.2.9. Let d 2 REn , let (Vn; d) be the associated distance spaceand let q1; : : : ; qk � 1 be integers. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) d = Pkh=1 �(S(h)1 ; : : : ; S(h)qh ), where (S(h)1 ; : : : ; S(h)qh ) is a partition of Vn, foreach h = 1; : : : ; k.(ii) (Vn; d) is an isometric subspace of the Hamming space(Qkh=1f0; 1; : : : ; qh � 1g; dH ).Hence, we obtain again the equivalence (i) () (ii) from Proposition 4.2.4in the case when q1 = : : : = qk = 2. Observe that the Hamming space(Qkh=1f0; 1; : : : ; qh�1g; dH) coincides with the graphic metric space of the graph



4.3 Realizations, Rigidity, Size and Scale 43Qkh=1Kqh (the graph obtained by taking the Cartesian product of the completegraphs Kq1 ; : : : ;Kqk). Note also that�(S1; : : : ; Sq) = 12 qXi=1 �(Si)for every partition (S1; : : : ; Sq) of Vn. Therefore, every Hamming space is `1-embeddable with scale 2 (see the de�nition below).As an example, consider the distance d := (1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1) 2 RE5 .Then the distance space (V5; d) is an isometric subspace of the Hamming space(f0; 1; 2g � f0; 1g; dH ). To see it, consider the isometric embeddingi 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g 7! vi 2 f0; 1; 2g � f0; 1gwhere v1 = (0; 0), v2 = (1; 0), v3 = (2; 0), v4 = (0; 1), and v5 = (2; 1). Equiva-lently, d can be decomposed as the following sum of multicut semimetrics:d = �(f1; 4g; f2g; f3; 5g) + �(f1; 2; 3g; f4; 5g):4.3 Realizations, Rigidity, Size and ScaleWe group here several de�nitions related to `1- and hypercube embeddability.Namely, for an `1-metric, we de�ne the notions of realizations, rigidity, size andscale.Realizations. We de�ne here the notions of R+ - and Z+-realizations for an`1-metric; they will be used especially in Part IV.De�nition 4.3.1. Let d be a distance on Vn. Any decomposition:d = XS�Vn �S�(S);where �S � 0 (resp. �S 2 Z+) for all S, is called an R+ -realization (resp. Z+-realization) of d.Hence, for an `1-embeddable distance d on Vn, we can speak alternativelyof an `1-embedding of d (which consists of a set of n vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rm(m � 1) such that dij =k vi � vj k1 for all i; j 2 Vn), or of an R+ -realizationof d (which is a decomposition of d as a nonnegative linear combination of cutsemimetrics).In the same way, if d is hypercube embeddable, we can speak alternativelyof a hypercube embedding of d (which consists of a set of n vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2f0; 1gm (m � 1) such that dij =k vi � vj k1 for all i; j 2 Vn), or of a Z+-realization of d (which is a decomposition of d as a nonnegative integer linearcombination of cut semimetrics). The binary n �m matrix M whose rows are



44 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metricsthe vectors v1; : : : ; vn (providing a hypercube embedding of d) is called an h-realization matrix (or, simply, realization matrix) of d. If S1; : : : ; Sm denote thesubsets of Vn whose incidence vectors are the columns ofM , then d =Pmj=1 �(Sj)is a Z+-realization of d. This simple fact is the basic idea for the proof of theequivalence (i) () (ii) in Proposition 4.2.4.If v1; : : : ; vn is an `1-embedding of d, then the n�m matrix M whose rowsare the vectors v1; : : : ; vn is also called a realization matrix of d. Note, however,that the associated R+ -realization of d cannot be read immediately from M asin the hypercube case (we have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.2.2 how toconstruct an R+ -realization).As an example, consider the distance on V4 de�ned by d := (3; 1; 3; 4; 4; 2) 2RE4 . The vectors v1 = (1; 1; 1; 0; 0), v2 = (1; 0; 0; 0; 1), v3 = (0; 1; 1; 0; 0), v4 =(0; 1; 1; 1; 1) provide a hypercube embedding of d, corresponding to the followingZ+-realization of d:d = �(f1; 2g) + 2�(f2g) + �(f4g) + �(f2; 4g);with associated realization matrix 0BB@ 1 1 1 0 01 0 0 0 10 1 1 0 00 1 1 1 11CCA :Rigidity. Let (Vn; d) be a distance space. Then, (Vn; d) is said to be `1-rigid if dadmits a unique R+ -realization. Similarly, (Vn; d) is said to be h-rigid if d admitsa unique Z+-realization. The notion of `1-rigidity is, in fact, directly relevant tothe existence of simplex faces for the cut cone, as the next result shows.Lemma 4.3.2. Let C := R+(v1; : : : ; vp) � Rm be a cone, where each vectorvi lies on an extreme ray of C. Suppose, moreover, that the cone C is not asimplex cone. Then, each point that lies in the relative interior of C admits atleast two (in fact, an in�nity of) distinct decompositions as a nonnegative linearcombination of the generators v1; : : : ; vp.Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that C is full-dimensional.Let x 2 C lying in the interior of C. By Carath�eodory's theorem, we havex =Pkh=1 �hvih where �1; : : : ; �k > 0 and fvi1 ; : : : ; vikg is a linearly independentsubset of fv1; : : : ; vpg. If k � m � 1, then one can easily construct anotherdecomposition of x. (Indeed, let H be a hyperplane containing vi1 ; : : : ; vik ; x.As x is an interior point of C, H cuts C into two nonempty parts and, thus,x = y + z where y belongs to one part and z to the other one.) Suppose nowthat k = m. As C is not a simplex cone, we have p � k + 1, i.e., there existsvk+1 2 fv1; : : : ; vpg n fvi1 ; : : : ; vikg. As the set fvi1 ; : : : ; vik ; vk+1g is linearlydependent, there exist �1; : : : ; �k 2 R such that Pkh=1 �hvih + vk+1 = 0: Then,x =Pkh=1(�h + ��h)vih + �vk+1 is another decomposition of x, setting � := 1 ifall �h's are nonnegative and � := min(��h�h j �h < 0) otherwise.



4.3 Realizations, Rigidity, Size and Scale 45Corollary 4.3.3. The following assertions are equivalent for a distance space(Vn; d).(i) (Vn; d) is `1-rigid, i.e., there is a unique way of decomposing d as a non-negative linear combination of nonzero cut semimetrics.(ii) d lies on a simplex face of CUTn.Proof. The implication (ii) =) (i) is obvious, while (i) =) (ii) follows fromLemma 4.3.2 applied to the smallest face of CUTn that contains d.The notion of h-rigidity can be reformulated in the following way, in terms ofh-realization matrices. Let (Vn; d) be a hypercube embeddable distance space.Let M be an h-realization matrix of (Vn; d). The following operations (a), (b),(c) on M yield a new h-realization matrix for (Vn; d):(a) Permute the columns of M .(b) Add modulo 2 a binary vector to every row of M .(c) Add to M , or delete from M , a column which is the zero vector or theall-ones vector.Two hypercube embeddings of (Vn; d) are said to be equivalent if their associatedrealization matrices can be obtained from one another via the above operations(a),(b),(c). Then, (Vn; d) is h-rigid if and only if it has a unique hypercubeembedding, up to equivalence.`1- and h-Size. We now turn to the notions of `1-size and h-size. Suppose dis a distance on Vn. If d = P;6=S�Vn �S�(S) is a decomposition of d as a linearcombination of nonzero cut semimetrics, then the quantity P;6=S�Vn �S is calledits size. Moreover, if d is `1-embeddable then the quantity(4.3.4) s`1(d) := min( X;6=S�Vn �S j d = X;6=S�Vn �S�(S) with �S � 0 for all S)is called the minimum `1-size of d. Similarly, if d is hypercube embeddable, then(4.3.5) sh(d) := min( X;6=S�Vn �S j d = X;6=S�Vn �S�(S) with �S 2 Z+ for all S)is called the minimum h-size of d. This parameter has the following interpreta-tion: The minimumh-size of d is equal to the minimumdimension of a hypercubein which d can be isometrically embedded.One can easily obtain some bounds on the minimum `1-size. Suppose thatd = P;6=S�Vn �S�(S) with �S � 0 for all S. As n � 1 � P1�i<j�n �(S)(i; j) �bn2 cdn2 e for each subset S 6= ;; Vn, we obtain(4.3.6) P1�i<j�n d(i; j)bn2 cdn2 e � X;6=S�Vn �S � P1�i<j�n d(i; j)n� 1 :



46 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-MetricsMoreover, equality holds in the lower bound of (4.3.6) if and only if the decom-position of d uses only equicuts (i.e., �S 6= 0 only if jSj = bn2 c; dn2 e) and equalityholds in the upper bound if and only if the decomposition uses only star cuts(i.e., �S 6= 0 only if jSj = 1).Example 4.3.7. Let 211n denote the equidistant metric on Vn taking the value2 on all pairs. Then, 211n is `1-rigid if and only if n = 3. Indeed, 2113 is `1-rigidbecause the cut cone CUT3 is a simplex cone, and 211n is not `1-rigid for n � 4as 211n = X1�i�n �(fig) = 1n� 2 X1�i<j�n �(fi; jg)has two distinct R+ -realizations.On the other hand, 211n is h-rigid if and only if n 6= 4, its unique Z+-realization being given by: 211n = Pni=1 �(fig); see Theorem 22.0.6. The metric2114 has one additional Z+-realization, namely, 2114 = �(f1; 2g) + �(f1; 3g) +�(f1; 4g).Hence, sh(211n) = n for n 6= 4 and sh(2114) = 3. On the other hand,s`1(211n) = 4(n�1)n if n is even and s`1(211n) = 4nn+1 if n is odd.Using the linear programming duality theorem, the minimum `1-size of d canalso be expressed ass`1(d) = max(vTd j v 2 REn ; vT �(S) � 1 for all S � Vn):Clearly, in this maximization problem, it su�ces to consider the vectors v 2 REnfor which the inequality vTx � 1 de�nes a facet of the cut polytope CUT2n .As an illustration, let us mention an exact formulation for s`1(d) in the casen � 5. All the facets of CUTn are known for n � 5. Namely, they are de�nedby the triangle inequalities (3.1.1) if n � 4, and they are de�ned by the triangleinequalities (3.1.1) together with the pentagonal inequalities (6.1.9) if n = 5.This permits to obtain that, for d 2 CUT4,s`1(d) = max�d(i; j) + d(i; k) + d(j; k)2 j 1 � i < j < k � 4�and, for d 2 CUT5,s`1(d) = max �d(i;j)+d(i;k)+d(j;k)2 j 1 � i < j < k � 5;P1�i<j�5 d(i;j)6 ;P1�i<j�5 d(i;j)�2P1�j�5;j 6=i d(i;j)2 j 1 � i � 5� :Scale. The following result is an immediate consequence of Propositions 4.2.2and 4.2.4.Proposition 4.3.8. Let (Vn; d) be a distance space where d is rational valued.Then, (Vn; d) is `1-embeddable if and only if (Vn; �d) is hypercube embeddable for



4.3 Realizations, Rigidity, Size and Scale 47some scalar �.Let d be a distance on Vn that is `1-embeddable and takes rational values.Every integer � for which (Vn; �d) is hypercube embeddable is called a scale of(Vn; d); then, we also say that d is hypercube embeddable with the scale �. Thesmallest such integer � is called the minimum scale of (Vn; d) and is denoted by�(d).It is easy to see that all integer valued `1-embeddable distances on Vn admita common scale.Lemma 4.3.9. There exists an integer � such that �d is hypercube embeddablefor every `1-embeddable distance d on Vn that is integer valued.Proof. Let X be a set of linearly independent cut semimetrics on Vn, let MXdenote the matrix whose columns are the members of X, and let �X denote thesmallest absolute value of the determinant of a jXj�jXj nonsingular submatrix ofMX . Then, we de�ne � as the lowest common multiple of the integers �X (for Xarbitrary set of linearly independent cut semimetrics). This integer � satis�es thelemma. Indeed, let d be an integer valued distance on Vn that is `1-embeddable.By Carath�eodory's theorem, d can be decomposed as d =P�(S)2X �S�(S), whereX is a set of linearly independent cut semimetrics and �S > 0 for all S. Let Abe a jXj � jXj nonsingular submatrix of MX with jdetAj = �X , let E denotethe index set for the rows of A and set dE := (dij)ij2E . Then, A� = dE , i.e.,� = A�1dE . Applying Cramer's rule, we obtain that (detA)� is integer valued.This shows that �d is hypercube embeddable.We deduce from the above proof the following (very rough) upper bound�(d) �  n2!!for the minimum scale of an integral `1-distance d on Vn (as the determinant ofa k � k binary matrix is less than or equal to k! in absolute value).Let us de�ne �n as the smallest integer � such that �d is hypercube em-beddable for every `1-embeddable distance d on Vn that is integer valued andsatis�es: d(i; j) + d(i; k) + d(j; k) 2 2Z for all i; j; k 2 Vn:(This condition ensures that d can be decomposed as an integer sum of cutsemimetrics, an obvious necessary condition for hypercube embeddability; seeProposition 25.1.1.) Hence, by the above, �n � (n2)Yk=1 k!. In fact, as we will see inSection 25.2, �n = 1 for n � 5, and �6 = 2.



48 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metrics4.4 Complexity QuestionsWe formulate here several basic problems related to cut semimetrics and weindicate their complexity status. A typical way to show that a given problem(P) is NP-hard is to show that some known NP-complete problem (P0) reducespolynomially to it. We use as starting point the following well-known problem:(P0) The partition problem.Instance: A nonnegative integer vector b = (b1; : : : ; bn).Question: Can b be partitioned ? That is, does there exist S � Vn such thatPi2S bi =Pi2VnnS bi ?Complexity: NP-complete (Karp [1972]).(P1) The max-cut problem (decision version).Instance: A vector w 2 ZEn+ and K 2 Z+.Question: Does there exist S � Vn such that wT �(S) � K ?Complexity: NP-complete (Karp [1972]).Proof. It is clear that (P1) is in NP. To see that (P1) is NP-complete, one canobserve (following Karp [1972]) that (P0) polynomially reduces to it. Indeed,given integers b1; : : : ; bn 2 N, de�ne w 2 ZEn and K 2 Z+ by wij := bibj (for ij 2En) andK := 14(Pni=1 bi)2. Then, for S � Vn, wT �(S) = (Pi2S bi)(Pi2VnnS bi) �K if and only if Pi2S bi = 12Pni=1 bi, i.e., if b can be partitioned.(P2) The max-cut problem (optimization version).Instance: A vector w 2 ZEn+ .Question: Find S � Vn for which wT �(S) is maximum.Complexity: NP-hard.While NP-hard in general, the max-cut problem may become easy for certainclasses of weight functions. It is convenient to represent a weight function by itssupporting graph (with edges the pairs with nonzero weights). Note �rst that themax-cut problem remains NP-hard when restricted to 0; 1-valued weight func-tions and to each of the following classes of graphs: cubic graphs (Yannakakis[1978]), graphs having a node whose deletion results in a planar graph (Bara-hona [1982]), chordal graphs, tripartite graphs, complements of bipartite graphs(Bodlaender and Jansen [1994]). On the other hand, the max-cut problem canbe solved in polynomial time for several classes of graphs; for instance, for planargraphs (Orlova and Dorfman [1972], Hadlock [1975]), more generally for graphswith no K5-minor (Barahona [1983]), also for graphs of �xed genus with weights�1 (Barahona [1981]). (See also Section 27.3.2.)Next, we look at the complexity of the separation problem over the cutcone CUTn, as this will then enable us to derive the complexity of the `1-embeddability problem.(P3) The separation problem for the cut cone.Instance: A rational distance d on Vn.



4.4 Complexity Questions 49Question: Does d belong to the cut cone CUTn ? If not, �nd a 2 QEn such thataTd > 0 and aT �(S) � 0 for all S � Vn.Complexity: NP-hard (Karzanov [1985]).Proof. Set Pn := CUTn \ fx jPij2En xij � 1g. We �rst show that the problem(P1) can be polynomially reduced to an optimization problem over Pn. For this,let w 2 ZEn+ and K 2 Z+ be given. For s 6= t 2 Vn, de�ne a new weight functionwst 2 ZEn bywstij := 8><>: �wij if i; j 2 Vn n fs; tg;�wij +M if i 2 fs; tg; j 2 Vn n fs; tg;�wij +K � 1�M(n� 2) if ij = st;for ij 2 En, where M :=Pij2En wij . Note that (wst)T �(S) = �wT �(S) +K � 1if �(S)st = 1 and that (wst)T �(S) � 0 if �(S)st = 0. Hence, if �(S)st = 1, thenwT �(S) � K if and only if (wst)T �(S) < 0. Therefore, in order to solve (P1), itsu�ces to solve the problem: min (wst)Txs.t. x 2 Pnfor each of the �n2� pairs st 2 En and to verify whether the minimum is negative.As (P1) is NP-complete, we obtain that the optimization problem over Pn isNP-hard. Using results from Gr�otschel, Lov�asz and Schrijver [1988] (namely,the polynomial equivalence between optimization and separation problems overpolyhedra), we deduce that the separation problem for Pn is NP-hard. As theseparation problem over Pn is clearly equivalent to the separation problem overCUTn, we obtain that (P3) is NP-hard.(P5) The `1-embeddability problem.Instance: A rational distance d on Vn.Question: Does d belong to the cut cone CUTn (i.e., is d `1-embeddable) ?Complexity: NP-complete (Avis and Deza [1991]).Proof. We �rst check that (P5) is in NP. Indeed, if d 2 CUTn, then d canbe decomposed as d = Pmi=1 �i�(Si) for some nonnegative scalars �i's, wherem � �n2� (by Carath�eodory's theorem). Thus, the polyhedron f� 2 Rm+ j d =Pmi=1 �i�(Si)g is nonempty. Therefore, it contains a rational vector � whose sizeis polynomially bounded by n and the size of d (use Theorem 10.1 in Schrijver[1986]). Hence, this � provides a certi�cate that can be checked in time poly-nomial in the size of d. This shows that (P5) is in NP. We can now concludethat (P5) is NP-complete, since the separation problem (P3) is NP-hard. In-deed, consider again the polytope Pn = CUTn \ fx j Pij2En xij � 1g insteadof CUTn. As Pn is a full-dimensional bounded polytope for which we know aninterior point (e.g., 1(n2)+111n), it follows from general results in Gr�otschel, Lov�aszand Schrijver [1988] that the separation problem for Pn reduces polynomially to



50 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metricsthe membership problem for Pn (use, in particular, (4.3.11) and Theorems 6.3.2and 6.4.9 there).(P6) The hypercube embeddability problem.Instance: An integer distance d on Vn.Question: Is d hypercube embeddable ?Complexity: NP-hard; NP-complete when d is a distance on Vn having a pointat distance 3 from all other points and all other distances belong to f0; 2; 4; 6g(Chv�atal [1980]; see Theorem 24.1.8).Many other problems related to cut semimetrics are hard problems. This isthe case, for instance, for the problem of computing the minimum `1-size s`1(d)for an `1-embeddable distance d, or that of computing the minimum h-size sh(d)for a hypercube embeddable distance. As an example, consider the equidistantmetric d = 2t11t2+t+1 (on t2 + t + 1 points). Then, computing the minimumh-size of d would yield an answer to the question of existence of �nite projectiveplanes. Indeed, it can be shown that sh(d) � t2 + t + 1, with equality if andonly if there exists a projective plane of order t (see Section 23.3). In the samevein, computing the minimum scale of d 2 CUTn is also hard. If dn denotes thedistance on Vn that takes value 1 for every pair except value 2 for a single pair,then �(dn) = 2min(t j 4t � sh(2t11n))(see (7.4.5)). Hence, we meet again the question of computing the minimum h-size of the equidistant metric. More details about these examples can be foundin Section 7.4.Finding a complete linear description of the cut cone CUTn (or of the cutpolytope CUT2n ) is also a hard task. Due to the NP-completeness of the max-cutproblem, it follows from a result of Karp and Papadimitriou [1982] that thereexists no polynomially concise linear description of CUTn (or CUT2n ) unless NP= co-NP.Hence, many questions about the cut polyhedra turn out to be hard. Never-theless, we will present in this book a number of results dealing with instanceswhere these questions become tractable. For instance, even though the hyper-cube embeddability problem is NP-hard for general distances, it can be solved inpolynomial time for some classes of metrics; several such classes are described inChapter 24. A complete linear description of the cut cone CUTn is not knownfor general n; yet, large classes of valid inequalities and facets are known (yield-ing a complete description for n � 7); see Part V. Moreover, for some classesof metrics, the known classes of inequalities already su�ce for characterizing `1-embeddability; see Remark 6.3.5. For some restricted instances of weight func-tions, the max-cut problem becomes polynomial-time solvable as noted above.We will also mention several classes of valid inequalities for the cut cone for whichthe separation problem can be solved in polynomial time (e.g., in Section 29.5);hence, these systems of inequalities de�ne tractable linear relaxations of the cutpolytope that could be used for approximating the max-cut problem.



4.5 An Application to Statistical Physics 514.5 An Application to Statistical PhysicsWe describe here an application of the max-cut problem to a problem arisingin statistical physics; namely, the problem of determining ground states of spinglasses.We start with reformulating the max-cut problem (4.1.4) as the followingquadratic �1-optimization problem:(4.5.1) max 12P1�i<j�nwij(1� xixj)s.t. x 2 f�1gn:(Indeed, setting S := fi 2 [1; n] j xi = 1g for x 2 f�1gn, the weight functiondoes compute the weight wT �(S) of the corresponding cut.) The applied problemthat we discuss below will be of the form (4.5.1).A central topic in physics is the investigation of properties of spin glasses. Anumber of theories have been developed over the years in order to model spinglasses and try to explain their behaviour. One of the most commonly usedmodels is the Ising model both for its simplicity and its accuracy in representingreal world situations. Some aspects in this model yield to optimization problemsof the form (4.5.1) as we see below4.A spin glass is an alloy of magnetic impurities diluted in a nonmagnetic metal.Alloys that show spin glass behaviour are, for instance, CuMn, the metalliccrystal AuFe, or the insulator EuSrS. At very low temperature the spin glasssystem attains a minimum energy con�guration, referred to as a ground state.This state can be found by minimizing the hamiltonian representing the totalenergy of the system; this problem turns out to be a max-cut problem in a certaingraph.Let us assume that the given spin glass system consists of n magnetic impu-rities (atoms). Each magnetic atom i has a magnetic orientation (spin) which, inthe Ising model, is represented by a variable si 2 f�1g (meaning magnetic northpole `up' or `down'). Between any pair i; j of atoms there is an interaction Jij ,which depends on the nonmagnetic material and the distance rij between theatoms. The orientation of the exterior magnetic �el is represented by s0 2 f�1gand its strength by a constant h. Then the energy of the system is given by thehamiltonian: H := � X1�i<j�nJijsisj � h nXi=1 s0si:Finding a state of minimum energy is the problem:min �P1�i<j�n Jijsisj � hPni=1 s0sns.t. s 2 f�1gn+1;4The reader may consult Barahona, Gr�otschel, J�unger and Reinelt [1988], or Godsil,Gr�otschel and Welsh [1995] for more details on this topic and Mezard, Parisi and Virasoro[1987] for an introduction to the general theory of spin glasses.



52 Chapter 4. The Cut Cone and `1-Metricswhich can be easily brought in the form (4.5.1). Thus, we �nd an instance ofthe max-cut problem.As the interaction Jij decreases rapidly as the distance rij increases, it iscommon to set Jij := 0 if the atoms are far apart. Moreover, there are twoways of generating the interactions Jij that have been intensively studied: theGaussian model where the Jij 's are chosen from a Gaussian distribution, andthe �J-model where interactions take only two values �J (according to somedistribution). One also assumes that the atoms are regularly located on a 2- or3-dimensional grid; then interactions between atoms are nonzero only along theedges of the grid. In this model, the problem of determining ground states ofthe spin glass system is formulated as a max-cut problem on a graph which is a2-dimensional or 3-dimensional grid plus a universal node (corresponding to theexterior magnetic �eld) joined to all nodes in the grid.This instance of the max-cut problem is NP-hard, as mentioned earlier inSection 4.4. In fact, if one neglects the exterior magnetic �eld, the problemremains NP-hard in the 3-dimensional case (Barahona [1982]), but it becomespolynomial in the 2-dimensional case (since a 2-dimensional grid is a planargraph). Interestingly, the classical technique used for solving max-cut on a planargraph (reduction to a Chinese postman problem in the dual graph) by Orlovaand Dorfman [1972] and Hadlock [1975]) was independently discovered in the�eld of physics by Toulouse [1977].Toulouse's paper together with the papers by Bieche, Maynard, Rammaland Uhry [1980] and by Barahona, Maynard, Rammal and Uhry [1982] havepioneered the study of spin glasses from an optimization point of view. Sincethen, lots of e�orts have been made for designing algorithms permitting to com-pute exact ground states of spin glass systems, in the various cases mentionedabove. These algorithms are essentially of the type `branch-and-cut' and useknowledge of the cut polytope (in particular, the cycle inequalities presentedin Section 27.3.1). Computational results can be found in Gr�otschel, J�ungerand Reinelt [1987], Barahona, Gr�otschel, J�unger and Reinelt [1988], Barahona,J�unger and Reinelt [1989], Barahona [1994], De Simone, Diehl, J�unger, Mutzel,Reinelt and Rinaldi [1995, 1996] and in references therein.



Chapter 5. The Correlation Coneand f0; 1g-Covariances
We introduce here another set of polyhedra: the correlation cone and the corre-lation polytope, that have been considered in the literature in connection withseveral di�erent problems (relevant, among others, to probability theory, quan-tum logic, or optimization). The correlation polyhedra turn out to be equivalent- via a linear bijection - to the cut polyhedra. As a consequence, any result aboutthe cut polyhedra has a direct counterpart for the correlation polyhedra and viceversa. These connections are explained in detail in Section 5.2 and 5.3, and anapplication to the Boole problem in probabilities is described in Section 5.4.5.1 The Correlation Cone and PolytopeAs before, we set Vn = f1; : : : ; ng and En = fij j i; j 2 Vn; i 6= jg denotes the setof unordered pairs of elements of Vn. In the following, we often identify Vn withthe set of diagonal pairs ii for i = 1; : : : ; n. In other words, a vector p 2 RVn[Encan be supposed to be indexed by the pairs ij for 1 � i � j � n.The main objects considered in this section are the correlation cone andpolytope, that we now introduce. Let S be a subset of Vn. Let us de�ne thevector �(S) = (�(S)ij)1�i�j�n 2 RVn[En by(5.1.1) �(S)ij = 1 if i; j 2 S and �(S)ij = 0 otherwisefor 1 � i � j � n; �(S) is called a correlation vector. The cone in RVn[En ,generated by the correlation vectors �(S) for S � Vn, is called the correlationcone and is denoted by CORn. The polytope in RVn[En , de�ned as the convexhull of the correlation vectors �(S) for S � Vn, is called the correlation polytopeand is denoted by COR2n . Hence,(5.1.2) CORn = f XS�Vn �S�(S) j �S � 0 for all S � Vng;(5.1.3) COR2n = f XS�Vn �S�(S) j XS�Vn �S = 1 and �S � 0 for all S � Vng:It is sometimes convenient to consider an arbitrary �nite subset X instead of Vn.Then, the correlation cone is denoted by COR(X) and the correlation polytope53



54 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-Covariancesby COR2(X). Hence,COR(Vn) = CORn and COR2(Vn) = COR2n :Note that �(S) coincides with the upper triangular part (including the diag-onal) on the matrix (�S)(�S)T , where �S 2 f0; 1gn denotes the incidence vectorof the set S. Hence, the valid inequalities for the correlation cone CORn canbe interpreted as the symmetric n� n matrices that are nonnegative on binaryarguments; this point of view is taken in Deza [1973a].The correlation polytope has been considered in the literature in connectionwith many di�erent problems, arising in various �elds. We mention some of thembelow.The correlation polytope plays, for instance, an important role in combina-torial optimization. Indeed, it permits to formulate a well-known NP-hard op-timization problem, namely, the unconstrained quadratic 0-1 programming prob-lem:(5.1.4) max X1�i�j�n cijxixjs.t. x 2 f0; 1gn(where cij 2 R for all i; j). Clearly, this problem can be reformulated as:max cT ps.t. p 2 COR2n :There are many papers studying the unconstrained quadratic 0-1 programmingproblem; we just cite a few of them, e.g., De Simone [1989], Isachenko [1989],Padberg [1989], Boros and Hammer [1991, 1993], Boissin [1994]. There, thepolytope COR2n is mostly known under the name of boolean quadric polytope.As will be explained in Section 5.3, the members of COR2n can be interpretedas joint correlations of events in some probability space. This fact explains thename \correlation polytope", which was introduced by Pitowsky [1986]. Forn = 3, the correlation polytope COR23 is called there the Bell-Wigner polytope.In this context, the correlation polytope occurs in connection with the Booleproblem, which will be discussed in Section 5.4. This interpretation was inde-pendently discovered by several authors, in particular, by McRae and Davidson[1972], Assouad [1979, 1980b], Pitowsky [1986, 1989, 1991], etc. Interestingly,these authors came to it from di�erent mathematical backgrounds, ranging frommathematical physics, quantum logic to analysis.The correlation polytope also arises in the �eld of quantum mechanics, inconnection with the so-called representability problem for density matrices oforder 2. These matrices were introduced as a tool for representing physicalproperties of a system of particles (see L�owdin [1955]). It turns out that thestudy of some of their properties (in particular, of their diagonal elements) leadsto considering the correlation polytope. See, e.g., Yoselo� and Kuhn [1969],McRae and Davidson [1972]. There is a large literature on this topic; we refer,



5.2 The Covariance Mapping 55e.g., to Deza and Laurent [1994b, 1994c] where this connection has been surveyedin detail with an extended bibliography. One more example where the correlationpolytope (in fact, its polar) occurs, is in connection with the study of two-bodyoperators (see Erdahl [1987]).It turns out that the correlation cone (or polytope) is very closely related tothe cut cone (or polytope). In fact, it is nothing but its image under a linearbijective mapping. We describe this mapping in Section 5.2. As a consequence,we obtain several characterizations for the members of the correlation cone andpolytope, which are counterparts of the characterizations given in the precedingsection for the cut polyhedra; see Section 5.3. We present an application to theBoole problem in Section 5.4. The Boole problem can be stated as follows: Givenn events A1; : : : ; An in a probability space, �nd good bounds for the probability�(A1 [ : : : [ An) of their union in terms of the joined probabilities �(Ai \ Aj)(or in terms of higher order joined probabilities).Another consequence of this correspondence between cut and correlationpolyhedra is the equivalence of the max-cut problem (4.1.4) and of the uncon-strained quadratic 0-1 programming problem (5.1.4). In particular, the latterproblem is also NP-hard.5.2 The Covariance MappingA simple but fundamental property is that the cut cone CUTn+1 (resp. thecut polytope CUT2n+1) is in one-to-one correspondence with the correlation coneCORn (resp. the correlation polytope COR2n ) via the covariance mapping, de-�ned below.Consider the mapping � : REn+1 �! RVn[Enfrom the space REn+1 (indexed by the �n+12 � pairs of elements of Vn+1) to thespace RVn[En (indexed by the n diagonal pairs of elements of Vn and the �n2�pairs of elements of Vn) de�ned as follows:p = �(d)for d = (dij)1�i<j�n+1 and p = (pij)1�i�j�n with(5.2.1) ( pii = di;n+1 for 1 � i � n;pij = 12(di;n+1 + dj;n+1 � dij) for 1 � i < j � nor, equivalently,(5.2.2) ( di;n+1 = pii for 1 � i � n;dij = pii + pjj � 2pij for 1 � i < j � n:



56 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-CovariancesThe mapping � is called the covariance mapping. Note that the element n + 1plays a special role in the de�nition of �; if we want to stress this fact, we denote� by �n+1 and we say that �n+1 is the covariance mapping pointed at the positionn+1. The mapping � is obviously a linear bijection from REn+1 to RVn[En . Onecan easily check that, for any subset S of Vn,�(�(S)) = �(S):Therefore,(5.2.3) �(CUTn+1) = CORn and �(CUT2n+1) = COR2n ;i.e., CORn (resp. COR2n ) is nothing but the image of CUTn+1 (resp. CUT2n+1)under the covariance mapping �.In the same way, given a �nite subset X and an element x0 2 X, the cutcone CUT(X) and the correlation cone COR(X n fx0g) (resp. the cut polytopeCUT2(X) and the correlation polytope COR2(Xnfx0g)) are in one-to-one linearcorrespondence via the covariance mapping � pointed at the position x0 (alsodenoted as �x0 if one wants to stress the choice of the point x0). For the sake ofclarity, we rewrite the de�nition.Let X be a set (not necessarily �nite) and x0 2 X, let d be a distance on X,and let p be a symmetric function on X n fx0g. Then, p = �(d) = �x0(d) if(5.2.4) p(x; y) = 12(d(x; x0) + d(y; x0)� d(x; y)) for all x; y 2 X n fx0gor, equivalently,(5.2.5) ( d(x; x0) = p(x; x) for all x 2 X n fx0g;d(x; y) = p(x; x) + p(y; y)� 2p(x; y) for all x; y 2 X n fx0g:Therefore, for X �nite,�x0(CUT(X)) = COR(X n fx0g) and �x0(CUT2(X)) = COR2(X n fx0g):Note that, if one uses relation (5.2.4) for computing p(x; x0), then one obtainsthat p(x; x0) = 0 for all x 2 X. This explains why we consider p as being de�nedonly on the pairs of elements from X n fx0g.The covariance mapping has appeared in many di�erent areas of mathe-matics. See, for instance, Bandelt and Dress [1992], Fichet [1987a] (where �is named Farris transform or linear generalized similarity function), Critchley[1988], Coornaert and Papadopoulos [1993] (where, for a metric space (X; d)and its image p = �(d), the quantity p(x; y) is known as the Gromov product ofx; y 2 X n fx0g).The connection between cut and correlation polyhedra, which is formulatedin (5.2.3), was discovered independently by several authors (e.g., by Hammer[1965], Deza [1973a], Barahona, J�unger and Reinelt [1989], De Simone [1989]).



5.2 The Covariance Mapping 57As a consequence of (5.2.3), every inequality valid for the cut polytopeCUT2n+1 can be transformed into an inequality which is valid for the correla-tion polytope COR2n and vice versa, via the covariance mapping. We formulatethis fact in a precise way in Proposition 5.2.7 below.\cut side" \correlation side"d 2 REn+1 p 2 RVn[En�(S) ( for S � Vn) �(S)CUTn+1 CORnCUT2n+1 COR2nTriangle inequalities:d(i; j)� d(i; n+ 1)� d(j; n+ 1) � 0 0 � pijd(i; n+ 1)� d(j; n+ 1)� d(i; j) � 0 pij � piid(j; n+ 1)� d(i; n+ 1)� d(i; j) � 0 pij � pjjd(i; n+ 1) + d(j; n+ 1) + d(i; j) � 2 pii + pjj � pij � 1d(i; j)� d(i; k)� d(j; k) � 0 �pkk � pij + pik + pjk � 0d(i; j) + d(i; k) + d(j; k) � 2 pii + pjj + pkk � pij � pik � pjk � 1Hypermetric inequalities:X1�i<j�n+1 bibjd(i; j) � 0 X1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii � 0with b 2 Zn+1; X1�i�n+1 bi = 1 with b 2 Zn( i.e., ( X1�i�n bipi)( X1�i�n bipi � 1) � 0;setting pii := pi; pij := pipj)Negative type inequalities:X1�i<j�n+1 bibjd(i; j) � 0 X1�i;j�n bibjpij � 0with b 2 Zn+1; X1�i�n+1 bi = 0 with b 2 ZnX1�i<j�n+1 bibjd(i; j) � k(k + 1) ( X1�i�n bipi � k)( X1�i�n bipi � k � 1) � 0with b 2 Zn+1; X1�i�n+1 bi = 2k + 1 with b 2 Zn; k 2 ZFigure 5.2.6: Corresponding inequalities for cut and correlation polyhedra



58 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-CovariancesWe show in Figure 5.2.6 how this correspondence applies to several classes of in-equalities, namely, to the triangle inequalities, the hypermetric inequalities, andto the negative type inequalities (these inequalities will be treated in Section 6.1and, in full detail, in Chapter 28).Proposition 5.2.7. Let a 2 RVn , b 2 REn , c 2 REn+1 be linked by8<: ci;n+1 = ai + 12 X1�j�n; j 6=i bij for 1 � i � n;cij = �12bij for 1 � i < j � n:Given � 2 R, the inequality X1�i<j�n+1 cijd(i; j) � �is valid (resp. facet de�ning) for the cut polytope CUT2n+1 if and only if theinequality X1�i�n aipii + X1�i<j�n bijpij � �is valid (resp. facet de�ning) for the correlation polytope COR2n .5.3 CovariancesWe present here several characterizations for the members of the correlationcone and polytope; they are counterparts to the results of Section 4.2, via thecovariance mapping. We �rst introduce the notion ofM -covariance. This notionis studied in Assouad [1979, 1980b] for M being a subset of a Hilbert space. Weconsider here only the cases when M = R or M = f0; 1g.De�nition 5.3.1. Let M be a subset of R. A symmetric function p : X�X �!R is called anM -covariance if there exist a measure space (
;A; �) and functionsfx 2 L2(
;A; �) (for x 2 X) taking values in M , and such thatp(x; y) = Z
 fx(!)fy(!)�(d!) for all x; y 2 X:In particular, p is a f0; 1g-covariance if and only if there exist a measure space(
;A; �) and sets Ax 2 A� (for x 2 X) such thatp(x; y) = �(Ax \Ay) for all x; y 2 X:The next lemma shows how R-covariances and f0; 1g-covariances are relatedto L2- and L1-embeddable distance spaces, respectively (via the covariance map-ping).Lemma 5.3.2. Let X be a set and x0 2 X. Let d be a distance on X and letp = �x0(d) be the corresponding symmetric function on X n fx0g. Then,



5.3 Covariances 59(i) (X;pd) is L2-embeddable if and only if p is an R-covariance on X n fx0g.(ii) (X; d) is L1-embeddable if and only if p is a f0; 1g-covariance on X n fx0g.Proof. (i) is an immediate veri�cation; (ii) too, using Lemma 4.2.5.Therefore, for X �nite, p is a f0; 1g-covariance on X if and only if p belongs tothe correlation cone COR(X). The following �nitude result is a consequence ofLemma 5.3.2 and Theorem 3.2.1.Proposition 5.3.3. Let p be a symmetric function on X. Then, p is a f0; 1g-covariance on X if and only if, for each �nite subset Y of X, the restriction ofp to Y is a f0; 1g-covariance on Y .We now give an interpretation of the members of the correlation cone andpolytope in terms of correlations of events in a measure space; it is the analogue ofProposition 4.2.1 (via the covariance mapping). It was rediscovered in Pitowsky[1986].Proposition 5.3.4. Let p = (pij)1�i�j�n 2 RVn[En . The following assertionsare equivalent.(i) p 2 CORn (resp. p 2 COR2n ).(ii) There exist a measure space (resp. a probability space) (
;A; �) and eventsA1; : : : ; An 2 A such that pij = �(Ai \Aj) for all 1 � i � j � n.As a consequence of Proposition 5.3.4, every inequality valid for the correla-tion polytope COR2n can be interpreted as an inequality that is satis�ed by thejoined probabilities of a set of n events. Consider, for instance, the inequalities(on the \correlation side") corresponding to the �rst four triangle inequalities inFigure 5.2.6. They express some very simple properties of joined probabilities.The �rst three express the fact that the probability �(Ai\Aj) of the intersectionof two events Ai; Aj is nonnegative and less than or equal to each of the proba-bilities �(Ai), �(Aj). The fourth one simply says that the probability �(Ai[Aj)of the union of two events is less than or equal to one.For the members of the correlation cone which can be written as a nonneg-ative integer linear combination of correlation vectors, we can assume that themeasure space in Proposition 5.3.4 (ii) is endowed with the cardinality measure.Namely, we have the following result, which is an analogue of Proposition 4.2.4(i) () (iii) (via the covariance mapping).Proposition 5.3.5. Let p = (pij)1�i�j�n 2 RVn[En . The following assertionsare equivalent.(i) p = XS�Vn �S�(S) for some nonnegative integers �S.



60 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-Covariances(ii) There exist a �nite set 
 and n subsets A1; : : : ; An of 
 such that pij =jAi \Aj j for all 1 � i � j � n.\cut side" \correlation side"d 2 CUTn+1 p 2 CORn(resp. d 2 CUT2n+1) (resp. p 2 COR2n )if and only ifthere exist ameasure space(resp. a probabilityspace) (
;A; �)and A1; : : : ; An 2 Aof �nite measuresuch thatdij = �(Ai4Aj) pij = �(Ai \ Aj)for 1 � i < j � n+ 1 for 1 � i � j � n(setting An+1 = ;)d =PS �S�(S) p =PS �S�(S)for some �S 2 Z+ for all S for some �S 2 Z+ for all Sif and only ifthere exist a set 
and �nite subsetsA1; : : : ; An of 
such thatdij = jAi4Aj j pij = jAi \ Aj jfor 1 � i < j � n+ 1 for 1 � i � j � n(setting An+1 = ;)Figure 5.3.6: Corresponding interpretations for members of cut and correlationpolyhedraA vector p satisfying the condition (ii) from Proposition 5.3.5 is called an in-tersection pattern. Hence, the intersection patterns of order n and the hypercubeembeddable distances on n+1 points are equivalent notions (via the covariancemapping). Testing whether a given vector p is an intersection pattern is a hardproblem; Chv�atal [1980] shows that this problem is NP-complete when restrictedto the vectors p with pii = 3 for all i 2 Vn. On the other hand, the problembecomes polynomial when restricted to the vectors p with pii = 2 for all i 2 Vn.We refer to Chapter 24 for further results related to this problem.Figure 5.3.6 shows in parallel the results from Propositions 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 forcovariances, and the corresponding results for distances from Propositions 4.2.1and 4.2.4.



5.4 The Boole Problem 615.4 The Boole ProblemWe describe here an application of the interpretation of the correlation polytopegiven in Proposition 5.3.4 to the following problem, known as the Boole problem.Let (
;A; �) be a probability space and let A1; : : : ; An be n events of A. Classicalquestions, which go back to Boole [1854], are the following:Suppose we are given the values pi := �(Ai) for 1 � i � n, what isthe best estimation of �(A1 [ : : : [An) in terms of the pi's ?Suppose we are given the values pi := �(Ai) for 1 � i � n and thevalues of the joint probabilities pij := �(Ai \ Aj) for 1 � i < j � n.What is the best estimation of �(A1 [ : : : [ An) in terms of the pi'sand the pij's ?It is easy to see that the �rst question can be answered in the following manner:max(p1; : : : ; pn) � �(A1 [ : : : [An) � min(1; X1�i�n pi):As we see below, the answer to the second question involves, in fact, the inequal-ities that de�ne facets of the correlation polytope COR2n and of another relatedpolytope. Namely, we have the following lower bound:�(A1 [ : : : [An) � max(wT p j wTx � 1 is facet de�ning for COR2n )(see Proposition 5.4.3 and relation (5.4.4)) and an upper bound is given by thequantity zmax de�ned in (5.4.5). These estimations for �(A1 [ : : : [ An) can beobtained using linear programming techniques. This approach, that we describebelow, was considered, in particular, by Kounias and Marin [1976] and Pitowsky[1991].Let p denote the vector of RVn[En de�ned by pi := �(Ai) for 1 � i � n andpij := �(Ai \ Aj) for 1 � i < j � n. By Proposition 5.3.4, p belongs to thepolytope COR2n . Thus, we can de�ne the following quantities1 zmin and zmax:(5.4.1) zmin := min ( X;6=S�Vn �S j X;6=S�Vn �S�(S) = p�S � 0 for ; 6= S � Vn);(5.4.2) zmax := max ( X;6=S�Vn �S j X;6=S�Vn �S�(S) = p�S � 0 for ; 6= S � Vn):The quantities zmin and zmax provide bounds for �(A1 [ : : : [ An), as the nextresult shows.Proposition 5.4.3. zmin � �(A1 [ : : : [An) � zmax.1Note that the parameter zmin is the analogue for the correlation cone of the notion ofminimum `1-size, de�ned in (4.3.4).



62 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-CovariancesProof. For S � Vn, set AS := \i2SAi \ \i62S(
 nAi):Then,Ai \Aj = [S�Vnji;j2SAS ; 
 = [S�VnAS ; and A1 [ : : : [An = [S�VnjS 6=;AS :Therefore, p = XS�VnjS 6=;�(AS)�(S);with �(AS) � 0 for all S. Hence, (�(AS) j ; 6= S � Vn) is a feasible solutionto the programs (5.4.1) and (5.4.2), with objective value �(A1 [ : : : [An). Thisshows the result.Using linear programming duality, we can reformulate zmin and zmax. Namely,(5.4.4) zmin = max(wT p j wT�(S) � 1 for all S; ; 6= S � Vn)and, as can be easily veri�ed, it su�ces to consider in (5.4.4) the vectors w forwhich the inequality wTx � 1 de�nes a facet of COR2n . Similarly,(5.4.5) zmax = min(wT p j wT�(S) � 1 for all S; ; 6= S � Vn);where it su�ces to consider the vectors w for which the inequality wTx � 1de�nes a facet of the polytope Conv(f�(S) j ; 6= S � Vng) (which is distinctfrom COR2n since it does not contain the origin).Therefore, every valid inequality for COR2n yields a lower bound for �(A1 [: : :[An) in terms of the joint probabilities pij = �(Ai\Aj). Many such inequal-ities are known; cf. Part V for a presentation of large classes of such inequalities.As an illustration, we now mention a few examples of such inequalities togetherwith the corresponding lower bounds.A �rst observation is thatn X1�i�n pi � 2 X1�i<j�n pijbn+12 cdn+12 e � X;6=S�Vn �S � n X1�i�n pi � 2 X1�i<j�n pijnfor any decomposition p = X;6=S�Vn �S�(S) with �S � 0 for all S. (This followsfrom (4.3.6), via the covariance mapping.) From the de�nition of zmin, zmax andfrom Proposition 5.4.3, we obtain:



5.4 The Boole Problem 63(5.4.6) n X1�i�n pi � 2 X1�i<j�n pijbn+12 cdn+12 e � �(A1 [ : : : [An)�(A1 [ : : : [An) � n X1�i�n pi � 2 X1�i<j�n pijn :Consider now the inequality:(5.4.7) 2k X1�i�n pi � 2 X1�i<j�n pij � k(k + 1):It is valid for the correlation polytope COR2n if 1 � k � n � 1. (Moreover, it isfacet de�ning if 1 � k � n � 2 and n � 4. Indeed, it corresponds (via the covariancemapping) to the inequality:X1�i<j�nxij + (2k + 1� n) X1�i�nxi;n+1 � k(k + 1)which de�nes a facet of CUT2n+1 if 1 � k � n�2 and n � 4; see Theorem 28.2.4.) Thisyields the following lower bound for �(A1 [ : : : [An):(5.4.8) 2k + 1 X1�i�n pi � 2k(k + 1) X1�i<j�n pij � �(A1 [ : : : [An)for each k, 1 � k � n�1. The bound (5.4.8) was found independently by severalauthors, including Chung [1941], Dawson and Sanko� [1967], Galambos [1977].Note that (5.4.8) coincides with the lower bound of (5.4.6) in the case n = 2k.The case k = 1 of (5.4.8) gives the boundX1�i�n pi � X1�i<j�n pij � �(A1 [ : : : [An)which is a special case of the Bonferroni bound (5.4.14) mentioned below. Moregenerally, given integers b1; : : : ; bn and k � 0, the inequality:(5.4.9) X1�i�n bi(2k + 1� bi)pi � 2 X1�i<j�n bibjpij � k(k + 1)is valid for COR2n , which yields the bound:1k(k + 1) 0@ X1�i�n pibi(2k + 1� bi)� 2 X1�i<j�n bibjpij1A � �(A1 [ : : : [An):To see the validity of inequality (5.4.9), note that it can alternatively be written as(5.4.10) 0@ X1�i�n bipi � k1A0@ X1�i�n bipi � k � 11A � 0with the convention that, when developing the product, the expression pipj is replacedby the variable pij (setting pii = pi).



64 Chapter 5. The Correlation Cone and f0; 1g-CovariancesRemark 5.4.11. The inequality (5.4.9) (or (5.4.10)) (or special cases of it)was considered independently by many authors; among others, by Kelly [1968],Davidson [1969], Yoselo� [1970], McRae and Davidson [1972], Kounias andMarin [1976], Erdahl [1987], Mestechkin [1987], Pitowsky [1991]. The inequal-ity (5.4.10) appears in Figure 5.2.6; it corresponds (via the covariance mappingand after setting bn+1 := 2k + 1�Pni=1 bi) to the inequality:(5.4.12) X1�i<j�n+1 bibjxij � k(k + 1);which is valid for the cut polytope CUT2n+1. In order to help the reader under-stand how this inequality relates with further inequalities to be introduced later, letus mention that the class of inequalities of the form (5.4.12) contains the hypermetricinequalities (to be de�ned in Section 6.1) as special instances. More precisely, (5.4.12)is a hypermetric inequality if k = 0. Moreover, (5.4.12) is a switching of a hypermetricinequality if the sequence b1; : : : ; bn+1 has gap 1. (The notions of switching and gap willbe de�ned later in Sections 26.3 and 28.4.)Generalization to Higher Order Correlations. Clearly, much of the abovetreatment can be generalized to higher order correlations. Namely, let I be a family ofsubsets of Vn. Given a subset S of Vn, its I-correlation vector �I(S) 2 RI is de�ned by�I(S)I = 1 if I � S and �I(S)I = 0 otherwise, for all I 2 I. Then, the cone CORn(I)(resp. the polytope COR2n (I)) is de�ned as the conic hull (resp. the convex hull) of allI-correlation vectors �I(S) for S � Vn.Given an integer 1 � m � n, let I�m denote the collection of all subsets of Vn ofcardinality less than or equal to m. Hence, I�2 consists of all singletons and pairs ofelements of Vn and, therefore, CORn(I�2) and COR2n (I�2) coincide, respectively, withCORn and COR2n .For I = 2Vn , which consists of all subsets of Vn, COR2n (2Vn) is a simplex andCORn(2Vn) is a simplex cone, both of dimension 2n�1. This implies, in particular, thatevery correlation polytope COR2n (I) arises as a projection of the simplex COR2n (2Vn)(namely, on the subspace RI ).The result from Proposition 5.3.4 extends easily to the case of arbitrary I-correlations.Proposition 5.4.13. Let I be a nonempty collection of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng and letp = (pI)I2I 2 RI . The following assertions are equivalent.(i) p 2 CORn(I) (resp. p 2 COR2n (I)).(ii) There exist a measure space (resp. a probability space) (
;A; �) and eventsA1; : : : ; An 2 A such that pI = �(Ti2I Ai) for all I 2 I.A more general version of the Boole problem consists of �nding estimates for thequantity �(A1[ : : :[An) in terms of the joined correlations �(Ti2I Ai) for I 2 I. Thereis an obvious analogue of Proposition 5.4.3, where the bounds zmin and zmax are now interms of the polytopes COR2n (I) and Conv(f�I(S) j ; 6= S � Vng) (instead of COR2nand Conv(f�(S) j ; 6= S � Vng)).



5.4 The Boole Problem 65In the case when I = I�m, several bounds for �(A1 [ : : :[An) have been proposedin the literature in terms of the quantities:Sk := X1�i1<:::<ik�n�(Ai1 \ : : : \Aik )for 1 � k � n. For instance, the following bounds hold:(5.4.14) 8>><>>: �(A1 [ : : : [An) � X1�i�m(�1)i�1Si for m even;�(A1 [ : : : [An) � X1�i�m(�1)i�1Si for m odd;which were �rst discovered by Bonferroni [1936]. Several improvements of these boundshave been later proposed; see, e.g., Boros and Prekopa [1989], Grable [1993].Clearly, if all the quantities Sk (1 � k � n) are known, then the exact value of�(A1 [ : : : [ An) is given by the inclusion-exclusion formula:�(A1 [ : : : [ An) = X1�k�n(�1)k�1Sk:The error with which �(A1 [ : : : [ An) can be approximated when knowing Sj only forj � k (where k � n is given) has been studied by Linial and Nisan [1990] and Kahn,Linial and Samorodnitsky [1996]. Let A1; : : : ; An; B1; : : : ; Bn be events in a probabilityspace (
;A; �) satisfying �(\i2I Ai) = �(\i2I Bi)for all I � f1; : : : ; ng with jI j � k. Then, Linial and Nisan [1990] show that�(A1 [ : : : [ An)�(B1 [ : : : [ Bn) � ��k + 1�k � 1�2 ; where � := pn+ 1pn� 1 :In particular, the ratio �(A1[:::[An)�(B1[:::[Bn) is bounded by 1 +O(exp(� 2kpn )) if k = 
(pn) andby O( nk2 ) if k = O(pn). Recently, Kahn, Linial and Samorodnitsky [1996] show thatj�(A1 [ : : : [ An)� �(B1 [ : : : [ Bn)j = exp(�
( k2n log2 n )):Moreover, there exist coe�cients �j (1 � j � k) which can be found in time polynomialin n and satisfyingj�(A1 [ : : : [ An)� X1�j�k �jSj j � exp(�
( k2n log2 n )):The problem of evaluating the probability �(A1 [ : : : [ An) has many applications;see, e.g., Kahn, Linial and Samorodnitsky [1996]. An example of application is to theproblem of enumerating the satisfying assignments of an n-variable DNF expression F =C1_ : : :_Cm, where each clause Cj is in conjonctive form. This is a hard problem; muche�ort has been done for approximating this number (see Luby and Veli�ckovi�c [1991] andreferences therein). If we let Aj (j = 1; : : : ;m) denote the set of satisfying assignmentsfor the clause Cj , then the number of satisfying assignments for F is jA1 [ : : : [ Amj.It is shown in Kahn, Linial and Samorodnitsky [1996] that jA1 [ : : : [ Amj is uniquelydetermined once one knows the number of satisfying assignments for ^i2ICi for everyI � f1; : : : ;mg such that jI j � log2 n+ 1.





Chapter 6. Conditions forL1-Embeddability
We present in this chapter two necessary conditions for L1-embeddability, namely,the hypermetric and the negative type conditions. There are many other knownnecessary conditions, arising from the known valid inequalities for the cut cone;they will be described in Part V. We focus here on the hypermetric and negativetype conditions. These conditions seem indeed to be among the most essentialones. For instance, there are several classes of distance spaces for which theseconditions are also su�cient for ensuring L1-embeddability; see, in particular,Chapters 8, 19, 24, and Remark 6.3.5 for a summary. Hypermetric inequalitieswill be treated in detail for their own sake in Part II and, as facets of the cutcone, in Chapter 28.The present chapter is organized as follows. The hypermetric and negativetype conditions are introduced in Section 6.1. Several characterizations for `2-embeddable spaces are presented in Section 6.2. We present, in particular, acharacterization in terms of the negative type condition and Menger's resultconcerning the isometric subspaces of the m-dimensional Euclidean space. Sec-tion 6.3 contains a summary of the implications that exist between the propertiesof being L1-, L2-embeddable, of negative type, or hypermetric, for a distancespace. We treat in some detail in Section 6.4 an example: the spherical distancespace, which consists of the sphere equipped with the usual great circle distance.This example is, in a sense, intermediate between `1 and `2. Indeed, everyspherical distance space is `1-embeddable and, on the other hand, the Euclideandistance can be realized asymptotically as a limit of spherical distances. Thespherical distance space will be useful in Section 31.3 for the positive semide�-nite completion problem.6.1 Hypermetric and Negative Type Conditions6.1.1 Hypermetric and Negative Type InequalitiesLet n � 2 and let b1; : : : ; bn be integers. We consider the inequality:(6.1.1) X1�i<j�n bibjdij � 0(in the variable dij). For convenience, we introduce the following notation. Given67



68 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityb 2 Rn , Qn(b) denotes the vector of REn de�ned byQn(b)ij := bibj for 1 � i < j � n:Hence, the inequality (6.1.1) can be rewritten as Qn(b)T d � 0:When the param-eter n is clear from the context we also denote Qn(b) by Q(b). We can supposethat at least two of the bi's are nonzero; else, Qn(b) = 0 and the inequality (6.1.1)is void.When Pni=1 bi = 1, the inequality (6.1.1) is called a hypermetric inequalityand, when Pni=1 bi = 0, it is called a negative type inequality. The inequality(6.1.1) is said to be pure if jbij = 0; 1 for all i 2 Vn. The inequality (6.1.8) is saidto be a k-gonal inequality if Pni=1 jbij = k holds. Note that k and Pni=1 bi havethe same parity.In particular, the 2-gonal inequality is the inequality of negative type (6.1.1),where bi = 1; bj = �1 and bh = 0 for h 2 Vnnfi; jg, for some distinct i; j 2 Vn; itis nothing but the nonnegativity constraint dij � 0: The pure 3-gonal inequalityis the hypermetric inequality (6.1.1), where bi = bj = 1; bk = �1 and bh = 0for h 2 Vn n fi; j; kg, for some distinct i; j; k 2 Vn; it coincides with the triangleinequality (3.1.1). For � = 0; 1, the pure (2k + �)-gonal inequality reads :X1�r<s�k+�diris + X1�r<s�k djrjs � X1�r�k+�1�s�k dirjs � 0;where i1; : : : ; ik; ik+�; j1; : : : ; jk are distinct indices of Vn.As an example, the 5-gonal inequalities are the inequalities Qn(b)T d � 0,where b is (up to permutation of its components) one of the following vectors:b = (1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 0; : : : ; 0); b = (1; 1; 1;�2; 0; : : : ; 0);b = (2; 1;�1;�1; 0; : : : ; 0); b = (3;�1;�1; 0; : : : ; 0);b = (2; 1;�2; 0; : : : ; 0); b = (3;�2; 0; : : : ; 0):Figure 6.1.2 shows the pure 4-gonal and 5-gonal inequalities or, rather, theirleft hand sides. It should be understood as follows: a plain edge between twonodes i and j indicates a coe�cient +1 for the variable dij and a dotted edgeindicates a coe�cient -1. The pure 5-gonal inequality is also called the pentagonalinequality.
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6.1 Hypermetric and Negative Type Conditions 69The negative type inequalities are classical inequalities in analysis; they wereused, in particular, by Schoenberg [1937, 1938a, 1938b]. The hypermetric in-equalities were considered by several authors, including Deza [1960, 1962], Kelly[1970a], Baranovskii [1971, 1973] and, in the context of correlations or booleanquadratic programming (i.e., under the form indicated in Lemma 6.1.14; seealso Figure 5.2.6), by Kelly [1968], Davidson [1969], Yoselo� [1970], McRae andDavidson [1972], Kounias and Marin [1976], Erdahl [1987], Mestechkin [1987],Pitowsky [1991]. (Recall Remark 5.4.11.)The hypermetric inequalities: Qn(b)T d � 0 for b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi =1, de�ne a cone in REn , called the hypermetric cone and denoted by HYPn.Similarly, the negative type cone1 NEGn is the cone in REn , which is de�nedby the negative type inequalities: Qn(b)T d � 0 for b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 0.If we consider an arbitrary �nite set X instead of Vn, then we also denote thehypermetric cone by HYP(X).In fact, the negative type inequalities are implied by the hypermetric inequal-ities. In other words, HYPn � NEGn for all n � 3:This result can be read immediately from Figure 5.2.6 (by looking at the corre-sponding inequalities on the \correlation side"). It can also be derived from thefollowing result of Deza [1962] which shows, more precisely, how (2k + 1)- and(2k + 2)-gonal inequalities relate.Proposition 6.1.3. Let k � 1 be an integer. The (2k + 2)-gonal inequalitiesare implied by the (2k + 1)-gonal inequalities.Proof. Let b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 0 and Pni=1 jbij = 2k + 2. We show that theinequality Qn(b)Td � 0 can be expressed as a nonnegative linear combinationof (2k + 1)-gonal inequalities. We can suppose without loss of generality thatb1; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn, for some p, 1 � p � n� 1. For 1 � i � p, setc(i) := (�b1; : : : ;�bi�1; 1 � bi;�bi+1; : : : ;�bp;�bp+1; : : : ;�bn)and, for p+ 1 � i � n, setc(i) := (b1; : : : ; bp; bp+1; : : : ; bi�1; bi + 1; bi+1; : : : ; bn):Then, each vector c(i) belongs to Zn, has sum of entries 1, and sum of absolutevalues of its entries 2k + 1. Therefore, each inequality Qn(c(i))T d � 0 is a(2k + 1)-gonal inequality. Observe now thatX1�i�n jbijQn(c(i)) = 2kQn(b):1We will consider in Section 31.4 another cone related to NEGn. Namely, given a graphG = (Vn; E), the cone NEG(G) is de�ned as the projection of NEGn on the edge set on thesubspace RE indexed by the edge set of G.



70 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-EmbeddabilityThis shows that the (2k + 2)-gonal inequality Qn(b)T d � 0 is implied by the(2k + 1)-gonal inequalities Qn(c(i))Td � 0 (1 � i � n).As an example, the 4-gonal inequality: Q4(1; 1;�1;�1)T d � 0 follows by sum-mation of the following 3-gonal inequalities:Q4(1; 1;�1; 0)T d � 0;Q4(1; 1; 0;�1)T d � 0;Q4(�1; 0; 1; 1)T d � 0;Q4(0;�1; 1; 1)T d � 0:Corollary 6.1.4. The negative type inequalities are implied by the hypermetricinequalities.Remark 6.1.5. Note that the negative type inequalities do not imply thetriangle inequalities. In other words, a distance may be of negative type withoutbeing a semimetric; that is, the negative type cone NEGn is not contained inthe semimetric cone METn. To see it, consider for instance the distance d onVn de�ned by d1i = 1 for i = 2; : : : ; n and dij = 2nn�1 for 2 � i < j � n.Then, d violates some triangle inequalities, as dij � d1j � d1i = 2n�1 > 0 forany i 6= j 2 f2; : : : ; ng. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that d 2 NEGn(e.g., because its image �1(d) - under the covariance mapping pointed at position1 - de�nes a positive semide�nite matrix). See also Remark 6.1.11, where itis observed that the k-gonal inequalities do not follow from the (k + 2)-gonalinequalities.On the other hand, for d 2 NEGn, the condition d1n = 0 implies thatd1i = din for all i = 2; : : : ; n� 1. (Hence, the metric condition is partially satis-�ed.) Moreover, letting d0 denote the distance on the set Vn�1 = Vn nfng de�nedas the projection of d (i.e., d0ij := dij for all i; j 2 Vn�1), then d 2 NEGn if andonly if d0 2 NEGn�1. In other words, for testing membership in the negativetype cone, we can restrict ourselves to distances taking only positive values. Thesame holds clearly for the hypermetric cone.One of the main motivations for introducing hypermetric inequalities lies inthe fact that they are valid for the cut cone, i.e.,(6.1.6) CUTn � HYPn:In other words,Lemma 6.1.7. Every distance space that is isometrically `1-embeddable satis�esall the hypermetric inequalities.Proof. It su�ces to verify that every cut semimetric satis�es all the hypermetric



6.1 Hypermetric and Negative Type Conditions 71inequalities. For this, let S � Vn and b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 1. Then,X1�i<j�n bibj�(S)ij = Xi2S;j 62S bibj =  Xi2S bi!0@Xj 62S bj1A =  Xi2S bi! 1�Xi2S bi!is nonpositive since Pi2S bi is an integer.6.1.2 Hypermetric and Negative Type Distance SpacesLet (X; d) be a distance space. Then, (X; d) is said to be hypermetric (resp. ofnegative type) if d satis�es all the hypermetric inequalities (resp. all the negativetype inequalities), i.e., if d satis�es(6.1.8) X1�i<j�n bibjd(xi; xj) � 0for all b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 1 (resp. with Pni=1 bi = 0) and for all distinctelements x1; : : : ; xn 2 X (n � 2).Observe that in the above de�nition we can drop the condition that theelements x1; : : : ; xn be distinct. Indeed, suppose for instance that x1 = x2.Then, d(x1; x2) = 0 and d(x1; xi) = d(x2; xi) for all i. Therefore, the quantityX1�i<j�n bibjd(xi; xj) can be rewritten as X2�i<j�n b0ib0jd(xi; xj), after setting b02 =b1 + b2; b03 = b3; : : : ; b0n = bn.In other words, (X; d) is hypermetric (resp. of negative type) if and only ifd satis�es the inequalities (6.1.8) for all b 2 f0;�1; 1gn with Pni=1 bi = 1 (resp.= 0) and all (not necessarily distinct) elements x1; : : : ; xn 2 X (n � 2).Given an integer k � 1 and � 2 f0; 1g, a distance space (X; d) is said to be(2k+�)-gonal if d satis�es the inequalities (6.1.8) for all b 2 Zn withPni=1 bi = �and Pni=1 jbij = 2k + � and for all x1; : : : ; xn 2 X (n � 2). Again we obtain thesame de�nition if we require that d satis�es all these inequalities only for b pure,i.e., with entries in f0; 1;�1g. For instance, (X; d) is 5-gonal if and only if, forall x1; x2; x3; y1; y2 2 X, the following inequality holds:(6.1.9) X1�i<j�3 d(xi; xj) + d(y1; y2)� Xi=1;2;3j=1;2 d(xi; yj) � 0:This is the pentagonal inequality, that we rewrite here for further reference.Observe that the notion of k-gonal distance spaces is monotone in k, in thesense that (k + 2)-gonality implies k-gonality. Namely,Lemma 6.1.10. Let (X; d) be a distance space.(i) If (X; d) is (k + 2)-gonal, then (X; d) is k-gonal, for any integer k � 2.(ii) If (X; d) is (2k + 1)-gonal, then (X; d) is (2k + 2)-gonal, for any integerk � 1.



72 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-EmbeddabilityProof. (i) Suppose that (X; d) is (k + 2)-gonal. Let b 2 Zn with Pni=1 jbij = kand Pni=1 bi = �, where � = 1 if k is odd and � = 0 if k is even. Let x1; : : : ; xn 2X. We show that X1�i<j�n bidjd(xi; xj) � 0. For this, set b0 := (b; 1;�1) 2Zn+2 and xn+1 = xn+2 := x, where x 2 X. Then, X1�i<j�n bidjd(xi; xj) =X1�i<j�n+2 b0ib0jd(xi; xj); which is nonpositive by the assumption that (X; d) is(k + 2)-gonal. The assertion (ii) follows from Proposition 6.1.3.Remark 6.1.11. Note that the k-gonal inequalities do not follow from the(k + 2)-gonal inequalities (k � 2). (The proof of Lemma 6.1.10 (i) works indeedat the level of distance spaces since we make the assumption that the two pointsxn+1 and xn+2 of X coincide.). For instance, the 5-gonal inequalities do notimply the triangle inequalities. To see it, consider the distance d on V5 de�nedby dij = 1 for all pairs except d12 = 94 and d34 = 32 . Then, d violates sometriangle inequality as d12 � d13 � d23 = 14 > 0; on the other hand, one can verifythat d satis�es all 5-gonal inequalities.Remark 6.1.12. Equality case in the hypermetric and negative type inequal-ities. The following question is considered by Kelly [1970a], Assouad [1984], Ball [1990].What are the distance spaces, within a given class, that satisfy a given hypermetric ornegative type inequality at equality ?For instance, Kelly [1970a] characterizes the �nite subspaces of (R; d`1 ) that satisfythe (2k+1)-gonal inequality at equality. Namely, given x1; : : : ; xk+1; y1; : : : ; yk 2 R, theequality X1�i<j�k+1 jxi � xj j+ X1�i<j�k jyi � yj j � X1�i�k+11�j�k jxi � yj j = 0holds if and only if y1; : : : ; yk separate x1; : : : ; xk+1, i.e., if there exist a permutation �of f1; : : : ; k + 1g and a permutation � of f1; : : : ; kg such thatx�(1) � y�(1) � x�(2) � y�(2) � : : : � y�(k) � x�(k+1):This can be easily veri�ed by looking at the explicit decomposition of the distance space(fx1; : : : ; xk+1; y1; : : : ; ykg; d`1) as a nonnegative sum of cuts (and using the constructionfrom the proof of Proposition 4.2.2 (ii) =) (i)). Generalizations and related results canbe found in Kelly [1970a] and Assouad [1984].Along the same lines, Ball [1990] characterizes the scalars x1; : : : ; xn 2 R for whichthe distance space (fx1; : : : ; xng; d`1) satis�es the negative type inequality (6.1.1) atequality when b = (�(n � 4); 1; : : : ; 1;�2). This result will be used in the proof ofProposition 11.2.4 (i), for deriving a lower bound on the minimum `1-dimension of adistance space.6.1.3 Analogues for CovariancesWe indicate here how the hypermetric inequalities and the negative type inequal-ities translate, when transported to the context of correlations (via the covari-



6.2 Characterization of L2-Embeddability 73ance mapping). This information has already been mentioned in Figure 5.2.6;Lemma 6.1.14 below validates it. We �rst introduce a de�nition.De�nition 6.1.13. A symmetric function p : X � X �! R is said to be ofpositive type on X if, for all n � 2, x1; : : : ; xn 2 X, the matrix (p(xi; xj))ni;j=1is positive semide�nite.Lemma 6.1.14. Let X be a set and x0 2 X. Let d be a distance on X andp = �x0(d) be the corresponding symmetric function on X n fx0g.(i) (X; d) is of negative type if and only if p is of positive type on X n fx0g.(ii) (X; d) is hypermetric if and only if p satis�es:X1�i;j�n bibjp(xi; xj)� X1�i�n bip(xi; xi) � 0;for all b 2 Zn and all x1; : : : ; xn 2 X n fx0g (n � 2).Proof. Let x1; : : : ; xn 2 X n fx0g, b0; b1; : : : ; bn 2 Z, and set � := Pni=0 bi. Theproof is based on the following observation:X0�i<j�n bibjd(xi; xj)= X1�i�n b0bip(xi; xi) + X1�i<j�n bibj(p(xi; xi) + p(xj; xj)� 2p(xi; xj))= � X1�i�n bip(xi; xi)� X1�i;j�n bibjp(xi; xj):As an immediate application, we have:(6.1.15) �(NEGn+1) = PSDn:In other words, the negative type cone NEGn+1 is in one-to-one linear corre-spondence with the positive semide�nite cone PSDn.6.2 Characterization of L2-EmbeddabilityIn this section, we study the distance spaces that can be isometrically embeddedinto some `2-space. In other words, we consider the distances that can be realizedas the pairwise Euclidean distances of some con�guration of points in a space Rm(m � 1). Such distance spaces form, in fact, the topic of a long established andactive area of research, known as distance geometry. Investigations in this areago back to Cayley [1841] who made several observations that were later system-atized by Menger [1928], leading, in particular, to the theory of Cayley-Mengerdeterminants. Research in this area was pursued, in particular, by Schoenberg[1935] who discovered a new characterization of `2-embeddable distances in terms



74 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityof the negative type inequalities. The monograph by Blumenthal [1953] remainsa classic reference on the subject. Interest in the area of distance geometry wasstimulated in the recent years by its many applications, e.g., to the theory ofmultidimensional scaling (cf. the survey paper by de Leeuw and Heiser [1982])and to the molecular conformation problem (cf. the monograph by Crippen andHavel [1988]).This section contains several characterizations for `2-embeddable distancespaces. First, we present Schoenberg's result, which gives a characterization for`2-embeddability in terms of the negative type inequalities (see Theorem 6.2.2).As an application, checking `2-embeddability for a �nite distance space can bedone in polynomial time; this contrasts with the `1-case where the correspond-ing `1-embeddability problem is known to be NP-complete. We then mentionan equivalent characterization in terms of Cayley-Menger matrices. Anotherfundamental result is a result by Menger, concerning the isometric subspacesof the m-dimensional Euclidean space. More precisely, Menger showed that adistance space (X; d) can be isometrically embedded into the m-dimensional Eu-clidean space (Rm ; d`2) if and only if the same property holds for every subspaceof (X; d) on m + 3 points (see Theorem 6.2.13). Further characterizations for`2-embeddability can be found in Theorem 6.2.16.6.2.1 Schoenberg's Result and Cayley-Menger DeterminantsIn a �rst step, we make the link between the notions of functions of positive typeand of R-covariances. The characterization of L2-embeddable spaces in terms ofthe negative type inequalities given in Theorem 6.2.2 below will then follow asan immediate consequence, using Lemmas 5.3.2 and 6.1.14; this result is due toSchoenberg [1935, 1938b]. Figure 6.2.3 summarizes these connections2.Lemma 6.2.1. Let p be a symmetric function on X. Then, p is of positive typeon X if and only if p is an R-covariance on X.Proof. Suppose �rst that p is an R-covariance on X. Then,p(x; y) = Z
 fx(!)fy(!)�(d!)for all x; y 2 X, where fx are real valued functions of L2(
;A; �). Let b 2 ZXwith �nite support. Then,Xx;y2X bxbyp(x; y) = Z
(Xx2X bxfx(!))2�(d!) � 0:This shows that p is of positive type on X. Conversely, suppose that p is ofpositive type on X. We show that p is an R-covariance on X. In view of the2The equivalence: pd is `2-embeddable () p := �(d) is a positive semide�nite matrix (fora distance d on a �nite set) was, in fact, known to several other authors. It is, for instance,explicited in a paper by Young and Householder [1938].



6.2 Characterization of L2-Embeddability 75�nitude result from Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemma 5.3.2, we can suppose that X is�nite. By assumption, the matrix (p(x; y))x;y2X is positive semide�nite. Hence,by Lemma 2.4.2, it is a Gram matrix. This shows that p is an R-covariance onX.Theorem 6.2.2. Let (X; d) be a distance space. Then, (X; d) is of negative typeif and only if (X;pd) is L2-embeddable.We remind that the cone NORn(2) has been de�ned in (3.1.4) precisely as theset of distances d on Vn for which pd is `2-embeddable. Therefore,NEGn = NORn(2):The distance matrix associated with a distance space (Vn; d) where d 2 NORn(2)(i.e., pd is `2-embeddable) is also known in the literature as a Euclidean dis-tance matrix (see, e.g., Gower [1985], Hayden, Wells, Wei-Min Liu and Tarazaga[1991]). Hence, the set of Euclidean distance matrices identi�es with the negativetype cone. More information on this cone and on its projections will be given inSection 31.4.
d distance on Vn+1 p := �n+1(d)pd is `2-embeddable () (pij) is a Gram matrixi.e., d 2 NORn(2) (setting pji = pij)m md 2 NEGn+1 () (pij) 2 PSDnFigure 6.2.3As an immediate application, the problem of deciding whether a �nite dis-tance space (X; d) is `2-embeddable can be solved in polynomial time. Indeed,this amounts to checking whether the symmetric matrix (pij) associated withp := �(d2) is positive semide�nite (which can be done in polynomial time; recallProposition 2.4.3). In contrast, checking whether (X; d) is `1-embeddable is anNP-complete problem (recall problem (P5) in Section 4.4).We address now the following question: Given an `2-embeddable distancespace (X; d), what is the minimum dimension m of a Euclidean space `m2 =(Rm ; d`2) in which (X; d) can be embedded ? This parameter is the `2-dimensionof (X; d), denoted as m`2(X; d). It turns out that this question can be very easilyanswered, as m`2(X; d) can be expressed as the rank of a related matrix.



76 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-EmbeddabilityWe introduce some notation. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space with, say,X = f1; : : : ; ng. Let x0 2 X and let p = �x0(d) denote the image of d under thecovariance mapping �x0 (recall relation (5.2.5)). Then, we let Px0(X; d) denotethe (n � 1) � (n � 1) matrix whose (i; j)-th entry is p(i; j) for i; j 2 X n fx0g.The next result indicates a way to compute the `2-dimension. For convenience,we formulate it for a distance space whose square root is `2-embeddable.Proposition 6.2.4. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space of negative type,i.e., such that (X;pd) is `2-embeddable. Then, the `2-dimension m`2(X;pd)of (X;pd) is given by m`2(X;pd) = rank Px0(X; d):Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4.2.Corollary 6.2.5. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space. Then, (X;pd) embedsisometrically into `r2 if and only if the matrix Px0(X; d) is positive semide�niteand has rank � r. Moreover, if m`2(X;pd) = r, then there exists a subsetY � X such that jY j = r + 1 and m`2(Y;pd) = r. (There exists such a set Ycontaining any given element x0 2 X.)Therefore,(6.2.6) m`2(n) = n� 1;where m`2(n) is the minimum `2-dimension, de�ned as the minimum integerm such that every `2-embeddable distance on n points embeds in `m2 . Someother formulations for the `2-dimension of a distance space can be derived usingLemma 6.2.7 and relation (6.2.10) below.Lemma 6.2.7. Let (X; d) be a distance space with associated distance matrixD and let x0 2 X. Then,rank Px0(X; d) = rank (I � 1nJ)D(I � 1nJ):(Here, J denotes the all-ones matrix and I the identity matrix.)Proof. One can bring the matrix (I � 1nJ)D(I � 1nJ) to Px0(X; d) by performingsome row/column manipulations.Conditions about the matrix Px0(X; d) can be reformulated in terms of theCayley-Menger determinants. These determinants are a classical notion in thetheory of distance geometry (see Blumenthal [1953]). They are de�ned in thefollowing manner. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space with, say, X = f1; : : : ; ngand let D be its associated distance matrix. Then, the (n+1)�(n+1) symmetricmatrix:



6.2 Characterization of L2-Embeddability 77(6.2.8) CM(X; d) := � D eeT 0�(where e denotes the all-ones vector) is called the Cayley-Menger matrix of thedistance space (X; d) and det CM(X; d) is its Cayley-Menger determinant. Thematrices CM(X; d) and Px0(X; d) are, in fact, closely related. To see it, considerthe 2 � 2 submatrix � 0 11 0� of CM(X; d), whose �rst row/column is indexedby the element x0 of X and whose second row/column corresponds to the new(n+ 1)-th entry in CM(X; d). One can easily verify that its Schur complementin the matrix CM(X; d) coincides with the matrix �2Px0(X; d). Therefore,(6.2.9) det CM(X; d) = (�1)jXj2jXj�1 detPx0(X; d);(6.2.10) rank CM(X; d) = rank Px0(X; d) + 2:Positive semide�niteness for Px0(X; d) can also be expressed in terms of theCayley-Menger determinants. Indeed, Px0(X; d) is positive semide�nite if andonly if every principal submatrix has a nonnegative determinant. But, a principalsubmatrix of Px0(X; d) is of the form Px0(Y; d) for some Y � X with x0 2 Y .Hence, we have the following result, which was formulated under this form inMenger [1954].Proposition 6.2.11. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space. Then,(i) (X;pd) is `2-embeddable if and only if (�1)jY j det CM(Y; d) � 0 for allY � X (or for all Y � X containing a given point x0 2 X).(ii) Suppose jXj = r+1; X = fx0; x1; : : : ; xrg. Then, (X;pd) is `2-embeddablewith `2-dimension r if and only if (�1)k+1 detCM(fx0; x1; : : : ; xkg; d) > 0for all k = 1; : : : ; r.(iii) Suppose jXj = r + 2. Then, (X;pd) is `2-embeddable with `2-dimensionr if and only if the elements of X can be ordered as x0; x1; : : : ; xr; xr+1 insuch a way that (�1)k+1 detCM(fx0; x1; : : : ; xkg; d) > 0 for all k = 1; : : : ; rand detCM(X; d) = 0.(iv) Suppose jXj = r + 3. Then, (X;pd) is `2-embeddable with `2-dimension rif and only if the elements of X can be ordered as x0; x1; : : : ; xr; xr+1; xr+2in such a way that (�1)k+1 detCM(fx0; x1; : : : ; xkg; d) > 0 for all k =1; : : : ; r, detCM(X n fxr+1g; d) = 0, and detCM(X n fxr+2g; d) = 0.Remark 6.2.12. Note that detCM(X; d) = 2d(x0; x1) � 0 if jXj = 2, X =fx0; x1g. Moreover, if jXj = 3, X = fx0; x1; x2g and if we set a := d(x0; x1),b := d(x0; x2) and c := d(x1; x2), then one can check thatdet CM(X; d) = (pa+pb+pc)(pa�pb�pc)(�pa+pb�pc)(�pa�pb+pc):Hence, detCM(X; d) � 0 if pd satis�es the triangle inequalities. That is, everysemimetric space on 3 points is `2-embeddable. Moreover, if (X; d) is a distance



78 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityspace on jXj = 4 points, then (X;pd) is `2-embeddable if and only if pd is asemimetric and det CM(X; d) � 0.6.2.2 Menger's ResultFor an in�nite distance space (X; d), we know from Theorem 3.2.1 that (X; d)is L2-embeddable if and only if this property holds for every �nite subspace of(X; d). Menger [1928] shows3 that, in order to ensure embeddability in the m-dimensional space `m2 , it su�ces to consider the subspaces of (X; d) on m + 3points.Theorem 6.2.13. Given m � 1, a distance space (X; d) can be isometricallyembedded in `m2 if and only if, for every4 Y � X with jY j = m+3, (Y; d) can beisometrically embedded in `m2 .This result will follow from the following sharper statement.Theorem 6.2.14. Given m � 1, a distance space (X; d) can be isometricallyembedded in `m2 if and only if there exist an integer r (0 � r � m) and a subsetY := fx0; x1; : : : ; xrg of X such that(i) the distance space (Y; d) can be isometrically embedded in `r2 but not in`r�12 ,(ii) for every x; y 2 X, the distance space (Y [ fx; yg; d) can be isometricallyembedded in `r2.Then, m`2(X; d) = r.Before giving the proof, we introduce some notation. Let (X; d) and (X 0; d0)be two distance spaces and let x1; : : : ; xk 2 X, x01; : : : ; x0k 2 X 0. We write:x1; : : : ; xk � x01; : : : ; x0kif the corresponding subspaces are isometric, i.e., if d(xi; xj) = d0(x0i; x0j) for alli; j = 1; : : : ; k. When x1; : : : ; xk are vectors in Rn (n � 1) then the distance isimplicitely supposed to be the Euclidean distance. In other words, the notation:x1; : : : ; xk � x01; : : : ; x0k means then that k xi � xj k2= d0(x0i; x0j) for all i; j.Proof of Theorems 6.2.13 and 6.2.14. Suppose �rst that every subspace of (X; d)on m + 3 points embeds in `m2 ; we show the existence of r and x0; : : : ; xr 2 X3Details about this topic can also be found in Menger [1931] and in the monographs byMenger [1954] and Blumenthal [1953]. The analogue question in the case of the L1-space willbe addressed in Section 11.1.4In fact, the result remains valid if we only assume that (Y; d) can be isometrically embeddedinto `m2 for every Y � X with jY j = m+ 3 and containing a given element x0 2 X. This factwill be used in Section 6.4 for the proof of Theorem 6.4.8.



6.2 Characterization of L2-Embeddability 79satisfying the conditions (i),(ii) from Theorem 6.2.14. For this, de�ne r as thesmallest integer such that every subspace of (X; d) on r + 3 points embeds in`r2. Then, there exists Y � X with jY j = r + 2 and such that (Y; d) does notembed in `r�12 . Hence, m`2(Y; d) = r. By Corollary 6.2.5, we can �nd pointsx0; : : : ; xr 2 Y � X for which m`2(fx0; : : : ; xrg; d) = r. Hence, these r+1 pointssatisfy the conditions (i),(ii).Conversely, let us now suppose that there exist an integer r and some pointsx0; x1; : : : ; xr 2 X satisfying the conditions (i),(ii) from Theorem 6.2.14. Weshow that (X; d) embeds in `r2. By (i), there exist a set of vectors x00; : : : ; x0r 2 Rr(of a�ne rank r + 1) such thatx0; x1; : : : ; xr � x00; x01; : : : ; x0r:Given x 2 X, the distance space (fx0; : : : ; xr; xg; d) embeds in `r2 by (ii). Hence,there exist vectors x0; : : : ; xr; x 2 Rr such thatx0; x1; : : : ; xr; x � x0; x1; : : : ; xr; x:As x00; : : : ; x0r � x0; : : : ; xr, we can �nd (by Lemma 2.4.1) an orthogonal transfor-mation g of Rr mapping every xi onto x0i (for i = 0; 1; : : : ; r). Setting x0 := g(x),we obtain a vector x0 2 Rr such thatx0; x1; : : : ; xr; x � x00; x01; : : : ; x0r; x0:Such a vector x0 is unique (as x00; x01; : : : ; x0r have full a�ne rank r+1). Hence, thisde�nes a mapping x 2 X 7! x0 2 Rr . We now show that d(x; y) =k x0� y0 k2 forall x; y 2 X. Let x; y 2 X. By (ii), there exist vectors x000 ; x001; : : : ; x0r; x00; y00 2 Rrsuch that x0; x1; : : : ; xr; x; y � x000; x001 ; : : : ; x00r ; x00; y00:Therefore,x00; x01; : : : ; x0r; x0 � x000; x001 ; : : : ; x00r ; x00 and x00; x01; : : : ; x0r; y0 � x000; x001 ; : : : ; x00r ; y00:Using Lemma 2.4.1, we can �nd an orthogonal transformation f 0 (resp. f 00) of Rrmapping x0i to x00i (for i = 0; 1; : : : ; r) and x0 to x00 (resp. y0 to y00). Therefore, thetwo mappings f 0 and f 00 coincide (as they coincide on a set of full a�ne rank).This implies that x0; y0 � x00; y00. As x; y � x00; y00, we deduce that x; y � x0; y0.This concludes the proof.Let us observe that Theorem 6.2.13 is best possible. Indeed, there existdistance spaces that do not embed in `m2 while any subspace onm+2 points does.In other words, the order of congruence of the distance space `m2 = (Rm ; d`2) isequal to m+ 3.Such an example can be constructed as follows. Let x0; x1; : : : ; xm 2 Rm bethe vertices of an equilateral simplex � in Rm with, say, side length a. Denoteby xm+1 the center of this simplex and let b denote the Euclidean distance fromxm+1 to any vertex xi of �. Finally, let c denote the Euclidean distance from



80 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityxm+1 to the hyperplane supporting any facet of �. We now de�ne a distance don the set X := f0; 1; : : : ;m+ 1;m+ 2g by settingd(i; j) := a for i 6= j 2 f0; 1; : : : ;mg;d(i;m + 1) = d(i;m+ 2) := b for i = 0; 1; : : : ;m;d(m+ 1;m+ 2) := 2c:Now, (X; d) is not `m2 -embeddable (in fact, not `2-embeddable). On the otherhand, every subspace of (X; d) on m + 2 points embeds in `m2 . (Indeed, this isobvious for the subspaces (X n fm + 2g; d) and (X n fm + 1g; d). This is alsotrue for the subspace (X n fig; d) where i = 0; : : : ;m. For this, let x0i denote thesymmetric of xm+1 around the hyperplane spanned by x0; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xm;then,0; : : : ; i� 1; i+ 1; : : : ;m;m+ 1;m+ 2 � x0; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xm; xm+1; x0i:)For instance, for dimension m = 1, the distance matrix0BB@ 0 2 1 12 0 1 11 1 0 21 1 2 01CCAprovides an example of a non `2-embeddable metric for which every 3-pointsubspace embeds on the line `12.On the other hand, Menger showed that, for a distance space (X; d) on morethan m+ 3 points, checking `m2 -embeddability of its subspaces on m+ 2 pointssu�ces for ensuring `m2 -embeddability of the whole space (X; d) (cf. Menger[1931] or Blumenthal [1953]).Theorem 6.2.15. Let (X; d) be a distance space with jXj � m + 4. Then,(X; d) is isometrically `m2 -embeddable if and only if (Y; d) is isometrically `m2 -embeddable for every Y � X with jY j � m+ 2.The proof of this result is based on a careful analysis of the properties of the`obstructions' to Theorem 6.2.13; that is, of the distance spaces on m+3 pointswhich do not embed in `m2 while all their subspaces on m+ 2 points do.6.2.3 Further CharacterizationsWe present here several additional equivalent characterizations for distance spacesof negative type. The equivalence (i) () (ii) in Theorem 6.2.16 below is givenin Gower [1982], (i) () (iii) in Hayden and Wells [1988] and (i) =) (iv) ismentioned in Graham and Winkler [1985].Theorem 6.2.16. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space with X = f1; : : : ; ng. LetD be the associated n�n distance matrix and let CM(X; d) be the Cayley-Mengermatrix de�ned by (6.2.8). Consider the following assertions.



6.2 Characterization of L2-Embeddability 81(i) (X; d) is of negative type.(ii) The matrix (I � esT )(�D)(I � seT ) is positive semide�nite for any s 2 Rnwith sT e = 1 (e denoting the all-ones vector).(iii) The matrix CM(X; d) has exactly one positive eigenvalue.(iv) The matrix D has exactly one positive eigenvalue (if D is not the zeromatrix).Then, (i) () (ii) () (iii) =) (iv).Proof. (i) () (ii) Let s 2 Rn with sT e = 1 and set K := I � seT and A :=KT (�D)K. Then, for x 2 Rn , we have that xTAx = yT (�D)y, setting y = Kx.One checks easily that the range of K consists of the vectors y 2 Rn such thatPni=1 yi = 0. Therefore, we obtain that A is positive semide�nite if and only ifyT (�D)y � 0 for all y 2 Rn such that Pni=1 yi = 0, i.e., if (X; d) is of negativetype.(i) () (iii) Let x0 2 X. Consider the 2 � 2 submatrix C := � 0 11 0� ofCM(X; d) with row/column indices the two elements x0 and n+ 1. We use thefact, already mentioned earlier, that the Schur complement of C in CM(X; d)is equal to the matrix �2Px0(X; d). Hence, applying Lemma 2.4.4 and the factthat C has one positive eigenvalue, we obtain that Px0(X; d) � 0 if and only ifthe matrix CM(X; d) has exactly one positive eigenvalue. The result now followsas Px0(X; d) � 0 is equivalent to (X; d) being of negative type.(i) =) (iv) The matrix D has at least one positive eigenvalue since D has all itsdiagonal entries equal to 0. If (X; d) is of negative type then, by Lemma 2.4.5, Dhas at most one positive eigenvalue since xTDx � 0 holds for all x in an (n� 1)-dimensional subspace of Rn . Therefore, D has exactly one positive eigenvalue.Remark 6.2.17. Let (X; d) be a distance space with X = f1; : : : ; ng and lets 2 Rn with sT e = 1. Set d(i; :) := Pj2X sjd(i; j) for i 2 X and d(:; :) :=Pi;j2X sisjd(i; j). Then the matrix A := (I � esT )(�D)(I � seT ) considered inTheorem 6.2.16 (ii) has its entries of the form:aij := d(i; :) + d(j; :) � d(:; :) � d(i; j) for i; j 2 X:In the case when s := 1ne, this matrix A was already considered by Torgerson[1952] who showed that (X;pd) is `2-embeddable if and only if A is positivesemide�nite.Observe that, when (X; d) is of negative type, one can choose the vectors u1;: : : ; un providing an `2-embedding of (X;pd) in such a way that Pi2X siui = 0and, then, the matrix 12A coincides with the Gram matrix of u1; : : : ; un (whichshows again the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 6.2.16). In particular, ifx0 is a given element of X and s is the corresponding coordinate vector, then12A coincides with the matrix Px0(X; d) augmented by a zero row and column in



82 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityposition x0.The next result considers the case when the distance matrixD has a constantrow sum (necessarily equal to eTDeeT e ); that is, when the all-ones vector e is aneigenvector of D. It can be found in Hayden and Tarazaga [1993]; see alsoAlexander [1977].Theorem 6.2.18. Let (X; d) be a distance space with X = f1; : : : ; ng and withnonzero distance matrix D. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) (X; d) is of negative type and D has a constant row sum.(ii) D has exactly one positive eigenvalue and D has a constant row sum.(iii) There exist vectors u1; : : : ; un providing an `2-embedding of (X;pd) thatlie on a sphere whose center coincides with the barycentrum of the ui's.Moreover, under these conditions, m`2(X;pd) = rank D � 1 and the radius rof the sphere containing the vectors ui providing an `2-embedding of (X;pd) isgiven by: r2 = 12nPj2X dij.Proof. The implication (i) =) (ii) is contained in Theorem 6.2.16.(ii) =) (iii) By assumption,De = �e where � := 1neTDe and the matrix �neeT�Dis positive semide�nite. Hence, there exist vectors u1; : : : ; un such that �n �dij =vTi vj for all i; j 2 X. Therefore, dij = (k ui � uj k2)2 for i; j 2 X, after settingui := 1p2vi (i 2 X). By construction, the ui's lie on the sphere centered at theorigin with squared radius �2n and their barycentrum is the origin since(k Xi2X vi k2)2 = Xi;j2X vTi vj = Xi;j2X(�n � dij) = n�� eTDe = 0:Moreover, m`2(X;pd) is equal to the rank of the system (u1; : : : ; un), i.e., to therank of matrix �neeT �D which can be easily veri�ed to be equal to rank D� 1.(iii) =) (i) Assume that u1; : : : ; un provide an `2-embedding of (X;pd) and thatPi2X ui = 0 and k ui k2= r for all i 2 X, for some r > 0. Then,Xj2X dij = Xj2X((k ui k2)2 + (k uj k2)2 � 2uTi uj) = 2nr2does not depend on i 2 X. This also shows the desired value for the radius r.6.3 A Chain of ImplicationsWe summarize in this section the implications existing between the propertiesof being L1-, L2-embeddable, of negative type, and hypermetric.Theorem 6.3.1. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space with associated distancematrix D. Consider the following assertions.



6.3 A Chain of Implications 83(i) (X; d) is L2-embeddable.(ii) (X; d) is L1-embeddable.(iii) (X; d) is hypermetric.(iv) (X; d) is of negative type.(v) (X;pd) is L2-embeddable.(vi) D has exactly one positive eigenvalue.We have the chain of implications: (i) =) (ii) =) (iii) =) (iv) () (v) =)(vi).Proof. The implication (i) =) (ii) is a classical result in analysis; see Propo-sition 6.4.12 below for a proof. The implication (ii) =) (iii) follows fromLemma 6.1.7, and (iii) =) (iv) from Corollary 6.1.4. Finally, (iv) () (v)holds by Theorem 6.2.2 and (iv) =) (vi) by Theorem 6.2.16.Example 6.3.2. Let K2;3 denote the complete bipartite graph with node setfx1; x2; x3g[fy1; y2g and let d(K2;3) denote its path metric. Then, d(K2;3)(xi; xj)= d(K2;3)(y1; y2) = 2 and d(K2;3)(xi; yj) = 1. Hence, d(K2;3) violates the pen-tagonal inequality (6.1.9). See Figure 6.3.3 where the numbers into parenthesesindicate how to choose b1; : : : ; b5 so as to obtain Q(b)Td(K2;3) > 0: Therefore,d(K2;3) is not hypermetric. Hence, d(K2;3) is not `1-embeddable. In fact, d(K2;3)is not even of negative type since the distance matrix of K2;3 has two positiveeigenvalues.
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Figure 6.3.3: The path metric of K2;3 is not 5-gonalRemark 6.3.4. Singular `1-distance matrices. Let (X; d) be a �nite distancespace. If (X; d) is `p-embeddable for some 1 � p � 2, then (X; d) is `1-embeddable(recall Remark 3.2.4) and, therefore, its distance matrix has exactly one positive eigen-value. Let v1; : : : ; vn be distinct points of Rm (m � 2). It can be observed fromresults of Schoenberg [1937, 1938a, 1938b] that, for 1 < p � 2, the `p-distance matrix(k vi � vj kp)ni;j=1 has n � 1 negative eigenvalues, i.e., is nonsingular. This is not truefor p = 1. For instance, the `1-distance matrix of the vectors v1 = (0; 0); v2 = (1; 0),



84 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityv3 = (0; 1) and v4 = (1; 1), is singular. Several characterizations have been given forthe con�gurations of distinct points v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rm (m � 2) whose `1-distance matrix(k vi � vj k1) is nonsingular (see Reid and Sun [1993]; see also Lin and Pinkus [1993]for applications to ridge functions interpolation). In particular, let A = (aij) denote then�n matrix whose entry aij is de�ned as the number of positions where the coordinatesof the vectors vi and vj coincide (i.e., m�aij is equal to the Hamming distance betweenvi and vj). The matrix A is positive semide�nite. Moreover, A is positive de�nite if andonly if the matrix (k vi � vj k1)ni;j=1 is nonsingular.The implication (ii) =) (iii) of Theorem 6.3.1 is, in general, strict (as was�rst observed by Assouad [1977] and Avis [1981]). It is strict5, in particular, if7 � jXj < 1. In other words, the inclusion CUTn � HYPn is strict for n � 7.To see it, it su�ces to exhibit an inequality which de�nes a facet for CUTn andis not hypermetric. Many such inequalities are described in Part V.However, there are many examples of classes of distance spaces (X; d) forwhich the properties of being hypermetric and L1-embeddable are equivalent.Such examples with X in�nite will be presented in Chapter 8. We summarizebelow what is known about this question.Remark 6.3.5. We give here a list of distance spaces (X; d) for which L1-embeddability can be characterized by a set I of inequalities that are all hyper-metric or of negative type.(i) (Vn; d) with n � 6; I consists of the hypermetric inequalities, i.e., CUTn =HYPn for n � 6 (see Section 30.6). More precisely, I consists of the p-gonalinequalities with p = 3; 5 in the case n = 5, and p = 3; 5; 7 in the case n = 6.(ii) A normed space (Rm ; dk:k); I consists of the negative type inequalities (seeTheorem 8.3.1).(iii) A normed space (Rm ; dk:k) whose unit ball is a polytope; I consists of the7-gonal inequalities (see Theorem 8.3.2).(iv) (L; dv) where (L;�) is a poset lattice, v is a positive valuation on L, anddv(x; y) := v(x _ y)� v(x ^ y) for x; y 2 L; I consists of the 5-gonal inequalitiesor, equivalently, I consists of the negative type inequalities (see Theorem 8.1.3and Example 8.2.6).(v) (A; d) where A is a family of subsets of a set 
 which is stable under thesymmetric di�erence, v is a nonnegative function on A such that v(;) = 0, andd(A;B) := v(A4B) for A;B 2 A; I consists of the inequalities of negative type(see Corollary 8.2.8).5This implication remains strict in the case X = N . For this, consider for instance thedistance d on N obtained by taking iterative spherical t-extensions (see Section 7.3) of the pathmetric of the Schl�ai graph G27. Hence, dij is the shortest length of a path joining i and jin G27 if i and j are both nodes of G27 and dij = t otherwise. For t � 43 , d is hypermetric(by Proposition 14.4.6), but d is not L1-embeddable (since the path metric of G27 lies on anextreme ray of the hypermetric cone on 27 points; see Section 16.2).



6.3 A Chain of Implications 85(vi) The graphic space (V; d(G)) where G is a connected bipartite graph withnode set V ; I consists of the 5-gonal inequalities (see Theorem 19.2.1).(vii) The graphic space (V; d(G)) where G is a connected graph on at least 37nodes and having a node adjacent to all other nodes; I consists of the negativetype inequalities and the 5-gonal inequalities (see Corollary 17.1.10 (i)).(viii) The graphic space (V; d(G)) where G is a connected graph on at least 28nodes and having a node adjacent to all other nodes; I consists of the hyperme-tric inequalities (see Corollary 17.1.10 (ii)).We conclude with mentioning two examples of application of negative typeinequalities to geometric questions, taken from Deza and Maehara [1994]. The�rst one concerns the following theorem of Rankin [1955] (related to the problemof determining the maximum number of disjoint balls that can be packed in agiven ball).Theorem 6.3.6. Let R < 1p2 and let NR denote the maximum number Nof points x1; : : : ; xN that can be placed in a closed (Euclidean) ball of radius Rin such a way that k xi�xj k2� 1 for all i 6= j = 1; : : : ; N . Then, NR = b 11�2R2 c.Proof. A short proof can be given using negative type inequalities. Supposex1; : : : ; xN lie in the ball of center x0 and radius R and that k xi�xj k2� 1 for alli 6= j = 1; : : : ; N . Applying the negative type inequality Q(�n; 1; : : : ; 1)Tx � 0to the distance d on fx0; x1; : : : ; xNg de�ned by d(xi; xj) := (k xi � xj k2)2 forall i; j, we obtain the inequality:N NXi=1 d(x0; xi) � X1�i<j�N d(xi; xj):As d(x0; xi) � R2 and d(xi; xj) � 1 for i 6= j � n this implies that N2R2 � �N2 �;that is, N � NR := b 11�2R2 c. Equality is attained by considering for x1; : : : ; xNthe N := NR vertices of a regular (N � 1)-dimensional simplex with side length1 and x0 := 1N Pi xi:The next result concerns a generalization of the well-known parallelogramtheorem to higher dimensions. This theorem asserts that, given four distinctpoints x1; x2; y1; y2, the following inequality holds:(k x1 � y1 k2)2 + (k x1 � y2 k2)2 + (k x2 � y1 k2)2 + (k x2 � y2 k2)2� (k x1 � x2 k2)2 + (k y1 � y2 k2)2with equality if and only if x1y1x2y2 is a parallelogram.Given a polytope P , a line segment joining two vertices of P is called adiagonal of P if it is not contained in any proper face of P . An n-parallelotopeis the vector sum of n segments with a common endpoint such that no segmentis contained in the a�ne hull of the others (thus, a parallelogram if n = 2).



86 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-EmbeddabilityTheorem 6.3.7. Let P be a polytope in Rn that is combinatorially equivalent toan n-dimensional hypercube, let G(P ) := (VP ; EP ) denote its 1-skeleton graph,and let DP denote the set of diagonals of P . Then,Xxy2EP (k x� y k2)2 � Xxy2DP (k x� y k2)2;with equality if and only if P is an n-parallelotope.Proof. The proof is by induction on n. It relies essentially on the followingidentity:nXi;j=1(k xi � yj k2)2 � X1�i<i0�n(k xi � xi0 k2)2 + (k yi � yi0 k2)2 = n2(k p� q k2)2for any points x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn and setting p := 1nPni=1 xi, q := 1nPni=1 yi.See Deza and Maehara [1994] for details.6.4 An Example: The Spherical Distance SpaceWe describe here a classical example of `1-embeddable distance space, namely,the spherical distance space. This is the distance space de�ned on a sphere S,taking as distance between two points x, y 2 S the quantity(6.4.1) r � arccos (x� c)T (x� y)r2 ! ;where c denotes the center of S and r its radius. The quantity (6.4.1) is knownas the spherical distance (or great circle metric) between x and y. (This is thegeodesic distance on the sphere S between the points x and y, which coincideswith the angle between the two vectors from c to x and from c to y.) We mayclearly suppose that the sphere S is centered at the origin and, up to scalingof the distances, that it has radius 1. Let Sm denote the m-dimensional unitsphere, i.e., Sm := fx 2 Rm+1 j m+1Xi=1 x2i = 1g:We let Sm denote the distance space (Sm; dS), where dS is the distance de�nedby (6.4.1), i.e.,(6.4.2) dS(x; y) := arccos(xT y) for all x; y 2 Sm:Similarly, we let Sm;r denote the distance space (Sm;r; dS), where Sm;r is them-dimensional sphere centered at the origin with radius r and dS is de�ned by(6.4.1). So, Sm = Sm;1. The distance space Sm;r is called a spherical distancespace. We refer to Blumenthal [1953] for a detailed study of the metric properties



6.4 An Example: The Spherical Distance Space 87of these distance spaces. We mention here some properties that are most relevantto our treatment.
x

y

Figure 6.4.3: H(x)4H(y) is the shaded regionA �rst basic property of spherical distance spaces is that they are `1-embedda-ble. For this, let us consider for a point x 2 Sm the hemisphere H(x) contain-ing x; that is, H(x) consists of the points y 2 Sm such that dS(x; y) � �2 or,equivalently, xT y � 0. We also consider the measure � on Sm de�ned by�(A) := vol(A)vol(Sm) for A � Sm:(Here, vol(A) denotes the m-dimensional volume of A.) Hence, Sm equippedwith the measure � is a probability space. Then,(6.4.4) �(H(x)4H(y)) = 1� arccos(xT y) (= 1�dS(x; y)) for x; y 2 Sm:This relation can be easily veri�ed; it was �rst observed by Kelly [1970b]. For anillustration in the case m = 2, see Figure 6.4.3. The result from Theorem 6.4.56 7below follows as an immediate consequence, using Proposition 4.2.1.Theorem 6.4.5. Given u1; : : : ; un 2 Sm, the vector ( 1� arccos(uTi uj))1�i<j�nbelongs to the cut polytope CUT2n . Therefore, the spherical distance space Sm;r6In other words, Theorem 6.4.5 indicates how to derive inequalities valid for the pairwiseangles among a set of n unit vectors; namely, by considering valid inequalities for the cutpolytope CUT2n . This fact will be reminded in Section 31.2.7There is no analogue of Theorem 6.4.5 for the closely related elliptic distance spaces. Theelliptic distance space E`m is obtained from the spherical distance space Sm by identifyingantipodal points; thus taking min(dS(x; y); � � dS(x; y)) as distance between x; y 2 Sm. Theelliptic distance space E`m is a semimetric space (Blumenthal [1953]) but it is not hypermetric(in fact, not 5-gonal (Kelly [1970b])). One more divergence between spherical and ellipticdistance spaces lies in the determination of their congruence orders. As we see in Theorem 6.4.8the order of congruence of the spherical distance space Sm can be easily determined; on theother hand the order of congruence of the elliptic distance space E`m is known only in dimensionm � 2 (see Seidel [1975] and precise references therein).



88 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilityis isometrically `1-embeddable for every r > 0, m � 1.In fact, isometric subspaces of spherical distance spaces and of Euclideandistance spaces are very closely related notions, as the results below indicate.Let d be a distance on the set Vn := f1; : : : ; ng. Consider the symmetricmatrix8 A = (aij)ni;j=1 de�ned byaij := cos(dij) for i; j = 1; : : : ; n:Hence, the diagonal entries of A are all equal to 1. Moreover, let ~d denote thedistance on the set Vn [ fx0g (x0 is a new element not belonging to Vn) de�nedby ~d(x0; i) = 1 for i 2 Vn;~d(i; j) = 2� 2 cos(d(i; j)) = 4 sin2(d(i;j)2 ) for i; j 2 Vn:Proposition 6.4.6. Let m � 1 be an integer and d; ~d; and A be de�ned asabove. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) The distance space (Vn; d) is an isometric subspace of the m-dimensionalspherical distance space Sm.(ii) dij 2 [0; �] for all i; j 2 Vn and the matrix A is positive semide�nite withrank A � m+ 1.(iii) dij 2 [0; �] for all i; j 2 Vn and the distance space (Vn [ fx0g; ~d) can beisometrically embedded into `m+12 .Proof. The equivalence (i) () (ii) is clear. Indeed, (Vn; d) is an isometricsubspace of Sm if and only if there exist u1; : : : ; un 2 Sm such that cos(d(i; j)) =uTi uj for all i; j 2 Vn; that is, if the matrix A is positive semide�nite with rank� m+1. The equivalence (ii)() (iii) follows from Corollary 6.2.5 and the factthat A coincides with the matrix Px0(Vn [ fx0g; ~d).Corollary 6.4.7. A distance space (Vn; d) embeds isometrically in Sm;r (forsome m � 1) if and only if dij 2 [0; �r] for all i; j 2 Vn and the matrixA := (cos(dijr ))ni;j=1 is positive semide�nite. Then, the smallest m such that(Vn; d) embeds into Sm;r is m = rank A� 1.Using Proposition 6.4.6, one can derive a compactness result for sphericaldistance spaces analogue to the compactness result for Euclidean spaces fromTheorem 6.2.13; this result can be found in Blumenthal [1953].Theorem 6.4.8. Given m � 1, a distance space (X; d) can be isometricallyembedded into the m-dimensional spherical distance space Sm if and only if the8We will study in detail in Section 31.3 the set of positive semide�nite matrices with alldiagonal entries equal to 1. We will use, in particular, Theorem 6.4.5.



6.4 An Example: The Spherical Distance Space 89same holds for every subspace (Y; d) where Y � X with jY j = m+ 3.In particular, the order of congruence of the spherical distance space Sm is equalto m+ 3. To see it, consider the distance space (X; d), where jXj � m+ 3 anddij := arccos(� 1m+1 ) for all i 6= j 2 X. Then, (X; d) does not embed in Sm(because the matrix (cos(dij))i;j2X is not positive semide�nite). On the otherhand, every subspace (Y; d) with jY j = m + 2 embeds in Sm (as (cos(dij))i;j2Yis positive semide�nite with rank m+ 1).There are further intimate links between the spherical and Euclidean dis-tances. In fact, as Schoenberg [1935] observed, every set of a�nely independentvectors equipped with the Euclidean distance can be isometrically embeddedinto some spherical distance space. And, if the vectors are not independent,their Euclidean distances can be realized asymptotically as limits of sphericaldistances. This permits to derive the well-known implication: \`2-embeddable=) `1-embeddable".Proposition 6.4.9. Let u0; u1; : : : ; un 2 Rn be a�nely independent. Then, thedistance space (fu0; u1; : : : ; ung; d`2) is an isometric subspace of Sn;r for some rlarge enough.Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that u0 := 0. By assumption,the matrix P = (pij := uTi uj)ni;j=1 is positive de�nite. Let A(r) be the (n+ 1)�(n + 1) symmetric matrix with entries aij := cos(dijr ) for i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n. Inview of Corollary 6.4.7, it su�ces to show that A(r) � 0 for r large enough. Inwhat follows, we write A � B for two matrices A and B if A � 0 () B � 0.Clearly, A(r) � B(r), where the 00-th entry of B(r) is b00 := 1, its 0i-th entry isb0i := a0i� 1 (for i = 1; : : : ; n) and its ij-th entry is bij := aij � a0i� a0j +1 (fori; j = 1; : : : ; n) (to see it, subtract the row indexed by 0 in A(r) to every otherrow and, then, the column indexed by 0 to every other column). We now usethe fact that cos x = 1 � 12x2 + o(x4) when x �! 0. Hence, each entry of B(r)can be expressed as b0i = � 12r2 pii + o( 1r4 ), bij = 1r2 pij + o( 1r4 ). Therefore, aftersuitably scaling B(r), we obtain that A(r) � B(r) � C(r), where the 0-th entryof C(r) is 4r2, its 0i-th entry is pii+o( 1r2 ), and its ij-th entry is pij+o( 1r2 ). Onecan now easily verify that C(r) � 0 for any r large enough. (Note here that itsu�ces to check that the n+1 principal subdeterminants of C(r) disposed alongthe diagonal are positive, which holds for r large enough by the assumption thatP � 0.)Remark 6.4.10. Proposition 6.4.9 extends to an arbitrary set of vectors in thecase when they all lie on a common line. But, it does not extend to an arbitraryset of vectors in dimension � 2. As counterexample, take for u1; : : : ; un+1 thevertices of an equilateral simplex and for u0 the barycentrum of the simplex.Then, the distance space (fu0; u1; : : : ; un+1g; d`2) does not embed in any spheri-cal distance space.



90 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-EmbeddabilityLet us now indicate how the Euclidean distance can be approximated by sphericaldistances9. For this, let u1; : : : ; un 2 Rm . We are interested in evaluating theirmutual Euclidean distances. So, set dij :=k ui � uj k2 for i; j = 1; : : : ; n: Weshow how to express d as a limit of distances d(r) (when r �! 1) where eachd(r) can be isometrically embedded in Sm;r. The idea for this is intuitively verysimple. Namely, for r > 0 consider the sphere S(r) in the space Rm+1 with centerc := (0; : : : ; 0; r) and radius r. One can visualize S(r) as a sphere lying on top ofRm , being viewed as the hyperplane xm+1 = 0 in Rm+1 . Every vector u 2 Rmwith k u k2� r can be `lifted' to a point u(r) 2 S(r), by settingu(r) := �u; r �qr2 � (k u k2)2� :Let r � maxni=1 k ui k2. For i = 1; : : : ; n, let u(r)i 2 S(r) be the `lifting' of ui asde�ned above. Setd(r)(i; j) := r � arccos (ui � c)T (uj � c)r2 ! for i; j = 1; : : : ; n:So, d(r)(i; j) represents the spherical distance between u(r)i and u(r)j on the sphereS(r). Clearly, this length converges to the Euclidean distance k ui � uj k2 as rtends to in�nity, i.e.,(6.4.11) limr�!1d(r)(i; j) =k ui � uj k2 :In a precise way, one can estimate d(r)(i; j) for large r as follows:d(r)(i; j) = r � arccos�pr2�(kuik2)2pr2�(kujk2)2+uTi ujr2 �= r � arccos�q1� (kuik2)2r2 q1� (kujk2)2r2 + uTi ujr2 �� r � arccos �1� (kui�ujk2)22r2 � �k ui � uj k2 :(Here, we use the fact that p1� x � 1 � 12x and arccos(1 � x2) � p2x asx �! 0.)Proposition 6.4.12. For a distance space (X; d),d is isometrically `2-embeddable =) d is isometrically `1-embeddable:Proof. This follows from the above observations, (6.4.11) and Theorem 6.4.5.9This fact was already observed in Kelly [1975].



6.4 An Example: The Spherical Distance Space 916.5 An Example: Kalmanson DistancesWe mention here another class of `1-embeddable semimetrics arising from theso-called Kalmanson distances. These distances present moreover the interest-ing feature that they yield polynomial-time solvable instances of the travelingsalesman problem.Let d be a distance on the set Vn = f1; : : : ; ng. We say that d is a Kalmansondistance if it satis�es the condition:max(dij + drs; dis + djr) � dir + djsfor all 1 � i � j � r � s � n. In this de�nition, the ordering of the elementsis important; so we also say that d is a Kalmanson distance with respect to theordering 1; : : : ; n. Moreover, it is convenient to visualize the elements 1; : : : ; n asbeing ordered along a circuit in that circular order. For 1 � i < j � n, set�ij(d) := dij + di+1;j+1 � di;j+1 � di+1;j(the indices being taken modulo n) and [i; j] := fi; i + 1; : : : ; j � 1; jg. Chepoiand Fichet [1996] observed the following fact.Lemma 6.5.1. Every distance d on Vn can be decomposed as2d = X1�i<j�n�ij(d) �([i + 1; j]):Proof. It is a simple veri�cation.We introduce one more de�nition. A distance d on Vn is said to be circulardecomposable if d can be decomposed asd = X1�i<j�n�ij�([i + 1; j])for some nonnegative scalars �ij (1 � i < j � n); hence, it is `1-embeddable. Asall �ij(d)'s are nonnegative if d is a Kalmanson distance, we deduce from Lemma6.5.1 that every Kalmanson distance is circular decomposable. It can be easilyveri�ed that, conversely, every circular decomposable distance is a Kalmansondistance. Therefore, we have the following result10.Proposition 6.5.2. A distance d is a Kalmanson distance if and only if it iscircular decomposable (with respect to the same ordering).Example 6.5.3. Here are some examples of Kalmanson distances. First, thepath metric of a weighted tree is a Kalmanson distance for some ordering of10The equivalence between Kalmanson distances and circular decomposable distances wasproved earlier by Christopher, Farach and Trick [1996]; their proof is, however, more compli-cated than the one presented here, due to Chepoi and Fichet [1996].



92 Chapter 6. Conditions for L1-Embeddabilitythe nodes of the tree (Bandelt and Dress [1992]). As another example, considera set of points X := fx1; : : : ; xng in the plane R2 such that the xi's lie onthe boundary of their convex hull and occur in that circular order along theboundary. Then, the set X equipped with the Euclidean distance11 d`2 providesa Kalmanson distance with respect to the given ordering (Kalmanson [1975]).To see it, consider four points xi; xj ; xr; xs occurring in that order along theboundary. Then, the segments [xi; xr] and [xj ; xs] intersect in a point y. Weobtain thatd`2(xi; xj) + d`2(xr; xs) � d`2(xi; y) + d`2(y; xj) + d`2(xr; y) + d`2(y; xs)= d`2(xi; xr) + d`2(xj; xs):From a computational point of view, Deineko, Rudolf and Woeginger [1995]show that one can test whether a distance on n points is a Kalmanson distancewith respect to some ordering of the elements and �nd such an ordering intime O(n2 log n). We conclude with mentioning an application to the travelingsalesman problem.Remark 6.5.4. An application to the traveling salesman problem. Thetraveling salesman problem12 can be formulated as follows. Given a distance don Vn, �nd a Hamiltonian circuit (i1; : : : ; in) whose weight:n�1Xh=1 d(ih; ih+1) + d(in; i1)is minimum. This is an NP-hard problem. The problem remains NP-hard forEuclidean distances (that is, if d represents Euclidean distances among a set ofpoints in some space Rm ) and, thus, for `1-distances. However, as was alreadyobserved by Kalmanson [1975], the traveling salesman problem can be solvedvery easily for Kalmanson distances. Indeed, suppose that d is a Kalmansondistance on Vn with respect to the ordering 1; : : : ; n. Then, the Hamiltoniancircuit (1; : : : ; n) has minimum weight. Indeed, from Lemma 6.5.1, we obtainthat the weight of the circuit (1; : : : ; n) is equal to P1�i<j�n �ij(d). On theother hand, the quantity: P1�i<j�n �ij(d) is a lower bound for the weight ofany Hamiltonian circuit (since a circuit and a cut meet in at least two edges).
11The same holds if we consider an arbitrary norm metric on R2 instead of the Euclideandistance or, more generally, a projective metric (to be de�ned later).12The reader may consult Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnoy Kan and Shmoys [1985] for detailed in-formation on this problem.



Chapter 7. Operations
We describe here several operations which permit to extend a given distanceon Vn to a distance on Vn+1. Examples of such operations include the gateextension operation, the antipodal extension operation, the spherical extensionoperation, which are described, respectively, in Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. Wealso consider the direct product, the tensor product, and the 1-sum operationsin Sections 7.5 and 7.6. We discuss, in particular, conditions under which theseoperations preserve metric properties such as `1- or hypercube embeddability,the hypermetric and negative type conditions, or membership in the cut lattice.The cut lattice Ln is de�ned byLn := fXS �S�(S) j �S 2 Z for all Sg:More information on Ln will be given in Section 25.1. In Section 7.4, we treat indetail the example of the cocktail-party graph. This graph plays, in fact, a cen-tral role in the theory of `1-embeddings. Indeed, it is one of the possible factors(besides the half-cube graph and the Gosset graph) that may enter the canoni-cal metric representation of a hypermetric or `1-graph (see Theorems 14.3.6 and14.3.7). The speci�city of the cocktail-party graph is also demonstrated by thefollowing result of Cameron, Goethals, Seidel and Shult [1976]: The only con-nected regular graphs on n > 28 nodes whose adjacency matrix has minimumeigenvalue � �2 are line graphs and cocktail-party graphs.7.1 The Gate Extension OperationLet d be a distance on Vn = f1; : : : ; ng and let � 2 R+ . We de�ne a distance d0on Vn+1 = Vn [ fn+ 1g by setting(7.1.1) 8><>: d0(1; n+ 1) = �;d0(i; n+ 1) = �+ d(1; i) for 2 � i � n;d0(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i < j � n:The distance d0 is called a gate extension of d and is denoted by gat�(d). Thisoperation will be used especially in the case � = 0; then, gat0(d) is also called thegate 0-extension (or, simply, 0-extension) of d. By construction, gat�(d) satis�esthe following triangle equalities:d0(i; n+ 1) = d0(1; n+ 1) + d0(1; i)93



94 Chapter 7. Operationsfor all i = 2; : : : ; n. From this follows immediately that any R+ -realization ofgat�(d) is necessarily of the formgat�(d) = XS�Vn;162S �S�(S) + ��(fn + 1g);where d =PS�Vn;162S �S�(S). The next result can be easily checked.Proposition 7.1.2. Let d be a distance on Vn and let � 2 R.(i) gat�(d) is `1-embeddable (resp. `1-rigid) if and only if � � 0 and d is`1-embeddable (resp. `1-rigid).(ii) gat�(d) is hypercube embeddable (resp. h-rigid) if and only if � 2 Z+ andd is hypercube embeddable (resp. h-rigid).(iii) gat�(d) 2 Ln+1 if and only if � 2 Z and d 2 Ln.(iv) gat�(d) is hypermetric (resp. of negative type) if and only if � � 0 and dis hypermetric (resp. of negative type).7.2 The Antipodal Extension OperationLet d be a distance on the set Vn = f1; : : : ; ng and let � 2 R+ . We de�ne adistance d0 on the set Vn+1 = Vn [ fn+ 1g by setting(7.2.1) 8><>: d0(1; n+ 1) = �;d0(i; n+ 1) = �� d(1; i) for 2 � i � n;d0(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i < j � n:The distance d0 is called an antipodal extension of d and is denoted by ant�(d).(Compare with the de�nition of the gate extension gat�(d) from (7.1.1).) Notethat ant�(d) satis�es the triangle equalities:(7.2.2) d0(1; n+ 1) = d0(1; i) + d0(i; n+ 1)for all i = 2; : : : ; n (so, the new point \n + 1" is \antipodal" to the point \1").If we apply the antipodal extension operation iteratively n times, starting fromd, we obtain a distance on 2n points, denoted by Ant�(d), and called the fullantipodal extension of d. So, Ant�(d) is de�ned by(7.2.3) 8>>><>>>: Ant�(d)(i; n + i) = � for 1 � i � n;Ant�(d)(i; n + j) = �� d(i; j) for 1 � i 6= j � n;Ant�(d)(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i 6= j � n;Ant�(n+ i; n+ j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i 6= j � n:These two operations are treated in detail in Deza and Laurent [1992e].



7.2 The Antipodal Extension Operation 95Observe that, if d =PS2S �S�(S), where S is a collection of nonempty propersubsets of Vn, then(7.2.4) ant�(d) = XS2Sj162S �S�(S [ fn+ 1g) + XS2Sj12S �S�(S)+(��XS2S �S)�(fn+ 1g):Conversely, every decomposition of ant�(d) as a nonnegative combination ofnonzero cut semimetrics is of the form (7.2.4), since ant�(d) satis�es the triangleequalities (7.2.2) for i = 2; : : : ; n. In particular, if ant�(d) is `1-embeddable, thenthe size of any of its R+ -realizations is equal to �. Similarly, any R+ -realizationof Ant�(d) is of the form(7.2.5) Ant�(d) = XS2S �S�(S [ S�) + (��XS2S �S)�(fn + 1; : : : ; 2ng);where we set S� := fn + i j i 2 Vn and i 62 Sg. These observations permit toestablish the next result.Proposition 7.2.6. Let d be a distance on Vn and � 2 R.(i) ant�(d) (resp. Ant�(d)) is `1-embeddable if and only if � � s`1(d) and d is`1-embeddable. Moreover, ant�(d) (resp. Ant�(d)) is `1-rigid if and onlyif d is `1-rigid.(ii) ant�(d) (resp. Ant�(d)) is hypercube embeddable if and only if d is hy-percube embeddable, � 2 Z+, and � � sh(d). Moreover, ant�(d) (resp.Ant�(d)) is h-rigid if and only if d is h-rigid.(iii) ant�(d) (resp. Ant�(d)) belongs to Ln+1 if and only if d 2 Ln and � 2 Z.Proposition 7.2.6 is a useful tool; it permits, for instance, to construct exam-ples of semimetrics that are `1-embeddable and belong to the cut lattice, but arenot hypercube embeddable. Indeed, let d be a hypercube embeddable distanceand suppose that we can �nd an integer � such thats`1(d) � � < sh(d):Then, ant�(d) is `1-embeddable and belongs to the cut lattice, but is not hyper-cube embeddable.Example 7.2.7. Let 211n denote the distance on Vn that takes the value 2 onall pairs. Then, for n � 5, sh(211n) = n and s`1(211n) < 4 (see Example 4.3.7and Section 7.4). Therefore, for n � 5, the metric ant4(211n) (which takes value2 on all pairs except value 4 on one pair) is `1-embeddable, belongs to the cutlattice, but is not hypercube embeddable. (The metric Ant4(211n) has the sameproperties.) Moreover, the metric ant4(211n) is `1-rigid if and only if 211n is `1-rigid, i.e., n = 3.
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Figure 7.2.8: Hypercube embeddings of the path P5 and the circuit C10Example 7.2.9. There are many examples of graphs G whose path metricdG can be constructed as the antipodal extension of the path metric of anothergraph. For instance, let Kn+1ne denote the complete graph on n+1 nodes withone deleted edge. Then, d(Kn+1ne) = ant2(d(Kn)):This example will be treated in detail in Section 7.4, together with the caseof the cocktail-party graph. The path metric dI of the 1-skeleton graph of theicosahedron (see, e.g., Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989] for a description ofthis graph) can be expressed asdI = Ant3 (d(rC5))where rC5 is the graph obtained by adding a new node adjacent to all nodes ofthe 5-circuit C5. In fact, dI is `1-rigid; see Deza and Laurent [1994a]. Also,d(H(n; 2)) = Antn (d(H(n� 1; 2))) = Antn �2d�12H(n; 2)��where 12H(n; 2) is the half-cube graph. Let Pn = (1; 2; : : : ; n) and Cn = (1; 2; : : : ; n)denote the path and the circuit on n nodes. Then,d(C2n) = Antn(d(Pn)) = Antn(2d(Cn)):One can easily verify (see also Example 19.1.4) thatd(Pn) = X1�i�n�1 �(f1; 2; : : : ; i� 1; ig);which, by (7.2.5), impliesd(C2n) = X1�i�n�1 �(f1; 2; : : : ; i�1; i; n+i+1; n+i+2; : : : ; 2n�1; 2ng)+�(f1; : : : ; ng):Figure 7.2.8 shows the path P5 and the circuit C10 together with a labeling oftheir nodes (by sets) providing the `1-embeddings shown above.



7.3 The Spherical Extension Operation 977.3 The Spherical Extension OperationLet d be a distance on Vn and let t 2 R+ . We de�ne a distance d0 on Vn+1 =Vn [ fn+ 1g by setting(7.3.1) ( d0(i; n+ 1) = t for 1 � i � n;d0(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i < j � n:The distance d0 is called the spherical t-extension of d and is denoted by spht(d).This operation is considered in Deza and Grishukhin [1994].Proposition 7.3.2. Let d be a distance on Vn and let t 2 R+ .(i) spht(d) is a semimetric if and only if 2t � max(d(i; j) j 1 � i < j � n)and d is a semimetric.(ii) spht(d) 2 Ln+1 if and only if t 2 Z and d(i; j) is an even integer for all1 � i < j � n.(iii) If d is `1-embeddable and 2t � s`1(d), then spht(d) is `1-embeddable.(iv) If d is hypercube embeddable and 2t � sh(d), then 2 � spht(d) is hypercubeembeddable.Proof. (i), (ii) are immediate. For (iii), note that spht(d) = 12 (ant2t(d)+gat0(d)).Hence, if d is `1-embeddable and 2t � s`1(d), then ant2t(d) is `1-embeddable byProposition 7.2.6 and gat0(d) is `1-embeddable by Proposition 7.1.2. This impliesthat spht(d) is `1-embeddable. The proof is identical for (iv).For an integer m � 2, de�ne recursively sphmt (d) as spht(sphm�1t (d)), aftersetting sph1t (d) := spht(d).Lemma 7.3.3. Let d be a distance on Vn and t 2 R+ . If d is `1-embeddable and2t � s`1(d), then sphmt (d) is `1-embeddable for each integer m � 1. Moreover,2t� tdm2 e � s`1(sphmt (d)) � 2t� 2t� s`1(d)2m :Proof. As spht(d) = 12(ant2t(d)+gat0(d)), we can �nd a R+ -realization of spht(d)of size 12(2t+ s`1(d)), i.e., s`1(spht(d)) � t+ 12s`1(d):Hence, s`1(spht(d)) � 2t, implying that sph2t (d) is `1-embeddable. Therefore,sphmt (d) is `1-embeddable for all m � 1. The upper bound from Lemma 7.3.3follows easily by induction. For the lower bound, note that sphmt (d) containsas a subdistance the equidistant metric t11m (taking the same value t on mpoints). Therefore, s`1(sphmt (d)) � s`1(t11m), where s`1(t11m) = 2t � tdm2 e (see,e.g., Section 7.4).



98 Chapter 7. OperationsIn particular, if d is `1-embeddable and 2t � s`1(d), thenlimm�!1 s`1(sphmt (d)) = 2t:Fichet [1992] de�nes the `1-radius r(d) of an `1-embeddable distance d as thesmallest scalar t > 0 such that spht(d) is `1-embeddable. Thus,12 maxi;j dij � r(d) � 12s`1(d):For some examples of metrics (e.g., ultrametrics, path metrics of paths, etc.)equality holds with the lower bound.We refer to Section 14.4 for the study of conditions under which the sphericalextension operation preserves other metric properties, such as hypermetricity orthe negative type property.7.4 An Example: The Cocktail-Party GraphWe present here some examples which apply, in particular, the properties of theantipodal extension operation. Namely, we show how to obtain `1-embeddingsfor the path metrics of the graph Kn+1ne and of the cocktail-party graph Kn�2in terms of `1-embeddings of the complete graph Kn.Let us consider the equidistant metric 11n, that takes the value 1 for all pairs.Hence, 11n coincides with the path metric of the complete graph Kn. Letdn := ant2(11n)denote the distance on Vn+1 = Vn [ fn + 1g obtained by taking the antipodalextension ant�(11n) of 11n with parameter � = 2. So, dn takes the value 1 on allpairs except value 2 on the pair (1; n + 1). Hence, dn coincides with the pathmetric of the graph Kn+1ne, obtained by deleting the edge e := (1; n + 1) fromthe complete graph on Vn+1. Letd0n := Ant2(11n)denote the distance on V2n = Vn [ fn + 1; : : : ; 2ng obtained by taking the fullantipodal extension Ant�(11n) of 11n with � = 2 (recall (7.2.3)). So, d0n takesvalue 1 on all pairs except value 2 on the n pairs: (1; n+ 1); : : : ; (n; 2n). Hence,d0n coincides with the path metric of the cocktail-party graph Kn�2.We now see how to construct `1-embeddings of the metrics dn and d0n. Inorder to be able to apply Proposition 7.2.6 and relation (7.2.4), we need to �ndan `1-decomposition of 11n whose size is less than or equal to 2. Clearly, thedistance 11n can always be decomposed as(7.4.1) 11n = 12 X1�i�n �(i);



7.4 An Example: The Cocktail-Party Graph 99whose size is equal to n2 . For n = 3; 4, n2 � 2; hence, we can apply (7.2.4) and(7.2.5), which yield:d3 = 12 (�(f1g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f3; 4g) + �(f4g)) ;d03 = 12 (�(f1; 5; 6g) + �(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f3; 4; 5g) + �(f4; 5; 6g)) ;d4 = 12 (�(f1g) + �(f2; 5g) + �(f3; 5g) + �(f4; 5g)) ;d04 = 12 (�(f1; 6; 7; 8g) + �(f2; 5; 7; 8g) + �(f3; 5; 6; 8g) + �(f4; 5; 6; 7g)) :If n � 5, no `1-embedding of dn can be constructed from (7.4.1) since its sizeis greater than 2. Let En denote the collection of all subsets S � Vn such thatjSj 2 fbn2 c; dn2 eg and 1 62 S. Setting�n :=  n� 2n2 � 1! for n even, �n := 2 n� 2n�32 ! for n odd,one can easily check that(7.4.2) 11n = 1�n XS2En �(S):As jEnj = �n�1n2 � for n even and jEnj = � nn+12 � for n odd, the decomposition from(7.4.2) has size jEnj�n which is equal to 2(n�1)n for n even and to 2nn+1 for n odd.Observe that (7.4.2) provides the `1-embedding of 11n of minimum size, i.e.,s`1(11n) = 2� 1dn2 e = ( 2(n�1)n if n is even,2nn+1 if n is odd.(Recall (4.3.6).) Applying (7.2.4) and (7.2.5), we obtaindn = 1�n XS2En �(S [ fn+ 1g) + (2� s`1(11n))�(fn + 1g);d0n = 1�n XS2En �(S [ S�) + (2� s`1(11n))�(f1; 2; : : : ; ng):(We remind that S� := fn+i j i 2 Vn and i 62 Sg:) This shows that dn and d0n are`1-embeddable. Moreover, by Proposition 7.2.6, dn; d0n are `1-rigid if and only if11n is `1-rigid, i.e., if n = 3. (We refer to Part IV for the study of the varietyof embeddings of 11n for n � 4.) Furthermore, �ndn and �nd0n are hypercubeembeddable (since �n(2 � s`1(11n)) = 2�n � jEnj 2 Z) and they embed in thehypercube of dimension 2�n. So we have shown:Proposition 7.4.3. The path metrics of the graphs Kn+1ne and Kn�2 are `1-embeddable; they are `1-rigid if and only if n = 3. They embed in the hypercube



100 Chapter 7. Operationsof dimension 2�n with the scale �n.For instance, for n = 5, the above decompositions for d5; d05 read:d5 = 16 [�(f2; 3; 6g) + �(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f2; 5; 6g) + �(f3; 4; 6g) + �(f3; 5; 6g)]+ 16 [�(f4; 5; 6g) + �(f2; 3; 4; 6g) + �(f2; 4; 5; 6g) + �(f2; 3; 5; 6g)]+ 16�(f3; 4; 5; 6g) + 13�(6);d05 = 16 [�(f2; 3; 6; 9; 10g) + �(f2; 4; 6; 8; 10g) + �(f2; 5; 6; 8; 9g) + �(f3; 4; 6; 7; 10g)]+ 16 [�(f3; 5; 6; 7; 9g) + �(f4; 5; 6; 7; 8g) + �(f2; 3; 4; 6; 10g)+ �(f2; 3; 5; 6; 9g)]+ 16 [�(f2; 4; 5; 6; 8g) + �(f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g)] + 13�(f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g):Another `1-embedding of d5 is given, for instance, byd5 = 14 0@�(f1g) + �(f6g) + X2�i<j�5 �(f1; i; jg)1A :Therefore, the minimum scale of d5 is equal to 4. Indeed, the minimum scale�(dn) of dn is clearly an even integer. Moreover, �(d5) 6= 2 since 2d5 is nothypercube embeddable (because 2d5 = ant4(2115) and 4 < sh(2115), as sh(2115) =5 by Theorem 22.0.6). In fact, one can check (Deza and Grishukhin [1994]) that4d5 has three distinct (up to permutation) Z+-realizations. Besides the aboveone, they are 4d5 = X2�i�5 �(f1; ig) + �(fi; 6g); and4d5 = �(f1g) + �(f1; jg) + Xi2f2;3;4;5gnfjg �(fi; j; 6g) + �(fi; 6g);for any j 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g.So we know the minimum scale �(dn) of dn for n = 3; 4; 5:�(d3) = �(d4) = 2; �(d5) = 4:(These facts were already observed by Blake and Gilchrist [1973].) We also havethe following (very loose) upper bound: �(dn) � �n, from Proposition 7.4.3. Abetter bound: �(dn) < n is provided by the next result from Shpectorov [1993].Lemma 7.4.4. For an integer k � 2, the path metric of the cocktail-party graphK2k�2 embeds isometrically into the hypercube of dimension 2k with the scale2k�1. Hence, if 2k�1 < n � 2k, then 2k�1d(Kn�2) is hypercube embeddable.Therefore, �(dn); �(d0n) < n:Proof. Consider the vector space GF (2)k over the two-element �eld GF (2) =f0; 1g. Every hyperplane in GF (2)k consists of 2k�1 points and the symmetricdi�erence of two hyperplanes also contains 2k�1 points. We obtain a hypercubeembedding of d(K2k�2) with the scale 2k�1 in the hypercube f0; 1g2k by labelingthe nodes by the 2k � 1 hyperplanes, together with their complements, the full



7.5 The Direct Product and the Tensor Product Operations 101set GF (2)k, and ;.Given an integer t 2 Z+, note that2tdn = 2t ant2(11n) = ant4t(2t11n)is hypercube embeddable if and only if 4t � sh(2t11n). Hence, the minimum scaleof dn can be expressed as(7.4.5) �(dn) = 2min(t 2 Z+ j 4t � sh(2t11n)):Therefore, in order to determine the minimum scale �(dn), we need to knowthe minimum h-size sh(2t11n) of the equidistant metric 2t11n, for t 2 Z+. Thisquestion is considered in detail in Chapter 23; see, in particular, Section 23.3.The quantity sh(2t11n) is not known in general. Its exact computation is ahard problem. Indeed, for some choices of the parameters n and t, it relies onthe question of existence of some classes of designs such as projective planes orHadamard designs. For instance, sh(2t11t2+t+1) = t2 + t+ 1 if and only if thereexists a projective plane of order t, and sh(2t114t) = 4t � 1 if and only if thereexists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t (see Proposition 23.3.2). Nevertheless,some results are known. We quote here some of them, more can be found inPart IV.(i) sh(2t11n) � n � 1 with equality if and only if n = 4t and there exists aHadamard matrix of order 4t.(ii) sh(2t11n) = d4t� 2tdn2 ee if n � 4t � 80.(See Theorem 23.3.1 and Corollary 23.3.6.) This implies:Lemma 7.4.6. We have: 2dn4 e � �(dn) < n. Moreover, �(dn) = 2dn4 e if n � 80;and �(d4t) = 2t if and only if there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t.7.5 The Direct Product and Tensor Product Oper-ationsWe present two operations: the direct product and the tensor product, whichpreserve, respectively, `1-embeddability and f0; 1g-covariances or, equivalently,the cut cone and the correlation cone.De�nition 7.5.1.(i) Let (X1; d1) and (X2; d2) be two distance spaces. Their direct product isthe distance space (X1 �X2; d1 � d2) where, for x1; y1 2 X1; x2; y2 2 X2,d1 � d2((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) = d1(x1; y1) + d2(x2; y2):



102 Chapter 7. Operations(ii) Let p1 : X1�X1 �! R and p2 : X2�X2 �! R be two symmetric functions.Their tensor product is the symmetric functionp1 
 p2 : (X1 �X2)� (X1 �X2) �! Rwhich is de�ned, for x1; y1 2 X1; x2; y2 2 X2, byp1 
 p2((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) = p1(x1; y1)p2(x2; y2):For path metrics, the direct product operation corresponds to the Cartesianproduct of graphs. Namely, if G and H are two connected graphs, then the directproduct of their path metrics coincides with the path metric of the Cartesianproduct of G and H.Proposition 7.5.2. Let di be a distance on the set Xi, for i = 1; 2.(i) (X1 �X2; d1 � d2) is `1-embeddable (resp. `1-rigid, hypercube embeddable,h-rigid) if and only if (X1; d1) and (X2; d2) are `1-embeddable (resp. `1-rigid, hypercube embeddable, h-rigid).(ii) (X1 � X2; d1 � d2) is hypermetric (resp. of negative type) if and only if(X1; d1) and (X2; d2) are hypermetric (resp. of negative type).Proof. The proof of (i) is based on the following two observations:� If d1 =PS�X1 �S�(S) and d2 =PT�X2 �T �(T ), thend1 � d2 = XS�X1 �S�(S �X2) + XT�X2 �T �(X1 � T ):� Let �i denote the projection from X1 � X2 to Xi, for i = 1; 2. Supposethat d1 � d2 = XA2A �A�(A)with �A > 0 for A 2 A, whereA is a collection of proper subsets ofX1�X2.Then, for each A 2 A, A = �1(A)��2(A) with �1(A) = X1 or �2(A) = X2.This can be seen from the fact that d1� d2 satis�es the triangle equalities:d((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) = d((x1; x2); (y1; x2)) + d((y1; x2); (y1; y2));d((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) = d((x1; x2); (x1; y2)) + d((x1; y2); (y1; y2))for all x1; y1 2 X1; x2; y2 2 X2. Hence, di =PA2A �A�(�i(A)) for i = 1; 2.We prove (ii) in the hypermetric case (the negative type case is similar). If (X1�X2; d1�d2) is hypermetric, then so is (X1; d1), as it is isomorphic to the subspace(X1 � fx2g; d1 � d2) (where x2 2 X2). Conversely suppose that both (X1; d1)and (X2; d2) are hypermetric. Let b 2 ZX1�X2 withP(x1;x2)2X1�X2 b(x1; x2) = 1.De�ne a 2 ZX1 and c 2 ZX2 by settingax1 := Xx22X2 b(x1; x2) for x1 2 X1; cx2 := Xx12X1 b(x1; x2) for x2 2 X2:



7.6 The 1-Sum Operation 103Then, Px12X1 ax1 =Px22X2 cx2 = 1 andXx1;y12X1x2;y22X2 b(x1; x2)b(y1; y2)d1 � d2((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) =Xx1;y12X1 ax1ay1d1(x1; y1) + Xx2;y22X2 cx2cy2d2(x2; y2) � 0:This shows that (X1 �X2; d1 � d2) is hypermetric.Proposition 7.5.3.(i) If p1 2 COR(X1) and p2 2 COR(X2), then p1 
 p2 2 COR(X1 �X2).(ii) If p1 2 COR(X) and p2 2 COR(X), then p1 �p2 2 COR(X): (Here, p1 �p2stands for the componentwise product.)Proof. The proof of (i) is based on the following observation:p1 = XS�X1 �S�(S) and p2 = XT�X2 �T�(T ) =) p1
p2 = XS�X1;T�X2 �S�T�(S�T ):Assertion (ii) follows from the fact that �(S) � �(T ) = �(S \ T ) for all subsetsS; T of X.7.6 The 1-Sum OperationLet d1 be a distance onX1, d2 be a distance onX2 and suppose that jX1\X2j = 1,X1 \X2 = fx0g. The 1-sum of d1 and d2 is the distance d on X1 [X2 de�nedby 8><>: d(x; y) = d1(x; y) if x; y 2 X1;d(x; y) = d2(x; y) if x; y 2 X2;d(x; y) = d(x; x0) + d(x0; y) if x 2 X1; y 2 X2:Proposition 7.6.1.(i) Let d be the 1-sum of d1 and d2. Then, d is `1-embeddable (resp. `1-rigid,hypercube embeddable, h-rigid) if and only if d1 and d2 are `1-embeddable(resp. `1-rigid, hypercube embeddable, h-rigid).(ii) d is hypermetric (resp. of negative type) if and only if d1 and d2 arehypermetric (resp. of negative type).Proof. The proof of (i) is based on the following two observations:� If d1 =PS�X1nfx0g �S�(S) and d2 =PT�X2nfx0g �T �(T ), thend = XS�X1nfx0g�S�(S) + XT�X2nfx0g�T �(T ):



104 Chapter 7. Operations� If d = PA2A �A�(A) with �A > 0 for A 2 A, where A is a collection ofnonempty subsets of X1 [ X2 n fx0g, then A � X1 or A � X2 for eachA 2 A. This follows from the fact that d satis�es the triangle equalities:d(x1; x2) = d(x1; x0) + d(x0; x2) for all x1 2 X1; x2 2 X2. Hence, di =PA2AjA�Xi �A�(A) for i = 1; 2.We prove (ii) in the hypermetric case (the negative type case is similar). Thespace (X1; d1) is a subspace of (X1 [X2; d) and, hence, it is hypermetric when-ever (X1 [ X2; d) is hypermetric. Suppose now that (X1; d1) and (X2; d2) arehypermetric. Let b 2 ZX1[X2 with Px2X1[X2 bx = 1. De�ne a 2 ZX1, c 2 ZX2by setting ax := bx for x 2 X1nfx0g, ax0 :=Px2X2 bx, cx := bx for x 2 X2nfx0g,and cx0 :=Px2X1 bx. Then,Xx;y2X1[X2 bxbyd(x; y) = Xx;y2X1 axayd1(x; y) + Xx;y2X2 cxcyd2(x; y) � 0:This shows that (X1 [X2; d) is hypermetric.For path metrics of graphs, the 1-sum operation corresponds to the clique1-sum operation for graphs. Namely, if G1 and G2 are two connected graphsand if G denotes their clique 1-sum (obtained by identifying a node in G1 witha node in G2 and denoting it as x0), then the path metric of G coincides withthe 1-sum of the path metrics of G1 and G2.



Chapter 8. L1-Metrics fromLattices, Semigroups and NormedSpaces
We present in this chapter several classes of distance spaces for which L1-embeddability can be fully characterized using only hypermetric or negativetype inequalities. These distance spaces arise from poset lattices, semigroupsand normed vector spaces. Several of the results mentioned here are given witha sketch of proof only or, at times, with no proof at all. They indeed rely onanalytical methods whose exposition is beyond the scope of this book. We do,however, provide references that the interested reader may consult for furtherinformation.8.1 L1-Metrics from LatticesIn this section, we consider a class of metric spaces arising from (poset) lattices1.We start with recalling some de�nitions. A poset (partially ordered set) consistsof a set L equipped with a binary relation � satisfying the conditions: x � x,x � y and y � x imply that x = y, x � y and y � z imply that x � z, forx; y; z 2 L. The meet x ^ y (if it exists) of two elements x and y is the (unique)element satisfying x^y � x; y and z � x^y if z � x; y; similarly, the join x_y (ifit exists) is the (unique) element such that x; y � x_ y and x_ y � z if x; y � z.Then, the poset (L;�) is said to be a lattice if every two elements x; y 2 L havea join x _ y and a meet x ^ y.Given a lattice L, a function v : L �! R+ satisfying(8.1.1) v(x _ y) + v(x ^ y) = v(x) + v(y) for all x; y 2 L:is called a valuation on L. The valuation v is said to be isotone if v(x) � v(y)whenever x � y and positive if v(x) < v(y) whenever x � y; x 6= y. Set(8.1.2) dv(x; y) := v(x _ y)� v(x ^ y) for all x; y 2 L:One can easily check that (L; dv) is a semimetric space if v is an isotone valuationon L and that (L; dv) is a metric space if v is a positive valuation on L; in thelatter case, L is called a metric lattice (see Birkho� [1967]). Clearly, every metric1The word \lattice" is used here in the context of partially ordered sets. Another notion oflattice, referring to discrete subgroups of Rn , will be considered in Part II. A good referenceon poset lattices is the textbook by Birkho� [1967].105



106 Chapter 8. L1-Metrics from Lattices, Semigroups and Normed Spaceslattice is modular, i.e., satis�esx ^ (y _ z) = (x ^ y) _ zfor all x; y; z with z � x. A lattice is said to be distributive ifx ^ (y _ z) = (x ^ y) _ (x ^ z)for all x; y; z. The following result of Kelly [1970a] gives a characterization of theL1-embeddable metric lattices. Another characterization in terms of the negativetype condition will be given in Example 8.2.6.Theorem 8.1.3. Let L be a lattice, let v be a positive valuation on L, and let dvbe the distance on L de�ned by (8.1.2). The following assertions are equivalent.(i) L is a distributive lattice.(ii) (L; dv) is 5-gonal.(iii) (L; dv) is hypermetric.(iv) (L; dv) is L1-embeddable.Proof. It su�ces to show the implications (ii) ) (i) and (i) ) (iv).(ii) ) (i) Using the de�nition of the valuation v and applying the pentagonalinequality (6.1.9) to the points x1 := x_y, x2 := x^y, x3 := z, y1 := x, y2 := y,we obtain the inequality:2(v(x_y_z)�v(x^y^z)) � v(x_y)+v(x_z)+v(y_z)�v(x^y)�v(x^z)�v(y^z):By applying again the pentagonal inequality to the points x1 := x, x2 := y,x3 := z, y1 := x _ y, y2 := x ^ y, we obtain the reverse inequality. Therefore,equality holds in the above inequality. In fact, this condition of equality isequivalent to L being distributive (see Birkho� [1967]).(i)) (iv) Let L0 be a �nite subset of L; we show that (L0; dv) is L1-embeddable.Let K be the sublattice of L generated by L0. Suppose K has length n. Then,K is isomorphic to a family N of subsets of a set X of cardinality jXj = n withthe property that N is closed under taking unions and intersections (see Birkho�[1967] p. 58). Via this isomorphism, we have a valuation de�ned on N , againdenoted by v. We can assume without loss of generality that v(;) = 0. Then,v can be extended to a valuation v� on 2X satisfying v�(S) = Xx2S v�(fxg) forS � X. Now, if x 7�! Sx is the isomorphism from K to N , then we have theembedding x 7�! Sx from (L0; dv) to (2X ; v�) which is isometric. Indeed,dv(x; y) = v(x _ y)� v(x ^ y) = v(Sx [ Sy)� v(Sx \ Sy)= v�(Sx [ Sy)� v�(Sx \ Sy) = v�(Sx4Sy):This shows that every �nite subset of (L; dv) is L1-embeddable. Therefore, byTheorem 3.2.1, (L; dv) is L1-embeddable.



8.2 L1-Metrics from Semigroups 107Example 8.1.4. (Assouad, [1979]) Let (N� ;�) denote the lattice consisting ofthe set N� of positive integers with order relation x � y if x divides y. Then,for x; y 2 N� , x ^ y is the g.c.d. (greatest common divisor) of x and y andx _ y is their l.c.m. (lowest common multiple). One checks easily that (N� ;�)is a distributive lattice. Therefore, (N� ; dv) is L1-embeddable for every positivevaluation v on N� . For instance,x 2 N� 7�! v(x) := log xis a positive valuation on N� . Hence, the metric dv, de�ned bydv(x; y) = log( l.c.m.(x; y)g.c.d.(x; y) )for all integers x; y � 1, is L1-embeddable.8.2 L1-Metrics from SemigroupsWe consider now some distance spaces arising in the context of semigroups.We recall that a commutative semigroup (S;+) consists of a set S equippedwith a composition rule \+" which is commutative and associative. We assumethe existence of a neutral element denoted by 0. Let (S;+) be a commutativesemigroup and let v : S �! R+ be a mapping such that v(0) = 0. We de�ne asymmetric function2 Dv on S by setting(8.2.1) Dv(x; y) := 2v(x+ y)� v(2x) � v(2y) for all x; y 2 S:Theorem 8.2.5 below gives some conditions on S and Dv su�cient for ensuringthat the distance space (S;Dv) be L1-embeddable. It is essentially based ona result by Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1976] concerning a certain class offunctions of positive type on S. More precisely, given v : S �! R+ , let pvdenote the symmetric function on S2 de�ned by(8.2.2) pv(x; y) := v(x) + v(y)� v(x+ y) for all x; y 2 S:De�ne N as the set of functions v : S �! R+ with v(0) = 0 and for which pv isof positive type on S (that is, the matrix (pv(xi; xj))ni;j=1 is positive semide�nitefor all x1; : : : ; xn 2 S, n � 2). The members of N are completely described inTheorem 8.2.3 below, that we state without proof; this result was proved by Berg,Christensen and Ressel [1976]. A character on S is a mapping � : S �! [�1; 1]satisfying �(x + y) = �(x)�(y) for all x; y 2 S, and �(0) = 1. Denote by 1̂ theunit character, taking value 1 for every element x 2 S, and let Ŝ denote the setof characters on S.2At this point, Dv is not necessarily a distance, as it may take negative values. However,Dv is nonnegative if we assume, e.g., that Dv is of negative type.



108 Chapter 8. L1-Metrics from Lattices, Semigroups and Normed SpacesTheorem 8.2.3. Let v 2 N . Then, there exist (i) a function h : S �! R+satisfying h(x+ y) = h(x) + h(y) for all x; y 2 S, and (ii) a nonnegative Radonmeasure � on Ŝ n f1̂g satisfying ZŜ�f1̂g(1 � �(x))�(d�) <1 for all x 2 S, suchthat(8.2.4) v(x) = h(x) + ZŜ�f1̂g(1� �(x))�(d�) for all x 2 S:This allows us to derive conditions for the distance space (S;Dv) to be L1-embeddable, as was observed by Assouad [1979, 1980b].Theorem 8.2.5. Let (S;+) be a commutative semigroup with neutral element0, let v : S 7�! R+ be a mapping such that v(0) = 0, and let Dv be de�ned by(8.2.1). Assume that one of the following assertions (i) or (ii) holds.(i) (S;+) is a group.(ii) For each x 2 S, there exists an integer n � 1 such that 2nx = x.Then, (S;Dv) is L1-embeddable if and only if (S;Dv) is of negative type.Proof. Suppose that (S;Dv) is of negative type. Let pv : S2 �! R denotethe symmetric function obtained by applying the covariance transformation �(pointed at 0) to Dv. Then,pv(x; y) = 12(Dv(x; 0) +Dv(y; 0) �Dv(x; y)) = v(x) + v(y)� v(x+ y)for x; y 2 S. In other words, pv coincides with the function de�ned in (8.2.2).By assumption, (S;Dv) is of negative type or, equivalently (by Lemma 6.1.14),pv is of positive type. That is, the function v belongs to the set N . ApplyingTheorem 8.2.3, we can suppose that v is of the form (8.2.4). In case (i), (S;+)is a group and, thus, every character on S takes only values �1. SettingAx := f� 2 Ŝ j �(x) = �1g for x 2 S;we obtain that pv(x; y) = 4�(Ax\Ay) for all x; y 2 S. In case (ii), every characteron S takes only values 0; 1. SettingAx := f� 2 Ŝ j �(x) = 0g for x 2 S;we obtain that pv(x; y) = �(Ax \ Ay) for all x; y 2 S. Therefore, pv is a f0; 1g-covariance in both cases (i) and (ii). This shows (by Lemma 5.3.2) that (S;Dv)is L1-embeddable.Example 8.2.6. Let (L;�) be a lattice and let S be a subset of L which is stableunder the join operation _ of L and contains the least element 0 of L. Then,



8.3 L1-Metrics from Normed Spaces 109(S;_) is a commutative semigroup satisfying Theorem 8.2.5 (ii). Therefore, givena mapping v : S �! R+ such that v(0) = 0,(S;Dv) is L1-embeddable () (S;Dv) is of negative type,where Dv(x; y) = 2v(x _ y)� v(x)� v(y) for x; y 2 S:We formulate in Corollary 8.2.7 the result obtained in the special case when v isa valuation on L.Corollary 8.2.7. Let L be a lattice, let v : L �! R+ be a valuation on L (thatis, v satis�es (8.1.1)) and let dv be de�ned by (8.1.2). Then,(L; dv) is L1-embeddable () (L; dv) is of negative type.Proof. Observe that, since v satis�es (8.1.1), the two distances dv and Dv coin-cide, where dv is de�ned by (8.1.2) and Dv by (8.2.1). Hence, the result followsby applying Theorem 8.2.5 to the semigroup (L;_) (condition (ii) applies asx _ x = x for all x 2 L).Another example of application of Theorem 8.2.5 is obtained by taking assemigroup a set family closed under the symmetric di�erence.Corollary 8.2.8. Let A be a family of subsets of a set 
 which is closed underthe symmetric di�erence (that is, A4B 2 A for all A;B 2 A). Let v : A �! R+be a mapping such that v(;) = 0, and let dv;4 be the distance on A de�ned by(8.2.9) dv;4(A;B) := v(A4B) for all A;B 2 A:Then, (A; dv;4) is L1-embeddable () (A; dv;4) is of negative type.Proof. Observe that dv;4 = 12Dv and apply Theorem 8.2.5 to the commutativegroup (A;4).The distance spaces of the form (A; dv;4) are of particular interest. They areindeed very closely related to the measure semimetric spaces (de�ned in Sec-tion 3.2), which play a central role in the theory of L1-metrics. We will applyCorollary 8.2.8 in the next chapter for �nding metric transforms preserving L1-embeddability; see Theorem 9.0.3 and its proof.8.3 L1-Metrics from Normed SpacesLet (E; k : k) be a normed space. We consider the associated metric space(E; dk:k), where dk:k is the norm metric de�ned bydk:k(x; y) =k x� y k



110 Chapter 8. L1-Metrics from Lattices, Semigroups and Normed Spacesfor all x; y 2 E. In this section, we mention without proof several results char-acterizing the norms on E = Rm for which the metric space (Rm ; dk:k) is L1-embeddable.We �rst recall some de�nitions. If k : k is a norm on Rm , its unit ball B isde�ned as B := fx 2 Rm :k x k� 1gand B� denotes the polar of B.A polytope is called a zonotope if it is the vector sum of some line segments.(Hence, parallelotopes, that were mentioned in Theorem 6.3.7, are special in-stances of zonotopes.) A zonoid is a convex body that can be approximated byzonotopes with respect to the Blaschke-Hausdor� metric. Zonotopes and zonoidsare central objects in convex geometry and they are also relevant to many other�elds, in particular, to the topic of L1-metrics as the results below show. Werefer to Bolker [1969] and Schneider and Weil [1983] for detailed exposition onzonoids.We now present several equivalent characterizations3 for the L1-embeddablenormed metric spaces (Rm ; dk:k).Theorem 8.3.1. Let k : k be a norm on Rm and let B be its unit ball. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) dk:k is of negative type.(ii) dk:k is hypermetric.(iii) (Rm ; dk:k) is L1-embeddable.(iv) The polar of B is a zonoid.Precise reference for the equivalence (i)() (ii)() (iv) from Theorem 8.3.1can be found in Schneider and Weil [1983] and (iii) () (iv) is proved in Bolker[1969]. L1-embeddability of norm metrics can be characterized by much simplerinequalities when the unit ball of the normed space is a polytope; we refer toAssouad [1980a, 1984] and Witsenhausen [1978] for the next result.Theorem 8.3.2. Let k : k be a norm on Rm for which the unit ball B is apolytope. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) k : k satis�es Hlawka's inequality:k x k + k y k + k z k + k x+ y + z k�k x+ y k + k x+ z k + k y + z kfor all x; y; z 2 Rm .3More generally, it is shown in Bretagnolle, Dacunha Castelle and Krivine [1966] that, for1 � p � 2, a norm metric dk:k is Lp-embeddable if and only if its p-th power (dk:k)p is ofnegative type.



8.3 L1-Metrics from Normed Spaces 111(ii) k : k satis�es the 7-gonal inequality:X1�i<j�4 k xi � xj k + X1�h<k�3 k yh � yk k� X1�i�41�k�3 k xi � yk kfor all x1; x2; x3; x4; y1; y2; y3 2 Rm .(iii) (Rm ; dk:k) is L1-embeddable.(iv) The polar of B is a zonotope.In fact, the implication (ii) =) (i) of Theorem 8.3.2 remains valid for generalnorms. Namely, if an arbitrary norm on Rm satis�es the 7-gonal inequality, thenit also satis�es Hlawka's inequality (Assouad [1984]).The above results can be partially extended to the more general concept ofprojective metrics. A continuous metric d on Rm is called a projective metric ifit satis�es d(x; z) = d(x; y) + d(y; z)for any collinear points x; y; z lying in that order on a common line. Clearly, everynorm metric is projective. The cone of projective metrics is the object consideredby Hilbert's fourth problem (cf. Alexander [1988], Ambartzumian [1982]; see alsoSzab�o [1986] for an account of recent progress on this problem). Alexander [1988]gave the following characterization for the L1-embeddable projective metrics.Theorem 8.3.3. Let d be a projective metric on Rm . The following assertionsare equivalent.(i) (Rm ; d) is L1-embeddable.(ii) d is hypermetric.(iii) There exists a positive Borel measure � on the hyperplanesets of Rm satis-fying ( �([[x]]) = 0 for all x 2 Rm ;0 < �([[x; y]]) <1 for all x 6= y 2 Rm ;and such that d is given by the following formula (called Crofton formula):2d(x; y) = �([[x; y]]) for x; y 2 Rm ;where [[x; y]] denotes the set of hyperplanes meeting the segment [x; y]:In dimensionm = 2, Theorem 8.3.3 (iii) always holds; that is, every projectivemetric on R2 is L1-embeddable (Alexander [1978]). On the other hand, thenorm metric d`1 arising from the norm k x k1= max(jx1j; jx2j; jx3j) in R3 isnot L1-embeddable since it is not hypermetric. Indeed, the points x1 = (1; 1; 0),x2 = (1;�1; 0), x3 = (�1; 1; 0), y1 = (0; 0; 0) and y2 = (0; 0; 1) violate thepentagonal inequality (6.1.9) (Kelly [1970a]).





Chapter 9. Metric Transforms ofL1-Spaces
Let (X; d) be a distance space and let F : R+ �! R+ be a function such thatF (0) = 0. We de�ne the distance space (X;F (d)) by setting(9.0.1) F (d)ij = F (dij) for all i; j 2 X:Following Blumenthal [1953], (X;F (d)) is called a metric transform of (X; d). Ageneral question is to �nd nontrivial functions F which preserve certain proper-ties, such as metricity, L1- or L2-embeddability, of the original distance space.Metric transforms of L2-spaces have been intensively studied in the litera-ture, in particular, by Schoenberg [1937, 1938a], von Neumann and Schoenberg[1941] (see also Wells and Williams [1975] where the general case of Lp spaces isconsidered). One of Schoenberg's results, most relevant to our treatment, con-cerns the characterization of the continuous functions F for which the metrictransform of L2(
;A; �) is L2-embeddable; it is formulated in Theorem 9.1.4.Questions of the same type have been studied for positive semide�nite matri-ces. Namely, one may ask what are the functions F for which the matrix (F (aij))is positive semide�nite whenever (aij) is positive semide�nite. Results in thisdirection can be found in (Horn and Johnson [1991], Section 6.3). For instance,the exponential function F (t) = exp(t) and the power function F (t) = tk (k 2 N)preserve positive semide�niteness. In other words, for any matrix (aij),(aij) � 0 =) (exp(aij)) � 0; (akij) � 0:We present in this section several results about metric transforms of `1-spaces.To start with, let us give some conditions su�cient for ensuring that a functionF preserves semimetric spaces.Lemma 9.0.2. Let F : R+ �! R+ be a monotone nondecreasing concave func-tion, such that F (0) = 0. If (X; d) is a semimetric space, then (X;F (d)) is alsoa semimetric space.Proof. It su�ces to show that, if a; b; c are nonnegative scalars such that a � b+c,then F (a) � F (b)+F (c) holds. We have F (a) � F (b+ c) as F is nondecreasing.We now verify that F (b + c) � F (b) + F (c). Indeed, F (b) � bb+cF (b + c) andF (c) � cb+cF (b+c) as F is concave and F (0) = 0. The result follows by summingthese two relations. 113



114 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-SpacesWe are interested in determining some functions F preserving L1-embeddabi-lity. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the class F consisting of thefunctions F : R+ �! R+ such that F (0) = 0 and F preserves the property ofbeing of negative type; that is, F satis�es:(X; d) is of negative type =) (X;F (d)) is of negative typefor any distance space (X; d). Using Corollary 8.2.8, we can prove the followingresult from Assouad [1979, 1980b]:Theorem 9.0.3. Let (X; d) be a distance space and let F be a function fromthe family F . Then,(X; d) is L1-embeddable =) (X;F (d)) is L1-embeddable.Proof. Let (X; d) be a distance space which is L1-embeddable. Then, by Proposi-tion 4.2.1, (X; d) is an isometric subspace of a measure semimetric space (A�; d�)for some measure space (
;A; �). That is, there is a mappingx 2 X 7! Ax 2 A�such that d(x; y) = �(Ax4Ay) for all x; y 2 X. Let v : A� �! R+ be de�ned byv(A) := F (�(A)) for A 2 A�:We apply Corollary 8.2.8 to the pair (A�; v). So, let dv;4 be de�ned by (8.2.9);that is, dv;4(A;B) = F (�(A4B)) for A;B 2 A�:Then, the distance space (A�; dv;4) is the metric transform of (A�; d�) under Fand (X;F (d)) is an isometric subspace of (A�; dv;4).As (A�; d�) is of negative type (because it is L1-embeddable) and as F 2 F ,we deduce that (A�; dv;4) is of negative type. Therefore, by Corollary 8.2.8,(A�; dv;4) is L1-embeddable and, thus, its isometric subspace (X;F (d)) is L1-embeddable too.It is therefore of crucial importance to determine which functions belong toF . Such functions have been completely characterized by Schoenberg [1938a]; wewill mention the result in Theorem 9.1.4. For instance, the functions F (t) = t1+t ,log(1 + t), 1 � exp(��t) (for � > 0) (called the Schoenberg transform), t� (for0 < � � 1) (called the power transform), all belong to F . It turns out that theSchoenberg transform plays a central role in the description of the family F .We consider the Schoenberg transform in detail in Section 9.1. We showthat it preserves the negative type property and, thus, L1-embeddability. More-over, we describe all the functions preserving the negative type property and,as a consequence, several examples of functions preserving L1-embeddability.In Section 9.2, we consider the biotope transform, which is yet another way of



9.1 The Schoenberg Transform 115deforming distances while retaining the property of being L1-embeddable. InSection 9.3, we consider the following question concerning the power transform:Given an arbitrary semimetric space (X; d), determine the largest exponent �for which the power transform (X; d�) enjoys some metric properties such thatL1- or L2-embeddability, the hypermetric property, etc.9.1 The Schoenberg TransformWe consider here the Schoenberg transform:F (t) = 1� exp(��t) for t 2 R+ ;where � is a positive scalar. The results presented here are based essentially onthe work of Schoenberg. In a �rst step, we show that the Schoenberg transformpreserves the negative type property; this fact was proved in Schoenberg [1938b].Theorem 9.1.1. Let (X; d) be a distance space. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) (X; d) is of negative type.(ii) The symmetric function p : X �X �! R, de�ned byp(x; y) = exp(��d(x; y)) for x; y 2 X;is of positive type for all � > 0.(iii) (X; 1 � exp(��d)) is of negative type for all � > 0.Proof. Note that the properties involved in Theorem 9.1.1 are all of �nite type,i.e., they hold if and only if they hold for any �nite subset of X. Hence, we canassume that X is �nite, say X = f1; : : : ; ng.(i) =) (ii) Since (X; d) is of negative type then, by Theorem 6.2.2, (X;pd) is`2-embeddable, i.e., there exist x(1); : : : ; x(n) 2 Rm (m � 1) such that djk = (kx(j) � x(k) k2)2 for all j; k 2 X. Let b1; : : : ; bn 2 R. We showX1�j;k�n bjbk exp ���(k x(j) � x(k) k2)2� � 0:For this, we use the following classical identity:exp(�x2) = 2�1�� 12 Z 1�1 exp(ixu) exp(�u24 )du:



116 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-Spaces(Here, i denotes the complex square root of unity.) Then,Xj;k2X bjbk exp���(k x(j) � x(k) k2)2� = Xj;k2X bjbk mYh=1 exp(��(x(j)h � x(k)h )2)= Xi;j2X bjbk2�m��m2 mYh=1 Z 1�1 exp(ip�(x(j)h � x(k)h )uh) exp(�u2h4 )duh= Xj;k2X bjbk2�m��m2 Z 1�1 : : : Z 1�1 exp(ip�(x(j) � x(k))Tu) exp(�14 mXh=1u2h)du1 : : : dum= 2�m��m2 Z 1�1 : : : Z 1�1 ������Xj2X bj exp(ip�x(j)Tu)������2 exp(�14( mXh=1u2h))du1 : : : dumis nonnegative.(ii) =) (iii) Setd0ij := exp(��dii) + exp(��djj)� 2 exp(��dij)) = 2(1 � exp(��dij))for i; j 2 X. That is, d0 arises from p = exp(��d) by applying the inverse ofthe covariance mapping (de�ned in (5.2.5)). Applying Lemma 6.1.14, we obtainthat (X; d0) is of negative type, i.e., that (X; 1� exp(��d)) is of negative type.(iii) =) (i) Let b1; : : : ; bn 2 R with Pni=1 bi = 0. Then,X1�i<j�n bibj(1� exp(��dij)) � 0;since 1 � exp(��d) is of negative type. By expanding in series the exponentialfunction, we obtainX1�i<j�n bibj(1� exp(��dij))= �0@ X1�i<j�n bibjdij � �2 X1�i<j�n bibjd2ij + �23! X1�i<j�n bibjd3ij � : : :1A � 0for all � > 0. By dividing by � and, then, taking the limit when � ! 0, wededuce that P1�i<j�n bibjdij � 0. This shows that (X; d) is of negative type.Remark 9.1.2. The equivalence (i) () (ii) from Theorem 9.1.1 is a classicalresult in linear algebra (see, e.g., Theorems 6.3.6 and 6.3.13 in Horn and Johnson[1991]). The proof given above for the implication (i) =) (ii) is the original proofof Schoenberg. Another proof can be given, which uses only the fact that(aij) � 0 =) (exp(aij)) � 0 for any matrix (aij)It goes as follows. Suppose that the distance space (X; d) is of negative typeand let x0; x1; : : : ; xn 2 X. Set aij := d(x0; xi) + d(x0; xj) � d(xi; xj) fori; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n. Then, the matrix A := (aij) is positive semide�nite (as itcoincides with the image of d under the covariance mapping pointed at x0, up



9.1 The Schoenberg Transform 117to a factor 2). Therefore, the matrix B := (exp(aij)) is positive semide�nite.Let D denote the diagonal matrix with ith diagonal entry exp(�d(x0; xi)) fori = 0; 1; : : : ; n. Then, the matrix DBD is positive semide�nite and its ijth en-try is equal to exp(�d(xi; xj)) for all i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n. Therefore, the matrix(exp(�d(xi; xj))ni;j=0 is positive semide�nite for all x0; x1; : : : ; xn 2 X and n � 1,as required.Corollary 9.1.3. Let (X; d) be a distance space. Then,(X; d) is L1-embeddable () (X; 1 � exp(��d)) is L1-embeddable for all � > 0:Proof. The \only if" part follows from Theorems 9.0.3 and 9.1.1. The prooffor the converse implication is analogous to that of Theorem 9.1.1 (iii) =) (i),replacing the negative type inequality by an arbitrary inequality valid for thecut cone CUT(Y ) where Y is a �nite subset of X.Remark that Theorem 9.1.1 remains valid if we assume only that (ii) and(iii) hold for a set of positive �'s admitting 0 as accumulation point. The sameremark also applies to Corollary 9.1.3.By Theorem 9.1.1, we know that the function F (t) = 1�exp(��t) (for � > 0)belongs to F . Schoenberg1 [1938a] has described all functions in F (assumingthat all their derivatives exist). Namely,Theorem 9.1.4. Let F : R+ �! R+ be a function such that F (0) = 0 and itsn-th derivative F (n) exists on R+ n f0g for each n � 1. The following assertionsare equivalent.(i) F 2 F (that is, F preserves the negative type property).(ii) F is of the form:(9.1.5) F (t) = Z 10 1� exp(�tu)u d(u) for t � 0;where  is a positive measure on R+ satisfying Z 11 d(u)u <1.(iii) (�1)n�1F (n)(t) � 0 for all t > 0 and n � 1.Example 9.1.6. We mention here some examples of functions in the family F .1Schoenberg characterizes, in fact, the metric transforms preserving L2-embeddability.Clearly, G preserves L2-embeddability if and only if F preserves the negative type property,where F and G are linked by F (t) = (G(pt))2 for t � 0. Further results concerning metrictransforms in relation with embeddability in various L2 and Lp spaces have been established,in particular, by Schoenberg [1937, 1938a, 1938b], von Neumann and Schoenberg [1941]. Seealso the exposition by Wells and Williams [1975].



118 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-Spaces(i) It can be easily veri�ed that every function of the form (9.1.5) belongs to F .For instance, the power transform: F (t) = t� belongs to F for 0 < � � 1.This follows from the integral formula:t� = e�1� Z 10 (1 � exp(��2t))��1�2�d� for t � 0;where e� := Z 10 (1� exp(�u2))u�1�2�du(which can be checked by setting: u = �pt in the �rst integral). Alter-natively, this follows from the fact that (�1)n�1F (n) � 0 for all n � 1.(ii) Each of the functions F (t) = t� (0 < � � 1), t1+t ; log(1 + t) belongs to F .Therefore, they all preserve L1-embeddability.We conclude with a result of Kelly [1972] on metric transforms of the 1-dimensional `1-space.Proposition 9.1.7. Let F : R+ �! R+ be a monotone nondecreasing concavefunction such that F (0) = 0. Then the metric transform of the distance space`11 = (R; d`1 ) under F is hypermetric.9.2 The Biotope TransformWe mention here another transformation which preserves L1-embeddability. Itdoes not belong to the category of metric transforms, as de�ned by (9.0.1).Let d be a distance on a set X and let s be a point of X. We de�ne a newdistance d(s) on X by settingd(s)(i; j) := d(i; j)d(i; s) + d(j; s) + d(i; j)for all i; j 2 X: In particular, if (
;A; �) is a measure space and if (X; d) is themeasure semimetric space (A�; d�), then its transform d(;)� takes the formd(;)� (A;B) = �(A4B)�(A) + �(B) + �(A4B) = �(A4B)2�(A [B)for A;B 2 A�. The distance(A;B) 2 A� �A� 7! �(A4B)�(A [B)is called the Steinhaus distance. The distance(A;B) 7! jA4BjjA [Bj ;



9.2 The Biotope Transform 119which is obtained in the special case when � is the cardinality measure, is alsoknown under the name of biotope distance. This terminology comes from the factthat this distance is used in some biological problems for the study of biotopes(see Marczewski and Steinhaus [1958]). As a consequence of the next Proposi-tion 9.2.1, the Steinhaus and biotope distances are L1-embeddable; (i) is givenin Marczewski and Steinhaus [1958] and (ii) in Assouad [1980b].Proposition 9.2.1.(i) If d is a semimetric on X, then d(s) is a semimetric on X.(ii) If (X; d) is L1-embeddable, then (X; d(s)) is L1-embeddable.Proof. (i) follows from (ii) and the fact that a distance space on at most 4 pointsis L1-embeddable if and only if it is a semimetric space (see Remark 6.3.5 (i)).(ii) By Lemma 4.2.5, we can suppose that (X; d) is an isometric subspace of somemeasure semimetric space (A�; d�), i.e., d(i; j) = �(Ai4Aj) where Ai 2 A� forall i; j 2 X, and we can suppose without loss of generality that As = ;. Hence,as was already observed, d(s)(i; j) = �(Ai4Aj)2�(Ai [Aj)for all i; j 2 X. By Lemma 5.3.2, showing that (X; d(s)) is L1-embeddableamounts to showing that p := �s(d(s)) is a f0; 1g-covariance. From (5.2.4), p isde�ned by p(i; j) = 12(d(s)(i; s) + d(s)(j; s) � d(s)(i; j))for i; j 2 X n fsg. Hence, p(i; j) = 14 + 14 �(Ai \Aj)�(Ai [Aj)for i; j 2 X n fsg. Therefore, it su�ces to show that the symmetric functionq : (i; j) 2 (X n fsg)2 7�! �(Ai \Aj)�(Ai [Aj)is a f0; 1g-covariance. For this, we use the identity�(A \B)�(A [B) = �(A \B)�(
) 0@Xi�0 �( �A \ �B)�(
) !i1A(which follows from the identity Pi�0(1� u)i = 1u for all 0 < u � 1). Therefore,q is a f0; 1g-covariance, i.e., belongs to the correlation cone COR(X n fsg). Thisfollows from the fact that f0; 1g-covariances are preserved under taking sums,products and limits (for the product operation, recall Proposition 7.5.3).



120 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-Spaces9.3 The Power TransformWe return here to the study of metric transforms and, more speci�cally, to thatof the power transform: F (t) = t� for t � 0;where 0 < � � 1. We address the following question: What is the largest expo-nent � 2 [0; 1] for which the metric transform (X; d�) of an arbitrary semimetricspace (X; d) can be embedded in a certain host space, say, `1 or `2 ? As �lies within [0; 1], we are at least assured that (X; d�) is a semimetric space (byLemma 9.0.2).For instance, (X; d�) is `2-embeddable for every � � 1, if jXj = 3 (recallRemark 6.2.12). Blumenthal [1953] shows that (X; d�) is `2-embeddable forevery � � 12 , if jXj = 4; moreover, 12 is the largest such exponent. Deza andMaehara [1990] consider the general case of a semimetric space on n � 3 points.They give some range of values for � (depending on n) for which (X; d�) enjoyssome metric properties such as hypermetricity, `1 or `2-embeddability for anysemimetric space (X; d) with jXj = n. The following function:(s) := log2(1 + 1s ) for s > 0will be useful for formulating the results. Deza and Maehara [1990] show thefollowing result.Theorem 9.3.1. Let (X; d) be a semimetric space with jXj = n. Then, (X; d�)is hypermetric for every 0 < � � (n� 1).Corollary 9.3.2. Let (X; d) be a semimetric space with jXj = n. Then, (X; d�)is `2-embeddable for every 0 < � � 12(n� 1).Proof of Corollary 9.3.2. If � � 12(n � 1) then, by Theorem 9.3.1, (X; d2�) ishypermetric and, thus, of negative type. Therefore, (X; d�) is `2-embeddable.For the proof of Theorem 9.3.1, we need some preliminary lemmas.Lemma 9.3.3. Let 0 < � � (s) where s � 1 and let (X; d) be a semimetricspace. Then, d(x; y) � d(y; z) =) d(x; z)� � 1sd(x; y)� + d(y; z)�:Proof. As d(x; z)� � (d(x; y) + d(y; z))�; it su�ces to show that (d(x; y) +d(y; z))� � 1sd(x; y)� + d(y; z)� or, equivalently,�1 + d(y; z)d(x; y)�� � 1s + �d(y; z)d(x; y)�� :



9.3 The Power Transform 121Let f(t) := 1s+ t��(1+ t)� for t � 1. It remains to check that f(t) � 0 for t � 1.Indeed, f(t) � f(1) (as f is monotone nondecreasing) and f(1) = 1s +1� 2� � 0as � � (s).The next lemmas deal with proving that (X; d�) is hypermetric; that is, that(X; d�) satis�es the (2m+ 1)-gonal inequality:(9.3.4) X1�i<j�m d(xi; xj)� + X1�i<j�m+1 d(yi; yj)� � X1�i�m1�j�m+1 d(xi; yj)�for every sequence:(9.3.5) x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; ym+1 2 X(with possible repetitions) and every m � 1. To simplify notation, let us denoted(x; y)� by the symbol xy, for any x; y 2 X. We can suppose (after possiblyreordering the indices) that the sequence (9.3.5) satis�es:(9.3.6) xkyk � xiyj for all i; j � k; k = 1; : : : ;m:Then, using Lemma 9.3.3, we obtain that, for 0 < � � (s) and k � m, i < k < j,(9.3.7) xixk � 1sxkyk + xkyi; xjxk � 1sxkyk + xjyk;yiyk � 1sxkyk + xiyk; yjyk � 1sxkyk + xkyj:Therefore, for any i; k � m,(9.3.8) xixk + yiyk � 2sxkyk + xkyi + xiyk:Lemma 9.3.9. Let 0 < � � (m) and let (X; d) be a semimetric space. Then,(X; d�) is (2m + 1)-gonal. Moreover, for � > (m), there exists a semimetricspace (X; d) with jXj = 2m + 2 (resp. jXj = 2m + 1) for which (X; d�) is not(2m+ 2)-gonal (resp. not (2m+ 1)-gonal.Proof. Consider a sequence of points as (9.3.5) and suppose that it satis-�es (9.3.6). Given k � m, summing (9.3.8) (applied with s := m) over i =1; : : : ;m; i 6= k, yields:mXi=1 xixk + yiyk � � 2mxkyk + mXi=1 xkyi + xiyk:Summing now over k = 1; : : : ;m, we obtain:mXi;k=1xixk + yiyk � � 2m mXk=1xkyk + mXi;k=1xkyi + xiyk:



122 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-SpacesDividing by 2 and adding the inequality:mXk=1 ykym+1 � 1m mXk=1xkyk + mXk=1xkym+1(which follows using Lemma 9.3.3), we obtain the desired inequality (9.3.4).Suppose now that � > (m). Consider as distance space (X; d) the graphicmetric space of the complete bipartite graphs Km+1;m+1 and Km+1;m. Then, d�is not (2m+ 2)-gonal in both cases. (This is immediate, chosing for the xi's thepoints in one colour class and for the yi's the points in the other colour class.)Lemma 9.3.10. Let 0 < � � s and let (X; d) be a semimetric space such that(X; d�) is (2m� 1)-gonal. Consider a sequence as in (9.3.5) with maximum rep-etition number greater than or equal to 2ms+1 (that is, at least one member of thesequence is repeated at least 2ms+1 times). Then, (X; d�) satis�es the correspond-ing (2m+ 1)-gonal inequality (9.3.4).Proof. Let r denote the maximum repetition number in the sequence (9.3.5). Byassumption, r � 2ms+1 . We can assume that (9.3.6) holds. If some xi coincideswith some yj, say, xm = ym+1, then the (2m + 1)-gonal inequality follows fromthe fact (X; d�) is (2m � 1)-gonal (and, thus, satis�es the inequality associatedwith the sequence x1; : : : ; xm�1; y1; : : : ; ym). Hence, we can suppose that thetwo sets fx1; : : : ; xmg and fy1; : : : ; ym+1g are disjoint. Let k denote the smallestindex i such that one of xi or yi is repeated r times in the sequence (9.3.5). Letus suppose that this is the case for xk (the case with yk is similar and omitted).By assumption, (X; d�) satis�es the (2m� 1)-gonal inequality associated to thesequence (9.3.5) with xk and yk omitted; that is,X1�i<j�mi;j 6=k xixj + X1�i<j�m+1i;j 6=k yiyk � X1�i�m; 1�j�m+1i;j 6=k xiyj:Therefore, we are done if we can show:(a) Xi2I[J xixk + X1�i�m+1; i6=k yiyk � X1�i�m+1; i6=k xkyi + X1�i�m xiyk;where I := fi j 1 � i < k; xi 6= xkg and J := fi j k < i � m; xi 6= xkg. Notethat jIj+ jJ j+ r = m and I = f1; : : : ; k� 1g by the choice of k. Let us evaluatethe left-hand side of (a). Using (9.3.7), we have:Xi2I[J xixk +Xi6=k yiyk �Xi2I (1sxkyk + xkyi) +Xi2J(1sxkyk + xiyk)+ k�1Xi=1(1sxkyk + xiyk) + mXi=k+1(1sxkyk + xkyi)= 1sxkyk(jIj + jJ j+m) + X1�i�m+1; i6=k xkyi + mXi=1 xiyk � rxkyk:



9.3 The Power Transform 123But, 1s (jIj+ jJ j+m)� r = 2m�rs � r � 0, because r � 2ms+1 . Therefore, (a) holds,which concludes the proof.Proof of Theorem 9.3.1. Let 0 < � � (n�1). We show that d� is (2m+1)-gonalfor all m � 1, by induction on m. If m = 1, this is clear as d� is a semimetric.Suppose that m � 2 and that d� is (2m�1)-gonal. Clearly, a sequence of 2m+1points in X must contain an element which is repeated at least 2m+1n times (asjXj = n). Applying Lemma 9.3.10 (with s := n � 1), we deduce that d� is(2m+ 1)-gonal.Corollary 9.3.11. Let (X; d) be a semimetric space with jXj = 5; or 6. Then,(X; d�) is `1-embeddable for all 0 < � � (2). Moreover, (2) is the largest suchvalue of �; that is, for � > (2), there are distance spaces on 5 and 6 points forwhich d� is not `1-embeddable.Proof. In the case jXj = 5, the result follows from the fact that a distance on5 points is `1-embeddable if and only if it is 5-gonal (recall Remark 6.3.5 (i)).Consider now the case jXj = 6. If � � (2) then d� is 5-gonal by Lemma 9.3.9and, thus, 7-gonal by Lemma 9.3.10. (We use the fact that a distance on 6 pointsis `1-embeddable if and only if it is 7-gonal.)For n � 3, let us consider the parameters g(n), h(n), c1(n), and c2(n) whichare de�ned as follows: g(n) denotes the maximum � 2 [0; 1] for which (X; d�) isn-gonal for every semimetric space (X; d) with jXj = n. Similarly, h(n) (resp.c1(n), c2(n)) denotes the maximum � for which (X; d�) is hypermetric (resp.`1-embeddable, `2-embeddable) for every semimetric space (X; d) with jXj = n.Clearly, c2(n) � c1(n) � h(n) � g(n) and c2(n) � 12h(n):We have shown in Theorem 9.3.1 thath(n) � (n� 1); implying c2(n) � 12(n� 1):Using Lemma 9.3.9 (together with Lemma 6.1.10 in the case when n is even),one can give the exact value of the parameter g(n).Lemma 9.3.12. g(2m) = (m � 1) for m � 2, and g(2m + 1) = (m) form � 1.This implies that h(5) = h(6) = (2). The exact value of the parameterc1(n) is known in the cases n � 6, by Corollary 9.3.11. On the other hand, wehave: c2(5) � 12h(5) = 12(2), but the exact value of c2(5) is not known. Thevalue of c2(n) is known, however, in the case n = 6.Lemma 9.3.13. c2(6) = 12(2):



124 Chapter 9. Metric Transforms of L1-SpacesProof. First, c2(6) � 12h(6) = 12(2). Equality is proved, by considering the pathmetric d of K3;3. Indeed, if � > 12(2), then d2� is not 6-gonal and, thus, not ofnegative type. That is, d� is not `2-embeddable.We summarize in Figure 9.3.14 the information known about the parametersg(n); h(n); c1(n); c2(n) for small values of n, n � 6. Note that (2) = 0:5849:::;(2)=2 = 0:2924:::. n 3 4 5 6c2(n) 1 1=2 ? (2)=2c1(n) 1 1 (2) (2)h(n) 1 1 (2) (2)g(n) 1 1 (2) (2)Figure 9.3.14To conclude, let us mention the following upper bounds from Deza and Mae-hara [1990] for c2(n), obtained by considering the path metric of the completebipartite graph Km;n for suitable m;n.c2(2m) � 12(m� 1); c2(2m+ 1) � 12 �2m(m+ 1)2m+ 1 � 1� :Deza and Maehara [1990] conjecture that equality holds in the above inequalities.This conjecture is con�rmed for c2(n) with n = 4; 6. (More information aboutmetric transforms of graphs can be found in Maehara [1986].)



Chapter 10. Lipschitz Embeddings
Let (X; d) be a �nite semimetric space on n := jXj points. In general, (X; d)cannot be isometrically embedded into some `1-space. However, (X; d) admitsalways an embedding into some `1-space, where the distances are preserved upto a multiplicative factor whose size is of the order log n. This result is due toBourgain [1985]. We present this result, together with an interesting applicationdue to Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994] for approximating multicommod-ity ows. We also present a generalization of the negative type condition forLipschitz `2-embeddings.10.1 Embeddings with DistortionDe�nition 10.1.1. Let (X; d) and (X 0; d0) be two distance spaces and let C � 1.A mapping ' : X �! X 0 is called a Lipschitz embedding of (X; d) into (X 0; d0)with distortion C if 1Cd(x; y) � d0('(x); '(y)) � d(x; y)holds for all x; y 2 X.Hence, a Lipschitz embedding with distortion C = 1 is just an isometric embed-ding. Bourgain [1985] shows that every semimetric space on n points admits aLipschitz embedding into `1 with distortion1 O(log2(n)).Theorem 10.1.2. Let (X; d) be a �nite semimetric space with jXj = n. Thereexist vectors ux 2 RN (x 2 X) satisfying:k ux � uy k1 � d(x; y) � c0 log2(n) k ux � uy k1for all x; y 2 X. Here, N =Pblog2 ncp=1 � n2p� (< 2n), and c0 > 0 is a constant.1The Lipschitz embedding described in Theorem 10.1.2 has distortion c0 log2 n, where c0 <92. Garg [1995b] presents a slight variation of it, for which he can show a better constantfor the distortion. Namely, set H(n) := 1 + 12 + : : : + 1n and, for x 2 X, let u0x be thevector indexed by all proper subsets A of X with components u0x(A) := d(x;A)H(n)jAj( njAj) . Then,k u0x � u0y k1� d(x; y) � 2H(n) k u0x � u0y k1 for all x; y 2 X.125



126 Chapter 10. Lipschitz EmbeddingsProof. For each integer s (1 � s � n) let Ps denote the family of subsets A � Xwith jAj = s. Set P := Sblog2 ncp=1 P2p ; so jPj = N . For each x 2 X, we de�ne thevector ux 2 RN indexed by the sets A 2 P and de�ned byux(A) := 1blog2 nc � njAj�d(x;A); for all A 2 P:We remind that d(x;A) := miny2A d(x; y): We show that the vectors ux (x 2 X)satisfy the conditions of Theorem 10.1.2. We �rst check thatd(x; y) �k ux � uy k1 for all x; y 2 X:Indeed, using the fact that jd(x;A) � d(y;A)j � d(x; y), we obtaink ux � uy k1 = XA2P jux(A)� uy(A)j = 1blog2 nc XA2P jd(x;A) � d(y;A)j� njAj�� 1blog2 nc XA2P d(x; y)� njAj� = d(x; y):Let x; y 2 X be �xed. We now show that(10.1.3) d(x; y) � c0blog2 nc k ux � uy k1for some constant c0. For z0 2 X and � > 0, let B(z0; �) := fz 2 X j d(z0; z) < �gdenote the open ball with center z0 and radius �. We de�ne a sequence of radii�t in the following way: �0 := 0 and, for t � 1, �t denotes the smallest scalar �for which jB(x; �)j � 2t and jB(y; �)j � 2t. We de�ne �t as long as �t < 12d(x; y).Let t� denote the largest such index. We let �t�+1 := 12d(x; y): Observe that, fort = 1; 2; : : : ; t�; t� + 1, the balls B(x; �t) and B(y; �t) are disjoint.Let t 2 f1; : : : ; t� + 1g and let � be such that �t�1 < � < �t. Note thatjd(x;A) � d(y;A)j � �� �t�1holds for any subset A � X such that A \ B(x; �) = ; and A \ B(y; �t�1) 6= ;.Hence, for any integer s (1 � s � n),(10.1.4) 1jPsj XA2Ps jd(x;A) � d(y;A)j� (�� �t�1) jfA2PsjA\B(x;�)=;;A\B(y;�t�1)6=;gjjPsj = (�� �t�1)�t;after setting�t := jfA 2 Ps j A \B(x; �) = ;; A \B(y; �t�1) 6= ;gjjPsj :The key argument is now to observe that, if we choose s in such a way thats � n10�2t , then the quantity �t is bounded below by an absolute constant �0 (notdepending on t, x or y). More precisely, let us choose s = st = 2p, where p is



10.1 Embeddings with Distortion 127the smallest integer such that n10�2t � 2p, i.e., p = dlog2( n10�2t )e. Let us assumefor a moment that the relation �t � �0 holds for all t, for some constant �0. Weshow how to conclude the proof of (10.1.3).As the values of st corresponding to t = 1; : : : ; t� + 1 are all distinct, byapplying (10.1.4) with s = st, we deduce that1jPst j XA2Pst jd(x;A) � d(y;A)j � (�� �t�1)�0:Letting � �! �t, the same relation holds with � = �t, i.e.,1jPst j XA2Pst jd(x;A) � d(y;A)j � (�t � �t�1)�0:Summing the above relation over t = 1; : : : ; t� + 1, we obtain:blog2 nc k ux � uy k1 � X1�t�t�+1(�t � �t�1)�0 = �t�+1�0 = �02 d(x; y):This shows that (10.1.3) holds with c0 := 2�0 . (Note that c0 < 91:26:)Let us return to the evaluation of the quantity �t. Recall that s = st = 2p,where p = dlog2( n10�2t )e; hence, n10�2t � s < 2n10�2t . As �t�1 < � < �t, we havejB(x; �)j < 2t or jB(y; �)j < 2t. We can suppose without loss of generality thatjB(x; �)j < 2t. Set �x := jB(x; �)j and �y := jB(y; �t�1)j; then, �x < 2t and�y � 2t�1. We have:�t = (n��xs )�(n��x��ys )(ns)= �x�1Yi=0 (1� sn� i)� �x+�y�1Yi=0 (1� sn� i)= �x�1Yi=0 (1� sn� i)0@1� �x+�y�1Yi=�x (1� sn� i )1A :We show that�x�1Yi=0 (1� sn� i) � e� 810 and �x+�y�1Yi=�x (1� sn� i) � e� 120 ;which implies that �t � e� 810 (1� e� 120 ) =: �0. Indeed,�x�1Yi=0 (1� sn� i) � (1� sn� 2t + 1)�x = exp(�x log(1� sn�2t+1))� exp(��x 2sn�2t+1)(we have used the fact that log(1 � u) � �2u for 0 � u � 12). Now, thelatter quantity is greater than or equal to exp(� 810), as s < 2n10�2t , �x < 2t, and



128 Chapter 10. Lipschitz Embeddingsnn�2t+1 � 2. On the other hand,�x+�y�1Yi=�x (1� sn� i) � (1� sn� �x )�y = exp(�y log(1� sn� �x )) � exp(��y sn� �x )(we have used the fact that log(1� u) � �u for 0 � u � 1). The latter quantityis less than or equal to exp(� 120), as �y � 2t�1, s � n10�2t , and nn��x � 1.Theorem 10.1.2 extends, in fact, easily to the case of `p-spaces for p � 1, asobserved in Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994].Theorem 10.1.5. Let 1 � p < 1. Let (X; d) be a semimetric space withjXj = n. There exist vectors vx 2 RN (x 2 X) such thatk vx � vy kp � d(x; y) � c0 log2 n k vx � vy kpfor all x; y 2 X. Here, N =Pblog2 ncp=1 � n2p� (< 2n), and c0 > 0 is a constant.Proof. The vectors can be constructed by slightly modifying the vectors ux fromthe proof of Theorem 10.1.2. We remind thatux(A) = �Ad(x;A)where �A := 1blog2 nc( njAj) for A 2 P. De�ne vx 2 RN by settingvx(A) := (�A) 1pd(x;A) for A 2 P:Observe that XA2P �A = 1. From this follows that k vx � vy kp� d(x; y). Byconvexity of the function x 7�! xp (x � 0) we obtain thatXA2P �Ajd(x;A) � d(y;A)j �  XA2P �Ajd(x;A) � d(y;A)jp! 1p :This implies that k ux�uy k1�k vx�vy kp. Thus, d(x; y) � c0 log2 n k vx�vy kp.We have just seen that, for each p � 1, every semimetric on n points canbe embedded with distortion O(log n) into `Np , where N < 2n. In fact, Linial,London and Rabinovich [1994] show that the above proofs can be modi�ed soas to yield an embedding into `O((log n)2)p with distortion O(logn). Hence, theembedding takes place in a space of dimension O((log n)2) instead of the di-mension N = Pp � n2p� (exponential in n) demonstrated in Theorems 10.1.2 and10.1.5. For this, instead of the vectors ux; vx (x 2 X) (constructed in the abovetwo theorems) which are indexed by all subsets A � X whose cardinality is apower of 2, one considers their projections in a O((log n)2)-dimensional subspace.



10.1 Embeddings with Distortion 129Namely, for each cardinality s � jXj = n which is a power of 2 one randomlychooses O(log n) subsets A � X of cardinality s; then, one restricts the coor-dinates of ux; vx to be indexed by these O((log n)2) subsets of X. Moreover, if1 � p � 2, every semimetric on n points can be embedded into `O(logn)p withdistortion O(logn); this is shown in Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994], usingearlier results by Johnson and Lindenstrauss [1984] and Bourgain [1985]. Suchembeddings can be constructed in random polynomial time. For a semimetricd on n points, let C(d) denote the smallest distortion with which d can be em-bedded into some `2-space. We will see below (see Proposition 10.2.1 and theremarks thereafter) that, for every � > 0, one can �nd in polynomial time anembedding of d into `n2 with distortion C(d) + �.The following result is a variant of Theorem 10.1.2 due to Linial, Londonand Rabinovich [1994], that we will use later in this section for approximatingmulticommodity ows.Theorem 10.1.6. Let (X; d) be a �nite semimetric space and let Y � X withk := jY j. There exist vectors wx 2 RK (x 2 X) satisfyingk wx � wy k1� d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X;d(x; y) � c0 log2(k) k wx � wy k1 for all x; y 2 Y:Here, K =Pblog2 kcp=1 � k2p� (< 2k) and c0 > 0 is a constant.Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 10.1.2 but, now, we constructa Lipschitz `1-embedding using only subsets of Y . Namely, we de�ne wx 2 RKby settingwx(A) := 1blog2 kc � kjAj�d(x;A) for A � Y; jAj = 2p; p � log2 k:Then, k wx � wy k1� d(x; y) holds for all x; y 2 X. Moreover, by the proofof Theorem 10.1.2, the relation: d(x; y) � c0 log2 k k wx � wy k1 holds for allx; y 2 Y .In fact, for the purpose of �nding good approximations in polynomial timefor multicommodity ows, we will need the following strengthening of Theo-rem 10.1.6, whose proof can be found in Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994].Theorem 10.1.7. Let (X; d) be a �nite semimetric space and let Y � X withk := jY j. There exist vectors wx 2 RO(n2 ) (x 2 X) satisfyingk wx � wy k1� d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X;d(x; y) � c0 log2(k) k wx � wy k1 for all x; y 2 Y(where c0 > 0 is a constant). Moreover, the vectors wx (x 2 X) can be found inpolynomial time.



130 Chapter 10. Lipschitz Embeddings10.2 The Negative Type Condition for Lipschitz Em-beddingsRecall from Theorem 6.2.2 that isometric `2-embeddability can be characterizedin terms of the negative type inequalities. In fact, this characterization extendsto Lipschitz `2-embeddings, as observed in Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994].Proposition 10.2.1. Let C � 1 and let (X; d) be a �nite semimetric space withX = f0; 1; : : : ; ng. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) (X;pd) has an `2-embedding with distortion C, i.e., there exist ui 2 RN(i 2 X) such that(10.2.2) 1C2dij � (k ui � uj k2)2 � dij for i; j 2 X:(ii) There exists a positive semide�nite n� n matrix A = (aij) satisfying:(10.2.3) 8><>: 1C2 dij � aii + ajj � 2aij � dij for 1 � i 6= j � n;1C2 d0i � aii � d0i for 1 � i � n:(iii) For every b 2 ZX with Xi2X bi = 0, d satis�es:(10.2.4) 1C2 Xi;j2Xjbibj>0 bibjdij + Xi;j2Xjbibj<0 bibjdij � 0:Before giving the proof, let us make some observations. First, note that(10.2.4) in the case C = 1 is nothing but the usual negative type condition.Hence, (10.2.4) is a generalization of the negative type condition for Lipschitzembeddings. Proposition 10.2.1 has some algorithmic consequences. In par-ticular, one can evaluate in polynomial time (with an arbitrary precision) thesmallest distortion C� with which (X;pd) can be embedded into an `2-space.Indeed, C� = 1p�� , where�� = max ��dij � aii + ajj � 2aij � dij (1 � i 6= j � n)�d0i � aii � d0i (i = 1; : : : ; n)A � 0� � 0:This optimization program can be solved using, for instance, the ellipsoid algo-rithm (cf. Gr�otschel, Lov�asz and Schrijver [1988]). By the results mentionedearlier, C� = O(log n).



10.2 The Negative Type Condition for Lipschitz Embeddings 131Proof of Proposition 10.2.1. We set Vn = X n f0g = f1; : : : ; ng.(i) =) (ii) We can suppose without loss of generality that u0 = 0. Set aij := uTi ujfor all i; j 2 Vn. Then, the matrix (aij) satis�es (ii).(ii) =) (i) As A is positive semide�nite, it is the Gram matrix of some vectorsu1; : : : ; un. Then, the vectors u0 := 0; u1; : : : ; un satisfy (10.2.2).(ii) =) (iii) Let A be a matrix satisfying (ii). We construct a distance D onX by setting D0i := aii for i 2 Vn and Dij := aii + ajj � 2aij for i 6= j 2 Vn.Then, D is of negative type as A is positive semide�nite. Hence, given b 2 ZXwith Pi2X bi = 0, we have: Pi;j2X bibjDij � 0. By assumption (ii), bibjDij �1C2 bibjdij if bibj > 0, and bibjDij � bibjdij if bibj < 0. This shows that (10.2.4)holds.(iii) =) (ii) We suppose that (iii) holds. This implies that, for every positivesemide�nite matrix B = (bij)i;j2X such that Be = 0 (e denoting the all-onesvector),(10.2.5) 1C2 Xi;j2Xjbij>0 bijdij + Xi;j2Xjbij<0 bijdij � 0:Let us suppose that (ii) does not hold. Then, the two cones PSDn (the cone ofpositive semide�nite n� n matrices) and K := fA = (aij) j A satis�es (10:2:3)gare disjoint. Therefore, there exists a hyperplane separating PSDn and K.In other words, there exists a symmetric matrix Z and a scalar � satisfying:hZ;Ai > � for all A 2 PSDn and hA;Zi � � for all A 2 K, wherehZ;Ai := X1�i;j�n zijaij :Hence, � < 0, which implies that Z is positive semide�nite. Moreover, as theinequality hZ;Ai � � is valid for the coneK, it can be expressed as a nonnegativelinear combination of the inequalities de�ning K. Therefore, there exist twosymmetric matrices (�ij) and (�ij) with nonnegative entries such thathZ;Ai = Xi6=j2Vn(�ij � �ij)(aii + ajj � 2aij) + Xi2Vn(�ii � �ii)aiifor all A, and(10.2.6) Xi6=j2Vn �ijdij � �ij dijC2 + Xi2Vn �iid0i � �iid0iC2 � �:We de�ne the symmetric matrix B indexed by X byb00 := Xj2Vn �jj � �jj; bii := Xj2Vn �ij � �ij for i 2 Vn;b0i := ��ii + �ii for i 2 Vn;bij := ��ij + �ij for i 6= j 2 Vn:



132 Chapter 10. Lipschitz EmbeddingsBy construction, Be = 0 andB is positive semide�nite (as Xi;j2Vn bijaij = hZ;Ai �0 for all A 2 PSDn). Observe now that, as C � 1,min(bij ; bijC2 ) � �ijC2 � �ij (i 6= j 2 Vn); min(b0i; b0iC2 ) � �iiC2 � �ii (i 2 Vn):These relations together with (10.2.6) yield:Xi;j2Xjbij>0 bij dijC2 + Xi;j2Xjbij<0 bijdij � �� > 0;which contradicts the assumption (10.2.5).10.3 An Application for Approximating Multicom-modity FlowsWe present here an application of the above results on Lipschitz `1-embeddingswith distortion to the approximation of multicommodity ows.We start with recalling several de�nitions. Let G = (V;E) be a connectedgraph and let (s1; t1); : : : ; (sk; tk) be k distinct pairs of nodes in V , called terminalpairs (or commodity pairs). We are given for each edge e 2 E a number Ce 2 R+ ,called the capacity of the edge e and, for each terminal pair (sh; th), a numberDh � 0 called its demand. For h = 1; : : : ; k, let Ph denote the set of paths joiningthe terminals sh and th in G; setP := [1�h�kPh:A multicommodity ow is a function f : P �! R+ . The multicommodity ow fis said to be feasible for the instance (G;C;D) if it satis�es the following capacityand demand constraints:XP2Pje2P fP � Ce for all e 2 E;XP2Ph fP � Dh for h = 1; : : : ; k:A classical problem in the theory of networks is to �nd a feasible multicommodityow (possibly satisfying some further cost constraints). We are interested herein the following variant of the problem, known as the concurrent ow problem:Determine the largest scalar �� for which there exists a feasible mul-ticommodity ow for the instance (G;C; ��D).So, in this problem, one tries to satisfy the largest possible fraction �Dh ofdemand for each terminal pair (sh; th), while respecting the capacity constraints.



10.3 An Application for Approximating Multicommodity Flows 133Let us call the maximum such �� the max-ow. The max-ow can be computedby solving the following linear programming problem:(10.3.1) �� = max � XP2Pje2P fP � Ce (e 2 E)XP2Ph fP � �Dh (h = 1; : : : ; k)fP � 0 (P 2 P):An upper bound for the max-ow �� can be easily formulated in terms of cuts.Given a subset S � V , recall that �G(S) denotes the cut in G determined byS, which consists of the edges e 2 E having one endnode in S and the otherendnode in V n S. Then, the quantitycap(S) := Xe2�G(S)Cedenotes the capacity of the cut �G(S). Furthermore, letdem(S) := Xh2HSDhdenote its demand, where HS consists of the indices h for which the terminalpair (sh; th) is separated by the partition (S; V n S) (i.e., such that sh 2 S andth 2 V n S, or vice versa).Lemma 10.3.2. We have: �� � minS�V cap(S)dem(S) :Proof. We use the formulation of �� from (10.3.1). Let S be a subset of V .Then, cap(S) = Xe2�G(S)Ce � Xe2�G(S) XP2Pje2P fP = XP2P Xe2�G(S)\P fP= XP2P j�G(S) \ P jfP = X1�h�k XP2Ph j�G(S) \ P jfP� Xh2HS XP2Ph fP � Xh2HS ��Dh = ��dem(S):
The quantity: minS�V cap(S)dem(S) is called themin-cut. The inequality from Lemma10.3.2 says that max-ow � min-cut:This inequality is, in general, strict. However, it is an equality in some specialcases. In particular, it is an equality for the cases k = 1; 2 of one or two commod-ity pairs. In the case k = 1, this follows from the well-known max-ow min-cut



134 Chapter 10. Lipschitz Embeddingstheorem by Ford and Fulkerson [1962]. In the case k = 2 this is the max-owmin-cut theorem for two commodities, proved by Hu [1963]. These two resultscan also be derived from some properties of `1-embeddings; see Corollary 10.3.7below.For an arbitrary number k of commodity pairs, the max-ow is in generalless than the min-cut. However, the gap between the max-ow and the min-cutcannot be too big. The �rst result in this direction is due to Leighton and Rao[1988], who proved that the ratio� := minS�V cap(S)dem(S)��is O(log n) in the case when all demands are one and there is a commoditybetween any pair of vertices, i.e., k = �n2�. Several improvements of this resulthave been proposed thereafter, in particular, by Klein, Agrawal, Ravi and Rao[1990], Plotkin and Tardos [1993], Garg, Vazirani and Yannakakis [1993]. Thebest result is due to Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994], who proved that� = O(log k) for arbitrary demands and capacities and an arbitrary number k ofcommodity pairs; see Theorem 10.3.32 below. This result is based on the resultsfrom Theorems 10.1.2, 10.1.6 and 10.1.7.Theorem 10.3.3. We have: minS�V cap(S)dem(S) � (c0 log k)��, where c0 > 0 is aconstant. Moreover, a subset S for which cap(S)dem(S) � (c0 log k)�� can be found inpolynomial time.Proof. We remind that �� is the optimum value of the linear program (10.3.1).Applying the linear programming duality theorem, we obtain:
(10.3.4) �� = min Xe2ECezeXe2P ze � yh (P 2 Ph; h = 1; : : : ; k)X1�h�kDhyh � 1yh � 0 (h = 1; : : : ; k)ze � 0 (e 2 E):Let (y; z) be an optimum solution to the program (10.3.4). We can supposethat ze � Pf2P zf for every edge e = ij of G and every path P from i toj in G. (For, if not, replace z by z0 where, for an edge e = ij of G, z0e :=min(ze;Pf2P zf for P path from i to j in G).) Let dz denote the shortest path2A randomized version of Theorem 10.3.3 appeared in the earliest version of Linial, Londonand Rabinovich [1994]. This randomized version was independently obtained by Aumann andRabani [1996]. Garg [1995a] has also derandomized the randomized version from Linial, Londonand Rabinovich [1994] and, thus, obtained Theorem 10.3.3.



10.3 An Application for Approximating Multicommodity Flows 135metric of the weighted graph (G; z) (where, for i; j 2 V , dz(i; j) is de�ned as thesmallest value of Xe2P ze taken over all paths P from i to j in G). Then,�� = Xe2ECeze � Pij2E Cijdz(i; j)Pkh=1Dhdz(sh; th)because Pkh=1Dhdz(sh; th) � Pkh=1Dhyh � 1. On the other hand, given asemimetric d on V , set ze := d(i;j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh;th) for an edge e = ij in G and yh :=d(sh;th)Pkh=1Dhd(sh;th) for h = 1; : : : ; k. Then, (y; z) is feasible for the program (10.3.4),which implies that Pij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) = Xe2ECeze � ��:This shows, therefore, that �� can be reformulated as(10.3.5) �� = mind semimetric on V Pij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) :Let d be a semimetric on V . If d happens to be a cut semimetric �(S), thenPij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) = cap(S)dem(S) :More generally, if d is isometrically `1-embeddable, then d =PS �S�(S) for some�S � 0, which implies thatPij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) = PS �Scap(S)PS �Sdem(S) � minS cap(S)dem(S) :In general, d is not isometrically `1-embeddable. However, by Theorem 10.1.6,there exist a constant c0 and vectors wi 2 RK (i 2 V ) such that(10.3.6) ( k wi �wj k1 � d(i; j) for all i; j 2 V;d(sh; th) � (c0 log k) k wsh � wth k1 for h = 1; : : : ; k:(We apply Theorem 10.1.6 with X = V and Y = fsh; th j h = 1; : : : ; kg.)Therefore,Pij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) � Pij2E Cij k wi � wj k1(c0 log k)Pkh=1Dh k wsh � wth k1 � 1(c0 log k) minS cap(S)dem(S)(using the argument above). This shows that �� � 1c0 log k minS cap(S)dem(S) .A subset S realizing cap(S)dem(S) � (c0 log k)�� can be constructed in the followingway. In view of (10.3.5), the max-ow �� can be found by solving the linear



136 Chapter 10. Lipschitz Embeddingsprogram: �� = min Xij2ECijd(i; j)kXh=1Dhd(sh; th) = 1d semimetric on V;which can be clearly done in polynomial time. Let d be an optimum solution.By Theorem 10.1.7, we can �nd vectors wi = (wi(r))Kr=1 2 RK (i 2 V ) satisfying(10.3.6) and with K = O(n2). Determine the coordinate index r 2 K for whichthe quantity Pij2E Cij jwi(r)� wj(r)jPkh=1Dhjwsh(r)� wth(r)jis minimum. The semimetric d(r) on V de�ned byd(r)(i; j) := jwi(r)� wj(r)j for i; j 2 V;is `1-embeddable by construction. Hence, d(r) = XA2A �A�(A) where �A > 0 forA 2 A. Such a decomposition can be easily found; recall, e.g., Proposition 4.2.2and its proof. Then, a set A0 2 A realizing minA2A cap(A)dem(A) satis�es the inequality:cap(A0)dem(A0) � (c0 log k)��. Indeed, we have:�� = Pij2E Cijd(i;j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh;th) � Pij2E Cijkwi�wjk1(c0 log k)Pkh=1kwsh�wthk1� Pij2E Cij jwi(r)�wj(r)j(c0 log k)Pkh=1Dhjwsh(r)�wth (r)j = PA2A �Acap(A)(c0 log k)PA2A �Adem(A)� 1c0 log k cap(A0)dem(A0) :Corollary 10.3.7. For the case of k � 2 commodity pairs, max-ow = min-cut,i.e., �� = minS�V cap(S)dem(S) :Proof. We use the proof of Theorem 10.3.3. Let d be a semimetric on V which isan optimum solution for the program (10.3.5). Suppose �rst that k = 1. De�nethe semimetric d0 on V by settingd0(i; j) := jd(i; s1)� d(j; s1)j for i; j 2 V:Then, d(i; j) � d0(i; j) for all i; j 2 V and d0(s1; t1) = d(s1; t1). Hence,�� = Pij2E Cijd(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd(sh; th) � Pij2E Cijd0(i; j)Pkh=1Dhd0(sh; th) :



10.3 An Application for Approximating Multicommodity Flows 137As d0 is isometrically `1-embeddable (by construction), the latter quantity isgreater than or equal to minS cap(S)dem(S) . This shows that �� = minS cap(S)dem(S) . Sup-pose now that k = 2. We de�ne a semimetric d0 on V by settingd0(i; j) := max(jd(i; s1)� d(j; s1)j; jd(i; s2)� d(j; s2)j) for i; j 2 V:Then, d0 is isometrically `21-embeddable (by construction), d0(i; j) � d(i; j) forall i; j 2 V , and d0(sh; th) = d(sh; th) for h = 1; 2. We can now conclude theproof as in the previous case, because the semimetric d0 is again `1-embeddable(since `21 is an isometric subspace of `21 by relation (3.1.6)).





Chapter 11. DimensionalityQuestions for `1-Embeddings
Given a distance space (X; d) which is `1-embeddable, a natural question is todetermine the smallest dimensionm of an `1-space `m1 = (Rm ; d`1) in which (X; d)can be embedded. A next question is whether there exists a �nite point criterionfor `m1 -embeddability, analogue to Menger's result for the Euclidean space; this isthe question of �nding the order of congruence of `m1 . We present in this chapterseveral results related to these questions. Unfortunately fairly little is known. Forinstance, the order of congruence of `m1 is known only form � 2 and it is not evenknown whether `m1 has a �nite order of congruence for m � 3. More precisely, adistance space (X; d) is `11- (resp. `21-embeddable) if and only if the same holdsfor every subspace of (X; d) on 4 (resp. on 6) points. As a consequence, one canrecognize in polynomial time whether a distance is `m1 -embeddable for m � 2.On the other hand, the complexity of checking `m1 -embeddability is not knownfor m � 3. These results are presented in Section 11.1. A crucial tool for theproofs is the notion of `totally decomposable distance' studied by Bandelt andDress [1992]; Section 11.1.2 contains the facts about total decomposability thatare needed for our treatment. Then we consider in Section 11.2 some boundsfor the minimum `p-dimension of an arbitrary `p-embeddable distance space onn points.11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed DimensionLet us begin with several observations concerning the structure of `m1 -embeddabledistances, where m � 1 is an integer. Let (Vn; d) be a distance space which is`1-embeddable. Then, d admits a decomposition as(11.1.1) d = X�(S)2C �S�(S);where �S > 0 for all �(S) 2 C and C is a family of cut semimetrics on Vn. When dis `m1 -embeddable then d has such a decomposition which has a special structure.We need some de�nitions in order to formulate it.Given a family C of cut semimetrics on Vn, set(11.1.2) eC := fS; S := Vn n S j �(S) 2 Cg;the members of eC are called the shores of the cut semimetrics in C. The family C139



140 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-Embeddingsis said to be nested if the elements of eC can be ordered as S1; : : : ; Sm; S1; : : : ; Smin such a way that S1 � S2 � : : : � Sm (and, thus, Sm � : : : � S2 � S1). Givenan integer m � 1, C is said to be m-nested if C can be partitioned into m nestedsubfamilies. (Hence, 1-nested means nested.)We have the following (easy) characterization for `m1 -embeddability; it wasin fact already contained in Proposition 4.2.2 but we recall it here for clarity.Lemma 11.1.3. Let (Vn; d) be a distance space. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) (Vn; d) can be embedded into `m1 .(ii) d admits a decomposition (11.1.1) where C is m-nested.(iii) (Vn; d) can be isometrically embedded into the Cartesian product of mweighted paths.Proof. We �rst consider the case when m = 1.(i) =) (ii), (iii). Suppose that d is `11-embeddable. Then, there exist scalarsu1; : : : ; un such that dij = jui � uj j for all i; j 2 Vn. Up to a reordering of theelements of Vn, we can suppose that u1 � u2 � : : : � un. Then,d = n�1Xi=1(ui+1 � ui)�(f1; : : : ; ig):Then, (ii) holds as the family f�(f1; : : : ; ig) j i = 1; : : : ; n � 1g is obviouslynested. Consider the path P = (1; : : : ; n) with weight wi;i+1 := ui+1�ui on edge(i; i+1) (i = 1; : : : ; n� 1). Then, the shortest path metric of the weighted pathP coincides with d, which shows (iii).(iii) =) (ii). Let P = (1; : : : ; n) be a path with nonnegative weight wi on edge(i; i + 1) for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1. Then, its path metric dP;w can be decomposed asPn�1i=1 wi�(f1; : : : ; ig).(ii) =) (i). Suppose now that d = Ppi=1 �i�(Si), where �i > 0 for all i andS1 � S2 : : : � Sp. De�ne u1; : : : ; un 2 R by settingui := 0 for i 2 S1;ui :=Pkh=1 �h for i 2 Sk+1 n Sk; k = 1; : : : ;m� 1;ui :=Pph=1 �h for i 2 Vn n Sp:Then, one can verify that dij = uj � ui for all i; j 2 Vn, which shows that d is`11-embeddable.The result form � 2 follows now easily using additivity, since d is `m1 -embeddableif and only if d can be decomposed as a sum d = d1+ : : :+ dm, where all di's are`11-embeddable.It is not clear how to use this result for devising a polynomial algorithmpermitting to recognize `m1 -embeddable distances. The di�culty is that a dis-tance in the cut cone CUTn has many decompositions as (11.1.1) (in fact, an



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 141in�nity, if it is not `1-rigid). However, as we will see in Section 11.1.3 below, inthe cases m = 1; 2, it is enough to check one special decomposition (namely, theone corresponding to a `total decomposition' of d). In particular, one can checkembeddability in the space `m1 for m 2 f1; 2g in polynomial time. Moreover, onecan determine the order of congruence of `21.These results need the notion of total decomposability for their proofs. So weorganize the rest of the section in the following manner. We summarize in Section11.1.1 what is known about the order of congruence of the space `m1 as well assome results on the `1-dimension of some speci�c distance spaces. Then, afterintroducing in Section 11.1.2 the de�nitions and facts about totally decomposabledistances that we need for our treatment, we present in Section 11.1.3 the proofsfor the results concerning embeddability in the `1-space of dimension m � 2.11.1.1 The Order of Congruence of the `1-SpaceLet fp(m) denote the order of congruence of `mp ; that is, fp(m) is the smallestinteger such that an arbitrary distance space (X; d) is `mp -embeddable if and onlyif every subspace of (X; d) on fp(m) points is `mp -embeddable. By convention,we set fp(m) =1 if fp(m) does not exist. We remind from Theorem 3.2.2 thatwe may restrict our attention to �nite distance spaces (X; d).The study of the parameter fp(m) is motivated by the result of Menger inthe case p = 2, quoted in Theorem 6.2.13. Namely, Menger [1928] showed thata distance space (X; d) embeds isometrically in the Euclidean space (Rm ; d`2)if and only if each subspace of (X; d) on m + 3 points embeds isometrically in(Rm ; d`2). In other words,f2(m) = m+ 3 for each m � 1:Hence, we have the natural question of looking for analogues of Menger's theoremfor the case of arbitrary `p-metrics and, in particular, in the case p = 1. Thisturns out to be a di�cult question. Only the following partial results are known.Since the spaces (R; d`p ) and (R; d`2 ) are identical, we deduce from Menger'stheorem that fp(1) = 4 for all p. (See also Theorem 11.1.21 for a direct proof ofthe fact that f1(1) = 4.) Malitz and Malitz [1992] show that6 � f1(2) � 11 and f1(m) � 2m+ 1 for all m � 1:These results are improved by Bandelt and Chepoi [1996a] who show thatf1(2) = 6and by Bandelt, Chepoi and Laurent [1996] who show thatf1(m) � m2 for m � 3 odd, f1(m) � m2 � 1 for m � 4 even:The equality: f1(2) = 6 will be proved in Theorem 11.1.24 and the inequalities:f1(m) � m2 for m odd, f1(m) � m2�1 for m even, are given in Corollary 11.1.6below. Malitz and Malitz [1992] conjecture that f1(m) is �nite for all m.



142 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-EmbeddingsIn view of the above mentioned results, one can test in polynomial timewhether a given �nite distance space (X; d) embeds in (Rm ; d`1), when m = 1or 2. (The case m = 1 is anyway easy, as d`1 and d`2 coincide when restrictedto R.) It would be very interesting if one could show that f1(m) is �nite forall m. Indeed, this would imply the existence of a polynomial time algorithmfor checking embeddability of a �nite distance space in the space (Rm ; d`1), forany given m. The complexity of the embedding problem into (Rm ; d`1) for some�xed m � 3 is not known. We recall that, on the other hand, checking `1-embeddability of a �nite distance space (i.e., embeddability into some (Rm ; d`1)for unrestricted m) is NP-complete (cf. Section 4.4).We conclude this section with some remarks on the `1-dimension of someconcrete examples of distance spaces. We remind that m`1(X; d) denotes thesmallest m such that (X; d) can be embedded into `m1 . This parameter can beeasily formulated in the case of `1-rigid metrics. Indeed, if (X; d) is an `1-rigiddistance space, then it has a unique decomposition as (11.1.1) and, therefore,m`1(X; d) is equal to the smallest number of nested families needed to cover theset C of cut semimetrics entering in this decomposition. For instance, hypercubeembeddable graphs have their path metric which is `1-rigid. In particular, treesare hypercube embeddable and, thus, `1-rigid. (See Proposition 19.1.2.) We nowgive some more details about trees as they will play some role here; justi�cationfor the facts quoted below can be found in Section 19.1.Let T = (V;E) be a tree. Every edge e 2 E determines a partition of thenode set V into two sets Se and V n Se. Then, the path metric of T can bedecomposed as dT = Xe2E �(Se)and this is its only R+ -realization. More generally, if w 2 RE+ are weights as-signed to the edges of T , then the path metric dT;w of the weighted tree can bedecomposed in a unique way asdT;w = Xe2Ewe�(Se):One can easily determine the `1-dimension of a tree in terms of its number ofleaves1. The next result was already formulated by Hadlock and Ho�man [1978].Proposition 11.1.4. The following assertions are equivalent for a tree T .(i) The path metric of T can be embedded into `m1 .(ii) T can be covered by m paths.(iii) T has at most 2m leaves.Therefore, if T has p leaves, then the `1-dimension of its path metric is equal todp2e.1A node v of T is a leaf if its degree is equal to 1.



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 143Proof. Let T = (V;E) be a tree and, with the above notation, let CT := f�(Se) je 2 Eg denote the family of cuts entering the decomposition of dT . Then, (i)can be equivalently formulated as: (iv) The family CT is m-nested.We show the equivalence of (ii)-(iv). The implications (ii) =) (iii), (iv) are clear.For (iv) =) (iii), suppose that T has at least 2m + 1 leaves. Then, there areat least 2m + 1 minimal sets in eC (as each leaf v yields the minimal set fvg).Hence, C cannot be covered with m nested families.The implication (iii) =) (ii) can be shown by induction on m � 1. We leave thedetails to the reader.In order to give lower bounds for the order of congruence f1(m), we need asa tool the following result about the `1-dimension of a direct product of distancespaces.Lemma 11.1.5. Let (X1; d1), (X2; d2) be two distance spaces and let (X; d) :=(X1 � X2; d1 � d2) be their direct product. Then the following relation holds:m`1(X; d) = m`1(X1; d1) +m`1(X2; d2):Proof. The inequality: m`1(X; d) � m`1(X1; d1)+m`1(X2; d2) follows by additiv-ity of the `1-distance. Conversely, suppose that (X; d) embeds in `m1 . Then, d canbe decomposed as d =P�(S)2C �S�(S), where C is a family of cut semimetrics onX that is m-nested. By the proof of Proposition 7.5.2, we know that every cutsemimetric in C is of the form �(A�X2) or �(X1�B) for some A � X1, B � X2.Say, d = PA2A �A�(A �X2) +PB2B �B�(X1 � B). Then, d1 = PA2A �A�(A)and d2 = PB2B �B�(B). Note that no two cut semimetrics �(A � X2) and�(X1 �B) can be put together in a nested family. Hence, the m nested familiespartitioning C yield a partition of the cut semimetrics �(A) (A 2 A) in p nestedfamilies and a partition of the cut semimetrics �(B) (B 2 B) in q nested familieswith p+ q = m. Therefore, p � m`1(X1; d1) and q � m`1(X2; d2), which impliesthe converse inequality: m`1(X; d) � m`1(X1; d1) +m`1(X2; d2).Corollary 11.1.6. f1(m) � m2 for m odd; f1(m) � m2 � 1 for m even.Proof. We start with an observation. Let (X; d) denote the graphic metricspace of the graph G := K1;s �K1;t (the Cartesian product of the two completebipartite graphs K1;s and K1;t) where s; t � 3. Its `1-dimension is m`1(X; d) =d s2e+d t2e (applying Proposition 11.1.4 and Lemma 11.1.5, as K1;s, K1;t are treeswith s and t leaves, respectively). Say, G has node set X := V1 � V2, whereV1 := fu0; u1; : : : ; usg and V2 := fv0; v1; : : : ; vtg (u0; v0 denoting the respective`centers' of the stars K1;s and K1;t). Then, d can be decomposed asd = sXi=1 �(Si) + tXj=1 �(Tj);setting Si := fuig�V2 (i = 1; : : : ; s) and Tj := V1�fvjg (j = 1; : : : ; t). Clearly, no



144 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-Embeddingstwo cut semimetrics �(Si), �(Tj) form a nested pair, while any two �(Si), �(Sj) (or�(Ti); �(Tj)) do form a nested pair. This shows again thatm`1(X; d) = d s2e+d t2 e.On the other hand, if we delete the element x := (ui0 ; vj0) from X (wherei0 2 f1; : : : ; sg and j0 2 f1; : : : ; tg correspond to leaves in the two trees), thenthe two cut semimetrics �(Si0 n fxg) and �(Tj0 n fxg) become a nested pair.Hence, one can now partition the cut semimetrics �(Si n fxg), �(Tj n fxg) intod s2e+ d t2e � 1 nested subfamilies, which shows that(a) m`1(X n fxg; d) � �s2�+ � t2�� 1for such x.We can now proceed with the proof. We �rst show that f1(m) � m2 for modd. For this, it su�ces to construct a distance space (Y; d) such that jY j � m2,m`1(Y; d) � m + 1 and m`1(Y n fyg; d) � m for all y 2 Y . Namely, let (X; d)be the graphic metric space of the graph K1;m �K1;m, with m`1(X; d) = m+ 1.Let Y � X be a minimal subset of X such that m`1(Y; d) = m + 1; then,m`1(Y n fyg; d) � m for all y 2 Y . This distance space (Y; d) does the jobas jY j � m2 in view of relation (a) above. One proceeds in the same way forshowing the inequality: f1(m) � m2 � 1 for m even. Namely, one considers nowfor (X; d) the graphic metric space of K1;m�1 �K1;m+1 with m`1(X; d) = m+ 1and (Y; d) is a subspace such that m`1(Y; d) = m + 1, m`1(Y n fyg; d) � m forall y 2 Y .To conclude let us mention that the exact value of the `1-dimension of theequidistant metric is not known. This amounts to determining the maximumnumber of equidistant points (with respect to the `1-distance) that can be placedin the m-dimensional space for given m. This maximum is at least 2m, as thecoordinate vectors �ei (i = 1; : : : ;m) form obviously an equidistant set of 2mpoints. Is it the best one can do ? So we have the following problem:Problem 11.1.7. Show that there are at most 2m equidistant points in them-dimensional `1-space (Rm ; d`1).Bandelt, Chepoi and Laurent [1996] have settled Problem 11.1.7 in dimensionm � 3, but the problem remains open in dimension m � 4. In other words,m`1(11m) � dm2 e with equality if m � 8, but it is not known whether equalityholds for m � 9.11.1.2 A Canonical Decomposition for DistancesAn `1-embeddable distance d on the set Vn can be decomposed as a nonnegativesum of cut semimetrics. In general, there is not unicity of such a decomposition.Bandelt and Dress [1992] develop a theory that permits to decompose d in aunique way. They achieve this by requiring some very speci�c properties for thecuts entering the decomposition. Moreover, the theory applies to an arbitrary



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 145distance d; for this, one has to allow a residual `split-prime' term in the decom-position. We present here the main ideas and results from Bandelt and Dress[1992] that we need for our treatment. We do not give proofs as this would taketoo much space.Let d be a distance on Vn. Given two subsets A;B � Vn, set�d(A;B) := 12 mina;a02A; b;b02Bmax(0; d(a; b) + d(a0; b0)� d(a; a0)� d(b; b0);d(a; b0) + d(a0; b)� d(a; a0)� d(b; b0)):(Here, the elements a; a0 (or b; b0) may coincide.) When B = Vn n A, we also set�d(A) := �d(A; Vn n A):The quantity �d(A) is called the isolation index of the cut semimetric �(A) (withrespect to the distance d). Then, �(A) is said to be a d-split if �d(A) > 0. Clearly,if �(A) is a d-split then both sets A and Vn n A are d-convex. (Recall De�nition4.2.7.) A distance d is said to be split-prime if d has no d-split. In general, we let�d denote the set of d-splits of d. We illustrate the de�nitions on some examples.Example 11.1.8.(i) Let d = �(A) be a cut semimetric. Then, d has only one d-split, namely,�(A) itself with isolation index 1.(ii) Let d be a semimetric on 4 points. Then, d is `1-embeddable. Moreover,one can verify that d =P�(S)2�d �d(S)�(S).(iii) Let d := dT;w be the path metric of a weighted tree T = (V;E) withnonnegative edge weights w. Recall that d can be decomposed as d =Pe2E we�(Se) where Se; V n Se denote the two components of the graphTne. Clearly, every cut semimetric �(Se) is a d-split with isolation indexwe and the cut semimetrics �(Se) (e 2 E) constitute all the d-splits.(iv) Let d be the path metric of the complete bipartite graph K2;3. Then, d issplit-prime (as, for every set A, either A or its complement is not d-convex).In fact, d(K2;3) is the only (up to multiple) split-prime semimetric on 5points (Lemma 1 in Bandelt and Dress [1992]). There are examples of split-prime distances that are `1-embeddable. This is the case, for instance, forthe path metric of the 3-dimensional hypercube H(3; 2), or for the metricon 5 points d := 12(�(f1; 4g)+�(f1; 5g)+�(f2; 4g)+�(f2; 5g)) (taking value2 on the pairs (1; 2) and (4; 5) and value 1 elsewhere).Bandelt and Dress [1992] (Theorem 2) show that every distance d on Vn canbe decomposed as(11.1.9) d = d0 + X�(S)2�d �d(S)�(S);where d0 is a split-prime distance on Vn (that is, there is no d0-split) and thesum is taken over the set �d of d-splits; d0 is called the split-prime residue of



146 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-Embeddingsd. Moreover, d0 is a semimetric whenever d is a semimetric. The decomposition(11.1.9) is clearly unique. It can be found in time O(n6).The collection of d-splits has some speci�c property. We need one morede�nition in order to formulate it. Call a collection C of cut semimetrics onVn weakly compatible if there does not exist four points x1; x2; x3; x4 2 Vn andthree cut semimetrics �(A1); �(A2); �(A3) 2 C whose restrictions on the setX := fx1; x2; x3; x4g would induce the three distinct cut semimetrics where X ispartitioned into two pairs. In other words, the family C is weakly compatible ifand only if, for all A;B;C 2 eC, A \ B \ C 6= ; =) A � B [ C, or B � A [ C,or C � A [B (recall the de�nition of eC from (11.1.2)). One can verify that theset of d-splits of a distance d is weakly compatible. Conversely, we have (fromTheorem 3 in Bandelt and Dress [1992]):Fact 11.1.10. Let C be a weakly compatible family of cut semimetrics on Vnand let �S > 0 be given scalars for �(S) 2 C. Then, C is the set of d-splits of thedistance d :=P�(S)2C �S�(S) and �d(S) = �S for all �(S) 2 C.As a consequence, every weakly compatible set of cut semimetrics on Vn islinearly independent and, thus, has cardinality � �n2�. In fact, for a distance dhaving a nonzero split-prime residue d0 in (11.1.9), the set �d [ fd0g is linearlyindependent.A distance d on Vn is said to be totally decomposable if d =P�(S)2�d �d(S)�(S)holds. That is, if in the decomposition (11.1.9) there is no split-prime residue,i.e., d0 = 0. Then, d is `1-embeddable. As mentioned in Example 11.1.8 (ii),every semimetric on 4 points is totally decomposable. In general, totally decom-posable distances are characterized by the following 5-point criterion (Theorem6 in Bandelt and Dress [1992]):Fact 11.1.11. A distance d on Vn is totally decomposable if and only if, for alla; b; c; d; x 2 Vn, �d(fa; bg; fc; dg) = �d(fa; b; xg; fc; dg) + �d(fa; bg; fc; d; xg).As an application, one can check total decomposability in time O(n5).Finally we introduce a notion of minor for distances. Let d be a distance onVn, let d0 be its split-prime residue, and let �d be its set of d-splits. Given asubset X � Vn, a distance d0 on X is said to be a minor of d if d0 is of the form:(11.1.12) d0 = �0d00 + X�(S)2C �S�(S \X);where C � �d, �S > 0 for all �(S) 2 C, �0 � 0, and d00 denotes the restrictionof d0 to X. Then, the d0-splits are the nonzero cut semimetrics �(S \ X) for�(S) 2 C. (Here, �(S \X) denotes the cut semimetric on X determined by thepartition of X into S\X and S\X.) In other words, a minor d0 of d is obtainedby applying the following two operations: take a nonnegative combination of thed-splits and of the residue of d, and/or take the restriction to a subset X of the



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 147groundset of d. Total decomposability is obviously preserved by taking minors;the following is shown in Bandelt and Dress [1992]:Fact 11.1.13. A distance d is totally decomposable if and only if it does nothave the path metric of the complete bipartite graph K2;3 as a minor.Examples of totally decomposable distances include path metrics of weightedtrees and their isometric subspaces, known as tree metrics. In other words, adistance space (X; d) is called a tree metric if there exists a tree T = (V;E)with edge weights w 2 RE+ and a mapping f : X �! V such that d(x; y) =dT;w(f(x); f(y)) for x; y 2 X.Call two cut semimetrics �(A) and �(B) crossing if the four sets A\B, A\B,A \ B, A \ B are nonempty and cross-free otherwise. That is, �(A) and �(B)are cross-free if two of the sets A, �A, B, �B are comparable (for inclusion). Then,tree metrics admit the following characterization2:Fact 11.1.14. A distance d is a tree metric if and only if d is totally decompos-able and any two d-splits are cross-free.From this follows:Fact 11.1.15. Let d1 and d2 be two tree metrics. Then, their sum d := d1 + d2is totally decomposable with set of d-splits �d = �d1 [ �d2 .An important class of totally decomposable semimetrics is provided by thesemimetrics that can be embedded into the space `m1 of dimensionm � 2. Indeed,a semimetric that can be embedded into `11 is a tree metric (by Lemma 11.1.3).Hence, a distance that can be embedded into `21 is the sum of two tree metricsand, thus, is totally decomposable. This fact will play a central role for therecognition of `21-embeddable metrics, as we see in the next subsection.11.1.3 Embedding Distances in the `1-PlaneWe return here to the question of determining the order of congruence f1(m) of`m1 , the m-dimensional `1-space. It is known that f1(1) = 4 (by Theorem 6.2.13;see also Theorem 11.1.21). It is not known whether f1(m) < 1 when m � 3.Bandelt and Chepoi [1996a] have computed the exact value of f1(2); namely,they show that f1(2) = 6 (see Theorem 11.1.24 below).The main results presented here are Theorems 11.1.21 and 11.1.24 which giveseveral equivalent characterizations for `11- and `21-embeddability of a �nite dis-tance space; in particular, in terms of a list of forbidden minimal con�gurations.We follow essentially Bandelt and Chepoi [1996a] for the proofs.2This is essentially a result of Buneman [1971] or, independently, Edmonds and Giles [1977],which shows how to represent cross-free families of cut semimetrics by trees.



148 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-EmbeddingsAn essential tool for these results is the theory of totally decomposabledistance spaces, exposed in the previous subsection. We will use in particu-lar the properties of totally decomposable distance spaces, mentioned above inFacts 11.1.10-11.1.15.We start with several easy but crucial observations. As was observed inLemma 11.1.3, a distance d can be embedded in the m-dimensional `1-space(Rm ; d`1) if and only if d has a decomposition d =P�(S)2C �S�(S) (with �S > 0for all S), where C can be partitioned into m nested subfamilies. In the casem = 1; 2, it su�ces, in fact, to check this property for the collection of d-splits.Lemma 11.1.16. A distance d on Vn is `11-embeddable if and only if d is totallydecomposable and its set �d of d-splits is nested. Then, d is the shortest pathmetric of a weighted path.Proof. This follows from Lemma 11.1.3 and the fact that a nested family of cutsemimetrics is weakly compatible.Lemma 11.1.17. A distance d on Vn is `21-embeddable if and only if d is totallydecomposable and its set �d of d-splits can be partitioned into two nested fam-ilies. Then, d can be isometrically embedded into the Cartesian product of twoweighted paths.Proof. The result follows using Fact 11.1.15 and Lemma 11.1.16.Lemma 11.1.18. For m 2 f1; 2g, if d is `m1 -embeddable, then so is every minorof d.Proof. Suppose that d is `11- or `21-embeddable and let d0 be a minor of d, say,of the form (11.1.12). Then, d is totally decomposable, that is, its split-primeresidue is equal to zero. Hence, d0 too is totally decomposable. The result nowfollows using Lemmas 11.1.16 and 11.1.17.We group in Theorem 11.1.21 several equivalent characterizations for `11-embeddability. One of them is in terms of some distances that are forbiddenas minors; they are the path metrics of the graphs K2;3, K3, and C4. SeeFigure 11.1.19 where are displayed the embeddings in the `1-plane for the lattertwo distances.
Figure 11.1.19: Embedding K3 and C4 in the `1-plane (up to scale)



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 149We start with a characterization of nested families.Lemma 11.1.20. A family C of cut semimetrics is nested if and only if everysubfamily C0 � C with cardinality jC0j � 3 is nested.Proof. We show the `if' part by induction on the cardinality of C. We supposethat jCj � 4 and that every proper subset of C is nested; we show that C isnested. Let �(S) 2 C; then, the elements of C n f�(S)g can be arranged as �(A1),: : : ; �(Am) in such a way that A1 � A2 � : : : � Am. If S � A1 or S � A1 thenC is nested. If S; S 6� Ai for every i = 1; : : : ;m, then Am � S (or Am � S)(because the three cut semimetrics �(Am�1); �(Am), �(S) form a nested family)and C is again nested. Else, let i be an index such that S; S 6� Ai and S � Ai+1.As �(Ai); �(Ai+1) and �(S) form a nested family, we obtain that Ai � S � Ai+1.This shows that C is nested.Theorem 11.1.21. Let d be a distance on Vn. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) (Vn; d) is `11-embeddable.(ii) d is totally decomposable and its set �d of d-splits is nested.(iii) (X; d) is `11-embeddable for every subset X � Vn such that jXj � 4.(iv) d does not have as a minor the path metrics of the graphs K2;3, K3 andC4.Proof. The equivalence (i) () (ii) holds by Lemma 11.1.16. The implication(i) =) (iii) is obvious and (i) =) (iv) follows from Lemma 11.1.18 and the factthat the path metrics of K2;3, K3 and H(2; 2) are not `11-embeddable.We now show the implications (iv) =) (ii) and (iii) =) (ii). For this, we supposethat d does not satisfy (ii); we show that neither (iii) nor (iv) holds. If d is nottotally decomposable, then d has d(K2;3) as a minor (by Fact 11.1.15) and �d isnot weakly compatible. Hence, there exist three d-splits �(A), �(B), �(C) suchthat A\B\C 6= ;, A 6� B [C, B 6� A[C and C 6� A[B. Let x1 2 A\B\C,x2 2 AnB[C, x3 2 B nA[C, and set X := fx1; x2; x3g. Then, (X; d) is not `11-embeddable because it has the distance �(A\X)+�(B\X)+�(C\X) = 2d(K3)as a minor.We can now suppose that d is totally decomposable and that �d is not nested.If there are two crossing d-splits �(A) and �(B), then we can choose four elementsx1 2 A\B, x2 2 A\B, x3 2 A\B and x4 2 A\B. Setting X := fx1; : : : ; x4g,the distance �(A \X) + �(B \X) is a minor of d that coincides with the pathmetric of H(2; 2); hence, (X; d) is not `11-embeddable. Suppose now that anytwo d-splits are cross-free. By Lemma 11.1.20, we can �nd three d-splits �(A),�(B) and �(C) which do not form a nested family. We can suppose without lossof generality that A � B (as �(A) and �(B) are cross-free). As �(C) is cross-freewith �(A), we have A � C (or A � C) (as C;C 6� A, else �(A); �(B); �(C)would form a nested family). Let x1 2 A, x2 2 B n C and x3 2 C n B, and



150 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-EmbeddingsX := fx1; x2; x3g. Then, the metric 12(�(A \ X) + �(B \ X) + �(C \ X)) onX coincides with the path metric of K3 and is a minor of d, and (X; d) is not`11-embeddable.We now turn to the characterization of `21-embeddability. We start withestablishing an analogue of Lemma 11.1.20 for 2-nested families of cut semimet-rics. The result3 from Proposition 11.1.22 will play a central role in the proof ofTheorem 11.1.24 below, which contains several equivalent characterizations for`21-embeddable distances.Proposition 11.1.22. Let C be a family of cut semimetrics. Then, C can bepartitioned into two nested families if only if the same holds for every subset C0of C with cardinality jC0j � 5.Proof. Let C be a family of cut semimetrics. An element �(S) 2 C is said to beextremal in C if one of S or S is minimal in eC (i.e., if S is minimal or maximalin eC). Hence, �(A) is not extremal if B � A � C for some B;C 2 eC. Then, wesay that �(A) separates �(B) from �(C).We show the `if' part in Proposition 11.1.22 by induction on the cardinality ofC. So we can suppose that jCj � 6 and that every proper subset of C is 2-nested.Suppose, for a contradiction, that C is not 2-nested. We �rst show:(a) There are at most four extremal elements in C:For, suppose that there are �ve extremal elements in C. By the assumption, theycan be partitioned into two nested families. Hence, at least three of them forma nested family, which contradicts the extremality assumption. Next, we show:(b) For every extremal element �(S) 2 C; the family C n f�(S)ghas no new extremal element.Indeed, suppose that �(S) is an extremal element in C and that �(T ) is an ex-tremal element in C n f�(S)g but not in C. Consider a partition of C n f�(S)ginto two nested families. Then, �(S) can be added to the nested family con-taining �(T ), so that the new family remains nested. Hence, C is 2-nested, incontradiction with our assumption. This shows (b). From this we derive:(c) For every nonextremal element �(A) 2 C; there exist four extremalelements such that �(A) separates two of them from the other two.This follows from the fact that A contains at least two minimal sets and iscontained in at least two maximal sets from eC. Indeed, if S is a minimal set from3Proposition 11.1.22 is an analogue of Lemma 11.1.20 for 2-nested families of cut semimetrics;it was proved by Schrijver [1995]. We prefer to use this combinatorial result rather thanthe corresponding result given in Theorem B from Bandelt and Chepoi [1996a], in particular,because it is self-contained while Bandelt and Chepoi need the notion of median graphs. Wethank Lex Schrijver for his proof of Proposition 11.1.22.



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 151eC contained in A, then there exists a minimal set T in eC n fS; Sg which is alsocontained in A. Now, T is also minimal in eC because �(T ) is extremal in C by(b). This shows (c).Therefore, there are exactly four extremal elements in C (by (a) and (c)).Say, they are �(Si) for i = 1; 2; 3; 4, where S1; S2; S3; S4 are minimal in eC. By(c), every nonextremal cut semimetric �(A) separates two of them from theother two. This makes three possibilities for such a separation. We �rst observethat not all three possibilities can occur simultaneously. For this, note thatif �(A) and �(B) separate the extremal cut semimetrics in two distinct ways,then they are crossing. (Indeed, say �(A) separates �(S1), �(S2) from �(S3),�(S4) and �(B) separates �(S1), �(S3) from �(S2), �(S4). We can suppose thatS1; S2 � A � S3; S4, S1; S3 � B � S2; S4. From this follows that A 6� B;Band B;B 6� A, i.e., �(A) and �(B) are crossing.) Now, there cannot be threepairwise crossing elements in C as they would form a family that is not 2-nested.Hence, at most two possibilities can occur for the separation of the extremal cutsemimetrics. We distinguish two cases.Case 1: Every nonextremal cut semimetric �(A) separates the extremal ones inthe same way; say, it separates �(S1), �(S2) from �(S3), �(S4). Consider a par-tition of the nonextremal cut semimetrics into two nested families: f�(A1); : : : ;�(Am)g and f�(B1); : : : ; �(Bp)g, where A1 � : : : � Am and B1 � : : : � Bp. Wecan always add the �(Si)'s to either of these two nested families so as to retainthe property of being nested. Indeed, say Am � S3; S4; then, S1; S2 � A1.Either, Bp � S3; S4 and S1; S2 � B1; then, S2 � B1 � : : : � Bp � S4 andS1 � A1 � : : : � Am � S3. Or, Bp � S1; S2 and S3; S4 � B1; then, we can addS2; S4 to the chain B1 � : : : � Bp and S1; S3 to the chain A1 � : : : � Am.Case 2: Every nonextremal cut semimetric separates, either �(S1), �(S2) from�(S3), �(S4), or �(S1), �(S3) from �(S2), �(S4). Let �(A) satisfy the �rst possibil-ity and �(B) the second one. Then, �(A) and �(B) are crossing. Consider againa partition of the nonextremal cut semimetrics into two nested families C1 andC2. Say, �(A) 2 C1 and �(B) 2 C2. Then, all elements of C1 (resp. C2) separatethe same two pairs of extremal cut semimetrics as �(A) (resp. �(B)). From thisfollows that both C1 [ f�(S2); �(S3)g and C2 [ f�(S1); �(S4)g are nested. Hence,C is 2-nested. This concludes the proof.The following distances are not `21-embeddable: the path metrics of the graphsK2;3, K5, C5, C6 (the circuits on 5 and 6 nodes), K2�K3 (the Cartesian productof K2 and K3) (see Figure 11.1.23), as well as the four distances d1; d2; d3; andd4 displayed in Figures 11.1.25-11.1.28. (We display there an embedding in the3-dimensional space for each of the distances.) (One can verify that, for eachof these distances, their set of d-splits cannot be partitioned into two nestedfamilies.) It turns out that these nine distances are the only minimal obstructionsto `21-embeddability; this result is the contents of Theorem 11.1.24 below whichwas proved by Bandelt and Chepoi [1996a].



152 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-Embeddings
K   x K3 2
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Figure 11.1.23: Embedding C5, C6, K2 �K3, K5 in the 3-dimensional `1-spaceTheorem 11.1.24. Let d be a distance on Vn. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) (Vn; d) is `21-embeddable.(ii) d is totally decomposable and its set �d of d-splits can be partitioned intotwo nested subfamilies.(iii) (X; d) is `21-embeddable for every subset X � Vn with jXj � 6.(iv) d does not have as a minor the path metrics of the graphs K2;3, C5, C6,K5, K2�K3, nor any of the metrics d1; d2; d3; d4 shown in Figures 11.1.25-11.1.28.Proof. Clearly, (i) () (ii) (by Lemma 11.1.17) and (i) =) (iii), (iv). Weshow below the implications: (iii) =) (ii) and (iv) =) (ii). We start with twopreliminary observations concerning an arbitrary distance d. We �rst show:(a) If there exist three pairwise crossing d-splits,then the path metric of C6 is a minor of d:Indeed, suppose that �(A); �(B); �(C) 2 �d are pairwise crossing. We can sup-pose without loss of generality that A\B \C 6= ;. As �d is weakly compatible,we deduce that, either A\B\C = ;, or A\B\C = ;, or A\B\C = ;. We cansuppose, for instance, that A\B \C = ;. Then, A\B \C 6= ; (as A\B 6= ;),A\B\C 6= ;, and A\B\C 6= ;. Using again the weak compatibility of �d, we



11.1 `1-Embeddings in Fixed Dimension 153obtain that A\B\C = ; and, then, that A\B\C 6= ;, A\B\C 6= ;. Pick anelement in each of these six sets: x1 2 A\B\C, x2 2 A\B\C, x3 2 A\B\C,x4 2 A\B \C, x5 2 A\B \C, and x6 2 A\B \C and set X := fx1; : : : ; x6g.Then, the distance �(A \X) + �(B \X) + �(C \X) is a minor of d which co-incides with the path metric of the 6-circuit C6 = (x1; x3; x6; x4; x5; x2). Hence,(a) holds. Next, we show:(b) If there exist four d-splits �(Ai)(i = 0; 1; 2; 3) such that �(A0) and�(Ai) are crossing for i = 1; 2; 3 and A1; A2; A3 are all minimal infAi; Ai j i = 1; 2; 3g; then the path metric of C6 or of K2 �K3 isa minor of d:Indeed, suppose that such d-splits exist. Then, �(A1), �(A2) and �(A3) arepairwise cross-free (else, we are done in view of (a)). Hence, A1\A2 = A1\A3 =A2\A3 = ; (by minimality of A1; A2; A3). Let xi 2 A0\Ai and yi 2 A0\Ai, fori = 1; 2; 3 (such points exist by assumption) and set X := fxi; yi j i = 1; 2; 3g.Then, the distance �(A0\X)+ 12(P3i=1 �(Ai\X)) is a minor of d which coincideswith the path metric of K2 �K3. This shows (b).We can now proceed with the proof. We suppose that d does not satisfy (ii)and we show that both (iii) and (iv) are violated. If d is not totally decomposable,then we are done. Indeed, d has d(K2;3) as a minor, which violates both (iii) and(iv). Suppose now that d is totally decomposable and that �d is not 2-nested.By Proposition 11.1.22, there exists a subset C � �d such that jCj � 5 and C isnot 2-nested. Choose such C with minimum cardinality. We distinguish threecases.Case 1: jCj = 3. Then, any two members of C are crossing. By (a), we obtainthat d(C6) is a minor of d; hence, (iii) and (iv) are violated.Case 2: jCj = 4. Suppose �rst that every member of C is cross-free with atleast another member of C. Let G denote the graph on C, where two elementsof C are joined by an edge if they are cross-free. Then, G contains no matchingof size 2 (else, C would be 2-nested). Moreover, the complement of G containsno triangle (by the minimality of C). From this follows that G consists of atriangle. Hence, C = f�(Ai) j i = 0; 1; 2; 3g, where �(A0) is crossing with �(Ai)(i = 1; 2; 3) and the �(Ai)'s (i = 1; 2; 3) are pairwise cross-free. We claim thatthe set A := fAi; Ai j i = 1; 2; 3g has three minimal elements at least. (For,suppose that A1 and A2 are the only minimal elements of A. Then, A1 � A2,A2 � A1 and, for instance, A1 � A3, A2 � A3. This implies that A1 � A3 � A2.Hence, C could be covered by two nested families, a contradiction.) Hence, wecan suppose that A1, A2 and A3 are minimal elements of A. Applying (b), weobtain that d(K2 �K3) is a minor of d and, thus, (iii) and (iv) are violated.Case 3: jCj = 5. Let H denote now the graph on C, where two elements arejoined by an edge if thay are crossing. We claim that the maximum degree ofa node in H is � 2. Suppose �rst that there is a node of degree 4 in H; say,�(A5) 2 C is crossing with the four other elements �(Ai) (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) of C. The�(Ai)'s (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) are pairwise noncrosssing and, for every i = 1; 2; 3; 4, the setCnf�(Ai)g is 2-nested (by the minimality of C). From this follows that the family



154 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-EmbeddingsCnf�(A5); �(Ai)g is nested for every i = 1; 2; 3; 4. By Lemma 11.1.20, this impliesthat C n f�(A5)g is nested. Therefore, C can be covered by two nested families, acontradiction. Suppose now that H has a node of degree 3. Say, �(A5) is crossingwith �(Ai) (i = 1; 2; 3) and cross-free with �(A4). The family C n f�(A4)g can becovered by two nested families. Therefore, f�(A1); �(A2); �(A3)g is nested and,thus, C can be covered by two nested families, a contradiction. So, we have shownthat the maximum degree in H is � 2. Therefore, H is either a circuit on 4 or 5nodes, or a disjoint union of paths. For every �(Ai) of degree at most 1 in H, wecan select a point from Ai that does not belong to the other Aj's. Moreover, wecan select a point in every nonempty intersection Aj \Ak, where at least one of�(Aj) and �(Ak) has degree 2 in H. Altogether we have selected a set X of �veor six points such that the family fAi \X;Ai \X j i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g has at least�ve minimal members. Hence, the family f�(Ai \ X) j i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g cannotbe covered with two nested families and, thus, (X; d) is not `21-embeddable.We list below the possible con�gurations for the graph H together with thecorresponding distance dH := P5i=1 �(Bi) on X, setting Bi := Ai \X. In eachcase, we �nd one of the forbidden distances as a minor.(i) When H = C5, then B1 = f1; 2g, B2 = f2; 3g, B3 = f3; 4g, B4 = f4; 5g, andB5 = f5; 1g. Hence, dH is (up to a factor 2) the shortest path metric of C5.(ii) When H is the disjoint union of P1 and two paths P2, then Bi = fig fori = 1; : : : ; 5. Hence, dH is (up to a factor 2) the path metric of the completegraph K5.The remaining cases are displayed in Figures 11.1.25-11.1.28. (We show an em-bedding of the distance in the 3-dimensional grid, as well as the sets Bi.)
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Figure 11.1.27: H is the disjoint union of P1 and P4, distance d3
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HFigure 11.1.28: H is the disjoint union of P2 and P3, distance d4Finally, we mention without proof a result of Bandelt and Chepoi [1996b]concerning the characterization of the distance spaces that can be embeddedinto (Z2; d`1), the rectilinear 2-dimensional grid (or digital plane). Interestingly,this result is very similar in its formulation to the result for the `1-plane fromTheorem 11.1.24. Namely,Theorem 11.1.29. Let (X; d) be a distance space where d is integer valued (andX arbitrary). The following assertions are equivalent.(i) (X; d) is an isometric subspace of (Z2; d`1).(ii) Every subspace (Y; d) of (X; d) with jY j � 6 can be embedded into (Z2; d`1).



156 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-Embeddings(iii) (X; d) satis�es the following parity condition4: d(x; y) + d(x; z) + d(y; z) 22Z for all x; y; z 2 X, and every subspace (Y; d) of (X; d) with jY j � 6embeds in the rectilinear plane (R2 ; d`1).(iv) Every �nite subspace of (X; d) satis�es the parity condition, is totally de-composable and its collection of d-splits is 2-nested.In particular, a distance space (X; d) embeds in the grid (Z2; d`1) if and onlyif it embeds in the plane (R2 ; d`1) and it satis�es the parity condition.According to Malitz and Malitz [1992], one can test in O(n3) time whether adistance space on n points embeds in the `1-plane and construct such an embed-ding if one exists. Therefore, one can test embeddability in the 2-dimensionalgrid with the same time complexity. Moreover, Bandelt and Chepoi [1996b]show how to construct in time O(n log n) an embedding in the grid Z2 from anembedding in the plane R2 (if one exists).11.2 On the Minimum `p-DimensionWe consider here the problem of evaluating the minimum `p-dimensionm`p(n) ofan arbitrary `p-embeddable space on n points. We recall the de�nition of m`p(n)from relation (3.1.2). That is, m`p(n) is the smallest integer m such that any`p-embeddable space on n points can embedded in `mp . The main results can bestated as follows.As was already observed in relations (3.1.3) and (6.2.6),m`1(n) � n� 1 and m`2(n) = n� 1but, for general p, it is not immediate that m`p(n) is �nite. Wolfe [1967] showedthat m`1(n) � n� 2and Holsztysnki [1978] thatm`1(n) � �23n� for n � 4:Ball [1990] showed the existence of a constant c such thatm`1(n) � n� cn3=4:Witsenhausen proved that m`1(n) �  n2!:Fichet [1988] and Ball [1990] extended (independently) the result for any p � 1(see Proposition 11.2.3 below). In other words, every `p-embeddable distance4The parity condition is an obvious necessary condition for embeddability in the hypercubeor the `1-grid Zm (for some m � 1); see relation (24.1.1).



11.2 On the Minimum `p-Dimension 157on n points can embedded in `mp , where m = �n2�. The bound can be slightlyimproved to m`1(n) �  n2!� 1as observed by Fichet [1994]. Ball [1990] proposes the following lower boundsfor the minimum `p-dimension:m`p(n) �  n� 12 ! for 1 < p < 2; n � 3; andm`1(n) �  n� 22 ! for n � 4:(See Proposition 11.2.4 below.) In fact,m`1(4) = m`1(4) = 2; m`1(5) = 3; and m`1(6) = 6(see Ball [1990] and Fichet [1994]). Ball [1990] made the following conjectureconcerning the minimum `1-dimension:Conjecture 11.2.1. m`1(n) = �n�22 � for all n � 5:The upper bound: m`p(n) � �n2� is based on Carath�eodory's theorem appliedto the cut cone (if p = 1) or to the cone NORn(p) (for p � 1). Let us recallthe de�nition of NORn(p). Given an integer p � 1, NORn(p) consists of thedistances d on Vn for which d 1p is `p-embeddable, i.e., for which there exist nvectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rm (m � 1) such thatdij = (k vi � vj kp)pfor all 1 � i < j � n. In the case p = 1, NORn(1) coincides with the cut coneCUTn (by Proposition 4.2.2). An element d 2 NORn(p) is said to be linear if d 1pis `1p-embeddable, i.e., if there exist x1; : : : ; xn 2 R such that dij = jxi � xjjp forall 1 � i < j � n. For example, each cut semimetric belongs to NORn(p) and islinear, i.e., CUTn � NORn(p):We collect in the next result a few (easy to verify) properties of the set NORn(p).Lemma 11.2.2.(i) NORn(p) is a cone.(ii) Let d 2 NORn(p). Then, d 1p is `mp -embeddable if and only if d is the sumof m linear members of NORn(p). In particular, if d lies on an extremeray of NORn(p), then d is linear.



158 Chapter 11. Dimensionality Questions for `1-EmbeddingsProposition 11.2.3. m`1(n) � �n2�� 1 and m`p(n) � �n2� for all p � 1.Proof. Consider �rst the case p = 1. We show that every semimetric d 2 CUTncan be written as a nonnegative combination of �n2��1 linear members of CUTn.This follows from Carath�eodory's theorem if d lies on the boundary of CUTn.Else, suppose that d lies in the interior of CUTn. Let � > 0 such that d���(1)lies on the boundary of CUTn. Then, d���(1) can be written as a nonnegativecombination of �n2� � 1 cut semimetrics. This implies that d can be written asa nonnegative combination of �n2� � 1 linear semimetrics (as �(1) together withany other cut semimetric �(S) form a nested family). We consider now the casep � 1. Let H denote the hyperplane in REn , which is de�ned by the equationP1�i<j�n xij = 1. SetL := fd 2 NORn(p) j d 2 H and d is linearg:One can show that L is a compact set and that NORn(p) \ H is a (�n2� � 1)-dimensional convex set which coincides with the convex hull of L. Hence,Carath�eodory's theorem implies that every member of NORn(p) can be writ-ten as the sum of �n2� linear members of NORn(p). This yields the result.Proposition 11.2.4.(i) m`1(n) � �n�22 � for n � 4.(ii) m`p(n) � �n�12 � for 1 < p < 2 and n � 3.Proof. (i) Set m := �n�22 �. We exhibit a semimetric d on Vn which embeds in `m1but not in `k1 if k < m. Set d := X2�r<s�n�1 �(f1; r; sg); hence,8>>><>>>: d1n = �n�22 �;d1i = �n�32 � for 2 � i � n� 1;dij = 2(n� 4) for 2 � i < j � n� 1;din = n� 3 for 2 � i � n� 1:By construction, d embeds isometrically in `m1 . We show that d cannot be embed-ded in `k1 if k < m. For this, we consider the inequality of negative type (6.1.1)with b := (�2; 1; : : : ; 1;�(n� 4)), i.e., the inequality(11.2.5) 2(n� 4)x1n � 2 X2�i�n�1x1i � (n� 4) X2�i�n�1xin + X2�i<j�n�1xij � 0:Let F denote the face of the cone NORn(1) (=CUTn) which is de�ned by theinequality (11.2.5). Clearly, the cut semimetrics �(f1; r; sg) (2 � r < s � n� 1)are the only cut semimetrics that lie on F . Moreover, they are linearly inde-pendent. Hence, F is a simplex face of NORn(1). Therefore, d is `1-rigid; thatis, d := X2�r<s�n�1 �(f1; r; sg) is its only R+ -realization. No two cut semimetrics�(f1; r; sg) and �(f1; r0; s0g) form a nested pair. Hence, the family f�(f1; r; sg) j



11.2 On the Minimum `p-Dimension 1592 � r < s � n� 1g cannot be covered with less than m nested subfamilies. Thisshows that d is not `k1-embeddable if k < m.(ii) We only sketch the proof, which is along the same lines as for (i). Setm := �n�12 �. Consider the vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rm de�ned by(vi)rs = 8><>: 1 if r = i�1 if s = i0 otherwisefor 1 � r < s � n. De�ne a distance d on Vn by setting dij :=k vi � vj kp for1 � i < j � n. So d embeds in `mp by construction. One can show that d doesnot embed in `kp if k < m by using, as in case (i), a special inequality which isvalid for the cone NORn(p) and is satis�ed at equality by dp. Namely, one usesthe inequality:X1�i<j�n(k ui � uj kp)p � (n+ 2p�1 � 2)(k ui kp)p � 0;which holds for any set of n vectors u1; : : : ; un 2 Rh (h � 1) if 1 � p � 2 (Ball[1987]).Remark 11.2.6. Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994] de�ne the metric dimensiondim(G) of a connected graph G as the smallest integer m for which there exists a normk : k on Rm such that the graphic space (V; dG) of the graph G can be isometricallyembedded into the space (Rm ; dk:k). The de�nition extends clearly to an arbitrarysemimetric space. Hence, rather than looking only at embeddings in a �xed Banach`p-space, Linial, London and Rabinovich [1994] consider embeddings in an arbitrarynormed space.Actually, this notion of metric dimension is linked with `1-embeddings in the fol-lowing way. Let (Vn; d) be a semimetric space. Then, its metric dimension is equalto the minimum rank of a system of vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk (k � 1) providing an`1-embedding of (Vn; d), i.e., such that dij =k vi � vj k1 for all 1 � i < j � n.The metric dimension of several graphs is computed in Linial, London and Rabi-novich [1994]. In particular, dim(Kn) = dlog2(n)e, dim(T ) = O(log2(n)) for a tree onn nodes (both being realized by an `1-embedding), dim(C2n) = n for a circuit on 2nnodes (realized by an `1-embedding), dim(Kn�2) � n�1 for the cocktail party graph. Itis also shown there that, if G is a graph on n nodes with metric dimension d, then eachvertex has degree � 3d� 1, G has diameter � 12 (n 1d � 1), and there exists a subset S ofO(dn1� 1d ) nodes whose deletion disconnects G and so that each connected componentof GnS has no more than (1� 1d + o(1))n nodes.Dewdney [1980] considers the question of embedding graphs isometrically into the `p-space (Fm; d`p), where F is a �eld. He shows, in particular, that every connected graphG on n nodes can be isometrically embedded into the space (f0; 1; 2gn�2; d`1). More-over, computing the smallest m such that G embeds isometrically into (f0; 1; 2gm; d`1)is an NP-hard problem.





Chapter 12. Examples of the Use ofthe L1-Metric
The L1-metric is widely used in many areas, for instance, for the analysis of datastructures, for the recognition of computer pictures, or for comparing randomvariables in probabilities. We provide here some (super�cial) information onsome areas of application of the L1-metric. The importance of the L1-metric isillustrated, in particular, by the great variety of names under which it is known.For example, the Manhattan metric, the taxi-cab metric, or the 4-metric aredi�erent names for the same notion, namely, the `1 distance in the plane; moreterminology is given in Section 12.3.12.1 The L1-Metric in Probability TheoryLet (
;A; �) be a probability space and let X : 
 �! R be a random variablebelonging to L1(
;A; �); that is, such that R
 jX(!)j�(d!) <1. Let FX denotethe distribution function of X, i.e., FX(x) = �(f! 2 
 j X(!) � xg) for x 2 R;when it exists, its derivative F 0X is called the density of X. A great variety ofmetrics on random variables are studied in the monograph by Rachev [1991];among them, the following are based on the L1-metric:� The usual L1-metric between the random variables:L1(X;Y ) = E(jX � Y j) = Z
 jX(!) � Y (!)j�(d!):� The Monge-Kantorovich-Wasserstein metric (i.e., the L1-metric betweenthe distribution functions):k(X;Y ) = ZR jFX(x)� FY (x)jdx� The total valuation metric (i.e., the L1-metric between the densities whenthey exist): �(X;Y ) = 12 ZR jF 0X(x)� F 0Y (x)jdx:� The engineer metric (i.e., the L1-metric between the expected values):EN(X;Y ) = jE(X) �E(Y )j:161



162 Chapter 12. Examples of the Use of the L1-Metric� The indicator metric:i(X;Y ) = E(1X 6=Y ) = �(f! 2 
 j X(!) 6= Y (!)g):In fact, the Lp-analogues (1 � p � 1) of the above metrics, especially of the�rst two, are also used in probability theory.Several results are known, establishing links among the above metrics. Oneof the main such results is the Monge-Kantorovich mass-transportation theoremwhich shows that the second metric k(X;Y ) can be viewed as a minimum of the�rst metric L1(X;Y ) over all joint distributions of X and Y with �xed marginal.A relationship between the L1(X;Y ) and the engineer metric EN(X;Y ) is givenin Rachev [1991] as a solution of a moment problem. Similarly, a connectionbetween the total valuation metric �(X;Y ) and the indicator metric i(X;Y ) isgiven in Dobrushin's theorem on the existence and uniqueness of Gibbs �elds instatistical physics. See Rachev [1991] for a detailed account on the above topics.We mention another example of the use of the L1-metric in probability theory,namely for Gaussian random �elds. We refer to Noda [1987, 1989] for a detailedaccount. Let B = (B(x) j x 2M) be a centered Gaussian system with parameterspace M , 0 2M . The variance of the increment is denoted byd(x; y) := E((B(x) �B(y))2) for x; y 2M:When (M;d) is a metric space which is L1-embeddable, the Gaussian system iscalled a L�evy's Brownian motion with parameter space (M;d). The caseM = Rnand d(x; y) =k x � y k2 gives the usual Brownian motion with n-dimensional parameter. ByLemma 4.2.5, (M;d) is L1-embeddable if and only if there exist a non negativemeasure space (H; �) and a mapping x 7! Ax � H with �(Ax) <1 for x 2M ,such that d(x; y) = �(Ax4Ay) for x; y 2 M . Hence, a Gaussian system admitsa representation called of Chentsov typeB(x) = ZAxW (dh) for x 2Min terms of a Gaussian random measure based on the measure space (H; �) withd(x; y) = �(Ax4Ay) if and only if d is L1-embeddable.This Chentsov type representation can be compared with the Crofton for-mula for projective metrics from Theorem 8.3.3. Actually both come naturallytogether in Ambartzumian [1982] (see parts A.8-A.9 of Appendix A there).12.2 The `1-Metric in Statistical Data AnalysisA data structure is a pair (I; d), where I is a �nite set, called population, andd : I � I �! R+ is a symmetric mapping with dii = 0 for i 2 I, called dissimi-larity index. A typical problem in statistical data analysis is to choose a \good



12.3 The `1-Metric in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 163representation" of a data structure; usually, \good" means a representation al-lowing to represent the data structure visually by a graphic display. Each sort ofvisual display corresponds, in fact, to a special choice of the dissimilarity indexas a distance and the problem turns out to be the classical isometric embeddingproblem in special classes of metrics.For instance, in hierarchical classi�cation, the case when d is ultrametriccorresponds to the possibility of having a representation of the data structureby a so-called indexed hierarchy (see Johnson [1967]). A natural extension is thecase when d is the path metric of a weighted tree, i.e., when d satis�es the fourpoint condition (cf. Section 20.4); then the data structure is called an additivetree. Data structures (I; d) for which d is `2-embeddable are considered in factoranalysis and multidimensional scaling. These two cases together with clusteranalysis are the main three techniques for studying data structures. The casewhen d is `1-embeddable is a natural extension of the ultrametric and `2 caseswhich has received considerable attention in the recent years.An `p-approximation consists of minimizing the estimator k e kp, where eis a vector or a random variable (representing an error, deviation, etc). Thefollowing criteria are used in statistical data analysis:� the `2-norm, in the least square method; or its square,� the `1-norm, in the minimax method,� the `1-norm, in the least absolute values (LAV) method.In fact, the `1 criterion has also been increasingly used in the recent years.The importance of the role played by the `1-metric in statistical data analysiscan be seen, for instance, from the volumes by Dodge [1987b, 1992] and byvan Cutsem [1994] of proceedings of conferences on the topic of statistical dataanalysis. We refer, in particular, to the papers by Crichtley and Fichet [1994],Dodge [1987a], Fichet [1987a, 1987b, 1992, 1994], Le Calve [1987], Vajda [1987]in those volumes.12.3 The `1-Metric in Computer Vision and PatternRecognitionThe `p-metrics are also used in the new area called pattern recognition, or robotvision, or digital topology; see, e.g., Rosenfeld and Kak [1976], Horn [1986].A computer picture is a subset of Zn (or of a scaling 1mZn of Zn) which iscalled a digital n-D-space (or an n-D m-quantized space). Usually, pictures arerepresented in the digital plane Z2 or in the digital 3-D-space Z3. The points ofZn are called the pixels.Given a picture in Zn, i.e., a subset A of Zn, one way to de�ne its volumevol(A) is by vol(A) := jAj, i.e., as the number of pixels contained in A. Then,the distance d(A;B) := vol(A4B)



164 Chapter 12. Examples of the Use of the L1-Metricis used in digital topology for evaluating the distance between pictures. It isa digital analogue of the symmetric di�erence metric used in convex geometry,where the distance between two convex bodies A and B in Rn is de�ned as then-dimensional volume of their symmetric di�erence.The above metric and other metrics on Zn are used for studying analoguesof classical geometric notions as volume, perimeter, shape complexity, etc., forcomputer pictures. The metrics on Zn that are mainly used are the `1-, `1-metrics, as well as the `2-metric after rounding to the nearest upper (or lower)integer.When considered on Zn, the `1-metric is also called the grid metric and the`1-metric is called the lattice metric (or Chebyshev metric, or uniform metric).More speci�c names are used in the case n = 2. Then, the `1-metric is alsoknown as the city-block metric (or Manhattan metric, or taxi-cab metric, orrectilinear metric), or as the 4-metric since each point of Z2 has exactly 4 closestneighbors in Z2 for the `1-metric. The reader may consult Krause [1986] for aleisurely account on the taxi-cab metric. Similarly, the `1-metric on Z2 is calledthe chessboard metric, or the 8-metric since each pixel has exactly 8 closestneighbors in Z2. Note indeed that the unit sphere S1̀1 (centered at the origin)for the `1-norm in R2 contains exactly 4 integral points while the unit sphereS1̀1 for the `1-norm contains 8 integral points.Observe also that the `1-metric, when considered on Zn, can be seen as thepath metric of an (in�nite) graph on Zn. Namely, consider the graph on Znwhere two lattice points are adjacent if their `1-distance is equal to 1; this graphis nothing but the usual grid. Then, the shortest path distance of two latticepoints in the grid is equal to their `1-distance. Similarly, the `1-metric on Znis the path metric of the graph on Zn where adjacency is de�ned by the pairsat `1-distance one. For n = 2, adjacency corresponds to the king move inchessboard terms; moreover, (Z2; d`1) is an isometric subspace of (12Z2; d`1) viathe embedding given in relation (3.1.6).There are some other useful metrics on Z2 which are obtained by combiningthe `1- and `1-metrics. The following two examples, the octogonal and thehexagonal distances, are path metrics; hence, in order to de�ne them, it su�cesto describe the pairs of lattice points at distance 1, i.e., to describe their unitballs.The Octogonal Distance doct. For each (x; y) 2 Z2, its unit sphere S1oct(x; y),centered at (x; y), is de�ned byS1oct(x; y) = S3̀1(x; y) \ S2̀1(x; y);where S3̀1(x; y) denotes the `1-sphere of radius 3 and S2̀1(x; y) the `1-sphere ofradius 2, centered at (x; y). Hence, S1oct(x; y) contains exactly 8 integral points;note that moving from (x; y) to its eight neighbors at distance 1 corresponds tothe knight move in chessboard terms. Figure 12.3.1 shows the spheres S3̀1 , S2̀1 ,and S1oct.
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 octl  l1 ooFigure 12.3.1The Hexagonal Distance or 6-Metric dhex. Its unit sphere S1hex(x; y), cen-tered at (x; y) 2 Z2, is de�ned byS1hex(x; y) = S1̀1(x; y) [ f(x� 1; y � 1); (x � 1; y + 1)g for x even;S1hex(x; y) = S1̀1(x; y) [ f(x+ 1; y � 1); (x + 1; y + 1)g for x odd:The unit sphere S1hex(x; y) contains exactly 6 integral points. Figure 12.3.2 showsthe unit spheres S1hex(0; 0) and S1hex(1;�3). (In fact, the distance space (Z2; dhex)embeds with scale 2 in the hexagonal grid A2 (consisting of the vectors in Z3with sum 0); see Luczak and Rosenfeld [1976] for details.)
y=0
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Figure 12.3.2Several other modi�cations of the `1-metric on the plane have been consid-ered; see, e.g., De Berg [1991] and references therein.In practice, the subset (Zk)n := f0; 1; : : : ; k�1gn is considered instead of thefull space Zn. Note that (Z2)n is nothing but the vertex set of the n-dimensionalhypercube and ((Z2)n; d`1) is the n-dimensional hypercube metric space. Notealso that (Z3)2 is the unit ball (centered at (1; 1)) of the space (Zn; d`1). (Z4)n



166 Chapter 12. Examples of the Use of the L1-Metricis known as the tic-tac-toe board (or Rubik's n-cube) and (Zk)2, (Zk)3 are called,respectively, the k-grill and the k-framework.Other distances are used on (Zk)n, in particular in coding theory, namely,the Hamming distance dH and the Lee distance dLee de�ned bydLee(x; y) = X1�i�nmin(jxi � yij; k � jxi � yij) for all x; y 2 (Zk)n:The metric space (Zk; dLee) can be seen as a discrete analogue of the ellipticmetric space (which consists of the set of all the lines in R2 going through theorigin and where the distance between two such lines is their angle).The `1-distance and the Hamming distance coincide when restricted to (Z2)n,i.e., the spaces ((Z2)n; d`1) and ((Z2)n; dH) are identical. Also, (Zk; d`1) coincideswith the graphic metric space of the path Pk on k nodes, (Zk; dH) coincides withthe graphic space of the complete graph Kk on k nodes, and (Zk; dLee) coincideswith the graphic space of the circuit Ck on k nodes. Therefore, the spaces((Zk)n; d`1), ((Zk)n; dH) and ((Zk)n; dLee) coincide with the graphic space of theCartesian product Gn, where G is Pk, Kk and Ck, respectively. The followingcan be easily checked.(i) Pk embeds isometrically in the (k � 1)-dimensional hypercube (see Exam-ple 7.2.9), i.e., (Zk; d`1) is an isometric subspace of ((Z2)k�1; d`1) (simply,label each x 2 Zk by the binary string 1 : : : 10 : : : 0 of length k � 1 whose�rst x letters are equal to 1). Hence, ((Zk)n; d`1) is an isometric subspaceof ((Z2)n(k�1); d`1).(ii) ((Zk)n; dH) is an isometric subspace of ((Z2)kn; 12d`1) (label each x 2 Zkby the binary string of length k whose letters are all equal to 0 except the(x+ 1)th one equal to 1).(iii) The even circuit C2k embeds isometrically into the k-dimensional hyper-cube (see Example 7.2.9). Therefore, ((Z2k)n; dLee) is an isometric sub-space of ((Z2)nk; d`1). Also, ((Z2k+1)n; dLee) is an isometric subspace of((Z2)(2k+1)n; 12d`1) (since the odd circuit C2k+1 embeds isometrically intothe (2k + 1)-dimensional halfcube).More details about the `1-embeddings of the graphs Pk, Ck and Kk can be foundin Parts III and IV.



Part IIHypermetric Spaces: anApproach via Geometry ofNumbers
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169IntroductionThe central concept studied in Part II is hypermetricity. This is a nat-ural strengthening of the notion of semimetric, which has many applicationsand connections. The main topics to which hypermetrics relate include `1- and`2-metrics in analysis, the cut cone and the cut polytope in combinatorial op-timization, graphs with high regularity and, what will be our focus of interesthere, quadratic forms, Delaunay polytopes and holes in lattices.The notion of hypermetrics sheds a new light and gives a more ordered viewon some well studied questions; for example, on equiangular sets of lines, onthe graphs whose adjacency matrix has minimum eigenvalue �2, on the metricproperties of regular graphs. For instance, the parameter characterizing the threelayers composing the famous list from Bussemaker, Cvetkovi�c and Seidel [1976]of the 187 graphs with minimum eigenvalue �2 has now a more clear meaning:it comes from the radius of the Delaunay polytope associated with the graphmetrics in each layer (see Section 17.2).The links between hypermetrics and `1-,`2-metrics have been discussed inSection 6.3. Hypermetric inequalities, as valid inequalities for the cut cone andpolytope, will be studied in Part V. In this second part, we focus on the con-nections existing between hypermetrics and geometry of numbers and, moreprecisely, with Delaunay polytopes and holes in lattices.Our central objects here are hypermetric inequalities and hypermetric spaces;they have already been introduced in Section 6.1, but we recall the main de�ni-tions here. Given an integer vector b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 1, the inequality(a) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0is called a hypermetric inequality. When bi = bj = 1 = �bk and bh = 0 forh 6= i; j; k (for some distinct i; j; k), the inequality (a) is simply the triangleinequality: xij � xik � xjk � 0:A distance space (X; d) is said to be hypermetric if d satis�es all hypermetricinequalities. As the hypermetric inequalities include the triangle inequalities,every hypermetric distance space is a semimetric space. The hypermetric coneHYPn is the cone in REn de�ned by the inequalities (a) for all b 2 Zn withPni=1 bi = 1.When b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 0, the inequality (a) is called an inequality ofnegative type. The negative type cone NEGn is the cone in REn de�ned by theinequalities (a) for all b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 0, and a distance space (X; d) issaid to be of negative type if d satis�es all the negative type inequalities.Many important semimetrics are hypermetric. In particular, all `1-semimetricsare hypermetric. More precisely, given a distance d, we have the following chainof implications (recall Theorem 6.3.1):



170 d is isometrically `2-embeddable=) d is isometrically `1-embeddable=) d is hypermetric=)pd is isometrically `2-embeddableMoreover, if d is hypermetric then pd has an `2-embedding on a sphere and,as we see below, this sphere corresponds to a hole in some lattice. The lastproperty in the above chain of implications is well characterized. Namely, pd isisometrically `2-embeddable if and only if d is of negative type or, equivalently,if and only if the image �(d) of d under the covariance mapping � is a positivesemide�nite matrix. Therefore, our central object: the hypermetric cone, isclosely related to the positive semide�nite cone. (See Section 13.1 for details.)A distance that we will use constantly here is the square of the Euclideandistance, namely the distance d(2) de�ned byd(2)(x; y) := (k x� y k2)2 = (x� y)T (x� y)for x; y 2 Rn . For convenience, we also denote xTx = (k x k2)2 = Pni=1(xi)2 asx2, for x 2 Rn . In this part we will use exclusively the `2-norm k : k2. So, forsimplicity, we sometimes omit the subscript and write k x k instead of k x k2.In fact, the study of hypermetric distance spaces amouts to the study of holesin lattices, as we now briey explain. Let L be a lattice. Blow up a sphere Sin one of the interstices of L until it is held rigidly by lattices points. Then,there are no lattice points in the interior of the ball delimited by the sphere Sand su�ciently many lattice points lie on S so that their convex hull is a full-dimensional polytope P . The sphere S is then called an empty sphere in L, itscenter is called a hole of L and the polytope P is called a Delaunay polytope.So the vertices of P are the lattice points lying on the boundary of the emptysphere S. Let V (P ) denote the set of vertices of P . Then, the distance space(V (P ); d(2)) (endowed with the square of the Euclidean distance) is called aDelaunay polytope space; such spaces are fundamental in our treatment.Empty spheres in lattices have been intensively studied in the literature fromthe point of view of their centers (i.e., the holes of L). Hypermetricity provides anew way of studying empty spheres, namely from the point of view of the latticepoints lying on their boundary, i.e., from the point of view of Delaunay polytopespaces. Indeed, Delaunay polytopes have the remarkable property (discoveredby Assouad [1984]) that their Delaunay polytope spaces are hypermetric and,conversely, every hypermetric space can be realized as a subspace of a Delaunaypolytope space (see Theorem 14.1.3). To each hypermetric space (X; d) corre-sponds an (essentially unique) Delaunay polytope Pd whose dimension is lessthan or equal to jXj � 1.Hence, there is a connection between the members of the hypermetric coneHYPn and the Delaunay polytopes of dimension k � n� 1.An interesting application of this connection is for proving that the hyper-metric cone is a polyhedral cone (see Theorem 14.2.1).



171These two objects: hypermetric cone and Delaunay polytopes, have beenstudied for their own sake. For instance, the hypermetric cone HYPn arises inconnection with `1-metrics (recall Lemma 6.1.7); it forms a linear relaxation forthe cut cone and, as such, its facial structure has been intensively investigated;results in this direction will be given in Chapter 28. On the other hand, Delaunaypolytopes have been mostly studied in the literature from the classical point ofview of geometry of numbers: holes, L-decomposition of the space, dual tilingby Voronoi polytopes, etc. The approach taken here is to study the metricstructure of their sets of vertices. Moreover, taking advantage of the interplaywith hypermetrics, we can transport and exploit some of the notions de�ned forthe hypermetric cone to Delaunay polytopes and vice versa.For instance, there is a natural notion of rank for hypermetrics (namely, thedimension of the smallest face of the hypermetric cone that contains a givenhypermetric distance). We introduce the corresponding notion of rank for De-launay polytopes. This notion of rank permits, for instance, to shed a new lighton a classical notion studied by Voronoi; namely, the repartitioning polytopeswhich correspond to the facets of the hypermetric cone. The other extreme casefor the rank, namely the case of rank 1 for the extreme rays of the hypermetriccone, corresponds to the class of extreme Delaunay polytopes. A Delaunay poly-tope P is extreme if and only if the only a�ne transformations T for which T (P )is still a Delaunay polytope are the homotheties (see Corollary 15.2.4). Severalexamples of extreme Delaunay polytopes are presented in Chapter 16 arising,in particular, in root lattices or in sections of the Leech lattice �24 and of theBarnes-Wall lattice �16.Historically, Delaunay polytopes and the corresponding L-partitions of thespace were introduced by G.F. Voronoi at the beginning of this century. Theso-called empty sphere method was developed later by B.N. Delaunay1, whoshowed that it yields the same partition of the space as Voronoi's L-partition.The topic has been studied extensively mainly by the Russian school, especiallyby B.N. Delaunay, E.P. Baranovskii, S.S. Ryshkov, and also by R.M. Erdahlfrom Canada. In dimensions 2 and 3, L-decompositions are used in computa-tional geometry2 under the name of Delaunay triangulations; actually, nonlatticetriangulations are also studied there. Delaunay polytopes are also used for thestudy of coverings in lattices (see Conway and Sloane [1988], Rogers [1964]); forinstance, the covering radius of a lattice L is the maximum radius of an emptysphere in L, i.e., the radius of a deep hole in L. There is the following connectionbetween Voronoi polytopes and Delaunay polytopes: The vertices of the Voronoipolytope at a lattice point u are the centers of the Delaunay polytopes thatcontain u as a vertex. Moreover, the two partitions of the space by Delaunaypolytopes and by Voronoi polytopes are in combinatorial duality.Within the list of references on this topic, the more relevant and fundamental1We refer to the preface of the volume edited by Novikov et al. [1992] for a detailed historicalaccount on the work of B.N. Delaunay.2For information see, e.g., Chapter 13 in Edelsbrunner [1987], or the survey by Fortune[1995].



172ones include Voronoi's Deuxi�eme m�emoire [1908, 1909], the survey by Ryshkovand Baranovskii [1979], the papers by Erdahl and Ryshkov [1987, 1988] and thecollection by Conway and Sloane [1988] of surveys on lattices and applications.The present treatment on hypermetric spaces is based, essentially, on the papersby Assouad [1984], Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992, 1993], Deza and Gr-ishukhin [1993]. Further relevant references will be given throughout the text.An earlier version of the material presented in Part II appeared in the survey byDeza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1995].We now briey describe the main results presented in Part II. Chapter 13contains preliminaries on distance spaces, lattices and Delaunay polytopes. InSection 13.3, we give a short proof of Voronoi's result, which states that the num-ber of distinct (up to a�ne equivalence) Delaunay polytopes in �xed dimensionis �nite.We consider in Chapter 14 the connection existing between hypermetricspaces and Delaunay polytopes. In Section 14.1, this connection is describedtogether with some �rst results showing how the polytope Pd inherits some ofthe properties of the hypermetric space (X; d), in particular, about subspaces(see Corollary 14.1.9) and `1-embeddability (see Proposition 14.1.10). In Sec-tion 14.2, the hypermetric cone is shown to be polyhedral. Several proofs aregiven; one of them is based on the above connection and Voronoi's �nitenessresult for the number of Delaunay polytopes in �xed dimension.Section 14.3 describes all the Delaunay polytopes that can arise in root lat-tices; see, in particular, Figure 14.3.1 which lists the Delaunay polytopes in theirreducible root lattices together with their 1-skeleton graphs and radii. If P isa Delaunay polytope in a root lattice, then its edges are the pairs of vertices atsquared distance 2, i.e., its 1-skeleton graph is determined by the metric struc-ture of its Delaunay polytope space (see Proposition 14.3.3). As an application,we give a characterization of the connected strongly even distance spaces thatare hypermetric or `1-embeddable (see Theorems 14.3.6 and 14.3.7).In Section 14.4, we group several results dealing with the radius of the spherecircumscribing Delaunay polytopes. We consider, in particular, the spherical t-extension operation which consists of adding a new point to a distance space atdistance t from all the other points.The notion of rank for Delaunay polytopes is considered in detail in Chap-ter 15. If (X; d) is a hypermetric space with jXj = n, then d 2 HYPn and therank of (X; d) is de�ned as the dimension of the smallest (by inclusion) face ofHYPn that contains d. If P is a Delaunay polytope, then the Delaunay polytopespace (V (P ); d(2)) is hypermetric and the rank of P is de�ned as the rank of thespace (V (P ); d(2)). Then, P is said to be extreme if its rank is equal to 1. InSection 15.1, we consider several properties for this notion of rank, in particular,its invariance (see Theorem 15.1.8) and its additivity (see Proposition 15.1.10).We describe in Section 15.2 how the faces of the hypermetric cone relate to De-launay polytopes; see, in particular, Figure 15.2.9. In particular, hypermetricslying on the interior of the same face of the hypermetric cone correspond to



173a�nely equivalent Delaunay polytopes (see Corollary 15.2.2), a geometric inter-pretation for the rank of a Delaunay polytope is given in Theorem 15.2.5, andDelaunay polytopes associated with facets of the hypermetric cone are describedin Proposition 15.2.7.We present in Section 15.3 some bounds on the number of vertices of a basicDelaunay polytope, i.e., whose set of vertices contains a base of the lattice itspans (see Proposition 15.3.1).Chapter 16 is devoted to the study of the extreme Delaunay polytopes, whichcorrespond to the extreme rays of the hypermetric cone. The extreme Delaunaypolytopes in root lattices are characterized in Theorem 16.0.1; they are the seg-ment �1, the Schl�ai polytope 221 and the Gosset polytope 321. In Section 16.1,we derive bounds on the number of vertices of an extreme basic Delaunay poly-tope, which turn out to be closely related with known bounds on the cardinalityof equiangular sets of lines. We also present a general construction for equiangu-lar sets of lines from integral lattices (see Proposition 16.1.9). In Sections 16.2,16.3 and 16.4, we describe examples of extreme Delaunay polytopes arising insections of the root lattice E8, of the Leech lattice �24 and of the Barnes-Walllattice �16. Section 16.5 contains results on the construction of perfect latticesfrom extreme Delaunay polytopes.Chapter 17 applies the notion of hypermetricity to graphs. Given a graph G,two distances can be de�ned: its shortest path metric dG or its truncated distanced�G (with distance 1 on an edge and distance 2 on a non-edge). The graph Gis said to be hypermetric if its path metric is hypermetric. A characterizationof the hypermetric graphs and of the `1-graphs is given in Theorem 17.1.1; seealso Theorems 17.1.8 and 17.1.9 for a re�ned result for the class of suspensiongraphs.The connected regular graphs whose truncated distance is hypermetric areconsidered in Section 17.2; see Proposition 17.2.1 for several equivalent char-acterizations, one of them is that the minimum eigenvalue of their adjacencymatrix is greater than or equal to -2. The graphs with minimum eigenvalue -2are well studied. Those that are not line graphs nor cocktail-party graphs be-long to the well-known list of 187 graphs from Bussemaker, Cvetkovi�c and Seidel[1976]. This list is partitioned into three layers, each of them being characterizedby a parameter which is directly related to the radius of the Delaunay polytopesassociated with the graphs in the layer.We consider in Section 17.3 extreme hypermetric graphs, i.e., the graphswhose path metric lies on an extreme ray of the hypermetric cone. In fact, all ofthem are isometric subgraphs of the Gosset graph or of the Schl�ai graph. SeeProposition 17.3.4 for their characterization.





Chapter 13. Preliminaries onLattices
We group in this chapter de�nitions and preliminary results about lattices andDelaunay polytopes. One of the results of Voronoi that will play a central role inour study concerns the �niteness of the number of types of Delaunay polytopesin given dimension. We give a proof of this result in Section 13.3.13.1 Distance SpacesDistance spaces have been introduced in Chapter 3. We give here some additionalde�nitions that are needed in this chapter. Let (X; d) be a distance space. Then,dmin denotes the minimum nonzero value taken by d. The distance space (X; d)is said to be connected if the graph with vertex set X and whose edges are thepairs (i; j) with d(i; j) = dmin, is connected. The distance space (X; d) is said tobe strongly even if d(i; j) 2 2Z for all i; j 2 X and dmin = 2.A representation of the distance space (X; d) is a mappingi 2 X 7! vi 2 Rn(where n � 1) such that(13.1.1) d(i; j) = (vi � vj)2 for i; j 2 X:In other words, it is an isometric embedding of (X; d) into the space (Rn ; d(2)),endowed with d(2), the square of the Euclidean distance. Hence, (X; d) has arepresentation if and only if (X;pd) is isometrically `2-embeddable. Clearly,every translation of a representation of (X; d) is again a representation of (X; d).Hence, we can always assume that a given element i0 2 X is represented by thezero vector. The representation (vi j i 2 X) is said to be spherical if all vi's lie ona sphere. The next result summarizes how the property of having a spherical rep-resentation relates to the hypermetric and negative type conditions. Two partialconverses to the implications (ii) =) (iv) and (i) =) (ii) in Proposition 13.1.2will be given in Propositions 14.4.1 and 14.4.4, respectively.Proposition 13.1.2. Let (X; d) be a distance space. Consider the assertions:(i) (X; d) is hypermetric.(ii) (X; d) has a spherical representation.175



176 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on Lattices(iii) (X; d) has a representation.(iv) (X; d) is of negative type.Then, (i) =) (ii) =) (iii) () (iv) holds.Proof. (i) =) (ii) will be shown in Proposition 14.1.2, (iii)() (iv) follows fromTheorem 6.2.2, and (ii) =) (iii) is trivial.We remind from Section 2.4 that PSDn denotes the positive semide�nite cone,which consists of the vectors p = (pij)1�i�j�n 2 R(n+12 ) for which the symmetricmatrix (pij)ni;j=1 (setting pji = pij) is positive semide�nite. As mentioned inLemma 2.4.2, positive semide�nite matrices can be characterized in terms ofGram matrices.The covariance mapping, which has been introduced in Section 5.2, will playa crucial role here; so, we now recall its de�nition1. The covariance mapping isthe mapping � : R(n+12 ) �! R(n+12 ) de�ned by p = �(d), for d = (dij)0�i<j�n,p = (pij)1�i�j�n, with(13.1.3) ( pii = d0i for 1 � i � n;pij = 12(d0i + d0j � dij) for 1 � i < j � n:It is easy to verify that(13.1.4) d 2 HYPn+1 () X1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii � 0 for all b 2 Zn;(13.1.5) d 2 NEGn+1 () X1�i;j�n bibjpij � 0 for all b 2 Zn:where p = �(d) is considered as a symmetric n � n matrix by setting pji = pijfor all i; j. Therefore,(13.1.6) �(NEGn+1) = PSDn;(13.1.7) HYPn+1 � NEGn+1; i.e., �(HYPn+1) � PSDn:(These facts were already mentioned in Corollary 6.1.4 and in (6.1.15).) We alsoremind from (5.2.3) and (6.1.6) that�(CUTn+1) = CORn and CUTn+1 � HYPn+1:As the correlation cone CORn is generated by the vectors (xixj)1�i�j�n (for x 2f0; 1gn), its polar (CORn)� consists of the quadratic forms that are nonpositive1We �nd it more convenient to now denote the distinguished point by 0 rather than by n+1as was done earlier.



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 177on binary variables. A well-known (easy) fact is that the polar (PSDn)� of PSDnconsists of the negative semide�nite quadratic forms, i.e.,(PSDn)� = �PSDn:Hence, we have the following chain of inclusions:(13.1.8) CORn � �(HYPn+1) � PSDn; (CORn)� � (�(HYPn+1))� � �PSDn:This shows that our central object, namely the hypermetric cone (or, to be moreprecise, the polar of its image under the covariance mapping) is a subcone of thecone of quadratic forms that are nonpositive on binary variables and containsthe cone �PSDn of the quadratic forms that are nonpostive on integer (or real)variables.We will frequently use in this chapter the graphic metric spaces attached tothe following graphs:� the complete graph Kn, the circuit Cn, the path Pn (on n nodes),� the cocktail-party graph Kn�2 (i.e., K2n with a perfect matching deleted),� the hypercube graph H(n; 2) (i.e., the graph whose nodes are the vectorsx 2 f0; 1gn with two nodes x; y adjacent if d`1(x; y) = 1),� the half-cube graph 12H(n; 2) (i.e., the graph whose nodes are the vec-tors x 2 f0; 1gn with P1�i�n xi even and two nodes x; y are adjacent ifd`1(x; y) = 2).13.2 Lattices and Delaunay PolytopesWe give here several de�nitions related to lattices and Delaunay polytopes. Moreinformation can be found, e.g., in Cassels [1959], Conway and Sloane [1988],Lagarias [1995].13.2.1 LatticesA subset L of Rk is called a lattice (or point lattice) if L is a discrete subgroupof Rk , i.e., if there exists a ball of radius � > 0 centered at each lattice pointwhich contains no other lattice point. A subset V := fv1; : : : ; vmg of L is said tobe generating (resp. a basis) for L if, for every v 2 L; there exist some integers(resp. a unique system of integers) b1; : : : ; bm such thatv = X1�i�m bivi:Every lattice has a basis; all bases have the same cardinality, called the dimensionof L. Let L � Rk be a lattice of dimension k. Given a basis B of L, let MB



178 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on Latticesdenote the k � k matrix whose rows are the members of B. If B1 and B2 aretwo bases of L, then MB1 = AMB2where A is an integer matrix with determinant det(A) = �1 (such a matrix iscalled a unimodular matrix). Therefore, the quantity jdet(B)j does not dependon the choice of the basis in L; it is called the determinant of L and is denotedby det(L).Given a �nite set V � Rk , its integer hull Z(V ) is clearly a lattice wheneverall vectors in V are rational valued.Given a vector a 2 Rk , the translateL0 := L+ a = fv + a j v 2 Lgof a lattice L is called an a�ne lattice. A subset V 0 := fv0; v1; : : : ; vmg of L0 iscalled an a�ne generating set for L0 (resp. an a�ne basis of L0) if, for everyv 2 L0; there exist some integers (resp. a unique system of integers) b0; b1; : : : ; bmsuch that X0�i�m bi = 1 and v = X0�i�m bivi:Clearly, V 0 is an a�ne generating set (resp. an a�ne basis) of L0 if and only ifthe set V := fv1 � v0; : : : ; vm � v0g is a (linear) generating set (resp. basis) ofthe lattice L.For simplicity, we will use the same word \lattice" for denoting both a usuallattice (i.e., containing the zero vector) and an a�ne lattice (i.e., the translateof a lattice). We also often omit to precise whether we consider linear or a�nebases (or generating sets).Let L be a lattice. The quantity:t := min((u� v)2 j u; v 2 L; u 6= v)is called the minimal norm of L. This terminology of minimal \norm" is classicalin the theory of lattices, although it actually denotes the square of the Euclideannorm. In particular, if 0 2 L, thent = min(u2 j u 2 L; u 6= 0):The minimal vectors of L are then the vectors v 2 L with v2 = t. Their set isdenoted as Lmin and the polytope Conv(Lmin) is known as the contact polytopeof L. Note that pt2 coincides with the packing radius of L.Let L be a lattice. Then, L is said to be integral if uT v 2 Z for all u; v 2 L.L is said to be an even lattice if L is integral and u2 2 2Z for each u 2 L. L iscalled a root lattice if L is integral and L is generated by a set of vectors v withv2 = 2; then, each v 2 L with v2 = 2 is called a root of L. Observe that, in aroot lattice L,



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 179(13.2.1) uT v 2 f0;�1; 1g for all roots u; v of L such that u 6= �v:(This follows from the fact that (u�v)2 = 4�2uT v > 0 and (u+v)2 = 4+2uT v >0.) The dual L� of a lattice L � Rk is de�ned asL� := fx 2 Rk j xTu 2 Z for all u 2 Lg:If L is an integral lattice, then L � L� holds. L is said to be self-dual if L = L�holds. L is said to be unimodular if det(L) = �1. Hence, an integral unimodularlattice is self-dual. For example, the root lattice E8 and the Leech lattice �24(introduced later in the text) are even and unimodular and, therefore, self-dual.For every k-dimensional lattice L � Rk ,(L�)� = L:Let L1 and L2 be two orthogonal lattices, i.e., such that uT1 u2 = 0 for allu1 2 L1, u2 2 L2. Their direct sum L1 � L2 is de�ned byL1 � L2 := fu1 + u2 j u1 2 L1; u2 2 L2g:L is called irreducible if L = L1�L2 implies L1 = f0g or L2 = f0g, and reducibleotherwise. A well-known result by Witt gives the classi�cation of the irreducibleroot lattices; cf. Section 14.3.13.2.2 Delaunay PolytopesLet L � Rk be a k-dimensional lattice and let S = S(c; r) be a sphere with centerc and radius r in Rk . Then, S is said to be an empty sphere in L if the followingtwo conditions hold:(i) (v � c)2 � r2 for all v 2 L, and(ii) the set S \ L has a�ne rank k + 1.Then, the center of S is called a hole2. The polytope P , which is de�ned as theconvex hull of the set S \L, is called a Delaunay polytope, or an L-polytope. SeeFigure 13.2.2 for an illustration.Equivalently, a k-dimensional polytope P in Rk with set of vertices V (P ) isa Delaunay polytope if the following conditions hold:(i) The set L(P ) := Zaf(V (P )) = f Xv2V (P ) bvv j b 2 ZV (P ); Xv2V (P ) bv = 1g is alattice,(ii) P is inscribed on a sphere S(c; r) (i.e., (v� c)2 = r2 for all v 2 V (P )), and(iii) (v � c)2 � r2 for all v 2 L(P ), with equality if and only if v 2 V (P ).2The terminology of `empty sphere' is used mainly in the Russian literature and that of`hole' in the English literature.



180 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on LatticesAnother equivalent de�nition will be given in Proposition 14.1.4. Given a De-launay polytope P , the distance space (V (P ); d(2)) is called a Delaunay polytopespace.

Figure 13.2.2: An empty sphere in a lattice and its Delaunay polytopeLet P be a Delaunay polytope and let L be a lattice such that V (P ) � L.Then, P is said to be generating in L if V (P ) generates L, i.e., if L = L(P ).There are examples of lattices for which none of their Delaunay polytopes isgenerating; this is the case for the root lattice E8, the Leech lattice �24 and,more generally, for all even unimodular lattices (see Lemma 13.2.6). However,when we say that P is an Delaunay polytope in L, we will always mean that Pis generating in L, i.e., we suppose that L = L(P ).A subset B � V (P ) is said to be basic if it is an a�ne basis of the latticeL(P ). Then, P is said to be basic if V (P ) contains a basic set, i.e., if V (P )contains an a�ne basis of L(P ). Actually, we do not know an example of anonbasic Delaunay polytope. We formulate this as an open problem for furtherreference.Problem 13.2.3. Is every Delaunay polytope basic ?The answer is positive for Delaunay polytopes having a small corank (cf. Propo-sition 15.2.12) and for concrete examples mentioned later in Part II. Some furtherinformation about this problem will be given in Section 27.4.3 for Delaunay poly-topes arising in the context of binary matroids. The property of being basic willbe useful on several occasions; for instance, for formulating upper bounds on thenumber of vertices of extreme Delaunay polytopes (cf. Section 15.3) or for thestudy of perfect lattices (cf. Section 16.5).For instance, the n-dimensional cube n = [0; 1]n is a Delaunay polytopein the integer lattice Zn. As other example, we have the central object of thebook, namely, the cut polytope CUT2n , which is a Delaunay polytope in thecut lattice Ln (cf. Example 13.2.5 below). Note that both n and CUT2n arebasic, n is centrally symmetric, while CUT2n is asymmetric (see the de�nitionin Lemma 13.2.7).



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 181Two Delaunay polytopes have the same type if they are a�nely equivalent,i.e., if P 0 = T (P ) for some a�ne bijection T .Given a lattice point v 2 L, the set of all the Delaunay polytopes in L thatadmit v as a vertex is called the star of L at v. Clearly, the stars at distinctlattice points are all identical (up to translation). The lattice L is called generalif all the Delaunay polytopes of its star are simplices (which, in general, cannotbe obtained from one another by translation or orthogonal transformation), andL is called special otherwise.Two k-dimensional lattices L, L0 are said to be z-equivalent if there existsan a�ne bijection T such that L0 = T (L) and such that T brings the star of Lon the star of L0; one also says that L and L0 have the same type. For example,in dimension 2, there are two distinct types of lattices: the triangular latticewhich is general, and the square lattice which is special. (See Figure 13.2.4 foran illustration.)

The triangular lattice The square lattice

  

Figure 13.2.4: The star of Delaunay polytopes and the Voronoi polytope(The Delaunay polytopes are shaded and the Voronoi polytope is drawn with thicklines)Example 13.2.5. Delaunay polytopes in the cut lattice. Let Ln denotethe cut lattice, which is the sublattice of Z(n2) generated by all cut semimetrics onn points. One can easily verify that CUT2n is a (asymmetric) Delaunay polytopein Ln. Other examples of Delaunay polytopes in the cut lattice Ln are describedby Deza and Grishukhin [1995b]. In particular, using a result of Baranovskii[1992], they describe all symmetric Delaunay polytopes in Ln. Moreover, theyanalyze in detail the Delaunay polytopes in Ln for small n.If n = 2, then L2 = Z and CUT22 = 1. In the case n = 3, then L3 = D3(' A3) is the unique 3-dimensional root lattice (the face-centered cubic lattice)(see Section 14.3) and CUT23 = �3 is a regular 3-dimensional simplex. In thecase n = 4, L4 = p2D+6 = �6f3g, where D+6 is a union of the root lattice D6with a translated copy of it and �6f3g is an integral laminated lattice of minimal



182 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on Latticesnorm 3 (cf. Chap. 4, p.119 and Chap. 6, p.179 in Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier[1989]). Moreover, Deza and Grishukhin [1995b] give a detailed description ofthe star of Delaunay polytopes in L4; it contains 588 distinct Delaunay polytopeswhich are grouped into four types: the cut polytope CUT24 , the simplex �6, thecross-polytope �6, and a `twisted' cross-polytope.We conclude with recalling the connection existing between Delaunay poly-topes and Voronoi polytopes. If L is a lattice in Rk and u0 2 L; the Voronoipolytope at u0 is the set Pv(u0) consisting of all the points x 2 Rk that are atleast as close to u0 than to any other lattice point, i.e.,Pv(u0) := fx 2 Rk :k x� u0 k � k x� u k for all u 2 Lg:The vertices of the Voronoi polytope Pv(u0) are precisely the centers of the De-launay polytopes in L that contain u0 as a vertex, i.e. of the Delaunay polytopesof the star of L at u0. (Cf. Figure 13.2.4.)The Voronoi polytopes Pv(u) (u 2 L) form a normal (i.e., face-to-face) tilingof the space Rk ; this tiling is sometimes called the Voronoi-Dirichlet tiling. An-other normal tiling is provided by the elementary cells fu+Pki=1 bivi j 0 � bi �1 for 1 � i � kg for u 2 L, where (v1; : : : ; vk) is a basis of L. Hence, the Voronoipolytopes and the elementary cells have the same volume, equal to det(L). An-other normal partition of the space, called L-decomposition, is provided by theDelaunay polytopes in L. However, di�erent types of Delaunay polytopes mayoccur in this partition; in particular, if L is special, then some of them are notsimplices. For instance, if L is a general lattice of dimension 2, then the normalpartition of R2 by the Delaunay polytopes in L is a Delaunay triangulation ofthe plane.Given a k-dimensional lattice L, the two normal partitions of the space bythe Voronoi polytopes and by the Delaunay polytopes in L are in combinatorialduality. Namely, there is a one-to-one correspondence F 7! F � between the facesF of one partition and the faces F � of the other partition in such a way that:(i) F and F � are orthogonal,(ii) if F has dimension h, then F � has dimension k � h, and(iii) if F1 � F2, then F �2 � F �1 .13.2.3 Basic Facts on Delaunay PolytopesWe group here several basic properties on the symmetry, the number of vertices,and the volume of Delaunay polytopes. We start with an observation fromErdahl[1992] on generating Delaunay polytopes in even lattices.Lemma 13.2.6. Let P be a generating Delaunay polytope in an even lattice L.Then, the center of the sphere circumscribing P belongs to the dual lattice L�.Therefore, an even unimodular lattice contains no generating Delaunay polytope.



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 183Proof. We can suppose that the origin is a vertex of P . Let c denote the centerof the sphere S circumscribing P . Since L is generated by V (P ), it su�ces tocheck that cT v 2 Z for each v 2 V (P ), for showing that c 2 L�. For v 2 V (P ),(c�v)2 = c2, i.e., 2cT v = v2, implying that cT v 2 Z since v2 is even. If L is evenunimodular, then c 2 L� = L, contradicting the fact that S is an empty spherein L.Let S be a sphere with center c. For x 2 S, its antipode on S is the pointx� := 2c� x. It is immediate to see that:Lemma 13.2.7. For a Delaunay polytope P , one of the following assertions (i)or (ii) holds.(i) v� 2 V (P ) for all v 2 V (P ).(ii) v� 62 V (P ) for all v 2 V (P ).In case (i), we say that P is centrally symmetric3 and, in case (ii), that P isasymmetric.Proposition 13.2.8. Every Delaunay polytope P in Rk has at most 2k vertices.Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the origin is a vertex ofP . Let fv1; : : : ; vkg be a basis of the lattice L = L(P ). We consider the followingequivalence relation on L: For u; v 2 L, set u � v if u + v 2 2L. Clearly, everyvertex of P is in relation by � with one of the elementsPi2I vi for I � f1; : : : ; kg.On the other hand, no two vertices of P are in relation by �. Indeed, if u � v foru; v 2 V (P ), then u+v2 2 L, contradicting the fact that the sphere circumscribingP is empty in L. This shows that P has at most 2k vertices.Let u; v; w be vertices of a Delaunay polytope P . One can check that(13.2.9) (u� w)2 � (u� v)2 + (v � w)2:This is the triangle inequality, expressing the fact that the Delaunay polytopespace (V (P ); d(2)) is a semimetric space. Actually, we will see in Proposi-tion 14.1.2 that every Delaunay polytope space is hypermetric, which is a muchstronger property. The inequality (13.2.9) means that the points u; v; w form atriangle with no obtuse angles. The problem of determining the maximum car-dinality of a set points in Rk , any three of which form a triangle with no obtuseangle, was �rst posed by Erd�os [1948, 1957], who conjectured that this maxi-mum cardinality is 2k. This conjecture was proved by Danzer and Gr�unbaum[1962]. Therefore, the inequality (13.2.9) is already su�cient for proving theupper bound 2k on the number of vertices of a Delaunay polytope in Rk .3This coincides with the de�nition given earlier for centrally symmetric sets, up to a trans-lation of the center of the sphere circumscribing P to the origin.



184 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on LatticesThe following upper bound on the volume of a Delaunay polytope was ob-served by Lov�asz [1994].Proposition 13.2.10. Let P be a Delaunay polytope in a lattice L with volumevol(P ). Then, vol(P ) � det(L).Proof. The bound vol(P ) � det(L) follows from the fact that the polytopes P+u(u 2 L) form a packing, i.e., that their interiors are pairwise disjoint.13.2.4 Construction of Delaunay PolytopesClearly, every face of a Delaunay polytope is again a Delaunay polytope (inthe space a�nely spanned by that face). We present here some further meth-ods for constructing Delaunay polytopes; namely, by taking suitable sections ofthe sphere of minimal vectors in a lattice, by direct product and by pyramidor bipyramid extension. We then give the complete classi�cation of Delaunaypolytopes in dimension k � 4.Construction by Sectioning the Sphere of Minimal Vectors in a Lattice.Let L be a lattice in Rk with 0 2 L and let Lmin be the set of minimal vectorsof L: Given noncollinear vectors a; b 2 Rk and some nonzero scalars �; �; setVa := fv 2 Lmin j vT a = �g and Vb := fv 2 Lmin j vT b = �g:The following construction, taken from Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992],can be easily checked; it will be applied on several occasions in Sections 16.2,16.3 and 16.4.Lemma 13.2.11. If the sets Va and Va \ Vb are not empty, then the polytopesConv(Va) and Conv(Va \ Vb) are Delaunay polytopes.Direct Product. Let Li be a lattice in Rki and let Pi be a Delaunay polytopein Li centered at the origin whose circumscribed sphere has radius ri, for i = 1; 2.Then, L := L1 � L2 = f(v1; v2) j v1 2 L1; v2 2 L2gis a lattice in Rk (k = k1 + k2) andP := P1 � P2 = f(v1; v2) j v1 2 P1; v2 2 P2gis a Delaunay polytope in L whose circumscribed sphere is centered in the originand has radius r = qr21 + r22. Therefore, the direct product of two Delaunaypolytopes is again a Delaunay polytope. The direct product of P and a segment�1 is called the prism with base P .



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 185Call a Delaunay polytope reducible if it is the direct product of two othernontrivial (i.e., not reduced to a point) Delaunay polytopes and irreducible oth-erwise. Note that irreducible Delaunay polytopes arise in irreducible lattices.Pyramid and Bipyramid. Let P be a polytope and let v be a point that doesnot lie in the a�ne space spanned by P , thenPyrv(P ) := Conv(P [ fvg)is called the pyramid with base P and apex v. Under some conditions, thepyramid of a Delaunay polytope is still a Delaunay polytope.Namely, let P be a Delaunay polytope with radius r, suppose that v is atsquared distance t from all the vertices of P and that t > 2r2. Then, the pyramidPyrv(P ) is a Delaunay polytope with radius R = t2pt�r2 (see Proposition 14.4.6).Moreover, if P is centrally symmetric and if t = 2r2, then the bipyramidBipyrv(P ) := Conv(P [ fv; v�g)is a Delaunay polytope with radius r, where v� is the antipode of v on the spherecircumscribing Pyrv(P ) (see Proposition 14.4.6).The Layerwise Construction. The following layerwise construction for Delaunaypolytopes is described in Ryshkov and Erdahl [1989]. In fact, rather than a construction,it is a way of visualizing a given k-dimensional Delaunay polytope in a lattice L as theconvex hull of its sections by the (k � 1)-dimensional layers composing L.Let L be a k-dimensional lattice and let (v1; : : : ; vk) be a basis of L. Then, L0 :=Z(v1; : : : ; vk�1) is a (k � 1)-dimensional sublattice of L and L = Sa2Z(L0 + avk). Thelayers L0 + avk (a 2 Z) are a�ne translates of L0 lying in parallel hyperplanes.Let P be a k-dimensional Delaunay polytope, let L denote the lattice generated byV (P ), and let S be the sphere circumscribing P . Let F be a facet of P and let H denotethe hyperplane spanned by F . Then, L0 := L \ H is a (k � 1)-dimensional sublatticeof L and L is composed by the layers L0 + av (a 2 Z) for some v 2 L� L0. Therefore,P = Conv(Sa2Z(S \ (L0+av))), where S \L0 is the set of vertices of F and, for a 2 Z,S \ (L0 + av) is empty or is the set of vertices of a face of a Delaunay polytope in L0.So, we have the following result:Proposition 13.2.12. For each k-dimensional Delaunay polytope P , there exists a(k � 1)-dimensional lattice L0, an integer p � 1, and a sequence F0; F1; : : : ; Fp of poly-topes that are faces of Delaunay polytopes in L0 (where dim(F0) = k� 1, but F1; : : : ; Fpmay be empty) such that P = Conv(S0�a�p(Fa + av)), where v is a vector not lying inthe space spanned by L0.For instance, the pyramid construction can be viewed as the above layerwise con-struction with p = 1, with a facet on the layer L0 and a single point on the layer L0+ v.Let p(k) denote the smallest number p of polytopes F1; : : : ; Fp in Proposition 13.2.12needed for constructing any k-dimensional Delaunay polytope.Given a lattice L, if P is a Delaunay polytope in L which is a simplex, then its volumeis an integer multiple of det(L)k! (this can be checked by induction on the dimension). Thisinteger is called the relative volume of the simplex P . The maximum relative volume



186 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on Latticesof all simplices that are Delaunay polytopes in any k-dimensional lattice is denoted byp0(k).It is shown in Ryshkov and Erdahl [1989] that p(k) = p0(k) holds. In particular,p(2) = p(3) = p(4) = 1, p(5) = 2 and bk�12 c � p(k) � k!.There is a Delaunay polytope of dimension 6, namely the Schl�ai polytope 221, forwhich the integer p (from Proposition 13.2.12) satis�es p > 1. In fact, for 221, p = 2, i.e.,three layers are needed to obtain 221 from its 5-dimensional sections. We mention twoways of visualizing 221 via the layerwise construction. In the �rst construction, L0 is theroot lattice D5 and the layers L0, L0+ v, L0+2v carry, respectively, F0 = �5, F1 = h5(the 5-dimensional half-cube) and F2 which is a single point. In the second construction,L0 is the root lattice A5 and the layers carry, respectively, F0 = �5, F1 = J(6; 2) andF2 = �5. We refer to Coxeter [1973] for a description of all faces of 221.
The tetrahedron The octahedron The cube

The pyramid (with square base)The prism (with triangular base)Figure 13.2.13: The �ve types of Delaunay polytopes in dimension 3Delaunay Polytopes in Dimension k � 4. Examples of Delaunay polytopesinclude the simplex �k, the cross-polytope �k, and the hypercube k in everydimension k � 1. Indeed, �k = Pyr(�k�1), �k = Bipyr(�k�1) and k = k�1�1for k � 2 and �1 = �1 = 1 is trivially a Delaunay polytope. We remindthat every k-dimensional simplex with no obtuse angles is a Delaunay polytopewhich is a�nely equivalent to �k; similarly, every k-dimensional parallepiped(with square angles) is a Delaunay polytope which is a�nely equivalent to k.In fact, all the types of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k � 4 are known.They have been classi�ed by Erdahl and Ryshkov [1987]; we summarize thisclassi�cation below.(i) There is only one type of Delaunay polytope of dimension k = 1, namely,the segment �1 = �1 = 1.



13.2 Lattices and Delaunay Polytopes 187(ii) There are two types of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k = 2, namely,the triangle (with no obtuse angles) �2 and the rectangle �2 = 2. (RecallFigure 13.2.4.)(iii) There are �ve types of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k = 3. Theyare the tetrahedron �3, the octahedron �3, the cube 3, the prism withtriangular base (i.e., �2 � �1) and the pyramid with square base (i.e.,Pyr(2)). (See Figure 13.2.13.)(iv) There are 19 types of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k = 4. They aredescribed in Tables V and VII from Erdahl and Ryshkov [1987]. Amongthem, 13 can be obtained from the Delaunay polytopes of dimension 1, 2or 3 by applying the direct product, pyramid and bipyramid constructions,as indicated below.- Using the pyramid construction, we obtain the pyramids with base �3(this gives �4), with base �3, with base 3, with base the triangular prism,and with base the squared base pyramid.- Using the bipyramid construction, we obtain the bipyramids with base�3 (this gives �4) and with base 3.- By taking the direct product of the 3-dimensional Delaunay polytopeswith �1, we obtain the prisms with base �3, with base �3, with base 3(this gives 4), with base the triangular prism, and with base the squaredbase pyramid.- By taking the direct product of two 2-dimensional Delaunay polytopes, weobtain �2��2. (Indeed, �2�2 and 2�2 have already been mentioned.)In addition, we have the repartitioning polytope P 02;2 (associated with thepentagonal facet; see Section 15.2) which is one more Delaunay polytope ofdimension 4; it is the polytope A in the Table VI from Erdahl and Ryshkov[1987]. The remaining �ve Delaunay polytopes are those numbered 4, 5,6, 9 and 13 in Table V from Erdahl and Ryshkov [1987].The number of combinatorial types of Voronoi polytopes is also known insmall dimension k � 4; for k = 2, this number is 2 (rectangles and hexagonsbeing the two possibilities; recall Figure 13.2.4), it is 5 for k = 3 and 52 for k = 4.It is conjectured to be about 75000 for k = 5. (See Waldschmidt, Moussa, Luckand Itzykson [1992], p.479.)13.2.5 Additional NotesLattices and Positive Semide�nite Matrices. Let p 2 PSDn and (pij)ni;j=1be the corresponding positive semide�nite matrix (setting pji = pij). By Lemma2.4.2, there exist n vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk (1 � k � n) such that pij = vTi vjfor all i; j = 1; : : : ; n, where k is the rank of the system (v1; : : : ; vn) and of thematrix (pij)ni;j=1. So, k = n if p is positive de�nite (i.e., if p lies in the interior ofPSDn) and k < n otherwise. Set L := Z(v1; : : : ; vn). Sometimes, L is a lattice.This is the case, in particular, if p is positive de�nite.There is a many-to-one correspondence between the positive de�nite matricesp 2 PSDn and the lattices in Rn . Indeed, the action on p of the groupGL(n;Z) of



188 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on Latticesintegral unimodular transformations produces distinct bases of the same latticeL. The following was proved by Voronoi [1908, 1909] (we follow Erdahl andRyshkov [1988] for the exposition): The action of GL(n;Z) induces a partitionof the cone PSDn into disjoint relatively open convex subcones, called the L-typedomains, of dimension 1; 2; : : : ; �n+12 �, and having the following properties:(i) On each of these subcones the a�ne structure of the L-decompositions ofcorresponding lattices is constant, i.e., the lattices corresponding to thepoints of a given subcone are all z-equivalent.(ii) Subcones of dimension �n+12 � correspond to general lattices, i.e. havingsimplicial L-decompositions. These L-type domains are polyhedral.(iii) A subcone of dimension less than �n+12 � is a relatively open face of two ormore L-type domains. If such a cone makes contact with the boundaryof an L-type domain, then it is necessarily a face of that domain. Thelattice corresponding to a quadratic form on such a face is special, i.e., ithas among its Delaunay polytopes some that are not simplices.Voronoi [1908, 1909] showed that, in any given dimension k, the number ofdistinct (up to z-equivalence) k-dimensional lattices is �nite. Therefore, manyof the L-type domains correspond to z-equivalent lattices.Delaunay Polytopes and Empty Ellipsoids. As we will see in Section 14.1, thestudy of the hypermetric spaces on n points amounts to the study of the Delaunaypolytopes of dimension k � n � 1. It is also closely related to that of empty ellipsoids.Indeed, empty ellipsoids, which arise as the solution sets of the quadratic functions thatare nonnegative on integer variables, are nothing but a�ne images of empty spheres inlattices.There is a sequence of papers by Erdahl [1974, 1987, 1992] and by Erdahl andRyshkov [1987, 1988] studying the set of integer solutions of equations of the form:(13.2.14) f(x) := a0 + X1�i�n aixi + X1�i;j�n aijxixj = 0;where a0; a1; : : : ; an 2 R, aij = aji 2 R, and f satis�es the condition:(13.2.15) f(x) � 0 for all x 2 Zn:The set of integer solutions of f(x) = 0 is called the root �gure of f and is denoted byRf . From relation (13.2.15), the matrix Af := (aij)1�i;j�n is positive semide�nite andthe region fx 2 Rn j f(x) < 0g is free of integral points. SetEf := fx 2 Rn j f(x) = 0g:Suppose �rst that Af is positive de�nite. Then, the set Ef is an ellipsoid whoseinterior is free of integral points; the ellipsoid Ef is said to be empty in Zn. Hence, theroot �gure Rf consists of the integral points lying on Ef and, thus, is �nite. In fact,the root �gure Rf is a�nely equivalent to the set of vertices V of a Delaunay polytope,with dim(V ) = dim(Rf ) � n. Moreover, every �nite root �gure arises in this way. (SeeErdahl [1992].)



13.3 Finiteness of the Number of Types of Delaunay Polytopes 189Suppose now that Af has a nonzero kernel4 V . Erdahl [1992] shows that V containsa basis composed only of integral vectors. Then, the set Ef contains in�nite directions,as f(x + v) = f(x) holds for all x 2 Rn , v 2 V . If W is a subspace complement of Vin Rn , then Ef = V + E0 where E0 := Ef \W is an ellipsoid in W . Hence, Ef can beseen as a \cylinder" with axis V and ellipsoidal section; we say that Ef is a degenerateellipsoid with axis V . In this case, the root �gure Rf is also in�nite. In fact, everyin�nite root �gure arises from the �nite ones by a simple construction; essentially, everyin�nite root �gure is of the form R+� where R is a �nite root �gure and � is a sublatticeof Zn (see Theorem 2.1 in Erdahl [1992]).Therefore, the study of the root �gures amounts to the classi�cation of the Delaunaypolytopes of dimension k � n.Finally, consider the cone:Q+(Zn) := fa = (a0; a1; : : : ; an; aij ; 1 � i � j � n) ja0 + X1�i�n aixi + X1�i;j�n aijxixj � 0 for all x 2 Zng;i.e., each member a 2 Q+(Zn) corresponds to a function fa satisfying (13.2.14) and(13.2.15). Erdahl [1992] shows that every a 2 Q+(Zn) lying on an extreme ray ofQ+(Zn) satis�es one of the following:(i) fa is constant (i.e., a1 = : : : = an = aij = 0),(ii) fa(x) = (P1�i�n �ixi + �)2 where (�1; : : : ; �n) is not proportional to an integervector,(iii) fa is perfect which, in the terminology of Erdahl [1992], means that the dimensionof the set fb 2 Q+(Zn) j Rfa � Rfbg is equal to 1.Clearly, the hypermetric cone HYPn+1 is (via the covariance mapping) a section of thecone Q+(Zn), as�(HYPn+1) = fa 2 Q+(Zn) j a0 = 0 and ai = �aii for i = 1; : : : ; ng:Note that the notion of root �gure corresponds to that of annullator, used in Sections 14.2and 15.1. Moreover, there is the following link between the perfect elements of Q+(Zn)and the extreme rays of HYPn+1: For d 2 HYPn+1, d lies on an extreme ray of HYPn+1if and only if �(d) is a perfect element of Q+(Zn).13.3 Finiteness of the Number of Types of DelaunayPolytopesRecall that two lattices L, L0 are z-equivalent if there exists an a�ne bijection Tsuch that L0 = T (L) and T brings the star of L on the star of L0. (Note that anyk-dimensional lattice is a�nely equivalent to Zk!) Voronoi [1908, 1909] provedthat the number of distinct, up to z-equivalence, k-dimensional lattices is �nite.This implies obviously that the number of distinct, up to a�ne equivalence, k-dimensional Delaunay polytopes is �nite. In other words, the number of types ofk-dimensional Delaunay polytopes is �nite. (Recall that two Delaunay polytopeshave the same type if they are a�nely equivalent.)4The kernel of a matrix A is the set Ker A consisting of all vectors x such that Ax = 0.



190 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on LatticesWe give here a direct proof of the �niteness of the number of types of Delau-nay polytopes in Rk since Voronoi's original proof is very involved; it is takenfrom Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1993].Let  be a type of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k. A subset B � Rk iscalled a representative basis of  if there exist a Delaunay polytope P of type and a lattice L � Rk which contains the set V (P ) of vertices of P and admits Bas a basis. (Note that L may be larger than the lattice L(P ) generated by theset of vertices of P .)Suppose that P has N vertices and let QP denote the N � k matrix whoserows are the vectors v 2 V (P ). Let MB denote the k� k matrix whose rows arethe members of B. Then, there exists an integer N � k matrix Y such that(13.3.1) QP = YMB :If P 0 is another Delaunay polytope of type , i.e., if P 0 = T (P ) for some a�nebijection T , then the relation QT (P ) = YMT (B)holds. Hence, the matrix Y characterizes the type  (once a representative basisB has been chosen). The next result shows that, for each type , one can choosea representative basis B in such a way that the matrix Y has a very specialform, which will imply that there are only �nitely many possibilities for Y .Proposition 13.3.2. Let  be a type of Delaunay polytopes of dimension k.One can choose a representative basis B of  in such a way that the matrix Ysatis�es the following relations:(i) There exists a k � k submatrix D = (�ij)1�i;j�k of Y which is lowertriangular and satis�es: 0 � �ij < �ii for all 1 � j < i � k.(ii) p = jdet(D)j is the maximum possible value of the absolute value of thedeterminant of any k � k submatrix of Y .(iii) p � k!.For the proof, we need the following classical result about lattices from Cas-sels [1959].Proposition 13.3.3. Let L;L0 be two k-dimensional lattices in Rk such thatL0 � L. For every basis fa1; : : : ; akg of L0, there exists a basis fb1; : : : ; bkg of Lsuch that ai = �i1b1 + : : :+ �iibi;for i = 1; : : : ; k, where (�ij)1�i;j�k are integers satisfying0 � �ij < �ii



13.3 Finiteness of the Number of Types of Delaunay Polytopes 191for all 1 � j < i � k.Proof of Proposition 13.3.2. Let P be a Delaunay polytope of type  with Nvertices and let L be a lattice in Rk containing the set of vertices V (P ) of P . LetV0 be a subset of V (P ) of size k and let Q0 denote the k � k submatrix of QPwhose rows are the members of V0. We choose V0 in such a way that jdet(Q0)jis largest possible. We can suppose that Q0 is the submatrix of QP formed byits �rst k rows. The lattice L0 := Z(V0) is a sublattice of L and admits V0 as abasis. Applying Proposition 13.3.3, we deduce the existence of a basis B of Lsuch that Q0 = DMB ;whereD is a lower triangular integer matrix satisfying Proposition 13.3.3 (ii). Letus choose B as representative basis for the type . Then, as QP = (QPM�1B )MB ,by comparing with relation (13.3.1), we obtain that QP (MB)�1 coincides withthe integer matrix Y . Note that the matrix QP (MB)�1 is an N � k matrixwhose �rst k rows form the matrix D withp = jdet(D)j = jdet(Q0)jjdet(MB)j = jdet(Q0)jdet(L) :Hence, by the choice of Q0, the absolute value of the determinant of any k � ksubmatrix of Y = QP (MB)�1 is less than or equal to p. Therefore, Y satis�esthe conditions (i),(ii) of Proposition 13.3.2.Finally, we check (iii). Let � denote the simplex whose vertices are themembers of V0, i.e., the rows of Q0. Then, � is contained in P and, thus,vol(�) � vol(P ). But,vol(�) = jdet(Q0)jk! = p det(L)k! and vol(P ) � det(L)from Proposition 13.2.10. This implies that p � k!.We can now show the �niteness of the number of types of Delaunay polytopesin Rk .Theorem 13.3.4. The number of types of Delaunay polytopes in Rk is �nite.Proof. Every type  of Delaunay polytopes in Rk with N vertices is characterizedby an N � k integer matrix Y satisfying Proposition 13.3.2 (i)-(iii). It su�cesto show that there is only a �nite number of such matrices. For this, we showthat, for �xed p, there is only a �nite number of matrices satisfying Proposition13.3.2 (i)-(ii).Let Y be an N � k integer matrix satisfying Proposition 13.3.2 (i),(ii). Sup-pose that D is the upper k�k submatrix of Y . Then, the upper k�k submatrixof Y D�1 is the identity matrix. Let rih be a nonzero entry of Y D�1, wherek + 1 � i � N and 1 � h � k. Let C denote the matrix obtained from



192 Chapter 13. Preliminaries on LatticesD by replacing its h-th row by the i-th row of Y . By Proposition 13.3.2 (ii),jdet(C)j � p. On the other hand, jdet(CD�1)j = jrihj, implying thatjrihj = jdet(C)jp 2 �0; 1p; : : : ; p� 1p ; 1� :Since Y D�1 is an N � k matrix with N � 2k (from Proposition 13.2.8), wededuce that, for �xed p and k, there is only a �nite number of such matricesY D�1. Now, D is a k � k integer matrix with p = �11 : : : �kk and satisfyingProposition 13.3.2 (i); therefore, there is only a �nite number of such matricesD. Consequently, there is a �nite number of possibilities for Y .



Chapter 14. Hypermetrics andDelaunay Polytopes
In this chapter we establish the fundamental connection existing between hyper-metric spaces and Delaunay polytopes. Hence, for a hypermetric distance space(X; d), one may speak of its associated Delaunay polytope Pd; the case when(X; d) is `1-embeddable corresponding to the case when Pd can be embedded ina parallepiped. As an application of this connection, one can show polyhedralityof the hypermetric cone; several proofs for this fact are given in Section 14.2. Asanother application (and using the classi�cation of the irreducible root lattices),one can characterize the graphs whose shortest path metric is hypermetric or `1-embeddable. Such graphs arise essentially from cocktail-party graphs, half-cubegraphs, and a single graph on 56 nodes (the Gosset graph) by taking Cartesianproducts and isometric subgraphs (see Section 14.3). We group in Section 14.4several results concerning spherical representations of distance spaces and theradius of Delaunay polytopes.14.1 Connection between Hypermetrics and Delau-nay PolytopesIn this section, we establish the fundamental connection existing between hy-permetric spaces and Delaunay polytopes. This connection was discovered byAssouad [1982, 1984]; it is stated in Theorem 14.1.3, whose proof is based on thenext two propositions.Proposition 14.1.1. Let c; v0 := 0; v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk be vectors satisfying(i) k vi � c k=k c k for 1 � i � n,(ii) kP1�i�n bivi � c k�k c k for all b 2 Zn.Then, the set L := Z(v1; : : : ; vn) is a lattice.Proof. For b 2 Zn, set v(b) :=P1�i�n bivi; then, v(b)� vi 2 L. Hence, (ii) yields(vi � v(b)� c)2 � c2; i.e., (vi � c)2 + (v(b))2 � 2(vi � c)T v(b) � c2which, together with (i), implies(a) (v(b))2 � 2j(vi � c)T v(b)j for 1 � i � n:193



194 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay PolytopesConsider the units vectorsei := vi � ck c k for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n; and e(b) := v(b)k v(b) k :Set � := minfmax(eTi u j 1 � i � n) j u 2 Rk ; k u k= 1g:We show that � > 0. Then, (a) will imply that k v(b) k� 2� k c k for allb 2 Zn such that v(b) 6= 0; in other words, the open ball centered at the originwith radius 2� k c k contains no other lattice point besides the origin, whichshows that L is a lattice. Suppose that � = 0. Then, we can �nd a sequence(up)p�1 of unit vectors of Rk such that jeTi upj � 1p for any 1 � i � n; p � 1. Bythe compactness of the unit sphere, we can suppose that the sequence (up)p�1admits a limit u when p goes to in�nity (replacing, if necessary, (up)p�1 by asubsequence). Therefore, k u k= 1, while eTi u = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n, implying thatu = 0 since the vectors v1; : : : ; vn span Rk . We have a contradiction. This showsthat � > 0.Proposition 14.1.2. Let (X; d) be a distance space, X = f0; 1; : : : ; ng. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) (X; d) is hypermetric.(ii) (X; d) has a representation i 2 X 7! vi 2 Rk (where k � n) on a sphere Swhich is empty in the setLaf (X; d) := fXi2X bivi j b 2 ZX and Xi2X bi = 1g:Proof. (i) =) (ii) Since (X; d) is of negative type, we know from Proposi-tion 13.1.2 that (X; d) has a representation v0; v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk for some 1 � k �n. Moreover, the system (v0; : : : ; vn) has rank k and we can suppose withoutloss of generality that v0 = 0. We �rst show that the vectors v0; v1; : : : ; vn lie ona sphere, i.e., that there exists c 2 Rk such that(a) 2cT vi = v2i for 1 � i � n:If k = n, then the vectors v1; : : : ; vn are linearly independent and, therefore, thesystem (a) admits a unique solution c. Suppose that k � n� 1. Let M denotethe n�k matrix whose rows are the vectors v1; : : : ; vn, let U denote the subspaceof Rn spanned by the columns of M and set f := (v21 ; : : : ; v2n)T : The system (a)has a solution if and only if f 2 U or, equivalently, if fT g = 0 for each g 2 U?(U? is the orthogonal complement of U in Rk ). Take g 2 U?, let b 2 Zn suchthat jgi � bij < 1 for i = 1; : : : ; n and set � := g � b; so � belongs to the unitcube. Set p := �(d). Then, pij = vTi vj for 1 � i < j � n. Using relation (13.1.4),we deduce that X1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii � 0; i.e.,



14.1 The Connection between Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes 195(b) ( X1�i�n bivi)2 � X1�i�n biv2i � 0:Therefore,fT b = X1�i�n biv2i � ( X1�i�n bivi)2 = (bTM)2 = (gTM � �TM)2 = (�TM)2;since g 2 U?. Hence, fT b � (�TM)2, implying that fT g � fT � + (�TM)2. Thisimplies that fT g = 0; otherwise, the left hand side of the latter inequality couldbe made arbitrarily large while its right hand side is bounded. Note that thesolution c to the system (a) is unique since (v1; : : : ; vn) has full rank k.From (a) and (b), we deduce that(Xi2X bivi � c)2 � c2for all b 2 ZX withPi2X bi = 1. This shows that the sphere S with center c andradius k c k is empty in Laf (X; d).(ii) =) (i) Let b 2 ZX with Pi2X bi = 1. Then,Xi;j2X bibjd(i; j) = Xi;j2X bibj(vi � vj)2= Xi;j2X bibj(vi � c+ c� vj)2 = Xi;j2X bibj(2r2 � 2(vi � c)T (vj � c))= 2r2 � 2(Xi2X bi(vi � c))2 = 2(r2 � (Xi2X bivi � c)2) � 0since the sphere S is empty in Laf (X; d). This shows that (X; d) is hypermetric.As a consequence of Propositions 14.1.1 and 14.1.2, we have the next theoremwhich summarizes the connection existing between hypermetrics and Delaunaypolytopes.Theorem 14.1.3. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space, jXj = n+1. There exist ak-dimensional Delaunay polytope Pd in Rk , for some 1 � k � n, and a mappingfd : i 2 X 7! vi 2 V (Pd)which is generating, which means that the set fvi j i 2 Xg generates the set ofvertices V (Pd) of Pd, and such thatd(i; j) = (vi � vj)2 for i; j 2 X:Moreover, the pair (Pd; fd) is unique, up to translation and orthogonal transfor-mation.



196 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay PolytopesWe refer to Pd as the Delaunay polytope associated with the hypermetric space(X; d), the latticeZaf(V (Pd)) = f Xv2V (Pd) bvv j b 2 ZV (Pd) and Xv2V (Pd) bv = 1gis denoted as Ld and the sphere circumscribing Pd as Sd.As another application of Propositions 14.1.1 and 14.1.2, we obtain the fol-lowing characterization for Delaunay polytopes.Proposition 14.1.4. Let P be a polytope of dimension k in Rk . Then, P is aDelaunay polytope if and only if the following assertions hold.(i) The distance space (V (P ); d(2)) is hypermetric.(ii) If Q is a polytope of dimension k in Rk such that(iia) V (P ) � V (Q),(iib) Zaf(V (P )) = Zaf(V (Q)), and(iic) the distance space (V (Q); d(2)) is hypermetric,then P and Q coincide.For instance, take for Q a square (2-dimensional hypercube) and for P thetriangle having as vertices three of the vertices of Q. Then, P satis�es (i), butnot (ii). Indeed, the triangle P is not a Delaunay polytope as it has a rightangle. Recall that a triangle is a Delaunay polytope if and only if it has noobtuse angle. On the other hand, there exist pairs of Delaunay polytopes (P;Q)of the same dimension in Rk and satisfying (iia), (iic), but not (iib). Such anexample is given in Section 16.4 for the Barnes-Wall lattice (see the pair (Q;P )there).Note that we may assume to be dealing with hypermetric distances takingnonzero distances between distinct points (i.e., with metrics). Indeed, let (X; d)be a hypermetric space with d(i0; j0) = 0 for two distinct points i0; j0 2 X, andlet (X 0 := X n fj0g; d) denote its subspace on X n fj0g. Then, both (X; d) and(X 0; d) have the same associated Delaunay polytope P (simply representing j0by the same vertex of P as i0).We would like to emphasize the following fact, since it will be often used inthe sequel.Proposition 14.1.5. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space with representation(vi j i 2 X) in the set of vertices of its associated Delaunay polytope Pd. Givenb 2 ZX with Pi2X bi = 1,Xi;j2X bibjd(i; j) = 0()Xi2X bivi is a vertex of Pd:



14.1 The Connection between Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes 197Proof. This follows from the equalityXi;j2X bibjd(i; j) = 2(r2 � (Xi2X bivi � c)2);stated in the proof of Proposition 14.1.2 (ii) =) (i).Example 14.1.6. Consider the cut semimetric �(S) for some subset S � X.It is obviously hypermetric. Its associated Delaunay polytope is the segment�1 = [0; 1] and a representation of the hypermetric space (X; �(S)) isi 2 S 7! vi := 1; i 2 X n S 7! vi := 0:Example 14.1.7. Let (X; d) be a semimetric space. Then, d lies in the interiorof the hypermetric cone HYP(X) if and only if its associated Delaunay polytopeis the simplex �jXj�1 of dimension jXj � 1 (since, by Proposition 14.1.5, d satis-�es no nontrivial hypermetric equality if and only if jV (Pd)j = dim(Pd) + 1).We conclude this section with two additional properties concerning the con-nection between hypermetrics and Delaunay polytopes. A �rst observation isthat, if (Y; d) is a subspace of the hypermetric space (X; d), then its associatedDelaunay polytope is embedded in the Delaunay polytope associated to (X; d).Lemma 14.1.8. Let P be a Delaunay polytope with set of vertices V (P ) andlet X be a subset of V (P ): Let PX denote the Delaunay polytope associated withthe hypermetric space (X; d(2)): Then, V (PX) � V (P ) with equality if and onlyif X is a generating subset of V (P ):Proof. Let LX denote the sublattice of L generated by X and let AX denotethe a�ne space generated by X: Let S be the circumscribed sphere to P; so Sis an empty sphere in L. The sphere SX = S \ AX is empty in LX . Hence,PX = Conv(SX \ LX) is a Delaunay polytope and it is the Delaunay polytopeassociated with the hypermetric space (X; d(2)): Therefore, V (PX) = SX \LX isindeed contained in V (P ) = S \ L: It is easy to see that V (PX) = V (P ) if andonly if X generates the lattice L:In particular, every face of a Delaunay polytope is a Delaunay polytope. Forinstance, every 2-dimensional face of a Delaunay polytope is a rectangle or atriangle with no obtuse angles.Corollary 14.1.9. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space and (Y; d) be a subspace of(X; d); i.e., Y � X: Let PX and PY denote the Delaunay polytopes associated,respectively, with (X; d) and (Y; d): Then, V (PY ) � V (PX) holds.There are some properties of the hypermetric space (X; d) which are inher-ited by its associated Delaunay polytope. This is the case for hypercube or



198 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes`1-embeddability as shown in Proposition 14.1.10 below; (i) is proved in As-souad [1982] and (ii) in Deza and Grishukhin [1993]. Another such property isthe notion of rank and extremality as will be seen in Section 15.1.Proposition 14.1.10. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space and let Pd be its asso-ciated Delaunay polytope with set of vertices V (Pd).(i) Then, (X; d) is isometrically `1-embeddable if and only if Pd can be embed-ded in a parallepiped, i.e., if (V (Pd); d(2)) is isometrically `1-embeddable.(ii) Moreover, if d is rational valued, then (X; d) is `1-embeddable if and onlyif Pd can be embedded in a hypercube with side length � for some � >0; the smallest such � is the minimum scale of both spaces (X; d) and(V (Pd); d(2)).Proof. (i) The set of vertices of a parallepiped endowed with the distance d(2) isclearly `1-embeddable. Conversely, suppose that (X; d) is `1-embeddable. Then,d = X1�h�m�h�(Sh)where �1; : : : ; �m > 0 and S1; : : : ; Sm � X. Set e0h := p�heh, where eh is the h-th unit vector in Rm , for 1 � h � m. Let L denote the lattice in Rm generated by(e01; : : : ; e0m). It is easy to check that the sphere S with center c := 12P1�h�m e0hand radius k c k is empty in L. For i = 1; : : : ; n, setIi := fh 2 f1; : : : ;mg j i 2 Shg:So, h 2 Ii if and only if i 2 Sh. Therefore,d(i; j) = X1�h�m; jSh\fi;jgj=1�h = X1�h�m; h2Ii4Ij �h:From this, we deduce that the mappingi 2 X 7! vi = Xh2Ii e0h 2 Rmis a representation of (X; d); indeed,d(2)(vi; vj) = ( Xh2Ii4Ij e0h)2 = Xh2Ii4Ij �h = d(i; j):This shows that the Delaunay polytope Pd associated with (X; d) is embeddedin the parallepiped spanned by e0h, 1 � h � m. The assertion (ii) can be derivedin the same way.



14.2 Polyhedrality of the Hypermetric Cone 19914.2 Polyhedrality of the Hypermetric ConeThe hypermetric cone HYPn+1 is de�ned by in�nitely many inequalities. Hence,a natural question is whether a �nite subset of them su�ces for describingHYPn+1 or, in other words, whether the cone HYPn+1 is polyhedral. The answeris yes, as stated in the next theorem proved by Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent[1993].Theorem 14.2.1. For any n � 2, the hypermetric cone HYPn+1 is polyhedral.We present three di�erent proofs for this result. In each of them, the image�(HYPn) of the hypermetric cone HYPn+1 under the covariance mapping � isconsidered instead of the cone HYPn+1 itself. The cone �(HYPn+1) is shown tobe polyhedral in the following three ways: either by showing that it has a �nitenumber of faces, or by showing that is can be decomposed as a �nite union ofpolyhedral cones, or by showing that it coincides with a larger cone de�ned by a�nite subset of its inequalities. Recall from (13.1.4) that �(HYPn+1) is the conede�ned by the inequalities(14.2.2) X1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii � 0for all b 2 Zn.The �rst proof was given by Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1993]. It is basedon the connection existing between faces of the hypermetric cone and types ofDelaunay polytopes and it uses as essential tool the fact that the number oftypes of Delaunay polytopes in any given dimension is �nite.The second proof relies on the fact that the cone �(HYPn+1) can be decom-posed as a �nite union of L-type domains. It uses two results of Voronoi; the�rst one concerns the �niteness of the number of types of lattices in any givendimension and the second one concerns properties of the partition of the conePSDn into L-type domains (in particular, the fact that each L-type domain is apolyhedral cone).The third proof is due to Lov�asz [1994]. It consists of proving directly that,among all the inequalities (14.2.2) de�ning �(HYPn+1), only a �nite subsetof them is necessary; namely, one shows that the inequalities (14.2.2) with bbounded in terms of n are su�cient for the description of �(HYPn+1). For eachp 2 �(HYPn+1), the setEp := fx 2 Rn j X1�i;j�nxixjpij � X1�i�nxipii = 0gis an ellipsoid (possibly degenerate with in�nite directions) whose interior is freeof integral points. The key argument consists of showing that if p lies on theboundary of the cone �(HYPn+1), then Ep contains an integral point b whichis distinct from 0 and the unit vectors and is \short", which means that all its



200 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopescomponents are bounded by a constant depending only on n, e.g., max1�i�n jbij � n!.A better upper bound than n! is given in Proposition 14.2.4.First proof. Let d 2 HYPn+1 and let p := �(d). The annullator Ann(p) of pis de�ned asAnn(p) = fb 2 Zn j b 6= 0; e1; : : : ; en and X1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii = 0g;where e1; : : : ; en denote the unit vectors in Rn . Let F (p) denote the smallestface of �(HYPn+1) containing p, i.e.,F (p) = �(HYPn+1) \ \b2Ann(p)Hb;where Hb denotes the hyperplane in R(n+12 ) de�ned by the equationX1�i;j�n bibjpij � X1�i�n bipii = 0:Clearly, showing that �(HYPn+1) is polyhedral amounts to showing that thenumber of its distinct faces is �nite or, equivalently, that the number of distinctannullators Ann(p) (for p 2 �(HYPn+1)) is �nite.Let Pd denote the Delaunay polytope associated with d, let Ld be the asso-ciated lattice and let i 2 X 7! vi 2 V (Pd) be the representation of (X; d) on thesphere Sd with center c circumscribing Pd. We can assume that v0 = 0; then,Ld = Z(v1; : : : ; vn). For v 2 Ld, setZ(v) := fb 2 Zn j v = X1�i�n bivig:Then, from Proposition 14.1.5,(a) Ann(p) [ f0; e1; : : : ; eng = [v2V (Pd)Z(v):Suppose that the polytope Pd has type . Let B be a representative basis of thetype  and let Y be the integer matrix characterizing the type , as de�ned inProposition 13.3.2. Then, QPd = YMB ;where QPd denotes the matrix whose rows are the vectors v 2 V (Pd) and MBdenotes the matrix whose rows are the vectors of B. Let Q denote the n � kmatrix whose rows are the vectors vi for 1 � i � n. So, Q may have repeatedrows and every row of Q is a row of QPd . Then,Q = YMB ;for some integer matrix Y . Let yv (v 2 V (Pd)) denote the rows of Y . Then therows of Y are the vectors yvi for 1 � i � n. Note thatv = X1�i�n bivi () yv = X1�i�n biyvi :



14.2 Polyhedrality of the Hypermetric Cone 201Therefore, for each v 2 V (Pd),Z(v) = fb 2 Zn j yv = X1�i�n biyvig:Hence, for v 2 V (Pd), Z(v) depends only on (yv; yv1 ; : : : ; yvn). Using (a), wededuce that Ann(p) is entirely determined by the matrix Y and the subsystem(yv1 ; : : : ; yvn) of its rows. In other words, for each d 2 HYPn+1, the annullatorAnn(�(d)) is completely determined by a pair (; �), where  is a type of Delaunaypolytopes in Rk with k � n, and � is a mapping from f1; : : : ; ng to the set ofrows of Y . As Y has jV (Pd)j � 2k rows (by Proposition 13.2.8), the number ofsuch mappings � is �nite. Moreover, the number of types of Delaunay polytopesin given dimension is �nite (from Theorem 13.3.4). Therefore, we deduce thatthe number of distinct annullators Ann(�(d)) (for d 2 HYPn+1) is �nite. Thisshows that �(HYPn+1) is a polyhedral cone.Second proof. We use the results from Section 13.2.5 concerning the parti-tion of the cone PSDn into L-type domains. Recall from relation (13.1.7) that�(HYPn+1) is a subcone of the cone PSDn. More precisely, the following holds.Let v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk with rank k (where 1 � k � n), set L := Z(v1; : : : ; vn), andde�ne p 2 PSDn by setting pij = vTi vj for 1 � i; j � n. Then, by the results ofSection 14.1,(b) p 2 �(HYPn+1) if and only if L is a lattice and v1; : : : ; vn are allvertices of the same Delaunay polytope in the star of L at the origin.Moreover, if p 2 �(HYPn+1) then the whole L-type domain containing p is en-tirely contained in �(HYPn+1). Hence, �(HYPn+1) is a union of L-type domains.In fact, this union is �nite. Indeed, �(HYPn+1) contains only �nitely many L-type domains whose associated lattices are all z-equivalent (by (b) and since, ina given lattice L, there are only �nitely many ways of choosing a set of n vectorsv1; : : : ; vn that are all vertices of the same Delaunay polytope in the star of L).Finally, the number of distinct (up to z-equivalence) lattices of given dimensionis �nite. Therefore, �(HYPn+1) is a �nite union of L-type domains. But, afundamental property is that each L-type domain is a polyhedral cone. Hence,�(HYPn+1) is a polyhedral cone.Third proof. For p 2 �(HYPn+1), setEp := fx 2 Rn j X1�i;j�nxixjpij � X1�i�nxipii = 0gand let Vp denote the kernel of the matrix (pij)ni;j=1. If p is rational valued thenVp admits a basis composed of integral vectors and, therefore, x+ v 2 Ep for allx 2 Ep and v 2 Vp. Hence, if the matrix (pij) has a nonzero kernel, then Ep is adegenerate ellipsoid with axis Vp. As in the �rst proof, setAnn(p) := Ep \ (Zn n f0; e1; : : : ; eng);



202 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopeswhere e1; : : : ; en are the unit vectors. By de�nition of �(HYPn+1), there areno integral points lying in the interior of the region delimited by the ellipsoidEp. Note moreover that the vectors 0; e1; : : : ; en lie on Ep. The key idea of theproof consists of showing that, for each rational valued p lying on the boundaryof �(HYPn+1), there exists b 2 Ann(p) which is \short", which means here thatmax1�i�n jbij � n!. If we can show this fact, then we obtain that �(HYPn+1) coincideswith the cone de�ned by the inequalities (14.2.2) for all b such that max1�i�n jbij � n!(indeed, the latter is a cone containing �(HYPn+1) and whose boundary fullycontains the boundary of �(HYPn+1), which means that the two cones coincide).Assume that p is rational valued and lies on the boundary of �(HYPn+1) and letk0 := dim(Vp). We show that(c) there exists b 2 Ann(p) such that max1�i�n jbij � (n� k0)!:Suppose �rst that k0 = 0, i.e., that the matrix (pij) is positive de�nite. Then, Epis a (nondegenerate) ellipsoid in Rn and Ann(p) 6= ; as p lies on the boundary of�(HYPn+1). Let b 2 Ann(p) and suppose, e.g., that jb1j; : : : ; jbn�1j � jbnj. Let �denote the n-dimensional simplex spanned by the n+ 1 vectors 0; e1; : : : ; en�1; b(which all lie on Ep) and let vol(�) denote its volume. Then,vol(�) = jbnjn! and vol(�) � 1;the latter inequality holds since Ep is an ellipsoid whose interior is free of integralpoints, which implies thatvol(�) � vol(Conv(Zn \Ep)) � 1(the last inequality is the analogue of the inequality vol(P ) � det(L) from Propo-sition 13.2.10, if P is a Delaunay polytope in a lattice L). Therefore, jbnj � n!,i.e., (c) holds.Suppose now that dim(Vp) = k0 � 1. Then, Ep is a degenerate ellipsoid withaxis Vp. We show that Vp contains an integral vector whose components are allless than or equal to (n� k0)!. For this, let a1; : : : ; ak0 be k0 linearly independentvectors of Vp \ Zn. For i = 1; : : : ; n, let Mi denote the k0 � k0 matrix whoserows are the vectors (ah1 ; : : : ; ahk0�1; ahi ) for h = 1; : : : ; k0, and let Di denote thedeterminant ofMi. Then, D1 = : : : = Dk0�1 = 0 and we can suppose without lossof generality that Dk0 6= 0. We can also suppose that jDk0+1j; : : : ; jDnj � jDk0 j.Set b := (D1; : : : ;Dn)T :For h 2 f1; : : : ; k0g, letM 0h denote the (k0�1)�(k0�1) matrix whose rows are thevectors (ar1; : : : ; ark0�1) for r 2 f1; : : : ; k0g n fhg and set h := (�1)h+k0 det(M 0h).By developing the determinant Di with respect to its last column, we obtainthat Di =P1�h�k0 hahi , i.e., b = X1�h�k0 hah:



14.2 Polyhedrality of the Hypermetric Cone 203This shows that b 2 Vp. Let g denote the g.c.d. of D1; : : : ;Dn. Then, 1g bis an integral vector belonging to Vp. We show that 1g b satis�es (c), i.e., thatjDk0 jg � (n� k0)!.Set W := fx 2 Rn j x1 = : : : = xk0 = 0g. Then, Rn = Vp + W . Let �denote the projection from Rn on W along Vp. So, if x = y + z is the uniquedecomposition of x 2 Rn with y 2 Vp, z 2W , then �(x) = z. Then, L := �(Zn)is a lattice in Rn�k0 which contains Zn�k0 as a sublattice. Moreover, �(Ep) is a(nondegenerate) ellipsoid in Rn�k0 which is empty in L, i.e., no lattice point of Lis lying in the interior of �(Ep). Let � denote the (n� k0)-dimensional simplexspanned by the n� k0+1 vectors 0; ek0+1; : : : ; en, which all belong to �(Ep)\L.Then, vol(�) = 1(n�k0)! and vol(�) � det(L) since the ellipsoid �(Ep) is emptyin L. Hence, 1det(L) � (n� k0)!:Consider the quotient set L=Zn�k0. Its cardinality is equal to the index of Zn�k0in L, i.e., to 1det(L) . Therefore,jL=Zn�k0j = 1det(L) � (n� k0)!:On the other hand, as shown below, jL=Zn�k0j � jDnjg , which implies that thevector 1g b is \short". We show jL=Zn�k0j � jDnjg :For this, consider the vectors (0k0�1; �; 0n�k0), whose components are all equalto 0 except the k0-th one equal to �, where � is an integer such that 0 � � <jDk0 jg . We show that the projections of these jDk0 jg vectors belong to distinctresidue classes in the quotient set L=Zn�k0. For suppose not. Let �; �0 beintegers with 0 � � < �0 < jDk0 jg and such that the two vectors (0k0�1; �; 0n�k0),(0k0�1; �0; 0n�k0) belong to the same class. Then, there exist z 2 Zn�k0 andscalars �1; : : : ; �k0 2 R such that(0k0�1; �0 � �; 0n�k0) = X1�h�k0 �hah + (0k0 ; z); i.e.,8><>: P1�h�k0 �hahi = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; k0 � 1;P1�h�k0 �hahk0 = �0 := �0 � �;P1�h�k0 �hahi = �zi for i = k0 + 1; : : : ; n:The �rst k0 equations of the above system imply that �h = h�0Dk0 for h = 1; : : : ; k0.Using the last n � k0 equations and the fact that P1�h�k0 hahi = bi = Di, weobtain that �0Di = �ziDk0 , i.e.,�0Dig = �ziDk0g



204 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopesfor each i = k0 + 1; : : : ; n. As the integers Dk0+1g ; : : : ; Dng are relatively prime, wededuce that Dk0g divides �0. This yields a contradiction as 0 < �0 < jDk0 jg :Remark 14.2.3. Let us make more precise the connections existing betweenthe notions used in the �rst proof (empty sphere Sd, lattice Ld, etc) and inthe third proof (ellipsoid Ep, etc). We use the notation from both proofs. Letd 2 HYPn+1 and p := �(d) with rank k and such that pij = vTi vj, wherev1; : : : ; vn 2 Rk . The vectors v1; : : : ; vn lie on the sphere Sd which is empty inthe lattice Ld = Z(v1; : : : ; vn), and Pd = Conv(Sd\Ld) is the Delaunay polytopeassociated to d. Let Vp denote the kernel of (pij) with dimension k0 = n� k andlet W denote its complement in Rn considered in the third proof. Clearly,b 2 Ann(p)() X1�i�n bivi 2 V (Pd);b 2 Vp () X1�i�n bivi = 0:Let ' : Rn 7! Rk denote the linear mapping de�ned by'(b) = X1�i�n bivi; for b 2 Rn :Hence, the kernel of ' is Vp and, thus, the spaces W and Rk are in bijection via'. In particular, the ellipsoid �(Ep) is in one-to-one correspondence with thesphere Sd via '. Also, ' maps the integral lattice Zn onto the lattice Ld.An immediate consequence of Lov�asz's proof (presented above as the thirdproof) is that the inequalities (14.2.2) for b 2 Zn withmax1�i�n jbij � n!are su�cient for describing the cone �(HYPn+1).Avis and Grishukhin [1993] show that the inequalities (14.2.2) for b 2 Znwith max1�i�n jbij � (n� 1)!are su�cient for describing �(HYPn+1). (They give, in fact, the bound 2n�2(n�1)!n+1 ,but their bound can be improved to (n� 1)! using the upper bound on the vol-ume of a Delaunay polytope from Proposition 13.2.10.) More precisely, theyshow that, if the inequality (14.2.2) de�nes a facet of the cone �(HYPn+1), thenmax1�i�n jbij � (n� 1)!. Their proof uses the fact that the facets of the hyper-metric cone correspond to a very special class of Delaunay polytopes, namely,the repartitioning polytopes (described in Section 15.2).The following tighter bound is due to Lov�asz [1994]; its proof is based onLemma 14.2.5.



14.2 Polyhedrality of the Hypermetric Cone 205Proposition 14.2.4. The cone �(HYPn+1) is de�ned by the inequalities (14.2.2)for b 2 Zn with max1�i�n jbij � 2n�2nn �n!:Lemma 14.2.5. Let E be an ellipsoid in Rn and let L be an n-dimensionallattice in Rn . Suppose that E is empty in L, i.e., that there are no lattice pointslying in the interior of the region delimited by E. Let x0 = 0; x1; : : : ; xn bea�nely independent points of E \ L and let � denote the simplex they span.Then, vol(�) � 2n�2nn � det(L):Proof. Consider the di�erence body ��� := fx�y j x; y 2 �g. It is a centrallysymmetric convex body around the origin and one can check that the only latticepoint lying in the interior of ��� is the origin. Hence, by Minkowski's theorem(see, e.g., Siegel [1989]), vol(���) � 2n det(L):On the other hand, it is shown in Rogers and Shephard [1957] thatvol(���) =  2nn !vol(�):This yields the result.Proof of Proposition 14.2.4. Let us now call a vector b \short" ifjbij � 2n�2nn �n!holds for all 1 � i � n. Using the bound on the volume of a simplex fromLemma 14.2.5, the third proof of Theorem 14.2.1 can be adapted so as to showthe existence of a short vector in Ann(p) for each p lying on the boundary of�(HYPn+1). (One also uses the fact that2k�2kk �k! � 2n�2nn �n!for all 1 � k � n.)Remark 14.2.6. From Proposition 14.2.4, a (rough) upper bound on the num-ber of facets of the cone �(HYPn+1) (or of the hypermetric cone HYPn+1) isgiven by (2Bn + 1)n, where Bn := 2nn!�2nn � :Therefore, the problem of testing whether a given distance d is hypermetric isin co-NP. It is not known whether testing hypermetricity is NP-hard. But thefollowing complexity results are proved by Avis and Grishukhin [1993]; they willbe treated in detail in Section 28.3.



206 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes(i) Given an integral distance d and an integer m, does d satisfy all (2m+1)-gonal hypermetric inequalities ? This problem is co-NP-complete.(ii) Given an integral distance d. Is d hypermetric ? If not, give the smallest ksuch that d violates a (2k+1)-gonal inequality. This problem is NP-hard.14.3 Delaunay Polytopes in Root LatticesIn this section, we group several results on Delaunay polytopes in root lattices.First, we recall the description of the irreducible root lattices and of their Delau-nay polytopes. We show that, if P is a Delaunay polytope in a root lattice, thenits 1-skeleton graph is completely determined by the metric structure of P (seeProposition 14.3.3). Then, we see that Delaunay polytopes in root lattices arisein a natural way from hypermetric spaces that are connected and strongly even(see Proposition 14.3.5). As a consequence, we obtain a characterization of theconnected strongly even distance spaces that are hypermetric, or isometrically`1-embeddable (see Theorems 14.3.6 and 14.3.7).Let P be a Delaunay polytope which is generating in a root lattice L. If L isreducible, then L = L1�L2 where L1 and L2 are root lattices. Hence, P = P1�P2where Pi is a Delaunay polytope in Li, for i = 1; 2. Therefore, it su�ces todescribe the Delaunay polytopes that are generating in some irreducible rootlattice.The irreducible root lattices have been classi�ed by Witt (see, for instance,Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989]). They are An (n � 0), Dn (n � 4), andEn (n = 6; 7; 8). We recall their description below; we will consider in moredetail the lattices E6; E7 and E8 in Section 16.2.For each of the lattices An, Dn and En, we recall some information aboutits roots (i.e., its minimal vectors) and about its empty spheres (i.e., its holes).For more details we refer, for instance, to Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989],Conway and Sloane [1988, 1991].Case of An, n � 0.� An = fx 2 Zn+1 jP0�i�n xi = 0g.� The roots of An are the n(n+1) vectors ei�ej, 0 � i 6= j � n, where ei denotethe i-th unit vector in Rn+1 .� There are bn+12 c types of empty spheres in An. Their centers areca = ( an+ 1 ; : : : ; an+ 1;�n+ 1� an+ 1 ; : : : ;�n+ 1� an+ 1 );where an+1 is repeated n + 1 � a times and �n+1�an+1 is repeated a times, withcorresponding radius ra = qa(n+1�a)n+1 , for 1 � a � bn+12 c. The case a = bn+12 ccorresponds to a deep hole, i.e., a hole with maximum radius.



14.3 Delaunay Polytopes in Root Lattices 207� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the empty sphere with center ca andradius ra has for vertices the followingPb �n+1�ab ���ab� vectors (1b; 0n+1�a�b; (�1)b;0a�b) for 0 � b � a; n+1�a, where the �rst b ones are chosen among the n+1�apositions of the entries an+1 of ca and the last b minus ones are chosen amongthe a positions of the entries �n+1�an+1 of ca. Its 1-skeleton graph is the Johnsongraph1 J(n+ 1; a).Case of Dn, n � 4.� Dn = fx 2 Zn jP1�i�n xi 2 2Zg.� The roots of Dn are the 2n(n� 1) vectors �ei � ej for 1 � i 6= j � n.� There are two types of empty spheres in Dn, namely, an empty sphere S1 withcenter c1 = (0; : : : ; 0; 1) and radius r1 = 1, and an empty sphere S2 with centerc2 = (12 ; : : : ; 12) and radius r2 = pn2 .� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the sphere S1 has for vertices the 2nvectors (0; : : : ; 0), (0; : : : ; 0; 2) and (0; : : : ; 0;�1; 0; : : : ; 0; 1) where the component�1 is in one of the �rst n � 1 positions. This is the cross-polytope �n whose1-skeleton graph is the cocktail-party graph Kn�2.� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the second sphere S2 has for verticesthe 2n�1 vectors x 2 f0; 1gn with P1�i�n xi 2 2Z. This is the half-cube hnwhose 1-skeleton graph is the half-cube graph 12H(n; 2). It corresponds to a deephole in Dn.Note that, for n = 4, �4 and h4 are congruent (i.e., coincide up to orthogonaltransformation and translation).Case of E8.� E8 = fx 2 R8 j x 2 Z8 [ (12 + Z)8 and P1�i�8 xi 2 2Zg, i.e., E8 is the latticegenerated by D8 and 12P1�i�8 ei. The lattice E8 is even and unimodular; hence,E�8 = E8.� The roots of E8 are the 240 vectors �ei�ej and 12(�e1� : : :�en), where thereis an even number of minus signs in a root of the second kind.� There are two types of empty spheres in E8, namely, the sphere S1 with centerc1 = (1; 07) and radius r1 = 1, and the sphere S2 with center c2 = (56 ; 167) andradius r2 = q89 .� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the sphere S1 has for vertices thefollowing 16 vectors (08), (2; 07), (1; 0; : : : ; 0;�1; 0; : : : ; 0), where �1 is in one ofthe last seven positions. This is the cross-polytope �8 whose 1-skeleton graph isK8�2. It corresponds to a deep hole in E8.� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the sphere S2 has for vertices thefollowing 9 vectors (08), (12 ; : : : ; 12) and (1; 0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0), where the second1For 1 � t � n, the Johnson graph J(n; t) is de�ned as the graph with node set fA �f1; : : : ; ng : jAj = tg and with edges the pairs (A;B) with jA \Bj = t� 1.



208 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes1 is in one of the last seven positions. This is the simplex �8 with 1-skeletongraph K9.We point out that, as E8 is an even unimodular lattice, none of its Delaunaypolytopes is generating (by Lemma 13.2.6).Case of E7.� The root lattice E7 consists of the vectors of E8 that are orthogonal to a givenminimal vector v0 of E8. If we choose v0 = (12 ; : : : ; 12), then E7 = fx 2 E8 jP1�i�8 xi = 0g. Another choice for v0 could be v0 = (1; 1; 06); we will work withthis second de�nition of E7 in Section 16.2 (in fact, we shall use there for E7 thefollowing a�ne translate fx 2 E8 j xT v0 = x1 + x2 = 1g).� There are two types of empty spheres in E7, namely, the sphere S1 with centerc1 = (34 2;�146) and radius r1 = q32 , and the sphere S2 with center c2 = (78 ;�18 7)and radius r2 = q78 .� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the sphere S1 has for vertices the 56vectors c1 � (342;�146). This is the Gosset polytope 321 whose 1-skeleton graphis the Gosset graph G56. It corresponds to a deep hole in E7.� The Delaunay polytope circumscribed by the sphere S2 has for vertices the 8following vectors (08) and (1; 0; : : : ; 0;�1; 0; : : : ; 0), where -1 is in one of the lastseven positions. This is the 7-dimensional simplex �7 with 1-skeleton graph K8.Case of E6.� The root lattice E6 consists of the vectors of E8 that are orthogonal to twononorthogonal given minimal vectors v0 and w0 of E8. If we choose v0 = (1; 1; 06)and w0 = (�12 8), then E6 = fx 2 E8 j x1 + x2 = x3 + : : :+ x8 = 0g. (In Section16.2, we select di�erently v0 and w0 and we consider an a�ne translate as E6.)� There is only one type of empty sphere in E6. Its radius is q43 and it cir-cumscribes the Delaunay polytope whose vertices are the following 27 vectors(12 ;�12 ; 56 ;�165), (�12 ; 12 ; 56 ;�165) where 56 is in one of the last six positions, and(0; 0;�23 2; 134) where the two �23 's are in the last six positions. This is the Schl�aipolytope 221 whose 1-skeleton graph is the Schl�ai graph G27. So the star of E6contains only copies of 221 and of its image under central symmetry.We summarize in Figure 14.3.1 some information about the Delaunay poly-topes P arising in the irreducible root lattices. For each irreducible root latticeL, we list all the Delaunay polytopes P arising in the star of L. Note that P isalways generating in L (i.e., V (P ) generates L) with the exception of the poly-topes �8 and �8 that are not generating in E8. For each Delaunay polytope P ,we present its 1-skeleton graph, denoted by H(P ) and called a Delaunay poly-tope graph. The last column gives the square r2 of the radius r of the spherecircumscribing P . As dH(P )(u; v) = 12(u � v)2 for all u; v 2 V (P ) (by the nextProposition 14.3.3), the graphic metric space (V (P ); dH(P )) of the graph H(P )is hypermetric and its associated L-polytope has radius rp2 .



14.3 Delaunay Polytopes in Root Lattices 209lattice Delaunay polytope Delaunay polytope squared radiusL P graph H(P ) r2An (n � 0) see description J(n+ 1; t) t(n+1�t)n+1above for 1 � t � bn+12 cDn (n � 4) �n Kn�2 1hn 12H(n; 2) n=4E8 �8 K9 8=9�8 K8�2 1E7 �7 K8 7=8321 G56 3=2E6 221 G27 4=3Figure 14.3.1: Delaunay polytopes in the irreducible root latticesRemark 14.3.2. We group here several observations about the graphs J(n; t),12H(n; 2), Kn�2, Kn, the Schl�ai graph G27, and the Gosset graph G56 occurringin Figure 14.3.1.(i) There are some isomorphisms among them, namely, J(n; 1) = Kn, 12H(2; 2)= K2, 12H(3; 2) = K4, K3�2 = J(4; 2), K4�2 = 12H(4; 2). Note thatJ(n; 2) coincides with the line graph L(Kn) of Kn, which is also called thetriangular graph and denoted by T (n). The half-cube graph 12H(5; 2) isalso known as the Clebsch graph.(ii) J(n; t) is an isometric subgraph of 12H(n; 2) and of J(n + 1; t); 12H(n; 2)is an isometric subgraph of 12H(n + 1; 2); Kn�2 is an isometric subgraphof K(n+1)�2. Also, r12H(5; 2) is an isometric subgraph of G27; 12H(6; 2),K6�2, J(8; 2) and rG27 are isometric subgraphs of G56. Hence, G27 is anisometric subgraph of G56 (as G27 has diameter 2). In fact, J(5; 2) (resp.12H(5; 2), G27) is the subgraph of 12H(5; 2) (resp. of G27, G56) induced bythe neighborhood of one of its nodes.(iii) J(n; t), Kn�2 (n � 2), 12H(n; 2) are `1-graphs, but G27, G56 are not `1-graphs.We consider in the next result an interesting property for a Delaunay polytopeP in a root lattice. Namely, a geometric feature of P is entirely determined by



210 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopesthe metric structure of P : its 1-skeleton graph consists of the pairs of verticesat squared distance 2. This was proved in Deza and Grishukhin [1993].Proposition 14.3.3. Let P be a generating Delaunay polytope in a root lattice.Let G(P ) denote the graph with set of vertices V (P ) and with edges the pairs(u; v) for which d(2)(u; v) = 2, for u; v 2 V (P ), and let dG(P ) denote its pathmetric. Then, d(2)(u; v) = 2dG(P )(u; v)holds for all u; v 2 V (P ), i.e., the Delaunay polytope space (V (P ); d(2)) co-incides with the space (V (P ); 2dG(P )). Moreover, G(P ) coincides with the 1-skeleton graph H(P ) of P , i.e., two vertices u; v form an edge of P if and onlyif d(2)(u; v) = 2.Proof. Let u; v 2 V (P ) such that dG(P )(u; v) = 2. Let (u; u1; v) be a path inG(P ) from u to v, i.e., (u�u1)2 = (u1� v)2 = 2 and (u� v)2 > 2. Observe that(14.3.4) (u1 � u)T (u1 � v) = 0:Indeed, (u1 � u)T (u1 � v) � 0 since any three vertices of P form a triangle withno obtuse angles. Using relation (13.2.1), we obtain that (u1�u)T (u1�v) = 0; 1.Moreover, (u�v)2 = 4�2(u1�u)T (u1�v) > 2, implying that (u1�u)T (u1�v) = 0and, thus, (u� v)2 = 4 = 2dG(P )(u; v).Consider now u; v 2 V (P ) such that dG(P )(u; v) = k � 2. Let (u0 =u; u1; : : : ; uk = v) be a shortest path from u to v in G(P ). Then, u � v =P1�i�k ri, where ri := ui � ui�1 is a root (i.e., r2i = 2) for 1 � i � k. So thispath corresponds to the sequence of roots (r1; : : : ; rk). Consider the subpath(ui�1; ui; ui+1). Applying (14.3.4), we deduce that rTi ri+1 = 0 holds. So, anytwo consecutive roots in the sequence (r1; : : : ; rk) are orthogonal.Note that w := ui�1 + ui+1 � ui is also a vertex of P since w 2 L and w alsolies on the sphere circumscribing P . Hence, (u0; u1; : : : ; ui�1; w; ui+1; : : : ; uk)is another shortest path from u to v; it corresponds to the sequence of roots(r1; : : : ; ri�1; ri+1; ri; ri+2; : : : ; rk). By the above argument, rTi ri+2 = (ri�1)T ri+1 =0. After iteration, we obtain that any two roots ri, rj , i 6= j, are orthogonal.Therefore, (u� v)2 = X1�i�k r2i = 2k = 2dG(P )(u; v)holds. Moreover, u�v is the diagonal of the k-cube spanned by r1; : : : ; rk, whosevertices all are vertices of P . Therefore, u; v do not form an edge of P .It is easy to see that, conversely, any two vertices u; v of P with (u� v)2 = 2form an edge of P .We now see that Delaunay polytopes in root lattices arise in a natural wayfrom connected strongly even hypermetric spaces. Recall that a distance space(X; d) is strongly even if d(i; j) is an even integer for all i; j 2 X and d(i; j) = 2for some i; j 2 X.



14.4 On the Radius of Delaunay Polytopes 211Proposition 14.3.5. Let (X; d) be a connected strongly even distance space. If(X; d) is hypermetric with associated Delaunay polytope Pd generating the latticeLd, then Ld is a root lattice.Proof. Let i 2 X 7! vi 2 V (Pd) denote a representation of (X; d) in Ld. As thedistance space (X; d) is connected and strongly even, the lattice Ld is generatedby the set fvi � vj j i; j 2 X and d(i; j) = 2g. Hence, Ld is a root lattice.As an application, we can characterize the connected strongly even distancespaces which are hypermetric, or `1-embeddable. The following Theorems 14.3.6and 14.3.7 are due, respectively, to Terwiliger and Deza [1987] and Deza andGrishukhin [1993]. An application to graphs will be formulated in Section 17.1.Theorem 14.3.6. Let (X; d) be a connected strongly even distance space. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) (X; d) is hypermetric.(ii) (X; 12d) is an isometric subspace of a direct product of half-cube graphs12H(n; 2) (n � 7), cocktail-party graphs Kn�2 (n � 7), and copies of theGosset graph G56.Proof. (i) =) (ii) From Proposition 14.3.5, the Delaunay polytope Pd associ-ated with (X; d) is generating in a root lattice. Therefore, from Proposition14.3.3, The Delaunay polytope space (V (Pd); d(2)2 ) coincides with the graphicspace (V (Pd); dH(Pd)) which, using Figure 14.3.1, is a direct product of Johnsongraphs, cocktail-party graphs, half-cube graphs, copies of G27 and G56. Theresult now follows using Remark 14.3.2. The implication (ii) =) (i) is obvious.Theorem 14.3.7. Let (X; d) be a connected strongly even distance space. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) (X; d) is isometrically `1-embeddable.(ii) (X; 12d) is an isometric subspace of a product of half-cube graphs andcocktail-party graphs.Theorem 14.3.7 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 14.3.6, usingProposition 14.1.10 and the fact that the graphs G27 and G56 are not `1-graphs.In the (main) subcase of graphic metric spaces, another proof was given byShpectorov [1993]; it is elementary (it does not use Delaunay polytopes) butlonger. We will present the latter proof in Chapter 21.14.4 On the Radius of Delaunay PolytopesWe present here several results which give, in some cases, a more precise informa-tion on the radius of Delaunay polytopes. The �rst result is a partial converse to



212 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopesthe implication (ii) =) (iv) from Proposition 13.1.2; it gives explicitly the valueof the radius of the spherical representation of a distance space (X; d) of nega-tive type when Pi2X d(i; j) is a constant. This result was already formulated inTheorem 6.2.18; we repeat it here for convenience.Proposition 14.4.1. Suppose that (X; d) is of negative type and that the sumPi2X d(i; j) does not depend on j 2 X. Then, (X; d) has a spherical represen-tation, on a sphere whose center is the center of mass of the representation andwhose radius r is given by(14.4.2) r2 = 12jXj Xj2X d(i; j):An example of distance space with constant sum Pi2X d(i; j) is the graphicmetric space (V (G); dG), where G is a distance regular graph or a regular graphof diameter 2; see Section 17.2. Proposition 14.4.3 below is a speci�cation ofProposition 14.4.1 to hypermetric spaces, and Proposition 14.4.4 is a partialconverse to the implication (i) =) (ii) from Proposition 13.1.2. Both results aregiven in Deza and Grishukhin [1993].Proposition 14.4.3. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space, let Pd be its associatedDelaunay polytope and let r denote the radius of its circumscribed sphere Sd.If Pi2X d(i; j) does not depend on j 2 X, then the radius r is given by rela-tion (14.4.2).Proof. From Proposition 14.4.1, we can suppose that X lies on a sphere S withcenter the center of mass of X and with radius r given by (14.4.2). On the otherhand, Sd is a minimal dimension sphere containing X. Hence, Sd � S holds.The a�ne space spanned by Sd contains X and thus its center of mass, i.e., thecenter of S. Therefore, S and Sd have the same radius.Proposition 14.4.4. Let (X; d) be a connected strongly even distance space.Suppose that (X; d) has a representation on a sphere with radius r such thatr2 < 2. Then, (X; d) is hypermetric.Proof. Let (vi j i 2 X) be a representation of (X; d) on a sphere S. Up totranslation, we can suppose that vi = 0 for some index i 2 X. From Proposition14.3.5, L(X; d) := Z(vi j i 2 X) is a root lattice. We show that the sphere S isempty in L(X; d) which, by Proposition 14.1.2, implies that (X; d) is hypermetric.Let H be the a�ne space spanned by fvi j i 2 Xg. We can suppose that S liesin H (else replace S by S \H). Let ` be the line in Rn+1 orthogonal to H goingthrough the center of S, and let q be a point on ` such that (q � vi)2 = 2 for alli 2 X. Note that (q � v)2 < 2 for each point v lying in the interior of the balldelimited by S. Note also that (q � vi)T (q � vj) 2 f0;�1; 1g for all i 6= j 2 X.



14.4 On the Radius of Delaunay Polytopes 213Indeed, (vi � vj)2 is even since (X; d) is strongly even and(vi � vj)2 = 4� 2(q � vi)T (q � vj) � 4r2 < 8;implying that (vi � vj)2 2 f2; 4; 6g. Therefore, L0 := Z(q� vi j i 2 X) is a rootlattice and, in particular, a2 � 2 for each a 2 L0, a 6= 0. Suppose now thatsome point v 2 L(X; d) lies in the interior of the ball delimited by S. Then,(v � q)2 < 2, yielding a contradiction with the fact that v � q 2 L0.We now present some results on spherical t-extensions of hypermetric spaces.Given a distance space (X; d), we remind that its spherical t-extension (X 0 :=X [ fi0g; spht(d)) is de�ned byspht(d)(i; j) = d(i; j) for i; j 2 X;spht(d)(i; i0) = t for i 2 X:The next lemma characterizes the parameters2 t for which spht(d) belongs to thenegative type cone and Proposition 14.4.6 below speci�es values of t for whichthe spherical t-extension operation preserves hypermetricity. Both results aretaken from Grishukhin [1992b].Lemma 14.4.5. Let (X; d) be a distance space. Then, spht(d) 2 NEGn+1 if andonly if (X; d) has a spherical representation with radius r and r2 � t. Moreover,(i) If r2 < t, then spht(d) has a spherical representation with radius R :=t2pt�r2 .(ii) If t = r2, then spht(d) has no spherical representation.Proof. If spht(d) 2 NEGn+1, then spht(d) has a representation i 2 X 0 7! vi with(vi � vi0)2 = t. Hence, the vi's (i 2 X) lie on the sphere S0 with center vi0 andradius pt. Let H denote the a�ne space spanned by (vi j i 2 X). Therefore, thevi's (i 2 X) lie on the sphere Sd = S0 \H whose radius r is less than or equalto pt.Conversely, consider a representation (vi j i 2 X) of (X; d) on a sphere Sd withradius r such that r2 � t. Consider the line orthogonal to the a�ne space Hspanned by (vi j i 2 X) and going through the center of Sd. Choose a point vi0on this line which is at squared distance t� r2 from H. Then, (vi j i 2 X 0) is arepresentation of spht(d), which shows that spht(d) 2 NEGn+1.Suppose r2 < t. Let S denote the sphere of dimension one higher than that of Sd,which contains Sd and vi0 . So, Sd = S \H and the radius of S is R := t2pt�r2 .On the other hand, if r2 = t, then vi0 is the center of S0 = Sd and the represen-tation of spht(d) is not spherical.Proposition 14.4.6. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space and let r denote theradius of the sphere Sd circumscribing Pd.2Note that the quantity min(pt j spht(d) 2 NEGn+1) is considered in approximation theorywhere it is called the Chebyshev radius of (X; d) (Chebyshev [1947]).



214 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay Polytopes(i) Suppose that t � 2r2. Then spht(d) is hypermetric, its radius is R :=t2pt�r2 , with t � 2R2 (and R � r, with equality if and only if t = 2r2).Therefore, sphmt (d) is hypermetric for any integer m � 1. Let P be theDelaunay polytope associated with spht(d). If t > 2r2, or if t = 2r2 andPd is asymmetric, then P is a pyramid with base Pd. If Pd is centrallysymmetric, then P is a bipyramid with base Pd.(ii) If r2 < t < 2r2 and if Pd is centrally symmetric, then spht(d) is nothypermetric.Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 14.4.5.(i) Let Ld be the lattice spanned by V (Pd) and let L denote the lattice generatedby Ld and vi0 . So, L consists of layers which are translates of Ld, the distancebetween consecutive layers being h = pt� r2. By assumption, t � 2r2, implyingthat h � R = t2pt�r2 . This shows that the sphere S is empty in L. Therefore,spht(d) is hypermetric and its associated Delaunay polytope P has radius R. Ift > 2r2, then P is the pyramid with base Pd and apex vi0 . If t = 2r2, then onechecks easily that the antipode v�i0 of vi0 on the sphere S belongs to L if andonly if Pd is centrally symmetric. Therefore, if Pd is centrally symmetric, then Pis the bipyramid with base Pd and apex vi0 and, if Pd is asymmetric, then P isthe pyramid with base Pd and apex vi0 . Note that t > 2R2 follows from R = t2hand h > R.(ii) Let v 2 V (Pd) and let v� be its antipode on the sphere Sd. Then, w =v + v� � vi0 belongs to L. We show that w lies inside S, which implies thatspht(d) is not hypermetric. Indeed,(v�v�)2 = 4r2; (v�vi0)2 = (v��vi0)2 = t; (v�c)2 = (v��c)2 = (vi0�c)2 = R2;from which we deduce that (w � c)2 = R2 + 2t� 4r2 < R2.We �nally mention (without proof) a result from Deza and Grishukhin[1996b] relating the covering radius of a lattice to the radius of its symmetricDelaunay polytopes.Proposition 14.4.7. Let L be a k-dimensional lattice in Rk with covering ra-dius �(L); that is, �(L) is the maximum radius of (the sphere circumscribing)a Delaunay polytope in L. Let R denote the maximum radius of a symmetricDelaunay polytope in L (setting R := 0 if none exists) and let r denote themaximum radius of a proper symmetric face of a Delaunay polytope in L. If43r2 � R2, then �(L) = R. Otherwise, R2 � (�(L))2 � 43r2:We now present some examples of applications (taken, in particular, fromAvis and Maehara [1994] and Grishukhin [1992b]).Example 14.4.8. Consider the complete bipartite graph K1;n and its suspen-sion graph rK1;n. Then, their path metrics can be expressed as d(K1;n) =



14.4 On the Radius of Delaunay Polytopes 215sph1(d), d(rK1;n) = sph1(sph1(d)), where d := 2d(Kn) takes value 2 on allpairs of f1; : : : ; ng. The distance d is hypermetric with radius r = qn�1n (byProposition 14.4.3). Hence, using Lemma 14.4.5, we obtain that d(Kn;1) has aspherical representation with radius R = 12p1�r2 = qn4 . Therefore, d(rK1;n)is of negative type if and only if n � 4. Moreover, d(rKn;1) has no sphericalrepresentation if n = 4 and, for n = 2; 3, d(rK1;n) has a spherical representationwith radius 12p1�R2 = 1p4�n :Example 14.4.9. Consider the graph Kn n P3 for n � 4 (where P3 denotes thepath on 3 nodes). Let d denote the distance on 3 points with two values equal to2 and one equal to 1. Clearly, d(K4 nP3) = sph1(d) and d(Kn nP3) = sphn�31 (d)for n � 4. One can easily verify that d is hypermetric with radius r23 = 47 andwith associated Delaunay polytope �2. Set(rn+1)2 = 14(1 � r2n)for n � 3. Then,r24 = 712 ; r25 = 35 ; r26 = 58 ; r27 = 23 ; r28 = 34 ; r29 = 1:From Lemma 14.4.5, we obtain that d(Kn n P3) has a spherical representationwith radius rn if n � 9 and that d(K10 nP3) is of negative type but has no spher-ical representation. Fom Proposition 14.4.4 applied to 2d(Kn n P3), we obtainthat d(Kn nP3) is hypermetric if n � 8. It is known that the Delaunay polytopeassociated with 2d(K7 n P3) is the Schl�ai polytope 221 and that the Delaunaypolytope associated with 2d(K8 n P3) is the Gosset polytope 321 (see Section16.2). Hence, Proposition 14.4.6 yields that d(K9 nP3) is not hypermetric (since321 is centrally symmetric). Finally, note that d(Kn n P3) is `1-embeddable ifn � 6 but not for n = 7. This latter statement will be justi�ed later in Remark19.2.9.At this point let us observe as a curiosity an analogy between the minimum `1-sizeand the radius of the Delaunay polytope associated to an `1-embeddable distance. Let(X; d) be a distance space with jX j = n and consider the iterated spherical t-extensionsphmt (d) of d. Part of Proposition 14.4.6 can be rephrased as follows:(a) Suppose d 2 HYPn. Then, sphmt (d) 2 HYPn+m for all m � 1 if t � 12 (diam(Pd))2,where diam(Pd) denotes the diameter of the sphere circumscribing the Delaunay poly-tope Pd associated with d.Compare (a) with Lemma 7.3.3, which states:(b) Suppose d 2 CUTn. Then, sphmt (d) 2 CUTn+m for all m � 1 if t � 12s`1(d), wheres`1(d) denotes the minimum `1-size of d.Observe, moreover, that the limit value of (diam(Psphmt (d)))2 in (a) and of s`1(sphmt (d))in (b) is equal to 2t when m goes to in�nity.



216 Chapter 14. Hypermetrics and Delaunay PolytopesExample 14.4.10. Set d := d(Kn). Then, d is hypermetric with radius qn�12n(by Proposition 14.4.3). Then,spht(d) 2 NEGn+1 () t � n� 12n(by Lemma 14.4.5 (i)) and it is easy to check thatspht(d) 2METn+1 (or CUTn+1; or HYPn+1)() t � 12 :Example 14.4.11. Set d := d(Kn�2). Then, d is hypermetric with radius 1p2(by Proposition 14.4.3). One can check that, for each m � 1,sphmt (d) 2 METn+m (or CUTn+m; or HYPn+m)() t � 1:(Apply Proposition 14.4.6 (i) and relations (a),(b) above, after noting thats`1(d) = 2.)



Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes:Rank and Hypermetric Faces
There is a natural notion of rank for hypermetric spaces. Namely, if (X; d) isa hypermetric space, then its rank rk(X; d) is de�ned as the dimension of thesmallest face of the cone HYP(X) that contains d. The extremal cases whenthe rank of (X; d) or its corank is equal to 1 correspond, respectively, to thecases when d lies on an extreme ray or on a facet of HYP(X). Correspondingly,the rank rk(P ) of a Delaunay polytope P is de�ned as the rank of its Delaunaypolytope space (V (P ); d(2)). Delaunay polytopes of rank 1 are called extreme;they are associated to hypermetrics lying on an extreme ray of the hypermetriccone. This notion of rank for a Delaunay polytope P has the following geometricinterpretation: It coincides with the number of degrees of freedom one has whendeforming P in such a way that the deformed polytope remains a Delaunaypolytope; a precise formulation can be found in Theorem 15.2.5.Extreme Delaunay polytopes have a highly rigid geometric structure; indeed,their only a�ne transforms which are still Delaunay polytopes are their homoth-etic transforms (see Corollary 15.2.4). The �rst example of an extreme Delaunaypolytope is the segment �1, associated with the cut semimetrics. Other examplesare known, such as the Schl�ai polytope 221, the Gosset polytope 321 constructedfrom the root lattice E8 and some others constructed from the Leech lattice �24and the Barnes-Wall lattice �16; they will be described in the next Chapter 16.Delaunay polytopes of corank 1, which correspond to facets of the hyperme-tric cone, are well understood; they are the repartitioning polytopes consideredby Voronoi (see Section 15.2).In Section 15.1, we study several properties for the notion of rank of a De-launay polytope; in particular, its invariance under taking generating subspaces(see Theorem 15.1.8) and its additivity with respect to the direct product ofpolytopes (see Proposition 15.1.10). We present in Section 15.3 some bounds forthe rank of a Delaunay polytope in terms of its number of vertices (see Proposi-tion 15.3.1). We also investigate in detail in Section 15.2 the links between facesof the hypermetric cone and their associated Delaunay polytopes.15.1 Rank of a Delaunay PolytopeWe consider here the notion of rank for a Delaunay polytope; we follow essentiallyDeza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992], where this notion was introduced and217



218 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric Facesstudied. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space. We de�ne its annullator1 Ann(X; d)by Ann(X; d) = fb 2 ZX j b 6= ei for i 2 X; Xi2X bi = 1; Xi;j2X bibjd(i; j) = 0g:Let S(X; d) denote the system which consists of the equations:Xi;j2X bibjx(i; j) = 0 for b 2 Ann(X; d);that is, S(X; d) consists of the hypermetric inequalities that are satis�ed atequality by d. Let F (X; d) (or F (d)) denote the smallest (by inclusion) face ofthe hypermetric cone HYP(X) that contains d. Hence,F (X; d) = HYP(X) \ \b2Ann(X;d)Hb;where Hb denotes the hyperplane in R( jXj2 ) de�ned by the equation:Xi;j2X bibjx(i; j) = 0:The dimension of F (X; d) is equal to the rank of the solution set to the systemS(X; d).De�nition 15.1.1.(i) The rank rk(X; d) of a hypermetric space (X; d) is de�ned as the dimensionof the smallest face F (X; d) of HYP(X) that contains d. Its corank isde�ned as �jXj2 �� rk(X; d).(ii) The rank rk(P ) of a Delaunay polytope P is de�ned as the rank of theDelaunay polytope space (V (P ); d(2)), i.e., rk(P ) := rk(V (P ); d(2)). A De-launay polytope of rank 1 is called extreme.Hence, rk(X; d) = 1 if d lies on an extreme ray of the hypermetric cone;rk(X; d) = �jXj2 � if d lies in the interior of HYP(X), i.e., F (X; d) = HYP(X); andrk(X; d) = �jXj2 �� 1 if F (X; d) is a facet of HYP(X).In fact, the rank of a hypermetric space is an invariant of its associatedDelaunay polytope; namely, rk(X; d) = rk(Pd) holds (see Corollary 15.1.9). Inorder to prove this invariance result, we need to investigate some properties ofthe system S(X; d) of hypermetric equalities satis�ed by d.We �rst observe that a hypermetric space and any gate 0-extension of ithave the same rank. This means that we may consider only metrics rather thansemimetrics. Let (X; d) be a distance space and i0 2 X; j0 62 X. Let (X 0 :=1This notion was already used in the proof of Theorem 14.2.1.



15.1 Rank of a Delaunay Polytope 219X [ fj0g; d0) be its gate 0-extension, de�ned by d0(i0; j0) = 0, d0(i; j0) = d(i0; i)for i 2 X, and d0(i; j) = d(i; j) for i; j 2 X.Lemma 15.1.2. Let (X 0; d0) be a gate 0-extension of the hypermetric space(X; d). Then, rk(X 0; d0) = rk(X; d):Proof. Suppose that (X 0; d0) is de�ned as above. We show that the solutionsets of the systems S(X; d) and S(X 0; d0) have the same rank. Since S(X; d)is a subsystem of the system S(X 0; d0), it su�ces to check that each additionalvariable x(i; j0) (i 2 X) in the system S(X 0; d0) can be expressed in terms ofthe variables x(i; j) (i; j 2 X). As d(i0; j0) = 0, the triangle equalities x(i0; i) �x(j0; i) � x(i0; j0) = 0 and x(j0; i) � x(i0; i)� x(i0; j0) = 0 belong to the systemS(X 0; d0). This implies that the equality x(j0; i) = x(i0; i) (i 2 X) follows fromS(X 0; d0).Let P � Rk be a k-dimensional Delaunay polytope with set of vertices V (P )and let V � V (P ) be a generating subset of V (P ). For w 2 V (P ), every a 2 ZVsuch that w = Xv2V avv and Xv2V av = 1 is called an a�ne realization of w in theset V . Proposition 14.1.5 implies that, for b 2 ZV with Pv2V bv = 1,b 2 Ann(V; d(2)) () Xv2V bvv 2 V (P ):In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between(i) the equations of S(V; d(2)), and(ii) the a�ne realizations of the vertices of P in the set V .In particular, if B is a basic set in V (P ), then each vertex has a unique a�nerealization in the set B and, therefore, S(B; d(2)) is a system of jV (P ) n Bj =jV (P )j � k � 1 equations in �k+12 � variables. Therefore,(15.1.3)  k + 22 !� jV (P )j � rk(B; d(2)) �  k + 12 !:Lemma 15.1.4. Let V be a generating subset of V (P ) and let c 2 ZV such thatPv2V cv = 0 and Pv2V cvv = 0. The following equations:(15.1.5) Xv2V cvx(u; v) = 0 for u 2 V;(15.1.6) Xu;v2V cucvx(u; v) = 0are implied by the system S(V; d(2)).



220 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesProof. Let u 2 V and c0 2 ZV be de�ned by c0u := cu+1, c0v := cv for v 2 V nfug.Hence, c0 is an a�ne realization of u in V . Therefore, the equation:Xv;w2V c0vc0wx(v; w) = 0belongs to the system S(V; d(2)). It can be rewritten asXv;w2V cvcwx(v; w) + 2Xv2V cvx(u; v) = 0:By multiplying the above equality by cu and summing over u 2 V , we obtain(15.1.6). Hence, the equation (15.1.6) follows from S(V; d(2)) and, thus, theequations (15.1.5) as well.For each w 2 V (P ), let aw 2 ZV be a given a�ne realization of w in theset V . Let S 0(V; d(2)) denote the system consisting of the equations (15.1.5) and(15.1.6) together with the hypermetric equations:Xu;v2V awu awv x(u; v) = 0 for w 2 V (P ):Lemma 15.1.7. The systems S(V; d(2)) and S 0(V; d(2)) have the same solutions.Proof. It remains only to show that each equation of S(V; d(2)) follows from thesystem S 0(V; d(2)). Let w 2 V (P ) and let b be another a�ne realization of w inV . Then, we can apply (15.1.6) with c := aw � b, which yieldsXu;v2V (awu � bu)(awv � bv)x(u; v) = 0; i.e.,Xu;v2V awu awv x(u; v) � 2 Xu;v2V awu bvx(u; v) + Xu;v2V bubvx(u; v) = 0:We check that the �rst two terms in the above equality are equal to zero, whichwill imply that the equation: Xu;v2V bubvx(u; v) = 0follows from the system S 0(V; d(2)). Indeed, the �rst term is equal to 0, sinceit corresponds to an equation of S 0(V; d(2)). On the other hand, for u 2 V , theequation: Xv2V awv x(u; v) = Xv2V bvx(u; v)follows from (15.1.5). Hence, the second term is equal to�2 Xu;v2V awu awv x(u; v) = 0:



15.1 Rank of a Delaunay Polytope 221Theorem 15.1.8. Let P be a Delaunay polytope and let V be a generatingsubset of V (P ). Then, rk(V; d(2)) = rk(V (P ); d(2)):Proof. We show that the solution sets to the systems S(V; d(2)) and S(V (P ); d(2))have the same rank. Since S(V; d(2)) is a subsystem of the system S(V (P ); d(2)),it su�ces to check that each variable x(w;w0) ((w;w0) 2 (V � (V (P ) n V )) [(V (P ) n V )2) can be expressed in terms of the variables x(u; v) (u; v 2 V ).Let w;w0 2 V (P ) n V and let a; a0 denote a�ne realizations of w;w0 in V ,respectively. We show that the following equations (a) and (b) are implied byS(V (P ); d(2)):(a) x(w; u) = Xv2V avx(u; v) for u 2 V;(b) x(w;w0) = Xu;v2V aua0vx(u; v):For this, let b; b0 2 ZV (P ) be de�ned by bw := �1, bv := av for v 2 V andbv := 0 for v 2 V (P ) n (V [ fwg), b0w0 := �1, b0v := a0v for v 2 V and b0v := 0 forv 2 V (P ) n (V [ fw0g). We can apply Lemma 15.1.4. From (15.1.5), we obtain:Xv2V (P ) bvx(u; v) = 0 for all u 2 V;which implies (a). Applying (15.1.6) for b; b0 and b+ b0, we obtain:Xu;v2V (P ) bubvx(u; v) = 0; Xu;v2V (P ) b0ub0vx(u; v) = 0;Xu;v2V (P )(bu + b0u)(bv + b0v)x(u; v) = 0:This implies: Xu;v2V (P ) bub0vx(u; v) = 0:Expressing b0 in terms of a0 and b in terms of a in the latter equality, we obtain:x(w;w0)�Xu2V aux(u;w0)�Xv2V a0vx(w; v) + Xu;v2V aua0vx(u; v) = 0:The second and third terms in the above equality are equal to x(w;w0) by (a).This shows that (b) holds.Corollary 15.1.9. Let (X; d) be a hypermetric space with associated Delaunaypolytope Pd. Then, rk(X; d) = rk(Pd):



222 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesProof. Let V � V (Pd) representing (X; d). Then, rk(X; d) = rk(V; d(2)) byLemma 15.1.2 and rk(V; d(2)) = rk(Pd) by Theorem 15.1.8 as V generates V (Pd).We conclude this section with an additivity property of the rank of a Delaunaypolytope.Proposition 15.1.10. Let P1 and P2 be Delaunay polytopes. Their directproduct P1 � P2 is a Delaunay polytope with rankrk(P1 � P2) = rk(P1) + rk(P2):For instance, rk(k) = k for the hypercube k, since k is the direct product(1)k and rk(1) = 1.15.2 Delaunay Polytopes Related to Faces15.2.1 Hypermetric FacesWe show that hypermetrics that lie in the interior of the same face of the hyper-metric cone are associated with a�nely equivalent Delaunay polytopes; therefore,one can speak of the Delaunay polytope associated with a face of the hypermetriccone. This result is presented in Theorem 15.2.1 below; it was proved by Deza,Grishukhin and Laurent [1992].Let T be an a�ne bijection of Rk . For u; v 2 Rk , setdT (u; v) := (T (u)� T (v))2:Theorem 15.2.1. Let P � Rk be a Delaunay polytope and let V be a generatingsubset of V (P ). Let T be an a�ne bijection of Rk . Let F denote the smallestface of the hypermetric cone HYP(V ) that contains (V; d(2)).(i) If T (P ) is a Delaunay polytope, then dT lies in the interior of F , i.e.,F (dT ) = F .(ii) Let d 2 HYP(V ). If d lies in the interior of F , then the Delaunay polytopePd associated with d is a�nely equivalent to P .Proof. (i) Let b 2 ZV with Pv2V bv = 1. We show thatXu;v2V bubv(T (u)� T (v))2 = 0() Xu;v2V bubv(u� v)2 = 0:For this, let c; r (resp. cT ; rT ) denote the center and radius of the sphere circum-scribing P (resp. T (P )). Then,Xu;v2V bubv(T (u)� T (v))2 = 2(rT )2 � 2(Xu2V buT (u)� cT )2;



15.2 Delaunay Polytopes Related to Faces 223which is equal to 0 if and only ifPu2V buT (u) is a vertex of T (P ). On the otherhand, Xu;v2V bubv(u� v)2 = 2r2 � 2(Xu2V buu� c)2is equal to 0 if and only if Pu2V buu is a vertex of P . The result now follows asXu2V buT (u) = T (Xu2V buu)is a vertex of T (P ) if and only if Pu2V buu is a vertex of P , since T is an a�nebijection. This shows that dT lies in the interior of the face F .(ii) Let Pd be the Delaunay polytope associated with d and let T : V �! V (Pd)be a generating mapping such that d(u; v) = (T (u) � T (v))2 for u; v 2 V . Themapping T is one-to-one since d(u; v) 6= 0 for u 6= v 2 V . We show that T canbe extended to an a�ne bijective mapping of the space spanned by V , mappingV (P ) to V (Pd).First, we verify that T preserves the a�ne dependencies on V , i.e., that ifc 2 ZV with Pv2V cv = 0, thenXv2V cvv = 0() Xv2V cvT (v) = 0:Since all the vectors v 2 V lie on a sphere and the same holds for their imagesT (v), we have:(a) Xu;v2V cucvd(2)(u; v) = Xu;v2V cucv(u� v)2 = �2 Xv2V cvv!2 ;(b) Xu;v2V cucvd(u; v) = Xu;v2V cucv(T (u) � T (v))2 = �2 Xv2V cvT (v)!2 :By assumption, F (d) = F , i.e., the systems S 0(V; d) and S 0(V; d(2)) have thesame sets of solutions (using Lemma 15.1.7). This implies that the quantities in(a) and (b) are simultaneously equal to zero.We now check that, for b 2 ZV with Pv2V bv = 1,Xv2V bvv is a vertex of P () Xv2V bvT (v) is a vertex of Pd:But, by Proposition 14.1.5, Pv2V bvv 2 V (P ) if and only if d(2) satis�es theequation Pu;v2V bubvx(u; v) = 0 and Pv2V bvT (v) 2 V (Pd) if and only if dsatis�es the same equation. Therefore, we can extend T to the space spannedby V by setting T (Xv2V bvv) := Xv2V bvT (v);T is a�ne bijective and maps P on Pd.



224 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesCorollary 15.2.2. Let (X; d) and (X; d0) be two hypermetric spaces with asso-ciated Delaunay polytopes Pd and Pd0 . Let F (d) and F (d0) denote the smallestfaces of HYP(X) that contain d and d0, respectively. If F (d) = F (d0), then Pdand Pd0 are a�nely equivalent.Proof. If d(i; j) 6= 0 for all i 6= j 2 X, then (X; d) is isomorphic to a subspace(V; d(2)) of (V (Pd); d(2)), where V is a generating subset of V (Pd). As d0 lies inthe interior of F (d), Theorem 15.2.1 (ii) implies that Pd0 is a�nely equivalent toPd. Otherwise, note that d(i; j) = 0 if and only if d0(i; j) = 0 as d; d0 satisfy thesame triangle equalities since F (d) = F (d0). Hence, X can be partitioned intoX1[ : : :[Xm for m < jXj in such a way that, for i 6= j 2 X, d(i; j) = d0(i; j) = 0if and only if i; j 2 Xh for some h 2 f1; : : : ;mg. Let x1 2 X1; : : : ; xm 2 Xm anddenote by d0 (resp. d00) the projection of d (resp. d0) on X0 := fx1; : : : ; xmg.One can easily see that d0,d00 lie in the interior of the same face of HYP(X0)which, by the above argument, implies that Pd and Pd0 are a�nely equivalent(as d0 is associated to the same Delaunay polytope Pd as d and d00 is associatedto Pd0).Remark 15.2.3. The implication from Corollary 15.2.2 is strict, in general.Indeed, it is easy to construct examples of hypermetrics d; d0 2 HYP(X) whoseassociated Delaunay polytopes are a�nely equivalent, but lying on distinct facesof HYP(X), i.e., such that F (d) 6= F (d0). For instance, any two distinct cutsemimetrics �(S), �(T ) are associated to the same Delaunay polytope, namely�1, but they lie on distinct faces as each cut semimetric lies on an extreme rayof HYP(X). Another example can be easily obtained by taking a generatingsubset V := fv1; : : : ; vng of a Delaunay polytope P and considering the hyper-metrics d; d0 2 HYPn de�ned by d(i; j) = (vi � vj)2, d0(i; j) = (v�(i) � v�(j))2 fori; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, where � is a permutation of f1; : : : ; ng.Corollary 15.2.4. Let P be a Delaunay polytope in Rk . Then, P is extremeif and only if the only (up to orthogonal transformation and translation) a�nebijective transformations T of Rk for which T (P ) is a Delaunay polytope are thehomotheties2.Proof. Suppose �rst that rk(P ) = 1, i.e., that (V (P ); d(2)) lies on an extremeray of HYP(V (P )). Assume that T (P ) is a Delaunay polytope. By Theo-rem 15.2.1 (i), dT = �2d(2) for some scalar �. Hence, (T (u)�T (v))2 = �2(u�v)2for all u; v 2 V (P ). It is not di�cult to see that, up to translation, ��1T is anorthogonal transformation.Suppose now that the only a�ne bijective transformations T for which T (P ) isa Delaunay polytope are the homotheties. Let d 2 HYP(V (P )) with F (d) =F (d(2)). By Theorem 15.2.1 (ii), the Delaunay polytope Pd associated to d isof the form �P , where � > 0, implying that d = �2d(2). This shows that2A homothety is a mapping T : Rk �! Rk such that T (x) = �x for all x 2 Rk , for some� 6= 0.



15.2 Delaunay Polytopes Related to Faces 225(V (P ); d(2)) lies on an extreme ray of HYP(V (P )), i.e., rk(P ) = 1.Let P be a k-dimensional Delaunay polytope in Rk . Let T (P ) denote the setof a�ne bijections T of Rk (taken up to translations and orthogonal transforma-tions) for which T (P ) is again a Delaunay polytope. If P has rank 1 then, byCorollary 15.2.4, T (P ) consists only of homotheties and, hence, its dimensionis also equal to 1. This fact can be generalized for arbitrary ranks, as the nextresult from Laurent [1996a] shows.Theorem 15.2.5. For a Delaunay polytope P , the dimension of the set T (P )(in the topological sense) is equal to the rank of P .Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that P is a k-dimensionalDelaunay polytope in Rk which contains the origin as a vertex. Let V denotethe set of vertices of P , let dP denote the associated distance on V de�ned bydP (u; v) := (u� v)2 for all u; v 2 V;and let FP denote the smallest face of the hypermetric cone HYP(V ) that con-tains dP . Denote by T0(P ) the set of nonsingular k�k matrices A for which thepolytope A(P ) := fAx j x 2 Pg is again a Delaunay polytope. Clearly, the setsT (P ) and T0(P )=OA(k) coincide. (Here, T0(P )=OA(k) denotes the quotient setof T0(P ) by the set OA(k) of orthogonal matrices of order k.) We show that thedimension of the set T0(P )=OA(k) is equal to the rank of P . For this we needto introduce an intermediary cone CP .As the hypermetric cone HYP(V ) is polyhedral, we can suppose that it isde�ned by the hypermetric inequalities Pu;v2V;u<v bubvxuv � 0 for b 2 B, whereB is a �nite subset of fb 2 ZV j Pu2V bu = 1g. Let A denote the subset of Bcorresponding to the hypermetric equalities de�ning the face FP ; that is, b 2 Aif Pu;v2V bubv(u� v)2 = 0. Let us now introduce the cone CP which consists ofthe symmetric k � k positive semide�nite matrices M satisfying:(a) Xu;v2V bubv(u� v)TM(u� v) � 0 for b 2 B n A;(b) Xu;v2V bubv(u� v)TM(u� v) = 0 for b 2 A:Then the relative interior of the cone CP consists of the positive de�nite matricesM satisfying (b), and (a) with strict inequality. We claim that(c) The dimension of the cone CP is equal to the rank of P:Indeed, set s := rk(P ) and t := dim(CP ). Let d1; : : : ; ds be linearly independentpoints lying in the relative interior of the face FP . Applying Theorem 15.2.1 (ii)we obtain A1; : : : ; As 2 T0(P ) such that di(u; v) = (u � v)TATi Ai(u � v) forall u; v 2 V and i = 1; : : : ; s. Then, AT1A1; : : : ; ATs As are linearly independent



226 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric Facesmembers of the cone CP , which shows s � t. Conversely, let M1; : : : ;Mt belinearly independent and lying in the relative interior of CP . As each Mh ispositive de�nite, it is of the form AThAh for some k � k nonsingular matrixAh. Set dh(u; v) := (u � v)TMh(u � v) = (Ahu � Ahv)2 for u; v 2 V andh = 1; : : : ; t. Then, the points d1; : : : ; dt lie in the relative interior of the faceFP . Moreover, they are linearly independent, which shows that t � s. Hence,s = t and (c) holds. (Indeed, supposePth=1 �hdh = 0 for some scalars �h. Then,(u� v)T (Pth=1 �hMh)(u� v) = 0 for all u; v 2 V . As V is full-dimensional andcontains the origin, this implies easily that Pth=1 �hMh = 0 and, thus, �h = 0for all h.)We can now formulate a homeomorphism (=bicontinuous bijection) betweenthe set T0(P )=OA(k) and the relative interior of the cone CP . Namely, considerthe mapping � : A 7! ATA:Then, � establishes clearly a one-to-one correspondence between T0(P )=OA(k)and the relative interior of CP . The result now follows as � is a homeomorphismbetween, on the one hand, the quotient set of the set of k � k matrices by theequivalence relation: A � B if ATA = BTB and, on the other hand, the set ofk � k positive semide�nite matrices.15.2.2 Hypermetric FacetsFollowing Avis and Grishukhin [1993], we now describe the Delaunay polytopeswhich are associated with the facets of the hypermetric cone.Let �1, �2 be two simplices lying in a�ne spaces that intersect in one pointwhich belongs to �1\�2. Then, their convex hull P := Conv(�1[�2) is calleda repartitioning polytope. This polytope was studied by Voronoi [1908, 1909].There is only one a�ne dependency among the vertices of �1 and �2; namely,Xv2V1 bvv = Xv2V2 bvv;where Pv2V1 bv = Pv2V2 bv = 1, bv � 0 for v 2 V1 [ V2, and Vi denotes the setof vertices of �i, i = 1; 2. SetV0 := fv 2 V1 [ V2 j bv = 0g:Then, P1 := Conv(V1 [ V2 n V0)is also a repartitioning polytope, with the same a�ne dependency between itsvertices as P and P = Yv2V0 Pyrv(P1):We denote the repartitioning polytope P by Pmp;q, wherem = jV0j, p+1 = jV1nV0jand q + 1 = jV2 n V0j. Hence, Pmp;q has m+ p+ q + 2 vertices (if p; q � 1) and its



15.2 Delaunay Polytopes Related to Faces 227dimension is m+ p+ q. Note that Pmp;q does not denote a concrete polytope, buta class of a�nely equivalent repartitioning polytopes.We now show that the Delaunay polytope associated with a facet of thehypermetric cone is a repartitioning polytope. Let b 2 ZX withPi2X bi = 1 andsuppose that the hypermetric equation:(15.2.6) Xi;j2X bibjx(i; j) = 0de�nes a facet of HYP(X). Let d 2 HYP(X) and suppose that d lies in theinterior of this facet, i.e., that (15.2.6) is the only hypermetric equality satis�edby d. In particular, d(i; j) > 0 for distinct i; j (else, d would satisfy 2(jXj � 2)triangle equalities).Proposition 15.2.7. Let Pd be the Delaunay polytope associated with d lying inthe interior of the facet de�ned by (15.2.6). Then, Pd is a repartitioning polytopePmp;q where m = jfi j bi = 0gj, p + 1 = jfi j bi > 0gj and q = jfi j bi < 0gj:Moreover, Pd is basic.Proof. Let (vi j i 2 X) denote the representation of d on V (Pd). From Proposi-tion 14.1.5, the equality (15.2.6) is equivalent to the point(15.2.8) v0 := Xi2X bivibeing a vertex of Pd. From Proposition 14.1.5 again and the fact that (15.2.6) isthe only hypermetric equality satis�ed by d, we deduce that v0 62 fvi j i 2 Xg,V (Pd) = fvi j i 2 Xg [ fv0g and the set fvi j i 2 Xg is a�nely independent.Hence, Pd has jXj+1 vertices andPv2V (Pd) bvv = 0 is the only a�ne dependencybetween the vertices of Pd, after setting bvi := bi for i 2 X and bv0 := �1. SetV0 := fv 2 V (Pd) j bv = 0g; V+ := fv 2 V (Pd) j bv > 0g;V� := fv 2 V (Pd) j bv < 0g; m := jV0j; p+ 1 := jV+j and q + 1 := jV�j:Then, P1 := Conv(V+ [ V�) is a repartitioning polytope P 0p;q and the polytopePd := Qv2V0 Pyrv(P1) is a repartitioning polytope Pmp;q.As we see in Example 15.2.10 (iii) below, there exist distinct hypermetricfacets for which the bi's have the same numbers of positive and negative com-ponents; hence, they correspond to repartitioning polytopes with the same pa-rameters p and q. For this reason, we also denote the repartitioning polytopeassociated with the hypermetric facet (15.2.6) by Pmp;q(b). Note that the matrixY characterizing the type of the repartitioning polytope Pmp;q(b) is of the formh Inb1:::bn i (recall Section 13.3).We summarize in Figure 15.2.9 the main facts we know about the connectionsbetween faces of the hypermetric cone and their associated Delaunay polytopes.



228 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesFor the �rst two equivalences, see Examples 14.1.6 and 14.1.7 and, for the lastfour equivalences, see, respectively, Propositions 14.1.10, 15.2.7, Theorem 15.1.8and Corollary 15.2.2.hypermetric d Delaunay polytope Pdd is a cut semimetric () Pd = �1F (d) = HYPn+1 () Pd = �nd 2 CUTn+1 () V (P ) is contained in the set ofvertices of a parallepipedF (d) is a facet () Pd is a repartitioning polytopeF (d) is an extreme ray () Pd is extremeF (d) = F (d0) =) Pd; Pd0 are a�nely equivalentFigure 15.2.9: Hypermetric faces and Delaunay polytopesExample 15.2.10.(i) Let (15.2.6) be the triangle equality x(1; 2) � x(1; 3) � x(2; 3) � 0, i.e.,b1 = b2 = 1; b3 = �1 and bi = 0 otherwise. Then, (15.2.8) reads v0 = v1 +v2�v3 and V+ = fv1; v2g, V� = fv3; v0g. Therefore, the Delaunay polytopeassociated with a triangle facet is P 01;1 or, more precisely, P 01;1(1; 1;�1), arectangle whose diagonals are the segments [v1; v2] and [v0; v3].(ii) Let (15.2.6) be a pentagonal facet, i.e., b1 = b2 = b3 = 1, b4 = b5 = �1.Then, (15.2.8) reads v0 = v1 + v2 + v3 � v4 � v5. Therefore, the Delaunaypolytope associated with the pentagonal facet is P 02;2 or, more precisely,P 02;2(1; 1; 1;�1;�1), the convex hull of two intersecting triangles.(iii) Set b1 := (2; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1;�2;�2;�2;�1;�1), b2 := (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1). Then, (15.2.6) de�nes a facet for both b1 and b2. Hence,these two facets are associated with repartitioning polytopes with the sameparameters p = q = 5 (with, of course, distinct a�ne dependencies (15.2.8)between their vertices).Remark 15.2.11. We group here several observations on hypermetric facets.(i) For n � 6, HYPn = CUTn and all the facets of HYPn are known (seeSection 30.6). Namely, for n = 3; 4, the facets of HYPn are de�ned by thetriangle inequalities. For n = 5, they are de�ned by the triangle inequalities



15.2 Delaunay Polytopes Related to Faces 229and the pentagonal inequalities (6.1.9). For n = 6, they are de�ned bythe triangle inequalities, the pentagonal inequalities, and the inequalitiesP1�i<j�6 bibjxij � 0 for b = (2; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1) and (�2;�1; 1; 1; 1; 1) (upto permutation of the components). (The description in the case n = 6was obtained independently by Baranovskii [1971] and Avis [1989].)(ii) When n = 7, the hypermetric inequality P1�i<j�7 bibjxij � 0 for b =(3; 1; 1; 1; �1; �2; �2) de�nes a facet of HYP7, but not of CUT7. Indeed,there are precisely 19 linearly independent cut semimetrics satisfying thishypermetric inequality at equality. An additional hypermetric distanced satisfying equality can be obtained in the following manner: Considerthe graph G9 shown in Figure 16.2.4 (labeling its nodes as 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7corresponding to degrees 3; 2; 2; 2; 5; 1; 1) and set dij := 2 if ij is an edgeof G9, dij := 1 if ij is not an edge in G9. This distance d together with19 cut semimetrics form a set of 20 linearly independent vectors satisfyingthe hypermetric equality; this shows that it de�nes a facet of HYP7.In fact, Baranovskii [1995] describes all the facets of the cone HYP7. Theyare the hypermetric facets for CUT7 (see their list in Section 30.6) to-gether with the facets de�ned by the inequalitiesP1�i<j�7 bibjxij � 0, forb = (3; 1; 1; 1;�1;�2; �2), (�3; 1; 1; 1; 1;�2; 2), (3;�1;�1;�1; 1;�2; 2),and (�3; 1; 1; �1; �1; 2; 2) (up to permutation).(iii) There is an easy way of constructing new hypermetric facets from givenones, namely, using the so-called `switching' operation. This operationwill be described in detail in Section 26.3; we indicate here how it acts onhypermetric inequalities. Given b 2 Zn and a subset A � Vn := f1; : : : ; ng,de�ne the vector bA 2 Zn by bAi := �bi if i 2 A and bAi := bi if i 2 Vn n A.If Pni=1 bi = 1 and b(A) = 0, then the inequality P1�i<j�n bAi bAj xij � 0 isagain a hypermetric inequality. In fact,(a) The hypermetric inequality P1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0 de�nes a facetof HYPn () its switching P1�i<j�n bAi bAj xij � 0 de�nesa facet of HYPn:See for an example the facets cited in (ii) above. We briey sketch theproof for assertion (a).Consider the mapping r�(A) : R(n2) �! R(n2) where y = r�(A)(x) is de�nedby yij := 1 � xij if �(A)ij = 1 and yij := xij if �(A)ij = 0. As HYPnis a polyhedral cone, we can suppose that HYPn is de�ned by the hypermet-ric inequalities P1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0 for b 2 B, where B is a �nite subset offb 2 Zn jPni=1 bi = 1g. SetB0 := fbA j b 2 B; A � Vng:For d 2 HYPn, set �d := min (Pni=1 bi)2 � 14P1�i<j�n bibjdijwhere the minimum is taken over all b 2 B0 for which P1�i<j�n bibjdij > 0,setting �d := 1 if there is no such b. One can easily verify that r�(A)(�dd) 2



230 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesHYPn for all d 2 HYPn. We can now show (a). If P1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0 de-�nes a facet of HYPn, then we can �nd �n2� a�nely independent vectors d1 :=0; d2; : : : ; d(n2) 2 HYPn satisfying the equality P1�i<j�n bibjxij = 0. Then, thevectors r�(A)(�didi) (i = 1; : : : ; �n2�) are a�nely independent and satisfy the equal-ity P1�i<j�n bAi bAj xij = 0. This shows that (a) holds.We conclude this section with an observation on Delaunay polytopes withsmall corank. We recall Problem 13.2.3, which asks whether every Delaunaypolytope is basic. This is indeed the case for simplices and repartitioning poly-topes, i.e., for Delaunay polytopes associated with hypermetrics with corank 0and 1. We extend this fact to the case of hypermetrics with corank 2 and 3.Proposition 15.2.12. Let P be a k-dimensional Delaunay polytope and let Vbe a generating subset of V (P ). If jV j2 !� rk(V; d(2)) � 3;then P is basic.Proof. We show that V is a�nely independent, which implies that P is basic.Suppose, for contradiction, that Pv2C bvv = 0 is an a�ne dependency with C �V and bv 6= 0 for v 2 C. By Lemma 15.1.4, the equations Pv2C bvx(u; v) = 0(for u 2 V ) follow from the system S(V; d(2)). One can check that the matrix ofthe subsystemPv2C bvx(u; v) = 0 (for u 2 C) has full rank jCj. Since the corankof (V; d(2)) is equal to the rank of the matrix of the system S(V; d(2)), we deducethat corank(V; d(2)) � jCj, implying that jCj � 3. Hence, C = fv1; v2; v3g and,for instance, v3 belongs to the segment [v1; v2]. So we have a triangle with anobtuse angle, yielding a contradiction.15.3 Bounds on the Rank of Basic Delaunay Poly-topesIn this section, we present some bounds for the rank of a basic Delaunay polytope;they are taken fromDeza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992]. Recall that a Delaunaypolytope P is basic if its set of vertices V (P ) contains a basis of the latticegenerated by V (P ).Proposition 15.3.1. Let P be a basic k-dimensional Delaunay polytope. Then,(15.3.2)  k + 22 !� jV (P )j � rk(P ) �  k + 12 !;



15.3 Bounds on the Rank of Basic Delaunay Polytopes 231(15.3.3) rk(P ) �  k + 12 !� jV (P )j2 + 1 if P is centrally symmetric.Proof. (15.3.2) follows immediately from relation (15.1.3) and Theorem 15.1.8.We show (15.3.3). Let B be a basic set in V (P ). For each w 2 V (P ), let awdenote the a�ne realization of w in B and let h(w) denote the correspondinghypermetric equality of the system S(B; d(2)),h(w) := Xu;v2B awu awv x(u; v):Let v 2 B. Since w� = v + v� �w, the a�ne realization aw� of w� in B is givenby aw� = ev + av� � aw, where ev is the v-th unit vector in RB . Hence,h(w�) = h(v�) + h(w) + 2 Xu02B av�u0 x(v; u0)� 2 Xu02B awu0x(v; u0)�2 Xu;u02B av�u0 awu x(u; u0)= h(w) + Xu2B awu 0@h(v�)� 2x(v; u) + 2 Xu02B av�u0 (x(v; u0)� x(u; u0))1A :If w 2 B, then h(w) is zero and, thus, the above relation implies:(15.3.4) h(w�) = h(v�)� 2x(v; w) + 2 Xu02B av�u0 (x(v; u0)� x(w; u0)):We deduce from (15.3.4) that, for each w 2 V (P ),(15.3.5) h(w�) = h(w) + Xu2B awuh(u�):Relation (15.3.5) applied to w = v� yields(15.3.6) 0 = h(v�) + Xu2B av�u h(u�):We show that the system S(B; d(2)) can be reduced to a system of jV (P )j2 � 1equations, which implies that the rank of its solution set is greater than orequal to �k+12 � � jV (P )j2 + 1. Clearly, the basis B contains at most one pair ofantipodal points. For a set A, we set A� := fa� j a 2 Ag. Suppose �rst thatB contains no pair of antipodal points. Then, V (P ) = B [ B� [ A [ A�, forsome A � V (P ) n B. By (15.3.5), each equation h(a�) = 0 (a 2 A) followsfrom the equations h(u) = 0 for u 2 A [ B�. In view of (15.3.6), one of theequations h(b�) = 0 (b 2 B) follows from the others. Therefore, the systemS(B; d(2)) reduces to jAj + jB�j � 1 = jV (P )j2 � 1 equations. Suppose now thatB contains one antipodal pair, i.e., B = B0 [ fv; v�g with jB0j = k � 1. Then,V (P ) = B [ (B0)� [A[A� for some A � V (P ) nB. Hence, S(B) reduces againto jAj+ j(B0)�j = jV (P )2 � 1 equations.



232 Chapter 15. Delaunay Polytopes: Rank and Hypermetric FacesFor example, the k-dimensional simplex �k has k + 1 vertices; hence bothinequalities in (15.3.2) hold at equality for �k. It is easy to check that the rankof the k-dimensional cross-polytope �k isrk(�k) =  k + 12 !� k + 1:Hence, �k realizes equality in the bound (15.3.3).The next lemmawill be useful for computing the rank of Delaunay polytopes.Lemma 15.3.7. Let P be a basic k-dimensional centrally symmetric Delaunaypolytope and let B := fv0; v1; : : : ; vkg be a basic set in V (P ). Let H denotethe a�ne space spanned by B1 := fv1; : : : ; vkg and set P1 := P \ H. If P1 isan asymmetric Delaunay polytope and if there exists w 2 V (P ) n H such thatw 62 fv�1 ; : : : ; v�kg and w � v0 62 H, then rk(P1) = rk(P ) holds.Proof. The set B1 is basic in V (P1) = V (P ) \ H. Hence, rk(P1) is equal tothe rank of the solution set to the system S(B1; d(2)). In order to show thatrk(P ) = rk(P1), it su�ces to check that each variable x(v0; vi) (1 � i � k) canbe expressed in terms of the variables x(vi; vj) (1 � i; j � k) in the systemS(B; d(2)). Let a; b 2 Zk+1 denote the a�ne realizations of w; v�0 in B. We havea0 6= 0; 1 since w 62 H and w� v0 62 H. Moreover, b0 6= �1, else the center v0+v�02of P would lie in H contradicting the fact that P1 is asymmetric. Using relation(15.3.4) (applied to v = v0 and w = vi), we deduce thath(v�i ) = h(v�0)� 2x(v0; vi) + 2 X0�j�k bj(x(v0; vj)� x(vi; vj)):Set hi := �2 X1�j�k bjx(vi; vj)for 1 � i � k: Then,h(v�i ) = h(v�0)� 2x(v0; vi)(b0 + 1) + hi + 2 X0�j�k bjx(v0; vj):By subtracting the above relations with indices i and 1, we obtain that theequation:(a) x(v0; vi) = x(v0; v1) + hi � h12(b0 + 1)follows from S(B; d(2)). Consider now the equation h(w) = 0, i.e.,0 = X1�i<j�k aiajx(vi; vj) + X1�i�k aia0x(v0; vi):



15.3 Bounds on the Rank of Basic Delaunay Polytopes 233Using (a), it can be rewritten as0 = X1�i<j�k aiajx(vi; vj) + a0(1� a0)x(v0; v1) + a02(b0 + 1) X1�i�k ai(hi � h1):Therefore, x(v0; v1) and, thus, each x(vi; v0) can be expressed in terms of x(vi; vj)(for 1 � i < j � k).





Chapter 16. Extreme DelaunayPolytopes
In this chapter, we consider extreme Delaunay polytopes, i.e., Delaunay poly-topes with rank 1. A geometric characterization of extreme Delaunay polytopeshas been given in Corollary 15.2.4. Extreme Delaunay polytopes are of particu-lar interest since they correspond to the extreme rays of the hypermetric cone.More precisely, if d 2 HYPn lies on an extreme ray of HYPn, then its associatedDelaunay polytope Pd is an extreme Delaunay polytope of dimension k � n� 1.Conversely, if P is a k-dimensional extreme Delaunay polytope then, for eachgenerating subset V of its set of vertices, the hypermetric space (V; d(2)) lies onan extreme ray of the hypermetric cone HYP(V ). Moreover, by taking gate 0-extensions of (V; d(2)), we obtain extreme rays of the cone HYPn for any n � jV j.In particular, if P is basic, then each basic subset of V (P ) yields an extreme rayof the hypermetric cone HYPk+1 and, thus, of HYPn for n � k + 1. Therefore,�nding all extreme rays of the hypermetric cone HYPn yields the question of�nding all extreme Delaunay polytopes of dimension k � n� 1.The only basic extreme Delaunay polytope of dimension k � 5 is the segment�1, of dimension 1. Indeed, it is known that the only extreme rays of the hyper-metric cone HYPn (for n � 6) are the cut semimetrics with associated Delaunaypolytope �1 (see Deza [1960] for n � 5 and Avis [1989] for n = 6; this result isalso implicit in Baranovskii [1971, 1973]). Actually, it is announced in Erdahl[1992] that �1 is the only extreme Delaunay polytope of dimension k � 5, i.e.,the assumption about \basic" can be dropped.For n � 7, the hypermetric cone has extreme rays which are not generatedby cut semimetrics. Indeed, there exists a basic extreme Delaunay polytope ofdimension 6, namely, the Schl�ai polytope 221. Further examples of extreme De-launay polytopes are presented in Sections 16.2, 16.3 and 16.4. The extreme De-launay polytopes occurring in root lattices can be easily characterized. Namely,Theorem 16.0.1. Let P be a generating Delaunay polytope in a root lattice.Then, P is extreme if and only if P is the segment �1, the Schl�ai polytope 221or the Gosset polytope 321.Proof. Let L denote the lattice generated by V (P ). By assumption, L is aroot lattice and L is irreducible by Proposition 15.1.10. Hence, P is one of theDelaunay polytopes from Figure 14.3.1. Therefore, P is equal to �1, 221 or 321since the other polytopes are not extreme as their Delaunay polytopes spaces235



236 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay Polytopesare `1-spaces.We start the chapter with formulating in Section 16.1 lower bounds for thenumber of vertices of an extreme basic Delaunay polytope. It turns out thatthey relate with some known upper bounds for sets of equiangular lines. Werefer to Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992] for details on the topics treated inthis chapter.16.1 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes and EquiangularSets of LinesIn this section, we present bounds on the number of vertices of a basic ex-treme Delaunay polytope and we compare them with some known bounds forthe cardinality of equiangular sets of lines. We also present some constructionsof equiangular sets of lines by taking sections of the sphere of minimal vectorsin a lattice. The next result follows immediately from Proposition 15.3.1.Theorem 16.1.1. Let P be a k-dimensional basic Delaunay polytope. If P isextreme, then(16.1.2) jV (P )j � k(k + 3)2 if P is asymmetric;(16.1.3) jV (P )j � k(k + 1) if P is centrally symmetric.Let Np(k) denote the maximum number of points in a spherical two-distanceset of dimension k and let N`(k) denote the maximum number of lines in anequiangular set of lines of dimension k. There is a striking analogy between thelower bounds (16.1.2), (16.1.3) and the following known upper bounds (16.1.4),(16.1.5) for Np(k) and N`(k) (see Lemmens and Seidel [1973]):(16.1.4) Np(k) � k(k + 3)2 ;(16.1.5) N`(k) � k(k + 1)2 :Recall that equiangular sets of lines and spherical two-distance sets are in one-to-one correspondence. In particular, each the two bounds (16.1.4), (16.1.5) canbe deduced from the other.The bound (16.1.5) was given by Gerzon who proved, furthermore, that ifequality holds in (16.1.5), then k + 2 = 4; 5 or k + 2 = q2 for some odd integerq � 3 (see Lemmens and Seidel [1973]). The �rst case of equality in (16.1.5) isN` = 28 for q = 3; k = 7; it is well-known that an equiangular set of 28 lines canbe constructed from the Gosset polytope 321 (see Section 16.2). Also, the set of



16.1 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes and Equiangular Sets of Lines 237vertices of the Schl�ai polytope 221 is a spherical two-distance set in R6 ; realizingequality in (16.1.4). The next case of equality is N` = 276 for q = 5; k = 23:Neumaier [1987] has shown how to construct a set of 276 equiangular lines usingthe Leech lattice �24: In Section 16.3, we shall see that an extreme centrallysymmetric Delaunay polytope of dimension 23 and with 552 vertices can beconstructed from this set of lines, also that a suitable section of it is an extremeasymmetric Delaunay polytope of dimension 22 and with 275 vertices. The nextcases of equality in (16.1.5) are N` = 1128 for q = 7; k = 47; and N` = 3160 forq = 9; k = 79; but it is not known whether such sets of equiangular lines exist inthese two cases.On the other hand, we shall see in Section 16.4 some examples of extremeDelaunay polytopes realizing equality in the bound (16.1.2) or (16.1.3), but notarising from some spherical two-distance set or from some equiangular set oflines. Also, we shall have examples of extreme Delaunay polytopes that do notrealize equality in the bound (16.1.2) or (16.1.3).Let N`(k; �) denote the maximum number of lines in an equiangular set oflines of dimension k and with common angle arccos�; so, N`(k) = max�N`(k; �).The following results can be found in Lemmens and Seidel [1973]: If N`(k; �) >2k then 1� is an odd integer. Moreover, if k < 1�2 , then(16.1.6) N`(k; �) � k(1� �2)1� k�2 :When k = �n2� and � = 1n�1 , the upper bound in (16.1.6) is equal to n2. For neven, Deza and Grishukhin [1996a] propose a method for constructing a set ofequiangular lines meeting almost the bound. More precisely,Proposition 16.1.7. If n � 0 (resp. n � 2) (modulo 4) and if there exists aHadamard matrix1 of order n (resp. order n � 2), then one can construct n2lines (resp. n(n� 2) lines) in dimension �n2� with common angle arccos( 1n�1 ).Proof. In order to constructN lines with common angle arccos( 1n�1), it su�ces to�ndN vectors with norms n�1 and mutual inner products�1. The constructiongoes as follows. Consider �rst the case when n � 0 (mod 4). Let A be aHadamard matrix of order n. Rescale A so that its �rst column is the all-onesvector. Deleting the �rst column, we obtain a matrix whose rows are n vectorsu1; : : : ; un in f�1gn�1 with norms n � 1 and pairwise inner products �1. Foreach i = 1; : : : ; n, consider the cut semimetric �(i), which is a 0,1-vector of length�n2� with n�1 units. What we now do is to place copies of the vectors u1; : : : ; unon every �(i) (for i = 1; : : : ; n). In this way, we obtain N = n2 vectors in R(n2)with norms n � 1 and pairwise inner products �1. The reasoning is similar inthe case n � 2 (mod 4). Namely, we add the all-ones vector as a new column to1A Hadamard matrix of order m is an m �m �1 matrix A such that ATA = mI. Then,m � 0 (mod 4) if m > 2.



238 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay Polytopesa Hadamard matrix A of order n� 2; the rows of this extended matrix providen � 2 vectors of norm n � 1 and pairwise inner products 1. Placing copies ofthem on every �(i) yields n(n � 2) vectors in R(n2) with norms n� 1 and innerproducts �1.We now present a general construction for equiangular sets of lines by taking asuitable section of the sphere of minimal vectors in an integral lattice.Let L be a lattice with minimal norm t and let Lmin be its set of minimal vectors.Given a 2 L, a 6= 0, set V := fu 2 Lmin j 2uTa = a2g. Hence, all u 2 V lie on asphere with center a2 . By Lemma 13.2.11, if V 6= ;, then the polytope P := Conv(V ) isa Delaunay polytope. Moreover, P is centrally symmetric.The following properties can be easily checked: V 6= ; if and only if a = a1 + a2 forsome a1; a2 2 Lmin and, then, a1; a2 2 V . If V 6= ;, then jV j = 1 if and only if a2 = 4t.If jV j � 2 then, for all u; v 2 V such that v 6= u; a� u, we have(16.1.8) a2 � t2 � uT v � t2 :(This follows from the fact that (u � v)2 � t and (u + v � a)2 � t.) This implies thatt � a2 � 2t if jV j � 3.Since P is centrally symmetric, we can arrange its vertices into pairs of antipodalvertices. Each such pair determines a line going through a2 and with direction 2u�a, foru 2 V . Let L denote this set of lines and let V 0 := fp2(u� a2 ) j u 2 V g denote the set oftheir directions. Note that u02 = 2t� a22 for u0 2 V 0, and u0T v0 = 2uT v� a22 for u0; v0 2 V 0.Therefore, if L is an integral lattice, then u02, u0T v0 are integers with the same parity asa22 . Note also that, from relation (16.1.8), we have that �(t� a22 ) � u0T v0 � (t� a22 ) foru0; v0 2 V 0, v0 6= u0;�u0. Using the above observations, we obtain the following resultfrom Deza and Grishukhin [1995a].Proposition 16.1.9. Let L denote the set lines determined by the diagonals of thepolytope P = Conv(V ) (de�ned as above). The following assertions hold.(i) If a2 = 2t, then the lines in L are pairwise orthogonal.(ii) Suppose a2 = 2t� 2, t � 2 and L is an integral lattice. Then, L is an equiangularset of lines with common angle arccos( 1t+1 ) (resp. arccos(0) = �2 ) if t is even(resp. odd).(iii) Suppose a2 = 2t � 4, t � 4 and L is an integral lattice. If t is odd, then L isequiangular with common angle arccos( 1t+2 ) and, if t is even, then there are twopossible angles between the lines of L, namely arccos( 2t+2 ) and arccos(0) = �2 .We give an illustration of the above construction in the case (ii) when a2 = 2t� 2,t = 2 and L is a root lattice (see Deza and Grishukhin [1995a] for details). If L isan irreducible root lattice, we indicate what is the Delaunay polytope P produced bythe construction, the number of lines in the equiangular set L of its diagonals and thedimension in which L occurs.- for L = An�1, P = �n�1, jLj = n� 1, in dimension n� 1,- for L = Dn, P = �1 � �n�2, jLj = 2(n� 2), in dimension n� 1,- for L = E6, the 1-skeleton graph of P is J(6; 3), jLj = 10, in dimension 5,- for L = E7, P = 12H(6; 2), jLj = 16, in dimension 6,



16.2 The Schl�ai and Gosset Polytopes 239- for L = E8, P = 321, jLj = 28, in dimension 7.Note that, in dimensions 5 and 6, the maximum cardinality of an equiangular set oflines is equal to 10 and 16, respectively; so the two examples above from E6 and E7 areoptimum.16.2 The Schl�ai and Gosset Polytopes are ExtremeIn this section, we show that the Schl�ai polytope 221 and the Gosset polytope321 are extreme. The proof uses the treatment for the notion of rank developedin Section 15.1. The main steps of the proof are:(i) Find an a�ne basis B; so jBj = 7 for 221 and jBj = 8 for 321 (thus, showingthat both 221; 321 are basic Delaunay polytopes).(ii) Using the a�ne decomposition of each nonbasic vertex in B; �nd the ex-plicit description of the system S(B; d(2)) (it consists of 27� 7 = 20 equa-tions for 221 and of 562 � 1 = 27 equations for 321).(iii) Show that the solution set to the system S(B; d(2)) has rank 1.For this, we need an explicit description of the polytopes 221; 321: We refer,for instance, to Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989], Conway and Sloane [1988,1991] for a detailed account of the facts about E6; E7; E8 mentioned below.The lattice E8 is de�ned byE8 = fx 2 R8 j x 2 Z8 [ (12 + Z)8 and X1�i�8xi 2 2Zg:Let V8 denote the set of minimal vectors of E8: Then V8 consists of� the 112 vectors ��12; 06� and� the 128 vectors ��128� that have an even number of minus signs.So, jV8j = 240 and vT v = 2 for v 2 V8: The set V8 lies on the sphere S8 withcenter 0 and radius p2:Let v0 = (1; 1; 06) be a given minimal vector. One can check that vT v0 =0;�1 for all v 2 V8; v 6= �v0: The lattice E7 is de�ned byE7 = fx 2 E8 j xT v0 = 1g:Let H7 denote the hyperplane de�ned by the equation xT v0 = 1; then, S7 =S8 \H7 is the 7-dimensional sphere with center v02 and radius q32 : SetV7 := fx 2 V8 j xT v0 = 1g:Then, V7 consists of� the 12 vectors �1; 0;�1; 05�,� the 12 vectors �0; 1;�1; 05� and� the 32 vectors �12 ; 12 ;�126� with an even number of minus signs.



240 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay PolytopesSo, jV7j = 56 and V7 lies on the sphere S7: By Lemma 13.2.11, the polytopeConv(V7) is a Delaunay polytope; it is known as the Gosset polytope and isdenoted by 321: Observe that the 56 points of V7 are partitioned into 28 pairsof antipodal points (with respect to the sphere S7; i.e., the antipode of v isv� = v0 � v). So, the polytope 321 is centrally symmetric.Let w0 = �12�8 2 V7, so w�0 = �12 ; 12 ;�126�. One can check that vTw0 = 0; 1for all v 2 V7; v 6= w0 and v 6= w�0. Then, the lattice E6 is de�ned byE6 = fx 2 E7 j xTw0 = 1g:Note that, if v� is the antipode of v 2 V7; then vTw0 + (v�)Tw0 = vT0 w0 = 1and, thus, vTw0 = 1 if and only if (v�)Tw0 = 0: Let H6 denote the hyperplanede�ned by the equation xTw0 = 1; then, S6 = S7 \ H6 = S8 \ H7 \ H6 is the6-dimensional sphere with center v0+w03 and radius q43 : SetV6 := fx 2 V7 j xTw0 = 1gand V �6 = fv� j v 2 V6g: Hence, V7 = V6 [ V �6 [ fw0; w�0g: The set V6 consists of� the 6 vectors �1; 0; 1; 05�,� the 6 vectors �0; 1; 1; 05� and� the 15 vectors �12 ; 12 ;�122; 124�.Hence, jV6j = 27 and V6 lies on the sphere S6: The polytope Conv(V6) is aDelaunay polytope (by Lemma 13.2.11). It is known as the Schl�ai polytope andis denoted by 221; it is asymmetric.Remark 16.2.1.(i) The 28 lines determined by the diagonals of 321 form a 7-dimensional set ofequiangular lines with common angle arccos(13); this can be seen directlyor as an application of Proposition 16.1.9 (ii).(ii) For u; v 2 V6; v 6= u; uT v 2 f0; 1g and thus d(2)(u; v) = (u � v)2 = 4(if uT v = 0) or 2 (if uT v = 1). Therefore, the 27 vertices of 221 form a6-dimensional spherical two-distance set of points.(iii) The graph whose nodes are the vertices of 221 and with edges the pairs(u; v) of vertices at the smallest distance d(2)(u; v) = 2, is called the Schl�aigraph and is denoted by G27. The graph whose nodes are the vertices of 321and with edges the pairs (u; v) of vertices with d(2)(u; v) = 2 is called theGosset graph and is denoted by G56. From Proposition 14.3.3, G27 (resp.G56) is the 1-skeleton graph of 221 (resp. of 321).We now show that the polytopes 221 and 321 are extreme. This result wasproved in Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992] and, independently, in Erdahl[1992].Theorem 16.2.2. The Schl�ai polytope 221 and the Gosset polytope 321 arebasic extreme Delaunay polytopes.



16.2 The Schl�ai and Gosset Polytopes 241Proof. We denote the vectors of V6 by ui := �1; 0; 1i; 05� ; vi := �0; 1; 1i; 05�(where the �rst two coordinates are �xed and the second 1 stays in the (2+i)�thposition) for 1 � i � 6; and uij := �12 ; 12 ;��12�i ;��12�j ; 124� (where the two�12 's stay in the (2 + i)�th and (2 + j)�th positions) for 1 � i < j � 6: Settingt := 2, we have
(16.2.3) 8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

d(ui; uj) = d(vi; vj) = t for i 6= j;d(ui; vj) = ( t if i = j;2t if i 6= j;d(ui; ukl) = d(vi; ukl) = ( t if i 62 fk; lg;2t if i 2 fk; lg;d(uij ; ukl) = ( t if jfi; jg \ fk; lgj = 1;2t if jfi; jg \ fk; lgj = 0:One can check that the setB6 := fu12; u24; u34; u35; u15; u6; v6g =: f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7gis an a�ne basis of E6. The a�ne decompositions of the points of V6 nB6 in B6give the following system of 20 equations in the 21 variables d(i; j) (1 � i < j � 7)(the indices are taken modulo 5):8>>>>><>>>>>: d(i; 6) + d(i+ 1; 6)� d(i; i+ 1) = 0 for 1 � i � 5;d(i; 7) + d(i+ 1; 7)� d(i; i+ 1) = 0 for 1 � i � 5;d(i; i+ 2) + d(i; i+ 3)� d(i+ 2; i+ 3) = 0 for 1 � i � 5;d(6; 7) + Xi<ji;j2fk;k+1;k+2g d(i; j)� Xi2fk;k+1;k+2g (d(i; 6) + d(i; 7)) = 0 for 1 � k � 5:The equalities of the �rst, second and fourth lines correspond to the repre-sentations of vi; ui and uk6 in B6, respectively. The equalities of the third linecorrespond to the representations of u45; u25; u23; u13 and u14 in B6. (For exam-ple, the equality d(1; 6)+d(2; 6)�d(1; 2) = 0 comes from the a�ne decompositionv5 = u12 + u34 � u6 of v5 in B6. ) One can verify that the solution set to thesystem S(B6; d(2)) described above is precisely given by (16.2.3) and thus hasrank 1. Therefore, rk(221) = rk(B6; d(2)) = 1; showing that 221 is extreme.We now turn to the case of 321: The set B7 := B6 [ fw0g is clearly an a�nebasis of E7: Indeed, V7 = V6 [ V �6 [ fw0; w�0g, v0 = u12 + u34 + u56 �w0 and, forv 2 V6; v� = v0 � v = u12 + u34 + u56 � w0 � v is thus a�nely decomposable inB7: Since wT0 v = 1 for all v 2 B6; we have that d(2)(w0; v) = 2 for v 2 B6. FromLemma 15.3.7 (applied to P = 321, P1 = 221, H = H6 and w = u�13), we deducethat rk(221) = rk(321), implying that 321 is extreme.Note that the system S(B7; d(2)) consists of the system S(B6; d(2)) togetherwith the following seven equations:8<: d(i; 8) + d(i+ 1; 8)� d(i; i+ 1) = 0 for 1 � i � 5;d(1; 2) + d(1; 3) + d(2; 3) + d(k; 8)� Xi=1;2;3 (d(i; k) + d(i; 8)) = 0 for k = 6; 7:



242 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay PolytopesThese equations correspond to the decomposition of v� in B7 (for v 2 B6).
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11 12Figure 16.2.4: Class q = 8Since 221 is extreme and basic, each basic set B � V (221) yields an extremeray of the hypermetric cone HYP7. We have constructed in the proof of Theorem16.2.2 the basic set B6. It is interesting to know how many distinct (up topermutation) extreme rays of HYP7 arise in this way from 221. Actually, webelieve that all the extreme rays of HYP7, other than those generated by the cutsemimetrics, arise from 221.For each basic subset B � V (221) = V6, let G27[B] denote the subgraph ofthe Schl�ai graph G27 induced by B; its set of nodes is B and its edges are thepairs of points at the smallest distance 2. G27[B] is called a basic subgraph ofG27. For instance, for the basic set B6 de�ned above, G27[B6] is K7 nC5 (whereC5 is the circuit on the nodes (u12; u34; u15; u24; u35)).By a direct inspection of the 7-vertices subgraphs of the Schl�ai graph, wefound that there are in total 26 distinct basic subsets in 221. Eight of them areconnected with Theorem 17.1.9; namely, they are the graphs Gi (1 � i � 8)where G1 = rB9 (so, G1 = G27[B6]), G2 = rH2, G3 = rH1, G4 = rB8,G5 = rB7, G6 = rH4, G7 = rH3 and G8 = rB5. The graphs Bi (1 � i � 8)and Hi (1 � i � 4) will be shown in Figures 17.1.3 and 17.1.6, respectively.We show in Figures 16.2.4, 16.2.5, 16.2.6 and 16.2.7 the 26 basic subgraphs ofG27. Actually, we depict there the complements Gi of the graphs Gi since theyappear to be simpler to draw. Hence, in Figures 16.2.4-16.2.7, an edge meansa pair of points at the largest distance 4. The 26 basic graphs Gi (1 � i � 26)are partitioned into �ve classes indexed by some integer q 2 f8; 11; 12; 14; 15g: Infact, all basic graphs of the same class are switching equivalent and the invariant22The graph G18 was incorrectly assigned to the class q = 12 in Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent[1992]. It belongs, in fact, to the class q = 11 as indicated here.



16.2 The Schl�ai and Gosset Polytopes 243q of each switching class is the number of odd triples, i.e., the triples of nodescarrying an odd number of edges. (See Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992]for more details about the occurrence of switching here.) Finally, note that oneobtains at least 26 distinct extreme rays for HYP8 from the Gosset polytope 321:Indeed, each basic set of 221 can be augmented to a basic set of 321. We do notknow about the classi�cation of all other basic sets of 321.
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Figure 16.2.7: Class q = 14 (for the �rst three graphs G4; G23; G24)and q = 15 (for the remaining four graphs)16.3 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes in the Leech Lat-tice �24In this section, we describe two extreme Delaunay polytopes coming from theLeech lattice �24; they are taken from Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1992].These polytopes have dimension 22, 23 and they are constructed by taking twoconsecutive suitable sections of the sphere of minimal vectors of �24, preciselyin the same way as the Gosset polytopes 321; 221 were constructed from thelattice E8 in Section 16.2. We refer to Conway and Sloane [1988] for a precisedescription of the Leech lattice �24; we only recall some facts that we need forour treatment.The Leech lattice �24 is a 24-dimensional lattice in R24 . For convenience,the coordinates of the vectors x 2 R24 are indexed by the elements of the setI := f1; 0; 1; : : : ; 22g. For i 2 I, let ei denote the i-th unit vector in R24 . For asubset S of I, set eS :=Pi2S ei.Let B24 denote the family of blocks of the Steiner system S(5; 8; 24) de�nedon the set I; hence, jB24j = 759. SetB23 := fB n f1g j B 2 B24 with 1 2 Bg;so B23 is the family of blocks of the Steiner system S(4; 7; 23) de�ned on the setf0; 1; : : : ; 22g and jB23j = 253. In B23, there are exactly 176 blocks that do notcontain a given point and there are exactly 77 blocks that do contain a givenpoint.



16.4 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes in the Barnes-Wall Lattice 245The Leech lattice �24 is generated by the vectors eI � 4e1 and 2eB for allblocks B 2 B24. Let V denote the set of minimal vectors of �24; so, xTx = 32for x 2 V . (Note that, in the usual de�nition, all vectors are scaled by a factorof 1p8 and the minimal norm is 4; we choose to omit this factor in order to makethe notation easier.) The set V consists of the following vectors:(I) (�42; 022) (1104 = 2� 24 � 23 such vectors),(II) (�28; 016), where the positions of the nonzero components form a block ofB24 and there is an even number of minus signs (27 � 759 such vectors),(III) (�3;�123), where the �3 may be in any position, but the upper signs aretaken on the coordinates of a codeword of the Golay code C24. (Recallthat the codewords of C24 which have exactly 8 nonzero coordinates areprecisely the blocks of B24.)Set c := (5; 123) and a0 := (4; 4; 022); so c; a0 2 �24, cT c = 48 and a0 2 V .SetV23 := fv 2 V j vT c = 24g and V22 := fv 2 V j vT c = 24 and vT a0 = 16g:By Lemma 13.2.11, the polytopesP23 := Conv(V23); P22 := Conv(V22)are Delaunay polytopes. The polytope P23 is centrally symmetric and P22 isasymmetric. In fact, the set V22 is a spherical two-distance set (indeed, thedistances between the points of V22 take the two values 32 or 48). Moreover, the276 lines de�ned by the 276 pairs of antipodal vertices of the polytope P23 areequiangular (with common angle arccos(15 )).Theorem 16.3.1.(i) The polytope P23 is a basic centrally symmetric extreme Delaunay polytopeof dimension 23 with 552 vertices, hence realizing equality in the bound(16.1.3).(ii) The polytope P22 is a basic asymmetric extreme Delaunay polytope of di-mension 22 with 275 vertices, hence realizing equality in the bound (16.1.2).16.4 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes in the Barnes-Wall Lattice �16In this section, we describe some examples of extreme Delaunay polytopes con-structed from the Barnes-Wall lattice �16; they are taken from Deza, Grishukhinand Laurent [1992]. (See Conway and Sloane [1988] for a precise description of�16.) The Barnes-Wall lattice �16 is a 16-dimensional lattice in R16 . Its set Vof minimal vectors consists of:



246 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay Polytopes(I) 480 vectors of the form (�22; 014), where there are two nonzero componentsequal to 2 or �2,(II) 3840 vectors of the form (�18; 08), where the positions of the �1's formone of the 30 codewords of weight 8 of the �rst order Reed-Muller codeand there are an even number of minus signs.Hence, jV j = 4320 and vT v = 8 for v 2 V . (Note that in the usual de�nition,the minimal norm is 4 and all vectors should be scaled by a factor 1p2 ; we omitthis factor in order to make the notation easier.)c12 001111 1111 0000 00c13 010111 0010 1010 01c14 011011 0100 0011 10c15 011101 0001 0100 11c16 011110 1000 1101 00c23 100111 0010 0101 10c24 101011 0100 1100 01c25 101101 0001 1011 00c26 101110 1000 0010 11c34 110011 1001 0110 00c35 110101 1100 0001 01c36 110110 0101 1000 10c45 111001 1010 1000 10c46 111010 0011 0001 01c56 111100 0110 0110 00Figure 16.4.1: Codewords of weight 8 in the Reed-Muller codeWe show in Figure 16.4.1 a list of 15 codewords of weight 8 of the �rst orderReed-Muller code; the other 15 codewords of weight 8 are obtained by takingtheir complements.Set a := (26; 010) 2 �16 (the six 2's are in the �rst six positions which areprecisely the �rst six positions distinguished in Figure 16.4.1). Let S denotethe sphere with center a2 and radius p6. Then, S is an empty sphere in �16corresponding to a deep hole (i.e., with maximum radius). Hence, the polytopeP := fv 2 �16 j (v � a2)2 = 6gis a Delaunay polytope. P is centrally symmetric, has dimension 16 and has512 vertices. One can check that the vertices of P lie in the parallel layers:xTa 2 f0; 8; 12; 16; 24g. For � 2 R, let H� denote the hyperplane with equationxTa = � and set V � := V (P ) \H�. Then,V (P ) = V 0 [ V 8 [ V 12 [ V 16 [ V 24;



16.4 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes in the Barnes-Wall Lattice 247with V 0 = f0g, V 24 = (V 0)� = fag, V 16 = (V 8)�, jV 8j = jV 16j = 135, andjV 12j = 240.Moreover, for � = 8; 12; 16, the sectionP� := P \H� = Conv(V �)by the hyperplane H� is a Delaunay polytope of dimension 15 in the lattice�16 \ H�. The polytopes P 8 and P 16 are asymmetric with 135 vertices, buttheir sets of vertices are not spherical two-distance sets (indeed, there are threepossible distances: 8,12,16 between the vertices). The polytope P 12 is centrallysymmetric with 240 vertices, but the 120 lines de�ned by its 120 pairs of antipodalvertices are not equiangular (there are two possible angles: arccos(0),arccos(13)).Note that P 16 has radius 4p3 and that P 12 has radius p6 (> 4p3). This showsthat P 16 does not correspond to a deep hole of the lattice �16\H16. Finally, setQ := Conv(V 0 [ V 8 [ V 16 [ V 24):So, Q has 2 � 135 + 2 = 272 vertices and its dimension is 16. Q is a Delaunaypolytope in the lattice �16 \ fx j xTa = 0 (mod 8)g. The polytopes P , P 8, P 16and Q can be veri�ed to be basic.Theorem 16.4.2.(i) P is a centrally symmetric extreme Delaunay polytope of dimension 16 with512 vertices.(ii) P 8 and P 16 are asymmetric extreme Delaunay polytopes of dimension 15,each having 135 vertices.(iii) P 12 is not extreme.(iv) Q is a centrally symmetric extreme Delaunay polytope of dimension 16 with272 vertices, hence realizing equality in the bound (16.1.3).Finally, let us consider the section of the sphere of minimal vectors by thehyperplane H4. In this way, one obtains the Delaunay polytopeQ0 := Conv(x 2 �16 j xTx = 8 and xTa = 4):Q0 is a 15-dimensional polytope with 1080 vertices. Consider the vertex c :=(2; 0; ::; 0; 2) of Q0. Then, the distances d(2)(c; v) from the other vertices v to ctake the values 8; 12; 16; 20; 24; in fact, value 8 (respectively, 12,16,20,24) is takenfor 119 (respectively, 336, 427,176,21) vertices of Q0. Therefore, the set of the119 vertices that are at distance 8 from c forms a 14-dimensional asymmetricDelaunay polytope which realizes equality in the bound (16.1.2). However, thispolytope is not extreme. On the other hand, the polytope Q0 is extreme.We summarize in Figure 16.4.3 the results from this section about the De-launay polytopes constructed from the Barnes-Wall lattice �16. (The second



248 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay Polytopescolumn indicates the dimension, the fourth column indicates whether the poly-tope is asymmetric (A) or centrally symmetric (CS), and the �fth column in-dicates whether equality holds in the bounds (16.1.2) or (16.1.3).) Recall thata = (26; 010); c = (2; 014; 2); S denotes the sphere with center a2 and radius p6,and H� denotes the hyperplane xTa = �:Delaunay polytope dim. number sym. equality extremeof ? in ?vertices bound?P = Conv(S \ �16) 16 512 CS No YesP 8 = Conv(S \ �16 \H8) 15 135 A Yes YesP 16 = Conv(S \ �16 \H16) 15 135 A Yes YesP 12 = Conv(S \ �16 \H12) 15 240 CS Yes NoQ = Conv(S \ �16 16 272 CS Yes Yes\fx j xT a = 0; 8; 16; 24g)Conv(x 2 �16 j xTx = 8; 14 119 A Yes NoaTx = 4; cTx = 8)Q0 = Conv(x 2 �16 j 15 1080 A No YesxTx = 8; aTx = 4)Figure 16.4.3: Delaunay polytopes in the Barnes-Wall lattice16.5 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes and Perfect Lat-ticesLet L be a k-dimensional lattice (containing the origin) with minimal norm tand set Lmin := fv 2 L j v2 = tg. Let (v1; : : : ; vk) be a basis of L and, for eachv 2 Lmin, let v =Pki=1 bvi vi denote its decomposition in the basis, with bv 2 Zk.Let SL denote the system composed by the equationsX1�i�j�k bvi bvjxij = t for v 2 Lminin �k+12 � variables. The lattice L is said to be perfect if the system SL has fullrank �k+12 �; that is, if it has a unique solution which is then given byxij = 2vTi vj( for 1 � i < j � k); xii = v2i ( for 1 � i � k):Perfect lattices are important since they include the lattices with the locallymost dense packings (see, for instance, Ryshkov and Baranovskii [1979]). If L isan a�ne lattice, i.e., if L is the translate of a lattice L0, we say that L is perfectif L0 is perfect.The notion of perfect lattice is closely related to the notion of extreme De-launay polytope as the following Propositions 16.5.1, 16.5.2 and 16.5.3 show; allthree results are taken from Grishukhin [1993].



16.5 Extreme Delaunay Polytopes and Perfect Lattices 249Proposition 16.5.1. Let P be a Delaunay polytope with radius r, let L0 denotethe lattice generated by the set of vertices V (P ) of P and let t denote its mini-mal norm. Suppose that P is a basic extreme Delaunay polytope, that there existu; v 2 V (P ) with (u � v)2 = t and that t � 43r2. Then, there exists w not lyingon the a�ne space spanned by P such that (w � v)2 = t for all v 2 V (P ) andsuch that the lattice L generated by L0 [ fwg is perfect.Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that the origin is a vertex ofP . By Lemma 14.4.5, the spherical t-extension of the space (V (P ); d(2)) has aspherical representation. Let w denote the vector representating the extensionpoint. So, (w�v)2 � t for all v 2 L0 with equality if v 2 V (P ). Let L denote thelattice generated by L0[fwg. Then, L = Sa2ZLa, where La := (L0+aw) are thelayers composing L. The distance between two consecutive layers is h = pt� r2.We check that the minimal norm of L is equal to t, i.e., that v2 � t for allv 2 L, v 6= 0. This is obvious if v lies in L0. If v lies in a layer La which is notconsecutive to the layer L0, then k v k� 2h, i.e., v2 � 4h2 = 4(t � r2) � t sincet � 43r2. If v lies in a layer consecutive to L0, say v = u�w where u 2 L0, thenv2 � t.Since P is basic, we can �nd a basis (v1; : : : ; vk) of L0 composed of verticesof P . Then, (w; v1; : : : ; vk) is a basis of L. So, the system SL is composed by theequations:X0�i�j�k bibjxij = t; where (b0w + X1�i�k bivi)2 = t with b 2 Zk+1:We show that SL has full rank. Let x denote a solution of SL.Since w;w � v1; : : : ; w � vk 2 Lmin, we deduce that the equations:x00 = t; x00 + xii � x0i = t (1 � i � k)belong to SL. Therefore, x00 = t and xii = x0i for i = 1; : : : ; k. Let v 2 V (P ),v =P1�i�k bvi vi with bv 2 Zk. Then, v � w 2 Lmin, implying the equation:x00 � X1�i�k bvi x0i + X1�i�j�k bvi bvjxij = tof SL. Hence, x satis�es(a) X1�i�k((bvi )2 � bvi )xii + X1�i<j�k bvi bvjxij = 0for each v 2 V (P ).By assumption, P is an extreme Delaunay polytope; that is, the systemS(V (P ); d(2)), composed by the equations:(b) X1�i�k(1� X1�j�k bvj )bvi d0i + X1�i<j�k bvi bvjdij = 0for all v 2 V (P ), has rank �k+12 �� 1.



250 Chapter 16. Extreme Delaunay PolytopesSet d0i := xii for 1 � i � k and dij := xii + xjj � 2xij for 1 � i < j � k.Then, since x satis�es (a), we deduce that d satis�es (b). Therefore, d is uniquelydetermined up to multiple. This implies that x too is uniquely determined up tomultiple. The fact that there exist u; v 2 V (P ) with u� v 2 Lmin permits to �xthe multiple. Hence, SL has a unique solution x. This shows that L is perfect.Note that Proposition 16.5.1 still holds if we replace the assumption: t � 43r2by the assumption: t � r2 and t is the minimal norm of L.As we saw in Lemma 13.2.11, every section of the contact polytope by ahyperplane not containing the origin is a Delaunay polytope. Hence, Proposition16.5.1 can be reformulated as follows.Proposition 16.5.2. Let L be a k-dimensional lattice with minimal norm t andlet P be a Delaunay polytope obtained by taking a section of the contact polytopeof L by a hyperplane not containing the origin. If P is basic and extreme and ifP contains two vertices u; v with (u� v)2 = t, then L is perfect.For example, the root lattice E8 and the Leech lattice �24 are perfect. Thiscan be seen by applying Proposition 16.5.2; for E8, take t = 2 and P = 321whose squared radius is 32 , and for �24, take t = 32 and P = P23 whose squaredradius is 24 (see Sections 16.2 and 16.3). Another example of perfect lattice isthe lattice �16 \ fx j xTa = 0 mod (8)g, where �16 is the Barnes-Wall latticeand a is a minimal vector of it; apply Proposition 16.5.2 with the polytope P 16(see Section 16.4).The following result can also be checked.Proposition 16.5.3. Let P be an extreme basic Delaunay polytope with radiusr and let L0 denote the lattice generated by the set of vertices of P and the centerof P (L0 is known as the centered lattice). If L0 has minimal norm r2, then L0is perfect.For instance, the Schl�ai polytope 221 is an extreme basic Delaunay polytopein E6. The lattice generated by V (221) and its center is the dual lattice E�6 whichis indeed perfect.



Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphs
We group in this chapter several results concerning hypermetricity of distancespaces arising from graphs.There are essentially two ways of constructing a distance space from a graph.The most classical construction of a distance space from a connected graph G isby considering the graphic metric space (V (G); dG) where dG is the path metricof G, with dG(u; v) denoting the smallest length of a path connecting the nodesu; v 2 V (G). If (V (G); dG) is hypermetric (resp. isometrically `1-embeddable, ofnegative type), we say that G is a hypermetric graph (resp. an `1-graph, a graphof negative type).Another distance space which can be constructed from a graph G is the space(V (G); d�G), where d�G is the truncated distance of G de�ned by8><>: d�G(i; j) = 1 if ij 2 E(G); i 6= j;d�G(i; j) = 2 if ij 62 E(G); i 6= j;d�G(i; i) = 0 for all i 2 V (G):If G has diameter1 � 2, then these two notions of path metric and truncateddistance coincide. This is the case, for instance, for suspension graphs. In fact,the graphs whose suspension is of negative type form a class of graphs which hasreceived a lot of attention in the literature; indeed, they are the graphs whoseadjacency matrix has minimum eigenvalue greater than or equal to �2.For a graph G = (V;E) on n nodes we remind that its adjacency matrix AGis the n�n symmetric matrix with zero diagonal entries and whose (i; j)-th entryis equal to 1 if i; j are adjacent in G and to 0 otherwise, for distinct i; j 2 V . Welet �min(AG) denote the smallest eigenvalue of matrix AG.We consider here questions related to hypermetricity and `1-embeddabilityfor either of the two distances dG and d�G attached to a graph G. In Sections17.1 and 17.2 we present a number of results dealing with the problem of char-acterizing the graphs whose path metric or truncated distance is hypermetricor `1-embeddable. We are interested, in particular, in �nding `good' character-izations; that is, characterizations leading to polynomial time recognition algo-rithms. Such results are known for several classes of graphs. We focus in Section17.1 on suspension graphs and on bipartite graphs equipped with the truncated1The diameter of a graph G is de�ned as the largest distance (with respect to the shortestpath metric) between two nodes of G. 251



252 Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphsdistance. Section 17.2 deals with graphs having some regularity properties. Fi-nally, Section 17.3 studies the graphs G for which either of the two distances dGand d�G lies on an extreme ray of the hypermetric cone.17.1 Characterizing Hypermetric and `1-GraphsCharacterizing Hypermetricity and `1-Embeddability for Path Met-rics. We start with a characterization of the graphs whose path metric ishypermetric or isometrically `1-embeddable, which follows directly from The-orems 14.3.6 and 14.3.7. (In fact, the characterization of `1-graphs will alsofollow from the results of Shpectorov [1993] exposed in Chapter 21.)Theorem 17.1.1. Let G be a connected graph. Then,(i) G is hypermetric if and only if G is an isometric subgraph of a Cartesianproduct of half-cube graphs, cocktail-party graphs and copies of the Gossetgraph G56.(ii) G is an `1-graph if and only if G is an isometric subgraph of a Cartesianproduct of half-cube graphs and cocktail-party graphs.Several characterizations of the hypercube embeddable graphs will be givenin Chapter 19; they are good characterizations, in the sense that they permit torecognize whether a graph is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube in polynomialtime. The result from Theorem 17.1.1 (ii) does not yield, a priori, a good char-acterization for `1-graphs. However, the proof method developed by Shpectorov[1993] permits to recognize `1-graphs in polynomial time (see Corollary 21.1.9).No good characterization is known yet for hypermetric graphs (recall Remark14.2.6). We state this as an open problem.Problem 17.1.2. What is the complexity of the problem of testing whether (thepath metric of) a graph is hypermetric ?Problem 17.1.2 is solved for the class of suspension graphs. Indeed, for thesegraphs, some re�ned characterizations for hypermetricity and `1-embeddabilityare known that lead, in particular, to polynomial-time recognition algorithms(cf. Theorems 17.1.8 and 17.1.9). A suspension graph has diameter � 2 andthus its path metric coincides with its truncated distance. The graphs whosetruncated distance is hypermetric or `1-embeddable are not well understood ingeneral. Good characterizations are, however, available for some subclasses;for instance, for bipartite graphs (cf. Theorem 17.1.13) and for graphs withregularity properties (cf. Section 17.2).A Good Characterization of Hypermetricity and `1-Embeddability forSuspension Graphs. We consider here in detail suspension graphs. A �rstobservation is that, for a graph G, its suspension rG is hypermetric (resp. an`1-graph) if and only ifrH is hypermetric (resp. an `1-graph) for each connected



17.1 A Characterization of Hypermetric and `1-Graphs 253component H of G. Indeed, the path metric of rG arises as the 1-sum of thepath metrics of rH1, : : : , rHm, if H1; : : : ;Hm are the connected components ofG. (Recall Section 7.6.) Hence, we can restrict our attention to the case whenG is a connected graph.
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6 5Figure 17.1.3: The excluded con�gurations for line graphsWe start with a characterization of the suspension graphs that are of negativetype, which was obtained by Assouad and Delorme [1980]. (Compare the resultsfrom Propositions 17.1.4 and 17.2.1.)Proposition 17.1.4. Let G be a graph. Then, its suspension rG is of negativetype if and only if �min(AG) � �2 holds.Proof. We use Proposition 13.1.2, so we show that �min(AG) � �2 if and onlyif the space (V (rG); drG) has a representation. Let i0 denote the apex nodeof rG and suppose that G has n nodes. If �min(AG) � �2, then the matrixAG + 2I is positive semide�nite. Hence, there exist n vectors u1; : : : ; un 2 Rm(for some m) such that 8><>: (ui)2 = 2 for i = 1; : : : ; n;uTi uj = 1 if ij 2 E(G);uTi uj = 0 otherwise:Then, the mapping i 2 V (G) 7! ui; i0 7! u0 := 0;



254 Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphsprovides a representation of (V (rG); 2drG). Indeed, (ui � uj)2 = 2 if ij 2E(rG) and (ui � uj)2 = 4 otherwise. All the above arguments can be reversed,stating the converse implication: If rG is of negative type, then �min(AG) � �2.We recall that L(H) denotes the line graph of a graph H. It is easy to seethat the suspension rL(H) of any line graph is an `1-graph. Indeed, if we labelthe apex node by the zero vector and each edge e := ij 2 E(H) by the vectorei+ej2 (ei denoting the i-th unit vector in the space RV (H)), then we obtain an`1-embedding of rL(H). This shows, moreover, that 2d(rL(H)) is hypercubeembeddable. Line graphs have been characterized by Beineke [1970] by meansof excluded subgraphs. Namely,Theorem 17.1.5. A graph G is a line graph if and only if G does not containas an induced subgraph any of the nine graphs Bi (1 � i � 9) shown in Figure17.1.3.
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Figure 17.1.6: Four graphs whose suspensions are not `1-graphsRemark 17.1.7. The following can be checked.(i) rBi is not an `1-graph for all 1 � i � 9 except i = 3; in fact, rB1, B2 arenot 5-gonal and rB4, rB6 are not 7-gonal.(ii) For each of the graphs Hi (1 � i � 4) shown in Figure 17.1.6, rHi is notan `1-graph.



17.1 A Characterization of Hypermetric and `1-Graphs 255In other words, if d denotes the path metric of any of the graphs rBi (1 � i �9; i 6= 3) or of rHi (1 � i � 4), there exists an inequality vTx � 0 de�ning afacet of CUT7 which is violated by d, i.e., such that vTd > 0. See Deza andLaurent [1992a] for an explicit description of such inequalities.Let G be a connected graph and suppose that its suspension rG is hyper-metric. Let H denote the 1-skeleton graph of the Delaunay polytope associatedwith the space (V (rG); 2drG). Then, rG is an induced subgraph of H and His one of the Delaunay polytope graphs shown in Figure 14.3.1. Therefore, if rGis an `1-graph then, by Proposition 14.1.10, H 6= G27; G56 and, thus, H is oneof J(m; t), 12H(m; 2) and Km�2. More precisely, we have the following results,due to Assouad and Delorme [1980, 1982].Theorem 17.1.8. Let G be a connected graph. Then, the following assertionsare equivalent.(i) rG is an `1-graph.(ii) G does not contain as an induced subgraph any of the graphs from thefamily F := fB1; B2; B4; B5; B6; B7; B8; B9;H1;H2;H3;H4g:(iii) G is a line graph or G is an induced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph.Proof. The implication (i) =) (ii) follows from the fact that the suspensions ofthe graphs from F are not `1-graphs. The implication (iii) =) (i) is clear. Wenow show that (ii) =) (iii) holds. Let G be a connected graph that does notcontain any member of F as an induced subgraph. If G does not contain B3 asan induced subgraph, then G is a line graph by Theorem 17.1.5. Hence, we cansuppose that B3 is an induced subgraph of G; say, B3 = G[Y ] is the subgraphof G induced by the subset of nodes Y , jY j = 5. We show that G is an inducedsubgraph of a cocktail-party graph. For this consider the following property (P):(P) For each subset Z � V (G) such that Y � Z and for each i 2 V (G) n Z, ifG[Z] is an induced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph and if G[Z [ fig] isconnected, then G[Z [ fig] is also an induced subgraph of a cocktail-partygraph.We show that (P) holds by induction on jZj.Case 1. We show that (P) holds for Z = Y . Let i 2 V (G) n Y such that thegraph G[Y [ fig] is connected. So, G[Y [ fig] is a connected graph on six nodescontaining B3 = K5 n P2 as an induced subgraph. By direct inspection, one cancheck that there are eleven connected graphs on six nodes containing B3 as aninduced subgraph. Among them, we �ndH1;H2;H3;H4; we also �nd two graphscontaining B2 and three graphs containing B1; these cases are excluded since G



256 Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphsdoes not contain any member of F . The remaining two graphs are K6 n P2 andrrK2�2 which are, respectively, induced subgraphs of K5�2 and K4�2. Hence,the property (P) holds for Z = Y .Consider now Z such that Y � Z � V (G), jZj � 6 and G[Z] is an inducedsubgraph of a cocktail-party graph, and let i 2 V (G) n Z such that G[Z [ fig]is connected. Set Y := fy1; y2; y3; y4; y5g where, for instance, y1 and y2 are notadjacent in G and, thus, every other pair of nodes of Y is adjacent in G.Case 2. Let s; t 2 Z such that s and t are not adjacent in G. We show that iis adjacent to both s and t. Since G[Z] is contained in a cocktail-party graph,every other node of Z is adjacent to both s and t. Let u 2 Z be a node whichis adjacent to i. Then, i is adjacent to at least one of s or t (else, G[fu; s; t; ig]would be a induced subgraph B1 of G). Hence, for U := fs; t; y3; y4; y5g, G[U ]is B3 and G[U [ fig] is connected. By Case 1, we deduce that G[U [ fig] is aninduced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph, which implies that i is adjacent toboth s and t.Case 3. Let s; t 2 Z such that s and t are adjacent in G. We show that i isadjacent to at least one of s or t. If there exists r 2 Z which is not adjacent tos then, by Case 2, i is adjacent to both r and s. Similarly, if there exists r 2 Zwhich is not adjacent to t, then i is adjacent to t. Else, each r 2 Z is adjacentto both s and t. Let r 2 Z which is adjacent to i. We can �nd a set U suchthat jU j = 5, r; s; t 2 U and G[U ] = B3. Therefore, G[U [ fig] is an inducedsubgraph of a cocktail-party graph, which implies that i is adjacent to at leastone of s or t.We deduce from Cases 2 and 3 that G[Z [ fig] is an induced subgraph of acocktail-party graph. So, we have shown that (P) holds.Theorem 17.1.9. Let G be a connected graph. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) rG is a hypermetric graph, but not an `1-graph.(ii) G is an induced subgraph of the Schl�ai graph G27 and G contains as aninduced subgraph one of the graphs of the familyF0 := F n fB1; B2; B4; B6g = fB5; B7; B8; B9;H1;H2;H3;H4g:Proof. (i) =) (ii) By Theorem 17.1.8, if rG is not an `1-graph, then G containsas an induced subgraph one of the members of F and, in fact, of F0 since rB1,rB2, rB4, rB6 are not hypermetric (recall Remark 17.1.7). Let P denote theDelaunay polytope associated with the hypermetric space (V (rG); 2drG) andlet H denote its 1-skeleton graph. By Proposition 14.3.5, P is a generatingDelaunay polytope in a root lattice. Thus, P is a direct product of Delaunaypolytopes from Figure 14.3.1 and H is a direct product of Delaunay polytopesgraphs from Figure 14.3.1. In fact, since the graph G is connected, H is nota direct product, i.e., H is one of the Delaunay polytope graphs from Figure



17.1 A Characterization of Hypermetric and `1-Graphs 25714.3.1. Now, H is G27 or G56 since all the other Delaunay polytope graphs are`1-graphs. Therefore, rG is an isometric subgraph of G56 and, thus, G is anisometric subgraph of G27. The implication (ii) =) (i) is clear.Corollary 17.1.10. Let G be a connected graph on n nodes.(i) If n � 37, then rG is an `1-graph if and only if rG is 5-gonal and ofnegative type.(ii) If n � 28, then rG is an `1-graph if and only if rG is hypermetric.A Good Characterization of Hypermetricity and `1-Embeddability forTruncated Distances of Bipartite Graphs. We consider now, more gener-ally, `1-embeddability and hypermetricity for truncated distances of graphs. Forbipartite graphs, Assouad and Delorme [1982] have obtained several equivalentcharacterizations, leading to a polynomial-time recognition algorithm; they areformulated in Theorem 17.1.13 below.
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Figure 17.1.12: The family F1Theorem 17.1.13. Let G be a bipartite graph and let d�G denote its truncateddistance. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) d�G is `1-embeddable.(ii) d�G is hypermetric.(iii) d�G is 31-gonal.



17.1 A Characterization of Hypermetric and `1-Graphs 259(iv) G does not contain as an induced subgraph any of the thirteen graphs fromthe family F1 shown in Figure 17.1.12.(v) G is a star (i.e., G = K1;n for some n � 1), or every connected componentof G is an induced subgraph of an even circuit C2n (n � 2) or of one ofthe graphs ~Dn (n � 4), ~E8, ~E7, ~E6 shown in Figure 17.1.11.The proof of Theorem 17.1.13 relies on several lemmas.Lemma 17.1.14. Let G1(V1; E1) and G2(V2; E2) be two graphs with disjointnode sets and let G denote their clique 0-sum, with node set V1[V2 and edge setE1 [E2. If the truncated distance d�Gi of Gi admits an `1-embedding of size � 4for i = 1; 2, then the truncated distance d�G of G also admits an `1-embedding ofsize � 4.Proof. Say, d�G1 = PS�V1 �S�(S) where �S � 0 for all S and PS �S = 4 (ifPS �S � 4 one can make this sum equal to 4 by introducing the empty cut withcoe�cient 4 �PS �S in the decomposition). Similarly, d�G2 = PT�V2 �T �(T )where �T � 0 for all T and PT �T = 4. Then, one can verify that d admits thefollowing decomposition:d�G = 18 XS�V1 XT�V2 �S�T [�(S [ T ) + �(S [ (V2 n T ))]with size 14 PS;T �S�T = 4.We need a result concerning generalized line graphs. These graphs are de�nedin the following manner. Let H be a graph with, say, node set fv1; : : : ; vng andlet a1; : : : ; an be nonnegative integers. For every node vi of H consider a cocktail-party graphKai�2 (all being de�ned on disjoint node sets). Then, the generalizedline graph L(H; a1; : : : ; an) is obtained by juxtaposing the line graph L(H) of H,the n cocktail-party graphs Kai�2, and adding for every node e := vivj of L(H)(corresponding to an edge e in H) edges between e and all nodes of Kai�2 andKaj�2. Hence we obtain usual line graphs when a1 = : : : = an = 0. Line graphsand cocktail-party graphs have an `1-embeddable truncated distance; Assouadand Delorme observed that this extends to generalized line graphs of bipartitegraphs.Lemma 17.1.15. If H is a bipartite graph, then the truncated distance of anygeneralized line graph of H admits an `1-embedding of size � 4.Proof. Let V = fv1; : : : ; vng = S[T denote the bipartition of H. Given integersa1; : : : ; an � 0, we consider the generalized line graph L(H; a1; : : : ; an) and welet Yvi [ Y 0vi denote the node set on which the cocktail-party graph Kai�2 isde�ned. Let V (�), Y (�)vi (� = 1; 2; 3; 4) be four disjoint copies of the sets Vand Yvi (i = 1; : : : ; n). We now consider two cocktail-party graphs G1 and G2,



260 Chapter 17. Hypermetric GraphsG1 being de�ned on the node set [�=1;2(V (�) [ n[i=1 Y (�)vi ) and G2 being de�nedon [�=3;4(V (�) [ n[i=1 Y (�)vi ) (with the obvious pairing for opposite nodes). Wenow construct an isometric embedding of L(H; a) equipped with the truncateddistance into the Cartesian product of G1 and G2. Namely, to a node vivj ofL(H) (where vi 2 S and vj 2 T ), assign the pair (v(1)i ; v(3)j ); to a node y 2 Yvi(resp. y 2 Y 0vi) with vi 2 S, associate the pair (v(1)i ; y(3)) (resp. (v(1)i ; y(4))); toa node y 2 Yvi (resp. y 2 Y 0vi) with vi 2 T , associate the pair (y(1); v(3)i ) (resp.(y(2); v(3)i )). The result now follows since a cocktail-party graph is `1-embeddablewith size 2, which implies that the Cartesian product of two cocktail-party graphshas an `1-embedding of size 4.Lemma 17.1.16. For each of the graphs C2n (n � 2), ~Dn (n � 4), ~E6, ~E7, ~E8,the truncated distance admits an `1-embedding of size � 4.Proof. For C2n and ~Dn, the result follows by applying Lemma 17.1.15. This isobvious for C2n as C2n = L(C2n). On the other hand, ~Dn can be obtained asan induced subgraph of the line graph L(C2m; a) of some even circuit choosinga with all zero components except two equal to 1. We now indicate explicit `1-embeddings for the truncated distances of ~E6, ~E7, ~E8 (using the node labelingsshown in Figure 17.1.11), of respective sizes 3,4,4:2d�~E6 = �(f1; 2; 5g) + �(f1; 4; 5g) + �(f1; 2; 7g) + �(f4; 5; 7g) + �(f1; 6; 7g)+�(f5; 6; 7g);2d�~E7 = �(f1; 2; 5; 7; 8g) + �(f1; 2; 3; 4; 8g) + �(f1; 6; 8g) + �(f2; 3; 6g)+�(f1; 2g) + �(f4; 5g) + �(f7g) + �(f8g);2d�~E8 = �(f1; 2; 5; 7g) + �(f1; 2; 3; 4g) + �(f1; 6g) + �(f2; 3; 6g)+�(f1; 2; 8; 9g) + �(f4; 5g) + �(f9g) + �(f7; 8g):Proof of Theorem 17.1.13. The implications (i) =) (ii) =) (iii) are obvious.The implication (iii) =) (iv) relies on the fact that each of the graphs G 2 F1has a nonhypermetric truncated distance. That is, there exists an integer vectorb with Pi bi = 1 such that Q(b)Td�G > 0. Explicit values for b are indicatedfor each graph of F1 in Figure 17.1.12. Note that Pi jbij � 31 with equality forgraph T8.The implication (v) =) (i) is immediate. Indeed, d�G is obviously `1-embeddableif G is a star and otherwise the assertion follows from Lemmas 17.1.14 and17.1.16.We now show the last implication (iv) =) (v). Let G be a bipartite graph



17.1 A Characterization of Hypermetric and `1-Graphs 261not containing any of the thirteen graphs from Figure 17.1.12 as an inducedsubgraph. We �rst claim that(a) every connected component of G is a tree or an even circuit.Indeed suppose that H is a connected component of G which is not a tree nor acircuit. Let C be an induced circuit in H of minimum length; thus, jCj � 4 andis even. There exists a node x outside C adjacent to some node of C. In fact,if jCj � 6, then x is adjacent to exactly one node of C (by minimality of jCj);then we �nd R6, R8 or T7 as an induced subgraph of H if jCj = 6; 8 or � 10,respectively. If jCj = 4 and x is adjacent to only one node of C, then we �nd R4and, if jCj = 4 and x is adjacent to 2 nodes of C, then we �nd K2;3. Thus, (a)holds.If G has a node of degree � 5, then G is connected (else, we �nd K1;5 +K1as an induced subgraph of G) and, moreover, G is a star (else, we �nd S4).We can now suppose that G has maximum degree � 4. Let H be a connectedcomponent of G with maximum degree �, which is a tree; we show that His an induced subgraph of ~Dn, ~E6, ~E7, or ~E8. If � � 2 then H is a pathand, thus, is contained in ~Dn. If � = 4 then H = K1;4 = ~D4 (else we �ndS4 as induced subgraph). We now suppose that � = 3. Let x be a node ofdegree 3 in H, let L1; L2; L3 denote the connected components of Hnx and, fori = 1; 2; 3, let mi denote the longest geodesic distance from x to a node in Li.Say, 1 � m1 � m2 � m3. Observe that m3 � 3 =) m1 = 1 (because of T6),m2 � 3 =) m3 = 3 (because of T7), m1 = 1 and m3 � 6 =) m2 = 1 (becauseof T8). We distinguish two cases.Case 1: There exists a node x of degree 3 in H for which m2 � 2. Then, inview of the above observations, the only possibilities for (m1;m2;m3) are thefollowing sequences: (1,2,2), (2,2,2), (1,3,3), (1,2,3), (1,2,4) and (1,2,5). NowH has no node outside L1 [ L2 [ L3 (else one would �nd one of the forbiddeninduced subgraphs) and, thus, H is an induced subgraph of ~E6, ~E7 or ~E8.Case 2: Every node of degree 3 in H has m2 = 1. Then, we obtain that H isan induced subgraph of some ~Dn.On the other hand, there is no �nite point criterion, analogue to Theorem17.1.13, for truncated distances of general graphs. Indeed, for every n � 2,there exists a graph G on 2n + 1 nodes whose truncated distance is not hy-permetric while the truncated distance of any proper induced subgraph of Gis `1-embeddable. We present in Example 17.1.17 below an example of suchgraph, taken from Assouad and Delorme [1982]. We state a preliminary resultfor generalized line graphs.Example 17.1.17. Let Gn denote the generalized line graph L(C2n�1; a), whereC2n�1 is the circuit on 2n� 1 nodes and a := (1; 0; : : : ; 0). Figure 17.1.18 showsthe graph G4 on 9 nodes. The truncated distance of Gn is not hypermetric (as itviolates the pure hypermetric inequality where the �1 coe�cients are assignedas indicated in Figure 17.1.18). On the other hand, the truncated distance of



262 Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphsany proper induced subgraph of Gn is `1-embeddable. Indeed, if we delete anode of degree 2 on the circuit, we �nd the generalized line graph of a path and,if we delete a node of degree 4, we �nd a tree which is a subtree of some Dn. Inboth cases, we �nd a graph whose truncated distance is `1-embeddable (recallLemmas 17.1.15 and 17.1.16). Finally if we delete one of the two remainingnodes of degree 2, an `1-embedding can be very easily constructed.
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-1Figure 17.1.18: A minimal graph whose truncated distance is not hypermetricFinally, let us mention that Assouad and Delorme [1980, 1982] have char-acterized the graphs whose truncated distance is hypercube embeddable at anygiven scale �; they show the existence of an integer n(�) such that �d�G is hy-percube embeddable whenever this holds for any induced subgraph of G on atmost n(�) nodes. This result will be discussed in detail in Section 24.4.17.2 Hypermetric Regular GraphsIn this section we consider regular graphs and some subclasses such as distance-regular graphs and strongly regular graphs (de�ned later). Recall that a graph Gis said to be regular if all its nodes have the same degree, called the valency of G.We aim again at understanding which such graphs enjoy metric properties suchas hypermetricity, `1-embeddability, being of negative type, etc. We address thisquestion for both the path metric and the truncated distance.Properties of the Truncated Distance of a Regular Graph. We grouphere several results on the hypermetricity of the truncated distance space of aregular graph. They will apply, in particular, to the usual path metric of stronglyregular graphs, i.e., distance-regular graphs of diameter 2.Given a graph G on n nodes, we denote by D�G the symmetric n� n matrixwhose (i; j)-th entry is equal to d�G(i; j), for all i; j 2 V (G). We recall that AGdenotes the adjacency matrix of G.The �rst result is from Deza and Grishukhin [1993] and gives several equiva-lent characterizations for the regular graphs whose truncated distance is hyper-metric.



17.2 Hypermetric Regular Graphs 263Proposition 17.2.1. Let G be a connected regular graph on n nodes with valencyk. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) d�G is of negative type.(ii) the distance space (V (G); 2d�G) has a spherical representation with radiusr satisfying r2 < 2.(iii) d�G is hypermetric.(iv) rG is of negative type.(v) �min(AG) � �2.(vi) D�G has exactly one positive eigenvalue.Moreover, if d�G is hypermetric, then the radius r of the Delaunay polytope asso-ciated with the space (V (G); 2d�G) is given by(17.2.2) r2 = 2� k + 2n :Proof. (i) =) (ii) Note that Xi2V (G) 2d�G(i; j) = 2(2n�2�k) is a constant. Hence,by Proposition 14.4.1, (V (G); 2d�G) has a spherical representation whose radiusr is given by relation (14.4.2). Therefore, r2 = 2� k+2n and, thus, r2 < 2.The implication (ii) =) (iii) follows from Proposition 14.4.4.(iii) =) (iv) By Proposition 14.4.3, the radius of the Delaunay polytope as-sociated with (V (G); 2d�G) is given by (17.2.2). Since (V (rG); 2drG) is thespherical 2-extension of the space (V (G); 2d�G), we deduce from Lemma 14.4.5that (V (rG); drG) is of negative type.The equivalence (iv) () (v) follows from Proposition 17.1.4.(v) =) (vi) Let �1 = k; �2; : : : ; �n � �2 denote the eigenvalues of the adjacencymatrix AG of G. Note that D�G = 2J � (AG + 2I);where J is the n � n matrix of all ones. The vector of all ones is a commoneigenvector of AG and D�G for the eigenvalues k and 2n�2�k, respectively. Onechecks easily that the other eigenvalues of D�G are ��2 � 2; : : : ;��n � 2 whichare all nonpositive. Hence, 2n� 2� k is the only positive eigenvalue of D�G.The implication (vi) =) (v) follows by reversing the arguments used above forthe implication (v) =) (vi). Using the obvious implication (iv) =) (i), weobtain the equivalence of (i)-(vi).Proposition 17.2.1 applies, in particular, to the regular graphs of diameter2; then, the two distances dG and d�G coincide. However, without the regularityassumption, the equivalence of (i)-(vi) does not hold. For instance, K9 n P3 hasdiameter 2, is not regular, satis�es (v) but not (iii) (recall Example 14.4.9).



264 Chapter 17. Hypermetric GraphsLet G be a connected regular graph with �min(AG) � �2. Hence, its trun-cated distance d�G is hypermetric. Let P �G denote the Delaunay polytope asso-ciated with the space (V (G); 2d�G) and let H�G denote its 1-skeleton graph. ByProposition 14.3.3, (V (G); d�G) is an isometric subspace of the graphic metricspace (V (H�G); dH�G). By Proposition 14.3.5, P �G is a Delaunay polytope in aroot lattice and, thus, H�G is a direct product of some of the Delaunay polytopegraphs shown in Figure 14.3.1. The next result from Deza and Grishukhin [1993]shows that, if H�G is a nontrivial direct product, then it can only be the directproduct of two complete graphs.A bipartite graph B with bipartition V1 [ V2 of its set of nodes is said to besemiregular if all nodes in V1 (resp. all nodes in V2) have the same degree.Lemma 17.2.3. Let G be a connected regular graph on n nodes with valencyk. Suppose that �min(AG) � �2 and let H�G denote the 1-skeleton graph of theDelaunay polytope P �G associated with (V (G); 2d�G). If H�G is a nontrivial directproduct, then H�G = Kn1 � Kn2 for some n1; n2 � 1, G is the line graph of abipartite semiregular graph andn = n1 + n2n1n2 (k + 2):Proof. Suppose that H is the nontrivial direct product H1�H2. By the assump-tion, (V (G); d�G) is an isometric subspace of the graphic metric space (V (H); dH ).Let f : i 2 V (G) 7! f(i) = (f1(i); f2(i)) = (i1; i2) 2 V (H1)� V (H2)denote this isometric embedding. For i 2 V (G), setV1(i) := fj 2 V (G) j f1(i) = f1(j)g; V2(i) := fj 2 V (G) j f2(i) = f2(j)g:If i; j are adjacent in G, then j 2 V1(i) [ V2(i). Conversely, we check that, ifjV1(i)j; jV2(i)j > 1, then both V1(i) and V2(i) induce a complete graph in G.For this, let j 2 V1(i) and h 2 V2(i) with j 6= i, h 6= i. Then,2 � d�G(j; h) = dH1(j1; h1) + dH2(j2; h2) = dH1(i1; h1) + dH2(j2; i2)(since i1 = j1 and i2 = h2) which is equal to d�G(i; h)+d�G(i; j) � 2. This impliesthat d�G(i; h) = d�G(i; j) = 1, i.e., both h and j are adjacent to i. One deduceseasily that any two nodes in V1, or in V2, are adjacent.Therefore, if jV1(i)j; jV2(i)j > 1, then jV1(i)j + jV2(i)j = k + 2. For j 2 V1(i),V1(i) = V1(j); k + 2 � jV1(j)j + jV2(j)j;implying that jV2(i)j � jV2(j)j and, thus, jV1(j)j; jV2(j)j > 1, yieldingk + 2 = jV1(j)j + jV2(j)j and, thus, jV2(j)j = jV2(i)j:Therefore, sinceG is connected, there exist integers p; q � 1 such that jV1(i)j = p,jV2(i)j = q for all i 2 V (G).



17.2 Hypermetric Regular Graphs 265Let B denote the bipartite graph with node bipartition V1 [ V2, whereV1 := f1(V (G)) � V (H1) and V2 := f2(V (G)) � V (H2);and two nodes i1 2 V1, i2 2 V2 are adjacent in B if (i1; i2) = f(i) for some nodei 2 V (G). So each node of V1 (resp. of V2) has valency p (resp. q), i.e., B issemiregular. It is immediate to see that G is the line graph of B.We now show that H1 and H2 are complete graphs. Set n1 := jV1j, n2 := jV2jand n := jV (G)j. Let r denote the radius of the Delaunay polytope P �G; r isgiven by relation (17.2.2). So,r2 = 2� k + 2n = n1 � 1n1 + n2 � 1n2 :Let rm denote the radius of the Delaunay polytope whose 1-skeleton graph isthe graph Hm, for m = 1; 2. Then, r2 = r21 + r22 holds. We use the followingobservation: For each Delaunay polytope P in a root lattice, its radius r satis�esr2 � jV (P )j � 1jV (P )jwith equality if and only if P is a simplex. Therefore,r2m � jV (Hm)j � 1jV (Hm)j � nm � 1nm ;since jV (Hm)j � nm, for m = 1; 2. But,r2 = r21 + r22 = n1 � 1n1 + n2 � 1n2 ;from which we deduce thatr2m = nm � 1nm ; jV (Hm)j = nmand, thus, Hm is the complete graph Knm for m = 1; 2.Corollary 17.2.4. Let G be a connected regular graph on n nodes with valencyk and such that �min(AG) � �2. Then, one of the following assertions holds.(i) G is the line graph of a bipartite semiregular graph and n = n1n2n1+n2 (k + 2),for some n1; n2 � 1.(ii) G is the line graph of a regular graph and n = m4 (k + 2) for some m � 3.(iii) G = Km�2 and n = k + 2.(iv) G is an induced subgraph of the Gosset graph G56 and n = 2(k + 2).(v) G is an induced subgraph of the Schl�ai graph G27 and n = 32 (k + 2).(vi) G is an induced subgraph of the Clebsch graph 12H(5; 2) and n = 32 (k + 2).



266 Chapter 17. Hypermetric GraphsProof. Let H�G denote the 1-skeleton graph of the Delaunay polytope P �G associ-ated with the hypermetric space (V (G); 2d�G). If H�G is a direct product, then wehave (i) by Lemma 17.2.3. So we now suppose that H�G is one of the Delaunaypolytope graphs from Figure 14.3.1. We know that the radius r of P �G satis�esr2 = 2� k+2n < 2.� If H�G = J(m; t) for some t � 1, n � 2t, then r2 = t(m�t)m < 2 implyingthat t = 1; 2; 3. If H�G = J(m; 1) = Km, then G = H�G = Km is the linegraph of the bipartite semiregular graph K1;m; hence, m = n and we have (i).If H�G = J(m; 2) = L(Km), then G is a line graph. Since G is regular, onecan check that G is the line graph of a regular graph or a bipartite semiregulargraph. Since r2 = 2(m�2)m , we deduce that n = m4 (k + 2). So, we have (i) or(ii). If H�G = J(m; 3), then m = 6; 7; 8. If H�G = J(6; 3), then G is an inducedsubgraph of G56 and r2 = 32 = 2� k+2n , yielding n = 2(k + 2), i.e., we have (iv).The cases m = 7; 8 are excluded. Indeed, one can check that every subgraph Kof J(m; 3) (m = 7; 8) such that K is not contained in J(6; 3) nor in J(n; 2) andsuch that no pair of nodes of K is at distance 3 in J(m; 3) has strictly less thanm(k+2)9�m nodes.� If H�G = Km�2, then we have (iii).� If H�G = 12H(m; 2) for some m � 4, then r2 = m4 < 2, implying that m =4; 5; 6; 7. If m = 4, then H�G = K4�2 and, thus, we have (iii). If m = 5, thenr2 = 54 yielding n = 43(k + 2) and, thus, we have (vi). If m = 6, then r2 = 32yielding n = 2(k + 2) and, thus, we have (iv) since 12H(6; 2) is an isometricsubgraph of G56. The case m = 7 is excluded (similarly to the exclusion aboveof the cases J(7; 3) and J(8; 3); indeed, there is no k-regular subgraph of 12H(7; 2)on n = 4(k+2) nodes which is not contained in 12H(6; 2) or J(7; 2) and does notcontain a pair of vertices at distance 3).� If H�G = G56, then we have (iv) and, if H�G = G27, then we have (v).Remark 17.2.5. Under the assumptions of Corollary 17.2.4, the only possibili-ties for the 1-skeleton graph H�G of the Delaunay polytope P �G associated with thehypermetric space (V (G); 2d�G) are H�G = Kn1 �Kn2 , J(m; 1), J(m; 2), J(6; 3),Km�2, 12H(5; 2), 12H(6; 2), G27 and G56. In particular, if G is not a line graphnor a cocktail-party graph, then H�G is one of J(6; 3), 12H(5; 2), 12H(6; 2), G27or G56. Note that the radius r of the Delaunay polytope P �G satis�es r2 = 54 for12H(5; 2), r2 = 43 for G27 and r2 = 32 for 12H(6; 2), J(6; 3) and G56.The graphs for which �min(AG) � �2 have been intensively studied in theliterature.Clearly, �min(AG) � �2 for every line graph G (indeed, if G = L(H), then2I + AG = NTN is positive semide�nite, where N is the node-edge incidencematrix of H). Moreover, �min(AG) = �2 if G is a cocktail-party graph. Moregenerally, �min(AG) � �2 for all generalized line graphs.In fact, generalized line graphs constitute (up to a �nite number of excep-tions) the only connected graphs with �min(AG) � �2. More precisely, Cameron,



17.2 Hypermetric Regular Graphs 267Goethals, Seidel and Shult [1976] show the following results: If G is a con-nected graph on n > 36 nodes satisfying �min(AG) � �2, then G is a gener-alized line graph. Moreover, if G is connected regular with n > 28 nodes and�min(AG) � �2, then G is a line graph or a cocktail-party graph.This leads us to consider the class LBCS , consisting of the connected regulargraphs with �min(AG) � �2 and which are not line graphs nor cocktail-partygraphs. Bussemaker, Cvetkovi�c and Seidel [1976] have completely described thegraphs in LBCS . The class LBCS consists of 187 graphs, each of them has n � 28nodes and valency k � 16. The graphs in LBCS are partitioned into three layersL1, L2, L3 depending on the value of the quantity nk+2 , where n is the numberof nodes and k the valency of a graph in LBCS . The layer L1 (resp. L2, L3)consists of the graphs G 2 LBCS for which nk+2 = 2 (resp. nk+2 = 32 , nk+2 = 43).Our approach permits to shed a new light on the parameter k+2n characteriz-ing each layer of LBCS . Namely, the parameter k+2n is nothing but the quantity2 � r2, where r is the radius of the Delaunay polytope associated with the hy-permetric space (V (G); 2d�G) for any graph G 2 LBCS . Therefore, each layer inLBCS is characterized by a quantity directly derived from the hypermetricity ofits graphs.We summarize below several facts about the class LBCS and its three layers.� The �rst layer L1 consists of 163 graphs (the graphs NN1-163 in Bussemaker,Cvetkovi�c and Seidel [1976]); it is characterized by nk+2 = 2. For each graphG 2 LBCS , the Delaunay polytope P �G associated with the hypermetric space(V (G); 2d�G) has radius 32 and its 1-skeleton graph is 12H(6; 2), J(6; 3), or G56.Hence, each graph G 2 L1 is an induced subgraph of G56 and thus has diameter 2or 3. Therefore, the graphs of L1 with diameter 2 are hypermetric with Delaunaypolytope graph 12H(6; 2), J(6; 3), or G56.� The second layer L2 consists of 21 graphs (the graphs NN164-184 in Busse-maker, Cvetkovi�c and Seidel [1976]) including the Schl�ai graph G27 (which isN184). It is characterized by the value nk+2 = 32 . For each G 2 L2, the Delaunaypolytope P �G is 221 with radius r, r2 = 43 . Hence, each G 2 L2 is an isometricsubgraph of G27 and thus has diameter 2 and is hypermetric.� The third layer L3 consists of 3 graphs; they are the Clebsch graph 12H(5; 2)(N187 in Bussemaker, Cvetkovi�c and Seidel [1976]) and two of its regular sub-graphs (the graphs NN185,186). L2 is characterized by the value nk+2 = 43 . Foreach graph G 2 L3, P �G = h5 with radius r, r2 = 54 , with 1-skeleton graph12H(5; 2). Therefore, each graph of L3 is an isometric subgraph of 12H(5; 2) andthus has diameter 2 and is an `1-graph with Delaunay polytope graph 12H(5; 2).Properties of the Path Metric of a Distance-Regular Graph. We con-clude this section with some results on hypermetric distance-regular graphs. Agraph G is said to be distance-regular if there exist integers bm; cm (m > 0) suchthat for any two nodes i; j 2 V (G) at distance dG(i; j) = m there are exactlycm nodes at distance 1 from i and distance m � 1 from j, and there are bm



268 Chapter 17. Hypermetric Graphsnodes at distance 1 from i and distance m+ 1 from j. Hence, G is regular withvalency b0 and there are km nodes at distance m from any node i 2 V (G), wherek0 = 1, k1 = 1, km+1 = kmbmcm+1 , m � 0. Let � denote the number of commonneighbors of two nodes at distance 2, i.e., � = c2. A strongly regular graph is adistance-regular graph of diameter 2.Note that the quantity Pi2V (G) dG(i; j) = Pm�0mkm does not depend onj 2 X for a distance-regular graph. Hence, we can derive the following result(e.g., from Theorem 6.2.18).Proposition 17.2.6. For a distance-regular graph G, the following are equiva-lent.(i) G is of negative type.(ii) The graphic metric space (V (G); dG) has a spherical representation.(iii) The distance matrix DG has exactly one positive eigenvalue.Koolen and Shpectorov [1994] have completely classi�ed the distance-regulargraphs of negative type. We present below their classi�cation; we refer, e.g.,to Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989] for the description of the graphs notde�ned here.Theorem 17.2.7. Let G be a distance-regular graph. Then, G is of negativetype if and only if one of the following holds.(i) � = 2n� 2 and G is a cocktail-party graph Kn�2.(ii) � = 10 and G is the Gosset graph G56.(iii) � = 8 and G is the Schl�ai graph G27.(iv) � = 6 and G is a half-cube graph 12H(n; 2) (n � 4).(v) � = 4 and G is one of the three Chang graphs.(vi) � = 4 and G is a Johnson graph J(n; d) (d � 2).(vii) � = 2 and G is a Hamming graph H(n; d) (= (Kd)n) (n; d � 2).(viii) � = 2 and G is a Doob graph (including the Shrikhande graph).(ix) � = 2 and G is the icosahedron graph.(x) � = 1 and G is the dodecahedron graph.(xi) � = 1 and G is the Petersen graph.(xii) � = 1 and G is a circuit Cn.(xiii) � = 1 and G is a double-odd graph DO2n+1.(xiv) � = 0 and G is a complete graph Kn.



17.3 Extreme Hypermetric Graphs 269In fact, all the graphs listed in Theorem 17.2.7 are hypermetric. Therefore,Corollary 17.2.8. A distance-regular graph is hypermetric if and only if it isof negative type, i.e., if it is one of the graphs (i)-(xiv).Therefore, the metric hierarchy from Theorem 6.3.1 partially collapses fordistance-regular graphs; we will see in Theorem 19.2.8 that it also does for con-nected bipartite graphs.Note that all the graphs listed in Theorem 17.2.7, with the exception of G27,G56 and the three Chang graphs, are `1-graphs and, if we exclude moreoverKn�2for n � 5, all of them are isometric subgraphs of a half-cube graph. Hence,Corollary 17.2.9. Let G be a distance-regular graph.(i) G is an `1-graph if and only if G is one of the graphs from (i), (iv), or(vi)-(xiii).(ii) G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph if and only if G is one ofthe graphs from (iv), (vi)-(xiv).(iii) G is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube graph if and only if G is adouble-odd graph DO2n+1, a hypercube H(n; 2), or an even circuit C2n.(iv) Suppose that G be a strongly regular graph. Then, G is hypermetric if andonly if G is Kn �Kn, J(n; 2), Kn�2, 12H(5; 2), G27, the 5-circuit C5, thePetersen graph, the Shrikhande graph, or one of the three Chang graphs.The assertion (ii) was obtained by Shpectorov [1996]; (iii) can be found in Koolen[1990] and in Weichsel [1992]; and (iv) in Koolen [1990] and in Deza and Gr-ishukhin [1993]. Further results concerning the distance-regular graphs satisfyingsome subclass of hypermetric inequalities (such as, for instance, the pentagonalinequalities, or the 6-gonal inequalities) can be found in Koolen [1990, 1994].17.3 Extreme Hypermetric GraphsIn this section, we consider extreme hypermetrics arising graphs, i.e., the graphsG whose path metric dG (or whose truncated distance d�G) lies on an extreme rayof the hypermetric cone. We remind that G is said to be hypermetric when itspath metric is hypermetric. All the results presented here are taken from Dezaand Grishukhin [1993].Let G be a hypermetric graph. Let PG denote the Delaunay polytope asso-ciated with the hypermetric space (V (G); 2dG) and let HG denote its 1-skeletongraph. Hence, PG is a Delaunay polytope in a root lattice and G is an iso-metric subgraph of HG. Moreover, G is an extreme hypermetric if and only ifP is an extreme Delaunay polytope (by Theorem 15.1.8). By Theorem 16.0.1,the only extreme Delaunay polytopes in a root lattice are the segment �1, the



270 Chapter 17. Hypermetric GraphsSchl�ai polytope 221 and the Gosset polytope 321. Therefore, if G is an extremehypermetric graph distinct from K2, then we are in one of the following twosituations:(i) Either HG = G56, i.e., G is an isometric subgraph of G56 which is gen-erating (i.e., V (G) viewed as subset of the set of vertices V (321) of 321generates V (321)); we then say that G is an extreme hypermetric graph ofType I.(ii) Or HG = G27, i.e., G is an isometric subgraph of G27 which is generating(i.e., V (G) generates V (221)); we then say that G is an extreme hypermetricgraph of Type II.A generating subset in G27 has at least 7 elements. We found that thereare 26 distinct (up to permutation) generating subsets in G27 with 7 elements(i.e., basic subsets of 221; see Section 16.2). For B � V (G27), recall that G27[B]denotes the subgraph of G27 induced by B. Note that G27[B] is an isometricsubgraph of G27 if and only if G27[B] has diameter 2 and, in this case, G27[B]is a hypermetric graph. Among the 26 basic subsets B of G27 (whose graphsG27[B] are shown in Figures 16.2.4, 16.2.5, 16.2.6 and 16.2.7), the graph G27[B]has diameter 2 for twelve of them, namely for the graphs Gi for 1 � i � 8,G16, G18, G24, and G26. Hence, these twelve graphs are extreme hypermetricgraphs on 7 nodes with Delaunay polytope graph G27. For each of these twelvegraphs Gi, their suspension rGi (for 1 � i � 8, i = 16; 18; 24; 26) is an extremehypermetric graph on 8 nodes with Delaunay polytope graph G56.
G G G G16 18 24  26Figure 17.3.1We recall that G1 = rB9, G2 = rH2, G3 = rH1, G4 = rB8, G5 = rB7,G6 = rH4, G7 = rH3 and G8 = rB5, where the graphs Bi (1 � i � 8) and Hi(1 � i � 4) are shown in Figures 17.1.3 and 17.1.6. We show in Figure 17.3.1 thegraphs G16, G18, G24 and G26 (their complements are shown in Figures 16.2.5,16.2.6 and 16.2.7).Lemma 17.3.2. Let H be a maximal (by inclusion) Delaunay polytope graphwhich is a proper isometric subgraph of G56. Then, H is one of the followinggraphs:



17.3 Extreme Hypermetric Graphs 271(i) H = J(8; 2).(ii) H = K6�2 �K2.(iii) H = 12H(6; 2).(iv) H = G27.Proof. We know that H is a direct product of the Delaunay polytope graphs fromFigure 14.3.1. Let r denote the radius of the Delaunay polytope whose 1-skeletongraph is H. Then, r2 � 32 , since H is contained in G56. (We remind that, fortwo graphs H1 and H2, H1 ,! H2 means that H1 is an isometric subgraph ofH2.)� If H = J(n; t), then r2 = t(n�t)n � 32 , implying that t = 1; 2; 3. Then, H is notmaximal except for J(8; 2). Indeed, if t = 1, then n � 7 and Kn ,! J(8; 2); ift = 2, then n � 8 and J(n; 2) ,! J(8; 2); if t = 3, then n = 6 and J(6; 3) ,!12H(6; 2).� If H = Kn�2, then n � 6 and Kn�2 ,! K6�2 �K2.� If H = 12H(n; 2), then r2 = n4 � 32 , implying that n � 6 and thus H ,!12H(6; 2).Else H = G27 or H is a direct product. Suppose that H = H1 � H2. Denoteby r1, r2 the radius of the Delaunay polytope whose 1-skeleton graph is H1, H2,respectively. Then, r2 = r21 + r22 � 32 . Looking at the radii of the Delaunaypolytopes from Figure 14.3.1, it is easy to see that the only possibility is H1 =K6�2, H2 = K2 (r21 = 1, r22 = 12 ) (for instance, for H1 = H2 = K4, r21 = r22 = 34but K4 �K4 ,! J(8; 2)).Lemma 17.3.3. Let H be a maximal (by inclusion) Delaunay polytope graphwhich is a proper isometric subgraph of G27. Then, one of the following holds.(i) H = J(6; 2).(ii) H = K5�2.(iii) H = 12H(5; 2).(iv) H = K6.Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 17.3.2. We use the fact that theradius r of the Delaunay polytope whose 1-skeleton graph is H satis�es r2 � 43 .It is easily seen that H cannot be a direct product.� If H = J(n; t), then r2 = t(n�t)n � 43 , implying that t = 1; 2 and n � 6. Hence,we have (i) or (iv).� If H = Kn�2, then n � 5 (because K6�2 is not contained in G27) and thusH ,! K5�2.� If H = 12H(n; 2), then r2 = n4 � 43 , implying that n � 5 and thus H ,!12H(5; 2).



272 Chapter 17. Hypermetric GraphsWe deduce the following characterization for extreme hypermetric graphs.Proposition 17.3.4. Let G be a connected graph distinct from K2. Then, G isan extreme hypermetric graph if and only if one of the following assertions hold.(I) G is an isometric subgraph of G56 and G is not an isometric subgraph ofJ(8; 2), K6�2 �K2, 12H(6; 2) or G27.(II) G is an isometric subgraph of G27 and G is not an isometric subgraph ofK5�2, J(6; 2), K6 or 12H(5; 2).Observe that all the excluded graphs in Proposition 17.3.4 are `1-graphs. Inother words, every isometric subgraph of G56 is either an extreme hypermetricgraph or an `1-graph.As an application of Proposition 17.3.4, we obtain that:� Every isometric subgraph of G27 on n � 17 nodes is extreme.� Every induced subgraph of G27 on n � 20 nodes is extreme (since deleting7 nodes from G27 preserves the diameter 2 because �(G27) = 8).� Every isometric subgraph of G56 on n � 33 nodes is extreme.� Every induced subgraph of G56 on n � 47 nodes is extreme (since �(G56) =10).� If G is a connected graph of diameter 2, then its suspension rG is anextreme hypermetric graph of Type I if and only if G is an extreme hyper-metric graph of Type II.Let us �nally collect some properties for the extreme hypermetric spacesarising from the graphs G 2 LBCS.As we saw in Section 17.2, if G is a connected regular graph with �min(AG) ��2, then its truncated distance d�G is hypermetric. Let P �G denote the Delaunaypolytope associated with (V (G); 2d�G) and let H�G denote its 1-skeleton graph.Suppose thatG belongs to the class LBCS ; that is, G is connected regular with�min(AG) � �2 and G is not a line graph nor a cocktail-party graph. By Remark17.2.5, H�G is one of J(6; 3), 12H(5; 2), 12H(6; 2), G27 or G56. Since (V (G); d�G) isan isometric subspace of (V (H�G); dH�G) which, in turn, is an isometric subspace of(V (G56); dG56), we deduce that G does not contain any pair of nodes at distance3 in G56; in particular, if G is an induced subgraph of 12H(6; 2), then G has atmost n � 16 nodes. Hence,Proposition 17.3.5. Let G be a graph of LBCS. If G is not an induced sub-graph of 12H(6; 2), then d�G is extreme hypermetric. In particular, if G has n � 17nodes, then d�G is extreme hypermetric.



17.3 Extreme Hypermetric Graphs 273Proposition 17.3.6.(i) A graph G 2 LBCS is extreme hypermetric if and only if it has diameter 2and it is not an induced subgraph of 12H(6; 2).(ii) Every extreme hypermetric graph which is regular and has diameter 2 be-longs to LBCS.(iii) Let G be an extreme hypermetric graph from LBCS; then, G is of Type I(resp. of Type II) if and only if G belongs to the layer L1 (resp. L2).(iv) Every graph from LBCS on n � 17 and with valency k � 9 is an extremehypermetric graph. They are the 29 graphs in layer L1 numbered NN135�163 and the 8 graphs in layer L2 numbered NN177 � 184.(v) All the nine maximal (by inclusion) graphs of LBCS are extreme hyper-metric graphs; they are the Schl�ai graph G27 (numbered N184), the threeChang graphs NN161� 163, and the �ve graphs NN148� 152 on 22 nodes.
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277IntroductionIn Part III, we study various embeddability properties of graphs. A metricspace can be attached to any connected graph in the following way. Let G =(V;E) be a connected graph. Its path metric dG is the metric de�ned on V byletting dG(a; b) denote the length of a shortest path joining a to b in G, for allnodes a; b 2 V . Then, (V; dG) is a metric space, called the graphic metric spaceassociated with G. The distance matrix of G is the matrixDG := (dG(a; b))a;b2V .We have seen in Part I a hierarchy of metric properties that a given distancespace may enjoy; in particular, isometric embeddability into the hypercube andinto the Banach `1-, `2-spaces, hypermetricity, and the negative type condition.We study here the graphs whose path metric enjoys some of these properties.Accordingly, a graph G is called an `1-graph, a hypercube embeddable graph, ahypermetric graph, a graph of negative type, if its path metric dG is isometrically`1-embeddable, hypercube embeddable, hypermetric, of negative type, respec-tively.Given two connected graphs G and H, we writeG ,! Hand say that G is an isometric subgraph (or, distance-preserving subgraph) of Hif there exists a mapping � : V (G) �! V (H)such that dH(�(a); �(b)) = dG(a; b)for all nodes a; b 2 V (G). We will consider in Part III in particular the caseswhen the host graph H is a hypercube (see Chapter 19), a Hamming graph or,more generally, a Cartesian product of irreducible graphs (see Chapter 20).Several other weaker types of embeddings of graphs have been considered inthe literature. For instance, one may consider the graphs G that can be em-bedded into H as an induced subgraph; such embeddings are called topologicalembeddings and will not be considered here. An even weaker notion of embed-ding consists of asking which graphs G can be embedded into H as a (partial)subgraph, i.e., requiring only that the edges be preserved; see Section 19.3 wherethe case of the hypercube as host graph H is briey discussed.The theory of isometric embeddings of graphs is a rich theory, with manyapplications. The main goal is to try to embed graphs isometrically into someother simpler graphs. Research in this area was probably motivated by a problemin communication theory posed by Pierce [1972]. In a telephone network onewishes to be able to establish a connection between two terminals A and Bwithout B knowing that a message is on its way. The idea is to let the messagebe preceded by some \address" of B, permitting to decide at each node of thenetwork in which direction the message should proceed. Namely, the messagewill proceed to the next node if its Hamming distance to the destination node



278B is shorter. The most natural way of devising such a scheme is by labelingthe nodes by binary strings, which amounts to try to embed the graph in ahypercube. Unfortunately, not all graphs can be embedded into hypercubes. Westudy in detail in Chapter 19 the hypercube embeddable graphs. We presenttheir basic structural characterization, due to Djokovic (Theorem 19.1.1), andsome other equivalent characterizations (Theorems 19.2.1, 19.2.5 and 19.2.8).The notion of isometric embedding into hypercubes can be relaxed in severalways.First, one may consider isometric embeddings into squashed hypercubes asin Graham and Pollack [1971]. Namely, one tries to label the nodes by sequencesusing the symbols \0; 1; �", with the distance between x; y 2 f0; 1; �g being equalto 1 if fx; yg = f0; 1g and to 0 otherwise. It turns out that every connectedgraph on n nodes can be isometrically embedded into the squashed hypercubeof dimension n� 1 (Winkler [1983]). (Note that the squashed hypercube is nota semimetric space.)One may also consider isometric embeddings into arbitrary Cartesian prod-ucts. In fact, every connected graph admits a unique canonical isometric em-bedding into a Cartesian product whose factors are irreducible (Graham andWinkler [1985]). This result together with some applications is presented inChapter 20.Another way of relaxing isometric embeddings into hypercubes is to look forisometric embeddings into hypercubes up to scale, i.e., to consider `1-graphs;such embeddings were �rst considered in Blake and Gilchrist [1973]. Chapter21 contains results on `1-graphs; among them, a polynomial time algorithm forrecognizing `1-graphs and a structural characterization for isometric subgraphsof half-cube graphs.



Chapter 18. Preliminaries onGraphs
We introduce here several notions about graphs and embeddings, that we willneed in Part III. We start with de�ning a certain relation � on the edge set of agraph, which leads to the notion of isometric dimension of the graph.Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Each edge (a; b) of G induces a partition of thenode set V of G into V = G(a; b) [G(b; a) [G=(a; b);where(18.0.1) 8><>: G(a; b) := fx 2 V j dG(x; a) < dG(x; b)g;G(b; a) := fx 2 V j dG(x; b) < dG(x; a)g;G=(a; b) := fx 2 V j dG(x; a) = dG(x; b)g:Clearly, if G is a bipartite graph, then G=(a; b) = ; for each edge (a; b) of G.The following relation �, de�ned on the edge set of a graph, was �rst in-troduced by Djokovic [1973]. It plays a crucial role in the theory of isometricembeddings of graphs. Given two edges e = (a; b) and e0 = (a0; b0) of G, let(18.0.2) e � e0 if dG(a0; a)� dG(a0; b) 6= dG(b0; a)� dG(b0; b):In other words, e0 is in relation by � with e if the edge e0 \cuts" the partitionV = G(a; b) [ G(b; a) [ G=(a; b) induced by the edge e, i.e., if the endpointsof e0 belong to distinct sets in this partition. The relation � is clearly reexiveand symmetric, but not transitive in general. For instance, � is not transitiveif G is the complete bipartite graph K2;3. Actually, the relation � is transitiveprecisely when the graph G can be isometrically embedded into (K3)m for somem � 1 (see Corollary 20.1.3). The transitive closure of � is denoted by ��. Thenumber of equivalence classes of �� is called the isometric dimension of G and isdenoted by dimI(G). As will be seen in Chapter 20, every connected graph G canbe embedded in a canonical way in a Cartesian product of dimI(G) irreduciblegraphs.We now recall further de�nitions needed in Part III. Given two sequencesx = (x1; : : : ; xm); y = (y1; : : : ; ym) 2 Rm , their Hamming distance dH(x; y) isde�ned by dH(x; y) = jfi 2 f1; : : : ;mg j xi 6= yigj:279



280 Chapter 18. Preliminaries on GraphsGiven two graphs G andH, their Cartesian product is the graph G�H with nodeset V (G)� V (H) and whose edges are the pairs ((a; x); (b; y)) with a; b 2 V (G),x; y 2 V (H) and, either (a; b) 2 E(G) and x = y, or a = b and (x; y) 2 E(H).The Cartesian product H1 � : : : � Hk of k graphs H1; : : : ;Hk is also denotedas kYh=1Hh. A Hamming graph is a Cartesian product of complete graphs, i.e.,of the form mYj=1Kqj for some integers q1; : : : ; qm;m � 1. Note that the graphicmetric space of the Hamming graph mYj=1Kqj coincides with the Hamming distancespace ( mYj=1f0; 1; : : : ; qj � 1g; dH ). The m-hypercube graph is the graph H(m; 2)with node set f0; 1gm and whose edges are the pairs (x; y) 2 f0; 1gm � f0; 1gmwith dH(x; y) = 1; H(m; 2) has 2m nodes and m2m�1 edges. Hence, H(m; 2) isisomorphic to the Hamming graph (K2)m and its graphic metric space coincideswith the space (f0; 1gm; dH). Equivalently, given a �nite set 
, the j
j-hypercubegraph, also denoted as H(
), can be de�ned as the graph whose node set is theset of all subsets of 
 and whose edges are the pairs (A;B) of subsets of 
 suchthat jA4Bj = 1. The half-cube graph 12H(m; 2) is the graph whose node set isthe set of all subsets of even cardinality of f1; : : : ;mg and with edges the pairs(A;B) such that jA4Bj = 2. The cocktail-party graph Km�2 is the completemultipartite graph with m parts, each of size 2. Hence, Km�2 is the graphon 2m nodes v1; : : : ; v2m whose edges are all pairs of nodes except the m pairs(vi; vi+m) for i = 1; : : : ;m.A connected graph G is said to be hypercube embeddable if its nodes can belabeled by binary vectors in such a way that the distance between two nodescoincides with the Hamming distance between their labels (or, equivalently, if itspath metric dG can be decomposed as a nonnegative integer combination of cutsemimetrics). In other words, G is hypercube embeddable if G is an isometricsubgraph of (K2)m for some m � 1. Then, the smallest integer m such that Gcan be isometrically embedded into H(m; 2) is denoted by mh(G). Note thatmh(G) coincides with the notion of minimum h-size sh(dG) for the path metricof G (introduced in Section 4.3). The graph G is said to be an `1-graph if itspath metric dG is `1-embeddable. Equivalently, by Proposition 4.3.8, G is an`1-graph if G is hypercube embeddable, up to scale; then the smallest integer �such that �dG is hypercube embeddable is called the minimum scale of G. G isan `1-rigid graph if its path metric dG is `1-rigid (see Section 4.3 for the de�nitionof `1-rigidity). Observe that the Cartesian product G�H is an `1-rigid graph ifand only if both graphs G and H are `1-rigid (see Section 7.5).More generally, a graph G is an isometric subgraph of a Hamming graphif and only if its path metric dG can be decomposed as a nonnegative integercombination of multicut semimetrics (recall Proposition 4.2.9). If (S1; : : : ; St) isa partition of Vn, then the multicut semimetric �(S1; : : : ; St) can be decomposed



281in the following way: �(S1; : : : ; St) = 12 X1�i�t �(Si):This implies that, for every isometric subgraph G of a Hamming graph, 2dGis a nonnegative integer combination of cut semimetrics, i.e., 2dG is hypercubeembeddable. In other words, every isometric subgraph of a Hamming graph is an`1-graph with scale � 2 or, equivalently, is an isometric subgraph of a half-cubegraph. We summarize in the �gure below the links existing between the variousembeddings just discussed. In fact, as we will see here, each of the followinggraph properties can be checked in polynomial time.G is hypercube embeddable=) G is an isometric subgraph of a Hamming graph=) G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph=) G is an `1-graph





Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddingsof Graphs into Hypercubes
We study in this chapter the graphs that can be isometrically embedded intohypercubes. We give several equivalent characterizations for these graphs inTheorems 19.1.1, 19.2.1, 19.2.5 and 19.2.8. As an application, one can recog-nize in polynomial time whether a graph can be isometrically embedded in ahypercube. Hypercube embeddable graphs admit, in fact, an essentially uniqueembedding in a hypercube; two formulations for the dimension of this hypercubeare given in Propositions 19.1.2 and 19.2.12.19.1 Djokovic's CharacterizationWe recall that, given a graph G = (V;E), a subset U � V is said to be dG-convexor, simply, convex if it is closed under taking shortest paths.We now state the main result of this section, which is a structural character-ization of the hypercube embeddable graphs, due to Djokovic [1973]. Recall thede�nition of the set G(a; b) from relation (18.0.1).Theorem 19.1.1. Let G be a connected graph. The following assertions areequivalent.(i) G can be isometrically embedded into a hypercube.(ii) G is bipartite and G(a; b) is convex for each edge (a; b) of G.Proof. (i) =) (ii) If G is hypercube embeddable, then its path metric dG satis�esdG(a; b) + dG(a; c) + dG(b; c) � 0 (mod 2)for all nodes a; b; c of G, which means that G is bipartite. Let us now checkthe convexity of G(a; b) for all adjacent nodes a; b. Let (a; b) be an edge of G,let x; y 2 G(a; b) and z 2 V lying on a shortest path from x to y. Consider ahypercube embedding of G in which node a is labeled by ;, node b is labeledby a singleton f1g, and nodes x; y; z are labeled by the sets X;Y;Z. Then,1 62 X;Y since x; y 2 G(a; b), and jX4Y j = jX4Zj + jY4Zj since dG(x; y) =dG(x; z) + dG(z; y). This implies that 1 62 Z, i.e., that z 2 G(a; b). This showsthat the set G(a; b) is convex.(ii) =) (i) We �rst show that, given two edges e = (a; b); e0 = (a0; b0) of G, e�e0 ifand only if the two bipartitions of V into G(a; b)[G(b; a) and G(a0; b0)[G(b0; a0)283



284 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Hypercubesare identical. Suppose, for instance, that a0 2 G(a; b) and b0 2 G(b; a). We showthat G(a; b) = G(a0; b0). For this, it su�ces to check that G(a; b) � G(a0; b0). Letx 2 G(a; b). If x 2 G(b0; a0), then b0 lies on a shortest path from x to a0. Bythe convexity of G(a; b), this implies that b0 2 G(a; b), yielding a contradiction.Therefore, the relation � is transitive. Let E := E=� denote the set of equivalenceclasses of the relation �. For e 2 E, let e denote the equivalence class of e inE. So, all edges (a; b) of a common equivalence class correspond to the samebipartition G(a; b) [ G(b; a) of V . Fix a node x0 of G. For each node x 2 V ,let A(x) denote the set of all e 2 E for which x and x0 belong to distinct setsof the bipartition V = G(a; b) [ G(b; a), if (a; b) is an edge of e. In particular,A(x0) = ;. We show that this labeling provides a hypercube embedding of G,i.e., that jA(x)4A(y)j = dG(x; y)holds for all nodes x; y 2 V . Let x; y 2 V and m := dG(x; y). Let P := (x0 =x; x1; : : : ; xm = y) be a shortest path in G from x to y, with edges ei = (xi�1; xi)for i = 1; : : : ;m. We claim thatA(x)4A(y) = fe1; : : : ; emg:Clearly, each ei belongs to A(x)4A(y). Indeed if, for instance, x0 2 G(xi�1; xi),then ei 2 A(y) n A(x) since x 2 G(xi�1; xi) and y 2 G(xi; xi�1). Conversely, lete = (a; b) 2 E such that e 2 A(x)4A(y). We can suppose, for instance, thate 2 A(y) n A(x) with x0; x 2 G(a; b) and y 2 G(b; a). Let i be the largest indexfrom f1; : : : ; pg for which xi�1 2 G(a; b). Then, ei�e, which shows that e = ei.Therefore, we have shown that jA(x)4A(y)j = dG(x; y) holds for all nodes x; y 2V: This shows that G can be isometrically embedded into the hypercube ofdimension dimI(G) := jEj.The following result fromDeza and Laurent [1994a] will also be a consequenceof Theorem 20.3.1.Proposition 19.1.2. If G is hypercube embeddable, then G is `1-rigid; in par-ticular, G has a unique (up to equivalence) isometric embedding into a hypercubewhose dimension is mh(G) = dimI(G).Proof. Suppose that G is hypercube embeddable. We show that G is `1-rigid.Then, this will imply that G has a unique hypercube embedding and, therefore,that mh(G) = dimI(G). We keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 19.1.1.For each e 2 E with e = (a; b), let Se denote the one of the two sets G(a; b) andG(b; a) that does not contain the �xed node x0. From the fact that dG(x; y) =jA(x)4A(y)j for all nodes x; y 2 V , we deduce that dG can be decomposed asdG = Xe2E �(Se):Let FG denote the smallest face of the cut cone CUTn (n is the number of nodesof G) that contains dG. We claim that FG is a simplex face of CUTn of dimension



19.1 Djokovic's Characterization 285dimI(G): Clearly, all the cut semimetrics �(Se) (e 2 E) belong to FG and theyare linearly independent. We show that every cut semimetric �(S) lying on FG isof the form �(Se) for some e 2 E. If this is the case, then we have indeed shownthat FG is a simplex face of CUTn of dimension jEj = dimI(G). Let S be a subsetof V such that �(S) 2 FG. Then, �(S) satis�es the same triangle equalities asdG. As the graph G is connected, we can �nd an edge e = (a; b) such that a 2 Sand b 2 V n S. Suppose, for instance, that x0 2 G(b; a), i.e., Se = G(a; b). AsdG satis�es the triangle equality dG(x0; a) = dG(x0; b)+dG(a; b), we deduce that�(S) satis�es the equality �(S)(x0; a) = �(S)(x0; b) + �(S)(a; b), which impliesthat x0 2 V nS. We claim that S = G(a; b) holds. If x 2 G(a; b), then dG(x; b) =dG(x; a)+dG(a; b) from which we deduce that �(S)(x; b) = �(S)(x; a)+�(S)(a; b),implying that x 2 S. In the same way, G(b; a) is contained in V nS, which impliesthat S = G(a; b).
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Figure 19.1.3: Embedding a tree in the hypercubeExample 19.1.4. Case of trees.Let T be a tree on n nodes and with edge set E. Then, T embeds isometricallyinto the (n�1)-hypercube, i.e., dimI(T ) = n�1: The hypercube embedding of Tcan be easily constructed, as follows from the proof of Theorem 19.1.1. Namely,choose a node x0 in T and label each node x of T by the set A(x) consistingof the edges of T lying on the path from x0 to x. We give in Figure 19.1.3 anexample of a tree together with its hypercube embedding. Alternatively, thepath metric dT of the tree T can be decomposed as dT =Pe2E �(Se) where, foran edge e 2 E, Se is the connected component in Tne that does not contain thespeci�ed node x0.The distance matrix of a tree has some remarkable properties. In particular, itsdeterminant depends only on the number of nodes of the tree. Namely, let T be a treeon n nodes with distance matrix DT . Then, det(DT ) = (�1)n�1(n � 1)2n�2 (Grahamand Pollack [1971]). (To see it, label the nodes of T as a1; : : : ; an in such a way thatan is adjacent only to an�1. In the matrix DT , subtract the (n� 1)-column to the n-thone and the (n� 1)-row to the n-th one. Iterating this process brings DT into the form



286 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Hypercubesof an n � n symmetric matrix having all entries equal to 0 except the (1; i)- and (i; 1)entries equal to 1 and the (i; i)-entries equal to -2, for i = 2; : : : ; n.) Graham and Lov�asz[1978] show, more generally, how the coe�cients of the characteristic polynomial of DTcan be expressed in terms of the number of occurrences of certain forests in T .Remark 19.1.5. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 19.1.1, one cantest in polynomial time whether a graph G is hypercube embeddable. Moreover,the minimum dimension mh(G) of a hypercube containing G as an isometricsubgraph can also be computed in polynomial time, since it coincides with theisometric dimension dimI(G) of G (by Proposition 19.1.2).Suppose G is a graph on n nodes with m edges. Aurenhammer and Hagauer[1991] present an algorithm for testing whether G is hypercube embeddable thatruns in time O(n2 log n) using O(n2) space. Their algorithm is based on the char-acterization from Corollary 20.1.3 (iv); that is, it consists of checking whetherG is bipartite and whether the relation � is transitive. Feder [1992] proposesanother algorithm running in time O(mn) and using O(m) space; its space com-plexity is better than in the previous algorithm as one can easily check thatm � 12n log2 n if G is hypercube embeddable. Feder's algorithm is based on theresults of Section 20.1; that is, it consists of checking whether all the factors inthe canonical metric representation of G are isomorphic to K2.19.2 Further CharacterizationsWe start with presenting two further characterizations for hypercube embeddablegraphs, due respectively to Avis [1981] and to Roth and Winkler [1986].Theorem 19.2.1. Let G be a connected graph. Then, G is hypercube embeddableif and only if G is bipartite and dG satis�es the following 5-gonal inequality:(19.2.2) d(i1; i2) + d(i1; i3) + d(i2; i3) + d(i4; i5)� Xh=1;2;3k=4;5 d(ih; ik) � 0for all nodes i1; : : : ; i5 2 V .Proof. If G is hypercube embeddable, then its path metric dG is `1-embeddableand, therefore, satis�es the 5-gonal inequality by Theorem 6.3.1. Suppose nowthat G is bipartite and not hypercube embeddable. Then, by Theorem 19.1.1,there exists an edge (a; b) of G for which the set G(a; b) is not convex. Hence,there exist x; y 2 G(a; b) and z 2 G(b; a) such that dG(x; z)+dG(z; y) = dG(x; y).Consider the inequality (19.2.2) for the nodes i1 = x; i2 = y; i3 = b; i4 = a; andi5 = z. One computes easily that the left hand side of (19.2.2) takes the value2, which shows that dG violates some 5-gonal inequality.



19.2 Further Characterizations 287x y a b sx 0 1 n+ 1 n 1y 1 0 n n+ 1 2a n+ 1 n 0 1 nb n n+ 1 1 0 n+ 1s 1 2 n n+ 1 0Figure 19.2.3: The distance space A(n) on the 5 points of fx; y; a; b; sgx y a b r sx 0 1 m+ 1 m p p+ 1y 1 0 m m+ 1 p+ 1 p+ 2a m+ 1 m 0 1 n+ 1 nb m m+ 1 1 0 n n+ 1r p p+ 1 n+ 1 n 0 1s p+ 1 p+ 2 n n+ 1 1 0Figure 19.2.4: The distance space B(m;n; p) on the 6 points of fx; y; a; b; r; sgTheorem 19.2.5. Let G be a connected bipartite graph. Then, G is hypercubeembeddable if and only if the space (V; dG) does not contain as an isometric sub-space any of the spaces A(n) or B(m;n; p), whose distance matrices are shownin Figures 19.2.3 and 19.2.4, respectively.Proof. Suppose that G is not hypercube embeddable. Then, by Theorem 19.1.1,there exists an edge (a; b) ofG for whichG(a; b) is not closed. Let P be an isomet-ric path inG connecting two nodes of G(a; b) such that P meetsG(b; a) and P hasminimal length with respect to these properties. Say, P = (y; x; z1; : : : ; zk; r; s),where y; s 2 G(a; b) and x; r 2 G(b; a). Set m = dG(x; b); n = dG(r; b) andp = dG(x; r) (hence, p = k + 1). One can check that the distances between thepoints a; b; x; y; r; s are entirely determined by the parameters m;n; p. Namely,if both points x and r coincide, then p = 0, m = n, and the 5-point subspace(fx; y; a; b; sg; dG) of (V; dG) coincides with the space A(n), whose distance ma-trix is shown in Figure 19.2.3. If the points x and r are distinct, then the 6-pointsubspace (fx; y; a; b; r; sg; dG) coincides with the space B(m;n; p), whose distancematrix is shown in Figure 19.2.4.Conversely, if (V; dG) contains A(n) or B(m;n; p) as an isometric subspace,then G is not hypercube embeddable, by Theorem 19.2.1. Indeed, both A(n)and B(m;n; p) violate the 5-gonal inequality; namely, they violate the inequal-ity (19.2.2) for fi1; i2; i3g = fb; y; sg and fi4; i5g = fx; ag.Recall that, for a �nite distance space (X; d), the following chain of implica-tions holds (see Proposition 4.3.8, Theorems 6.2.16 and 6.3.1).



288 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Hypercubes(X; d) is hypercube embeddable=) (X; d) is `1-embeddable=) (X; d) is hypermetric=) (X; d) is of negative type=) the distance matrix of (X; d) has exactly one positive eigenvalue.Figure 19.2.6: The metric hierarchyIn addition, We recall (from Lemma 6.1.14 and Theorem 6.2.2) the followingequivalences.(X; d) is of negative type() (X;pd) is `2-embeddable() the matrix (d(x; x0) + d(y; x0)� d(x; y))x;y2Xnfx0g is positivesemide�nite, where x0 is a given element of X.Figure 19.2.7: Characterizing `2-embeddabilityRoth and Winkler [1986] show that, for the graphic metric spaces of bipartitegraphs, the metric hierarchy from Figure 19.2.6 collapses. (Blake and Gilchrist[1973] had earlier observed that connected bipartite `1-graphs are hypercubeembeddable.)Theorem 19.2.8. Let G be a connected bipartite graph. The following assertionsare equivalent.(i) G is hypercube embeddable.(ii) G is an `1-graph.(iii) G is hypermetric.(iv) G is of negative type.(v) The distance matrix of G has exactly one positive eigenvalue.Proof. It su�ces to show that, if G is not hypercube embeddable, then its dis-tance matrix DG has at least two positive eigenvalues. Suppose that G is nothypercube embedable. By Theorem 19.2.5, (V; dG) contains as an isometric sub-space a space C which is one of the forbidden subspaces A(n) or B(m;n; p).In other words, the distance matrix DC of C is a principal submatrix of DG.Clearly, DC has at least one positive eigenvalue since its trace is equal to 0.If we can show that DC has at least two positive eigenvalues then, by applyingLemma 2.4.4, we deduce that the number of positive eigenvalues of DG is greaterthan or equal to the number of positive eigenvalues of DC and, therefore, thatDG has at least two positive eigenvalues.Consider �rst the case when C is of the form A(n). One can check that thedeterminant of DC is equal to �8n(n + 1). Hence, DC is nonsingular and hasat least two positive eigenvalues (indeed, if DC would have only one positiveeigenvalue, then its determinant would be positive).



19.2 Further Characterizations 289Suppose now that C is of the form B(m;n; p). One can check that the determi-nant of DC is equal to4(4mnp+ 2mp+ 2np+ 2mn�m2 � n2 � p2);which can be rewritten as16mnp+4(n+p�m)(p+m�n)+4(p+m�n)(m+n�p)+4(m+n�p)(n+p�m):As m;n; p are the distances between pairs of nodes of G, we deduce from thetriangle inequality that each of the quantities into parentheses in the above ex-pression is nonnegative. Hence, the determinant of DC is positive. This impliesthat DC is nonsingular and has at least two positive eigenvalues (else, its deter-minant would be negative).Remark 19.2.9. All the implications in the metric hierarchy from Figure 19.2.6are strict for general (nonbipartite) graphs. We present here a uni�ed set ofcounterexamples for the converse implications, proposed by Avis and Maehara[1994], which is based on the graph KnnP3 (with P3 denoting the path on 3nodes). This remark is, therefore, a continuation of Example 14.4.9. The metricd(KnnP3) was considered in Example 14.4.9 for disproving some implicationsbetween the properties of being hypermetric or of negative type or of having aspherical representation. The treatment there was based on features of Delaunaypolytopes, while we use here conditions involving linear inequalities.� The path metrics of K4nP3, K5nP3, and K6nP3 are `1-embeddable (since 2dGis hypercube embeddable), but not hypercube embeddable (since they containthree points at pairwise distances one).� The path metrics of K7nP3, K8nP3 are hypermetric, but not `1-embeddable.(Hint: The inequality:5x12 + 5x13 + 3x23 � 3 Xj=4;5;6;7x1j � 2 Xj=4;5;6;7(x2j + x3j) + X4�i<j�7xij � 0is valid for the cut cone CUT7 (this is the clique-web inequality:CW17(3; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0which de�nes a facet of CUT7; see Chapter 29). But, the path metric of K7nP3violates this inequality if P3 is the path (2; 1; 3) in the complete graph K7 on thenodes 1,2,3,4,5,6,7. Hence, K7nP3 is not an `1-graph.)� The path metrics of K9nP3, K10nP3 are of negative type, but not hypermetric.(Hint: The path metric of K9nP3 violates the hypermetric inequality:Q9(3; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0if P3 is the path (2; 1; 3). To see that the path metric of K10nP3 is of negativetype, one can use Theorem 6.2.16. Namely, it su�ces to check that the bordered



290 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Hypercubesmatrix M = �D 11 0� has exactly one positive eigenvalue, where D denotes thedistance matrix of K10nP3. One can indeed check that the eigenvalues of M are4 +p41; 0; 4�p41 and �1 (with multiplicity 8). )� The distance matrix of K11nP3 has exactly one positive eigenvalue, butK11nP3is not of negative type; the distance matrix ofKnnP3 has two positive eigenvaluesfor all n � 12. (Hint: K11nP3 is not of negative type since it violates the negativetype inequality:Q11 �247 ; 167 ; 167 ;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1;�1�T x � 0if P3 is the path (2; 1; 3).) Another example of a graph which is not of negativetype but whose distance matrix has one positive eigenvalue is given in Exam-ple 19.2.11 below.We saw in Figure 19.2.7 two characterizations for the distance spaces of neg-ative type. Winkler [1985] proposes yet another characterization for the graphsof negative type, exposed in Theorem 19.2.10 below. Let G be a graph. Consideran orientation G0 of G which has, for each edge (a; b) of G, exactly one of thearcs (a; b) or (b; a). Given two arcs e = (a; b) and e0 = (a0; b0) of G0, sethe; e0i := 12(dG(a; b0)� dG(a; a0)� dG(b; b0) + dG(b; a0)):(This is the same de�nition as the one considered later in (21.2.13) up to a factor2.) Observe that, if dG is of negative type and ua 2 Rm (a 2 V ) are vectorssatisfying dG(a; b) = (k ua � ub k2)2 for all a; b 2 V , then he; e0i coincides withthe scalar product (ub � ua)T (ub0 � ua0).Theorem 19.2.10. Let G be a connected graph on n+1 nodes and let G0 be anarbitrary orientation of G. Let T be a spanning tree in G, with correspondingarcs e1; : : : ; en in G0. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) dG is of negative type.(ii) The n� n matrix (hei; eji)i;j=1;:::;n is positive semide�nite.Proof. Let V = fa0; a1; : : : ; ang denote the set of nodes of G. By de�nition, dGis of negative type if and only ifX0�r<s�n dG(ar; as)xrxs � 0 for all x 2 U := fx 2 Rn+1 j X0�r�nxr = 0g:For each node ar 2 V , setA(ar) := fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng j the arc ei ends in arg;B(ar) := fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng j the arc ei begins in arg:



19.2 Further Characterizations 291For y 2 Rn , de�ne x 2 Rn+1 by settingxr = Xi2A(vr) yi � Xi2B(vr) yifor r = 0; 1; : : : ; n. One can check that X0�r�nxr = 0, i.e., x 2 U , and x =(0; : : : ; 0) implies that y = (0; : : : ; 0). Hence, we have found a 1-1 linear corre-spondence between the spaces Rn and U . We check that, under this correspon-dence, X1�i;j�nhei; ejiyiyj = � X0�r<s�ndG(ar; as)xrxs:Indeed, dG(ar; as) appears in X1�i;j�nhei; ejiyiyj with the coe�cientX(i;j)2A(vr)�B(vs) yiyj + X(i;j)2B(vr)�A(vs) yiyj� X(i;j)2A(vr)�A(vs) yiyj � X(i;j)2B(vr)�B(vs) yiyj;which is equal to �xrxs. This shows the equivalence of (i) and (ii).Example 19.2.11. Consider the graph Gn := Kn+1nKn�1 with node setfa0; : : : ; ang and with edges the pairs (a0; a1); (a0; ai) and (a1; ai) for i =2; 3; : : : ; n. Then, the path metric of Gn is of negative type if and only if n � 5.(To see it, consider the oriented spanning tree T with arcs e1 = (a0; a1); : : : ; en =(a0; an). The matrix (hei; eji)i;j=1;:::;n has all its entries equal to 0 except the diag-onal entries equal to 1 and the (1; i)- and (i; 1)-entries equal to 12 for i = 2; : : : ; n.Its determinant is equal to 5�n4 .) Note that, for n � 6, Gn provides a counterex-ample to the converse of the last implication from Figure 19.2.6, since the dis-tance matrix of Gn has exactly one positive eigenvalue, but Gn is not of negativetype. (Indeed, the eigenvalues of the distance matrix of Gn are 2n � 1;�1;�2with respective multiplicities 1; 1; n � 1.)Finally, let us mention another formulation for the isometric dimension of ahypercube embeddable graph in terms of the number of negative eigenvalues ofits distance matrix, due to Graham and Winkler [1985].Proposition 19.2.12. Let G be a graph with distance matrix DG and letn+(DG); n�(DG) denote the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of DG.If G is hypercube embeddable, then dimI(G) = n�(DG) and n+(DG) = 1 hold.Proof. Suppose that dimI(G) = k. Let � be an isometric embedding of G intothe k-hypercube H(k; 2); denote by �(a) = (a1; : : : ; ak) 2 f0; 1gk the image ofeach node a 2 V under this embedding. For h = 1; : : : ; k, setXh := fa 2 V j ah = 0g; Yh := fa 2 V j ah = 1g = V nXh:



292 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into HypercubesThen,Xa;b2V dG(a; b)xaxb = Xa;b2V ( X1�h�k jah � bhj)xaxb = X1�h�k( Xa2Xh xa)(Xb2Yh xa)= k4 (Xa2V xa)2 � 14 X1�h�k( Xa2Xh xa � Xb2Yh xb)2(where the last equality is obtained using the identity xy = 14((x+y)2�(x�y)2))).Hence, the quadratic form Xa;b2V dG(a; b)xaxbcan be written as the sum of one \positive" square and k \negative" squares. BySylvester's law of inertia, this implies that n+(DG) � 1 and n�(DG) � k. Onthe other hand, n+(DG) � 1 since DG has trace zero. Hence, n+(DG) = 1 andthe rank of DG satis�es rank(DG) = n+(DG) + n�(DG) � k + 1. We show thatrank(DG) = k + 1: This will imply that n�(DG) = k, thus stating the result.We can suppose without loss of generality that a given node a(0) of G receivesthe label �(a(0)) := (0; : : : ; 0) in the hypercube embedding. We claim that thereexist k nodes a(1); : : : ; a(k) of G whose labels �(a(1)); : : : ; �(a(k)) are linearly in-dependent. For this, it su�ces to check that the system f�(a) j a 2 V g � f0; 1gkhas full dimension k. Suppose for contradiction that, say, the k-th coordinatecan be expressed in terms of the others, i.e., there exist scalars �1; : : : ; �k�1 suchthat ak = P1�j�k�1 �jaj for all a 2 V . Then, ak = bk holds for any two adja-cent nodes a; b in G. This implies that ak = 0 holds for each node a 2 V , byconsidering a shortest path from a(0) to a. So, one could have embedded G intothe (k � 1)-hypercube, contradicting the fact that dimI(G) = k. We now claimthat the submatrix M := (dG(a(i); a(j)))i;j=0;:::;kis nonsingular. This will imply that rank(DG) � k+1 and, therefore, rank(DG) =k + 1. For i = 0; 1; : : : ; k, set u(i) := 2�(a(i))� e;where e = (1; : : : ; 1)T . As the vectors u(i) are �1-valued, we havedG(a(i); a(j)) = X1�h�k ja(i)h � a(j)h j = 12 X1�h�k ju(i)h � u(j)h j= 12 X1�h�k(1� u(i)h u(j)h ) = k2 � 12(u(i))Tu(j):Therefore, M = k2J � 12Gram(u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k));where J denotes the all-ones matrix and Gram(u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k)) denotes theGram matrix of the vectors u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k). One can easily check thatdet(M) = (�2)�(k+1) �det(Gram(u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k)))�k det(Gram(u(1) � u(0); u(2) � u(0); : : : ; u(k) � u(0)))� :



19.3 Additional Notes 293But, det(Gram(u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k))) = 0 since the vectors u(0); u(1); : : : ; u(k) arelinearly dependent, and det(Gram(u(1) � u(0); u(2) � u(0); : : : ; u(k) � u(0))) 6= 0since the vectors u(1) � u(0); u(2) � u(0); : : : ; u(k) � u(0) are linearly independent.Therefore, det(M) 6= 0.19.3 Additional NotesWe mention here some remarks on possible relaxations of the notion of isometricembeddability into the hypercube. First, one may consider isometric embed-dings into the squashed hypercube; second, one may consider embeddings as asubgraph (not necessarily isometric) into the hypercube; �nally, the notion maybe extended to hypergraphs.Isometric Embedding into Squashed Hypercubes. As we just saw, notevery graph can be isometrically embedded into a hypercube. For this reason,Graham and Pollak [1971] considered isometric embeddings into squashed hy-percubes. Let d� denote the distance de�ned on the set B� = f0; 1; �g by settingd�(x; y) = ( 1 if fx; yg = f0; 1g0 otherwisefor x; y 2 B�. Hence, the symbol � is at distance 0 from the other symbols; it isalso called the \don't care" symbol. The distance d� can be extended to Bm� bysetting d�((x1; : : : ; xm); (y1; : : : ; ym)) = X1�i�m d�(xi; yi):The distance space (Bm� ; d�) is called the squashed m-hypercube. It containsthe usual m-hypercube as a subspace. Each element (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 Bm� canbe thought of as representing a face of the m-dimensional hypercube, namely,the face consisting of all y 2 f0; 1gm such that yi = xi for all i such thatxi 2 f0; 1g. A nice property of squashed hypercubes is that every connectedgraph can be isometrically embedded in some squashed hypercube. Indeed, letG be a connected graph with node set f1; : : : ; ng. Setm := X1�i<j�n dG(i; j):For 1 � i < j � n, let Dij be pairwise disjoint subsets of f1; : : : ;mg withjDij j = dG(i; j). Label each node i by the m-tuple (i1; : : : ; im) 2 Bm� by settingik = 8><>: 0 if k 2 Snh=i+1Dih1 if k 2 Si�1h=1Dihotherwise.Then, d�((i1; : : : ; im); (j1; : : : ; jm)) = jDij j = dG(i; j). This shows that G canbe isometrically embedded into the squashed m-hypercube. Let r(G) denote



294 Chapter 19. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Hypercubesthe smallest dimension of a squashed hypercube in which G can be embedded.Winkler [1983] showed that r(G) � n � 1 for each graph on n nodes. On theother hand, r(G) � max(n+(DG); n�(DG)), where n+(DG); n�(DG) denote thenumber of positive and negative eigenvalues of the distance matrix DG of G(Graham and Pollack [1972]). For instance, r(Kn) = n � 1 since n�(DKn) =n� 1. The following provides an isometric embedding of K3 into the squashed2-hypercube: 1 7! (0; 0); 2 7! (0; 1); 3 7! (1; �):Nonisometric Embedding of Graphs into Hypercubes. Another relax-ation of the notion of hypercube embeddable graphs is that of cubical graphs.A graph G is said to be cubical if G is a subgraph of some hypercube H(m; 2),i.e., there exists an injective mapping from the node set of G to the node setof H(m; 2) which maps edges of G to edges of H(m; 2). Clearly, every cubicalgraph is bipartite and every hypercube embeddable graph is cubical. We showbelow an example of a graph which is cubical but not hypercube embeddable.
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The structure of the minimal noncubical graphs has been studied in Garey andGraham [1975], where some constructions of such graphs are presented. Forinstance, K2;3 and odd circuits are minimal noncubical graphs. Recall fromRemark 19.1.5 that one can check in polynomial time whether a graph G ishypercube embeddable and, moreover, the minimum dimension mh(G) of a hy-percube containing G as an isometric subgraph can be computed in polynomialtime. On the other hand, it has been proved that deciding whether a graph Gis cubical is an NP-complete problem (Afrati, Papadimitriou and Papageorgiou[1985, 1989]; Krumme, Venkataraman and Cybenko [1986]). Moreover, for Gcubical, computing the minimum dimension of a hypercube containing G as asubgraph is also a di�cult problem. For instance, each tree is cubical (in fact,a tree on n nodes can be isometrically embeded into an (n � 1)-hypercube).But, given a tree T and an integer m, it is NP-complete to decide whether Tis a subgraph of the m-hypercube (Wagner and Corneil [1990]). The problemof determining the minimum dimension of a hypercube containing a tree hasbeen long studied (see, e.g., Havel and Liebl [1972, 1973]). Along the same lines,given a graph G and integers m; k, it is NP-complete to decide whether G is asubgraph of (Km)k (Wagner and Corneil [1993]).Isometric Embeddings into Cube-Hypergraphs. The characterization ofthe graphs that can be isometrically embedded into the hypercube has been ex-tended in the context of uniform hypergraphs by Burosch and Ceccherini [1995].



19.3 Additional Notes 295A t-uniform hypergraph H = (V; E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of(hyper)edges each having the same cardinality t � 2. A semimetric dH can bede�ned on V in the following way: Construct the graph GH with vertex set Vand with two nodes x; y 2 V being adjacent if they are contained in a commonedge of H. Then, we take for dH the path metric of the graph GH . A hyper-graph H = (V; E) is said to be isometrically embeddable into another hypergraphH 0 = (V 0; E 0) if the graph GH can be isometrically embedded into GH0 . As hy-pergraph analogue of the hypercube, Burosch and Ceccherini [1995] considers thefollowing t-uniform hypergraph Q(n; t): its vertex set is f0; 1; : : : ; t� 1gn and anedge consists of all the vectors x 2 f0; 1; : : : ; t� 1gn whose coordinates are �xedon n� 1 positions with the last coordinate being free in f0; 1; : : : ; t� 1g. Hence,two vectors x; y belong to a common edge of Q(n; t) if and only if their Hammingdistance is 1. In other words, the graph structure GQ(n;t) underlying the hyper-graph Q(n; t) is the Hamming graph H(n; t). Burosch and Ceccherini charac-terize the t-uniform hypergraphs that can be embeded into the cube-hypergraphQ(n; t); their characterization is a direct extension of the corresponding resultsin the graph case, namely, of the results by Djokovic (Theorem 19.1.1) and byGraham and Winkler (Corollary 20.1.3 (iv)).





Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddingsof Graphs into Cartesian Products
We have characterized in the previous chapter the graphs that can be isometri-cally embedded into a hypercube. The hypercube is the simplest example of aCartesian product of graphs; indeed, them-hypercube is nothing but (K2)m. Weconsider here isometric embeddings of graphs into arbitrary Cartesian products.It turns out that every graph can be isometrically embedded in a canonical wayinto a Cartesian product whose factors are \irreducible", i.e., cannot be furtherembedded into Cartesian products. We present two applications of this result,for �nding the prime factorization of a graph, and for showing that the path met-ric of every bipartite graph can decomposed in a unique way as a nonnegativecombination of primitive semimetrics.20.1 Canonical Metric Representation of a GraphLet G, H1; : : : ;Hk be graphs. An isometric embedding of G into the Cartesianproduct Q1�i�kHi is said to be irredundant if each factor Hh is a connectedgraph on at least two nodes, and if each vertex of every factor Hh appears asa coordinate in the image of at least one node of G. Clearly, any isometricembedding into a Cartesian product can be made irredundant by discarding thefactors consisting of an isolated node and the unused nodes in each factor. Anirredundant isometric embedding of G into a Cartesian product is also calleda metric representation of G. Two isometric embeddings of G into Cartesianproducts are said to be equivalent if there is a bijection between the factorsof one and the factors of the other, together with isomorphisms between thecorresponding factors for which the obvious diagram commutes. A graph G issaid to be irreducible if all its metric representations are equivalent to the trivialembedding of G into itself.Examples of irreducible graphs include: the complete graph Kn (n � 2),odd circuits C2n+1 (n � 1), the half-cube 12H(n; 2) (n � 2), the cocktail-partygraph Kn�2 (n � 3), the Petersen graph P10, the Gosset graph G56, the Schl�aigraph G27, etc. Actually, it is observed in Graham and Winkler [1985] thatthe probability that a random graph (with edge probability 1/2) on n nodes isirreducible goes to 1 as n �!1.The following theorem is the main result of this section; it is due to Grahamand Winkler [1985]; see also Winkler [1987b] and Graham [1988].297



298 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian ProductsTheorem 20.1.1. Every connected graph G has a unique metric representationG ,! Y1�h�kGhin which each factor Gh is irreducible; it is called the canonical metric represen-tation of G. Moreover, k = dimI(G) and, ifG ,! Y1�i�mHiis another metric representation of G, then there exist a partition (S1; : : : ; Sm)of f1; : : : ; kg and metric representationsHi ,! Yh2SiGh;for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, for which the obvious diagram commutes.Theorem 20.1.1 is an essential result in the metric theory of graphs, whichhas many applications; we will present a number of them, in particular, in Sec-tions 20.2, 20.3 and in Chapter 21. The crucial tool for constructing the canonicalmetric representation of a graph G is Djokovic's relation �, introduced earlier in(18.0.2). The factors in the canonical metric representation correspond, in fact,to the equivalence classes of the transitive closure �� of �. Let us mention someuseful rules for computing them:- Any two edges on an odd isometric circuit are in relation by �.- Let C = (a1; : : : ; a2m) be an isometric even circuit in G. Call the two edgesei := (ai; ai+1) and em+i := (am+i; am+i+1) (where the indices are taken modulom) opposite on C if dG(ai; am+i) = dG(ai+1; am+i+1) = m. Clearly, if ei andem+i are opposite on C, then ei and em+i are in relation by �.It is observed in Lomonosov and Seb�o [1993] that, if G is a bipartite graph, thentwo edges are in relation by � if and only if they are opposite on some even circuitof G.The following lemma is crucial for the proof of Theorem 20.1.1.Lemma 20.1.2. Let E1; : : : ; Ek denote the equivalence classes of the transitiveclosure �� of the relation �, de�ned in relation (18.0.2). Given two nodes a; b ofG, let P be a shortest path from a to b, and let Q be another path joining a to bin G. Then, for all h = 1; : : : ; k,jE(P ) \Ehj � jE(Q) \Ehj:Proof. Set P = (x0 = a; x1; : : : ; xp = b). For any index h 2 f1; : : : ; kg and anynode x of G, setfh(x) := Xi2f1;:::;pgj(xi�1;xi)2Eh(dG(x; xi)� dG(x; xi�1)):



20.1 Canonical Metric Representation of a Graph 299Hence, fh(a) = jE(P ) \Ehj and fh(b) = �jE(P ) \Ehj. Let (x; y) be an edge ofG. We claim fh(x) = fh(y) if (x; y) 62 Eh:Indeed,fh(x)� fh(y) = Xij(xi�1;xi)2Eh(dG(x; xi)� dG(y; xi))� (dG(x; xi�1)� dG(y; xi�1))is equal to 0, since the edge (x; y) is not in relation by � with any of the edgesof Eh. On the other hand,jfh(x)� fh(y)j � 2 if (x; y) 2 Eh:Indeed, by the above argument,jfh(x)� fh(y)j = j X1�j�k(fj(x)� fj(y))j= j(dG(x; b)� dG(x; a))� (dG(y; b)� dG(y; a))j� jdG(x; b)� dG(x; a)j + jdG(y; b) � dG(y; a)j � 2:As fh(a) = jE(P )\Ehj and fh(b) = �jE(P )\Ehj, when moving along the nodesof the path Q, the function fh(:) changes in absolute value by 2jE(P )\Ehj. But,on an edge of E n Eh, the function fh(:) remains unchanged and, on an edge ofEh, fh(:) increases by at most 2. This implies that the path Q must contain atleast jE(P ) \Ehj edges from Eh.Proof of Theorem 20.1.1. As in Lemma 20.1.2, let E1; : : : ; Ek denote theequivalence classes of the transitive closure �� of the relation �. For each h =1; : : : ; k, let Gh denote the graph obtained from G by contracting the edges ofE n Eh. In other words, for constructing Gh, one identi�es any two nodes of Gthat are joined by a path containing no edge from Eh. This de�nes a surjectivemapping �h from V (G) to V (Gh) and a mapping� : V (G) �! Y1�h�k V (Gh)by setting �(v) := (�1(v); : : : ; �k(v)) for each node v of G. We show that themapping � provides the required metric representation of G. For this, we haveto check that � is an irredundant isometric embedding and that each factor Ghis irreducible. Take two nodes a; b of G and a shortest path P from a to b in G.We show dG(a; b) = X1�h�k dGh(�h(a); �h(b)):Indeed, for each h, dGh(�h(a); �h(b)) is the minimum value of jE(Q)\Ehj takenover all paths Q joining a and b; hence, by Lemma 20.1.2, dGh(�h(a); �h(b)) =jE(P ) \Ehj. Therefore,X1�h�k dGh(�h(a); �h(b)) = X1�h�k jE(P ) \Ehj = jE(P )j = dG(a; b):



300 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian ProductsThis shows that � is an isometric embedding of G into Qkh=1Gh. Moreover,using again Lemma 20.1.2, the endpoints of an edge of Eh are not identi�edwhen constructing Gh. Hence, each factor Gh has at least two nodes. Therefore,the embedding � is irredundant since the mappings �h are surjective. Considernow another metric representationG ,! Y1�j�mHjof G and denote by (x1; : : : ; xm) the image of a node x of G. If e = (x; y) is anedge of G corresponding to an edge in the j-th factor Hj, i.e., (xj ; yj) 2 E(Hj)and xi = yi for all i 2 f1; : : : ;mg n fjg, then each edge f in relation by � withe is also an edge in Hj. Therefore, each factor Hj \contains" exactly the edgesof Si2J Ei for some nonempty set J of indices. In particular, m � k holds.This implies that each factor Gh is irreducible (else, one would have a metricrepresentation of G with more than k factors). Therefore, G ,! G1� : : :�Gk isthe canonical metric representation of G. This concludes the proof.Corollary 20.1.3. Let G be a connected graph.(i) G is irreducible if and only if dimI(G) = 1.(ii) If G has n nodes, then dimI(G) � n� 1, with equality if and only if G isa tree.(iii) G embeds isometrically into (K3)m for some m � 1 if and only if therelation � is transitive.(iv) G embeds isometrically into (K2)m for some m � 1 if and only if G isbipartite and � is transitive.Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorem 20.1.1.(ii) Set k := dimI(G) and let T be a spanning tree in G. We claim that Tcontains at least one edge from each equivalence class Eh. Indeed, if e is an edgefrom E nE(T ) belonging to the class Eh then, by Lemma 20.1.2, T must containat least one edge from Eh. Therefore, n� 1 = jE(T )j � k holds. If there are twoedges e; f 2 E in relation by �, let T be a spanning tree containing both e andf ; then, k � n� 2 holds. This shows that equality k = n� 1 holds only if G isa tree.(iii) Note that G embeds isometrically into (K3)m if and only if each factor Ghin the canonical representation of G is K2 or K3 (see Remark 20.1.10). On theother hand, Gh is K2 or K3 if and only if Eh consists of all the edges that arecut by the partition of V into G(a; b) [G(b; a) [G=(a; b), where (a; b) 2 Eh, inwhich case � is transitive.The assertion (iv) follows from (iii) since G=(a; b) = ; for each edge (a; b) whenG is bipartite.One can easily check that, for G bipartite, the relation � is transitive ifand only if G(a; b) is convex for all adjacent nodes a; b of G. Hence, Corol-lary 20.1.3 (iv) implies the characterization of hypercube embeddable graphs



20.1 Canonical Metric Representation of a Graph 301stated in Theorem 19.1.1. In particular, if G is hypercube embeddable withisometric dimension dimI(G) = k, then G ,! (K2)k is the canonical metricrepresentation of G. Lomonosov and Seb�o [1993] give the following additionalinformation.Proposition 20.1.4. If G is a bipartite graph, then all the factors G1; : : : ; Gkof its canonical metric representation are bipartite graphs.Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that a factor Gh of the canonical metricrepresentation of G is not bipartite. Then, there exists a circuit C of G such thatjE(C)\Ehj is odd. Choose such a circuit C of minimal length. As G is bipartite,C has even length, say C = (a1; a1; : : : ; a2m). Consider the pairs (ai; am+i)(where the indices are taken modulo m) of diametrally opposed nodes of C. IfdG(ai; am+i) = dG(ai+1; am+i+1) = m, then dG(am+i; ai+1)� dG(am+i; ai) = �1and dG(am+i+1; ai+1)�dG(am+i+1; ai) = 1, which implies that the edges (ai; ai+1)and (am+i; am+i+1) are in relation by �. Hence, there exists a pair (ai; am+i) forwhich dG(ai; am+i) < m (otherwise, any two oposite edges of C are in relationby �, implying that jE(C) \ Ehj is even). Let P be a shortest path from ai toam+i in G. Suppose that only the endnodes of P are on C. The endnodes of Ppartition C into two paths which, together with P , form two circuits C1 and C2.As C1 and C2 have smaller length than C, we deduce that both jE(C1) \ Ehjand jE(C2) \ Ehj are even. This implies that jE(C) \ Ehj is even, yielding acontradiction. The reasoning is the same if P meets C in other nodes than itsendnodes.Remark 20.1.5. Let G be a graph on n nodes with m edges. Its canonicalmetric representation G ,! G1� : : :�Gk can be found in polynomial time; moreprecisely, in time O(mn) using O(m) space. Indeed, it can be obtained in thefollowing way:(i) Compute the relation � and determine the equivalence classes E1; : : : ; Ekof its transitive closure ��.(ii) For each h = 1; : : : ; k, construct the graph Gh from G by contracting theedges of E n Eh.Step (ii) can be easily executed in time O(nm) using O(m) space. (Indeed, givenan equivalence class Eh, the graph Gh can be constructed as follows: Delete theedges from Eh in G and compute the connected components in the resultinggraph; they are precisely the vertices ofGh. There is an edge between two verticesof Gh if there is an edge between the two corresponding components. Finally,we know from Corollary 20.1.3 (ii) that there are at most n � 1 equivalenceclasses.) Step (i) can obviously be executed in O(m2) time. Feder [1992] showshow to execute Step (i) in O(mn) time. For this, he considers another relation�1 contained in � and such that � and �1 have the same transitive closure, i.e.,�� = ��1. Namely, given a spanning tree T in G, lete �1 e0 () e � e0 and T \ fe; e0g 6= ;:



302 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian ProductsThe relation �1 can be computed in time O(mn) as it su�ces to compare everyedge of T with the edges of G.That the relations � and �1 have the same transitive closure follows fromLemma 20.1.6 below, which shows that the statement from Lemma 20.1.2 re-mains valid for the relation �1. Indeed, suppose that ��1 has k1 equivalenceclasses: F1; : : : ; Fk1 . Then, k � k1 as each class of �� is a union of classes of ��1.On the other hand, the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 20.1.1 show thatG ,! Qk1h=1Hh is a metric representation of G, where Hh is obtained from G bycontracting the edges of E nFh. This shows that k1 � k. Therefore, k = k1; thatis, �� and ��1 coincide.The following lemma was proved by Feder [1992].Lemma 20.1.6. Let F1; : : : ; Fk1 denote the equivalence classes of the transitiveclosure ��1 of the relation �1. Given two nodes a; b of G, let P be a shortestpath from a to b, and let Q be another path joining a to b in G. Then, for allh = 1; : : : ; k1, jE(P ) \ Fhj � jE(Q) \ Fhj:Proof. Let PT := (a := z0; z1; : : : ; zt := b) denote the path joining a and bin the tree T and set Q := (y0 := a; y1; : : : ; yq := b). For i 2 f1; : : : ; qg andj 2 f1; : : : ; tg, set�ij := dG(zj�1; yi)� dG(zj�1; yi�1)� dG(zj ; yi) + dG(zj ; yi�1):Observe that �ij = 0 if the edges (zj�1; zj) and (yi�1; yi) are not in relation by�. Then, Xij(yi�1;yi)2E(Q)\Fh dG(a; yi)� dG(a; yi�1)� dG(b; yi) + dG(b; yi�1)= Xjj(zj�1;zj)2E(PT ) Xij(yi�1;yi)2E(Q)\Fh �ij= Xjj(zj�1;zj)2E(PT )\Fh Xij(yi�1;yi)2E(Q)\Fh �ij= Xjj(zj�1;zj)2E(PT )\Fh Xij(yi�1;yi)2E(Q)�ij= Xjj(zj�1;zj)2E(PT )\Fh dG(zj�1; b)� dG(zj�1; a)� dG(zj ; b) + dG(zj ; a):Setting P := (x0 := a; x1; : : : ; xp := b), we deduce thatXij(xi�1;xi)2E(P )\Fh dG(a; xi)� dG(a; xi�1)� dG(b; xi) + dG(b; xi�1)= Xij(yi�1;yi)2E(Q)\Fh dG(a; yi)� dG(a; yi�1)� dG(b; yi) + dG(b; yi�1):The result now follows as the �rst term is equal to 2jE(P )\Fhj while the secondterm is less than or equal to 2jE(Q) \ Fhj.
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Figure 20.1.8: Factors in the canonical metric representation of GExample 20.1.9. Let G be the graph from Figure 20.1.7. The relation �� hasfour equivalence classes:E1 = f12; 13; 23; 45; 46; 56g; E2 = f17; 48g;E3 = f39; 5 10g; E4 = f14; 35; 78; 9 10g(where we denote an edge (i; j) by the string ij). The edges of E1,E2,E3, E4 arerepresented by plain, dotted, dark, and dark dotted edges, respectively. Hence,G ,! G1 � G2 � G3 � G4 is the canonical metric representation of G, whereG1; G2; G3; G4 are the graphs indicated in Figure 20.1.8. (The set associated toeach node in the factor Gh is the set of nodes of G that have been identi�edduring the construction of Gh.)Remark 20.1.10. Isometric embedding into Hamming graphs.We recall that a graph can be isometrically embedded into a Hamming graph (i.e.,a Cartesian product of complete graphs) if its nodes can be labeled by sequencesof nonnegative integers in such a way that the shortest path distance betweentwo nodes coincides with the Hamming distance between the corresponding se-quences. It follows from Theorem 20.1.1 that a graph G embeds isometrically



304 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian Productsinto a Hamming graph if and only if each factor Gh in the canonical metricrepresentation of G is a complete graph. (Indeed, let� : G ,! Y1�i�mKqibe an isometric embedding of G into a Hamming graph. We may assume that� is irredundant since deleting a node from a complete graph yields anothercomplete graph. Therefore, as complete graphs are irreducible, � is the canonicalmetric representation of G.) Therefore, the embedding into a Hamming graph isunique (Winkler [1984]). Moreover, one can recognize whether a graph G is anisometric subgraph of a Hamming graph in polynomial time. For this, it su�cesto determine the canonical metric representation of G and to check whether allits factors are complete graphs. This can be done in time O(mn) using O(m)space (using Feder's algorithm mentioned in Remark 20.1.5). Wilkeit [1990] hasproposed earlier an algorithm with running time O(n3), which yields moreovera structural characterization for isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs.As an example, consider the graphH from Figure 20.1.11 (taken fromWilkeit[1990]). The relation �� has three equivalences classes:E1 = f12; 34; 35; 45g;E2 = f28; 37; 56g; and E3 = f14; 23; 78g:Hence, H ,! K3�K2�K2 is the canonical metric representation of H. We alsoindicate for the graph H in Figure 20.1.11 the sequences from f0; 1; 2g � f0; 1g2providing the correct labeling of the nodes of H. Equivalently, the path metricof H can be decomposed as an integer sum of multicut semimetrics, namely,dH = �(f1; 4g; f2; 3; 7; 8g; f5; 6g) + �(f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; f6; 7; 8g)+�(f1; 2; 8g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g):(Recall Proposition 4.2.9.)
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Figure 20.1.11: Embedding graph H in a Hamming graph



20.2 The Prime Factorization of a Graph 30520.2 The Prime Factorization of a GraphLet G be a connected graph. A factorization of G is a metric representationwhich is an isomorphism. G is said to be prime if G cannot be decomposedas the Cartesian product of two other graphs (each having at least two nodes).Sabidussi [1960] proved that every connected graph admits a unique prime fac-torization. Unicity is lost for disconnected graphs (see Zaretskii [1965]). Thegraph factoring problem can be stated as follows:Given a connected graph G, decide whether G is prime. If not, �ndthe prime factorization of G.This problem can be solved in time polynomial in the number of nodes (Feigen-baum, Hershberger and Sch�a�er [1985], Winkler [1987a]). We restrict ourselvesto connected graphs since the graph factoring problem for disconnected graphs isat least as hard as the graph isomorphism problem. (Indeed, one can determinewhether two graphs G and H are isomorphic by checking whether the graph con-sisting of two isolated nodes is a factor of the disjoint union of G and H.) Thealgorithm proposed by Feigenbaum, Hershberger and Sch�a�er [1985] is based onSabidussi's original proof and is rather di�cult; it runs in time O(n4:5) wheren is the number of nodes of the graph. Winkler [1987a] proposes an algorithmwhich is based on the canonical metric representation of graphs presented inSection 20.1, with running time O(n4). We describe briey the main ideas of hisalgorithm.Let G be the connected graph whose prime factorization is to be found. Let� : V (G) �! Y1�h�k V (Gh)denote the canonical metric representation of G and set�(a) = (�1(a); : : : ; �k(a))for each node a 2 V . Set S := f1; : : : ; kg. For a subset T of S, let �T denote themapping from V to Qh2T V (Gh) de�ned by�T (a) = (�h(a) j h 2 T )for a 2 V . A partition (S1; : : : ; Sm) of S is said to be \good" if�(V ) = Y1�i�m �Si(V ):If this is the case, then G = Y1�i�m �Si(G)gives a factoring of G. In particular, the prime factorization of G correspondsto a good partition of S. A subset T of S is said to be complete if�T (V ) = Yh2T V (Gh):



306 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian ProductsA subset T � S can be checked for completeness in polynomial time. If S itself iscomplete, then G = G1� : : :�Gk is the prime factorization of G. Otherwise, S isnot complete. One can �nd a minimum incomplete subset T of S in polynomialtime. (Indeed, check whether all (k�1)-subsets of S are complete. If yes, then Sis minimal incomplete. Else, let T be an incomplete (k � 1)-subset of S. Checkall (k � 2)-subsets of T , and so on.) The crucial fact is that, if T is minimalincomplete and if (S1; : : : ; Sm) is a good partition of S, then T � Si for somei 2 f1; : : : ;mg. (If not, then T \ S1; : : : ; T \ Sm are complete, from which onededuces that T itself is complete.) Now, �T (G) cannot be split in a factorizationof G. Hence, we may consider the metric representationG ,! �T (G)� Yh2SnT Ghinstead of the initial representation G ,! Q1�h�kGh. The new representationhas at most k � 1 factors (since jT j � 2, as singletons are complete). We repeatthe process with this new representation until we �nd a representation whoseindex set is complete. This �nal representation is the prime factorization of G.Feder [1992] shows how this algorithm can be performed in O(mn) steps usingO(m) space; a faster algorithm running in O(m log n) time and using O(m) spaceis proposed by Aurenhammer, Hagauer and Imrich [1990].20.3 Metric Decomposition of Bipartite GraphsWe recall that the semimetric cone METn is de�ned byMETn = fx 2 R(n2) j xij � xik � xjk � 0 for all i; j; k 2 f1; : : : ; ngg:In other words, METn consists of all semimetrics on n points. A semimetricd 2 METn is said to be primitive if d lies on an extreme ray of METn, i.e., if d =d1+d2 with d1; d2 2 METn implies that d1 = �1d, d2 = �2d for some �1; �2 � 0.Given d 2 METn, let F (d) denote the smallest face of METn that contains d.Hence, F (d) consists of all the vectors y 2 METn that satisfy the same triangleequalities as d, i.e., such that yij � yik � yjk = 0 whenever dij � dik � djk = 0.Then, F (d) is a simplex face (i.e., the primitive semimetrics lying on F (d) arelinearly independent) if and only if d admits a unique decomposition as a sumof primitive semimetrics (recall Lemma 4.3.2).Let G be a connected graph on n nodes. Its path metric dG belongs tothe semimetric cone METn. Hence, a natural question to ask is what are thepossible decompositions of dG as a sum of primitive semimetrics. Lomonosov andSeb�o [1993] show that, if G is a bipartite graph, then dG admits a unique suchdecomposition, i.e., dG lies on a simplex face of METn. In fact, the primitivesemimetrics entering the decomposition of dG are gate 0-extensions of the pathmetrics of the factors in the canonical metric representation of G.



20.3 Metric Decomposition of Bipartite Graphs 307Theorem 20.3.1. Let G be a connected bipartite graph on n nodes with iso-metric dimension dimI(G) = k. Let F (dG) denote the smallest face of the semi-metric cone METn that contains dG. Then, F (dG) is a simplex face of METnof dimension k.Proof. Let E1; : : : ; Ek denote the equivalence classes of the relation �� and letG ,! Y1�h�kGhdenote the associated canonical metric representation of G. For a node a 2 V ,denote by (a1; : : : ; ak) its image under the canonical embedding. For h = 1; : : : ; k,let dh denote the semimetric on V de�ned bydh(a; b) := dGh(ah; bh)for a; b 2 V . Then, d can be decomposed asd = X1�h�k dh:The semimetrics d1; : : : ; dk are clearly linearly independent and they belong tothe face FG. We show that F (dG) is generated by fd1; : : : ; dkg: For this, we showthat each x 2 FG is of the form x = P1�h�k �hdh for some scalars �h � 0. Letx 2 FG. By de�nition, this means that every triangle inequality which is satis�edat equality by dG is also satis�ed at equality by x. We claim that, if e = (a; b)and e0 = (a0; b0) are edges of G, thene�e0 =) x(a; b) = x(a0; b0):Indeed, as G is bipartite, we can suppose that a0 2 G(a; b) and b0 2 G(b; a). Onecan easily check that dG satis�es the following four triangle equalities:dG(a0; b) = dG(a0; a) + dG(a; b); dG(a; b0) = dG(a; b) + dG(b; b0);dG(a0; b) = dG(a0; b0) + dG(b; b0); and dG(a; b0) = dG(a; a0) + dG(a0; b0):Hence, x satis�es these four triangle equalities too. From the �rst two equalities,we obtain x(a0; b)� x(a; b0) = x(a0; a)� x(b; b0);and the last two implyx(a0; b)� x(a; b0) = x(b; b0)� x(a; a0):Therefore, x(a; a0) = x(b; b0) and x(a; b0) = x(a0; b) which imply that x(a; b) =x(a0; b0). Hence, there exist scalars �1; : : : ; �k � 0 such that x(a; b) = �h for eachedge (a; b) in the class Eh. We showx = X1�h�k�hdh:



308 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian ProductsLet a; b 2 V and let P := (a0 = a; a1; : : : ; ap = b) be a shortest path from a to bin G. Set Nh := jE(P )\Ehj for h = 1; : : : ; k. Using the triangle equalities alongP , one obtains x(a; b) = X1�i�px(ai�1; ai) = X1�h�k�hNh:As P contains Nh edges from Eh, by contracting the other edges of P , we obtainin the graph Gh a path from ah to bh of length Nh. This shows that dGh(ah; bh) �Nh. Let Q0 be a shortest path from ah to bh in Gh. So, Q0 arises from a pathQ joining a to b in G. By Lemma 20.1.2, Q contains at least Nh edges from Eh.Therefore, jQ0j � Nh, implying that dGh(ah; bh) = Nh. Hence,X1�h�k�hdh(a; b) = X1�h�k�hNh = x(a; b):So, we have shown that F (dG) is generated by fd1; : : : ; dkg. Therefore, F (dG) isa simplex face of dimension k of METn.Corollary 20.3.2. Let G be a connected bipartite graph. Then, its path met-ric dG lies on an extreme ray of the semimetric cone METn if and only ifdimI(G) = 1, i.e., if G is irreducible.Corollary 20.3.2 is not valid for nonbipartite graphs. For instance, K3 is irre-ducible, but its path metric lies in the interior of the semimetric cone MET3.20.4 Additional NotesSeveral further aspects of the metric structure of graphs have received a consid-erable attention in the literature, leading to rich theories. For instance, distance-regular graphs, or strongly regular graphs, are de�ned by some invariance prop-erty of their path metric. The study of these graphs leads to a large and rich areaof research, connected to algebraic graph theory. The monograph by Brouwer,Cohen and Neumaier [1989] is an excellent source of information on this topic.Let us only remind that some results along this line have been presented in PartII, especially in Chapter 17, where hypermetric graphs are considered. The pa-pers by Koolen [1990, 1993, 1994], Koolen and Shpectorov [1994], Weichsel [1992]deal with the study of graphs with high regularity that have some speci�ed met-ric properties such as hypermetricity, or some special cases of it (e.g., satisfyingthe pentagonal inequality, or the hexagonal inequality), etc. For instance, thedistance-regular graphs that are hypercube embeddable are completely classi�ed:they are the hypercubes, the even circuits, and the double-odd graphs (Koolen[1990], Weichsel [1992]). The distance-regular graphs that are of negative type(or, equivalently, hypermetric) are classi�ed in Koolen and Shpectorov [1994];see Theorem 17.2.7.In this section we mention some further topics related to the metric structureof graphs. Among them, the study of graphs having speci�ed metric properties(e.g., interval-regular graphs, geodetic graphs) and the question of embedding



20.4 Additional Notes 309an arbitrary distance space into a (weighted) graph. There is a vast literatureon these topics. So, we shall not attempt to give a detailed treatment; we onlymention without proof some facts, results and references.Interval-Regular Graphs and Geodetic Graphs. Let G = (V;E) be aconnected graph. For two nodes x; y 2 V , let (x; y) denote the number ofshortest paths joining x to y in G. SetI(x; y) := fz 2 V j dG(x; y) = dG(x; z) + dG(z; y)g:Moreover, for i = 0; 1; : : : ; dG(x; y), setNi(x; y) := fz 2 I(x; y) j dG(x; z) = igand N�1(x; y) := fz 2 V j dG(x; z) = 1 and dG(z; y) = dG(x; z) + 1g:Then, G is distance-regular if the numbers jN1(x; y)j and jN�1(x; y)j depend onlyon dG(x; y). The graph G is said to be interval-regular if jN1(x; y)j = dG(x; y)for all nodes x; y 2 V (see Mulder [1980, 1982]); G is said to be uniformely geode-tic (in Cook and Pryce [1983]) (or F -geodetic in Ceccherini and Sappa [1986])if (x; y) depends only on dG(x; y). Every distance-regular graph is uniformelygeodetic (Cook and Pryce [1983]), and every Hamming graph is interval-regular(since the subgraph induced by the interval I(x; y) is isomorphic to the dG(x; y)-hypercube). See, e.g., Scapellato [1990] and Koolen [1993] for more informationon uniformely geodetic graphs; Koolen [1993] characterizes the uniformely geode-tic bipartite graphs.Several characterizations of the hypercube are known. Foldes [1977] showsthat the hypercube is the only connected bipartite graph for which (x; y) =dG(x; y)! holds for any pair of nodes. Ceccherini and Sappa [1986] show thata connected bipartite graph G is isomorphic to a hypercube if and only if theCartesian product G�K2 is uniformely geodetic.Interval-regular graphs are linked to hypercubes in the following way: Mul-der [1982] shows that a connected graph G is interval-regular if and only if, forany two nodes x; y, the subgraph of G consisting of the edges connecting twoconsecutive levels Ni(x; y) and Ni+1(x; y) (i = 0; 1; : : : ; dG(x; y) � 1) is isomor-phic to the dG(x; y)-hypercube. Equivalently, G is interval-regular if and only if(x; y) = dG(x; y)! for all nodes x; y 2 V .Hamming graphs can be characterized in terms of interval-regular graphsin the following way (Bandelt and Mulder [1991]): A connected graph G isa Hamming graph if and only if G is an interval-graph, G does not containK1;1;2 as an induced subgraph, and the only isometric odd circuits in G aretriangles. More generally, Bandelt and Mulder [1991] characterize the connectedgraphs that can be decomposed as a Cartesian product where each factor is the



310 Chapter 20. Isometric Embeddings of Graphs into Cartesian Productssuspension of a geodetic graph of diameter at most 2. (A geodetic graph is agraph in which there is exactly one shortest path joining any pair of nodes.)Embedding Metrics into Graphs. We now consider the question of embed-ding metrics into graphs or, more generally, into weighted graphs. This topichas many applications in various areas, such as psychology (Cunningham [1978])and biology (Penny, Foulds and Hendy [1982]).Let G = (V;E) be a graph and let we 2 R+ (e 2 E) be nonnegative weightsassigned to its edges. The path metric dG;w of the weighted graph (G;w) isde�ned by letting dG;w(x; y) denote the smallest value of Pe2E(P )we, taken overall paths P joining x and y in G.Given a �nite metric space (X; d), one says that the weighted graph (G;w)realizes (X; d) if there exists a mapping i 2 X 7! xi 2 V such thatd(i; j) = dG;w(xi; xj)for all i; j 2 X. The graph G may have more nodes than those corresponding topoints of X. Every metric space can clearly be realized by some graph, namely,by the complete graph on jXj nodes with weights d(i; j) on its edges. Consider,for instance, the metric d on X = f1; 2; 3g de�ned by d(1; 2) = 4; d(1; 3) =8; d(2; 3) = 6. Then, d can be realized by the following two weighted graphs:K3 and a tree with one auxiliary node.
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 1  2The objective is, therefore, to �nd a graph (G;w) realizing (X; d) whose totalweight Pe2E we is as small as possible. The existence of an optimal realization,i.e., with minimum total weight among all possible realizations, was shown inImrich, Sim~oes-Pereira and Zam�rescu [1984]. But �nding an optimal realiza-tion is an NP-hard problem even if the metric is assumed to be integer valued(Alth�ofer [1988], Winkler [1988]).On the other hand, the metric spaces that can be realized by weighted treesare well characterized; such graphs have been introduced earlier under the nameof tree metrics. Namely, (X; d) is realizable by a weighted tree, if and only if dsatis�es the following condition, known as the four-point condition:d(i; j) + d(r; s) � max(d(i; r) + d(j; s); d(i; s) + d(j; r));i.e., the two largest of the three sums d(i; j)+d(r; s); d(i; r)+d(j; s); d(i; s)+d(j; r)are equal, for all i; j; r; s 2 X (Buneman [1974]). Note that the four point



20.4 Additional Notes 311condition implies the metric condition (by taking r = s). Moreover, if (X; d) isrealizable by a tree, then there is only one such realization; it is optimal amongall graph realizations, and it can be found in polynomial time (Hakimi and Yau[1964]).The four point condition is closely related to another metric condition, namely,ultrametricity. Recall that a distance space (X; d) is said to be ultrametric if itsatis�es d(i; j) � max(d(i; k); d(j; k))for all i; j; k 2 X. In other words, any three points form an isosceles trianglewith the third side shorter than or equal to the other two. See Aschbacher,Baldi, Baum and Wilson [1987] for applications and references on ultrametrics.Clearly, every ultrametric space satis�es the four point condition. Actually, eachtree metric can be characterized in terms of an associated ultrametric in thefollowing way (Bandelt [1990]). Let (X; d) be a distance space, let r 2 X, andlet c be a constant such that c � max(d(i; j) j i; j 2 X). De�ne the distance d(c)on X n frg by settingd(c)(i; j) := c+ 12(d(i; r) + d(j; r)� d(i; j))for i 6= j 2 X. Then, d is a tree metric if and only if d(c) is ultrametric.Ultrametrics have also a tree-like representation, which is used in classi�cationtheory, in particular, in taxonomy (see Gordon [1987] and references therein fordetails). Let T = (V;E) be a tree and we 2 R+ (e 2 E) be nonnegative weightson its edges. Let r 2 V be a speci�ed node (a root) of T and let X = fx1; : : : ; xkgdenote the set of leaves (nodes of degree 1) of T other than r. We assume thatdT;w(r; x) = h for all x 2 X, for some constant h, called the height of T . Then,T is also called a dendrogram, or indexed hierarchy. The height h(v) of a node vof T is de�ned as the length of a shortest path joining v to some leaf of X. Then,one can de�ne a metric space (X; dX ) on X by letting dX(x; y) denote the heightof the �rst predecessor of x and y. The metric space (X; dX ) is ultrametric andevery ultrametric arises in this way. Moreover, the distance spaces (X; dX) and(X; 12dT;w) coincide.





Chapter 21. `1-Graphs
We study in this chapter `1-graphs, i.e., the graphs whose path metric can beisometrically embedded into an `1-space. Such graphs can be characterized asthe isometric subgraphs of Cartesian products of two types of elementary graphs,namely, half-cube graphs and cocktail-party graphs. This result has already beenestablished in Part II, using the theory of Delaunay polytopes. We present hereanother proof due to Shpectorov [1993] which is elementary and, moreover, yieldsa polynomial time recognition algorithm. Section 21.4 contains additional resultson `1-graphs; in particular, a characterization in terms of forbidden isometricsubspaces for isometric subgraphs of half-cube graphs.21.1 Results on `1-GraphsAs was recalled in Chapter 18, a graph G is an `1-graph if and only if it ishypercube embeddable, up to scale. A �-embedding of G into the hypercubeH(
) is any mapping x 2 V 7! X � 
such that �dG(x; y) = jX4Y jfor all nodes x; y of G. If G has a �-embedding into a hypercube, we also saythat G is hypercube embeddable with scale �. A 1-embedding in a hypercube isnothing but an isometric embedding in a hypercube.Three classes of graphs play a crucial role in the theory of `1-graphs: completegraphs, cocktail-party graphs, and half-cube graphs. All of them are `1-graphs,so is any Cartesian product of them. Actually, we show below that any `1-grapharises as an isometric subgraph of such a Cartesian product. Complete graphsKm (m � 3) and half-cube graphs 12H(m; 2) (m � 3) have minimum scale 2.Note that 12H(2; 2) = K2; 12H(3; 2) = K4�2;and Km is an isometric subgraph of both Km�2 and 12H(m; 2). The followingholds clearly.Lemma 21.1.1. A graph G is hypercube embeddable with scale 2 (that is, 2dGis hypercube embeddable) if and only if G is an isometric subgraph of some half-313



314 Chapter 21. `1-Graphscube graph.On the other hand, determining the minimum scale of cocktail-party graphsis a hard problem. This problem is considered in detail in Chapter 23; seealso Section 7.4. We already know from Theorem 19.2.8 that every connectedbipartite `1-graph is hypercube embeddable. For nonbipartite graphs we havethe following observation (Blake and Gilchrist [1973]).Lemma 21.1.2. Let G be an `1-graph and suppose that G has a �-embedding ina hypercube. If G is not a bipartite graph, then � is an even integer. Therefore,the minimum scale of an `1-graph is equal to 1 or is even.Proof. Suppose that G is not bipartite. Let C be an odd circuit in G of minimallength. Then, C is an isometric subgraph of G. Say, C = (a1; : : : ; a2k+1). We cansuppose that, in the �-embedding of G in a hypercube, the nodes a1; ak+1; ak+2are labeled by the sets ;,A,B, respectively. Then, as dG(a1; ak+1) = dG(a1; ak+2) =k and dG(ak+1; ak+2) = 1, we have � = jA4Bj and jAj = jBj = �k. Hence,� = 2�k � 2jA \Bj. Therefore, � is an even integer.We now present the main results of this chapter; they are due to Shpectorov[1993].Theorem 21.1.3. Let G be an `1-graph. Then, there exist a graph bG and anisometric embedding b� from G into bG such that(i) bG = bG1 � : : : � bGk, where each bGh is isomorphic to a complete graph, acocktail-party graph Km�2 (m � 3), or a half-cube graph, and(ii) if  is a �-embedding of G into the hypercube, then there is a �-embeddingb of bG into the same hypercube such that  = b b�.Corollary 21.1.4. A connected graph G is an `1-graph if and only if all thefactors in its canonical metric representation are `1-graphs.Corollary 21.1.5. A connected graph G is an `1-graph if and only if G is anisometric subgraph of a Cartesian product of cocktail-party graphs and half-cubegraphs.Corollary 21.1.6. Let G be an `1-graph. Then, G is `1-rigid if and only if bGis `1-rigid.Corollary 21.1.7. Every `1-rigid graph is an isometric subgraph of a half-cubegraph and, therefore, its minimum scale � is equal to 1 or 2.Corollary 21.1.8. Let G be an `1-graph on n � 4 nodes. Then its minimumscale � satis�es � � n� 2.



21.1 Results on `1-Graphs 315Corollary 21.1.9. Let G be a graph with n nodes and m edges. There exists analgorithm permitting to decide whether G is an `1-graph which runs in O(mn)time using O(n2) space.We present in Section 21.2 a concrete construction of the graph bG fromTheorem 21.1.3, using a speci�c �-embedding of G. We group in Section 21.3the proofs for Theorem 21.1.3 and Corollaries 21.1.4-21.1.9.The result from Corollary 21.1.5 was already established in Part II (in The-orem 17.1.1 (ii)), as an application of the correspondence existing between De-launay polytopes and hypermetrics. However, the proof method developed theredid not permit to obtain further results such as the characterization of `1-rigidityand the fact that `1-graphs can be recognized in polynomial time. In contrast,the proof method presented here uses only elementary notions. It is, in a way, acontinuation of the theory of canonical metric representations of graphs. Indeed,the essential step of the proof will be to show that each factor in the canonicalmetric representation of an `1-graph can be further embedded into a completegraph, a cocktail-party graph, or a half-cube graph.In view of Corollaries 21.1.4 and 21.1.5, one can check whether a graph G isan `1-graph in the following way:(i) Construct the canonical metric representation of G.(ii) For each factor Gh in the canonical metric representation, check whetherGh is an isometric subgraph of a cocktail-party graph or of a half-cubegraph.Then, G is an `1-graph if and only if the answer is always positive in Step (ii).As was seen in Remark 20.1.5, Step (i) can be performed in O(mn) time usingO(m) space. The main di�culty in Step (ii) consists of recognizing the isometricsubgraphs of the half-cube graphs. The following result was already implicit inShpectorov [1993]; full details about the algorithm are provided in Deza andShpectorov [1996]. We will give the proof in Section 21.3.Proposition 21.1.10. Let G be a graph on n nodes with m edges. There existsan algorithm permitting to decide whether G is an isometric subgraph of somehalf-cube graph which runs in O(mn) time using O(n2) space. The algorithmconstructs an embedding if one exists.Suppose that each factor Gh in the canonical metric representation of G hasnh nodes and mh edges, where mh � nh � 1 as Gh is connected. Then, m �m1 + : : : + mk and nh � n for all h. Therefore, n1m1 + : : : + nkmk � nm.Checking whether Gh is a subgraph of a cocktail-party graph can be done inO(n2h) time and space (simply check that every node is adjacent to all othernodes except at most one). Therefore, the overall time complexity for checkingwhether G is an `1-graph is in O(mn) and the space complexity in O(n2), asclaimed in Corollary 21.1.9.



316 Chapter 21. `1-Graphs21.2 Construction of cG via the Atom GraphIn this section, we show how to construct the graph bG from Theorem 21.1.3,using a speci�c scale embedding of G. It will turn out that, in fact, bG does notdepend on the choice of the scale embedding and that bG is an isometric extensionof the canonical metric representation of G. The main tool for the constructionof bG is the atom graph of G, as we explain below.Let G = (V;E) be an `1-graph. Let : x 2 V 7! X � 
be a �-embedding of G into the hypercube H(
). We can suppose without lossof generality that 
 = Sx2V X and that a given node x0 2 V is assigned to ;.Set(21.2.1) E0 := fe = (x; y) 2 E j dG(x0; x) 6= dG(x0; y)g:For an edge e = (x; y) 2 E0, we can suppose, e.g., that x0 2 G(x; y). One caneasily check the following statements:(21.2.2) jXj = �dG(x0; x) for all x 2 V;(21.2.3) jX \ Y j = �2 (dG(x0; x) + dG(x0; y)� dG(x; y)) for all x; y 2 V:For an edge e = (x; y),(21.2.4) ( jX n Y j = jY nXj = �2 if e 62 E0;X � Y if e 2 E0:Call atom every set of the form X4Y corresponding to an edge e = (x; y)of G, and proper atom every set of the form Y n X corresponding to an edgee = (x; y) 2 E0 (with x0 2 G(x; y)). Atoms have cardinality � and(21.2.5) if A;B are distinct proper atoms, then jA \Bj = 0; �2 :We de�ne the atom graph �(G) as the graph with node set the set of properatoms of G and with two proper atoms A;B being adjacent if jA \ Bj = �2 .Let �1; : : : ;�k denote the connected components of �(G). For h = 1; : : : ; k, let
h denote the union of the proper atoms that are nodes of �h. Hence, eachproper atom is either contained in 
h, or is disjoint from 
h. Actually, the sameproperty holds for all atoms, as we show in the next result.Claim 21.2.6. Let A be an atom of G. Then, for each h = 1; : : : ; k; either



21.2 The Atom Graph 317A � 
h, or A \ 
h = ;.Proof. Let (x; y) be an edge of G corresponding to the atom A, i.e., A = X4Y .We can suppose that the edge (x; y) does not belong to E0. Hence, the nodex0 is at the same distance s from x and y. Let (x0; x1; : : : ; xs = x) and (y0 =x0; y1; : : : ; ys = y) be shortest paths from x0 to x and y in G. Hence,X = [1�i�sBi; Y = [1�i�sCi;where Bi is the proper atom Xi n Xi�1, Ci is the proper atom Yi n Yi�1, fori = 1; : : : ; s. We claim that X n Y � Bi0for some i0 2 f1; : : : ; sg. Indeed, take � 2 X n Y and suppose, for instance, that� 2 B1. Then, B1 \ Y 6= B1. On the other hand, B1 \ Y 6= ;, else B1 � X n Yimplying that jX nY j � �, contradicting (21.2.4). As the cardinality of B1\Y isa multiple of �2 by (21.2.5), we obtain that jB1\Y j = �2 ; jB1 nY j = �2 . Therefore,X n Y = B1 n Y � B1. Similarly, Y nX � Cj0for some j0 2 f1; : : : ; sg. Furthermore, as the Cj's are pairwise disjoint, each Bieither coincides with some Cj, or meets exactly two of them, unless Bi = Bi0in which case Bi meets exactly one Cj. The symmetric statement holds foreach Ci. This means that the subgraph of the atom graph �(G) induced by theset fB1; : : : ; Bs; C1; : : : ; Csg consists of isolated nodes, cycles, and exactly onepath whose endpoints are Bi0 and Cj0 . Let �h0 be the connected componentof �(G) that contains this path. Then, Bi0 ; Cj0 � 
h0 , which implies thatA = X4Y � 
h0 . Moreover, for h 6= h0, Bi0 ; Cj0 are disjoint from 
h, implyingthat A is disjoint from 
h.Let Gh denote the graph with node set fX := X \ 
h j x 2 V g and with(X;Y ) being an edge if jX4Y j = �. Set G := Y1�h�kGh.Claim 21.2.7.(i) Each Gh is �-embedded into the hypercube H(
h) and its atom graph �(Gh)coincides with �h.(ii) G is �-embedded into the hypercube H(
).(iii) The mapping x 2 V 7! (X \
1; : : : ;X \
k) is an isometric embedding ofG into G.Proof. Let x; y be two nodes of G, giving the two nodes X = X\
h, Y = Y \
hof Gh. We show jX4Y j = �dGh(X;Y ):



318 Chapter 21. `1-GraphsSet s := dG(x; y) and t := dGh(X;Y ). Let (y0 = x; y1; : : : ; ys = y) be a shortestpath from x to y in G. Then,X4Y = X1�i�sYi n Yi�1is a disjoint union of atoms. Let th denote the number of atoms Yi n Yi�1 thatare contained in 
h. By Claim 21.2.6, we obtainjX4Y j = j(X4Y ) \ 
hj = th�:Moreover, we have found a path of length th joining X to Y in Gh, which impliesthat th � t: Let (Z0 = X;Z1; : : : ; Zt = Y ) be a shortest path joining X to Y inGh. So,jX4Y j = j(X4Z1)4(Z14Z2)4 : : :4(Zt�14Y )j � X1�i�t jZi�14Zij = t�:This implies that th � t and, therefore, th = t. Hence, the graph Gh is �-embedded into the hypercube H(
h). One checks easily that its atom graph is�h. Hence, (i) holds. Moreover,(X \ 
1; : : : ;X \ 
k) 7![h (X \ 
h) = Xprovides a �-embedding of G1� : : :�Gk into the hypercube H(
), showing (ii).It also follows that dG(x; y) = X1�h�k dGh(X \ 
h; Y \ 
h)for all nodes x; y 2 V . This shows (iii).We now show that each factor Gh can be further embedded into some graphbGh which is isomorphic to a complete graph, a cocktail-party graph, or a half-cube graph. We �rst deal with the case when the atom graph �(G) is connected,i.e., when k = 1. Then, the graph G is nothing but the graph G embedded intothe hypercube H(
).Claim 21.2.8. If �(G) is connected, then there exists a unique minimal graphbG containing G as an isometric subgraph and such that bG is isomorphic to acomplete graph, a cocktail-party graph Km�2 (m � 3), or a half-cube graph.Moreover, bG is �-embedded into the hypercube H(
).Proof. We distinguish three cases.Case 1: �(G) is a complete graph. Then, G itself is a complete graph andbG = G. Indeed, each node x is adjacent to x0 (else, X would be a disjoint unionof the proper atoms corresponding to the edges of a shortest path from x0 to



21.2 The Atom Graph 319x). For two nodes x; y 2 V , X and Y are adjacent proper atoms, implying thatjX4Y j = � and, therefore, x and y are adjacent in G. (In fact, �(Kn) = Kn�1.)Case 2: �(G) is not a complete graph, but is an induced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph. Let A;B be two proper atoms at distance 2 in �(G). Each otherproper atom C is adjacent to both A and B, which implies that C � A [ B.Hence, for each node x 2 V , X is contained in the 2�-element set A [ B. Weclaim that G is an induced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph. Indeed, any twononadjacent nodes in G are necessarily at distance 2 since jX4Y j � 2� for allx; y 2 V . Moreover, each node x is adjacent to all other nodes except maybeone, which is then labeled by the complement of X. Then, we take for bG thecocktail-party graph Km�2, obtained by adding an \opposite" node labeled bythe complement of X for each node x which is adjacent to all other nodes inG. Hence, bG is �-embedded into the same hypercube H(
). Moreover, m � 3.Otherwise, G would be a subgraph of K2�2, which implies that G is P3 or C4 inwhich cases �(G) consists of two isolated nodes.Case 3: �(G) is not an induced subgraph of a cocktail-party graph. We showthat G can isometrically embedded into a half-cube graph. First, we claim theexistence of distinct proper atoms A;B;C;D satisfying8>>><>>>: A \ C = ;;A \D = ;;C is adjacent to D in �(G);B is adjacent to A and C in �(G):Indeed, let A;C be two proper atoms at distance 2 in �(G) and let B be a properatom adjacent to A and C. Suppose for contradiction that, for each proper atomD, D is adjacent to A if and only if D is adjacent to C. If D is adjacent to A andC, then D � A[C. If D0 is adjacent to A and C and D is adjacent to D0, thenD meets A or C and, thus, D is adjacent to both A and C, implyingD � A[C.By connectivity of the atom graph �(G), we deduce that each proper atom Dis contained in A [ C. Therefore, if D;D0 are disjoint proper atoms, then D0 isthe complement of D. This shows that each proper atom is adjacent to all otherproper atoms except at most one, contradicting the assumption that �(G) is nota subgraph of a cocktail-party graph.Let us call a half each set of the form A \ B or A n B, where A;B are adjacentproper atoms. Each half has cardinality �2 and each proper atom is the disjointunion of two halves. We claim that(21.2.9) distinct halves are disjoint.If (21.2.9) holds then, for each node x 2 V , X can be uniquely expressed as adisjoint union of halves. Indeed, if (x0; x1; : : : ; xs = x) is a shortest path fromx0 to x in G, then X = [1�i�sXi n Xi�1 where each proper atom Xi n Xi�1is the union of two halves; this set of halves does not depend on the choice of



320 Chapter 21. `1-Graphsthe shortest path. This gives an isometric embedding of G into the half-cubegraph bG de�ned on the set of halves. By construction, bG is �-embedded into thehypercube H(
).We now show that (21.2.9) holds. As �(G) is connected, we can order the properatoms A1; A2; : : : ; Ap in such a way that each Aj (j � 2) is adjacent to at leastone As, s < j. We suppose that A1 = A;A2 = B;A3 = C;A4 = D. We show byinduction on j � 4 that the distinct halves that are created by the �rst j properatoms A1; : : : ; Aj are pairwise disjoint.Consider �rst the case j = 4. By construction, the halves H1 = A n B, H2 =A \ B, H3 = B \ C, H4 = C n B are disjoint. Consider the half C \D. SinceB\D = B\C \D = (C \D)\H3 has cardinality 0 or �2 , we obtain that C \Dis equal to H3 or H4. The half H5 = D n C is disjoint from H1;H2;H3;H4.We suppose now that all halves in the set H of the halves created by the �rstj � 1 (j � 5) proper atoms are pairwise disjoint. Call two halves H;H 0 2 Hneighboring if H [H 0 is a proper atom As for some s < j. This de�nes a graphstructure on H, for which H is connected. Suppose that Aj is adjacent to As,for s < j, and let As = X1 [X2 with X1;X2 2 H. Suppose that Aj \As is notequal to X1, nor to X2. Set � = jAj \ X1j and � = jAj \X2, where �; � > 0and � + � = �2 . If Y1; Y2 are two neighboring halves and jAj \ Y1j = � or �,then jAj \ Y2j = � or �, respectively. By connectivity of H, we deduce thatAj \ Y1j = �, jAj \ Y2j = �, or vice versa, for every pair (Y1; Y2) of neighboringhalves. Now, jAj \ (H1 [H2 [H3 [H4 [H5)j = 2(� + �) + � or 2(� + �) + �,which is greater than �, yielding a contradiction. Therefore, Aj \As is equal toX1 or X2. Hence, Aj nAs is either a half from H or a new half disjoint from allhalves in H. This concludes the induction, and the proof of Claim 21.2.8.Claim 21.2.10. If �(G) has k connected components �1; : : : ;�k, then thereexists a unique minimal graph bG containing G as an isometric subgraph andsuch that bG = Y1�h�k bGh;where each factor bGh is isomorphic to a complete graph, a cocktail-party graphKm�2 (m � 3), or a half-cube graph. Moreover, bG is �-embedded into the hy-percube H(
).Proof. As the atom graph �(Gh) = �h is connected, we can apply Claim 21.2.8.Hence, for each h = 1; : : : ; k, there exists a unique minimal graph bGh whichcontains Gh as an isometric subgraph and is isometric to a complete graph, acocktail-party graph Km�2 (m � 3), or a half-cube graph. Therefore,G ,! bG = Y1�h�k bGh;providing a minimal graph bG satisfying Claim 21.2.10. Moreover, bG is �-embedded into H(
) as each factor bGh is �-embedded into H(
h) and the sets
h are disjoint subsets of 
.



21.2 The Atom Graph 321Remark 21.2.11. Each of the graphs Gh is irreducible since it is an isometricsubgraph of a complete graph, a cocktail-party graph on at least 6 nodes, or ahalf-cube graph, which are all irreducible graphs. As the embedding G ,! G isclearly irredundant, we deduce from Theorem 20.1.1 that the metric representa-tion G ,! G = Y1�h�kGhis, in fact, the canonical metric representation of G (which explains why we de-noted the number of connected components of the atom graph by k, the letterused in Chapter 20 for denoting the isometric dimension of G). In particular,the graph G whose construction depends, a priori, on the choice of the scaleembedding of G into a hypercube does not, in fact, depend on the speci�c em-bedding. Hence, the graph bG too does not depend on the speci�c embedding.Remark 21.2.12. One can also verify directly that the graph G does notdepend on the speci�c scale embedding of G. Indeed, the atom graph can bede�ned in an abstract way, not using the speci�c embedding. Given two edgese = (x; y); e0 = (x0; y0) of G, set(21.2.13) he; e0i := dG(y0; x)� dG(y0; y)� dG(x0; x) + dG(x0; y):The quantity he; e0i takes the values 0;�1;�2, depending to which sets of thepartition V = G(x; y) [ G(y; x) [G=(x; y) (de�ned in (18.0.1)) the nodes x0; y0belong. Observe that he; e0i 6= 0 if and only if e; e0 are in relation by � (de�ned in(18.0.2)). In the case when both e; e0 belong to the set E0 (recall (21.2.1)) with,say, x0 2 G(x; y) \G(x0; y0), thenhe; e0i = 1� j(Y nX) \ (Y 0 nX 0)j 2 f0; 1; 2g;if x 7! X is a �-embedding of G into a hypercube. In particular, he; e0i = 2 ifand only if the edges e; e0 correspond to the same proper atom Y nX = Y 0 nX 0.For e; e0 2 E0, set e � e0 if he; e0i = 2:The relation � is an equivalence relation on E0. Clearly, the set of equivalenceclasses of E0 under � is in bijection with the set of proper atoms. One can de�nea graph E on the set of equivalence classes by letting two classes e, e0 be adjacentif he; e0i = 1 (the value of he; e0i does not depend on the choice of e in the classe and of e0 in the class e0). The graph E clearly coincides with the atom graph�(G). Let E1; : : : ; Ek denote the connected components of E . Hence, each edgee 2 E0 is assigned to a node in one of the Eh's. We now see how to assign theother edges of G to some component Eh. Let e = (x; y) be an edge that does notbelong to E0, i.e., such that dG(x0; x) = dG(x0; y) =: s. Let (x0; x1; : : : ; xs = x)and (y0 = x0; y1; : : : ; ys = y) be shortest paths joining x0 to x and y in G andset ei := (xi�1; xi); fi := (yi�1; yi) for i = 1; : : : ; s. Consider the subgraph of E



322 Chapter 21. `1-Graphsinduced by the set fei; f i : i = 1; : : : ; sg. An analogue of Claim 21.2.6 shows thatthis graph consists of isolated nodes, cycles, and exactly one path. Moreover, thecomponent Eh containing this path depends only on the edge (x; y) (not on thechoice of the shortest paths from x0 to x and y). This permits us to partitionthe edge set E of G into E1 [ : : : [ Ek, where Eh consists of the edges that areassigned to Eh by the above procedure. Then, let Gh denote the graph obtainedby contracting the edges from E n Eh. The graph Gh coincides with the graphGh (up to renumbering of the factors).So we have shown how to construct the graph G in an abstract way, not depend-ing on the speci�c scale embedding of G.21.3 ProofsProof of Theorem 21.1.3. The existence of a graph bG satisfying Theorem 21.1.3 (i)follows from Claim 21.2.10. We prove the second part of Theorem 21.1.3. Let : x 7! X be a �-embedding of G into a hypercube H(
). Suppose �rst that assigns the given node x0 to ;. Using  , by the construction of Section 21.2,we obtain a graph dG which is �-embedded into H(
) and is isomorphic to bG(by Remark 21.2.11). This gives the �-embedding b such that  = b b�. Sup-pose now that  assigns the set X0 to the node x0. Consider the �-embeddingx 7! X4X0, denoted by  4X0, of G into H(
). As  4X0 maps x0 to ;, weobtain d( 4X0)4X0 for the embedding b .Proof of Corollaries 21.1.4 and 21.1.5. IfG is an `1-graph, then the graphG is an`1-graph (by Claim 21.2.7) and G coincides with the canonical metric represen-tation of G (by Remark 21.2.11). This shows Corollary 21.1.4. Corollary 21.1.5is an immediate consequence of Corollary 21.1.4.Proof of Corollaries 21.1.6 and 21.1.7. The implication: bG is `1-rigid =) G is`1-rigid follows from Theorem 21.1.3 (ii). Conversely, suppose that G is `1-rigid.We show that bG is `1-rigid. Consider a scale embedding b i of bG in the hypercube
i, for i = 1; 2. We can suppose that 
1 and 
2 have the same cardinality (ifnot, add some redundant elements). We can also suppose that b 1 and b 2 havethe same scale �. (If, for i = 1; 2, b i has scale �i, then replace b i by b 0i, whereb 01 is the �1�2-embedding constructed from b 1 by replacing the elements of 
1by disjoint sets each of cardinality �2 and b 02 is the �1�2-embedding constructedfrom b 2 in the same way.) Then,  i := b ib� : x 7! Xi is a �-embedding ofG into the hypercube H(
i), for i = 1; 2. As G is `1-rigid, any two isometric`1-embeddings of G are equivalent (recall the de�nition from Chapter 18). It isnot di�cult to see that this implies the existence of a bijection � : 
1 �! 
2and of a set A � 
2 such that X2 = '(X1) for each node x of G where, for asubset Z � 
1, we set '(Z) = �(Z)4A:



21.3 Proofs 323Using  i, by the construction of Section 21.2, we obtain the graph bG i , which is�-embedded into the hypercube H(
i) via b i. By the minimality of the graphsbG 1 , bG 2 (see Claim 21.2.10), we deduce that ' establishes the equivalence ofthe embeddings b 1 and b 2. Hence, bG is `1-rigid. This shows Corollary 21.1.6.Corollary 21.1.7 now follows easily. Indeed, if G is `1-rigid, then bG is `1-rigid,which implies that each factor bGh is `1-rigid (as a product of graphs is `1-rigidif and only if each factor is `1-rigid; see Proposition 7.5.2). Therefore, each bGhis one of the following graphs: K2, K3, K3�2, or 12H(m; 2) for m � 5, which areall hypercube embeddable with scale 2. Therefore, G is hypercube embeddablewith scale 2, i.e., G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph.Proof of Corollary 21.1.8. SupposeG has n nodes. If some factor bGh is a cocktail-party graph Km�2, then m < n. Hence, by Lemma 7.4.4, bGh is hypercubeembeddable with scale 2k�1, if 2k�1 < n � 1 � 2k. All other factors are alsohypercube embeddable with scale 2k�1 since k � 2 as n � 4. Hence, G ishypercube embeddable with scale 2k�1, which implies that its minimum scale �satis�es: � � 2k�1 < n� 1.Proof of Proposition 21.1.10. Let G = (V;E) be a connected graph on n nodesand m edges. All the ingredients for constructing an algorithm permitting torecognize whether G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube have been essentiallygiven earlier, especially in Remark 21.2.12 (taking � = 2). We describe the mainsteps of the proof.Let x0 be a given node of G. Given two edges e; e0 in G, we remind the de�ni-tion of the quantity he; e0i from relation (21.2.13); recall that he; e0i 2 f0;�1;�2g.Moreover, if e := (x; y) and e0 := (x0; y0) are such thatdG(x0; y) = dG(x0; x) + 1; dG(x0; y0) = dG(x0; x0) + 1(i.e., if e; e0 belong to the set E0 de�ned in (21.2.1)), then he; e0i � 0 in the casewhen G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph. A \trick" used in Dezaand Shpectorov [1996] in order to reduce the complexity is to consider a spanningtree rather than the entire set E0. The algorithm consists of the following steps(i)-(v).(i) Let T = (V;ET ) be a spanning tree in G such thatdT (x0; x) = dG(x0; x) for all nodes x in G:(Such a tree can be constructed in O(m) time using a breadth �rst search algo-rithm.)(ii) For any two edges e = (x; y); e0 = (x0; y0) 2 ET (such that x0 2 G(x; y) \G(x0; y0)) check whether he; e0i 2 f0; 1; 2g. If not, then G cannot be isometricallyembedded in a half-cube graph.(iii) De�ne a relation � on ET by lettinge � e0 if he; e0i = 2:



324 Chapter 21. `1-GraphsVerify that this relation is an equivalence relation on ET . If not, then G cannotbe isometrically embedded in a half-cube graph.(iv) De�ne a graph � on the set of equivalence classes of (ET ;�), where thereis an edge between two classes e and e0 if he; e0i = 1. Check that this graph iswell de�ned, i.e., that the value of he; e0i does not depend on the choice of theelements e; e0 in the classes. If not, then G cannot be isometrically embedded ina half-cube graph.(v) Check whether � is a line graph. (This can be done in O(m0) time if � hasm0edges (Lehot [1975]); note that m0 < n2.) If not, then G cannot be isometricallyembedded in a half-cube graph.LetH� be a graph whose line graph is �. One can then construct an isometricembedding of G into a half-cube graph in the following way.We label each node x of G by a set X in a recursive manner. First, label x0by X0 := ;. Let e := (x; y) be an edge of G such that x0 2 G(x; y) and supposethat x has been already labeled by X. The equivalence class e (in (ET ;�)) is anode of � and, thus, corresponds to an edge p(e) in H�, p(e) being a two-elementset. We label the node y by the set Y := X[p(e). Let us check that this labelingx 7! X provides an isometric embedding of G into a half-cube graph.Observe that jp(e) \ p(e0)j = he; e0ifor all edges e; e0 2 ET . In particular, p(e) \ p(e0) = ; if and only if the edges eand e0 are not in relation by �. We �rst show thatjXj = 2dG(x0; x) for all x 2 V:For this, let (x0; x1; : : : ; xp := x) be the path from x0 to x in T , where p :=dG(x0; x). Let ei denote the edge (xi�1; xi) for i = 1; : : : ; p. By the construction,x is labeled by the set X := p(e1) [ : : : [ p(ep):Hence, jXj = 2p = 2dG(x0; x), as the p(ei)'s are pairwise disjoint since the edgese1; : : : ; ep are not in relation by �. We now show thatjY4Y 0j = 2dG(y; y0) for all y; y0 2 V:We prove it by induction on the quantity s := dG(x0; y) + dG(x0; y0). We cansuppose that y and y0 are distinct from x0. Let x be the predecessor of y on thepath from x0 to y in T , and let x0 be the predecessor of y0 on the path from x0to y0 in T . Set e := (x; y) and e0 := (x0; y0). By the induction assumption, wehave jX4X 0j = 2dG(x; x0); jX4Y 0j = 2dG(x; y0); jX 04Y j = 2dG(y; x0)or, equivalently,(a) 8><>: jX \X 0j = dG(x0; x) + dG(x0; x0)� dG(x; x0);jX \ Y 0j = dG(x0; x) + dG(x0; y0)� dG(x; y0);jX 0 \ Y j = dG(x0; y) + dG(x0; x0)� dG(y; x0):



21.4 More on `1-Graphs 325By the construction, Y = X [ p(e), Y 0 = X 0 [ p(e0) and, thus,(b) jY \ Y 0j = jX \ Y 0j+ jX 0 \ Y j � jX \X 0j+ jp(e) \ p(e0)j:On the other hand,jY4Y 0j = jY j+ jY 0j � 2jY \ Y 0j = 2dG(x0; y) + 2dG(x0; y0)� 2jY \ Y 0j:Therefore, using (a), (b) and (21.2.13), we obtainjY4Y 0j = 2(dG(x; y0) + dG(y; x0)� dG(x; x0)� jp(e) \ p(e0)j) = 2dG(y; y0);which concludes the proof.21.4 More about `1-GraphsWe group here several additional facts and results on structural properties of`1-graphs.We saw in Proposition 19.1.2 that every hypercube embeddable graph is`1-rigid. Hence, we have the following chain of implications:G is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube=) G is `1-rigid=) G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graphSeveral classes of graphs were shown to be `1-rigid in Deza and Laurent[1994a]; among them, the half-cube graph 12H(n; 2) for n 6= 3; 4, the Johnsongraph J(n; d) for d 6= 1, the Petersen graph, the Shrikhande graph, the dodeca-hedron, the icosahedron, any weighted circuit. The method of proof is analogueto that of Proposition 19.1.2; namely, one shows that the path metric of the graphin question lies on a simplex face of the corresponding cut cone. This questionof `1-rigidity is further investigated for other classes of graphs in Chepoi, Dezaand Grishukhin [1996], Deza and Grishukhin [1996c], Deza, Deza and Grishukhin[1996].An interesting fact is that, if an `1-graph G is not `1-rigid, then this isessentially due to the fact that complete graphs on at least four nodes are not`1-rigid. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 21.1.3 that any `1-embedding of Garises from an `1-embedding of its extension bG. As bG is a Cartesian productof complete graphs, cocktail-party graphs and half-cube graphs, the variety of`1-embeddings of bG follows from the variety of `1-embeddings of its factors. Butthe half-cube graph is `1-rigid unless it coincides with K4 or K4�2. Moreover,any `1-embedding of Kn�2 arises from some `1-embedding of Kn, since the pathmetric of Kn�2 can be constructed from the path metric of Kn via the antipodaloperation (recall Section 7.4). Therefore, the variety of `1-embeddings of bG and,hence, that of G, arises from the variety of `1-embeddings of the complete graph;



326 Chapter 21. `1-Graphswe will study in detail in Chapter 23 the variety of embeddings of the completegraph. In fact, we will see in Proposition 21.4.4 below that, if an `1-graph is not`1-rigid, then it must contain a clique on at least 4 nodes.We have seen in Chapter 19 several structural characterizations for isometricsubgraphs of hypercubes. We present below in Theorem 21.4.2 a structuralcharacterization for isometric subgraphs of half-cube graphs. This result is dueto Chepoi, Deza and Grishukhin [1996] and it can be seen as an analogue ofTheorem 19.2.5 for isometric subgraphs of hypercubes. On the other hand, noresult of this type is known for `1-graphs in general. Thus, the following problemis open.Problem 21.4.1. Find a structural characterization for `1-graphs (e.g., interms of forbidden isometric subspaces).Such a characterization exists for some classes of graphs. For instance, we gavein Theorem 17.1.8 a structural characterization for the graphs with a universalnode that are `1-graphs. We presented this result in Part II since its proof relieson the techniques of hypermetrics and Delaunay polytopes. In particular, wesaw in Corollary 17.1.10 that, if G is a graph on n � 28 (resp. n � 37) nodes,then its suspension rG is an `1-graph if and only if rG is hypermetric (resp.rG satis�es the 5-gonal inequalities and is of negative type).Let us now turn to the study of isometric subgraphs of half-cube graphs (thatis, `1-graphs with scale 2). We need a de�nition. Given an integer k � 0, letTk = (X; dk) denote the distance space onX := fa0; a1; a2; a3; a4; b0; b1; b2; b3; b4gde�ned bydk(ai; aj) = dk(bi; bj) := 1 for all 0 � i < j � 4;dk(a0; b0) := k + 2;dk(ai; bi) := k for i = 1; 2; 3; 4;dk(x; y) := k + 1 elsewhere, i.e., on the pairs (a0; bi); (b0; ai) (i = 1; 2; 3; 4)and (ai; bj) (i 6= j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g):In the case k = 0, the distance space T0 coincides (up to gate 0-extension)with the graphic metric space of the graph K6 n e, which has minimum scale 4(recall Section 7.4). As dk = d0 + k�(fa0; a1; a2; a3; a4g), every Tk is hypercubeembeddable with scale 4. In fact, no Tk is hypercube embeddable with scale 2and the distance spaces Tk turn out to be the only obstructions for isometricembeddability in half-cube graphs.Theorem 21.4.2. Let G = (V;E) be an `1-graph. Then, G is an isometricsubgraph of some half-cube graph if and only if its graphic metric space (V; dG)does not contain Tk (k � 0) as an isometric subspace.Proof. We start with verifying that the distance space Tk = (X; dk) (k � 0) isnot hypercube embeddable with scale 2. This is known for T0. Suppose that Tk



21.4 More on `1-Graphs 327admits a hypercube embedding with scale 2 and let k � 1 be the smallest indexfor which this is true. Consider a decomposition2dk = X�(S)2Ck �(S)where Ck is a collection of (not necessarily distinct) cut semimetrics on X. Allcut semimetrics in Ck are dk-convex by Lemma 4.2.8. Note that the only dk-convex cut semimetric �(S) with the property that a1 2 S and b1 62 S is �(S0) :=�(fa0; a1; a2; a3; a4g). Hence this cut semimetric occurs 2k times in Ck. Now,2dk � 2�(S0) coincides with 2dk�1 and admits a decomposition as a sum of cutsemimetrics (as k � 1). This shows that Tk�1 too admits a scale 2 hypercubeembedding, yielding a contradiction.Conversely, let G = (V;E) be an `1-graph that is not an isometric subgraphof a half-cube graph. We show that (V; dG) contains some Tk as an isometricsubspace. By Corollary 21.1.5, G is an isometric subgraph of a Cartesian productof half-cube graphs and cocktail-party graphs. This product contains someKm�2with m � 5 (else, G would have scale 2). Say, G is an isometric subgraph ofthe graph � := Km�2 � H, where m � 5 and H is a product of half-cube andcocktail-party graphs. Moreover, we can suppose that Km�2 contains a subgraphKm+1 n e such that, for every node v of Km+1 n e, the set fvg � V (H) containsat least one node of G (for, if not, one could have replaced Km�2 by a smallercocktail-party graph or by a complete graph). Denote by K the set of nodes ofKm+1 n e forming a clique of size m. For every node v of Km�2 we call the setfvg � V (H) a �ber in the product �. The following can be easily observed:(a) Every union of �bers of the form: Sv2K0fvg � V (H) where K0 � K;is convex (with respect to the path metric of �):We claim:(b) The set V (G) \ (Sv2Kfvg � V (H)) contains a clique of size mmeeting each �ber fvg � V (H)(v 2 K) in exactly one node.For this, let C � V (G)\(Sv2Kfvg � V (H)) be a clique of maximum size (whoseelements all have the same H-coordinate). Suppose that C \ (fwg � V (H)) = ;for some w 2 K. Note that every node x 2 V (G)\ (fwg� V (H)) is at the samedistance from all nodes in C; choose such x for which this distance is minimum.For every node y 2 C consider a shortest path in G from x to y; this path isentirely contained in the union of the two �bers containing x and y (by (a)). Say,this path is of the form (x; ~y; : : : ; y). The node ~y does not belong to the same�ber as x (by the minimality assumption on x). Thus, ~y belongs to the �ber ofy. Now, the nodes x and ~y (for y 2 C) form a clique of larger size than C. Thisshows that (b) holds.Let C � V (G) be a clique of sizem meeting each �ber fvg�V (H) for v 2 K.Denote by w;w0 the two nonadjacent nodes in Km+1 n e with w 2 K, w0 62 K.Let s denote the node of C lying in the �ber fwg � V (H). By assumption, the�ber fw0g�V (H) also contains some node of G. Every such node is at the same



328 Chapter 21. `1-Graphsdistance k � 1 from all nodes in C n fsg; choose such a node t for which thedistance k is minimum. Thus, dG(s; t) = k+1 and dG(t; y) = k for all y 2 Cnfsg.Consider a shortest path in G from t to y 2 C nfsg; it is of the form (t; y0; : : : ; y)where y0 belongs to the same �ber as y by the minimality assumption on k.Therefore, the nodes t, y0 (for y 2 C nfsg) form a clique and dG(y; y0) = k�1 fory 2 C n fsg. As jC n fsgj � 4 we have found within fs; tg [ fy; y0 j y 2 C n fsggan isometric subspace of (V; dG) of the form Tk�1. This concludes the proof.Corollary 21.4.3. Let G be an `1-graph and suppose that G does not have aclique of cardinality 5. Then, G is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph.Combining facts about `1-graphs established earlier in this chapter and inthe proof of Theorem 21.4.2, one can show the following re�nement of the resultfrom Corollary 21.4.3.Proposition 21.4.4. Let G be an `1-graph that does not contain a clique of size4, then G is `1-rigid (and, thus, is an isometric subgraph of a half-cube graph).Proof. Suppose that G is an `1-graph which is not `1-rigid. Following the nota-tion from Section 21.2, letG ,! G = kYh=1Gh ,! bG = kYh=1 bGh;where Qkh=1Gh is the canonical metric representation of G and each factor bGh isa complete graph Km (m � 2), a cocktail-party graph Km�2 (m � 2), or a half-cube graph 12H(m; 2) (m � 5). By Corollary 21.1.6, bG is not `1-rigid. Therefore,some factor bGh is not `1-rigid and, thus, isKm orKm�2 withm � 4. This impliesthat Gh contains a clique of size m � 4 (see the proof of Claim 21.2.8). Now, wehave that G is an isometric subgraph of Gh �H, where H := Qh0 6=hGh0 . Onecan easily verify that the statement from relation (b) in the proof of Theorem21.4.2 remains valid in the present situation. Thus, we have found a clique ofsize m � 4 in G.In particular, we �nd again that bipartite `1-graphs are `1-rigid but we also �nd,for instance, that tripartite `1-graphs are `1-rigid.Let us now return to general `1-graphs. A question of interest is to classify`1-graphs within some restricted classes of graphs. Such a classi�cation is known,for instance, for distance-regular graphs (recall Corollary 17.2.9). This questionis studied in several papers for other classes of graphs, that we now mentionbriey.The graphs G for which both G and its complement G are `1-graphs arestudied in Deza and Huang [1996a] and `1-embeddability of graphs related withsome designs is considered in Deza and Huang [1996b].



21.4 More on `1-Graphs 329Recently, Deza and Grishukhin [1996c] classify `1-graphs within polytopalgraphs (that is, 1-skeleton graphs of polytopes) of a variety of well-known poly-topes, such as semiregular, regular-faced polytopes, zonotopes, Delaunay poly-topes of dimension � 4, and several generalizations of prisms and antiprisms.Deza, Deza and Grishukhin [1996] study the class of polytopal graphs arisingfrom fullerenes. Fullerenes and their duals have many applications in chemistry,computer graphics, microbiology, architecture, etc. For instance, they occur ascarbon molecules, spherical wavelets, virus capsids and geodesic domes. Theycan be de�ned in the following way. A fullerene Fn is a simple 3-dimensionalpolytope with n vertices that are arranged in 12 pentagons and n2 �10 hexagons.Such polytopes can be constructed for every even n � 20, except n = 22. Amongother results, Deza, Deza and Grishukhin [1996] show that any hypermetricfullerene graph is `1-embeddable (and thus has scale 2, by Proposition 21.4.5below) and give an in�nite family of fullerenes F20a2 (a integer) which are `1-embeddable with an icosahedral group of symmetries.Related work is made by Deza and Stogrin [1996] who study `1-embeddabilityof the (in�nite) graphs arising as skeletons of plane tilings. In particular, theyclassify such `1-graphs for all semiregular and 2-uniform partitions of the plane,their duals and regular partitions of the hyperbolic plane.Several authors study `1-graphs within the class of planar graphs. First, asan application of Corollary 21.4.3, we obtain:Proposition 21.4.5. Every planar `1-graph has scale 2 (that is, is an isometricsubgraph of a half-cube graph).Pris�akar, Soltan and Chepoi [1990] show that every planar graph satisfyingthe following conditions (i)-(iv) is an `1-graph. Suppose a plane drawing of Gis given; then the conditions on G are: (i) every edge belongs to at most twofaces; (ii) each interior face of G has at least �ve nodes; (iii) any two interiorfaces intersect in at most one edge; (iv) each interior node has degree � 4.Deza and Tuma [1996] characterize `1-graphs within the class of subdividedwheels. A wheel is the graph obtained from a circuit C by adding a new nodeadjacent to all nodes on C. For instance, K4 is a wheel; Figure 31.3.12 (a) showsa wheel where C has length 6. Let us call subdivided wheel the graph which isobtained from a wheel by replacing some edges of the circuit C by paths. SeeFigure 21.4.7; there, the dotted lines indicate paths and the indication `even' or`odd' on a face means that the circuit bounding it has an even or odd length.The following result is proved in Deza and Tuma [1996].Theorem 21.4.6. A subdivided wheel is an `1-graph if and only if it is not oneof the graphs shown in Figure 21.4.7 (a),(b),(c). Moreover, it is `1-rigid if andonly if it is distinct from K4.



330 Chapter 21. `1-Graphs
evenevenoddeveneveneven

(c)(b)(a)Figure 21.4.7: Subdivided wheels that are not `1-graphsChepoi, Deza and Grishukhin [1996] further study `1-graphs within the classof planar graphs satisfying the following two conditions: (i) each face of G isbounded by an isometric cycle; (ii) two interior faces meet in at most one edge(assuming a plane embedding is given). In particular, they show that everyouterplanar1 graph is an `1-graph. Another example of graphs satisfying (i), (ii)consists of triangulations; that is, planar graphs admitting a plane embedding inwhich every interior face is bounded by a cycle of length 3. Bandelt and Chepoi[1996c] show that every triangulation with the property that all interior verticeshave degree larger than 5 is an `1-graph and, moreover, is `1-rigid. Moreover, byProposition 21.4.4, every triangulation which is an `1-graph and does not haveK4 as an induced subgraph is `1-rigid.

1An outerplanar graph is a planar graph admitting a plane embedding in which all nodes lieon one face.
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333IntroductionIn Part IV, we study the question of embedding semimetrics isometrically inthe hypercube and, in particular, its link with the theory of designs.Let t � 1 be an integer. A very simple metric is the equidistant metric on npoints, denoted by 2t11n, which takes the same value 2t on each pair of points.The metric 2t11n is obviously hypercube embeddable. Indeed, a hypercube em-bedding of 2t11n can be obtained by labeling the points by pairwise disjoint sets,each of cardinality t. A basic result established in Chapter 22 is that, for nlarge enough (e.g., for n � t2 + t + 3), this embedding is essentially the uniquehypercube embedding of 2t11n. Moreover, for n � t2, the existence of anotherhypercube embedding of 2t11n depends solely on the existence of a projectiveplane of order t. In Chapter 23, we further investigate how various hypercubeembeddings of 2t11n arise from designs. We then consider in Chapter 24 someother classes of metrics for which we are able to characterize hypercube embed-dability. Typically, these metrics have a small range of values so that one can stilltake advantage of the knowledge available for their equidistant submetrics. Forinstance, one can characterize the hypercube embeddable metrics with values inthe set fa; 2ag, or fa; b; a+ bg (if two of a; b; a+ b are odd), where a; b are givenintegers. Moreover, this characterization yields a polynomial time algorithm forchecking hypercube embeddability of such metrics. We recall that, for generalsemimetrics, it is an NP-hard problem to check whether a given semimetric ishypercube embeddable. Several additional results related to the notion of hy-percube embeddability are grouped in Chapter 25, namely, on cut lattices, quasih-points and Hilbert bases of cuts.We now recall some de�nitions and terminology that we use in this part. Letd be a distance on the set Vn := f1; : : : ; ng. Then, d is said to be hypercubeembeddable if there exist vectors ui 2 f0; 1gm (for some m � 1) (i 2 Vn) suchthat(a) d(i; j) =k ui � uj k1for all i; j 2 Vn: Let M denote the n � m matrix whose rows are the vectorsu1; : : : ; un; M is the realization matrix of the embedding u1; : : : ; un of d. Anymatrix arising as the realization matrix of some hypercube embedding of d iscalled an h-realization matrix of d. Each vector ui can be seen as the incidencevector of a subset Ai of f1; : : : ;mg. Hence,(b) d(i; j) = jAi4Ajjfor all i; j 2 Vn. We also say that the sets A1; : : : ; An form an h-labeling of d.Clearly, if M is an h-realization matrix of d, we can assume without loss ofgenerality that a row of M is the zero vector. This amounts to assuming thatone of the points is labeled by the empty set in the corresponding h-labeling ofd.



334Let B denote the collection of subsets of Vn whose incidence vectors are thecolumns ofM ; B is a multiset, i.e., it may contain several times the same member.Then, (a) is equivalent to(c) d = XB2B �(B):This shows again (recall Proposition 4.2.4) that hypercube embeddable semi-metrics are exactly the semimetrics that can be decomposed as a nonnegativeinteger combination of cut semimetrics. If (c) holds, we also say thatPB2B �(B)is a Z+-realization of d. It will be convenient to use both representations (a) (or(b)) and (c) for a hypercube embeddable semimetric d. So, we shall speak ofa hypercube embedding (or of an h-labeling of d), and of a Z+-realization of d.This amounts basically to looking either to the rows, or to the columns of thematrix M .Recall that d is said to be h-rigid if d has a unique Z+-realization or, equiv-alently, if d has a unique (up to a certain equivalence) hypercube embedding.Equivalent embeddings were de�ned in Section 4.3; we remind the de�nitionbelow. Let B be a collection of subsets of Vn satisfying (c). If we apply thefollowing operations to B:(i) delete or add to B the empty set or the full set Vn,(ii) replace some B 2 B by its complement Vn nB,then we obtain a new set family B0 satisfying again (c). We then say that B andB0 are equivalent (or de�ne equivalent hypercube embeddings), as they yield thesame Z+-realization of d.



Chapter 22. Rigidity of theEquidistant Metric
In this chapter we study h-rigidity of the equidistant metric 2t11n for n, t integers,n � 3, t � 1. As was already mentioned, 2t11n is hypercube embeddable. Indeed,a hypercube embedding of 2t11n is obtained by labeling the n points by pairwisedisjoint sets, each of cardinality t. This embedding is called the star embeddingof 2t11n; it corresponds to the following Z+-realization:(22.0.1) 2t11n = X1�i�n t�(fig);called the star realization of 2t11n. The word \star" is used since each cut semi-metric �(fig) takes nonzero values on the pairs (i; j) for j 2 f1; : : : ; ng n fig, i.e.,on the edges of a star. Let us call a hypercube embedding of 2t11n nontrivial ifit is not equivalent to the star embedding, i.e., if it provides a Z+-realization of2t11n distinct from the star realization (22.0.1). Hence, the metric 2t11n is h-rigidif it has no nontrivial hypercube embedding.For n = 3, the equidistant metric 2t113 is h-rigid. It is, in fact, `1-rigid sincethe cut cone CUT3 is a simplex cone (indeed, CUT3 is generated by the threelinearly independent vectors �(fig) for i = 1; 2; 3). For n = 4, the metric 2t114 isnot h-rigid. Indeed, besides the star realization from (22.0.1), 2t114 admits thefollowing Z+-realization:(22.0.2) 2t114 = t(�(f1; 2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f1; 4g));2114 has no other Z+-realization. In fact, 2t11n is not `1-rigid for any n � 4 as,for instance, 2t11n = tn� 2 X1�i<j�n �(fi; jg)is a decomposition of 2t11n as a nonnegative sum of cut semimetrics which isdistinct from the decomposition in relation (22.0.1). On the other hand, as wesee below, if n is large with respect to t, then 2t11n is h-rigid.There is an easy way of constructing nontrivial hypercube embeddings for themetric 2t11n, using (partial) projective planes. Let us �rst recall their de�nition.A (�nite) projective plane of order t, commonly denoted by PG(2; t), consistsof a pair (X;L), where X is the set of points and L is a collection of subsets ofX, called lines, satisfying: 335



336 Chapter 22. Rigidity of the Equidistant Metric(i) each line L 2 L has cardinality t+ 1,(ii) each point of X belongs to t+ 1 lines, and(iii) any two distinct points of X belong to exactly one common line.Hence, there is the same number t2 + t + 1 of lines and points in PG(2; t).Moreover,(iv) any two distinct lines in L intersect in exactly one point.In the case t = 1 there are three points and three lines which are the possiblepairs of points. We shall consider projective planes of order t � 2. It is well-known that projective planes exist of any order t that is a prime power. It isone of the major open problems in combinatorics to determine what are thepossible values for the order of a projective plane. It is known that no projectiveplane exists with order 6 or 10; the case t = 10 was settled using computer byLam, Thiel and Swierzc [1989]. (See, e.g., Hall [1967] for more information onprojective planes.)A partial projective plane of order t is a pair P = (X;L) satisfying (i) and(iv) above. We assume that every point lies on at least one line and P is said tobe trivial if there exists a point lying on every line. It is easy to see that, if Pis nontrivial, then jLj � t2 + t+ 1 with equality if and only if P is a projectiveplane (of order t); moreover, every point is on at most t + 1 lines. Clearly, anontrivial partial projective plane of order t = 1 has jLj � 3 lines.Hall [1977] shows that every nontrivial partial projective plane with su�-ciently many lines can be extended to a projective plane. Namely,Theorem 22.0.3. Let P = (X;L) be a nontrivial partial projective plane oforder t � 2 with jLj � t2�1 lines. Then, P can be extended to a projective planeP1 = (X1;L1) of order t; that is, X � X1 and L � L1.Let P = (X;L) be a partial projective plane of order t with n := jLj lines.Then, P yields a hypercube embedding of 2t11n; namely, by labeling the elementsof Vn by the lines in L. Note that this embedding is nontrivial precisely if Pis nontrivial. Therefore, the existence of a nontrivial partial projective plane oforder t ensures that the metric 2t11n is not h-rigid. (Recall that n � t2+ t+1 inthis case.) It ensures, moreover, that the metric 2t11n+1 is not h-rigid. Indeed,let Z be a set of cardinality t � 1 disjoint from X. If we label the elements ofVn by the sets L [ Z for L 2 L and the remaining element of Vn+1 n Vn by theempty set, then we obtain a nontrivial hypercube embedding of 2t11n+1.In fact, for n large enough, the existence of a nontrivial hypercube embeddingof 2t11n depends only on the existence of a (partial) projective plane of order twith a suitable number of lines. The following two theorems were proved by Hall[1977].Theorem 22.0.4. Let n � t2 � 4. The metric 2t11n is not h-rigid if and only ifn � t2 + t+ 2 and there exists a projective plane of order t.



Chapter 22. Rigidity of the Equidistant Metric 337Theorem 22.0.5. Let n � 12 (t + 2)2 with t � 2. If 2t11n is not h-rigid thenthere exists a nontrivial partial projective plane of order t with n� 1 lines.In fact, Theorem 22.0.4 can be derived easily from Theorems 22.0.3 and 22.0.5,as we indicate below. As an application of Theorem 22.0.5 we have the followingTheorems 22.0.6 and 22.0.7 which were obtained earlier, respectively, by Deza[1973b] and van Lint [1973]. (The case t = 1 in Theorem 22.0.6 is not coveredby Theorem 22.0.5 but can be very easily checked directly.) Another case ofh-rigidity for the metric 2t11n will be given later in Corollary 23.2.5.Theorem 22.0.6. If n � t2 + t + 3 and t � 1, then 2t11n is h-rigid, i.e., theonly Z+-realization of 2t11n is the star realization from (22.0.1).Theorem 22.0.7. Let n = t2 + t + 2 with t � 3. If the metric 2t11n is noth-rigid, then there exists a projective plane of order t.Proof of Theorem 22.0.4. Let n � t2 � 4 and suppose that 2t11n is not h-rigid.We show that there exists a projective plane of order t. If t � 5, this followsimmediately from Theorems 22.0.3 and 22.0.5, as t2 � 12(t + 2)2; on the otherhand, projective planes are known to exist for any order t 2 f2; 3; 4g. We nowverify that n � t2+ t+2. For this, note that n � t2+ t+3 implies n � 12(t+2)2;then a nontrivial partial projective plane of order t with n � 1 lines exists (byTheorem 22.0.5), which implies that n� 1 � t2+ t+1, yielding a contradiction.Conversely, it is immediate to verify that a projective plane of order t yields anontrivial hypercube embedding of 2t11n when n � t2.We now turn to the proof of Theorem 22.0.5. We will use the followingnotation. Let M be a binary n � m matrix which is an h-realization matrixof 2t11n. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the �rst row of M isthe zero vector. Then, every other row of M has 2t units and any two rows(other than the �rst one) have t units in common. Given a nonzero row u0 ofM ,M � u0 denotes the matrix obtained from M by replacing each row by its summodulo 2 with u0. Clearly, M �u0 is again an h-realization matrix of 2t11n withone zero row. Moreover, M � u0 provides a nontrivial hypercube embedding of2t11n if and only if the same holds for M . We start with a preliminary resulton the number r of units in the columns of M ; the inequality r(n� r) � nt inLemma 22.0.8 was proved by Deza [1973b] and the equality case was analyzedby Hall [1977].Lemma 22.0.8. Let r denote the number of units in a column of M . Then,r(n� r) � nt, implying thatmin(r; n� r) � 12(n�pn2 � 4nt):Moreover, r = n2 = 2t if r(n� r) = nt.



338 Chapter 22. Rigidity of the Equidistant MetricProof. Let w be a column of M , let r denote the number of 1's in w, andlet � denote the number of columns of M identical to w. Let M 0 denote then� (m��) denote the submatrix obtained fromM by deleting these � columns,and let d0 denote the distance on n points de�ned by letting d0ij denote theHamming distance between the i-th and j-th rows of M 0. We can suppose thatthe �rst n � r entries of w are equal to 0 and its last r entries are equal to 1.Then, ( d0ij = 2t if 1 � i < j � n� r; or n� r + 1 � i < j � n;d0ij = 2t� � if 1 � i � n� r < j � n:Consider the inequality of negative type:(a) Qn(�r; : : : ;�r; n� r; : : : ; n� r)Tx :=X1�i<j�n�r r2xij + Xn�r+1�i<j�n(n� r)2xij � X1�i�n�r<j�n r(n� r)xij � 0:As d0 is hypercube embeddable by construction, d0 satis�es the above inequality(recall Section 6.1). We deduce from it that �r(n� r) � nt; which impliesr(n� r) � nt:From the latter relation follows immediately thatmin(r; n� r) � 12(n�pn2 � 4nt):Suppose now that r(n� r) = nt. Then, � = 1. For each column v of M distinctfrom w, let av (resp. bv) denote its number of units in the �rst n� r rows (resp.in the last r rows). From the fact that d0 satis�es the inequality (a) at equality,we deduce that rav = (n� r)bv:Note that Xv av(n� r � av) = X1�i<j�n�r d0ij = 2t n� r2 !;Xv bv(r � bv) = Xn�r+1�i<j�nd0ij = 2t r2!;where the sums are taken over all columns v of M distinct from w. AsXv avn� r (1� avn� r ) =Xv bvr (1� bvr );we obtain that 2t(n�r)2 �n�r2 � = 2tr2 �r2�, which yields r = n2 . Finally, r(n�r) = n24 =nt, implying n = 4t.Proof of Theorem 22.0.5. Note �rst that we can clearly assume that n > 12(t+2)2when t = 2 (as a projective plane of order 2 does exist). LetM be an h-realization



Chapter 22. Rigidity of the Equidistant Metric 339matrix of 2t11n providing a nontrivial hypercube embedding of 2t11n. We assumethat the �rst row of M is the zero vector. Let � denote the maximum valuetaken by min(r; n� r), where r is the number of units in a column of M . Hence,each column of M has either � � units, or � n� � units. Call a column heavyif it has � n � � units and light otherwise. We know from Lemma 22.0.8 that�(n� �) � nt, i.e., � � 12(n�pn2 � 4nt). Note that(a) 12(n�pn2 � 4nt) < t+ 2() n > 12(t+ 2)2and equality holds simultaneously in both inequalities. We will use this fact laterin the proof.Let us suppose for a contradiction that there does not exist a nontrivialpartial projective plane of order t with n� 1 lines. We claim:(22.0.9) If � � t+ 1; then n � 12(t2 + 3t+ 4);(22.0.10) n � 12(t+ 2)2:We �rst show that (22.0.9) holds. For this, suppose that � � t + 1 and n >12(t2 + 3t+ 4). Then,(c) there are at most t+ 1 heavy columns.For, suppose that there are at least t + 2 heavy columns in M . Consider thesubmatrix Y of M consisting of t + 2 heavy columns. Then, the total numberf of units in Y satis�es: f � (t + 2)(n � �) � (t + 2)(n � t � 1) (by countingunits per columns). We now count the units in Y per rows. If Y has an all-ones row then every other nonzero row has at most t units and, thus, f �t+2+ t(n� 2) = (t+2)(t+1)+ t(n� t� 4): Else, at most t+2 rows in Y havet+ 1 units and, thus, f � (t+ 2)(t+ 1) + t(n� t� 3): In both cases, we obtain:(t+ 2)(n� t� 1) � (t+ 2)(t+ 1) + t(n� t� 3), which contradicts the fact thatn > 12(t2 + 3t+ 4). This shows (c). Next, we claim:(d) Every nonzero row in M has at least t� 1 units in the heavy columns.Indeed, suppose that a nonzero row u0 of M has at most t�2 units in the heavycolumns. Then, the matrix M � u0 (de�ned as mentioned above by replacingeach row in M by its sum modulo 2 with u0) is an h-realization matrix of 2t11nhaving t+ 2 heavy columns, thus contradicting (c).Hence, M has t � 1, t, or t + 1 heavy columns. Suppose �rst that M hast � 1 heavy columns. Then, by (d), each nonzero row of M has units in allheavy columns. Therefore, the submatrix of M restricted to the light columns(and deleting the �rst zero row) is the incidence matrix of a nontrivial partialprojective plane of order t with n�1 lines, in contradiction with our assumption.Suppose now that M has t heavy columns. Then, there is a row u0 of M havingexactly t� 1 units in the heavy columns (else, M would correspond to the star



340 Chapter 22. Rigidity of the Equidistant Metricembedding of 2t11n). But, in this case, the matrix M � u0 has t + 2 heavycolumns, contradicting (c). Finally, suppose that there are t+1 heavy columns.If some row u0 of M has t + 1 units (resp. t � 1 units) in the heavy columns,then M � u0 has t� 1 (resp. t+ 3) heavy columns; the �rst case has just beenexcluded above and the second one is forbidden by (c). Hence, every nonzero rowof M has t units in the heavy columns. Let x denote the binary vector indexedby the columns of M and having ones precisely in the positions of the heavycolumns. Then, M � x is the incidence matrix of a nontrivial partial projectiveplane of order t with n lines. We have again a contradiction with our assumption.Therefore, relation (22.0.9) holds.We now verify (22.0.10). Indeed, if n > 12(t+ 2)2, then � � t+ 1 by (a) andthus, using (22.0.9), n � 12(t2 + 3t+ 4) < 12(t+ 2)2, a contradiction.Therefore, we have obtained that n = 12(t+ 2)2 and t � 3. By (22.0.9), thisimplies that � � t+ 2. On the other hand, � � t+ 2 by (a). Hence, � = t + 2.Thus, �(n� �) = nt which, by Lemma 22.0.8, implies that � = n2 = 2t. That is,t = 2, while we had assumed that t � 3. This concludes the proof.Consider, for instance, the case t = 6. By Theorem 22.0.4, the metric 1211n ish-rigid if n � 36 (as PG(2; 6) does not exist). It is, in fact, h-rigid for all n � 33as stated in the next result, proved by Hall, Jansen, Kolen and van Lint [1977].Proposition 22.0.11. The equidistant metric 1211n is h-rigid for all n � 33.The h-rigidity result from Theorem 22.0.6 was extended by Deza, Erd�os andFrankl [1978] to the class of metrics of the form P1�i�n ti�(fig) for t1; : : : ; tn 2Z+; the case t1 = : : : = tn = t corresponding to the case of the equidistant metric2t11n.Theorem 22.0.12. Let t1; : : : ; tn be positive integers. If n is large with respectto max(t1; : : : ; tn), then the metric P1�i�n ti�(fig) is h-rigid.



Chapter 23. HypercubeEmbeddings of the EquidistantMetric
We study in this chapter how to construct various hypercube embeddings forthe equidistant metric 2t11n from designs. A Z+-realization of 2t11n consists of afamily B of (not necessarily distinct) subsets of Vn such thatXB2B �(B) = 2t11n:Given i0 2 Vn, we can suppose without loss of generality that i0 62 B for allB 2 B (replacing if necessary B by Vn nB). Then, B is a collection of subsets ofVn�1 satisfying:(i) each point of Vn�1 belongs to 2t members of B, and(ii) any two distinct points of Vn�1 belong to t common members of B.Such a set family B is known as a (2t; t; n� 1)-design. Therefore, the hypercubeembeddings of 2t11n are nothing but special classes of designs. We review inSection 23.1 some known results on designs and we state precisely the link withhypercube embeddings of the equidistant metric in Section 23.2. Results onthe minimum h-size of the equidistant metric are grouped in Section 23.3. Wedescribe all the hypercube embeddings of 2t11n for small n or t in Section 23.4.Much of the exposition in this chapter follows Deza and Laurent [1993c].23.1 Preliminaries on Designs23.1.1 (r; �; n)-Designs and BIBD'sLet B be a collection of (not necessarily distinct) subsets of Vn. The sets B 2 Bare called blocks. Let r; k; � be positive integers. Consider the following proper-ties:(i) Each point of Vn belongs to r blocks.(ii) Any two distinct points of Vn belong to � common blocks.(iii) Each block has cardinality k.Clearly, if (ii),(iii) hold, then (i) holds with(23.1.1) r = �n� 1k � 1 341



342 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant Metricand the total number b of blocks in B (counting multiplicities) is given by(23.1.2) b = rnk = �n(n� 1)k(k � 1) :The multiset B is called a (r; �; n)-design if (i),(ii) hold with 0 < � < r. B issaid to be trivial if B consists of the following blocks: Vn repeated � times and,for each i 2 Vn, the block fig repeated r � � times. In fact, if n is large withrespect to r and �, then every (r; �; n)-design is trivial (this follows, e.g., fromthe rigidity results of Chapter 22).The multiset B is called a (n; k; �)-BIBD if (i),(ii),(iii) hold with � > 0,1 < k < n� 1. (BIBD stands for balanced incomplete block design.) A (n; k; �)-BIBD is said to be symmetric if r = k holds or, equivalently, the number ofblocks b is equal to the number n of points.Let B be a (n; k; �)-BIBD. Then, the collectionB� := fVn n B j B 2 Bgis a (n; k0 := n � k; �0 := b � 2r + �)-BIBD, called the dual of B. (Note that1 < k0 < n � 1 and (n � 1)(b � 2r + �) = (b � r)(n � k � 1), which permits tocheck that �0 > 0.) If B is symmetric, then B� too is symmetric. For instance,the dual of PG(2; t) is a symmetric (t2 + t+ 1; t2; t2 � t)-BIBD.The following result is due to Ryser [1963].Theorem 23.1.3. Let B be a (r; �; n)-design with b blocks. Then, b � n holds,with equality if and only if B is a symmetric (n; r; �)-BIBD.Proof. Let A denote the incidence matrix of B, i.e., A is the n � b matrix withentries ai;B = 1 if i 2 B and ai;B = 0 if i 62 B, for i 2 Vn; B 2 B. Suppose thatb < n. Let M denote the n� n matrix obtained by adding n � b zero columnsto A. Then, MMT = �J + (r � �)I;where J is the all-ones matrix and I the identity matrix. One can check thatthe eigenvalues of MMT are r + (n � 1)� and r � � (with multiplicity n � 1),which shows that M is nonsingular. This contradicts the fact that M has a zerocolumn. Hence, we have shown that b � n. Suppose now that b = n. We showthat each block of B has cardinality r. From the above argument, the matrix Ais an n� n matrix satisfying(a) AAT = �J + (r � �)I; and AJ = rJ:Hence, A�1J = r�1J and AATJ = (�n+ r � �)J;implying(b) ATJ = (�n+ r � �)r�1J; i.e., JA = (�n+ r � �)r�1J:



23.1 Preliminaries on Designs 343Therefore, JAJ = (�n+ r � �)r�1nJ:But, JAJ = rnJ from (a), which implies(c) r � � = r2 � �n:Substituting (c) in (b), we obtain JA = rJ: This shows that each block of B hassize r. Hence, B is a symmetric (n; r; �)-BIBD.Clearly, from (23.1.2), a necessary condition for the existence of a (n; k; �)-BIBD is the following divisibility condition:(23.1.4) k�1 is a divisor of �(n�1) and k(k�1) is a divisor of �n(n�1):This condition is, in some cases, already su�cient for the existence of a (n; k; �)-BIBD. A few such cases are described in Theorem 23.1.5 below; assertion (i) isproved in Wilson [1975], (ii) in Hanani [1975], and (iii) in Mills [1990].Theorem 23.1.5.(i) Suppose that (23.1.4) holds and that n is large with respect to k and �.Then, there exists a (n; k; �)-BIBD.(ii) For k � 5, a (n; k; �)-BIBD exists whenever (23.1.4) holds with the singleexception: n = 15; k = 5; � = 2. For k = 6, � � 2, a (n; 6; �)-BIBD existswhenever (23.1.4) holds with the single exception: n = 21; � = 2.(iii) For k = 6; � = 1, a (n; 6; 1)-BIBD exists whenever (23.1.4) holds with thepossible exception of 95 undecided cases (including n = 46; 51; 61; 81; 141;: : : ; 5391; 5901).Two important cases of parameters for a symmetric BIBD are:(i) The (t2 + t + 1; t + 1; 1)-BIBD, which is nothing but the projective planeof order t, denoted by PG(2; t).(ii) The (4t�1; 2t; t)-BIBD, also known as the Hadamard design of order 4t�1.Recall that Hadamard designs are in one-to-one correspondence with Hadamardmatrices. Namely, a Hadamard matrix is an n�n �1-matrix A such that AAT =nI. Its order n is equal to 1, 2 or 4t for some t � 1. We can suppose withoutloss of generality that all entries in the �rst row and in the �rst column of A areequal to 1. Replace each �1 entry of A by 0 and delete its �rst row and column.We obtain a (4t � 1) � (4t � 1) binary matrix whose columns are the incidencevectors of the blocks of a Hadamard design of order 4t� 1.It is conjectured that Hadamard matrices of order 4t exist for all t � 1. Thiswas proved for t � 106. (For more information on Hadamard matrices see, e.g.,Geramita and Seberry [1979] and Wallis [1988].)



344 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant MetricRemark 23.1.6. The parameters (k; �) with 3 � k � 15 for which there ex-ists a symmetric (n; k; �)-BIBD (then, n = 1 + k(k�1)� , by (23.1.1)) have beencompletely classi�ed (with the exception of k = 13; � = 1 corresponding to thequestion of existence of PG(2; 12)) (see Biggs and Ito [1981]). Besides the pa-rameters corresponding to a projective plane, or to a Hadamard design, or to adual of them, a symmetric (n; k; �)-BIBD exists if and only if (n; k; �) is one ofthe following list: (16; 6; 2); (37; 9; 2), (25; 9; 3), (16; 10; 6) (which is dual to thecase (16; 6; 2)), (56; 11; 2), (31; 10; 3), (45; 12; 3), (79; 13; 2), (40; 13; 4), (71; 15; 3)and (36; 15; 6).A useful notion is that of extension of a design. Let B be a collection ofsubsets of Vn and let i0 62 Vn. Given an integer s, the s-extension of B isthe collection B0 whose blocks are the blocks of B together with the block fi0grepeated s times.23.1.2 Intersecting SystemsLet A be a collection of subsets of a �nite set and let r; � be positive integers.Then, A is called a (r; �)-intersecting system if jAj = r for all A 2 A andjA \ Bj = � for all distinct A;B 2 A. The maximum cardinality of a (r; �)-intersecting system consisting of subsets of Vb is denoted by f(r; �; b).A is called a �-system with center K and parameters (r; �) if jKj = �,jAj = r for all A 2 A, and A \ B = K for all distinct A;B 2 A. Clearly, if Aconsists of subsets of Vb, then jAj � b��r�� .Remark 23.1.7. (r; �; n)-designs and (r; �)-intersecting systems are basicallythe same objects. Namely, let M be a n � b binary matrix, let B denote thefamily of subsets of Vn whose incidence vectors are the columns of M , and letA denote the family of subsets of Vb whose incidence vectors are the rows ofM . Then, B is a (r; �; n)-design if and only if A is a (r; �)-intersecting systemof cardinality n. Moreover, B is trivial if and only if A is a �-system. As areformulation of Theorem 23.1.3, f(r; �; b) � b holds. These two terminologiesof (r; �; n)-designs and intersecting systems are commonly used in the literature;this is why we present them both here. Moreover, we will need intersectingsystems in Section 24.3.Note also that partial projective planes of order t (with n lines) and (t+1; 1)-intersecting systems (with n members) are exactly the same notions and theycorrespond to (t + 1; 1; n)-designs (trivial partial projective planes or designscorresponding to �-systems).By the above remark, intersecting systems arise as the h-labelings of theequidistant metric. Namely,Proposition 23.1.8. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the h-labelings of the equidistant metric 2t11n and the (2t; t)-intersecting systems of



23.2 Embeddings of 2t11n and Designs 345cardinality n� 1.Proof. Indeed, in any h-labeling of 2t11n, we may assume that one of the pointsis labeled by ; and then the sets labeling the remaining n � 1 points are themembers of a (2t; t)-intersecting system.Hence, Theorem 23.1.9 below from Deza [1973b] follows as a reformulationof Theorem 22.0.6.Theorem 23.1.9. Let t � 1 be an integer and let A be a (2t; t)-intersectingsystem. If jAj � t2 + t+ 2, then A is a �-system.As an application of Theorem 23.1.9, Deza [1974] proved the following result, solvinga conjecture of Erd�os and Lov�asz.Theorem 23.1.10. Let t � 1 be an integer and let A be a collection of subsets of a�nite set such that jA \ Bj = t for all A 6= B 2 A. Set k := max(jAj : A 2 A). IfjAj � k2 � k + 2, then A is a �-system.We conclude with an easy application, that will be needed later.Lemma 23.1.11. Let k; t � 1 be integers such that t < k2 + k + 1 and let A bea (k + t; t)-intersecting system. If jAj � k2 + k + 3, then A is a �-system.Proof. Let A1 2 A and set A0 := fA4A1 j A 2 AnfA1gg. One checks easily thatA0 is a (2k; k)-intersecting system with jA0j � k2 + k + 2. By Theorem 23.1.9,A0 is a �-system. Let K denote its center, jKj = k. Let A 2 A; A 6= A1. Set� := jA1 \Kj, then jA1 \ ((A4A1) nK)j = k � � since A1 \ (A4A1) = A1 n Ahas cardinality k. If � � k � 1, thenk + t = jA1j � �+ jA0j(k � �) � �+ (k2 + k + 2)(k � �);implying t � (k � �)(k2 + k + 1), contradicting the assumption on t. Hence,� = k, i.e., A1 n A = K and, thus, A1 \ A = A1 n K. This shows that A is a�-system.23.2 Embeddings of 2t11n and DesignsLet t; n � 1 be integers. Every Z+-realization of 2t11n is of the form(23.2.1) 2t11n = XB2B �(B);where B is a collection of (not necessarily distinct) subsets of Vn. Let k � 1 bean integer. The realization (23.2.1) is said to be k-uniform if jBj = k; n� k for



346 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant Metricall B 2 B. It is very easy to construct Z+-realizations of the equidistant metricfrom designs.For instance, let B be a (r; �; n)-design. Then,XB2B �(B) = 2(r � �)11n:Moreover, if r � 2�, then the (r � 2�)-extension of B yields a Z+-realization of2(r � �)11n, namely,XB2B �(B) + (r � 2�)�(fi0g) = 2(r � �)11n+1;where Vn+1 n Vn = fi0g. In particular, each (t + 1; 1; n)-design yields a Z+-realization of 2t11n and its (t� 1)-extension yields a realization of 2t11n+1. Also,the 0-extension of a (2t; t; n� 1)-design gives a Z+-realization of 2t11n.If B is a (n; k; �)-BIBD, then (23.2.1) is a Z+-realization of the equidistantmetric 2�n�kk�111n. In particular, if B is a Hadamard design of order 4t � 1,then (23.2.1) is a Z+-realization of 2t114t�1 and the 0-extension of B yields aZ+-realization of 2t114t. If B is PG(2; t), then (23.2.1) is a Z+-realization of2t11t2+t+1 and the (t� 1)-extension of B yields a Z+-realization of 2t11t2+t+2.The next result makes precise the correspondence between Z+-realizationsof the equidistant metric and designs. The �rst assertion (i) is nothing but areformulation of Proposition 23.1.8 (using the link between intersecting systemsand designs, explained in Remark 23.1.7).Proposition 23.2.2.(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the Z+-realizations of 2t11nand the (2t; t; n� 1)-designs.(ii) For k 6= n2 , there is a one-to-one correspondence between the k-uniformZ+-realizations of 2t11n and the (n; k; t(k�1)n�k )-BIBD's.Proof. (i) follows by assuming that all blocks B 2 B do not contain a given pointi0 of Vn (replacing, if necessary, B by Vn nB).(ii) It is immediate to check that (23.2.1) holds if B is a (n; k; t(k�1)n�k )-BIBD.Suppose now that (23.2.1) holds, with jBj = k for all B 2 B, and k 6= n2 . Bytaking the scalar product of both sides of (23.2.1) with the all-ones vector, weobtain that the number b of blocks satis�esb = tn(n� 1)k(n� k) :We show that each point belongs to the same number of blocks. For this, let rdenote the number of blocks that contain the point 1 and denote by ai the numberof blocks containing both points 1 and i, for i = 2; : : : ; n. Then, P2�i�n ai =r(k�1). Counting in two ways the total number of units in the incidence matrixof B (summing over the columns or over the rows), we obtainbk = r + X2�i�n(2t� r + 2ai);



23.3 The Minimum h-Size of 2t11n 347implying r = tn�1n�k . Hence, any two points of Vn belong to r� t = t k�1n�k commonblocks. Therefore, B is a (n; k; t(k�1)n�k )-BIBD.It is convenient for further reference to reformulate Theorem 22.0.5 in termsof designs. As can be easily veri�ed, the above proof of Theorem 22.0.5 permitsto formulate the following sharper statement.Theorem 23.2.3. Suppose that n � 12(t+ 2)2 with t � 3, or that n > 12(t+ 2)2with t = 2. Let B be a family of subsets of Vn for which (23.2.1) holds andde�nes a nontrivial hypercube embedding of 2t11n. Then B is equivalent, eitherto a nontrivial (t + 1; 1; n)-design, or to the (t � 1)-extension of a nontrivial(t+ 1; 1; n � 1)-design.Take, for instance, t = 3 and n = 12 (< 12(t + 2)2). Then, 61112 has aZ+-realization which is not of the form indicated in Theorem 23.2.3; such a real-ization can be obtained from the 1-extension of a (5,2,11)-design. The followingresult of McCarthy and Vanstone [1977] will yield a new case of h-rigidity forthe equidistant metric.Theorem 23.2.4. Let �; t be positive integers such that t > 2�2 + 3�+ 2 (i.e.,� < p8t�7�34 ). Suppose that PG(2; t) does not exist. Then, for n � t2 � �, each(t+ 1; 1; n)-design is trivial.Corollary 23.2.5. Suppose that PG(2; t) does not exist. If n > t2+1�p8t�7�34 ,then the metric 2t11n is h-rigid.Proof. Let B be a family of subsets of Vn for which (23.2.1) holds and de�nes anontrivial hypercube embedding of 2t11n. By Theorem 23.2.3, B is equivalent toa (t + 1; 1; n)-design or to the (t � 1)-extension of a (t + 1; 1; n � 1)-design (asn � 12(t+2)2). By Theorem 23.2.4, such designs are trivial. Hence, B yields thestar realization of 2t11n, a contradiction.23.3 The Minimum h-Size of 2t11nRecall that the minimum h-size of 2t11n is de�ned as the smallest cardinality ofa multiset B � 2Vn satisfying (23.2.1); it is denoted by sh(2t11n). (The notionof minimum h-size was introduced in Section 4.3.) The following result is areformulation of Ryser's result on the number of blocks of a (2t; t; n� 1)-design.Theorem 23.3.1.(i) sh(2t11n) � n � 1, with equality if and only if n = 4t and there exists aHadamard matrix of order 4t.



348 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant Metric(ii) Suppose n 6= 4t. If n = 2t+ �+ t(t�1)� for some integer � � 1 and if thereexists a symmetric (n; �+ t; �)-BIBD, then sh(2t11n) = n.Proof. (i) By Proposition 23.2.2, the minimum h-size of 2t11n is equal to theminimum number of blocks in a (2t; t; n � 1)-design, which is greater than orequal to n � 1, by Theorem 23.1.3. If sh(2t11n) = n � 1, then there exists a(2t; t; n � 1)-design B with n � 1 blocks. Applying again Theorem 23.1.3, wededuce that B is a symmetric (4t � 1; 2t; t)-design, i.e., a Hadamard design oforder 4t� 1. The assertion (ii) can be easily checked.As an application of Theorem 23.3.1 and Remark 23.1.6, we deduce thatsh(2t11n) = n for the following parameters (t; n): (7,37), (6,25), (9,56), (7,31),(9,45), (11,79), (9,40), (12,71). Note also that sh(2t11n) = n � 1 for (t; n) =(9; 36); (4; 16).The implication from Theorem 23.3.1 (ii) is, in fact, an equivalence in thecases � = 1 (i.e., n = t2 + t+ 1) and � = t (i.e., n = 4t� 1).Proposition 23.3.2.(i) sh(2t11t2+t+1) = t2 + t + 1 if and only if there exists a projective plane oforder t.(ii) sh(2t114t�1) = 4t�1 or, equivalently, sh(2t114t) = 4t�1 if and only if thereexists a Hadamard design of order 4t� 1.(iii) Suppose PG(2; t) exists. Then, sh(2t11t2+t+2) = t2 + 2t if t � 3 andsh(2t11t2+t+2) = t2 + t+ 1 if t = 1; 2.(iv) Suppose PG(2; t) does not exist. If n > t2 + 1� p8t�7�34 , then sh(2t11n) =nt.Proof. (i) follows from Theorems 22.0.4 and 23.3.1.(ii) Suppose B is a block family yielding a Z+-realization of 2t114t�1 with jBj =4t� 1. Then, jBj = n(n�1)tdn2 ebn2 c (n = 4t� 1), which implies that all blocks of B havesize 2t. Hence, B is a Hadamard design of order 4t � 1. The remaining of (ii)follows from Theorem 23.3.1.(iii) For the case t = 1; 2, use Theorem 23.3.1. Suppose t � 3 and set n :=t2 + t + 2. The (t � 1)-extension of PG(2; t) yields a Z+-realization of 2t11n ofsize t2 + t, implying sh(2t11n) � t2 + 2t. Let B be a block family yielding a Z+-realization of 2t11n. We show that jBj � t2+2t. This is obvious if B correspondsto the star realization. Otherwise, we can use Theorem 23.2.3. Either, B isequivalent to a nontrivial (t+1; 1; n)-design; then, its (t�1)-extension yields a Z+-realization of 2t11t2+t+3 distinct from the star realization, in contradiction withTheorem 22.0.6. Or, B is equivalent to the (t� 1)-extension of a (t+1; 1; n� 1)-design and, then, jBj � n�1+t�1 = t2+2t. This shows that sh(2t11n) = t2+2t:Finally, (iv) is a reformulation of Corollary 23.2.5.



23.3 The Minimum h-Size of 2t11n 349Set atn := &n(n� 1)tbn2 cdn2 e ' = &4t� 2tdn2 e' :By taking the scalar product of both sides of (23.2.1) with the all-ones vector,we obtain the following bounds:atn � sh(2t11n) � nt:The equality sh(2t11n) = ntholds if and only if the star realization (22.0.1) is the only Z+-realization of2t11n, i.e., if 2t11n is h-rigid. This is the case, for instance, if n � t2 + t + 3 (byTheorem 22.0.6). Several other results about classes of parameters n; t for which2t11n is h-rigid have been given in Chapter 22. A natural question is what arethe parameters n; t for which the equalitysh(2t11n) = atnholds. If 2t11n admits a Z+-realization PS �S�(S) where �S > 0 only if �(S) isan equicut (i.e., satis�es jSj = bn2 c; dn2 e), then the equality sh(2t11n) = atn holds.For instance, sh(4117) = a27 = 7 and sh(4118) = a28 = 7, as each of 4117 and 4118has a Z+-realization using only equicuts (see Proposition 23.4.4).Clearly (from Theorem 23.3.1), the equality sh(2t11n) = atn can occur only ifn � 4t. The case n = 4t is well understood: equality holds if and only if thereexists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t. The following conjectures are posed byDeza and Laurent [1993c].Conjecture 23.3.3. Suppose that n � 4t and that there exists a Hadamardmatrix of order 4t. Then, sh(2t11n) = atn.Conjecture 23.3.4. Suppose that n � 4t and that there exist Hadamard matri-ces of suitable orders. Then, sh(2t11n) = atn.Conjecture 23.3.4 is obviously weaker than Conjecture 23.3.3 (the word \suit-able" remains to be de�ned in an appropriate way). We refer to Deza andLaurent [1993c] for partial results related to these conjectures. In particular, thefollowing results are proved there.Proposition 23.3.5.(i) Conjecture 23.3.3 holds for all n; t such that n � 4t, and 2t3 < dn2 e ormin(n; t) � 20.(ii) Conjecture 23.3.4 holds for all n; t such that n is even and satis�es 2p2t �n � 4t. (It su�ces to assume the existence of Hadamard matrices of orders2n, 4n, and n (if n2 is even) and n+ 2 (if n2 is odd).)



350 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant MetricCorollary 23.3.6. If n � 4t � 80 then sh(2t11n) = atn.Example 23.3.7. As an example, let us consider the minimum h-size of themetric 2t11n for t = 6 and n � 31. We have:(i) sh(1211n) = 6n for all n � 33 (by Proposition 22.0.11),(ii) sh(121132) = 67 and sh(121131) � 62.Indeed, let B be a block design on V32 for which (23.2.1) holds and de�nes a non-trivial hypercube embedding of 121132. By Theorem 23.2.3, B is equivalent to a(7,1,32)-design, or to the 5-extension of a (7,1,31)-design. Each (7,1,32)-design istrivial (as its 5-extension yields a Z+-realization of the h-rigid metric 121133). Itis shown in McCarthy, Mullin, Schellenberg, Stanton and Vanstone [1976, 1977]that the unique nontrivial (7,1,31)-design is the block family obtained by takingthe blocks of PG(2; 5) together with the 31 singletons; it yields a Z+-realizationof 121131 of size 31 + 31 = 62. Its 5-extension yields a Z+-realization of 121132 ofsize 62 + 5 = 67. This shows that sh(121132) = 67.23.4 All Hypercube Embeddings of 2t11n for Smalln; tWe list all the Z+-realizations of the equidistant metric 2t11n in the followingcases: t = 1, t = 2, n = 4, and we give partial information in the case n = 5.The results are taken from Deza and Laurent [1993c].Let t; n be positive integers. For each integer s such that t� b tn�3c � s � t,we have the following Z+-realization of 2t11n:(23.4.1) 2t11n = (t�(n�3)(t�s))�(fng)+ X1�i�n�1(t�s)�(fi; ng)+s�(fig):Its size is equal to (n� 3)s+ 3t and (23.4.1) coincides with the star realization(22.0.1) for s = t.Proposition 23.4.2. (Case n = 4) The metric 2t114 has t+1 Z+-realizations,given by (23.4.1) for 0 � s � t.Proof. This follows from the fact that the restriction to V3 of any Z+-realizationof 2t114 coincides with the star realization of 2t113.Proposition 23.4.3. (Case t = 1) For n 6= 4, (22.0.1) is the only Z+-realization of the metric 211n and, for n = 4, 2114 has two Z+-realizations: thestar realization (22.0.1) and (23.4.1) for s = 0, namely,2114 =P1�i�4 �(fig) = �(f1; 4g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f3; 4g):



23.4 All Hypercube Embeddings of 2t11n for Small n; t 351Proposition 23.4.4. (Case t = 2)(i) For n � 9, (22.0.1) is the only Z+-realization of 411n.(ii) For n = 4, 4114 has three Z+-realizations: (22.0.1) and (23.4.1) for s = 0; 1,namely,4114 = 2( X1�i�4 �(fig)) = 2( X1�i�3 �(fi; 4g)) = X1�i�4 �(fig) + X1�i�3 �(fi; 4g):(iii) For n = 5, 4115 has (up to permutation) three Z+-realizations: the starrealization (22.0.1), (23.4.1) for s = 1, i.e.,4115 = X1�i�4 �(fi; 5g) + �(fig); and4115 = �(f5g) + X1�i<j�4 �(fi; jg):(iv) For n = 6, 4116 has (up to permutation) three Z+-realizations: the starrealization (22.0.1),4116 = �(f2g) + �(f3g) + �(f4; 6g) + �(f5; 6g) + �(f1; 4g)+�(f1; 5g) + �(f1; 2; 6g) + �(f1; 3; 6g); and4116 = �(f1; 2g) + �(f3; 4g) + �(f5; 6g) + �(f1; 3; 6g)+�(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f1; 4; 5g) + �(f2; 3; 5g) + �(f1; 3; 6g):(v) For n = 7, 4117 has (up to permutation) three Z+-realizations: the starrealization (22.0.1),4117 = �(f7g) + �(f1; 2g) + �(f3; 4g) + �(f5; 6g)+�(f1; 3; 6g) + �(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f1; 4; 5g) + �(f2; 3; 5g); and4117 = �(f1; 2; 7g) + �(f3; 4; 7g) + �(f5; 6; 7g) + �(f1; 3; 6g)+�(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f1; 4; 5g) + �(f2; 3; 5g):(vi) For n = 8, 4118 has (up to permutation) three Z+-realizations: the starrealization (22.0.1),4118 = �(f8g) + �(f1; 2; 7g) + �(f3; 4; 7g) + �(f5; 6; 7g)+�(f1; 3; 6g) + �(f2; 4; 6g) + �(f1; 4; 5g) + �(f2; 3; 5g); and4118 = �(f1; 2; 7; 8g) + �(f3; 4; 7; 8g) + �(f5; 6; 7; 8g) + �(f1; 3; 6; 8g)+�(f2; 4; 6; 8g) + �(f1; 4; 5; 8g) + �(f2; 3; 5; 8g)(corresponding to a Hadamard design).



352 Chapter 23. Hypercube Embeddings of the Equidistant MetricIt seems a rather di�cult task to list all the Z+-realizations of the metric2t11n in the case n = 5. Note that we already have the realizations (23.4.1) fort� b t2c � s � t. For t odd and t � 3, we also have(23.4.5) 2t115 = t�12 (�(f5g) + �(f1; 2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f3; 4g))+�(f1; 5g) + �(f2g) + �(f3g) + �(f4; 5g)+ t+12 �(f1; 4g) + t�32 �(f2; 3g):The following is also a Z+-realizations of 2t115:(23.4.6) 2t115 = p�(f5g) + q�(f1g) + (s� q)�(f1; 5g) + � X2�i�4 �(fi; 5g)+(s� �) X2�i�4 �(fig) + � X2�i�4 �(f1; ig)+(t� s� �)P2�i�4 �(f1; i; 5g);where �; �; p; q; s are integers satisfying8>>>>><>>>>>: 0 � s � t;0 � � � min(s; t2 );max(0; s� 2�; t�3�2 ) � p � min(t� 2�; t�3�+s2 );� = t� 2�� p;q = 3�+ 2p� t:Let �(s; t; �; p) denote the realization from (23.4.6).For t = 3, the feasible parameters for (23.4.6) are (s; �; p) =(1,0,2), (1,1,0),(2,0,2), (2,1,0), (2,1,1), (3,0,3), (3,1,1), (3,0,3), and (3,1,1). Note, however, that�(3; 3; 0; 3) coincides with the star realization (22.0.1); �(3; 3; 1; 1) reads(23.4.7) 6115 = �(f5g) + X1�i�4 �(fi; 5g) + 2�(fig)(this is (23.4.1) in the case t = 3; n = 5; s = 2); �(2; 3; 0; 2) is a permutation of(23.4.7); and �(2; 3; 1; 1) coincides with �(1; 3; 0; 2) (up to permutation).Proposition 23.4.8. (Case t = 3; n = 5) The metric 6115 has �ve distinct (upto permutation) Z+-realizations: the star realization (22.0.1), (23.4.7), (23.4.5)(with t = 3), and (23.4.6) for the parameters (s; �; p) =(2; 1; 1); (2; 1; 0); (1; 1; 0)which read, respectively,6115 = �(f5g) + 2�(f1g) + X2�i�4 �(fi; 5g) + �(fig) + �(f1; i; 5g);6115 = 2�(f1; 5g) + X2�i�4 �(fi; 5g) + �(fig) + �(f1; ig);6115 = �(f1; 5g) +P2�i�4 �(fi; 5g) + �(f1; ig) + �(f1; i; 5g):



Chapter 24. Recognition ofHypercube Embeddable Metrics
In this chapter we consider the following problem, called the hypercube embed-dability problem:Given a distance d on Vn, test whether d is hypercube embeddable.When restricted to the class of path metrics of connected graphs, this isthe problem of testing whether a graph can be isometrically embedded into ahypercube. Such graphs have a good characterization and can be recognized inpolynomial time. This topic has been discussed in detail in Chapter 19.The hypercube embeddability problem is NP-hard for general distances; it is,in fact, NP-complete for the class of distances with values in the set f2; 3; 4; 6g(see Theorem 24.1.8).However, the hypercube embeddability problem can be shown to be solvablein polynomial time for several classes of metrics. This is the case, typically, formetrics having a restricted range of values. For instance, the hypercube em-beddability problem is polynomial-time solvable for the class of distances withrange of values f1; 2; 3g, or f3; 5; 8g or, more generally, fx; y; x+yg where x; y aretwo positive integers not both even. This class is discussed in Section 24.3. Weconsider in Section 24.4 the distances taking two values of the form a; 2a wherea � 1 is an integer. Note that such distances can be seen as scale multiplesof truncated distances of graphs. For this class of distances, hypercube embed-dability can be characterized by a �nite point criterion and, thus, recognized inpolynomial time.We also consider generalized bipartite metrics, which are the metrics d on Vnfor which there exists a subset S � Vn such that d(i; j) = 2 for all i 6= j 2 S andfor all i 6= j 2 Vn n S. The hypercube embeddable generalized bipartite metricscan also be recognized in polynomial time; see Section 24.2.The basic idea which is used for characterizing the hypercube embeddablemetrics within the above classes is the existence of equidistant submetrics, whichare h-rigid if they are de�ned on su�ciently many points (by the results ofChapter 22).We present in Section 24.5 the following result of Karzanov [1985]: Let d bea metric whose extremal graph is K4, C5, or a union of two stars; then, d ishypercube embeddable if and only if d satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).Let us point out that, in contrast with the results from Section 24.3, no char-acterization is known for the hypercube embeddable metrics taking three values,353



354 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metricsall of them even. For instance, the complexity of the hypercube embeddabilityproblem for the class of distances with range of values f2; 4; 6g is not known.The case of distances taking two even values a; b is also unsettled; Section 24.4solves only the case when b = 2a.We start in Section 24.1 with some preliminary results.24.1 Preliminary ResultsLet d be a distance on the set Vn. A �rst easy observation is that we may assumethat no pair of distinct points is at distance 0. Indeed, if d(i; j) = 0 for somedistinct i; j 2 Vn, then d is hypercube embeddable if and only if its restrictionto the set Vn n fjg is hypercube embeddable (as the points i and j should belabeled by the same set in any hypercube embedding of d).If d is hypercube embeddable, then(24.1.1) d(i; j) + d(i; k) + d(j; k) 2 2Z for all i; j; k 2 Vn:(Indeed, if A1; : : : ; An are sets forming an h-labeling of d, then d(i; j) + d(i; k) +d(j; k) = 2(jAij + jAj j + jAkj � jAi \ Aj j � jAi \ Akj � jAj \ Akj) 2 2Z.) Thecondition (24.1.1) is known as the parity condition; it was �rst introduced inDeza [1960]. This condition expresses the fact that each hypercube embeddabledistance d on Vn can be decomposed as an integer combination of cut semimetrics,i.e., belongs to the cut lattice Ln (indeed, (24.1.1) characterizes membership inLn; see Proposition 25.1.1). As an application, we deduce that each hypercubeembeddable distance has some bipartite structure, namely, the set of pairs at anodd distance forms a complete bipartite graph.Lemma 24.1.2. Let d be a distance on Vn. If d satis�es the parity condition(24.1.1), then Vn can be partitioned into Vn = S [ T in such a way that d(i; j) iseven if i; j 2 S or if i; j 2 T , and d(i; j) is odd if i 2 S; j 2 T .This simple fact will be central in our treatment. For instance, the generalizedbipartite metrics, considered in Section 24.2, have only one even distance equalto 2, i.e., they satisfy d(i; j) = 2 for i 6= j 2 S, i 6= j 2 T , for some bipartition(S; T ) of Vn.Obviously, every hypercube embeddable distance d on Vn is `1-embeddable,i.e., belongs to the cut cone CUTn. In other words, d can be decomposed as anonnegative combination of cut semimetrics. Hence, we have the implication:d is hypercube embeddable =) d 2 CUTn and d satis�es (24:1:1)In general, this implication is strict. But, for some classes of distances, thisimplication turns out to be an equivalence; this is the case, for instance, for thedistances with range of values f1; 2g, or f1; 2�; 2� + 1g (� � 2) (see Proposi-tions 24.1.9 and 24.1.10), or for the distances considered in Proposition 24.3.27



24.1 Preliminary Results 355or in Theorem 24.5.1. This is also the case for the distances on n � 5 points, asthe next result by Deza [1960, 1982] shows.Theorem 24.1.3. Let d be a distance on n � 5 points. Then, d is hypercubeembeddable if and only if d 2 CUTn and d satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).The parity condition (24.1.1) also su�ces to characterize hypercube embeddabil-ity for the distances that lie on speci�ed facets of CUTn, in particular, on severalclasses of simplex facets; see relation (31.8.3). We will consider in Chapter 25the quasi h-points, which are the distances d that belong to CUTn and satisfy(24.1.1) but are not hypercube embeddable.Each valid inequality for the cut cone yields therefore a necessary condi-tion for hypercube embeddability. It turns out that the hypermetric inequalitieswill play a crucial role for the characterization of certain classes of hypercubeembeddable distances; see Propositions 24.1.9, 24.3.10, 24.3.11, 24.3.27. Hy-permetric inequalities have been introduced in Section 6.1 and studied in de-tail in Part II; we recall here the main de�nitions in order to make the chap-ter self-contained. Let d be a distance on Vn and let k � 1 be an integer.Then, d is said to be (2k + 1)-gonal if, for all (not necessarily distinct) pointsi1; : : : ; ik; ik+1; j1; : : : ; jk 2 Vn, the following inequality holds:(24.1.4) X1�r<s�k+1d(ir; is) + X1�r<s�k d(jr; js)� X1�r�k+11�s�k d(ir; js) � 0:Equivalently, d is (2k + 1)-gonal if, for all b 2 Zn with P1�i�n bi = 1 andP1�i�n jbij = 2k + 1,(24.1.5) X1�i<j�n bibjd(i; j) � 0:Moreover, d is said to be hypermetric if d is (2k + 1)-gonal for all k � 1. Theinequality (24.1.4) is called the (2k + 1)-gonal inequality.We now recall the link existing between hypercube embeddable distances andintersection patterns. A vector p 2 RVn[En is called an intersection pattern ifthere exist a set 
 and n subsets A1; : : : ; An of 
 such that(24.1.6) pij = jAi \Aj j for all 1 � i � j � n:Hypercube embeddable distances are in one-to-one correspondence with inter-section patterns, via the covariance mapping (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3 and, inparticular, Proposition 5.3.5). Namely, for a distance d on Vn+1, d is hypercubeembeddable if and only if its image p = �(d) under the covariance mapping is anintersection pattern (indeed, the sets A1; : : : ; An; An+1 = ; form an h-labeling of



356 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metricsd if and only if A1; : : : ; An satisfy (24.1.6)). Recall that p = �(d) is de�ned by( pii = d(i; n+ 1) for 1 � i � n;pij = 12(d(i; n + 1) + d(j; n+ 1)� d(i; j)) for 1 � i < j � n:An early reference on intersection patterns is Kelly [1968]; in particular, Kellycharacterizes there the intersection patterns of order n � 4, thus, providing an-other proof for Theorem 24.1.3. The above correspondence permits, for instance,to obtain the following result of Chv�atal [1980] (which will also follow from thetreatment in Section 24.4).Proposition 24.1.7. The hypercube embeddability problem is polynomial forthe class of distances with range of values f2; 4g and having a point at distance2 from all other points.Proof. Let d be a distance on Vn+1 such that d(i; n + 1) = 2 for all i 2 Vn andd(i; j) 2 f2; 4g for all i 6= j 2 Vn. Its image p = �(d) satis�es pii = 2 for alli 2 Vn and pij 2 f0; 1g for all i 6= j 2 Vn. Let H denote the graph on Vn withedges the pairs (i; j) such that pij = 1. Then, d is hypercube embeddable if andonly if p is an intersection pattern which, in turn, is equivalent to H being a linegraph. The result now follows from the fact that line graphs can be recognizedin polynomial time (Beineke [1970]).The hypercube embeddability problem is hard for general metrics; this wasshown by Chv�atal [1980] in the context of intersection patterns.Theorem 24.1.8. The hypercube embeddability problem is NP-complete for theclass of distances having a point at distance 3 from all other points and withdistances between those points belonging to f2; 4; 6g.Proof. We sketch the proof. Let d be a distance as in the theorem. Hence, itsimage p = �(d) satis�es pii = 3 for all i 2 Vn and pij 2 f0; 1; 2g for all i 6= j 2 Vn.Let H denote the multigraph with node set Vn and having pij parallel edgesbetween nodes i and j. It is easy to see that d is hypercube embeddable, i.e., pis an intersection pattern, if and only if the edge set of H can be partitioned intocliques in such a way that each node belongs to at most three of these cliques.Chv�atal [1980] shows that the problem of testing whether a 4-regular graph is3-colourable (which is NP-complete) can be polynomially reduced to the aboveedge partitioning problem for H.There are some classes of distances for which hypercube embeddability isvery easy to characterize. Here are two examples taken, respectively, from As-souad and Deza [1980] and Deza and Laurent [1995a]. The �rst example will becontained in Proposition 24.3.10.Proposition 24.1.9. Let d be a distance on Vn with values in f1; 2g. The



24.2 Generalized Bipartite Metrics 357following assertions are equivalent.(i) d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) d is 5-gonal and satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).(iii) d is the path metric of the complete bipartite graphs K1;n�1 or K2;2, ord = 2d(Kn).Proposition 24.1.10. Let d be a metric on Vn with range of values f1; 2�; 2�+1g, for some integer � � 2. Then, d is hypercube embeddable if and only if dsatis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).Proof. Suppose that d satis�es (24.1.1). Hence, the set of pairs at odd distanceforms a complete bipartite graph KS;T for some bipartition (S; T ) of Vn. As� � 2, the pairs at distance 1 form a matching, say, d(i1; j1) = : : : = d(ik; jk) = 1for i1; : : : ; ik 2 S and j1; : : : ; jk 2 T . Then,d = �(S) + X1�h�k��(fih; jhg) + Xi2Snfi1;:::;ikgj2Tnfj1;:::;jkg ��(fig);showing that d is hypercube embeddable.The case � = 1, i.e., the case of the distances with range of values f1; 2; 3g, issigni�cantly more complicated and will be treated in Section 24.3.We close this section with a result on the number of distinct hypercubeembeddings of a given distance. Given a hypercube embedable distance d on Vnand an integer s � 0, let Nn(d; s) denote the number of distinct Z+-realizationsd =PS �S�(S) (with �S 2 Z+) of d with size PS �S = s. SetMn(x) :=XN(d; s)where the sum is taken over all s 2 Z+ and over all distances d on Vn satisfyingP1�i<j�n d(i; j) = x. It is shown in Deza, Ray-Chaudhuri and Singhi [1990]that the function x 2 Z+ 7! Mn(x) is quasipolynomial. In other words, thereexist an integer t � 1 and polynomials f0; f1; : : : ; ft�1 such thatMn(x) = fi(x) if x � i (mod t); for 0 � i � t� 1:In particular,Mn(x) is bounded by a polynomial in x. Therefore, the number ofdistinct Z+-realizations of d is bounded by a polynomial in x =P1�i<j�n d(i; j).24.2 Generalized Bipartite MetricsLet d be a metric on Vn such that d(i; j) = 2 for all i 6= j 2 S and i 6= j 2 T ,for some bipartition (S; T ) of Vn. Such a metric is called a generalized bipartitemetric. The jSj � jT j matrix D with entries d(i; j) for i 2 S; j 2 T is called the(S; T )-distance matrix of d. For instance, the path metric of a complete bipartite



358 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metricsgraph is a generalized bipartite metric. In this section, we prove the followingresult, which is due to Deza and Laurent [1995a].Theorem 24.2.1. The hypercube embeddability problem is polynomial-time solv-able for the class of generalized bipartite metrics.We start with an easy observation.Lemma 24.2.2. Let d be a generalized bipartite metric with bipartition (S; T ).If d is hypercube embeddable, then there exists an integer � such that d(i; j) 2f�; � + 2; � + 4g for all i 2 S; j 2 T .Proof. Let �; � denote the smallest and largest value taken by d(i; j) for i 2S; j 2 T ; say � = d(i; j), � = d(i0; j0) for i; i0 2 S, j; j0 2 T . Using the triangleinequality, we obtain � = d(i0; j0) � d(i0; i) + d(i; j) + d(j; j0) � 4+�. Moreover,�; � have the same parity by (24.1.1).We will see below what are the possible con�gurations for the pairs at distance�; � + 2; �+ 4.Set s := jSj and t := jT j. Let dS (resp. dT ) denote the restriction of d tothe set S (resp. T ). Then, dS = 211s and dT = 211t are equidistant metrics.Recall (from Proposition 23.4.3) that the equidistant metric 211n is h-rigid ifn 6= 4 and that 2114 has exactly two Z+-realizations, namely, its star realization:2114 =P1�i�4 �(fig), and an additional realization:2114 = �(f1; 2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f1; 4g);called here the special realization.The proof of Theorem 24.2.1 is based on the following simple observation.Let d = XA�Vn �A�(A)be a Z+-realization of d. Then, its projection on S:XA�Vn �A�(A \ S);is a Z+-realization of dS . Hence, if s 6= 4, then it must coincide with the starrealization of 211s and, if s = 4, it must coincide with the star realization or withthe special realization of 2114. The same holds for dT .The following de�nitions will be useful in the sequel. A Z+-realization of dis called a star-star realization if both its projections on S and on T are the starrealizations of 211s and 211t, respectively. A realization of d is called a star-specialrealization if its projection on S is the star realization of 211s, but t = 4 and itsprojection on T is the special realization of 2114. Finally, a realization of d iscalled a special-special realization if s = t = 4 and both its projections on S andT are the special realization of 2114.



24.2 Generalized Bipartite Metrics 359A0 C 0 B0 D0A (f + 2)Ja f + 2 f f�2IaC f + 2 f + 2 f fB f f (f � 2)Jb f � 2+2IbD f f f � 2 f � 2Figure 24.2.3We now analyze the structure of the hypercube embeddable generalized bi-partite metrics admitting a star-star realization.Proposition 24.2.4. Let d be a generalized bipartite metric with bipartition(S; T ). Then, d admits a star-star realization if and only if there exist a parti-tion fA;B;C;Dg of S and a partition fA0; B0; C 0;D0g of T (with possibly emptymembers) with jAj = jA0j and jBj = jB0j and there exist one-to-one mappings� : A �! A0 and � : B �! B0 and an integer f � jBj+ jDj+ jD0j such that thevalues d(i; j) are given by(24.2.5) 8>>><>>>: f if (i; j) 2 ((A [ C)� (B0 [D0)) [ ((B [D)� (A0 [ C 0))[f(k; �(k)) j k 2 Ag [ f(k; �(k)) j k 2 Bg;f + 2 if (i; j) 2 ((A [ C)� (A0 [ C 0)) n f(k; �(k)) j k 2 Ag;f � 2 if (i; j) 2 ((B [D)� (B0 �D0)) n f(k; �(k)) j k 2 Bg:Proof. Let d be a generalized bipartite metric admitting a star-star realization:d = XU2U �(U), where U is a collection (allowing repetition) of nonempty subsetsof V . Hence, jU \ Sj 2 f0; s; 1; s� 1g and jU \ T j 2 f0; t; 1; t� 1g for all U 2 U .We can suppose without loss of generality that jU \Sj 2 f0; 1g for all U 2 U . LetM denote the matrix whose columns are the incidence vectors of the membersof U . Combining the above mentioned two possibilities for U \ S with the fourpossibilities for U \ T , we obtain that M has the form shown in Figure 24.2.6.Hence the sets A;B;C;D and A0; B0; C 0;D0 form the desired partitions of S andT . We can now compute d(i; j) for (i; j) 2 S � T and verify that they satisfyrelation (24.2.5), after setting f := jBj+ jDj+ jD0j+m.Conversely, suppose that d is de�ned by (24.2.5). Set A = fx1; : : : ; xng and



360 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable MetricsB = fy1; : : : ; yng. One can easily check that d satis�es:d = X1�i�jAj �(fxi; �(xi)g) + X1�i�jBj �(T n f�(yi)g [ fyig) + Xx2C[C0 �(fxg)+Xx2D �(T [ fxg) + Xx2D0 �(T n fxg) + (f � jBj � jDj � jD0j)�(T ):This realization is clearly a star-star realization.Figure 24.2.3 shows the (S; T )-distance matrix of the metric d de�ned by(24.2.5). We use the following notation in Figures 24.2.3 and 24.2.6: Ia denotesthe a� a identity matrix, Ja the a� a all-ones matrix, and a block marked, say,with f , has all its entries equal to f . As a rule, we denote the cardinality of aset by the same lower case letter; e.g., a = jAj; a0 = jA0j, etc.a b c d c0 d0 mA Ia 0 0 0 0 0 0B 0 Ib 0 0 0 0 0C 0 0 Ic 0 0 0 0D 0 0 0 Id 0 0 0A0 Ia 1 0 1 0 1 1B0 0 Jb � Ib 0 1 0 1 1C 0 0 1 0 1 Ic0 1 1D0 0 1 0 1 0 Jd0 � Id0 1Figure 24.2.6It is fairly clear that the description from Proposition 24.2.4 permits to test inpolynomial time whether a generalized bipartite metric has a star-star realizationand to �nd it (if one exists) (see Deza and Laurent [1995a] for details). Actually,this can be done in O(n2) if the metric is on n points.One can check whether a generalized bipartite metric has a star-special re-alization in the following way. Suppose jT j = 4. Let z0 2 T and let d0 denotethe restriction of d to the set V n fz0g. If d has a star-special realization then d0has a star-star realization. We see easily that there are O(1) possible star-starrealizations for d0 and all of them can be found in polynomial time. One thenchecks whether one of them can be extended to a star-special realization of d.(If a star-star realization of d0 is as in Figure 24.2.6, there is a unique way to



24.2 Generalized Bipartite Metrics 361complete it to a star-special realization of d, namely, by adjoining the followingrow as a last row to Figure 24.2.6.)a b c d c0 d0 mz0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1Finally, a generalized bipartite metric d has a special-special realization ifand only if, for some m 2 Z+, the (S; T )-distance matrix of the semimetricd�m�(T ) is one of the nine matrices from Figure 24.2.7 (up to permutation onS and T ). (This fact can be checked, using a characterization of the general-ized bipartite metrics admitting a special-special realization analogous to thatof Proposition 24.2.4, see Deza and Laurent [1995a].)3 1 1 11 3 1 11 1 3 11 1 1 3 0 2 2 22 0 2 22 2 0 22 2 2 0 1 1 1 31 3 3 31 3 3 33 3 3 54 4 4 24 2 2 24 2 2 22 2 2 0 3 1 1 11 3 1 13 3 3 13 3 1 3 0 2 2 22 0 2 22 2 2 42 2 4 22 2 2 42 2 2 42 2 2 44 4 4 6 4 4 4 24 4 4 24 4 4 22 2 2 0 3 3 3 13 3 3 13 3 3 15 5 5 3Figure 24.2.7Example 24.2.8. Given an integer k � 5, let d2k denote the metric de�ned on2k points by: d2k(i; i+k) = 4 for any 1 � i � k and d2k(i; j) = 2 for all other pairs(i; j); 1 � i 6= j � 2k. Hence, d2k is a generalized bipartite metric with biparti-tion (f1; 2 : : : ; kg; fk+1; k+2; : : : ; 2kg). Note that 12d2k is the path metric of thecocktail-party graph Kk�2. The metric d2k can be obtained from the equidistantmetric using the full antipodal extension operation, as d2k = Ant4(211k). It is aneasy exercise to verify, for instance using the above procedure, that d2k is nothypercube embeddable (another proof of this fact has been given in Section 7.2,see Example 7.2.7). On the other hand, one veri�es easily that d2k belongs tothe cut cone CUT2k and to the cut lattice L2k (see also Example 7.2.7).The same technique could be used for testing hypercube embeddability for othermetrics than generalized bipartite metrics. Let d be a semimetric on Vn. Suppose thatthere exists a bipartition (S; T ) of V such that the projections dS and dT of d on S andT are of the form:



362 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics(24.2.9) dS =Xx2S �x�(fxg); dT =Xx2T �x�(fxg)for some positive integers �x; �x. From Theorem 22.0.12, we know that dS and dTare h-rigid if jSj is big enough with respect to maxx2S �x and if jT j is big enough withrespect to maxx2T �x. So, theoretically, one could use the same technique as the one usedin Proposition 24.2.4 for studying hypercube embeddability of these metrics. However,a precise analysis of the structure of the distance matrix of such metrics seems to betechnically much more involved than in the case considered above where all �x, �x areequal to 1.The next simplest case to consider after the case of generalized bipartite metricswould be the class of metrics d for which d(x; y) = 4 for x 6= y 2 S and d(x; y) = 2for x 6= y 2 T (i.e., all �x's are equal to 2 and all �x's to 1). One can characterizeh-embeddability of these metrics by a similar reasoning as was applied to generalizedbipartite metrics and, as a consequence, recognize them in polynomial time. Indeed, themetric 411n is rigid for n = 3 and n � 9 and 411n has exactly three Z+-realizations: itsstar realization and two special ones, for each n 2 f4; 5; 6; 7; 8g (cf. Proposition 23.4.4).Another relatively simple case is when one of the sets S or T is small. Deza andLaurent [1995a] give a complete characterization of the hypercube embeddable metricssatisfying (24.2.9) in the case jT j � 2.24.3 Metrics with Few ValuesIn this section, we consider the distances taking two values with distinct parities,and the distances taking three values, not all even and one of them being thesum of the other two. Namely, given a; b 2 Z+, we consider the following classesof distances d:(a) d takes the values 2a; b, with b odd,(b) d takes the values a; b; a+ b, with a; b odd,(c) d takes the values 2a; b; 2a + b, with b odd and b < 2a, and(d) d takes the values 2a; b; 2a + b, with b odd and 2a < b.Laurent [1994] shows that the hypercube embeddability problem can be solvedin polynomial time within each of these classes.Theorem 24.3.1. For �xed a; b, the hypercube embeddability problem withineach of the classes (a), (b), (c), (d) can be solved in polynomial time.We sketch the proof of Theorem 24.3.1 in the rest of the section. It turnsout that each of the classes (a), (b), (c), (d) has to be treated separately. Theinstance a = b = 1 of the class (c) was considered by Avis [1990], who showedthat the hypercube embeddable distances with range of values f1; 2; 3g can berecognized in polynomial time. The proof for the class (c) is essentially the sameas in the subcase a = b = 1.The basic steps of the proof are as follows. Let d be a distance on Vn from oneof the classes (a), (b), (c), or (d). One �rst checks whether d satis�es the paritycondition (24.1.1). If not, then d is not hypercube embeddable. Otherwise, let



24.3 Metrics with Few Values 363(S; T ) be the partition of Vn provided by Lemma 24.1.2 with, say, jSj � jT j. Setn(a; b) := a2 + a + 3 if d belongs to the classes (a), (c), or (d), and n(a; b) :=(a+b2 )2 + a+b2 + 4 if d belongs to the class (b).If n < 2n(a; b)�1, then one can test directly whether d is hypercube embeddable,for instance, by brute force enumeration (the number of operations in this stepdepends only on a; b, but may be exponential in a; b).If n � 2n(a; b) � 1, then jSj � n(a; b). Hence, the restriction of d to the set Sis an h-rigid equidistant metric. Therefore, the points of S should be labeledby the star embedding (or an equivalent of it) in any h-labeling of d. For theclasses (a), (b), (c), (d), this information enables us to completely characterizethe hypercube embeddable distances on n � 2n(a; b) � 1 points by a set ofconditions that can be checked in polynomial time.We present below these characterizations for the classes (a), (b) and (c); seePropositions 24.3.8, 24.3.16, 24.3.18, and 24.3.27. We do not present here theresults on the characterization of hypercube embeddability for the class (d), asthey involve too many technical details.We also have some partial results for the characterization of the hypercubeembeddable distances on n points, for n arbitrary. See Propositions 24.3.9,24.3.10, 24.3.11, and 24.3.17.As mentioned above, we refer to Laurent [1994] for the study of the class(d). Characterization of hypercube embeddability within the class (d) needsmany technical conditions. In some subcases, one needs conditions involvingthe existence of some designs, namely, of intersecting systems with prescribedparameters. Consider, for instance, the distance d from Figure 24.3.2. One cancheck that, if jSj � a2 + a + 3, then d is hypercube embeddable if and only ifjU j � f(2a; a; a+ b), i.e., if there exists a (2a; a)-intersecting system on Va+b ofcardinality jU j.
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Figure 24.3.224.3.1 Distances with Values 2a; b (b odd)Let a; b be positive integers with b odd. Let d be a distance on Vn with range of valuesf2a; bg. Suppose that d is a semimetric and satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1). Then,b � a and let (S; T ) be the partition of Vn provided by Lemma 24.1.2. Then an h-labelingof d consists of two set families A and B such that



364 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics(24.3.3) 8>><>>: A is a (b; b� a)-intersecting system;B is a (2a; a)-intersecting system;jA \ Bj = a for all A 2 A; B 2 B;jAj = jSj; jBj = jT j � 1:Indeed, label a point j0 2 T by ;, the remaining points of T by the members of B, andthe points of S by the members of A.Lemma 24.3.4.(i) If jT j = 1, then d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) If b � 2a, then d is hypercube embeddable.(iii) If b < 2a and 2 � jT j � jSj � a2a�b + 1, then d is hypercube embeddable.(iv) If b < 2a and d is hypercube embeddable, then min(jT j; jSj � 1) � b b2a�bc.Proof. For (i), (ii), and (iii), we construct two families A, B satisfying (24.3.3). Inthe three cases, we take for A a �-system with parameters (b; b � a) and center A0,jA0j = b� a.In case (i), take simply B = ;. In case (ii), as b � 2a, we can �nd a subset B0 of A0with jB0j = a. Then, we take for B a �-system with parameters (2a; a) and center B0such that (A nA0) \ (B nB0) = ; for all A 2 A, B 2 B.In case (iii), we have a � (s� 1)(2a� b) (setting s := jSj), i.e., for each A 2 A, we can�nd s � 1 disjoint subsets A(1); : : : ; A(s�1), of A n A0, each of cardinality 2a � b. Notethat x := b � a + s(2a � b) � 2a. Let X(1); : : : ; X(s�1) be disjoint sets of cardinality2a� x, disjoint from SA2AA. Given A1 2 A, we set B := fB(1); : : : ; B(s�1)g where, for1 � j � s� 1, B(j) = A0 [ A(1)1 [ [A2AnfA1gA(j) [X(j):Then, A, B satisfy (24.3.3).(iv) Suppose that min(jT j; jSj � 1) � b b2a�bc+ 1. Let k be an integer such thatmin(jT j; jSj � 1) � k � � b2a� b�+ 1:Set bi = 1 for k +1 points of S, bi = �1 for k points of T , and bi = 0 for the remainingpoints of Vn. Then, Xi;j2Vn bibjd(i; j) = 2k(k(2a� b)� b) > 0:Hence, d violates a (2k + 1)-gonal inequality and, thus, is not hypercube embeddable.
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24.3 Metrics with Few Values 365Proposition 24.3.8. Let a � b be positive integers with b odd. Let d be a distance on npoints with range of values f2a; bg. If n � 2a2+2a+5, then d is hypercube embeddable ifand only if (i) d satis�es (24.1.1) and b � 2a or (ii) d is the distance from Figure 24.3.5.Proof. Remains to show the \only if" part. Suppose that d is hypercube embeddableand b < 2a. Let A and B satisfying (24.3.3). By assumption, we have jSj � a2 + a+ 3.Hence, A is a (b; b� a)-intersecting system with jAj � a2 + a + 3. By Lemma 23.1.11,A is a �-system; let A0 be its center, jA0j = b� a. If jT j � 2, then jBj � 1. Let B 2 Band set � := jB \ A0j. Then, jB \ (A nA0)j = a� � for all A 2 A. Therefore,2a = jBj � �+jAj(a��) = ajAj��(jAj�1) � ajAj�(b�a)(jAj�1) = (2a�b)jAj+b�a;which implies jAj � 3a� b2a� b = a2a� b + 1:This contradicts the fact that jAj = jSj � a2 + a + 3. Therefore, jT j = 1, i.e., d is thedistance from Figure 24.3.5.Proposition 24.3.9. Let a � b be positive integers with b odd and b � 2a. Let d bea distance on n points with range of values f2a; bg. Then d is hypercube embeddable ifand only if d satis�es (24.1.1).Proposition 24.3.10. Let a � b be positive integers with b odd and b < 43a. Let d be adistance with range of values f2a; bg. The following assertions are equivalent.(i) d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) d satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1) and the 5-gonal inequality (i.e., d does notcontain as substructure the distance from Figure 24.3.7).(iii) d is one of the distances from Figures 24.3.5 and 24.3.6.Proof. The implication (ii) =) (iii) follows from Lemma 24.3.4 (iv), after noting thatb b2a�bc = 1 if b < 43a. The distance from Figure 24.3.6 (i.e., the case jSj = jT j = 2)is indeed hypercube embeddable; label the two nodes of T by ; and A [ A0, and thetwo nodes of S by A0 [ A and A0 [ A0, where A0; A;A0 are disjoint sets of respectivecardinalities b� a; a; a.Note that Proposition 24.1.9 is the case a = b = 1 of Proposition 24.3.10. So, wehave a complete characterization of the hypercube embeddable distances with values inf2a; bg (b odd) except when a; b satisfy: 43a � b < 2a.24.3.2 Distances with Values a; b; a+ b (a,b odd)Let a; b be positive odd integers with a < b. Let d be a distance on Vn with range of valuesfa; b; a+ bg. Suppose that d is a semimetric and satis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).Let (S; T ) be the bipartition of Vn provided by Lemma 24.1.2. Hence, d(i; j) = a+ b fori 6= j 2 S, i 6= j 2 T , and d(i; j) 2 fa; bg for i 2 S; j 2 T . Moreover, the pairs ij withd(i; j) = a form a matching.Proposition 24.3.11. If there are at least two pairs at distance a, then the followingassertions are equivalent.(i) d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) d satis�es (24.1.1) and the 5-gonal inequality.



366 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics(iii) d is the distance from Figure 24.3.12.Proof. Let i; i0 2 S, j; j0 2 T such that d(i; j) = d(i0; j0) = a. If there exists k 2Vn n fi; i0; j; j0g, then set bi = bi0 = bk = 1, bj = bj0 = �1, and bh = 0 for the remainingpoints. Then, Xi;j2Vn bibjd(i; j) = 4a > 0;i.e., d violates a 5-gonal inequality. This shows (ii) =) (iii). If Vn = fi; i0; j; j0g then dis indeed hypercube embeddable; let A and B be disjoint sets with jAj = a and jBj = band label i by A, i0 by B, j by ;, and j0 by A [ B. This shows (iii) =) (i).
Figure 24.3.12 Figure 24.3.13 .......Figure 24.3.14 distance

a+b

 a

 bFrom now on, we can suppose that there is exactly one pair (i0; j0) at distance a,where i0 2 S, j0 2 T . In an h-labeling of d, we can suppose that j0 is labeled by ; and,then, i0 should be labeled by a set A0 of cardinality a. Therefore, an h-labeling of dexists if and only if there exist two set families A and B such that(24.3.15) 8>><>>: A;B are (b; b�a2 )� intersecting systems;jA \ Bj = a+b2 for all A 2 A; B 2 B;A \ A0 = B \A0 = ; for all A 2 A; B 2 B;jAj = jSj � 1; jBj = jT j � 1:Indeed, label the points of S n fi0g by the members of A and the points of T n fj0g byA0 [ B where B 2 B.Proposition 24.3.16. Let a < b be odd integers and let d be a distance on n �2(a+b2 )2 + a + b + 7 points with range of values fa; b; a + bg which is not the distancefrom Figure 24.3.12. Then, d is hypercube embeddable if and only if d is the distancefrom Figure 24.3.14.Proof. The distance from Figure 24.3.14 is hypercube embeddable; indeed choose for Aa �-system. Conversely, suppose that d is hypercube embeddable. By assumption,jSj � (a+ b2 )2 + (a+ b2 ) + 4:Hence, A is a (b; b�a2 )-intersecting system withjAj � (a+ b2 )2 + a+ b2 + 3:By Lemma 23.1.11, A is a �-system; let A1 be its center, jA1j = b�a2 . Suppose thatjT j � 2 and let B 2 B. Then, jB \ (A nA1)j � a for all A 2 A, implying b = jBj � ajAj,in contradiction with the above assumption on jAj. Therefore, jT j = 1, i.e., d is thedistance from Figure 24.3.14.



24.3 Metrics with Few Values 367Proposition 24.3.17. Let a; b be odd integers such that a < b < 2a. Let d be a distancewith range of values fa; b; a + bg. Then, d is hypercube embeddable if and only if d isone of the distances from Figures 24.3.12, 24.3.13, and 24.3.14.Proof. Suppose that d is hypercube embeddable and that d is not the distance fromFigure 24.3.12. Set k := min(jT j; jSj � 1). If k � 2, then k � b bac (else, d violatesa (2k + 1)-gonal inequality). Hence, k = 1, which implies that d is the distance fromFigures 24.3.14 or 24.3.13.
24.3.3 Distances with Values b; 2a; b+ 2a (b odd, b < 2a)Proposition 24.3.18. Let a; b be positive integers with b odd and b < 2a. Let d be adistance on n � 2a2 + 2a+ 5 points with range of values f2a; b; 2a+ bg. The followingassertions are equivalent.(i) d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) d is a semimetric, d satis�es (24.1.1) and d does not contain as substructure anyof the distances from Figures 24.3.19-24.3.26.In particular, if b < a, then d is hypercube embeddable if and only if d is a semimetricand satis�es (24.1.1).
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368 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics
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Figure 24.3.25
2

. . . . .

     a   + a + 3

Figure 24.3.26In Figures 24.3.19-24.3.26, a plain edge represents distance 2a+b, a dotted edge distanceb and no edge means distance 2a.Proof. For the implication (i) =) (ii), we check that none of the distances fromFigures 24.3.19-24.3.26 is hypercube embeddable. Indeed, the distances from Fig-ures 24.3.19-24.3.25 violate some hypermetric inequality. The numbers assigned to thenodes in Figures 24.3.19-24.3.25 indicate a choice of integers bi's for which the hyperme-tric inequality (24.1.5) is violated. For instance, for the distance from Figure 24.3.19,Xi;j2Vn bibjd(i; j) = 4a(2a(2a� b)� b) � 4a > 0since 2a � b � 1. The distance from Figure 24.3.26 is not hypercube embeddable byProposition 24.3.8 (and its proof).We show the implication (ii) =) (i). As d satis�es the parity condition, Vn ispartitioned into S[T with jSj � jT j, d(i; j) = 2a for (i; j) 2 S2[T 2, d(i; j) 2 fb; b+2agfor (i; j) 2 S � T . Set s := jSj. For j 2 T , setNb(j) := fi 2 S j d(i; j) = bg:For v 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; s� 1; sg, setTv := fj 2 T j jNb(j)j = vg:We group below several observations on the sets Tv.(i) Ts�1 = ; (since d does not contain the con�guration from Figure 24.3.19).(ii) jTsj � 1 (since d does not contain the con�guration from Figure 24.3.26).(iii) All Tv are empty except maybe T0; T1; T2; Ts (indeed, jNb(j)j � 2 or jNb(j)j � s� 1for all j 2 T , since d does not contain the substructure from Figure 24.3.20).(iv) At least one of T0 and T2 is empty (since d does not contain the substructure fromFigure 24.3.21).(v) If jT1j � 2, then(v1) either all Nb(j) (j 2 T1) are equal,(v2) or all Nb(j) (j 2 T1) are distinct(since d does not contain the substructure from Figure 24.3.22).(vi) If j 6= j0 2 T2, then jNb(j) \Nb(j0)j = 1 (use Figures 24.3.22 and 24.3.23).(vii) If j 2 T1 and j0 2 T2, then Nb(j) \Nb(j0) 6= ; (by Figure 24.3.22).(viii) If b < a, then T2 = Ts = ; (by the triangle inequality).We show how to construct an h-labeling of d. Let Ai (i 2 S) be disjoint sets ofcardinality a. Set A := [i2SAi. Label the elements of S by the Ai's.



24.3 Metrics with Few Values 369Suppose �rst that b < a. Then, by (viii), d(i1; j1) = : : : = d(ir; jr) = b for somei1; : : : ; ir 2 S, j1; : : : ; jr 2 T , 1 � r � jT j. Let X , Bj (j 2 T n fj1; : : : ; jrg) be pairwisedisjoints sets that are disjoint from A and satisfy jX j = b, jBj j = a. Label j1; : : : ; jr byAi1 [ X; : : : ; Air [ X , respectively, and j 2 T n fj1; : : : ; jrg by X [ Bj . This gives anh-labeling of d.We now suppose that b � a. Let X be a set disjoint from A with jX j = b� a.- If Ts 6= ; then Ts = fxg (by (i)); label x by X .- Label each element j 2 T2 by Si2Nb(j)Ai [X (this gives already an h-labeling of theprojection of d on S [ Ts [ T2 (by (vi))).- Suppose that all Nb(j) (j 2 T1) are equal to, say, fi0g, as in (v1). Let Yj (j 2 T1)be pairwise disjoint sets that are disjoint from A and X and have cardinality a. Labelj 2 T1 by Ai0 [X [ Yj .If all Nb(j) (j 2 T1) are distinct as in (v2), then label j 2 T1 by Si2Nb(j) Ai [ X [ Y ,where Y is a set disjoint from A and X with jY j = a.(In both cases, we have obtained an h-labeling of the projection of d on S [ Ts [T2 [ T1(by (vii)).)- Suppose that T0 6= ;. Then, T2 = ; by (iv). Let Zk (k 2 T0) be pairwise disjoint setsthat are disjoint from all the sets constructed so far and have cardinality a.If we are in case (v1), then jT1j � 1 or (jT1j � 2 and jT0j = 1). (Indeed, if jT1j; jT2j � 2,then d contains the substructure from Figure 24.3.25 and, if jT1j � 3, jT0j = 1, thenwe have the substructure from Figure 24.3.24.) If jT1j = 1, T1 = fjg, label k 2 T0by X [ Yj [ Zk. If jT1j = 2, T1 = fj; j0g, then label the unique element k 2 T0 byX [ Yj [ Yj0 .Else, we are in case (v2). Then, label k 2 T0 by X [ Y [ Zk.In both cases, we have constructed an h-labeling of d.Observe that the exclusion of the distance from Figure 24.3.26 is used only for show-ing that jTsj � 1, i.e., that at most one point is at distance b from all points of S.Consider the distance ds on s + 2 points which has the same con�guration as in Fig-ure 24.3.26 but with s nodes on the top level instead of a2+a+3. Let s(a; b) denote thelargest integer s such that ds is hypercube embeddable. Then, Proposition 24.3.18 re-mains valid if we exclude the distance ds(a;b)+1 instead of excluding the distance da2+a+3from Figure 24.3.26. Note that2 � a2a� b + 1 � s(a; b) � a2 + a+ 2;with s(a; b) = 2 if b < 43a (use Proposition 24.3.10). This implies the following result.Proposition 24.3.27. Let a; b be positive integers with b odd and b < 43a. Let d be adistance on n � 2a2 + 2a+ 5 points with range of values f2a; b; 2a+ bg. The followingassertions are equivalent.(i) d is hypercube embeddable.(ii) d is `1-embeddable and satis�es (24.1.1).(iii) d is hypermetric and satis�es (24.1.1).(iv) d satis�es (24.1.1) and the (2k+1)-gonal inequalities for 2k+1 = 5; 7; 11; 8a� 1.(v) d is a semimetric, d satis�es (24.1.1), and d does not contain as substructure anyof the distances from Figures 24.3.7 and 24.3.19-24.3.25.Note that Proposition 24.3.27 is a direct extension of the result given in Avis [1990]for the subcase a = b = 1.



370 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics24.4 Truncated Distances of GraphsWe consider here the hypercube embeddability problem for the distances takingtwo values of the form a; 2a, where a � 1 is an integer. Such distances canbe interpreted as scale multiples of truncated distances of graphs. Indeed, for adistance d on V with values a, 2a, let G = (V;E) denote the graph with edgesthe pairs at distance a. Then, d coincides with ad�G, where d�G is the truncateddistance of G (taking value 1 on an edge and value 2 on a non edge). (Thetruncated distance has already been considered earlier in Chapter 17.)As we see here, the hypercube embeddability problem can be solved in poly-nomial time for the class of distances with values a, 2a. The case when a isodd has already been settled in the previous section (cf. Proposition 24.3.10).Namely, such distances are hypercube embeddable if and only if they satisfy theparity condition (24.1.1) and the pentagonal inequalities. Hence, it su�ces toverify that all subspaces on at most �ve points are hypercube embeddable in or-der to ensure that the whole distance space is hypercube embeddable. A similar�nite point criterion has been discovered by Assouad and Delorme [1980, 1982]in the case when a is even. The proof uses again as a basic tool the fact thatsome equidistant submetrics are h-rigid, but the details are more involved in thiscase.Theorem 24.4.1. Let (X; d) be a �nite distance space with range of valuesf2k; 4kg where k � 1 is an integer. Set Nk := (3M2R+R+2M2)(M+1)+8k+4,where M := 4k2 + 4k + 3 and R denotes the Ramsey number1 r(M;M). Then,(X; d) is hypercube embeddable if and only if (Y; d) is hypercube embeddable forevery subset Y � X with jY j � Nk.The value of Nk given in this theorem could certainly be improved (at the costof a more detailed analysis). For instance, Assouad and Delorme [1980] showthat, in the case k = 1, N2 can be replaced by 120. The value given here su�ces,however, for the purpose of demonstrating polynomial-time solvability.The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 24.4.1. We intro-duce some notation. For convenience, we visualize a distance d on V with values2k; 4k as d = 2kd�G, where G = (V;E) is the graph with edges the pairs at dis-tance 2k. Then, isometric subspaces of (V; d) correspond to induced subgraphsof G. Then we introduce the class of graphs Fk which consists of the graphs Gfor which 2kd�G is hypercube embeddable. Our aim is to show that a graph Gbelongs to Fk whenever all its induced subgraphs on at most Nk nodes belongto Fk. It is convenient to formalize this notion. A class C of graphs is said tohave order of congruence2 p if C is closed under taking induced subgraphs and1We remind that, given integers s; t � 1, the Ramsey number r(s; t) denotes the smallestinteger n such that every graph on n nodes contains either a clique of size s or a stable set ofsize t. Some estimations for r(s; s) are known; for instance, 2 s2 � r(s; s) � �2s�2s�1 �. (Cf., e.g.,Bondy and Murty [1976].)2The notion of order of congruence has already been introduced earlier; it is, however, used



24.3 Metrics with Few Values 371if a graph belongs to C whenever all its induced subgraphs on at most p nodesbelong to C, and p is the smallest such integer. Thus, we have to show that Fkhas order of congruence � Nk. For this, we decompose Fk into two subfamiliesGk and Fk n Gk whose orders of congruence are easier to determine. Namely, letGk denote the class of graphs G satisfying, either (i) rG 2 Fk, or (ii) G 2 Fkand G is a suspension graph (i.e., has a node adjacent to all other nodes). Wewill also consider a class Hk (to be described later) such that Fk nGk � Hk � Fk.Then, the main steps of the proof consist of showing that(i) Gk has order of congruence � 8k + 4,(ii) Hk has order of congruence � (3M2R+R+ 2M2)(M + 1).The result from Theorem 24.4.1 follows in view of the following (easy) lemma.Lemma 24.4.2. Let A and B be families of graphs having respective orders ofcongruence a and b. Then, A[ B has order of congruence � a+ b.We now determine the order of congruence of Gk and the next subsection willstudy the order of congruence of Hk.Proposition 24.4.3. The family Gk has order of congruence � 8k + 4.Proof. De�ne Ik as the subfamily of Gk consisting of the graphs G whose sus-pension rG belongs to Fk. In a �rst step, we show that(a) Ik has order of congruence � 4k + 2:For this, let G = (V;E) be a graph such that G[X] 2 Ik for all X � V withjXj � 4k + 2; we show that G 2 Ik, i.e., that rG is hypercube embeddablewith scale 2k. We can assume without loss of generality that G is connected.By the assumption, we know that rG is `1-embeddable (as 4k + 2 � 6 and thefamily of graphs whose suspension is `1-embeddable has order of congruence 6 byTheorem 17.1.8). Therefore, G is a line graph or a subgraph of a cocktail-partygraph (again by Theorem 17.1.8). If G is a line graph we are done, since 2d�rG ishypercube embeddable. Hence, G is contained in a cocktail-party graph Kn�2.We can assume without loss of generality that G has exactly one pair of oppositenodes. In other words, G = Kn+1ne and 2kd�rG = ant4k(2k11n+1). Let c(k)denote the largest integer such that ant4k(2k11c(k)) is hypercube embeddable.Then, c(k) � 4k + 1 by Theorem 23.3.1 (i). Hence, G 2 Ik if n + 1 � c(k).On the other hand, if n � c(k) then we can choose a subset X of V of sizec(k) + 1 containing both end nodes of the deleted edge e. Now G[X] 2 Ik sincejXj � 4k + 2. This implies that ant4k(2k11c(k)+1) is hypercube embeddable,contradicting the de�nition of c(k). Hence, (a) holds.We can now proceed with the proof. Let G = (V;E) be a graph such thatG[X] 2 Gk for all jXj � 8k + 4; we show that G 2 Gk. We can suppose thatG 62 Ik, else we are done. By (a), there exists Y � V with jY j � 4k + 2 suchhere in a more restrictive sense.



372 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metricsthat G[Y ] 62 Ik, i.e., rG[Y ] 62 Fk. For any Z � V with jZj � 4k + 2, we havethat G[Y [Z] 2 Gk, which implies that G[Y [Z] is a suspension graph with apexnode z 2 Y . Then, G is a suspension graph with apex y 2 Y . (For, suppose thatfor every y 2 Y there exists zy 2 Z not adjacent to y; then a contradiction isreached by considering Z := fzy j y 2 Y g.) One can now verify that G[V n fyg]belongs to Ik with the help of (a). This shows that G 2 Fk and, thus, G 2 Gk.Next, we consider the class Fk nGk. Some further de�nitions are needed. Weremind that M := 4k2 + 4k + 3 and R = r(M;M) is the Ramsey number. LetG = (V;E) be a graph. We call M -clique (resp. M -stable set) any maximalclique (resp. stable set) of size � M . Then, V0 denotes the union of all M -cliques and V1 denotes the union of their pairwise intersections. A subset L � V0is called transversal if G[L] is connected and L meets every M -clique in at mostone point. Finally, V2 denotes the union of the transversals that have a nodeadjacent to a node of V n V0.We now introduce the classHk which consists of the graphs G 2 Fk satisfyingthe following conditions (i)-(vi):(i) G has no M -stable set.(ii) G has at most M distinct M -cliques.(iii) Any two distinct M -cliques meet in at most two points.(iv) A node adjacent to 4 nodes of an M -clique K belongs to K.(v) G[L] is a complete graph for every transversal L.(vi) Maximal transversals are pairwise disjoint.Note that, for a graph satisfying (i)-(vi), jV n V0j � R (by the de�nition of V0and R), jV1j �M2, and jV2j � 3M2R.We show in the next subsection that Fk nGk is contained in Hk and we studythe order of congruence of Hk.24.4.1 The Class of Graphs HkOur aim here is to show that Fk n Gk � Hk and to determine the order ofcongruence of Hk. In what follows, G = (V;E) is a graph in Fk n Gk. Hence,2kd�G can be isometrically embedded into some hypercube H(
). That is, thereis a mapping: x 2 V 7! X � 
such that jX4Y j = 2k if xy is an edge and jX4Y j = 4k otherwise. (We will usebelow the same letters x and X for denoting a node of G and the subset labelingit in the hypercube; we may sometimes identify both notions and speak of nodeX.)We will use the following fact (cf. Theorem 22.0.6 or 23.1.9): The sets Ylabeling the nodes y of an M -clique K form a �-system (because M = 4k2 +



24.3 Metrics with Few Values 3734k+3). That is, there exists a set C such that C � Y , jY nCj = k for all y 2 Kand the sets Y n C are pairwise disjoint; the set C is called the center of theM -clique K. A similar result holds for M -stable sets (as M � k2 + k + 3).Lemma 24.4.4. G has no M -stable set.Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that S is an M -stable set. We can assumewithout loss of generality that the nodes y 2 S are labeled by pairwise disjointsets Y , each of cardinality 2k. We claim:(a) Every node x 2 V n S is nonadjacent to some node of S:For, suppose that x 2 V n S is adjacent to all nodes of S. Then, x is labeledby X = ; (by the pentagonal inequality applied to the nodes Y1; Y2; Y3 2 S, Xand ;). This implies that x is adjacent to all nodes of G, contradicting the factthat G 62 Gk. Indeed, let x0 2 V n S (x0 6= x) be labeled by X 0; if jX 0j = 4k thenjSj � 4 (since jX 04Y j � 4k implies that jX 0\Y j � k for each y 2 S). Therefore,(a) holds.Let x 2 V n S be labeled by X and let y 2 S which is not adjacent to x;thus, jX4Y j = 4k. Then, 2k � jXj � 6k (by the triangle inequality appliedto ;,X,Y ). If jXj > 2k then jX \ Y j = 12(jXj � 2k) > 0 for every node y 2 Snonadjacent to x; hence, jXj � jSj � 2 > 6k since x can be adjacent to at mosttwo nodes of S (by the pentagonal inequality). Therefore, jXj = 2k. So, we havefound a hypercube embedding of 2kd�rG (labeling the apex node by ;). Thiscontradicts the assumption that G 62 Gk.Lemma 24.4.5. Let K be an M -clique with center C and let x 2 V n K belabeled by X. Then, jX4Cj = 3k.Proof. By the maximality of K, there exists y 2 K which is not adjacent to x;so jX4Y j = 4k. Thus, 3k � jX4Cj � 5k (by the triangle inequality appliedto X;Y;C). Clearly, jX4Cj = 3k if x is adjacent to some y 2 K. Supposenow that x is not adjacent to any y 2 K. Then, for y 2 K, 4k = jX4Y j =j(X4C)4(C4Y )j and, thus, jX4Cj � 3k = 2j(X n C) \ (Y n C)j. This impliesthat jX4Cj = 3k (else jX n Cj �M).Lemma 24.4.6. Two distinct M -cliques meet in at most two points.Proof. Suppose that y1; y2; y3 are distinct elements in two distinct cliques K, K 0with respective centers C, C 0. The pentagonal inequality Q(1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x �0 applied to the distance on the points Y1; Y2; Y3; C;C 0 (assigning 1 to Y1; Y2; Y3and �1 to C;C 0) implies that C = C 0. This contradicts the triangle inequalityapplied to C = C 0; Y 2 K nK 0 and Y 0 2 K 0 nK.Lemma 24.4.7. Let K and K 0 be distinct cliques with respective centers C andC 0. Then, jC4C 0j = 2k.



374 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable MetricsProof. Let y0 2 K 0nK be labeled by Y 0. Then, by Lemma 24.4.5 and the triangleinequality applied to C;C 0; Y 0, we obtain that 2k � jC4C 0j � 4k. Moreover,3k = jC4Y 0j = j(C4C 0)4(C 04Y 0)j implying that 2j(Y 0 n C 0) \ (C n C 0)j =jC4C 0j � 2k. Therefore, jC4C 0j = 2k for, otherwise, jC n C 0j � jK 0 nKj whichyields: M � jK 0j = jK \K 0j+ jK 0 nKj � 4k + 2.Lemma 24.4.8. There are at most M distinct M -cliques.Proof. Let K1; : : : ;KN be the distinctM -cliques with respective centers C1; : : : ;CN and suppose that N > M . Then, there exists a set C such that jC4Cij = kfor all i = 1; : : : ; N (since, by Lemma 24.4.7, we have a 2k-valued equidistantmetric on C1; : : : ; CN ). We claim that jC4Xj = 2k for all x 2 V ; this impliesthat 2kd�rG is hypercube embeddable, contradicting our assumption that G 62 Gk.First, suppose that x belongs to some M -clique Ki. Then, jC4Xj � jC4Cij+jCi4Xj = 2k and 3k = jX4Cj j � jX4Cj + jC4Cjj = jX4Cj + k, whichshows that jC4Xj = 2k. Suppose now that x 62 SNi=1Ki. Then, jX4Cj �jX4Cij+ jCi4Cj = 4k. On the other hand, 3k = jX4Cij = j(X4C)4(C4Ci)jyielding 2j(X n C) \ (Ci n C)j = jX4Cj � 2k. Henceforth, jX4Cj = 2k for,otherwise, jX n Cj �M .Lemma 24.4.9. Let K be an M -clique and let x 2 V nK. Then, x is adjacentto at most three points of K.Proof. If x is adjacent to 4 points of K then their labeling sets together with thecenter C of K provide a hypercube embedding for the metric ant3k(2k115). Thiscannot be, since 3k < sh(2k115) (indeed, sh(2k115)) � 2k6 �52� = 103 k > 3; recallProposition 7.2.6).Lemma 24.4.10. Every transversal is a clique and maximal transversals arepairwise disjoint.Proof. Suppose that x; y; z are distinct points of a transversal L such that yis adjacent to x and z and x; z are not adjacent. Let K 6= K 0 be M -cliquescontaining respectively x and y and let C, C 0 be their centers. We obtain acontradiction by applying the pentagonal inequality to X;Z;C 0; Y; C (assigning1 to X;Z;C 0 and �1 to Y;C).Suppose now that L1 and L2 are nondisjoint maximal transversals. Let x 2L1\L2, y 2 L1nL2 and z 2 L2nL1, letK;K 0 beM -cliques containing respectivelyx and y, with centers C and C 0. We have a contradiction by applying thepentagonal inequality to Y;Z;C;X;C 0 (assigning 1 to Y;Z;C and �1 to X;C 0).Proposition 24.4.11. The order of congruence of the class Hk is less than orequal to (3M2R+R+ 2M2)(M + 1).



24.5 Metrics with Restricted Extremal Graph 375Proof. Let G = (V;E) be a graph such that G[U ] 2 Hk for all U � V withjU j � N(M +1) where N := 3M2R+R+2M2; we show that G 2 Hk. The onlything to verify is that G 2 Fk, as G satis�es obviously (i)-(vi) (since N(M + 1)is large enough). In particular, we have that jV n V0j � R, jV1j � M2 andjV2j � 3M2R.Let L1; : : : ; Lp denote the maximal transversals that are disjoint from V2(i.e., having no node adjacent to a node of V n V0); we have that p � 1 (elsewe are done since jV j � N(M + 1) as V0 � V2). Let V � be a subset of Vcontaining (V n V0) [ V1 [ V2 and meeting every M -clique of G in M points.Then, jV �j � N . Finally, set V �� := V �[Si2I Li, where I consists of the indicesi 2 [1; p] for which Li\V � 6= ; and Li 6� V �. Obviously, jIj � jV �j which impliesthat jV ��j � N(M + 1).Therefore, G[V ��] 2 Hk and, thus, we have an embedding x 2 V �� 7! X � 
�in some hypercube H(
�) for the distance 2kd�G[V ��]. We now indicate how toextend this embedding to the whole graph G.Let 
i (i 2 [1; p] n I) be disjoint sets, disjoint from 
�, and each havingcardinality k. For each M -clique K\V �� of G[V ��], we let CK denote its center.It remains to label the nodes of V nV ��. A node x 2 V nV �� belongs to a uniqueM -clique K and the (unique) maximal transversal containing x is Li for somei 2 [1; p] n I. We then label x by the set X := CK [ 
i. We have to verify thatthis gives a correct labeling, i.e., that, for y 2 V labeled by Y , jX4Y j = 2k ifx; y are adjacent and jX4Y j = 4k otherwise.Suppose �rst that x; y are not adjacent. If y 2 V ��, then jCK4Y j = 3k(by Lemma 24.4.5) which gives jX4Y j = 4k. If y 2 V n V ��, then y is labeledby CK0 [ 
j where K 0 6= K and i 6= j, which gives again jX4Y j = 4k sincejCK4CK0j = 2k (by Lemma 24.4.7).Suppose now that x; y are adjacent. If y 2 K \ V �� then jY4CK j = kand, thus, jX4Y j = 2k. If y 2 K n V �� then Y = CK [ 
j with i 6= j (elsex; y 2 Li \K), which yields again that jX4Y j = 2k. Now, if y 62 K then y 2 Lisince fx; yg is transversal. This implies that y 62 V �� (as i 62 [1; p]). Let K 0 be theM -clique containing y. Then, Y = CK0 [ 
i and, thus, jX4Y j = jCK4CK0j =2k.24.5 Metrics with Restricted Extremal Graphlet d be a metric on Vn. Given distinct i; j 2 Vn, the pair ij is said to be extremalfor d if there does not exist k 2 Vn n fi; jg such thatd(i; k) = d(i; j) + d(j; k) or d(j; k) = d(i; j) + d(i; k):Then, the extremal graph of d is de�ned as the subgraph of Kn formed by the setof extremal edges of d. The notion of extremal graph turns out to be useful whenstudying the metrics that can be decomposed as a nonnegative (integer) sum ofcut semimetrics. Assertion (i) in Theorem 24.5.1 was proved by Papernov [1976]and (ii) by Karzanov [1985].



376 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable MetricsTheorem 24.5.1. Let d be a metric on Vn whose extremal graph is either K4,or C5, or a union of two stars3. Then,(i) d is `1-embeddable, i.e., d 2 CUTn.(ii) d is hypercube embeddable if and only if d satis�es the parity condition(24.1.1).Note that it su�ces to show Theorem 24.5.1 (ii), as it implies (i). Theproof that we present below was given by Schrijver [1991]. It is shorter thanKarzanov's original proof, but it is nonconstructive. Karzanov's proof yields analgorithm permitting to construct a Z+-realization of d in O(n3) time (if oneexists). Schrijver shows the following result, from which Theorem 24.5.1 willthen follow easily.Theorem 24.5.2. Let G = (V;E) be a connected bipartite graph and, forW � V , let H = (W;F ) be a graph which is either K4, C5, or a union of twostars. Then, there exist pairwise edge disjoint cuts �G(S1); : : : ; �G(St) in G suchthat, for each (r; s) 2 F , the number of cuts �G(Sh) (1 � h � t) separating rand s is equal to the distance dG(r; s) from r to s in G. (Here, the symbol �G(S)denotes the cut in G which consists of the edges of G having one endnode in Sand the other endnode in V n S.)Proof. Suppose that the theorem does not hold. Let G be a counterexamplewith smallest value of jEj. Then,(24.5.3) for each ; 6= S � V; there exist (r; s) 2 F and a path Pconnecting r and s in G such that jP n �G(S)j � dG(r; s)� 2(where P denotes the edge set of the path). Suppose S is a subset of V for which(24.5.3) does not hold. Then, for each (r; s) 2 F , jP \ �G(S)j = 1 (resp. 0)for each shortest rs-path P if �G(S) separates (resp. does not separate) r ands. Let G0 denote the connected bipartite graph obtained from G by contractingthe edges of �G(S). Hence, for (r; s) 2 F , dG0(r; s) = dG(r; s) � 1 if �G(S)separates r; s and dG0(r; s) = dG(r; s) otherwise. As G0 has fewer edges than G,by Theorem 24.5.2, we can �nd paiwise edge disjoint cuts �G0(S01); : : : ; �G0(S0t) inG0 such that dG0(r; s) is equal to the number of cuts �G0(S0h) separating r ands. These t cuts yield t cuts �G(Sh) in G which, together with the cut �G(S), arepairwise disjoint and satisfy: for (r; s) 2 F , the number of cuts separating r and sis equal to dG(r; s). This contradicts our assumption that G is a counterexampleto Theorem 24.5.2.Claim 24.5.4. For all i 6= j 2 V , there exists (r; s) 2 F such that fi; jg\fr; sg =; and dG(i; j) + dG(r; s) � max(dG(i; r) + dG(j; s); dG(i; s) + dG(j; r)):3A graph is said to be a union of two stars if it has two nodes such that every edge containsone of them.



24.5 Metrics with Restricted Extremal Graph 377Proof of Claim 24.5.4. Let i 6= j 2 V . Set X := fk 2 V j dG(i; j) = dG(i; k) +dG(j; k)g. Hence, i; j 2 X.Suppose �rst that X = V . By (24.5.3) applied to fig, we �nd (r; s) 2 F andan rs-path P such that jP n�G(fig)j � dG(r; s)�2. Hence, P is a shortest rs-pathand i is an internal node of P and, thus, i 62 fr; sg. Using the fact that X = V ,one obtains that j 62 fr; sg and dG(i; j)+dG(r; s) = dG(i; r)+dG(j; r)+dG(r; s) �dG(r; i) + dG(s; j); the other inequality of Claim 24.5.4 follows in the same way.Suppose now that X 6= V . Let G0 denote the graph obtained from G bycontracting the edges of �G(X). By (24.5.3) applied to X, there exists (r; s) 2 Fsuch that dG0(r; s) � dG(r; s) � 2:Moreover, we claim(24.5.5) ( dG0(i; s) � dG(i; s)� 1; dG0(r; j) � dG(r; j) � 1;dG0(j; s) � dG(j; s) � 1; dG0(r; i) � dG(r; i) � 1:We show that dG0(i; s) � dG(i; s) � 1; the other inequalities of (24.5.5) can beproved in the same way. Let P be a path connecting i and s in G such thatjP n �G(X)j = dG0(i; s) and with smallest value of jP \ �G(X)j. Suppose thatjP \ �G(X)j � 2. Let P 0 denote the smallest subpath of P starting at i and suchthat jP 0 \ �G(X)j = 2. Let k denote the other endnode of P 0, so k 2 X, and setP 00 := P n P 0. As P 0 is not contained in X, we have dG(i; k) � jP 0j � 1 and, asG is bipartite, dG(i; k) � jP 0j � 2. Let Q0 be a shortest path from i to k in G.Then, jP 0j � 2 = dG0(i; k) � jQ0 n �G(X)j � jP 0j � 2� jQ0 \ �G(X)j;which implies Q0 \ �G(X) = ; and jQ0j = dG(i; k) = jP 0j � 2:Consider the path Q from i to s obtained by juxtaposing Q0 and P 00. Then,jQ n �G(X)j = jP n �G(X)j and jQ \ �G(X)j = jP \ �G(X)j � 2;contradicting our choice of P . Therefore, jP \ �G(X)j � 1. This shows thatdG0(i; s) = jP n �G(X)j � jP j � 1 � dG(i; s) � 1:Hence, (24.5.5) holds.From dG0(r; s) � dG(r; s)� 2 and (24.5.5), we deduce that fi; jg \ fr; sg = ;.Moreover, there exists a rs-path P in G such that jP n �G(X)j = dG0(r; s) and Pcontains a node k 2 X. Hence,dG(r; s) + dG(i; j) � dG0(r; s) + 2 + dG(i; j)= dG0(r; k) + dG0(s; k) + 2 + dG(i; k) + dG(j; k)� dG0(r; i) + dG0(s; j) + 2 � dG(r; i) + dG(s; j)



378 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metrics(using (24.5.5) for the last inequality). The other inequality from Claim 24.5.4follows in the same way.From Claim 24.5.4, we deduce, in particular, that H is not a union of twostars. Hence, H is either K4 or C5.Suppose �rst that H = K4. From Claim 24.5.4, we obtain(24.5.6) dG(i; j) + dG(h; k) = dG(i; h) + dG(j; k) for all distinct i; j; h; k 2W:For i 2W , set f(i) := 12(dG(i; h) + dG(i; k) � dG(h; k))where h 6= k 2 W n fig; the de�nition does not depend on the choice of h; k by(24.5.6). Then, dG(i; j) = f(i) + f(j) for i 6= j 2 W . Suppose f(i) 6= 0. By(24.5.3) applied to fig, there exists (r; s) 2 F and a rs-path P such that jP n�G(fig)j � dG(r; s)� 2. Hence, P is a shortest rs-path passing through i. Thus,jP j = dG(r; s) = f(r) + f(s), and jP j = dG(i; r) + dG(i; s) = f(r) + f(s) + 2f(i),implying f(i) = 0. We obtain a contradiction.Suppose now that H = C5. Say, W := fr1; r2; r3; r4; r5g and F := f(ri; ri+1) j1 � i � 5g, where the indices are taken modulo 5. Applying Claim 24.5.4 tori; ri+2, we obtain thatdG(ri; ri+2) + dG(ri+3; ri+4) � dG(ri; ri+3) + dG(ri+2; ri+4);dG(ri; ri+2) + dG(ri+3; ri+4) � dG(ri; ri+4) + dG(ri+2; ri+3)for 1 � i � 5 (as (ri+3; ri+4) is the only edge of C5 disjoint from ri and ri+2).Adding up these ten inequalities, we obtain the same sum on both sides of theinequality sign. Hence, each of the above inequalities is, in fact, an equality.Hence, (24.5.6) holds again, yielding a contradiction as above.Proof of Theorem 24.5.1. Let d be an integral metric on Vn satisfying the paritycondition (24.1.1) and whose extremal graph H := (W;F ) is either K4, or C5, ora union of two stars. We show that d can decomposed as a nonnegative integersum of cut semimetrics. Consider the complete graph Kn on Vn. We constructa connected bipartite graph G by subdividing the edges of Kn in the followingway: For all distinct i; j 2 Vn, replace the edge ij by a path Pij consisting ofd(i; j) edges. The fact that G is bipartite follows from the parity condition. ByTheorem 24.5.2, there exist edge disjoint cuts �G(Sh) (1 � h � t) in G such that,for each (r; s) 2 F , dG(r; s) is equal to the number of cuts �G(Sh) separating rand s. Setting Th := Sh \ Vn, we obtain that, for each (r; s) 2 F ,(24.5.7) d(r; s) = dG(r; s) = X1�h�k �(Th)(r; s):Moreover, for all i 6= j 2 Vn, we have



24.5 Metrics with Restricted Extremal Graph 379(24.5.8) d(i; j) � X1�h�t �(Th)(i; j):Indeed, the number of cuts �G(Sh) separating r and s is less than or equal to thenumber of cuts �G(Sh) intersecting the path Pij which, in turn, is less than orequal to the length d(i; j) of Pij since the cuts �G(Sh) are pairwise edge disjoint.In fact, equality holds in (24.5.8). To see it, let i 6= j 2 Vn and let P := (i0; : : : ; ik)be a path in Kn which contains the edge (i; j) and is a geodesic for d (i.e., P is ashortest path (with respect to the length function d) between its extremities i0and ik; that is, d(i0; ik) =P0�m�k�1 d(im; im+1)). Choose such a path P havingmaximum number of edges. Then, the pair (i0; ik) is extremal for d. For, if not,there exists x 2 Vn n fi0; ikg such that, e.g., d(i0; x) = d(i0; ik) + d(x; ik) and,then, (i0; : : : ; ik; x) is a geodesic containing (i; j) and longer than P . Then, using(24.5.8), we haved(i0; ik) = k�1Xm=0 d(im; im+1) � k�1Xm=0 tXh=1 �(Th)(im; im+1):But,k�1Xm=0 tXh=1 �(Th)(im; im+1) = tXh=1 k�1Xm=0 �(Th)(im; im+1) � tXh=1 �(Th)(i0; ik) = d(i0; ik);where the last equality follows from (24.5.7) as the edge (i0; ik) belongs to F .Therefore, equality holds in (24.5.8) for each of the edges (im; im+1) of P and, inparticular, for the edge (i; j). This shows that equality holds in (24.5.8) for alli 6= j 2 Vn. Therefore, d =Pth=1 �(Th), showing that d is hypercube embeddable.
           (a)                               (b)Figure 24.5.9Remark 24.5.10. One can check that a graph H with no isolated node is K4,C5, or a union of two stars if and only if H does not contain as a subgraph thetwo graphs from Figure 24.5.9. The exclusion of these two graphs is necessaryfor the validity of Theorem 24.5.1. Indeed, let d1 be the path metric of the com-plete bipartite graph K2;3; then, d is not hypercube embeddable (as d does notsatisfy the pentagonal inequality) and its extremal graph is the graph (a) fromFigure 24.5.9. Let d2 be the path metric of the graph K3;3 n e; then its extremal



380 Chapter 24. Recognition of Hypercube Embeddable Metricsgraph is the graph (b) from Figure 24.5.9 and d2 is not hypercube embeddable(as it contains d1 as a subdistance). (In fact, both d1 and d2 lie on extreme raysof the semimetric cone.)



Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasih-Distances and Hilbert Bases
We consider in this chapter several additional questions related to the notion ofhypercube embedding. A possible way of relaxing this notion is to look for integercombinations rather than nonnegative integer combinations of cut semimetrics.In other words, one considers the lattice Ln generated by all cut semimetricson Vn. We recall in Section 25.1 the characterization of Ln. This is an easyresult; namely, Ln consists of the integer distances satisfying the parity condition.We also present the characterization of some sublattices of Ln, namely, of thesublattice generated by all even T -cut semimetrics and of the sublattice generatedby all k-uniform cut semimetrics.Clearly, for a distance d on Vn,(25.0.1) d is hypercube embeddable =) d 2 CUTn \ Ln:We consider in Section 25.2 quasi h-distances, which are the distances d thatbelong to CUTn \ Ln but are not hypercube embeddable. As was mentionedin Theorem 24.1.3, the implication (25.0.1) is an equivalence for any distance don n � 5 points. This fact can be reformulated as saying that, for n � 5, thefamily of cut semimetrics on Vn is a Hilbert basis. We consider in Section 25.3the more general question of characterizing the graphs whose family of cuts is aHilbert basis.25.1 Cut LatticesThe set Ln := f XS�Vn �S�(S) j �S 2 Z for all S � Vngis trivially a lattice contained in Z(n2), called the cut lattice. The next result fromAssouad [1982] gives a characterization of Ln.Proposition 25.1.1. Let d 2 ZEn. Then, d 2 Ln if and only if d satis�es theparity condition (24.1.1).Proof. The parity condition is clearly a necessary condition for membership inLn. Conversely, suppose d is integral and satis�es the parity condition. Then, Vncan be partitioned into Vn = S[T in such a way that d(i; j) is odd if i 2 S; j 2 T381



382 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert Basesand d(i; j) is even otherwise. Set d0 := d+ �(S). Then, all components of d0 areeven. As d0 = X1�i<j�n d0(i; j)2 (�(fig) + �(fjg) � �(fi; jg));we deduce that d0 2 Ln and, thus, d = d0 � �(S) belongs to Ln too.A basis of the cut lattice Ln is provided by the setf�(i) j 1 � i � n� 1g [ f�(fi; jg) j 1 � i < j � n� 1g:(Indeed, every vector d 2 Ln can be decomposed asd = X1�i�n�1�i�(i) + X1�i<j�n�1�ij�(fi; jg);setting �i := din�P1�h�n�1;h6=i �ih (1 � i � n�1) and �ij := 12(din+djn�dij)(1 � i < j � n � 1).) Note also that the image of the cut lattice Ln under thecovariance mapping � is nothing but the integer lattice Z(n2). For small valuesof n, Ln coincides with classical lattices; for instance, L3 = A3 = D3 (recallExample 13.2.5).Complete characterizations are also known for several sublattices of Ln. Weconsider below the sublattices generated by the k-uniform cut semimetrics, theeven cut semimetrics (more generally, the even T -cut semimetrics), and the oddcut semimetrics on six points. Given S � Vn, the cut semimetric �(S) is said tobe k-uniform if jSj 2 fk; n � kg. We let Kkn denote the set of all k-uniform cutsemimetrics on Vn. The following characterization of the k-uniform cut latticeZ(Kkn) is given in Deza and Laurent [1992e], based on a result of Wilson [1973].Proposition 25.1.2. Let k be an integer such that 2 � k � n and k 6= n2 andlet d 2 ZEn. Then, d 2 Z(Kkn) if and only if d satis�es the following conditions:(i) X1�i<j�n d(i; j) � 0 (mod k(n� k)),(ii) Di := 1n�2k 0@ X1�j�n;j 6=id(i; j) � 1n� k X1�r<s�n d(r; s)1A 2 Z for all i 2 Vn,(iii) Di +Dj + d(i; j) � 0 (mod 2) for all i; j 2 Vn.In the case k = bn2 c, we have the following result.Proposition 25.1.3. Let d 2 ZEn.(i) If n = 2k + 1, then d 2 Z(Kkn) if and only if d satis�es the congruencerelation: X1�i<j�nd(i; j) � 0 (mod k(n� k)).(ii) If n = 2k, then d 2 Z(Kkn) if and only if (iia),(iib) hold:



25.1 Cut Lattices 383(iia) X1�j�n;j 6=id(i; j) = 1k X1�r<s�nd(r; s) for each 1 � i � n,(iib) X1�i<j�n d(i; j) � 0 (mod k2).Proof. (i) Observe that the conditions (ii),(iii) from Proposition 25.1.2 are im-plied by the condition (i) of Proposition 25.1.2.(ii) The conditions (iia),(iib) are clearly necessary for membership in Z(Kkn).Conversely, suppose that d satis�es (iia),(iib) and let d0 denote its projection onthe set f1; : : : ; n� 1g. From (iia), we obtain(25.1.4) X1�r<s�n�1 d0(r; s) = (k � 1) X1�i�n�1 d(i; n):Hence, P1�r<s�n�1 d0(r; s) � 0 (mod k(k�1)), asP1�i�n�1 d(i; n) � 0 (mod k)by (iia,)(iib). Using (i), we deduce that d0 2 Z(Kkn�1). Hence,d0 = XS�f1;:::;n�1g;jSj=k�S�(S)with �S 2 Z for all S. We show that d =PS �S�(S). AsX1�r<s�n�1 d0(r; s) = k(k � 1)(XS �S);(25.1.4) yields: X1�i�n�1 d(i; n) = k(XS �S):Then, by (iia),X1�r<s�nd(r; s) = k2(XS �S) and X1�j�n;j 6=id(i; j) = k(XS �S)for each i = 1; : : : ; n. We compute, for instance, d(1; n). The above relationsyield: d(1; n) = k(XS �S)� X2�j�n�1 d(1; j):Using the value of d(1; j) = d0(1; j) given by the decomposition of d0, we obtainthat d(1; n) =PSj12S �S . This shows that d =PS �S�(S), i.e., that d 2 Z(Kkn).Suppose that n is even. A cut semimetric �(S) on Vn is said to be even ifjSj is even. Similarly, �(S) is called odd if jSj is odd. More generally, let T � Vnsuch that jT j is even; then, �(S) is said to be an even T -cut semimetric if jS\T jis even. We let KTn denote the set of even T -cut semimetrics on Vn. Hence,KVnn is the set of even cut semimetrics. We let also Koddn denote the set of oddcut semimetrics. We �rst give a characterization of the even cut lattice Z(KVnn ),whose proof can be found in Deza, Laurent and Poljak [1992].



384 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert BasesProposition 25.1.5. Let n � 6 be an even integer and let d 2 ZEn. Then, dbelongs to the even cut lattice Z(KVnn ) if and only if d satis�es the parity condition(24.1.1) and the following conditions:(i) X1�i<j�n d(i; j) � 0 (mod 4).(ii) Xi<j;i;j2Vnnfkg d(i; j) � Xi2Vnnfkg d(i; k) � 0 (mod 8) for all k 2 Vn in the casewhen n � 0 (mod 4).(iii) d(h; k) + Xi<j;i;j2Vnnfh;kg d(i; j) � Xi2Vnnfh;kg(d(i; h) + d(i; k)) � 0 (mod 8)for all h 6= k 2 Vn in the case when n � 2 (mod 4).It is not di�cult to extend the result for even T -cuts. Namely,Proposition 25.1.6. Let T � Vn with jT j even, 2 � jT j � n� 1. let d 2 ZEn.Suppose �rst that jT j = 2, T := fs; tg. Then, d 2 Z(KTn) if and only if dsatis�es the parity condition (24.1.1) and the conditions: drs = 0, dri = dsi forall i 2 Vn n T . Suppose now that jT j � 4. Then, d 2 Z(KTn) if and only if dsatis�es (24.1.1) and the following conditions:(i) Xi<j; i;j2T dij � 0 (mod 4).(ii) Qn(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1| {z }T ; 2; : : : ; 2; 0; : : : ; 0| {z }VnnT )Td � 0 (mod 8), where there areexactly � coe�cients 1, and � coe�cients 2, for the following values of �,�:(iia) (� = 1; � = 0) and (� = 2; � = 1) if jT j � 0 (mod 4),(iib) (� = 2; � = 0) and (� = 1; � = 1) if jT j � 2 (mod 4).A characterization of the odd cut lattice Z(Koddn ) is known only in the casen = 6. So, Z(Kodd6 ) is the lattice in R15 generated by the 16 cut semimetrics�(fig) (1 � i � 6) and �(f1; i; jg) (2 � i < j � 6). We need the followingnotation. Given distinct a; b; c 2 V6, let va;bc 2 RE6 be the vector de�ned by8><>: va;bcab = va;bcac = 1; va;bcbc = 2;va;bcij = 2 for i 6= j 2 V6 n fa; b; cg;va;bcai = �2; va;bcbi = va;bcci = �1 for i 2 V6 n fa; b; cg:Consider the conditions:(25.1.7) (va;bc)Tx � 0 for all distinct a; b; c 2 V6;(25.1.8) (va;bc)Tx � 0 (mod 4) for all distinct a; b; c 2 V6;



25.2 Quasi h-Distances 385(25.1.9) (v1;bc)Tx�(v1;b0c0)Tx � 0 (mod 12) for 2 � b < c � 6; 2 � b0 < c0 � 6:The next result from Deza and Laurent [1993a] gives the characterization ofthe odd cut lattice Z(Kodd6 ), also of the cone R+(Kodd6 ) and of the integer coneZ+(Kodd6 ).Proposition 25.1.10.(i) Let d 2 RE6+ . Then, d 2 R+(Kodd6 ) if and only if d satis�es (25.1.7).(ii) Let d 2 ZE6. Then, d 2 Z(Kodd6 ) if and only if d satis�es (25.1.8) and(25.1.9).(iii) Let d 2 ZE6+ . Then, d 2 Z+(Kodd6 ) if and only if d satis�es (25.1.7), (25.1.8),and (25.1.9).An immediate consequence of Proposition 25.1.10 is that the family of oddcut semimetrics on V6 forms a Hilbert basis; see Section 25.3.Further information on sublattices of the cut lattice Ln can be found in Dezaand Grishukhin [1996a].25.2 Quasi h-DistancesLet d be a distance on Vn. Then, d is called a quasi h-distance if d 2 CUTn \Lnand d is not hypercube embeddable. In other words, d can be decomposed bothas a nonnegative combination of cut semimetrics and as an integer combina-tion of cut semimetrics, but not as a nonnegative integer combination of cutsemimetrics. We remind that the smallest integer � such that �d is hypercubeembeddable is called the minimum scale of d and is denoted by �(d).As stated in Theorem 24.1.3, there are no quasi h-distances on n � 5 points.We have seen already several ways of constructing quasi h-distances. Quasih-distances can be constructed, for instance, using the antipodal extension op-eration (described in Section 7.2). Indeed, let d be a distance on Vn which ishypercube embeddable and let � 2 Z+ such that s`1(d) � � < sh(d). Then,ant�(d) is a quasi h-distance. Recall that ant�(d) is the distance on Vn+1 de-�ned by ant�(d)(1; n + 1) = �, ant�(d)(i; n+ 1) = �� d(1; i) for 1 � i � n, andant�(d)(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i < j � n. As an example, for n � 6, the distanced�n := 2d(Knne)(taking value 2 on all pairs except value 4 on the pair corresponding to the edgee) is a quasi h-distance (as d�n = ant4(211n�1); see Example 7.2.7).The gate extension operation (described in Section 7.1) permits also to con-struct quasi h-distances. If d is a distance on Vn and � 2 R+ , its gate extensiongat�(d) is the distance on Vn+1 de�ned by gat�(d)(1; n + 1) = �, gat�(d)(i; n +1) = �+d(1; i) for 1 � i � n, and gat�(d)(i; j) = d(i; j) for 1 � i < j � n. Then,for � 2 Z+, gat�(d) is a quasi h-distance if and only if d is a quasi h-distance.



386 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert BasesThis implies, in particular, that there is an in�nity of quasi h-distances on npoints for all n � 7. Indeed, all gate extensions of d�6 = 2d(K6ne) are quasih-distances.As the following result by Laburthe [1994] indicates, other examples of quasih-distances on 6 points can be constructed. It implies, moreover, that there isalso an in�nity of quasi h-distances on 6 points.Lemma 25.2.1. Let e be an edge of K6 and let v be a node of K6 which is notadjacent to e. Then, the distance 2d(K6ne) +m�(fvg) is a quasi h-distance foreach integer m � 0.Proof. Suppose K6 is the complete graph on V6 = f1; : : : ; 6g, e is the edge (1; 6)and v is the node 2. Set d := 2d(K6ne)+m�(fvg). Let d =PS �S�(S) be a Z+-realization of d, with �S 2 Z+. As d satis�es the triangle equality: d16 = d1i+di6for i = 3; 4; 5, we deduce that �S = 0 if S is one of the sets: 3, 4, 5, 16, 23, 24,25, 34, 35, 45, 126, 136, 146, and 156. Hence, d = PS2S �S�(S), where S maycontain the sets: 1, 2, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 26, 36, 46, 56, 123, 124, 125, 134, 135,145. By computing d12, d26, and d16, we obtain, respectively,m+ 2 = �1 + �2 + �13 + �14 + �15 + �26 + �134 + �135 + �145;m+ 2 = �2 + �6 + �12 + �36 + �46 + �56 + �123 + �124 + �125;4 = XS2S �S � �2:Adding the �rst two relations and subtracting the third one, we obtain that�2 = m. Therefore, if d is hypercube embeddable, then so is d�m�(f2g). Thiscontradicts the fact that 2d(K6ne) is a quasi h-distance.In fact, as a consequence of Theorem 25.2.2 below, there are no other quasih-distances on 6 points besides those described in Lemma 25.2.1. Theorem 25.2.2and Corollary 25.2.3 were proved by Laburthe [1994, 1995]. The proof of The-orem 25.2.2 involves many technical details, so we do not give it here. (Detailsabout the full proof can also be found in Laburthe, Deza and Laurent [1995].)Theorem 25.2.2. Every quasi h-distance on V6 is a nonnegative integer sumof cuts and of the distances 2d(K6ne), for e edge of K6.Corollary 25.2.3. The only quasi h-distances on V6 are of those of the form2d(K6ne) +m�(fvg), where e is an edge of K6, v is a node of K6 not adjacentto e, and m 2 Z+.The proof of Corollary 25.2.3 uses the identities (a)-(i) below, which show thatall the perturbations of 2d(K6ne) (obtained by adding a cut semimetric), otherthan the one considered in Lemma 25.2.1, are hypercube embeddable. For 1 �i < j � n, let eij denote the edge ij of K6. Then,



25.2 Quasi h-Distances 387(a) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f1g) = �(f2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f1; 4g) + �(f1; 5g) + �(f1; 6g);(b) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f1; 2g) = 2�(f1g) + 2�(f2g) + �(f3g) + �(f4g) + �(f5g) + �(f6g);(c) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f1; 3g) = �(f2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f3; 4; 5g) + �(f3; 4; 6g)+�(f4; 5; 6g);(d) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f3; 4g) = �(f1g) + �(f3g) + �(f4g) + �(f2; 5g)+�(f2; 6g) + �(f2; 3; 4g);(e) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f1; 2; 3g) = �(f1g) + �(f2g) + �(f4g) + �(f5g) + �(f6g)+�(f1; 3g) + �(f2; 3g);(f) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f1; 3; 4g) = �(f1; 3g) + �(f1; 4g) + �(f2; 5g) + �(f2; 6g)+�(f1; 5; 6g);(g) 2d(K6ne12) + 2d(K6ne23) = �(f1g) + �(f2; 3g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f2; 5g) + �(f3; 6g)+�(f1; 2; 6g) + �(f1; 3; 4g) + �(f1; 3; 5g);(h) 2d(K6ne12) + 2d(K6ne34) = �(f1g) + �(f2; 3g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f3; 5g) + �(f4; 6g)+�(f1; 3; 4g) + �(f1; 3; 6g) + �(f1; 4; 5g);(i) 2d(K6ne12) + �(f3g) + �(f4g) = �(f1; 3g) + �(f2; 4g) + �(f3; 4g) + �(f1; 4; 5g)+�(f1; 4; 6g):Proof of Corollary 25.2.3. Let d be a quasi h-distance on V6. Then, by Theo-rem 25.2.2, d can be written asd =XS �S�(S) + X1�i<j�6�ij2d(K6neij)with �S ; �ij 2 Z+. We can suppose that �ij 2 f0; 1g for all i; j, because4d(K6neij) is hypercube embeddable. Using (g) and (h), we can rewrite d asd =XS �0S�(S) + 2d(K6ne);where �0S 2 Z+ and, for instance, e is the edge (1; 2). From relations (a)-(f),we deduce that �S = 0 if S = f1g; or f2g, or if jSj = 2, or 3. Therefore, usingrelation (i), we obtain that d = 2d(K6ne12) +m�(fig), where i 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g andm 2 Z+.As we just saw, there is an in�nity of quasi h-distances on Vn, for any n � 6.However, it follows from Lemma 4.3.9 that there exists an integer �n which is acommon scale for all quasi h-distances d on Vn, i.e., such that �nd is hypercubeembeddable for all quasi h-distances d. As an application of Corollary 25.2.3, wehave:Corollary 25.2.4. We have: �6 = 2. In other words, 2d is hypercube embed-dable for every integer valued distance d on 6 points which is `1-embeddable andsatis�es the parity condition (24.1.1).



388 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert BasesFor the class of graphic distances, the following results have been shown inChapter 21: The minimum scale of the path metric of a connected graph on nnodes is equal to 1, or is an even integer less than or equal to n� 2. Moreover,for an `1-rigid graph, the minimum scale is equal to 1 or 2.Much of the treatment of Chapter 23 can be reformulated in terms of mini-mum scales. Indeed, consider the metric dn := ant2(11n) (this is the path metricof the graph Kn+1ne)). Then,2tdn = 2t ant2(11n) = ant4t(2t11n)is hypercube embeddable if and only if 4t � sh(2t11n). Therefore, the minimumscale �(dn) can be expressed as�(dn) = 2min(t 2 Z+ j 4t � sh(2t11n)):In particular, Theorem 23.3.1 (i) implies:(i) �(d4t) � 2t with equality if and only if there exists a Hadamard matrix oforder 4t.Compare (i) with the next statement (ii), which follows from Theorems 22.0.6and 22.0.7.(ii) �1(11t2+t+2) � 2t with equality if and only if there exists a projective planeof order t (where, for a hypercube embeddable distance d, �1(d) denotesthe smallest integer � (if any) such that �d is not h-rigid, i.e., has at leasttwo distinct Z+-realizations.)Some quasi h-distances can also be constructed using the spherical extensionoperation (described in Section 7.3). The examples from Lemmas 25.2.5 and25.2.6 below are taken from Deza and Grishukhin [1994]. Recall that, if d is adistance on Vn and t 2 R+ , its spherical t-extension is the distance spht(d) onVn+1 de�ned by spht(d)(i; n+ 1) = t for all 1 � i � n, and spht(d)(i; j) = d(i; j)for all 1 � i < j � n. If d 2 CUTn and 2t � s`1(d), then spht(d) 2 CUTn+1. Asa �rst example, consider the distance�tn := ant2t(spht(211n�2));where n; t are positive integers, i.e., �tn is the distance on Vn de�ned by8><>: �tn(n� 1; n) = 2t;�tn(i; n� 1) = �tn(i; n) = t for 1 � i � n� 2;�tn(i; j) = 2 for 1 � i < j � n� 2:Clearly, �tn admits the following decompositions:�tn = X1�i�n�2 �(fi; ng) + (t� 1)�(fn � 1g) + (t� n+ 3)�(fng);



25.2 Quasi h-Distances 389�tn = 12 0@ X1�i�n�2(�(fi; n � 1g) + �(fi; ng)1A+(2t�n+2) (�(fn� 1g) + �(fng)) :This shows that �tn is hypercube embeddable if t � n�3 and that 2�tn is hypercubeembeddable if t � n�22 .Lemma 25.2.5. Let t � 1 be an integer.(i) If n 6= 6, then �tn is hypercube embeddable if and only if t � n� 3.(ii) For n � 6, if dn�22 e � t � n� 4, then �tn is a quasi h-distance.Proof. (i) Suppose that �tn is hypercube embeddable. Then, in any hypercubeembedding of �tn, we can suppose that each point i 2 f1; : : : ; n � 2g is labeledby the singleton fig (as the metric 211n�2 is h-rigid if n 6= 6). This implies thatone of the points n� 1; n should be labeled by a set A containing f1; : : : ; n� 2gand, thus, jAj � 1 = t � n� 3.(ii) If t � dn�22 e, then �tn is `1-embeddable. Hence, if n 6= 6 and dn�22 e � t � n�4,then �tn is a quasi h-distance. If n = 6 and t = 2, then �n coincides with thedistance d�6, which is known to be a quasi h-distance.Given n � 6, let �n denote the distance on Vn de�ned by�n := �(f1g) + �(f2g) + X3�i<j�n�1 �(f1; 2; i; jg); i.e.,8>>>>><>>>>>: �n(1; 2) = 2;�n(1; n) = �n(2; n) = 1 + �n�32 �;�n(1; i) = �n(2; i) = 1 + �n�42 � for 3 � i � n� 1;�n(i; n) = n� 4 for 3 � i � n� 1;�n(i; j) = 2(n� 5) for 3 � i < j � n:For instance, for n = 6, �6 coincides with the path metric of the graph K6nP ,where P := (1; 6; 2) is a path on three nodes.Lemma 25.2.6. Let t; n be integers such that n � 6, n � 2 (mod 4), and2t � 2 + �n�32 �. Then, spht(�n) is a quasi h-distance.Proof. It is easy to see that the condition n � 2 (mod 4) ensures that allcomponents of �n are even integers, which implies that spht(�n) 2 Ln+1. LetF denote the face of the cone CUTn de�ned by the hypermetric inequalityQ(b)Tx := P1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0, where b := (1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1; n � 4) 2 Rn(with n� 3 components �1). SetS := f1; 2; 1i; 2i; 12i(3 � i � n� 1); 12ij(3 � i < j � n� 1)g;(where we denote the sets f1g; f1; ig by the strings 1, 1i, etc.). The nonzerocut semimetrics satisfying the equation Q(b)Tx = 0 are �(S) for S 2 S, which



390 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert Basesare linearly independent. Hence, the face F is a simplex face of CUTn. As thedistance �n lies on F , we deduce that �n is `1-rigid and s`1(�n) = 2 + �n�32 �.Let G denote the face of the cone CUTn+1 de�ned by the hypermetric inequalityQ(b; 0)T x � 0; the nonzero cut semimetrics lying on G are �(S); �(S [ fn+ 1g)for S 2 S and �(fn + 1g). As 2t � s`1(�n), spht(�n) is `1-embeddable and, infact, spht(�n) lies on the face G. Suppose that spht(d) is hypercube embeddable.Then, there exist nonnegative integers ; �S ; �S (S 2 S) such thatspht(�n) = �(fn+ 1g) + XS2S �S�(S) + �S�(S [ fn+ 1g):Then, PS2S(�S + �S)�(S) = d, which implies that �S = �S = 0 if S is not oneof the sets f1g; f2g; f1; 2; i; jg, and( �i + �i = 1 for i = 1; 2;�ij + �ij = 1 for 3 � i < j � n� 1:(setting �ij = �12ij ; �ij = �12ij). Looking at the component of spht(�n) indexedby the pairs (1; n+ 1) and (2; n+ 1), we obtain:�1 + �2 +Xi;j �ij +  = t; �2 + �1 +Xi;j �ij +  = t;which implies �1 = �2; �1 = �2;  = t�Xi;j �ij � 1:Looking at the component indexed by (i; n+ 1) (3 � i � n� 1), we obtain:Xj �ij + �1 + �2 +Xi;j �ij �Xj �ij +  = t:Therefore, 2Xj �ij + 2�1 � 2Xi;j �ij +  n� 32 !� n+ 3 = 0:Summing over i = 3; : : : ; n� 1 yields4(n� 5)Xi;j �ij = (n� 3)(4�1 + (n� 3)(n� 6)):Looking �nally at the component indexed by the pair (n; n+ 1) yields:�1 + �2 +Xi;j �ij +  = tand, thus, 2Xi;j �ij � 2�1 �  n� 32 !+ 1 = 0:



25.3 Hilbert Bases of Cuts 391Using the fact that2Xi;j �ij = n� 32(n� 5)(4�1 + (n� 3)(n� 6));we deduce that 2�1 = 1, contradicting the fact that �1 is integer. This showsthat spht(�n) is not hypercube embeddable and, therefore, is a quasi h-distance.25.3 Hilbert Bases of CutsLet X be a �nite set of vectors in Zk. We remind that Z(X), R+(X) and Z+(X)denote, respectively, the lattice, the cone and the integer cone generated by X.Clearly, the following inclusion holds:Z+(X) � R+ (X) \ Z(X):The set X is said to be a Hilbert basis if equality holds, i.e., ifZ+(X) = R+ (X) \ Z(X):Clearly, if X is linearly independent, then X is a Hilbert basis. We consider herethe question of determining the graphs whose family of cuts is a Hilbert basis.Given a graph G and S � V , the cut �G(S) consists of the edges e 2 E withone endnode in S and the other endnode in V n S. Let KG � f0; 1gE denote thefamily of the incidence vectors of the cuts of G. Then, R+(KG) is called the cutcone of G and it is also denoted by CUT(G). Hence, if G is the complete graphKn on n nodes, then R+(KKn) = CUT(Kn) coincides with the cone CUTn.Moreover, the integer cone Z+(KKn) consists precisely of the distances on Vnthat are hypercube embeddable (recall Proposition 4.2.4).We are interested in the following problem:Problem 25.3.1. Let H denote the class of graphs G whose family of cuts KGis a Hilbert basis. Identify the graphs G belonging to the family H.We review here what is known about the class H. This problem will be revisitedin Section 27.4.3 in the more general setting of binary matroids.By Theorem 24.1.3, the graphs K3;K4;K5 belong to H. On the otherhand, the graph K6 does not belong to H (as the distance 2d(K6ne) belongsto R+(KK6) \ Z(KK6) but not to Z+(KK6)). Moreover,Proposition 25.3.2.(i) Every graph with no K5 minor belongs to H.(ii) Every graph on at most six nodes and distinct from K6 belongs to H.



392 Chapter 25. Cut Lattices, Quasi h-Distances and Hilbert Bases(iii) If G belongs to H, then G does not have K6 as a minor.Assertion (i) in Proposition 25.3.2 is proved in Fu and Goddyn [1995] and as-sertions (ii), (iii) in Laurent [1996d]. The proof of the above results uses, inparticular, the fact that the class H is closed under certain operations. Namely,(i) H is closed under the clique k-sum operation for graphs (k = 0; 1; 2; 3).(ii) If G 2 H and if e is an edge of G, then the graph G=e (obtained bycontracting the edge e) belongs to H.(iii) If G 2 H and if e is an edge of G for which each inequality vTx � 0 de�ninga facet of the cut cone CUT(G) satis�es:ve 2 f0; 1;�1g; Xf2�G(S) vf 2 2Z for all cuts �G(S);then the graph Gne (obtained by deleting the edge e) belongs to H.For instance, Proposition 25.3.2 (iii) can be checked in the following way.Suppose that G is a graph that contains K6 as a subgraph. Let x 2 RE bede�ned by xe = 2 for all edges of G except xe = 4 for one edge belonging to thesubgraph K6. Then, x 2 R+(KG) \ Z(KG) (as x can be extended to a point ofCUTn\Ln) and x 62 Z+(KG) (because the projection of x on K6 does not belongto Z+(KK6)). Hence, every graph G 2 H does not contain K6 as a subgraph.Proposition 25.3.2 (iii) follows, using the fact that H is closed under contractingedges.The complete characterization of the class H seems a hard problem. This ispartly due to the fact that the linear description of the cut cone is not knownfor general graphs. Many questions are yet unsolved.For instance, is the classH closed under the �Y -operation1 ? A �rst exampleto check is whether the graph from Figure 25.3.3 belongs to H (this is the graphobtained by applying once the �Y -operation to K6, i.e., replacing a triangle bya claw K1;3).
Figure 25.3.3: �Y -transform of K6Is the class H closed under the deletion of edges ? (As mentioned above, thiscould be proved only if a technical assumption is made on the facets of the cutcone.)1Let G be a graph having a clique on the nodes u; v; and w. The �Y -operation applied tothis clique consists of removing the three edges uv; uw; vw and adding a new node to G adjacentto each of the three nodes u; v; and w.



25.3 Hilbert Bases of Cuts 393As we will see in Section 27.4.3, the question of characterizing the graphswhose family of cuts is a Hilbert basis can be posed in the more general frameworkof binary matroids.Another question of interest is to determine a Hilbert basis for the cut coneon 6 points; this is the smallest case when the cuts do not form a Hilbert basis.In fact, the following result holds, which is equivalent to Theorem 25.2.2.Theorem 25.3.4. The 31 nonzero cut semimetrics on V6 together with the 15metrics 2d(K6ne) (for e 2 E(K6)) form a Hilbert basis.Finally, recall Proposition 25.1.10 which implies that the 16 odd cuts of K6form a Hilbert basis.





Part VFacets of the Cut Cone andPolytope
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397IntroductionIn this last part, we survey the results which are known about the facialstructure of the cut cone and of the cut polytope. Actually, all the facets ofthe cut polytope can be derived from those of the cut cone, via the switchingoperation (see Section 26.3). Therefore, we will almost exclusively concentrateour attention to the facets of the cut cone. On the other hand, (almost) anyresult about the facial structure of the cut polyhedra has a direct counterpartfor the correlation polyhedra, as both sets of polyhedra are in one-to-one linearcorrespondence (see Section 26.1).As was explained in Part I, the members of the cut cone CUTn are thesemimetrics on Vn = f1; : : : ; ng that can be isometrically embedded into some`1-space. Hence, the facets of CUTn correspond to the linear inequalities char-acterizing `1-spaces. On the other hand, the cut polytope plays an importantrole in combinatorial optimization, as it permits to model the max-cut problem:max(cT �(S) j S � Vn) (where c 2 REn ) bymax cTxs.t. x 2 CUT2n :(Recall Sections 4.1 and 5.1 where connections and applications are mentioned.)We will see in Section 31.2 that the facets of the cut polytope CUT2n havemoreover the following interesting application: They yield valid inequalities forthe pairwise angles among a set of n unit vectors.The complete description of all the facets of the cut cone CUTn (or of thecut polytope CUT2n ) is probably hopeless. Indeed, as the max-cut problem isNP-hard, it follows from a result of Karp and Papadimitriou [1982] that there isno polynomially concise way of describing a list of inequalities su�cient to de�neCUT2n if NP 6= co-NP.Still a limited knowledge of some classes of facets remains interesting, frommany points of view. For instance, when a separation routine is available, theseclasses of facets may be used in cutting plane algorithms for solving practicalinstances of the max-cut problem. (The reader may consult the survey by J�unger,Reinelt and Thienel [1995] for more information on solving optimization problemsusing cutting plane procedures.) Also, some subclasses of facets are sometimesalready su�cient for handling some special classes of `1-metrics (for a list ofseveral such cases, see Remark 6.3.5), or for the complete description of the cutpolyhedra for restricted classes of graphs (see Section 27.3).The complete description of all the facets of the cut polyhedra CUTn andCUT2n is known for n � 8; we list the facets of the cut polyhedra on n � 7 nodesin Section 30.6. For instance, CUT7 has 38780 facets, while CUT27 has 116764facets. For n = 8, the number of facets is enormous: more than 217 millions,subdivided into 147 orbits !Part V is organized as follows. We present in Chapter 26 some tools andoperations for constructing facets and in Chapters 27-30 the known classes of



398valid inequalities and facets for the cut cone and polytope. We then group inChapter 31 several geometric properties of the cut polytope and related objects.Most of Part V deals with the facial structure of the cut polyhedra. However,we also visit en route some adjacent topics where cut and semimetric polyhedraare directly relevant; namely, cycle polyhedra of general binary matroids in Sec-tion 27.4, a positive semide�nite approximation of the cut polytope in Section28.4.1, and completion problems for positive semide�nite matrices and Euclideandistance matrices in Sections 31.3 and 31.4.Many of the inequalities that we investigate are of the form:X1�i<j�n bibjxij � Xij2E(G)xij � 0;where b1; : : : ; bn are integers and G is a subgraph (possibly edge weighted) ofKn. When P1�i�n bi = 1 and G is the empty graph, we �nd the hypermetricinequalities. When P1�i�n bi is odd and G is an antiweb (resp. a suspendedtree), we have the clique-web inequalities (resp. the suspended-tree inequalities),considered in Chapter 29 and Section 30.1. However, three classes of facets arepresented in Sections 30.2-30.4, which do not �t into this scheme.Hypermetric inequalities constitute perhaps the most interesting known classof valid inequalities for the cut cone. They have already been considered in Part Iin connection with the study of `1-metrics; we saw in Remark 6.3.5 several classesof metrics for which the hypermetric inequalities already su�ce for character-izing `1-embeddability. They have also been extensively studied in Part II, inconnection with Delaunay polytopes in lattices. We focus in Chapter 28 on thestudy of hypermetric inequalities as facets of the cut polyhedra. Note that allthe facets of the cut cone on n � 6 points are, in fact, hypermetric.Triangle inequalities, which are a very special case of hypermetric inequalities,are treated in detail in Chapter 27. In Chapter 29, we consider the clique-webinequalities, which are a generalization of hypermetric inequalities. Other classesof facets not covered by this vast class are given in Chapter 30.We describe in Chapter 31 several properties of geometric type for the cutpolytope CUT2n and related objects. We study in Sections 31.6-31.8 questionsdealing with adjacency properties and small dimensional faces of the cut polytopeand of the semimetric polytope, or with the `shape' of CUT2n in terms of distancesof its facets to the barycentrum, or with its simplex facets. We describe inSection 31.2 an interesting application of the linear description of the cut coneCUTn for �nding valid inequalities for the pairwise angles among any set of nvectors in Rn . Section 31.1 indicates how cuts can be used for disproving along standing conjecture by Borsuk. Finally, Sections 31.3 and 31.4 considerthe completion problems for partial positive semide�nite matrices and partialEuclidean distance matrices. It turns out that several of the polyhedra studied inthis book, including the cut polytope, the semimetric polytope and the negativetype cone, play an important role in these two problems.The symbol �(S), which was called \a cut semimetric" so far in the book,will be most often called \a cut vector" in Part V. This reects the fact that we



399are not any more concerned here with the study of semimetrics but rather withthe cut polyhedra CUTn and CUT2n as geometrical objects. We remind that thesymbol �Kn(S) denotes the cut in Kn determined by S, that is, the set of edgesin Kn having exactly one endnode in S. Hence, the incidence vector of the edgeset �Kn(S) is the cut vector �(S). We may sometimes use interchangeably thenotation �(S) and �Kn(S) and, e.g., speak of the \cut �(S)".We will occasionally consider some other cones and polytopes, generated byrestricted cut families, such as equicuts, even cuts, etc. The notions of evenT -cut, k-uniform cut and odd cut semimetrics have already been introduced inSection 25.1, where we have studied the lattices they span. For convenience,we recall the de�nitions here. Let S be a subset of Vn. Then, �(S) is calledan even cut vector (or even cut semimetric) if jSj and jVn n Sj are both even;�(S) is called an equicut vector (resp. an inequicut vector) if jSj = �n2 � ; �n2 �(resp. jSj 6= �n2 � ; �n2 �). Given an integer k � n, �(S) is a k-uniform cut vector ifjSj = k; n� k. We let ECUTn (resp. ICUTn, UCUTkn) denote the cone in REngenerated by all even cut (resp. inequicut, k-uniform cut) vectors; EQCUT2ndenotes the polytope in REn de�ned as the convex hull of all equicut vectors inKn. These polyhedra are called in the obvious manner, i.e., EQCUT2n is theequicut polytope, ECUTn is the even cut cone, ICUTn is the inequicut cone, andUCUTkn is the k-uniform cut cone. Note that EQCUT2n coincides with the faceof CUT2n de�ned by the inequality:(a) X1�i<j�nxij � �n2 � �n2� :When n is odd, n = 2p + 1, then EQCUT22p+1 is a facet of CUT22p+1 (as theinequality (a) is a switching of the pure hypermetric inequality, which is facetde�ning by Corollary 28.2.5 (i)). When n is even, n = 2p, then EQCUT22p is aface of dimension �2p2 �� p of CUT22p.We also consider the multicut polytope MC2n , which is de�ned as the convexhull of all multicut vectors �(S1; : : : ; Sp) (for any partition of Vn into an arbitrarynumber of parts). (Note that the cone generated by all multicut vectors coincideswith the cut cone CUTn, as �(S1; : : : ; Sp) = 12Ppi=1 �(Si) for any partition of Vninto S1 [ : : : [ Sp.)We will only give very occasional information on the above polyhedra. Formore details concerning the equicut polytope, see Conforti, Rao and Sassano[1990a, 1990b], Deza, Fukuda and Laurent [1993], De Souza [1993], De Souzaand Laurent [1995]; see Deza, Gr�otschel and Laurent [1991, 1992], Chopra andRao [1995] and further references therein for the multicut polytope; the inequicut,even cut and k-uniform cut cones are considered, respectively, in Deza, Fukudaand Laurent [1993], and Deza and Laurent [1993b, 1992e].We will use the de�nitions about polyhedra (faces, facets, valid inequalities,etc.) from Section 2.2. We also use the following additional de�nitions for roots,pure inequalities and edgeweight vectors. Given an inequality vTx � v0 whichis valid for the cut polytope CUT2n , where v 2 REn and v0 2 R, a cut vector



400�(S) is called a root of the inequality vTx � v0 if it satis�es it at equality, i.e., ifvT �(S) = v0. Similarly, the cut vectors that belong to a face F of CUTn or ofCUT2n are called its roots. We let R(F ) denote the set of roots of the face F .Given v 2 REn and v0 2 R, the inequality vTx � v0 is said to be pure ifvij 2 f0; 1;�1g for all ij 2 En. For any cut vector �(S), we use the notation:v(�(S)) := vT �(S) = Xij2�(S) vij :Given v 2 REn , we can de�ne an associated weighted graph Gv with node setf1; : : : ; ng, whose edges are the pairs ij for which vij 6= 0; to the edge ij weassign the weight vij . The graph Gv is called the support graph of v. Conversely,if G = (V;E) is an edge weighted graph, that is a graph G together with someweights vij (ij 2 E) on its edges, then we de�ne its edgeweight vector as thevector v 2 REn whose components are the weights vij for the edges ij 2 E andsetting vij := 0 if ij is not an edge of G.Let vTx � 0 be a valid inequality for the cut cone CUTn. As CUTn is afull-dimensional cone in the space R(n2), the inequality vTx � 0 de�nes a facetof CUTn if it has �n2� � 1 linearly independent roots, i.e., if there exist �n2� � 1linearly independent cut vectors �(S) such that vT �(S) = 0. Hence, one way toshow that vTx � 0 is facet de�ning for CUTn is by exhibiting such a set of cutvectors. This direct method can be applied, for instance, for the small values ofn where linear independence can be tested by hand or by computer.Equivalently, one may show that the inequality vTx � 0 is facet inducing forCUTn in the following way. Let a 2 REn be a vector such thatfx 2 CUTn j vTx = 0g � fx 2 CUTn j aTx = 0gor, equivalently, such that a(�(S)) = 0 whenever v(�(S)) = 0 for S � Vn. If forevery such vector a there exists a scalar � such that a = �v, then the inequalityvTx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn. (Note that we may restrict ourselves toshowing this property for all a 2 REn for which the inequality aTx � 0 is validfor CUTn.) We will see in Section 26.5 some lifting techniques permitting toconstruct facets in an iterative manner.



Chapter 26. Operations on ValidInequalities and Facets
In this chapter we present several operations on valid inequalities and facetsof the cut polytope. One of the basic properties of the cut polytope CUT2n isthat all its facets can be deduced from the facets of the cut cone CUTn usingthe so-called switching operation (cf. Section 26.3.2). In fact, switchings andpermutations constitute the whole group of symmetries of the cut polytope (cf.Section 26.3.3). A general technique for constructing new facets of CUTn+1 fromgiven facets of CUTn is by applying the so-called lifting operation; we describeconditions of application of this technique in Section 26.5 and the converse oper-ation: collapsing, in Section 26.4. Another technique for constructing facets (bylooking at projections) is mentioned in Section 26.6.26.1 Cut and Correlation VectorsAs was already explained in Section 5.2, cut vectors are in one-to-one linearcorrespondence with correlation vectors, via the correlation mapping. This factwill be very often used here, so we recall the details.Let Vn = f1; : : : ; ng, Vn+1 = Vn[fn+1g, and let En, En+1 denote the set ofunordered pairs of elements of Vn, Vn+1, respectively. The covariance mapping� : REn+1 �! RVn[Enis de�ned as follows. For x = (xij)1�i<j�n+1 2 REn+1 and p = (pij)1�i�j�n 2RVn[En , let p = �(x) be de�ned bypii = xi;n+1 for 1 � i � n;pij = 12(xi;n+1 + xj;n+1 � xij) for 1 � i < j � n:Given a subset S � Vn, the vector �(S) := �(�(S)) is called the correlation vectorof S pointed at position n+1; so, �(S)ij = 1 if i; j 2 S and �(S)ij = 0 otherwisefor 1 � i � j � n. In the above de�nition, we have distinguished the positionn+1; we also denote the covariance mapping � by �n+1 if we want to stress thisfact. Of course, any other position i 2 Vn+1 could be distinguished as well withthe covariance mapping �i being analogously de�ned.The covariance mapping � is clearly linear and bijective. Therefore, givensubsets S1; : : : ; Sk � Vn, the set of cut vectors f�(S1); : : : ; �(Sk)g is linearly in-dependent if and only if the corresponding set f�(S1); : : : ; �(Sk)g of correlation401



402 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and Facetsvectors is linearly independent. Often, when we have to check the linear inde-pendence of a set of cut vectors, we will work with the associated correlationvectors whose manipulation is generally easier.Recall that the correlation cone CORn and the correlation polytope COR2nare de�ned, respectively, as the conic hull and the convex hull of the set ofcorrelation vectors �(S) for S � Vn. Hence,CORn = �(CUTn+1) and COR2n = �(CUT2n+1):As a consequence, any result on the facial structure of the cut polytope canbe translated into a result on the facial structure of the correlation polytopeand vice versa. We recall the following result, which was already formulated inProposition 5.2.7.Proposition 26.1.1. Let c 2 REn+1 and a 2 RVn[En be related byaii =P1�j�n+1;j 6=i cij for 1 � i � n;aij = �2cij for 1 � i < j � n:Then, the inequality: X1�i<j�n+1 cijxij � �de�nes a valid inequality (resp. a facet) of the cut polytope CUT2n+1 if and onlyif the inequality: X1�i�n aiixi + X1�i<j�n aijxij � �de�nes a valid inequality (resp. a facet) of the correlation polytope COR2n .We have chosen to present most of our results in the context of cuts. Thecorresponding results for the correlation polyhedra can be easily deduced usingProposition 26.1.1. The two forms taken by several classes of inequalities (trian-gle, hypermetric, negative type inequalities) in both the \cut" and \correlation"contexts have been shown in Figure 5.2.6. One reason for our choice of present-ing inequalities for cut polyhedra rather than for correlation polyhedra is thatthey have often a much simpler form. For instance, we �nd it easier to handlethe triangle inequality: x12 + x13 + x23 � 2rather than the corresponding inequality:p11 + p22 + p33 � p12 � p13 � p23 � 1:There are, however, some exceptions to this rule. There exist indeed some resultswhose formulation is easier in the context of correlation polyhedra than in thecontext of cuts; we will see one such result in Section 26.6.



26.2 The Permutation Operation 40326.2 The Permutation OperationSince we are working with the complete graph Kn, all the faces of CUTn or ofCUT2n are clearly preserved under any permutation of the nodes. Let Sym(n)denote the group of permutations of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng, called the symmetricgroup of f1; : : : ; ng. Given a permutation � 2 Sym(n) and a vector v 2 REn ,de�ne the vector �(v) 2 REn by�(v)ij := v�(i)�(j) for ij 2 En:The following result is trivial.Lemma 26.2.1. Given v 2 REn , v0 2 R and � 2 Sym(n), the followingstatements are equivalent.(i) The inequality vTx � v0 is valid (resp. facet inducing) for CUT2n .(ii) The inequality �(v)T x � v0 is valid (resp. facet inducing) for CUT2n .We have a similar statement about the cut cone CUTn when applying Lemma26.2.1 to homogeneous inequalities, i.e., to inequalities of the form vTx � 0. LetF be the face of CUT2n induced by the valid inequality vTx � v0, then�(F ) := f�(x) j x 2 Fgis the face of CUT2n induced by the inequality �(v)Tx � v0. We say that F and�(F ) are permutation equivalent. The two faces F and �(F ) have obviously thesame dimension.26.3 The Switching OperationThe cut polytope has the remarkable property that if, for some vertex, all thefacets containing this vertex are known, then all the facets of the whole poly-tope can be easily derived, using the so-called switching operation. This is aconsequence of the simple fact that the symmetric di�erence of two cuts is againa cut. This property applies more generally to the set families that are closedunder taking the symmetric di�erence. We �rst present the switching operationin the general setting of set families, which will enable us to apply it to severalinstances of polyhedra, and then specialize it to cut polyhedra. We describe inSection 26.3.3 the full symmetry group of the cut polytope.26.3.1 Switching: A General De�nitionLet A be a family of subsets of a given �nite set E, let B � E, and setAB := fA4B j A 2 Ag:Let P (A) (resp. P (AB)) denote the polytope in RE , which is de�ned as theconvex hull of the incidence vectors of the members of A (resp. of AB). A linear



404 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and Facetsdescription of the polytope P (AB) can be easily deduced if one knows a lineardescription of the polytope P (A); see Corollaries 26.3.4 and 26.3.5.For a vector v 2 RE , let vB 2 RE be de�ned by(26.3.1) vBe := ( �ve if e 2 B;ve if e 2 E n B:Consider the mapping rB : RE �! RE de�ned by rB(x) := xB +�B for x 2 RE ,i.e.,(26.3.2) (rB(x))e = ( 1� xe if e 2 B;xe if e 2 E nB:The mapping rB is an a�ne bijection of the space RE , called switching mapping.The following can be easily checked:Lemma 26.3.3. Let A;B;A1; : : : ; Ak be subsets of E and let v 2 RE . Then,(i) rB(�A) = �A4B.(ii) vB(A) = v(A4B)� v(B).(iii) f�A1 ; : : : ; �Akg is a�nely independent if and only if f�A14B; : : : ; �Ak4Bgis a�nely independent.Corollary 26.3.4. P (AB) = rB(P (A)).Corollary 26.3.5. Given v 2 RE ; v0 2 R and B � E, the following assertionsare equivalent.(i) The inequality vTx � v0 is valid or facet inducing for the polytope P (A),respectively.(ii) The inequality (vB)Tx � v0�v(B) is valid or facet inducing for the polytopeP (AB), respectively.We say that the inequality: (vB)Tx � v0 � v(B)is obtained by switching the inequality vTx � v0 by the set B. Hence, the listof inequalities de�ning P (AB) is obtained from the list of inequalities de�ningP (A) by switching each of them by the set B.If v0 = 0 and if the set B de�nes a root of the inequality vTx � v0, i.e., ifv(B) = 0, then the switched inequality reads: (vB)Tx � 0. In other words, the\switching by roots" operation preserves homogeneous inequalities.Let F denote the face of P (A) induced by the valid inequality vTx � v0,then rB(F ) := frB(x) j x 2 Fg



26.3 The Switching Operation 405is the face of P (AB) induced by the switched inequality (vB)Tx � v0 � v(B).By Lemma 26.3.3, both faces F; rB(F ) have the same dimension and the rootsof rB(F ) (i.e., the members C 2 AB for which �C 2 rB(F )) are exactly thevectors �A4B, for �A 2 F . Hence, the switching mapping establishes a 1-1correspondence between the face lattices of the polytopes P (A) and P (AB).Let us now suppose that the family A is closed under taking the symmetricdi�erence, i.e., that A4B 2 A for all A;B 2 A; hence, ; 2 A. Then, the classof valid inequalities for P (A) is closed under switching. Moreover, the full listof facets of P (A) can be derived from the list of facets containing any givenpoint �A (where A 2 A). In particular, the full facial structure of the polytopeP (A) can be deduced from that of the cone C(A), which is de�ned as the conegenerated by the vectors �A for A 2 A. The next proposition summarizes thesefacts.Proposition 26.3.6. Let A be a collection of subsets of E that is closed underthe symmetric di�erence. Suppose thatC(A) = fx 2 RE j vTi x � 0 for i = 1; : : : ;mg:Then,P (A) = fx 2 RE j (vBi )Tx � �vi(B) for i = 1; : : : ;m; and B 2 Ag:A typical example of a set family that is closed under taking the symmetricdi�erence is the set of cuts in a graph, or the set of cycles in a graph. In fact, theset families that are closed under taking the symmetric di�erence are preciselythe cycle spaces of binary matroids. The switching operation was de�ned in thisgeneral framework by Barahona and Gr�otschel [1986]. We will return to cyclespaces of binary matroids in Section 27.4.The switching operation has been discovered independently by several otherauthors. In particular, by McRae and Davidson [1972] and Pitowsky [1989, 1991]in the context of the correlation polytope COR2n , by Deza [1973a] in the contextof the cut cone CUTn, by Barahona and Mahjoub [1986] in the context of thecut polytope of an arbitrary graph.26.3.2 Switching: Cut Polytope versus Cut ConeAll the features of the switching operation described above apply to the specialcase of the cut polytope CUT2n and of the cut cone CUTn, as the set of cutsis closed under taking the symmetric di�erence; Corollary 26.3.5 and Proposi-tion 26.3.6 can be reformulated as follows1.1Given v 2 REn and a cut vector �(A) in Kn, the vector v�(A) is de�ned as in (26.3.1) byv�(A)ij = �vij if �(A)ij = 1 and v�(A)ij = vij if �(A)ij = 0. In other words, v�(A) stands forv�Kn (A).



406 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and FacetsCorollary 26.3.7. Given v 2 REn ; v0 2 R and a cut vector �(A), the followingassertions are equivalent.(i) The inequality vTx � v0 is valid or facet inducing for CUT2n , respectively.(ii) The inequality (v�(A))Tx � v0�vT �(A) is valid or facet inducing for CUT2n ,respectively.Corollary 26.3.8. Suppose thatCUTn = fx 2 REn j vTi x � 0 for i = 1; : : : ;mg:Then,CUT2n = fx 2 REn j (v�(A)i )Tx � �vTi �(A) for i = 1; : : : ;m; and A � Vng:There is clearly an analogue of switching for the correlation polytope COR2n ,as this polytope is in linear bijection with the cut polytope CUT2n+1. We indicateexplicitly in the next remark how switching applies to the correlation polytope.Remark 26.3.9. Analogue of switching for the correlation polytope.Given a subset A of Vn, consider the mapping:(26.3.10) %�(A) := �r�(A)��1:This mapping acts as follows:COR2n ��1�! CUT2n+1 r�(A)�! CUT2n+1 ��! COR2n :Here, �(A) is considered as a cut vector in Kn+1, r�(A) is the correspondingswitching mapping of the space REn+1 , and � is the covariance mapping. There-fore, the mapping %�(A) preserves the polytope COR2n , i.e.,%�(A)(COR2n ) = COR2n :One can easily verify that p0 := %�(A)(p)is de�ned by p0ii = ( 1� pii if i 2 A;pii if i 62 A;for i 2 Vn and p0ij = 8>>><>>>: 1� pii � pjj + pij if i; j 2 A;pii � pij if i 62 A; j 2 A;pjj � pij if i 2 A; j 62 A;pij if i; j 62 A



26.3 The Switching Operation 407for i 6= j 2 Vn. Note, therefore, that switching has a much simpler form whenapplied in the context of the cut polyhedra rather than in the context of thecorrelation polyhedra.Both the switching and the permutation operations map faces of CUT2n tofaces of CUT2n ; in more technical terms, they are both symmetries of CUT2n ,i.e., orthogonal linear transformations of REn that map CUT2n to itself. InSection 26.3.3, we will see that the group of symmetries of CUT2n (n 6= 4) isgenerated by these two operations.Clearly, if the complete description of CUTn we start with in Corollary 26.3.8is nonredundant, then all of the inequalities describing CUT2n are facet de�ning.But many of these inequalities may appear repeatedly. However, as observed byGr�otschel [1994], there is a (theoretically) easy way to compute the number offacets of CUT2n from the number of facets of CUTn and vice versa, as indicatedin Lemma 26.3.11 below.Let us call, for a given face F of CUT2n , the set of all the faces of CUT2n thatcan be obtained from F by applying the permutation and switching operationsthe orbit 
2(F ) of F . We similarly de�ne the orbit 
(F ) of a face F of CUTnwhere, instead of general switching, we only allow switching by roots of F . Recallthat R(F ) denotes the set of roots of the face F .Lemma 26.3.11. Let vTx � 0 be a valid inequality for CUTn, it de�nes a faceF of CUTn and a face F2 of CUT2n . Then,j
2(F2)jjR(F2)j = j
(F )j2n�1:Proof. Let us de�ne a j
2(F2)j � j2Vn�1 j matrix B = (bHS) by setting bHS = 1if the cut vector �(S) is a root of the face H of 
2(F2) and bHS = 0 else. Then,counting row- and columnwise, we obtainXH2
2(F2) XS�Vn�1 bHS = XH2
2(F2)0@ XS�Vn�1 bHS1A = j
2(F2)jjR(F2)j;XH2
2(F2) XS�Vn�1 bHS = XS�Vn�10@ XH2
2(F2) bHS1A = 2n�1j
(F )j:Hence, j
2(F2)j can be deduced once we know j
(F )j and the number ofroots of F2. Of course, it is neither trivial to compute the cardinality of an orbitnor to determine the number of roots of a face. We shall as often as possibleexplicitly describe the roots of the valid inequalities treated in this part. (See, forinstance, Section 30.4 where we present the parachute inequality whose numberof roots is related to the Fibonacci sequence.) We now state an upper bound onthe number of roots, given in Deza and Deza [1994a].



408 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and FacetsProposition 26.3.12. For any facet F of the cut polytope CUT2n we havejR(F )j � 3 � 2n�3;with equality if and only if F is de�ned by a triangle inequality.Proof. Let F be a facet of CUT2n induced by, say, the inequality vTx � �. Ap-plying switching, we can assume that � = 0. Suppose vij is a nonzero componentof v. If S is any subset of Vn n fi; jg thenvT �(S [ fig) + vT �(S [ fjg) � vT �(S) � vT �(S [ fi; jg) = 2vij :This implies that at most three of these four cut vectors are roots of F . Therefore,F has no more than 342n�1 = 3 � 2n�3 roots. Suppose now that F has exactly3�2n�3 roots. We show that F is de�ned by a triangle inequality. It is not di�cultto check that v has at least three nonzero coordinates, say, vij; vhk; vst 6= 0. Wehave:(a) vT �(A [ fig) + vT �(A [ fjg) � vT �(A) � vT �(A [ fi; jg) = 2vij ;(b) vT �(B [ fhg) + vT �(B [ fkg) � vT �(B)� vT �(B [ fh; kg) = 2vhk;(c) vT �(C [ fsg) + vT �(C [ ftg) � vT �(C)� vT �(C [ fs; tg) = 2vstwhere A � Vn n fi; jg, B � Vn n fh; kg, and C � Vn n fs; tg. Since F contains 3/4of the total number of cuts, exactly three terms of the left hand side of each ofthe equations (a),(b),(c) are equal to 0. We can suppose that vij and vhk havethe same sign. Suppose �rst that jfi; j; h; k; s; tgj = 6. We have that vT �(fig) =0 (for, if not, considering the equation (a) with A = ; and the equation (b)with B = fig yields vT �(fig) = 2vij and �vT �(fig) = 2vhk, contradicting thefact that vij and vhk have the same sign). In the same way, vT �(fi; sg) = 0,vT �(fi; tg) = 0, vT �(fi; s; tg) = 0. Hence, equation (c) with C = fig yields vst =0, a contradiction. Similar arguments lead to a contradiction if jfi; j; h; k; s; tgj =5 or 4. Hence, v has exactly three nonzero coordinates vij , vik; and vjk. Using (a)for A = ; and (b) (replacing h by i) for B = fjg, we deduce that vT �(fjg) = 0,i.e., vij = �vjk. In the same way, vT �(fkg) = 0, i.e., vik = �vjk. Therefore,vTx � 0 is a multiple of the triangle inequality xjk � xik � xij � 0.Counting the number of elements in the orbit 
(F ) of a face F of CUTn canbe done in the following way (see Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1991] and Dezaand Laurent [1992c]). Let
p(F ) := f�(F ) j � 2 Sym(n)gdenote the set of faces that are permutation equivalent to F and setAut(F ) := f� 2 Sym(n) j �(F ) = Fg;the members of Aut(F ) are called the automorphisms of F . Then, it is easy tocheck that j
p(F )j = n!jAut(F )j :



26.3.3 The Symmetry Group of the Cut Polytope 409Let k denote the number of distinct switchings (by roots) of F that are pair-wise not permutation equivalent and let F0 := F; F1; : : : ; Fk�1 denote these kswitchings. Then, j
(F )j = X0�i�k�1 n!jAut(Fi)j :Hence, determining the number of elements in the orbit 
(F ) of F amounts tocounting the number of automorphisms of any switching of F . This has beendone in Deza and Laurent [1992c] for several classes of facets and, in particular,for all the facets of the cut cone CUTn for n � 7. As an application, one cancount the exact number of facets of CUTn and CUT2n for n � 7; see Section 30.6.Although we have introduced orbits here only as a tool for enumerating faceswe would like to remark that this concept deserves more attention. For instance,if we prove that some inequality de�nes a facet we automatically obtain that allthe faces in its orbit are, in fact, facets. The corresponding de�ning inequalitiesare obtained from the original one by switching and permuting. Proving thatan inequality de�nes a facet is (often) laborious work that heavily uses apparentstructures and symmetries of a given inequality and it is of great importance tochoose, among all possible inequalities de�ning the facets of the orbit, one thathas an \exploitable" shape or some \nice and easily understandable form". Ofcourse, this is a matter of taste, but nevertheless, as we have seen in our ownwork it is helpful to �nd a convenient representative inequality of an orbit, notonly for proof technical purposes but also for further generalizations and theinvestigation of other issues.26.3.3 The Symmetry Group of the Cut PolytopeWe describe here the symmetry group of the cut polytope CUT2n . The resultsare taken from Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1991].A mapping f : REn �! REn is called a symmetry of CUT2n if it is an isometrysatisfying: f(CUT2n ) = CUT2n ; an isometry of REn being a linear mappingpreserving the Euclidean distance. Let Is(CUT2n ) denote the set of symmetriesof CUT2n . Let Gn := f�r�(A) j � 2 Sym(n); A � Vngdenote the group generated by all permutation and switching mappings. Thecommutation rules in Gn are:r�(A)r�(B) = r�(A4B); r�(A)� = �r�(�(A)) :(In fact, Gn is nothing but the quotient of the symmetry group of the n-dimensional hypercube by a subgroup of order 2.) Therefore, jGnj = 2n�1n!.As we have seen earlier, Gn � Is(CUT2n ):Let H(n) denote the graph whose nodes are the cut vectors �(A) for A � Vn,with two cut vectors �(A), �(B) being adjacent if (k �(A)��(B) k2)2 = n�1, i.e.,



410 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and Facetsif (k �(A4B) k2)2 = n�1 or, equivalently, if jA4Bj = 1; n�1. Obviously, everysymmetry of CUT2n induces an automorphism of the graph H(n). Therefore,Is(CUT2n ) � Aut(H(n)):The graph H(n) is known as the folded n-cube graph. Its automorphism groupis Gn for n > 4, (Sym(4)� Sym(4))Sym(2) for n = 4, and Sym(4) for n = 3 (seeBrouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [1989] or Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1991]).We have the following result (only (ii) needs a proof):Theorem 26.3.13.(i) For n 6= 4, Is(CUT2n ) = Gn, with order 2n�1n!.(ii) For n = 4, Is(CUT24 ) � (Sym(4)� Sym(4))Sym(2), with order 2(4!)2.Hence, Is(CUT2n ) � Aut(H(n)) for n � 3.In other words, for n 6= 4, switchings and permutations are the only sym-metries of CUT2n . For n = 4, there are are some additional symmetries. Notethat H(4) is the complete bipartite graph K4;4 with bipartition of its node set(X1;X2), where X1 := f�(i) j i = 1; 2; 3; 4g and X2 := f�(;); �(f1; ig) j i =2; 3; 4g. Every automorphism of H(4) acts in the following way: Permute the el-ements withinX1, permute the elements withinX2, and exchange elements fromX1 to X2. In fact, one can show that every such operation yields a symmetry ofCUT24 .In the same way, one may ask what are the symmetries of the correlationpolytope COR2n . In fact, the only symmetries of COR2n are permutations, i.e.,Is(COR2n ) � Sym(n) for all n:Indeed, even though the mapping %�(A)(= �r�(A)��1) (the analogue of switching)preserves the polytope COR2n , it is not a symmetry of it because the mapping%�(A) is not an isometry. It is shown in Laurent [1996e] that the semimetricpolytope MET2n has the same group of symmetries as CUT2n . The descriptionof the symmetry groups of other cut polyhedra (such as the equicut polytope,the multicut polytope) can be found in Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent [1991].26.4 The Collapsing OperationWe describe in this section the collapsing operation, which permits to constructvalid inequalities for CUT2m (or CUTm) from valid inequalities for CUT2n (orCUTn), where m < n. The collapsing operation was introduced in De Simone,Deza and Laurent [1994] and Deza and Laurent [1992b].Let � = (I1; : : : ; Ip) be a partition of Vn = f1; : : : ; ng into p parts, i.e.,I1; : : : ; Ip are nonempty disjoint subsets such that I1[: : :[Ip = Vn. For v 2 REn ,we de�ne its �-collapse v� 2 REp by(v�)hk := Xi2Ih;j2Ik vij for hk 2 Ep:



26.4 The Collapsing Operation 411When the partition � consists only of singletons except one pair fi; jg (wherei 6= j), i.e., when � = ffi; jg; fkg for 1 � k � n; i 6= k 6= j 6= ig, then v� 2 REn�1and we say that v� is obtained from v by collapsing the two nodes i; j into a singlenode.If G is an edge weighted graph on Vn with edgeweight vector v, then the�-collapse of G is the graph G� on Vp whose edgeweight vector is v�. In otherwords, we obtain G� from G by contracting all nodes from a common partitionclass into a single node and adding the edgeweights correspondingly.If S is a subset of Vp = f1; 2; : : : ; pg, de�ne the subset S� := Sh2S Ih of Vn.The relation vT� �(S) = vT �(S�) for S � f1; : : : ; pgcan be easily checked, implying immediately the following lemma.Lemma 26.4.1. Given v 2 REn , v0 2 R and a partition � = (I1; : : : ; Ip) of Vninto p parts, the following statements hold.(i) If the inequality vTx � v0 is valid for CUT2n , then the inequality vT� x � v0is valid for CUT2p .(ii) The roots of the inequality vT� x � v0 are the cut vectors �(S) such thatS � f1; : : : ; pg and �(S�) is a root of the inequality vTx � v0.We present in the next result a case when the collapsing and the switchingoperations commute.Lemma 26.4.2. Let � = (I1; : : : ; Ip) be a partition of f1; : : : ; ng, S be a subsetof Vp, and v 2 REn . Then, (v�)�(S) = �v�(S�)�� :Observe that the collapsing operation preserves validity, but it may not al-ways preserve facets. Also, it may be that the collapse of a nonfacet inducingvalid inequality is facet inducing. For example, for n � 3, the (triangle) inequal-ity x23�x12�x13 � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn but the inequality �2x12 � 0,obtained by collapsing the two nodes 2,3 into a single node 2, is valid but notfacet inducing. For n � 5, the inequality (x23�x12�x13)+(x45�x14�x15) � 0is valid but not facet inducing, while the inequality x23�x12�x13 � 0, obtainedby collapsing the two nodes 1,5 into a single node 1, is facet inducing for CUTn.Nevertheless, collapsing may be a useful tool for the construction of facets;Theorems 26.4.3 and 26.4.4 below state results of the form: \Take a valid in-equality, assume that some collapsings of it are facet inducing and ..., then theinequality is facet inducing". The next result is shown in De Simone, Deza andLaurent [1994].



412 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and FacetsTheorem 26.4.3. Let v 2 REn and i1; i2; i3 be distinct nodes in f1; 2; : : : ; ng.Assume that the following conditions hold.(i) The inequality vTx � 0 is valid for CUTn.(ii) vT �(fi1g) = 0.(iii) The two inequalities obtained from vTx � 0 by collapsing the nodes fi1; i2g,and the nodes fi1; i3g, respectively, are facet inducing for CUTn�1.(iv) For some distinct r; s 2 f1; : : : ; ng n fi1; i2; i3g, vrs 6= 0.Then, the inequality vTx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn.Proof. For ease of notation, we may assume that i1 = 1; i2 = 2; i3 = 3. Denoteby v1;2 and v1;3 the vector obtained from v by collapsing the nodes f1; 2g andthe nodes f1; 3g, respectively. Take a valid inequality aTx � 0 for CUTn suchthat fx 2 CUTn j vTx = 0g � fx 2 CUTn j aTx = 0g:In order to prove that vTx � 0 is facet de�ning, we show that v = �a for somescalar � > 0. Denote analogously by a1;2 and a1;3 the vector obtained from a bycollapsing the nodes f1; 2g and f1; 3g, respectively. It is easy to see thatfx 2 CUTn j (v1;i)Tx = 0g � fx 2 CUTn j (a1;i)Tx = 0gfor i = 2; 3: Since (v1;i)Tx � 0 is facet inducing by assumption (iii), there existsa scalar �i > 0 such that v1;i = �ia1;i for i = 2; 3: We deduce that �1 = �2 := �from assumption (iv). Hence, we already have that vrs = �ars for 3 � r < s � n,or r = 2 and 4 � s � n and, also,(a) v1i + v2i = �(a1i + a2i) for i � 3,(b) v1i + v3i = �(a1i + a3i) for i = 2; i � 4.Hence, v1i = a1i for i � 4. It remains to check that v12 = �a12; v13 = �a13and v23 = �a23 in order to deduce that v = �a. By assumption (ii), we havevT �(f1g) = 0, implying thatv12 + v13 = � X4�i�n v1i = � X4�i�n�a1i = �(a12 + a13):This relation, together with (a), (b) for i = 3, yields that v23 = �a23 and, then,v13 = �a13; v12 = �a12:The following result was proved in Deza, Gr�otschel and Laurent [1992] in themore general context of multicuts.Theorem 26.4.4. Let v 2 REn , v0 2 R, and i1; i2; i3; i4 be distinct elements inf1; : : : ; ng. Assume that the following conditions hold.(i) The inequality vTx � v0 is valid for CUT2n .



26.5 The Lifting Operation 413(ii) v0 6= 0, or there exist distinct r; s 2 f1; : : : ; ng n fi1; i2; i3; i4g such thatvrs 6= 0.(iii) The three inequalities obtained from the inequality vTx � v0 by collapsingthe nodes fi1; i2g, the nodes fi1; i3g, and the nodes fi1; i4g, respectively,are facet inducing for CUT2n�1.Then, the inequality vTx � v0 is facet inducing for CUT2n .Proof. Let us assume that i1 = 1; i2 = 2; i3 = 3; i4 = 4. Let aTx � a0 be avalid inequality for CUT2n such thatfx 2 CUT2n j vTx = v0g � fx 2 CUT2n j aTx = a0g:We show the existence of a scalar � > 0 such that v = �a; v0 = �a0: Fori = 2; 3; 4, denote by v1;i (resp. a1;i) the vector obtained from v (resp. from a)by collapsing the nodes f1; ig. Clearly, every root of the inequality (v1;i)Tx � v0is a root of the inequality (a1;i)Tx � a0. Hence, there exists a scalar �i > 0 suchthat v1;i = �ia1;i and v0 = �ia0, for i = 2; 3; 4: By assumption (ii), we deducethat �1 = �2 = �3 =: �. We already have that vrs = �ars for 3 � r < s � n, orr = 2 and 4 � s � n, or fr; sg = f2; 3g: Also, v1i+v2i = �(a1i+a2i) for i � 3, fromwhich we deduce that v1i = �a1i for 3 � i � n. Finally, v1i + v4i = �(a1i + a4i)for i = 2; 3; 5; : : : ; n, implying that v12 = �a12. Therefore, v = �a holds and,thus, the inequality vTx � v0 is facet inducing.26.5 The Lifting OperationThe collapsing operation, which is described in the preceding section, permits toconstruct certain valid inequalities of CUTn�1 from a given valid inequality ofCUTn. Conversely, by lifting, we mean any general procedure for constructinga valid inequality of CUTn+1 (preferably, facet inducing) from a given validinequality (or facet) for CUTn.The simplest case of lifting is that of 0-lifting. Namely, for v 2 REn , de�neits 0-lifting v0 2 REn+1 by v0ij = vij for ij 2 En;v0i;n+1 = 0 for 1 � i � n:In the same way, we say that the inequality (v0)Tx � v0 is obtained by 0-liftingthe inequality vTx � v0. It is immediate to see that 0-lifting preserves validity;a nice feature of 0-lifting is that it also preserves facets.Theorem 26.5.1. Given v0 2 R; v 2 REn and its 0-lifting v0 2 REn+1 , thefollowing assertions are equivalent.(i) The inequality vTx � v0 is facet inducing for CUT2n .(ii) The inequality (v0)Tx � v0 is facet inducing for CUT2n+1:



414 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and FacetsThe proof of Theorem 26.5.1 is based on the following Lemma 26.5.2. Bothresults were given in Deza [1973a] (see also Deza and Laurent [1992a] for the fullproofs). Given a subset F of En, set F := En n F . If x 2 REn , letxF := (xe)e2Fdenote the projection of x on the subspace RF indexed by F and, if X is a subsetof REn , set XF := fxF j x 2 Xg; XF := fx 2 X j xF = 0g:Lemma 26.5.2. Let vTx � 0 be a valid inequality for CUTn and let R(v) denoteits set of roots. Let F be a subset of En.(i) If rank(R(v)F ) = jF j and rank(R(v)F ) = jF j � 1, then the inequalityvTx � 0 is facet inducing.(ii) If the inequality vTx � 0 is facet inducing and vF 6= 0 (resp. vF = 0), thenrank(R(v)F ) = jF j (resp. rank(R(v)F ) = jF j � 1).Proof. (i) By the assumption, we can �nd a set A � R(v) of jF j vectors whoseprojections on F are linearly independent and a set B � R(v) of jF j � 1 linearlyindependent vectors whose projections on F are zero. It is immediate to seethat the set A [ B is linearly independent. This implies that vTx � 0 is facetinducing.(ii) Since vTx � 0 is facet inducing, we can �nd a set A � R(v) of �n2��1 linearlyindependent roots. Let M denote the (�n2�� 1)� �n2� matrix whose rows are thevectors of A. Hence, all the columns of M but one are linearly independent. Wedistinguish two cases:(a) either, all the columns ofM that are indexed by F are linearly independentand, then, rank(AF ) = jF j,(b) or, rank(AF ) = jF j � 1, implying that rank(R(v)F ) = jF j � 1.Suppose �rst that we are in the case (b). Let T1 � A be a subset of jF j � 1vectors whose projections on F are linearly independent, set T2 := AF andT3 := A n (T1 [ T2). Hence, jT2 [ T3j = jF j. For x 2 T3, its projection xF on Fcan be written as a linear combination of the projections on F of the vectors inT1, say xF = Xa2T1 �xaaF :Set x0 := x� Xa2T1 �xaaand T 03 := fx0 j x 2 T3g. It is easy to check that the set T2 [ T 03 is linearlyindependent. Note that, for any x 2 T2 [ T 03; xF = 0 and vTx = 0; this impliesthat vF = 0: Suppose now that we are in the case (a). Then, rank(R(v)F ) =jF j � 1 and, by the above reasoning, vF = 0, which implies that vF 6= 0:



26.5 The Lifting Operation 415Proof of Theorem 26.5.1. We can assume, without loss of generality, that v0 = 0;else, switch the inequality by a root and apply the result for the switched in-equality.Suppose �rst that the inequality (v0)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn+1. Con-sider the set F := f(i; n + 1) j 1 � i � ng and let F := En denote its com-plement in the set En+1. By construction, v0F = 0. Hence, we deduce fromLemma 26.5.2 (ii) that rank(R(v0)F ) = jF j�1 = �n2��1: Therefore, the inequal-ity vTx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn.Suppose now that the inequality vTx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn. Sincev 6= 0, we can suppose without loss of generality that vF 6= 0, where F :=f12; 13; : : : ; 1ng and F := En n F: By Lemma 26.5.2 (ii), rank(R(v)F ) = jF j:Therefore, we can �nd n� 1 roots �(Tk) (1 � k � n� 1) of vTx � 0 whose pro-jections on F are linearly independent. Since vTx � 0 is facet inducing, we canalso �nd �n2�� 1 linearly independent roots �(Sj) (1 � j � �n2�� 1) of vTx � 0.Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the element 1 does not belongto any of the sets Tk and Sj. So, we have a setC := (�(Sj) j 1 � j �  n2!� 1)[f�(Tk[fn+1g) j 1 � k � n�1g[f�(fn+1g)gof �n+12 � � 1 cut vectors (in Kn+1), which are roots of the inequality (v0)Tx �0. We show that the set C is linearly independent. For this, we verify thatthe correlation vectors (pointed at position 1) associated with the cut vectorsin C are linearly independent. Let us consider the square matrix M of order�n+12 � � 1, whose rows are: �rst, the �n2� � 1 vectors �(Sj); then, the n � 1vectors �(Tk [ fn + 1g) and, �nally, the vector �(fn + 1g). The columns ofM are indexed by the set I [ J [ K, where I := f(i; j) j 2 � i � j � ng,J := f(i; n+ 1) j 2 � i � ng, and K := f(n+ 1; n+ 1)g. The matrix M is of theform: M = 0B@ I J KX 0 0Z Y eT0 0 1 1CA(where e denotes the all-ones vector). The matrix X has full row rank, since thevectors �(Sj) are linearly independent. The matrix Y has full rank, since its rowsare the vectors �(Tk[fn+1g)J = �(Tk)F , which are linearly independent. Hence,the matrix M has full row rank, which implies that the inequality (v0)Tx � 0 isfacet inducing.Lifting is a very general methodology for constructing facets of polyhedra,which can be described as follows. Suppose we are given a vector v 2 REn forwhich the inequality vTx � 0 is valid for CUTn. Then, lifting the inequalityvTx � 0 means �nding a vector v0 2 REn+1 (obtained by adding n new coordi-nates to v, after possibly altering some of its coordinates) such that the inequality(v0)Tx � 0 is valid for CUTn+1. Of course, a desirable objective is to produce in



416 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and Facetsthis way some new facet of CUTn+1 starting from a given facet of CUTn. Thenext lemma contains a set of conditions that are su�cient for achieving this goal.Lemma 26.5.3. (Lifting Lemma) Let v 2 REn and v0 2 REn+1 . Suppose thatthe following assertions hold.(i) The inequality vTx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn and the inequality(v0)Tx � 0 is valid for CUTn+1.(ii) There exist �n2��1 subsets Sj of f2; 3; : : : ; ng such that the cut vectors �(Sj)(in Kn) are linearly independent roots of vTx � 0 and the cut vectors�(Sj) (in Kn+1) are roots of (v0)Tx � 0.(iii) There exist n subsets Tk of f2; 3; : : : ; n; n + 1g with n + 1 2 Tk such thatthe cut vectors �(Tk) (in Kn+1) are roots of (v0)Tx � 0 and the incidencevectors of the sets Tk are linearly independent.Then, the inequality (v0)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn+1.Proof. It su�ces to check that the �n+12 � � 1 cut vectors �(Sj) and �(Tk) arelinearly independent. This can be done in the same way as in the proof ofTheorem 26.5.1.In the sequel, we only consider a special case of lifting, known as node split-ting. The node splitting operation is, in fact, converse to the collapsing operationfrom Section 26.4; it is de�ned as follows. Let v 2 REn and v0 2 REn+1 satisfythe conditions: vij = v0ij for 2 � i < j � n;v1i = v01i + v0i n+1 for 2 � i � n:So, v0 is obtained from v by splitting node 1 into two nodes 1, n+ 1 and corre-spondingly splitting the edgeweight v1i into v01i and v0i n+1, the other componentsremaining unchanged. In other words, v comes from v0 by collapsing the nodes 1and n+1 into a single node 1. In this case, if vTx � 0 is facet inducing, then thecondition (ii) of Lemma 26.5.3 automatically holds. In our concrete applicationsof the Lifting Lemma 26.5.3, the condition (i) will hold by construction of v0and, therefore, the crucial point will be to check condition (iii), i.e., to �nd nadditional \good" roots.We will see in the next sections many applications of the Lifting Lemma 26.5.3and of Theorems 26.4.3 and 26.4.4 on collapsing.26.6 Facets by ProjectionWe present here another tool for showing that a given valid inequality is facetde�ning. This method works when some projections of the given inequality havesome prescribed properties; it is described by Boissin [1994]. The result turnsout to have a simpler formulation in the context of correlation polyhedra. So,we �rst state it for correlation polyhedra and, then, we reformulate it for cutpolyhedra.



26.6 Facets by Projection 417Observe �rst that, if an inequalityX1�i�j�n aijpij � �is valid for COR2n , then its projectionX1�i�j�n�1 aijpij � �on the set (of pairs including diagonal pairs from) Vn n fng is obviously validfor COR2n�1. However, it may be that the projected inequality de�nes a facet ofCOR2n�1 without the initial inequality to be facet de�ning. This is the case, forinstance, for the (nonfacet de�ning) inequality p11 + p22 � 0 whose projectionp11 � 0 is facet de�ning. The next result shows, however, that if we suppose thatseveral projections are facet de�ning together with some additional conditions,then we can conclude that the initial inequality is facet de�ning.Proposition 26.6.1. Let W1; : : : ;Wk � Vn such that Vn = W1 [ : : : [Wk andeach pair of elements of Vn belongs to some Wr (1 � r � k). Let a 2 RVn[Enand � 2 R. Suppose that the following conditions hold.(i) The inequality aT p := P1�i�j�n aijpij � � is valid for the correlationpolytope COR2n .(ii) The graph with node set f1; : : : ; kg and whose edges are the pairs rs forwhich there exist i; j 2Wr \Ws such that aij 6= 0 is connected.(iii) For each r = 1; : : : ; k, the inequality Pi�jji;j2Wr aijpij � � (obtained asthe projection of aT p � � on Wr) de�nes a facet of COR2(Wr):Then, the inequality aT p � � de�nes a facet of COR2n .Proof. Let b 2 RVn[En ; � 2 R such thatfp 2 COR2n j aT p = �g � fp 2 COR2n j bT p = �g:We show that b = �a and � = �� for some � 2 R. As each vector q 2 COR2(Wr)can be extended to the vector p := (q; 0; : : : ; 0) of COR2n , we deduce thatfq 2 COR2(Wr) j Xi�jji;j2Wr aijqij = �g � fq 2 COR2(Wr) j Xi�jji;j2Wr bijqij = �g:From (iii), we obtain that there exists �r 2 R such that bij = �raij for i; j 2Wrand � = �r�. We deduce easily from (ii) that all �r's are equal.The following is a reformulation in the context of cut polyhedra.Corollary 26.6.2. Let W1; : : : ;Wk � Vn such that Vn = W1 [ : : : [Wk andeach pair of elements of Vn belongs to some Wr (1 � r � k). Let c 2 REn+1 and� 2 R. Suppose that the following conditions hold.



418 Chapter 26. Operations on Valid Inequalities and Facets(i) The inequality cTx := P1�i<j�n+1 cijxij � � is valid for the cut polytopeCUT2n+1.(ii) The graph with node set f1; : : : ; kg and whose edges are the pairs rs forwhich, either there exist i 6= j 2Wr \Ws such that cij 6= 0, or there existsi 2Wr \Ws such that cT �(fig) 6= 0, is connected.(iii) The inequality Pi2Wr(ci;n+1+Pj2VnnWr cij)xi;n+1+Pi<jji;j2Wr cijxij � �de�nes a facet of CUT2jWrj+1, for each r = 1; : : : ; k.Then, the inequality cTx � � de�nes a facet of CUT2n+1.For example, Corollary 26.6.2 permits to derive that the pentagonal inequal-ity: Q(1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0de�nes a facet of CUT5, from the fact that the triangle inequalities de�ne facetsof CUT4. Indeed, consider the subsets W1 := f1; 2; 4g, W2 := f1; 3; 4g andW3 := f2; 3; 4g of f1; 2; 3; 4g. Then, the inequalities from Corollary 26.6.2 (iii)are, respectively, the triangle inequalities: x12�x14�x24 � 0, x13�x14�x34 � 0and x23 � x24 � x34 � 0. More generally, Corollary 26.6.2 permits to derive thatany pure hypermetric inequality: Q(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet de�ningfrom the fact that triangle inequalities are facet de�ning.A slight modi�cation of Proposition 26.6.1 yields the following constructionfor facets of the correlation polytope. Given a 2 RVn[En and � 2 R, suppose thatthe inequality aT p := P1�i�j�n aijpij � � de�nes a facet of COR2n . Consider� 2 R and two elements i� 2 Vn and j� 62 Vn; set Vn+1 = Vn [ fj�g and de�nethe vector b 2 RVn+1[En+1 by(26.6.3) 8>>><>>>: bij = aij if i; j 2 Vn;bi;j� = ai;i� if i 2 Vn n fi�g;bi�;j� = �;bj�;j� = ai�;i� :We say that the inequality bT p � � is obtained from the inequality aT p � � byduplicating the node i� as the node j�. Note that this operation can be seen as aspecial case of lifting. The next result indicates what value of � should be takenin order to ensure that bT p � � de�nes a facet of COR2n+1.Proposition 26.6.4. Suppose that the inequality aT p � � de�nes a facet ofCOR2n and let b 2 RVn+1[En+1 be de�ned by (26.6.3). Then the inequality bT p � �de�nes a facet of COR2n+1 if and only if� = �� maxS�Vnnfi�g0@aT�(S [ fi�g) + Xi2S[fi�g ai;i�1A :Proof. Let �0 denote the right hand side in the relation de�ning �. We �rstcheck that bT p � � is valid for COR2n+1 if and only if � � �0. Indeed, let T be a



26.6 Facets by Projection 419subset of Vn+1. If j� 62 T , or if j� 2 T and i� 62 T , then bT�(T ) = aT�(T ) � �,by construction of b. If i�; j� 2 T then, setting S := T n fi�; j�g, we havebT�(T ) = aT�(S [ fi�g) + Xi2S[fi�g ai;i� + �:Hence, bT�(T ) � � holds for all T � Vn+1 if and only if � � �0. If � < �0,then every root of bT p = � satis�es the equation pi�;j� = 0; this shows thatbT p � � does not de�ne a facet of COR2n+1. Suppose now that � = �0. We showthat bT p � � de�nes a facet of COR2n+1: For this, let (b0)T p � �0 be anotherinequality such thatfp 2 COR2n+1 j bT p = �g � fp 2 COR2n+1 j (b0)T p = �0g:By the argument of Proposition 26.6.1, there exists a scalar � such that �0 = ��,b0ij = �bij for all i; j 2 Vn+1 except maybe for the pair i�; j�. As � = �0, we can�nd a root �(T ) of bT p = � such that i�; j� 2 T . As (b0)T�(T ) = �0, we deducethat (b0)i�;j� = �bi�;j� . This shows b0 = �b.For instance, the inequality:pi�;i� + pii � pi;i� � 1de�nes a facet of COR23 . Applying Proposition 26.6.4, we obtain that the in-equality: pi�;i� + pii + pj;j� � pi;i� � pi;j� � pi�;j� � 1de�nes a facet of COR24 . (Note that these two inequalities correspond to triangleinequalities for the cut polytope; recall Figure 5.2.6.) We leave it to the readerto reformulate Proposition 26.6.4 for the cut polytope. See Section 30.4 for anapplication of Proposition 26.6.4 to the parachute facet.





Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalities
As we will see throughout Part V, the cut polytope CUT2n has many di�erenttypes of facets, most of them having a rather complicated structure. Amongthem, the most simple ones are the triangle facets, i.e., those de�ned by thefollowing triangle inequalities:(27.0.1) xij � xik � xjk � 0;(27.0.2) xij + xik + xjk � 2;for distinct i; j; k 2 Vn. The inequality (27.0.1) is a homogeneous triangle in-equality, while (27.0.2) is nonhomogeneous. The homogeneous triangle inequali-ties have already been considered in previous chapters. Note that (27.0.2) arisesfrom (27.0.1) by switching, e.g., by the cut �(fig); hence, the class of triangleinequalities is closed under switching. The cone in REn de�ned by the homo-geneous triangle inequalities is the semimetric cone METn, already consideredearlier. The polytope in REn de�ned by all triangle inequalities (27.0.1) and(27.0.2) is the semimetric polytope and is denoted by MET2n . Hence,CUTn � METn � REn+ and CUT2n � MET2n � [0; 1]En :The terminology used for the polyhedra METn and MET2n comes, of course,from the fact that the distances on Vn that satisfy the homogeneous triangleinequalities are precisely the semimetrics.Clearly, the semimetric polytope MET2n is preserved by permutation andswitching (as the class of triangle inequalities is closed under switching), a prop-erty also enjoyed by the cut polytope CUT2n . In fact, as shown in Laurent [1996e],both polytopes MET2n and CUT2n have the same group of symmetries; that is,Is(MET2n ) = Is(CUT2n ):The group Is(CUT2n ) has been described in Section 26.3.3.Every triangle inequality de�nes a facet of the cut polytope. To see it, itsu�ces (in view of the results of the preceding section on permutation, switchingand 0-lifting) to show that the inequality:x12 � x13 � x23 � 0421



422 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesde�nes a facet of CUT3. This is indeed the case as the cut vectors �(f1g) and�(f2g) are two (= �32� � 1) linearly independent roots of this inequality. Hence,there are 3�n3� triangle facets for CUTn and 4�n3� triangle facets for CUT2n .The triangle inequalities are su�cient for describing the cut polyhedra forn � 4, i.e., CUTn = METn and CUT2n = MET2n for n = 3; 4;but CUTn � METn, CUT2n � MET2n for n � 5. To see it, observe that the vector(23 ; : : : ; 23) 2 REn belongs to MET2n but not to CUT2n if n � 5. Alternatively, thepentagonal inequality (6.1.9) de�nes a (nontriangle) facet of the cut polytope on� 5 elements. In some sense, K5 is the unique \minimal obstruction" for thefollowing property: The triangle inequalities form a linear description of the cutpolytope. Indeed, the triangle inequalities (in fact, their projections) form thewhole linear description of the cut polytope of a graph G if and only if G has noK5-minor; see Theorem 27.3.6.Every cut vector is a vertex of the semimetric polytope; moreover, the cutvectors are the only integral vectors of MET2n (see Proposition 27.2.1). However,for n � 5, MET2n has lots of additional vertices, all of them having some fractionalcomponent. Hence, a linear description of CUT2n arises from that of MET2n byadding constraints that cut o� these fractional vertices. The vertices of MET2nare studied, in particular, in Laurent [1996e] and Laurent and Poljak [1992].On the other hand, the semimetric cone METn contains integral points thatare not cut vectors. Indeed, given any partition (S1; : : : ; Sk) of Vn, the multicutvector �(S1; : : : ; Sk) is a (0; 1)-valued member of METn. On the other hand, it iseasy to check that the only integral points of METn are the multicut semimetrics.Note that �(S1; : : : ; Sk) = 12 X1�h�k �(Sh):Therefore, the only integral points of METn that lie on an extreme ray of METnare the usual cut vectors �(S) for S � Vn. The extreme rays of METn have beenstudied, in particular, in Avis [1977, 1980a, 1980b], Lomonosov [1978, 1985],Howe, Johnson and Lawrence [1986], Grishukhin [1992a]. The order of magnitudeof the number of extreme rays of METn is known; Avis [1980b] gives a lowerbound in 2n2=2�O(n3=2) and Graham, Yao and Yao [1980] prove the upper bound22:72n2 . One of the important motivations for the study of the semimetric conecomes from its role in the feasibility problem for multicommodity ows (Iri [1971];see also Lomonosov [1985], Avis and Deza [1991]).Although the triangle facets represent, in general, only a tiny fraction of allthe facets of the cut polytope, they seem to play nevertheless an important role.This is indicated by their many geometric properties. We now discuss severalproperties and features of the triangle inequalities. Further geometric propertieswill be described in Chapter 31.



27.1 Triangle Inequalities for the Correlation Polytope 42327.1 Triangle Inequalities for the Correlation Poly-topeLet us recall how the triangle inequalities look like, when formulated in thecontext of the correlation polyhedra. Let us call these reformulated inequalitiesthe correlation triangle inequalities. This information has already been given inFigure 5.2.6; we reproduce part of it here, for convenience. (We remind that theinequalities on the \cut side" are de�ned in the space REn+1 while the inequalitieson the \correlation side" live in the space RVn[En .)\cut side" \correlation side"d 2 REn+1 p 2 RVn[En�(S) ( for S � Vn) �(S)CUTn+1 CORnCUT2n+1 COR2n(Rooted) triangle (Rooted) correlation triangleinequalities: inequalities:d(i; j) � d(i; n+ 1)� d(j; n + 1) � 0 0 � pijd(i; n+ 1)� d(j; n+ 1)� d(i; j) � 0 pij � piid(j; n+ 1)� d(i; n+ 1)� d(i; j) � 0 pij � pjjd(i; n+ 1) + d(j; n+ 1) + d(i; j) � 2 pii + pjj � pij � 1(i; j 2 Vn)(Unrooted) triangle (Unrooted) correlation triangleinequalities: inequalities:d(i; j) � d(i; k) � d(j; k) � 0 �pkk � pij + pik + pjk � 0d(i; j) + d(i; k) + d(j; k) � 2 pii + pjj + pkk � pij � pik � pjk � 1(i; j; k 2 Vn)Figure 27.1.1: Triangle inequalities for cut and correlation polyhedraThe rooted triangle inequalities are those that use the element n+ 1; they willbe considered in detail in the next subsection.The correlation triangle inequalities have a nice interpretation in terms ofprobabilities. Indeed, recall from Proposition 5.3.4 that every vector p 2 COR2nrepresents the joint correlations �(Ai\Aj) (1 � i � j � n) of n events A1; : : : ; Anin some probability space. Then, the rooted correlation triangle inequalitiessimply express the following basic properties:� The joint probability �(Ai \Aj) of two events is nonnegative and less than or



424 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesequal to the probability of each of the two events, and� the probability �(Ai [ Aj) (= �(Ai) + �(Aj) � �(Ai \ Aj)) of their union isless than or equal to 1.The unrooted inequalities can be expressed as follows:� ��(Ak) � �(Ai \ Aj) + �(Ai \ Ak) + �(Aj \ Ak) = ��(Ak) � �(Ai \ Aj) +�(Ak \ (Ai [Aj)) + �(Ak \Ai \Aj), which is clearly � 0, and� �(Ai) + �(Aj) + �(Ak)� �(Ai \Aj)� �(Ai \Ak)� �(Aj \Ak) = �(Ai [Aj [Ak)� �(Ai \Aj \Ak), which is clearly � 1.This shows again the validity of the correlation triangle inequalities for COR2n .There is another natural way of generating the rooted correlation triangleinequalities. Remember that the polytope COR2n can be expressed asCOR2n = Convf(xixj)1�i�j�n j x 2 f0; 1gng:Hence, valid inequalities for COR2n can be generated in the following way. Sup-pose that aTx � � and bTx � �hold for each x 2 f0; 1gn. Then, the inequality(aTx� �)(bTx� �) � 0also holds for each x 2 f0; 1gn. If we develop the quantity (aTx � �)(bTx � �)and linearize, i.e., if we replace each xixj (i 6= j) by the variable pij and eachxixi by the variable pii, then we obtain an inequality which is clearly valid forCOR2n .We illustrate the method, starting from the inequalities:xi � 0; 1� xi � 0; xj � 0; 1� xj � 0which hold trivially for x 2 f0; 1gn. By multiplying them pairwise, we obtainthe inequalities: xixj � 0; i.e., pij � 0;xi(1� xj) � 0; i.e., pii � pij;xj(1� xi) � 0; i.e., pjj � pij;(1� xi)(1� xj) � 0; i.e., pii + pjj � pij � 1:So, we have generated the rooted correlation triangle inequalities. This methodis, in fact, described in Lov�asz and Schrijver [1991] and Balas, Ceria and Cor-nuejols [1993] as a way of generating a tighter relaxation from a given linearrelaxation of a 01-polytope.27.2 Rooted Triangle InequalitiesIn this section, we consider the triangle inequalities for the polytope CUT2n+1;hence, they are de�ned on the n+1 elements of the set Vn+1 = f1; : : : ; n; n+1g.



27.2 Rooted Triangle Inequalities 425Then, a triangle inequality is called a rooted triangle inequality if it uses theelement n+1, i.e., if it is of the form: xij � xik � xjk � 0 or xij + xik + xjk � 2,for some i; j; k 2 Vn+1 such that n+ 1 2 fi; j; kg.The rooted triangle inequalities de�ne a polytope, called the rooted semimet-ric polytope, and denoted by RMET2n+1. Therefore,CUT2n+1 � MET2n+1 � RMET2n+1:Although the rooted polytope RMET2n+1 is a weaker relaxation of CUT2n+1 thanMET2n+1, it contains already a lot of information. In particular, as stated inProposition 27.2.1 below, it constitutes an integer programming formulation forthe cut polytope.In fact, the rooted semimetric polytope has some nice properties, that theusual semimetric polytope does not have. For instance, Padberg [1989] showsthat every vertex of RMET2n+1 is half-integral, i.e., has components 0; 1; 12 . Incontrast, MET2n+1 has very complicated vertices, with arbitrarily large denomi-nator. In fact, the unrooted triangle inequalities are already su�cient for cuttingo� the fractional vertices of RMET2n+1, as no vertex of MET2n+1 is half-integral.We present below several properties of the rooted semimetric polytope. Someof them will be given for convenience in the context of correlations; that is, for�(RMET2n+1), the polytope de�ned by the rooted correlation triangle inequalities(see Figure 27.1.1).27.2.1 An Integer Programming Formulation for Max-CutProposition 27.2.1. The only integral vectors of RMET2n are the cut vectors�(S) for S � Vn. Moreover, every cut vector is a vertex of RMET2n .Proof. Let x 2 RMET2n \ f0; 1gEn . Set I := fi 2 Vn j xi;n+1 = 0g andJ := fi 2 Vn j xi;n+1 = 1g. As x satis�es the rooted triangle inequalities, weobtain that xij = 0 for all i 6= j such that i; j 2 I or i; j 2 J , and xij = 1 for alli 2 I; j 2 J . This shows that x is equal to the cut vector �(J). We now showthat every cut vector is a vertex of RMET2n . In view of the symmetry propertiesof RMET2n , it su�ces to show that the origin is a vertex of RMET2n . Thisfollows from the fact that the homogeneous rooted triangle inequalities (whichall contain the origin) have full rank �n2�.Hence, the system which consists of the rooted triangle inequalities together withthe integrality constraint: xij = 0; 1 for all ijforms an integer programming formulation for the max-cut problem. In otherwords, given a weight function c 2 REn+1 , the max-cut problem:max(cT �(S) j S � Vn+1)



426 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiescan be reformulated as the problem:max cTxx 2 RMET2n+1x 2 f0; 1gEn+1 :Hence, if one wishes to solve the max-cut problem using linear programmingtechniques, one faces the problem of �nding what are the additional constraintsneeded to be added to the above formulation in order to eliminate the integralitycondition. This is the question of �nding the facet de�ning inequalities for thecut polytope, which forms the main topic of Part V.27.2.2 Volume of the Rooted Semimetric PolytopeComputing the exact volume of a polytope is, in general, a di�cult problem.A nice property of the rooted triangle inequalities is that one can compute ex-actly the volume of the rooted semimetric polytope. This was done by Ko, Leeand Steingrimsson [1996] who showed, using the switching symmetries, how theproblem can be reduced to that of computing the volume of an order polytope.Theorem 27.2.2. Set d := �n+12 �: Then, the d-dimensional volume of the rootedsemimetric polytope RMET2n+1 is equal tovol RMET2n+1 = n!(2n)!2n:The d-dimensional volume of its image under the covariance mapping isvol �(RMET2n+1) = n!(2n)!22n�d:Proof. To simplify the notation, set Qn := �(RMET2n+1): In a �rst step, let uscompute the d-dimensional volume of Qn: The polytope Qn is de�ned by therooted triangle inequalities, namely,(i) pij � 0, pij � pii, pij � pjj,(ii) pii + pjj � 1 + pijfor all 1 � i < j � n. For a 2 f0; 1gn, setCa := fp 2 Qn j ai � pii � ai + 12 (i = 1; : : : ; n)g:Then, for distinct a; b 2 f0; 1gn, the d-dimensional volume of Ca \Cb is equal to0 (as Ca \ Cb has dimension < d). Clearly, Qn is the union of the polytopes Ca(for a 2 f0; 1gn). Hence, vol Qn = Xa2f0;1gn vol Ca:



27.2 Rooted Triangle Inequalities 427On the other hand, all Ca's have the same volume. Indeed, if A denotes the setof positions in which the coordinates of a and b di�er, then Cb is the image ofCa under the mapping %�(A) (the analogue of switching, de�ned in (26.3.10)).This implies that vol Ca = vol Cb, as the mapping %�(A) is unimodular (i.e., itsmatrix has determinant �1). Therefore,vol Qn = 2nvol C0:We show below that vol C0 = n!(2n)!2n�d:This implies immediately the value of the volume of Qn. Finally, as MET2n+1 =��1(Qn) and as the determinant of the matrix of the linear mapping ��1 is equalto 2(n2) (in absolute value), we havevol MET2n+1 = n!(2n)!2n:We now proceed to computing the volume of C0. Let C 00 := 2C0 denote thepolytope C0 scaled by a factor 2. Then, as the inequality (ii) becomes redundantin the description of C0, the polytope C 00 is de�ned by the inequalities (i) and0 � pii � 1 (for all i). Let (Sn;�) denote the partially ordered set onSn := fpij j 1 � i � j � ngwith pij � pii and pij � pjj as partial order. Then, C 00 is the order polytope1of the poset (Sn;�). Let e(Sn;�) denote the number of linear extensions2 of(Sn;�). Then, vol C 00 = e(Sn;�)d! :De�ne an ordered extension to be a linear extension of (Sn;�) in which p11; : : : ;pnn occur in that order. Hence, an ordered extension is a permutation of thepij's in which p11; : : : ; pnn appear in that order and pij appears at the right ofboth pii and pjj. Their number can be computed as follows. Suppose that pi;k+1(i � k), : : : ; pin (i � n� 1) have already been positioned. We now try to placep1k; : : : ; pk�1;k. The �rst element p1k should be placed at the right of pkk. Asthere are alreadyfk := (n� k + 1) + k + (k + 1) + : : : + (n� 1) = n� k + 1 +  n2!�  k2!elements of Sn placed at the right of pkk (including pkk), there are fk possibilitiesfor chosing the position of p1k. Then, there are fk + 1 possibilities for placing1The order polytope P of a partially ordered set (E;�) is the polytope in the space RE ,which is de�ned by the inequalities: 0 � xe � 1 (e 2 E) and xe � xf whenever e � f (e; f 2 E).2A linear extension of a poset (E;�) is any total order on E extending the partial order�. Stanley [1986] proves that vol P = e(E;�)jEj! , if e(E;�) is the number of linear extensions of(E;�) and P is the order polytope of (E;�).



428 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesp2k, up to fk + k � 2 possibilities for placing pk�1;k. In total, the number ofordered extensions isnYk=2 k�2Yi=0(fk + i) = nYk=2 (fk + k � 2)!(fk � 1)! = nYk=2 (�n+12 �� �k2�� 1)!(�n+12 �� �k+12 �)!which can be easily checked to be equal to d!(2n)!2n. Therefore, e(Sn;�) = n!d!(2n)!2n,as the number of linear extensions is equal to n! times the number of orderedextensions. Hence, vol C 00 = n!(2n)!2n and vol C0 = 2�dvol C 00 = n!(2n)!2n�d.27.2.3 Additional NotesChv�atal Cuts of Rooted Triangle Inequalities. Boros, Crama and Hammer[1992] show that the Chv�atal closure of the polytope �(RMET2n+1) is precisely thepolytope �(MET2n+1); we mention their result (without proof) in Theorem 27.2.3below. We recall the de�nition for the notion of Chv�atal closure.Let P be a polytope in Rk and let PI denote the convex hull of the integralpoints of P ; so, PI � P . Given a 2 Zk and � 2 Z, if the inequalityaTx < �+ 1is valid for P , then the inequality aTx � �is valid for PI . This second inequality is called a Chv�atal cut of P . Then, P 0denotes the polytope which is de�ned by all the possible Chv�atal cuts; it is calledthe Chv�atal closure of P . Setting P (0) := P and P (k+1) = (P (k))0 for k � 0, weobtain a decreasing sequence of polytopes:P (0) � P (1) � : : : � PI :Chv�atal [1973] (see, e.g., Schrijver [1986]) showed that there exists a �nite indexk such that P (k) = PI . The smallest such k is called the Chv�atal rank of P .Theorem 27.2.3. The Chv�atal closure of the rooted correlation semimetricpolytope �(RMET2n+1) is the correlation semimetric polytope �(MET2n+1); thatis, (�(RMET2n+1))0 = �(MET2n+1).As an example, we indicate how to obtain the unrooted correlation triangleinequality: p11 + p22 + p33 � p12 � p13 � p23 � 1



27.2 Rooted Triangle Inequalities 429as a Chv�atal cut. Consider the following rooted correlation triangle inequalities:p11 + p22 � p12 � 1;p11 + p33 � p13 � 1;p22 + p33 � p23 � 1;�p12 � 0;�p13 � 0;�p23 � 0:Summing them up and dividing by 2, we obtain:p11 + p22 + p33 � p12 � p13 � p23 � 32 < 2which yields the Chv�atal cut:p11 + p22 + p33 � p12 � p13 � p23 � 1:Similarly, the inequality: �p11 + p12 + p13 � p23 � 0 arises as Chv�atal cut fromthe following inequalities: �p11 + p12 � 0;�p22 + p12 � 0;�p11 + p13 � 0;�p33 + p13 � 0;p22 + p33 � p23 � 1;�p23 � 0:Observe that Theorem 27.2.3 does not hold on the \cut side", i.e., the Chv�atalclosure of the rooted semimetric polytope RMET2n+1 is not equal to the semi-metric polytope MET2n+1. For instance, the inequalityx12 + x13 + x23 � 2is not a Chv�atal cut of RMET2n+1. Indeed, the inequalityx12 + x13 + x23 < 3is not valid for RMET2n+1 as it is violated by the point x 2 RMET2n+1 de�nedby xi;n+1 = 12 (1 � i � n) and xij = 1 (1 � i < j � n).The following lower bound on the Chv�atal rank of the semimetric polytopewas given by Chv�atal, Cook and Hartman [1989].Theorem 27.2.4. The Chv�atal rank of the semimetric polytope MET2n is greaterthan or equal to 14 (n� 4).The Roof Duality Bound. Given weights c 2 RVn[En ; consider the uncon-strained quadratic 0-1 programming problem:



430 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalities(27.2.5) Cn := max P1�i�j�n cijxixj =s.t. x 2 f0; 1gn max cT ps.t. p 2 COR2n :As COR2n � �(RMET2n+1), the programC2 := max(cT p j p 2 �(RMET2n+1))gives an upper bound for the optimum value Cn of (27.2.5). The bound C2is known as the roof duality bound. Several equivalent formulations of C2 aregiven in Hammer, Hansen and Simeone [1984]. In fact, a sequence of bounds Ck(k = 2; : : : ; n� 1) has been formulated, verifying:Cn � Cn�1 � : : : � C3 � C2and having also several equivalent formulations; see Boros, Crama and Hammer[1990], also Adams and Dearing [1994]. In particular, C3 is the optimum valueobtained when optimizing over the polytope �(MET2n+1). Hence, C2 and C3 canbe computed in time polynomial in n. More generally, Ck can be computedby solving a linear programming problem whose size is polynomial in n butexponential in k. For more details we refer, e.g., to Boros and Hammer [1991],Boros, Crama and Hammer [1992] and references therein.27.3 Projecting the Triangle InequalitiesLet G = (Vn; E) be a graph on n nodes. Let MET(G) denote the projection ofthe semimetric cone METn on the subspace RE indexed by the edge set of G;MET(G) is called the semimetric cone of G. Similarly, let MET2(G) denote theprojection of MET2n on RE ; it is called the semimetric polytope of G. In the sameway, CUT(G) (resp. CUT2(G)) denotes the projection of CUTn (resp. CUT2n )on RE . By the de�nitions,(27.3.1) CUT(G) � MET(G) and CUT2(G) � MET2(G):We recall that, for S � Vn, �G(S) denotes the cut in G which is the subset ofE consisting of the edges e 2 E having exactly one endnode in S. Hence, thecut cone CUT(G) of G coincides with the cone in RE generated by the vectors��G(S) (for S � Vn) and the cut polytope CUT2(G) coincides with the convexhull of the vectors ��G(S) (for S � Vn).As the collection of cuts in G is closed under the symmetric di�erence then,by the results of Section 26.3, the switching operation applies to the cut polytopeCUT2(G) of an arbitrary graph G; it also applies to the semimetric polytopeMET2(G). Namely, for any S � Vn,r�G(S)(CUT2(G)) = CUT2(G) and r�G(S)(MET2(G)) = MET2(G):Note that MET2(G) contains no other integral vectors besides the incidencevectors of the cuts �G(S) (S � Vn) (this follows easily from Proposition 27.2.1).



27.3 Projecting the Triangle Inequalities 431The graphs G for which MET2(G) has only integral vertices, i.e., for whichequality holds in (27.3.1), will be characterized in Theorem 27.3.6. In general,MET2(G) has lots of nonintegral vertices. It is easy to see that no vertex ofMET2(G) can have denominator 2. Hence, denominator 3 is the next caseafter integrality. Laurent and Poljak [1995a] study3 the graphs G for which allthe vertices of MET2(G) have denominator � 3; such graphs are completelycharacterized up to 7 nodes.27.3.1 The Semimetric Polytope of a GraphWe present here a linear description for the semimetric cone MET(G) and poly-tope MET2(G). As we know a linear description of the polytope MET2n , a lineardescription of MET2(G) can be deduced from that of MET2n by applying, e.g.,the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method. This method consists of combining thelinear inequalities de�ning MET2n so as to eliminate the variables xe (e 2 EnnE)that do not occur in CUT2(G); see, e.g., Schrijver [1986], Ziegler [1995].Computing explicitly the projection of a polyhedron is, in general, a di�culttask as the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method becomes very often intractablein practice. For instance, the correlation polytope4 COR2n can be obtained as theprojection of a simplex lying in the space of dimension 2n (namely, of the simplexCOR2n (2Vn); recall Section 5.4). Even though �nding the facial structure of asimplex is trivial, �nding all the facets of COR2n is a hard task ! However, in thecase of the semimetric polyhedra MET(G) and MET2(G), explicit descriptionscan be found fairly easily, as the results below indicate.We recall that a cycle is any graph which can be decomposed as the edgedisjoint union of circuits. Let C be a circuit and let e be an edge that does notbelong to C; then, e is said to be a chord of C if it joins two nodes of C. Thecircuit C is said to be chordless if it has no chord.Let C be a cycle in G and let F � C be a subset of C such that jF j is odd.The inequality:(27.3.2) Xe2F xe � Xe2CnF xe � jF j � 1is called a cycle inequality. Note that the triangle inequalities are special casesof cycle inequalities (obtained for jCj = 3). Note also that the class of cycleinequalities is closed under the operation of switching by a cut. (This followsfrom the fact that a cut and a cycle intersect in an even number of edges.)Theorem 27.3.3 below shows that the cycle inequalities form a linear descriptionof the semimetric polyhedra; (i) is proved in Barahona [1993] and (ii), (iii) inBarahona and Mahjoub [1986].3An extension in the context of binary matroids is considered in Gerards and Laurent [1995].4Therefore, up to a linear transformation, the cut polytope CUT2n can also be obtained asthe projection of a simplex. We will see in Example 27.4.4 another construction permitting torealize any cut polytope CUT2(G) as projection of a simplex.



432 Chapter 27. Triangle InequalitiesTheorem 27.3.3. Let G = (Vn; E) be a graph.(i) MET(G) = fx 2 RE+ j xe � x(C n feg) � 0 for C cycle of G; e 2 Cg;MET2(G) = fx 2 RE+ j xe � 1 for e 2 E; x(F )� x(C n F ) � jF j � 1for C cycle of G;F � C; jF j oddg:(ii) Let C be a cycle in G, e 2 C, and F � C with jF j odd. The inequalityxe � x(C n feg) � 0 (resp. x(F ) � x(C n F ) � jF j � 1) de�nes a facet ofMET(G) (resp. MET2(G)) if and only if C is a chordless circuit.(iii) Let e 2 E. The inequality xe � 0 (resp. xe � 1) de�nes a facet of MET(G)(resp. MET2(G)) if and only if e does not belong to any triangle of G.Proof. A �rst observation is that, due to switching, it is su�cient to prove thestatements relevant to the cone MET(G). In a �rst step, we show that, if C is acycle in G which is not a chordless circuit, then the inequality: xe�x(C nfeg) �0 (where e 2 C) follows from other cycle inequalities and the nonnegativitycondition x � 0. Indeed, suppose that C = C1 [ : : : [ Cp, where the Ci'sare edge disjoint circuits. We can suppose that e 2 C1. Then, the inequality:xe�x(C n feg) � 0 follows by summing up the inequalities: xe�x(C1 n feg) � 0and �x(Ci) � 0 (i = 2; : : : ; p). Suppose now that C is a circuit having a chordf . Then, this chord determines a partition of C into two paths P1; P2 such thatCi := Pi[ffg is a circuit for i = 1; 2. Then, assuming that e 2 P1, the inequality:xe�x(C n feg) � 0 follows by summing up the inequalities: xe�x(C1 n feg) � 0and xf � x(C2 n ffg) � 0.Proof of (i). Set Q(G) := fx 2 RE+ j xe�x(C nfeg) � 0 for C cycle of G; e 2 Cg:We �rst check that MET(G) � Q(G). Let x 2 MET(G), let C be a cycle of Gand let e 2 C. We show that xe � x(C n feg) � 0. By the above observation,we can suppose that C is a circuit, say, C = (1; 2; : : : ; p) and that e := 12. Bythe de�nition of MET(G), there exists y 2 METn whose projection on RE is x.Then,xe � x(C n feg) = x12 � x23 � : : :� xp�1;p = X2�i�p�1 y1i � y1;i+1 � yi;i+1 � 0:We show the converse inclusion: Q(G) � MET(G) by induction on jEj. Thisinclusion holds trivially if G = Kn. Suppose now that G 6= Kn. Let e := uvbe an edge of Kn that does not belong to E and let x 2 Q(G). Then, x can beextended to a vector y 2 RE[feg which belongs to Q(G+ e) (G+ e denoting thegraph obtained by adding the edge e to G). For this, it su�ces to take ye := �,where maxP jf2P(xf � x(P n ffg)) � � � minQ x(Q);where P;Q run over all paths joining u and v in G. (Such an � exists as x 2Q(G):) By the induction assumption, Q(G+ e) = MET(G+ e). Therefore, y isthe projection on RE[feg of some z 2 METn. Hence, x is the projection of z onRE, which shows that x 2 MET(G).



27.3 Projecting the Triangle Inequalities 433The proofs of (ii),(iii) can be found in Barahona and Mahjoub [1986]; in fact,it is shown there that, under the same assumptions, the inequality in questionde�nes a facet of the cut polytope CUT2(G).The list of inequalities that de�ne the semimetric polytope MET2(G) can beexponentially long (in terms of n). Nevertheless, Barahona and Mahjoub [1986]showed that the separation problem for the system:(27.3.4) ( 0 � xe � 1 for e 2 E;x(F )� x(C n F ) � jF j � 1 for C cycle of G;F � C; jF j oddcan be solved in polynomial time (in terms of n and the size of x). This problemcan be formulated as follows:Given a vector x 2 QE , decide whether x satis�es all the inequalitiesfrom the system (27.3.4). If not, �nd an inequality from (27.3.4) thatis violated by x.This problem can be solved in the following way. First, check whether 0 � xe � 1holds for all edges e 2 E. If not, then we have found a violated inequality.Otherwise, we can suppose that 0 � xe � 1 for all e 2 E. Note that the cycleinequality (27.3.2) can be rewritten asXe2CnF xe +Xe2F(1� xe) � 1:We form a new graph G0 with two nodes i0 and i00 for each node i of G. For eachedge ij 2 E, we introduce in G0 the edges i0j0, i00j00 with weight xij , and the edgesi0j00, i00j0 with weight 1�xij . So, we have de�ned a weight function on the edgesof G0. Now, for each node i of G, we compute a shortest (with respect to thisweight function) path in G0 from i0 to i00. Then, the minimum over all nodes i ofG of these shortest paths gives the minimum value of Pe2CnF xe+Pe2F (1�xe)over all cycles C, F � C, jF j odd. If this minimum is less than one, then wehave found a violated inequality; else, x satis�es all the cycle inequalities. As thecomputation of a shortest path can be done in O(n2), the separation problemfor the system (27.3.4) can be solved in O(n3).As an application (using the ellipsoid method, as exposed in Gr�otschel,Lov�asz and Schrijver [1988]), we deduce that one can optimize a linear objectivefunction over the system (27.3.4) in polynomial time.Proposition 27.3.5. Given c 2 QE , the optimization problem:max(cTx j x satis�es the system (27:3:4))can be solved in polynomial time (polynomial in n and in the size of c).



434 Chapter 27. Triangle InequalitiesIn fact, there is a much simpler argument for proving Proposition 27.3.5,based on Theorem 27.3.3. Indeed, as MET2(G) is the projection on RE ofMET2n , the two problems:max(cTx j x 2 MET2(G)) and max(cTx j x 2 MET2n );where we extend c to REn by setting ce := 0 if e 2 En n E, have the sameoptimum value. Now, the latter problem is a linear programming problem with�n2� variables and 4�n3� constraints. Hence, it can clearly be solved in polynomialtime.27.3.2 The Cut Polytope for Graphs with no K5-MinorWe now return to the question of characterizing the graphs G for which equalityholds in (27.3.1). Due to switching,CUT(G) = MET(G)() CUT2(G) = MET2(G):As was already mentioned earlier, equality does not hold for the graph G = K5.The next result shows that K5 is the unique minimal (in the sense of graphminors) exception.Theorem 27.3.6. CUT(G) = MET(G) or, equivalently, CUT2(G) = MET2(G)for a graph G if and only if G does not have any K5-minor.Seymour [1981] proved the result concerning the cones and Barahona andMahjoub [1986] derived the result for the polytopes using switching. Anotherproof for Theorem 27.3.6 is given by Barahona [1983]; it is based on a decom-position result due to Wagner [1937] for the graphs with no K5-minor, togetherwith a result showing how to derive a linear description of the cut polytope of agraph which is a clique k-sum of two smaller graphs (k � 3). As an applicationof Proposition 27.3.5 and Theorem 27.3.6, we obtain:Theorem 27.3.7. The max-cut problem:max(cTx j x 2 CUT2(G))(where c 2 QE ) can be solved in polynomial time for the class of graphs with noK5-minor.In particular, the max-cut problem can be solved in polynomial time for the classof planar graphs.As correlation polyhedra and cut polyhedra are in one-to-one linear corre-spondence, the above results have immediate counterparts for the correlationpolyhedra of arbitrary graphs.Given a graph G = (Vn; E), its correlation cone COR(G) and its correlationpolytope COR2(G) are de�ned in the following way: COR(G) (resp. COR2(G))



27.4 Cycle Polytopes of Binary Matroids 435is the projection of the correlation cone CORn (resp. of the correlation polytopeCOR2n ) on the subspace RE[Vn , where Vn is identi�ed with the set of diagonalpairs ii for i 2 Vn.Let rG denote the suspension graph of G obtained by adding a new node,say n+ 1, to G and making it adjacent to all nodes in Vn. Hence, the edge setE(rG) of rG is E [ f(i; n + 1) j i 2 Vng. We can de�ne a one-to-one mapping� between the space indexed by E(rG) and the space indexed by E [ Vn in thefollowing manner: For x 2 RE(rG) , y 2 RE[Vn , y = �(x) if(27.3.8) yii = xi;n+1 for i 2 Vn;yij = 12(xi;n+1 + xj;n+1 � xij) for ij 2 E:Hence, when G is the complete graphKn, then � is the usual covariance mapping(pointed at position n+1), as de�ned in Section 26.1. Clearly, the cut polyhedrafor rG and the correlation polyhedra for G are in one-to-one correspondence.Namely, COR(G) = �(CUT(rG)) and COR2(G) = �(CUT2(rG)):In particular, Theorem 27.3.6 implies the following result for the correlationpolyhedra, established in Padberg [1989].Theorem 27.3.9. For a graph G, COR(G) = �(MET(rG)) or, equivalently,COR2(G) = �(MET2(rG)) if and only if G has no K4-minor.The inequalities de�ning the polytope �(MET2(rG)) arise as projections ofthe correlation triangle inequalities. A linear system de�ning the polytope�(MET2(rG)) can be easily deduced from the linear description of MET2(rG)presented in Theorem 27.3.3 (i) by applying the transformation � (an explicitdescription can be found, e.g., in Padberg [1989]).As a direct application of Theorem 27.3.7, the unconstrained quadratic 0-1programming problem (5.1.4) can be solved in polynomial time when the graphsupporting the linear objective function has no K4-minor.27.4 An Excursion to Cycle Polytopes of BinaryMatroidsAs we remarked earlier, some properties of the cut polyhedra are valid for moregeneral set families than cuts. Indeed, we saw in Section 26.3.1 that the switchingoperation applies to general set families under the only assumption that they areclosed under taking symmetric di�erences. Such set families are known in theliterature as cycle spaces of binary matroids. Cut polyhedra are, thus, specialinstances of cycle polyhedra of binary matroids. Cycles in graphs yield otherinteresting instances of binary matroids. Therefore, binary matroids constitutea uni�ed framework for a variety of combinatorial objects. We cannot go here toomuch in detail into matroid theory as a detailed treatment falls out of the scope



436 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesof the present book. We will therefore restrict ourselves to presenting withoutproof some of the main known results relevant to cycle polyhedra.We recall in the �rst subsection some necessary de�nitions5 about binarymatroids. Section 27.4.2 reviews results about the cycle cone and polytope ofa binary matroid. We then group in Section 27.4.3 several additional questionsand results related, in particular, to the lattice and the integer cone generatedby cycles of binary matroids.27.4.1 Preliminaries on Binary MatroidsCycles, Cocycles and Representation Matrix. A binary matroid M con-sists of a pair (E; C), where E is a �nite set (the groundset of M) and C is acollection of subsets of E that is closed under taking symmetric di�erences, i.e.,such that C4C 0 2 C for all C;C 0 2 C:The members of C are called the cycles of M and C is the cycle space of M.Note that ; is always a cycle.Two examples of binary matroids can be constructed from graphs. Let G =(V;E) be a graph. As the symmetric di�erence of two Eulerian subgraphs (cycles)of G remains a Eulerian subgraph of G, we have a �rst matroid on E, denotedas M(G) and called the graphic matroid of G, whose cycle space is the set ofEulerian subgraphs of G. The symmetric di�erence of two cuts in G is again acut; therefore, we have a second binary matroid on E, denoted as M�(G) andcalled the cographic matroid of G, with cycle space the set of cuts of G.Let M = (E; C) be a binary matroid. SetC� := fD � E : jC \Dj is even for all C 2 Cg:Then, C� is obviously closed under the symmetric di�erence. Hence, M� :=(E; C�) is again a binary matroid, called the dual matroid of M. The membersof C� (the cycles of M�) are also called the cocycles of M. One can check thatthe dual ofM� coincides withM, i.e., (M�)� =M. As an example, the dual ofthe graphic matroidM(G) of a graph G is its cographic matroidM�(G) (sincea cut and a cycle have an even intersection).The minimal nonempty cycles of M are called the circuits of M and theminimal nonempty cocycles are called its cocircuits. Every nonempty cycle canbe decomposed as a disjoint union of circuits. The matroid M is said to becosimple if no cocircuit has cardinality 1 or 2.Binary matroids can alternatively be viewed as linear spaces over the �eldwith two elements GF (2) := f0; 1g. Indeed, for any subsets C;C 0 � E, �C4C0 =�C + �C0 (modulo 2). Hence, the set family C is closed under the symmetricdi�erence if and only if the set f�C j C 2 Cg is a linear subspace of the binary5The reader may consult Welsh [1976] or Oxley [1992] for general information about ma-troids. We do not consider here matroids in full generality but only binary matroids.



27.4 Cycle Polytopes of Binary Matroids 437space GF (2)E . Hence, identifying a set and its incidence vector, the cycle spacesof binary matroids are nothing but the linear subspaces over GF (2). In thisterminology, the cocycle space C� of M is the orthogonal complement of thecycle space C in GF (2)E .Hence, the cycle space of a binary matroid M on E can be realized as theset of solutions x 2 f0; 1gE of a linear equation:Mx = 0 (modulo 2)where M is a zero-one matrix whose columns are indexed by E. Such matrixMis called a representation matrix of M. The maximum number of columns of Mthat are linearly independent over GF (2) is called the rank ofM. IfM has rankr, then a representation matrix can be found for M having the form (Ir j A),where Ir is the r� r identity matrix. Moreover, the matrix (AT j IjEj�r) is thena representation matrix for the dual M� of M.Minors. Let M = (E; C) be a binary matroid and let e 2 E. SetCne := fC � E n feg j C 2 Cg; C=e := fC n feg j C 2 Cg:In the language of binary spaces, Cne arises from C by taking its intersectionwith the hyperplane xe = 0, while C=e arises from C by taking its projection onREnfeg . Both Cne and C=e are again binary spaces. Hence,Mne := (Enfeg; Cne)and M=e := (E n feg; C=e) are both binary matroids. One says that Mne isobtained from M by deleting the element e and that M=e is obtained from Mby contracting the element e. The deletion and contraction operations commutewith respect to taking duals, namely,(Mne)� =M�=e; (M=e)� =M�ne:If N is a binary matroid that can be obtained from M by a series of deletionsand contractions, one says that N is a minor of M. Every minor of M is ofthe form: MnX=Y , where X;Y are two disjoint subsets of E (as the deletionand contraction operations commute, i.e., Mne=f =M=fne). Observe that thedeletion and contraction operations, when applied to the graphic matroidM(G)of a graph G, correspond to the usual operations of deleting and contracting anedge in G. Hence, the class of graphic matroids is closed under taking minors;the same holds for the class of cographic matroids.We now present several concrete examples of binary matroids that we willneed.The Fano Matroid. The Fano matroid F7 is the binary matroid on the setE := f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g whose cycles are ;, E, and the sets124; 135; 167; 236; 257; 347; 456together with their complements. (Here we denote a set f1; 2; 4g by the string124.) Note that the cycles of size 3 of F7 can be viewed as the lines of the



438 Chapter 27. Triangle InequalitiesFano plane, shown in Figure 27.4.1. A representation matrix for F7 is alsoshown there. The dual Fano matroid F �7 is the dual of the Fano matroid F7; itsnonempty cycles are the complements of the lines in the Fano plane.
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 3

75

1  4 2The Fano planeFigure 27.4.1The Matroid R10. Let E := feij j 1 � i < j � 5g denote the edge set of thecomplete graph K5. Then, R10 denotes the binary matroid on E whose cyclesare the sets C � E forming a cycle of even length in K5. The cocycles are thecuts of K5 together with their complements. Note that R10 is self-dual; that is,R10 is isomorphic to its dual R�10.The Binary Projective Space Pr. Let Pr denote the binary matroid whichis represented by the r� (2r � 1) matrix whose columns are all possible nonzerobinary vectors of length r. Hence, P3 coincides with the Fano matroid F7. Onecan verify that Pr has 2r � 1 nonempty cocycles, each having size 2r�1, andthat their incidence vectors are linearly independent. The dual matroid P�r isrepresented, for instance, by the matrix (I2r�r�1 j Ar), where I2r�r�1 is theidentity matrix of order 2r�r�1 and Ar is the matrix whose rows are all binaryvectors of length r having at least two nonzero components.27.4.2 The Cycle Cone and the Cycle PolytopeLet M = (E; C) be a binary matroid. The cycle polytope of M is the polytopeCYC2(M), which is de�ned as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of thecycles of M, i.e., CYC2(M) := Conv(f�C j C 2 Cg):The cycle cone of M is the cone CYC(M), which is de�ned as the conic hull ofthe incidence vectors of the cycles of M, i.e.,CYC(M) := fXC2C �C�C j �C � 0 for all C 2 Cg:



27.4 Cycle Polytopes of Binary Matroids 439Therefore, if M =M�(G) is the cographic matroid of a graph G, then its cyclecone and polytope coincide, respectively, with the cut cone CUT(G) and the cutpolytope CUT2(G) of G.For the study of cycle polyhedra, we may clearly assume to deal with cosimplematroids. Indeed, if feg is a cocircuit of M, then no cycle of M contains eand, thus, the cycle cone and polytope are contained in the hyperplane xe =0. Similarly, if fe; fg is a cocircuit of M, then the cycle polyhedra lie in thehyperplane xe � xf = 0. Moreover, the cycle polyhedra of a cosimple binarymatroid are full-dimensional (cf. Barahona and Gr�otschel [1986]).By the results of Section 26.3.1, the switching operation preserves the cy-cle polytope CYC2(M) of any binary matroid M; that is, rC(CYC2(M)) =CYC2(M) for any cycle C of M. Moreover, a linear description of the cyclepolytope CYC2(M) can be derived from a linear description of the cycle coneCYC(M). (Recall Proposition 26.3.6.)Some valid inequalities for the cycle polytope CYC2(M) can be easily de�nedas follows. First, the inequalities: 0 � xe � 1 (for e 2 E) are trivially valid forCYC2(M). Let D be a cocycle of M and let F � D with jF j odd; then, thecocycle inequality:(27.4.2) x(F )� x(D n F ) � jF j � 1is valid for CYC2(M). (This follows from the fact that every cycle has an evenintersection with the cocycle D). Let MET2(M) denote the polytope in RE ,which is de�ned by the inequalities: 0 � xe � 1 (e 2 E) together with thecocycle inequalities (27.4.2) for D 2 C�, F � D with jF j odd. Similarly, de�nethe cone:MET(M) := fx 2 RE+ j xe � x(D n feg) � 0 for all D 2 C�; e 2 Dg:In the case when M is the cographic matroid M�(G) of a graph G, thenMET2(M�(G)) = MET2(G) and MET(M�(G)) = MET(G) are the usual semi-metric polyhedra of the graph G (which explains our notation).We have the inclusions:CYC2(M) � MET2(M); CYC(M) � MET(M):Hence arises the question of characterizing the binary matroids for which equalityholds. Due to switching,CYC2(M) = MET2(M)() CYC(M) = MET(M):Following Seymour [1981], the binary matroidsM for which equality: CYC(M) =MET(M) holds are said to have the `sums of circuits property'.Observe that none of the binary matroids F �7 ; R10; or M�(K5) has the sumsof circuits property. Indeed, the vector (23 ; : : : ; 23) is a fractional vertex of thepolytope MET2(M) for M = M�(K5) or F �7 and the vector (34 ; : : : ; 34) is a



440 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesfractional vertex of the polytope MET2(R10). In fact, the exclusion of thesethree matroids F �7 ; R10; andM�(K5) as minors characterizes the sums of circuitsproperty.Theorem 27.4.3. A binary matroid M has the sums of circuits property, thatis, CYC(M) = MET(M) or, equivalently, CYC2(M) = MET2(M), if and onlyif M does not have F �7 , M�(K5), or R10 as a minor.In particular, the cographic matroid of a graph with no K5 minor has thesums of circuits property, a result already mentioned in Theorem 27.3.6, and anygraphic matroid has the sums of circuits property, a result established earlier bySeymour [1979].Theorem 27.4.3 was proved by Seymour [1981], who considered the sums ofcircuits property along with several other properties related to multicommodityows; the result follows there from more general considerations. A more directproof was given by Gr�otschel and Truemper [1989a].The proof of Theorem 27.4.3 relies essentially on some decomposition resultsfor binary matroids, involving an operation on matroids which can be seen as ananalogue of the clique sum operation for graphs. Roughly speaking, a matroidwith no F �7 ,M�(K5), or R10 minor can be decomposed into pieces that are eithercographic matroids with noM�(K5) minor, or graphic matroids, or copies of F7.Thus the proof can be sketched as follows: show that the sums of circuits propertyis preserved under taking minors and under the `clique sum operation'.Further results about the facial structure of cycle polytopes can be foundin Barahona and Gr�otschel [1986] and Gr�otschel and Truemper [1989b]. Forinstance, Barahona and Gr�otschel give conditions under which the cocycle in-equality (27.4.2) de�nes a facet of the cycle polytope. Clearly, if the inequality(27.4.2) is facet de�ning, then D must be a cocircuit without a chord (a chordof D being an element e 2 E for which there exist two cocircuits D1 and D2such that D1 \D2 = feg and D = D14D2). Conversely, if M has no F �7 minorand if D is chordless cocircuit, then the inequality (27.4.2) de�nes a facet ofCYC2(M).Example 27.4.4. The cycle polytope of the dual projective space P�r .The dual projective space P�r is de�ned on a groundset of cardinality 2r�1; it has2r � 1 nonempty cycles, each of cardinality 2r�1, and whose incidence vectorsare linearly independent. Therefore, its cycle polytope CYC2(P�r ) is a full-dimensional simplex with 2r vertices, whose facets are de�ned by the inequality:Xe2E xe � 2r�1together with its switchings by the 2r � 1 nonempty cycles. These switchedinequalities all have a right hand side zero and they constitute the full lineardescription of the cone CYC(P�r ). As an example, we obtain that the cycle



27.4 Cycle Polytopes of Binary Matroids 441polytope of the dual Fano matroid F �7 = P�3 is de�ned by the inequality:Xe2E xe � 4together with its switchings by the seven circuits of F �7 (complements of the Fanolines). We note, therefore, that the cocycle inequalities (27.4.2) do not de�nefacets of the cycle polytope of F �7 .Hence, the cycle polytope of a dual projective space, being a simplex, has avery simple facial structure. In fact, as we see below, any cycle polytope can berealized as the projection of such a simplex. But �nding the facial structure of acycle polytope is a task which, in general, is far from being easy ! (It is alreadydi�cult in the special case when the binary matroid in question is the cographicmatroid of the complete graph; then we have the problem of describing the facialstructure of the cut polytope CUT2n which forms, in fact, the main objective ofthis Part V.)Following Gr�otschel and Truemper [1989b], we now indicate how any cyclepolytope can be realized as projection of a simplex. LetM be a cosimple binarymatroid. Consider a representation matrix of M of the form (I j A) where A isa 0; 1-matrix having two units at least per row. Say, A has r columns. Recallthat P�r is represented by the matrix (I2r�r�1 j Ar), where the rows of Ar are allbinary vectors of length r with two units at least. Now, A is a row submatrix ofAr. Let Y denote the index set for the rows of Ar not present in A. Then, Mcoincides with the contraction minor P�r =Y of P�r . Therefore, its cycle polytopeCYC2(M) can be obtained from the cycle polytope CYC2(P�r ) of P�r by pro-jecting out the variables xe (e 2 Y ).27.4.3 More about Cycle SpacesWe mention here some questions and results dealing with other relevant aspectsof binary matroids. In particular, we mention results concerning optimizationover cycle spaces. We also consider the lattice Z(M) and the integer cone Z+(M)generated by the cycle space of a binary matroid M. In this setting, we �ndagain two problems raised earlier concerning the existence of nonbasic Delaunaypolytopes and the study of Hilbert bases.Indeed, as every cycle polytope CYC2(M) is a Delaunay polytope in thelattice Z(M), Problem 13.2.3 raises the question of existence of a basis of Z(M)consisting only of cycles. This question remains open for general binary matroidsbut several classes of binary matroids are known for which it has a positiveanswer. Goddyn [1993] raised the question of characterizing the binary matroidswhose cycle space is a Hilbert basis, which contains the question posed in Section25.3 about Hilbert bases of cuts. We review what is known about this problem.The Maximum Weight Cycle Problem. Let M = (E; C) be a binary ma-troid and w 2 QE . The maximum weight cycle problem consists of �nding acycle C 2 C whose weight Pe2C we is maximum. This problem is NP-hard as



442 Chapter 27. Triangle Inequalitiesit contains the max-cut problem as a special instance. However, this problembecomes polynomial-time solvable for several classes of binary matroids. This isthe case, for instance, for cographic matroids of graphs with no K5-minor (recallTheorem 27.3.7). This is also the case for graphic matroids, by the results ofEdmonds and Johnson [1973]. Gr�otschel and Truemper [1989a] show that themaximum weight cycle problem can be solved in polynomial time for the largerclass of binary matroids having the sums of circuits property.The latter result is based on showing that the separation problem for thepolytope MET2(M) can be solved in polynomial time if M has the sums ofcircuits property. Using decomposition results, Gr�otschel and Truemper reducethis question to the special cases whenM is graphic or cographic. A separationalgorithm was given by Padberg and Rao [1982] in the graphic case and byBarahona and Mahjoub [1986] in the cographic case (the latter algorithm hasbeen described in Section 27.3.1).The Cycle Lattice. For a binary matroidM = (E; C), letZ(M) := fXC2C �C�C j �C 2 Z 8C 2 Cgdenote the lattice generated by its cycle space, called the cycle lattice of M.If M is the cographic matroid of the complete graph Kn, then Z(M) coincideswith the cut lattice Ln introduced earlier. As we saw in Proposition 25.1.1, thecut lattice Ln has a very easy description; namely, an integer vector x belongsto Ln if and only if xij + xik + xjk 2 2Z for all i; j; k 2 f1; : : : ; ng. One maywonder whether a similar result holds for any cycle lattice.As cycles and cocycles have an even intersection, the following parity condi-tion:(27.4.5) x(D) 2 2Z for every cocycle D of Mis obviously necessary for a vector x 2 ZE to belong to Z(M). However, thiscondition does not su�ce in general for characterizing Z(M). For instance, ifM is the dual Fano matroid F �7 , then every vector x 2 Z(F �7 ) should, in fact,satisfy the congruence relation: Xe2E xe = 0 (modulo 4). The next result followsfrom the work of Cunningham [1977].Theorem 27.4.6. The following assertions are equivalent for a cosimple binarymatroid M.(i) Z(M) is completely characterized by the parity condition (27.4.5) and thesame holds for every minor of M.(ii) M does not have F �7 as a minor.This leaves unanswered the question of characterizing the binary matroidsM whose cycle space is described by the parity condition (while not requiring



27.4 Cycle Polytopes of Binary Matroids 443this property for minors ofM). Lov�asz and Seress [1993] give a complete answerto this question. They give in fact several equivalent characterizations for suchmatroids; we mention in Theorem 27.4.7 below one of them. Further results oncycle lattices can be found in Lov�asz and Seress [1993, 1995].We need a de�nition. Given a matrix B with rows b1; : : : ; br, let B0 denotethe matrix with rows b1; : : : ; br and bi � bj (1 � i < j � r) where, for two vectorsa; b 2 Rn , a � b stands for the vector with components aibi (1 � i � n).Theorem 27.4.7. Let M be a cosimple binary matroid with representation ma-trix B. Then, the cycle lattice Z(M) is completely characterized by the paritycondition (27.4.5) if and only if the matrix B0 has full column rank over GF (2).Delaunay Polytopes in Cycle Lattices. We saw in Example 13.2.5 that thecut polytope CUT2n is a Delaunay Polytope in the cut lattice Ln. More generally,as noted in Hochst�attler, Laurent and Loebl [1996], the following holds.Lemma 27.4.8. Let M be a cosimple binary matroid. Then, its cycle polytopeCYC2(M) is a Delaunay polytope in the cycle lattice Z(M).Proof. We verify that the polytope CYC2(M) is inscribed on a sphere S whichis empty in Z(M). Indeed, CYC2(M) is inscribed on the sphere S with centerc := (12 ; : : : ; 12 ) and radius r := 12pjEj. Let x 2 Z(M). Then,(k x� c k2)2 � r2 = Xe2E(xe � 12)2 � 14 jEj = Xe2E xe(xe � 1) � 0with equality if and only if x is 0; 1-valued. Now the only binary vectors in Z(M)are the incidence vectors of cycles. This shows that the sphere S is empty inZ(M).We asked in Problem 13.2.3 whether every Delaunay polytope is basic. Thisquestion remains already unsettled for Delaunay polytopes arising from cyclelattices. That is, we have the following question:Problem 27.4.9. Given a binary matroid M, can one �nd a basis B for thecycle lattice Z(M) consisting only of cycles ?The following information is known. Gallucio and Loebl [1995] show that Prob-lem 27.4.9 has a positive answer for graphic matroids. Gallucio and Loebl [1996]show that the same holds for matroids with no F �7 minor (using decompositionresults). A short elementary proof for this result is given by Hochst�attler, Lau-rent and Loebl [1996]; moreover, these authors extend the result to one-elementextensions of binary matroids with no F �7 minor. Problem 27.4.9 is further stud-ied in Hochst�attler and Loebl [1995].



444 Chapter 27. Triangle InequalitiesThe Integer Cycle Cone. For a binary matroidM = (E; C), letZ+(M) := fXC2C �C�C j �C 2 Z+ 8C 2 Cgdenote the integer cone generated by its cycle space, called the integer cycle coneof M. If M is the cographic matroid of the complete graph Kn, then Z+(M)consists, in fact, of the distances on n points that are isometrically hypercubeembeddable (recall Proposition 4.2.4). Clearly,Z+(M) � Z(M)\ CYC(M):As in Section 25.3, we say that C is a Hilbert basis if equality holds in the aboveinclusion. Characterizing the binary matroids whose cycle space C is a Hilbertbasis is an open problem, already within cographic matroids. We summarizebelow what is known about this question.Alspach, Goddyn and Zhang [1994] answer this question for graphic matroids.Namely, they show that the family of cycles of a graph G is a Hilbert basis ifand only if G does not have the Petersen graph as a minor. (Indeed, let x denotethe vector indexed by the edge set of the Petersen graph taking value 2 on aperfect matching and value 1 on the remaining edges. Then, x 2 Z(M(P10)) \CYC(M(P10)) but x 62 Z+(M(P10)), which shows that the cycles of P10 do notform a Hilbert basis.)Note that CYC(M) = MET(M) for graphic matroids. More generally, thisequality holds for matroids with the sums of circuits property. Fu and Goddyn[1995] have characterized the Hilbert basis property within this class. Namely,they show that Z+(M) = Z(M)\MET(M)if and only ifM is a binary matroid with no F �7 , R10,M�(K5), orM(P10) minor.At this point let us recall the result of Laurent [1996d] for cographic matroids,already mentioned in Section 25.3: The cocycle space ofM(G) is a Hilbert basisfor any graph G 6= K6 on at most 6 nodes and it is not a Hilbert basis if G hasa K6 minor.



Chapter 28. HypermetricInequalities
In this chapter we study in detail the class of hypermetric inequalities. In partic-ular, we present several subclasses of hypermetric inequalities that de�ne facetsof the cut cone. We also address the separation problem for hypermetric in-equalities. Although its exact complexity status is not known, there are severalresults that indicate that it is very likely to be a hard problem. In particular,the problem of �nding the smallest violated hypermetric inequality is NP-hard.Hypermetric inequalities belong, in fact, to the larger class of gap inequali-ties. Unfortunately, very little is known about these more general inequalities.In particular, it is not known whether they contain new facets (besides the hy-permetric ones). Moreover, computing their exact right hand sides turns out tobe an NP-complete problem ! One way to avoid this di�culty is by relaxing theright hand sides by a larger number (which is easy to compute). In this manner,one obtains a class of valid inequalities which de�nes a weaker relaxation of thecut polytope. This relaxation forms a (nonpolyhedral) convex body which hasthe property that one can optimize over it in polynomial time. Moreover, opti-mizing over this convex body yields a very tight approximation for the max-cutproblem (see Section 28.4.1).28.1 Hypermetric Inequalities: ValidityHypermetric inequalities constitute the �rst nontrivial class of valid inequali-ties for the cut cone. As was already mentioned earlier in Section 6.1 (andRemark 5.4.11) they were discovered independently by several authors with dif-ferent mathematical backgrounds and motivation. Hypermetric inequalities havealready been introduced in Chapter 6 in the context of `1- and `2-metrics. Werefer to Part II for a detailed study of some of their properties, in particular, inconnection with geometry of numbers. We concentrate here on the question ofidentifying hypermetric facets. In order to make this chapter self-contained, werecall below the de�nitions and basic properties of hypermetric inequalities.To de�ne hypermetric and further types of inequalities, it is convenient touse the following notation. For b 2 Rn , we remind that Q(b) denotes the vectorin REn whose ij-th component is equal to the product bibj . Hence, for x 2 REn ,Q(b)Tx = Xij2En bibjxij:445



446 Chapter 28. Hypermetric InequalitiesThis notation gives us a convenient way of de�ning left hand sides of inequalitieswith �n2� coe�cients based on a given vector b of length n. In case we want tohighlight the fact that the vector b is in Rn , we will write Qn(b) or Qn(b1; : : : ; bn)instead of Q(b).De�nition 28.1.1. Let b = (b1; : : : ; bn) be an integral vector satisfyingPni=1 bi =1. Then, the inequality:(28.1.2) Q(b)Tx = X1�i<j�n bibjxij � 0:is called the hypermetric inequality de�ned by b. A hypermetric inequality(28.1.2) is said to be (2k+1)-gonal ifPijbi<0 jbij = k or, equivalently, ifPni=1 jbij =2k + 1.Lemma 28.1.3. Every hypermetric inequality (28.1.2) is valid for the cut coneCUTn. Moreover, the roots of a hypermetric inequality are the cut vectors �(S)(S � Vn) for which b(S) :=Pi2S bi is equal to 0 or 1.Proof. Given S � Vn, Pij2En bibj�(S)ij = b(S)(1 � b(S)) � 0; since b(S) is aninteger.We remind that hypermetric inequalities contain as a special case the triangleinequality: xij � xik � xjk � 0(which is obtained by taking bi = bj := 1, bk = �1 and bh := 0 for h 2Vn n fi; j; kg).Since the 0-lifting operation produces facets from facets, we obtain that theinequalityQ(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing if and only if the inequalityQ(b0)Tx � 0 isfacet inducing, where b0 is any vector obtained from b by adding zero components.If we apply the permutation operation to a hypermetric inequality or if we switchit by one of its roots, then we obtain again a hypermetric inequality. Moreprecisely, a permutation of Q(b)Tx � 0 amounts to permuting the bi's. Switchingthe inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 by the cut �(S) with b(S) = 0 yields the inequalityQ(b0)Tx � 0, where b0i = �bi if i 2 S and b0i = bi otherwise. In other words,switching a hypermetric inequality by a root amounts to changing the signs ofsome coe�cients of b.If we switch the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 by a cut vector �(S) which is not aroot of it, we obtain an inequality which is valid for the cut polytope CUT2n (butnot for the cut cone CUTn). For example, the inequality:X1�i<j�2k+1xij � k(k + 1)is a switching of the inequality Q2k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0.



28.2 Facets 447Hypermetric inequalities are, by de�nition, the inequalities of the form:Q(b)Tx � 0;where b 2 Zn and the sum �(b) :=Pni=1 bi of its components is equal to 1. Onemay wonder what happens if we relax the condition on the sum �(b) or if weallow a nonzero right-hand side. Can the hypermetric inequality be modi�ed soas to yield another valid inequality ? This question can be answered positivelyin several ways.Maybe we should start with reminding that the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 in thecase �(b) = 0 is nothing but the negative type inequality, which is valid but notfacet de�ning for CUTn (recall Corollary 6.1.4).If b 2 Zn has an arbitrary sum �(b) then one can always construct an in-equality: Q(b)Tx � v0which is valid for CUT2n ; it su�ces to de�ne the right-hand side v0 in a suitablemanner. We have, then, the class of gap inequalities which will be discussed inSection 28.4.On the other hand, if �(b) � 2 but, yet, one wants to construct a homogeneousinequality, then one has to modify the quantity Q(b)Tx in order to preservevalidity. Clique-web inequalities and suspended-tree inequalities are inequalitiesthat fall into this category.There is yet another way of generalizing hypermetric inequalities, which con-sists of asking validity not for all cut vectors but only for a restricted subset ofthem. For instance, if we allow �(b) � 2 then the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 is nolonger valid for all cut vectors but it remains valid for all the cut vectors �(S)such that jSj 62 f1; : : : ; �(b) � 1g. When �(b) = 2, the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 isvalid (and, sometimes, facet de�ning) for the even cut cone ECUTn. Other suchexamples will be given in Section 28.5.28.2 Hypermetric FacetsThere are several known classes of hypermetric inequalities that de�ne facets ofCUTn. Here are some examples that can be derived from results presented later:� Q3(1; 1;�1)T x � 0 (triangle facet),� Q5(1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0 (pentagonal facet),� Q2k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 for k � 1 (pure hypermetric facet),� Qn(b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 for 3 � p � n� 3, b1; : : : ; bp > 0,� Q11(2; 2; 2;�2;�2;�2; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0,� Q15(3; 3;�3;�3;�3; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,� Q19(4; 4;�4;�4; 3; 3;�3;�3;�3; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0.



448 Chapter 28. Hypermetric InequalitiesOf course, by permuting, switching, and 0-lifting we can produce whole classesof hypermetric facets from these examples. For instance, for all cut polytopesCUT2n , all triangle facets can be obtained from Q(1; 1;�1)T x � 0 using theseoperations.In this section we will provide a number of su�cient and/or necessary condi-tions for a hypermetric inequality to de�ne a facet of CUTn. At present there isno complete characterization of all hypermetric facets, i.e., of all integer vectorsb = (b1; : : : ; bn) with Pni=1 bi = 1 and for which Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing.However, a complete characterization of the hypermetric facets is known for thefollowing classes of parameters b = (b1; : : : ; bn):� b1 � : : : � bp > 0 > bp+1 � : : : � bn with bn = �1 or with bn�1 = �1 (seeTheorem 28.2.4)(i.e., all negative bi's except at most one are equal to �1),� bi 2 fw;�w; 1;�1g for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, for some integer w � 2 (seeTheorem 28.2.9).There are in�nitely many hypermetric inequalities. All of them are sup-porting and, thus, de�ne nonempty faces of CUTn. However, since CUTn is apolyhedral cone, it has only �nitely many faces, i.e., there are some faces that areinduced by in�nitely many di�erent hypermetric inequalities. Moreover, sinceCUTn is full-dimensional, each of its facets is de�ned by an inequality that isunique up to positive scaling. Because of the conditionP1�i�n bi = 1, no hyper-metric inequality is a positive multiple of another. Thus, among all hypermetricinequalities Qn(b)Tx � 0, there are only �nitely many ones that de�ne facets ofthe cut cone CUTn. We recall the following stronger result from Section 14.2:The hypermetric cone is polyhedral, i.e., among the hypermetric inequalities onlya �nite subset of them is not redundant.The next result states a necessary condition for a hypermetric inequality tode�ne a facet of the cut cone.Proposition 28.2.1. Let b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 1. Suppose that bi; bj arepositive coe�cients and that bk is a negative coe�cient of b. Set P := fr j br >0g n fi; jg. If Xr2P br + bk < 0then the face F of CUTn de�ned by Q(b)Tx � 0 is not a facet and F is containedin the facet de�ned by the triangle inequality: xij � xik � xjk � 0.Proof. Let �(S) be any cut vector. We may assume that k 62 S. If i; j 2 S, thenb(S) � bi + bj � bk +Prjbr<0 br = bi + bj � bk + 1�Prjbr>0 br= 1� bk �Pr2P br > 1:Hence, �(S) is not a root of F since b(S) 62 f0; 1g. Therefore, jS \ fi; jgj � 1 forevery root �(S) of F . This shows that every root of F is a root of the triangleinequality: xij � xik � xjk � 0.



28.2 Facets 449This observation yields that, if Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning, then the sum ofthe two largest coe�cients of b and the absolute value of the smallest coe�cientcannot be larger than the sum of all positive coe�cients of b. In fact, usinggeneral polyhedral theory (see Gr�otschel, Lov�asz and Schrijver [1988]), one canprove that the coe�cients bi cannot be larger than 2n4 . Using the fact thatb(S) 2 f0; 1g for all roots �(S) of a hypermetric inequality, one can improve thisbound to n2n2 . Let us recall the bound:max1�i�n jbij � 2n�1�2n�2n�1 �(n� 1)!if the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of CUTn; it was obtained in Part II(see Proposition 14.2.4) as a byproduct of the interpretation of hypermetrics interms of geometry of numbers. This latter bound is better than n2n2 . Note, how-ever, that for all the known hypermetric facets, max1�i�n jbij is only quadraticin n (see Example 28.2.6).The main tool for constructing hypermetric facets is the lifting proceduredescribed in Section 26.5 and, more precisely, the Lifting Lemma 26.5.3. Assumethat the inequality: vTx := Qn(b1; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0is facet inducing for CUTn and, given an integer c, consider the inequality:(v0)Tx := Qn+1(b1 � c; b2; : : : ; bn; c)Tx � 0:Hence, the inequality (v0)Tx � 0 is obtained from the inequality vTx � 0 bysplitting the node 1 into nodes 1; n + 1. As mentioned in Section 26.5, in orderto show that (v0)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn+1, it su�ces to verify that thecondition (iii) from Lemma 26.5.3 holds. Hence, it su�ces to exhibit n subsetsTk (1 � k � n) of f2; : : : ; n; n+ 1g containing the element n+ 1, such that thecut vectors �(Tk) are roots of (v0)Tx � 0 and such that the incidence vectors ofthe sets Tk are linearly independent.We mention below several lifting theorems for hypermetric facets which arebased on this procedure (see Lemma 28.2.3 and Theorem 28.2.4). As an appli-cation, we can construct several classes of hypermetric facets. First, as a directapplication of Theorem 26.4.3, we have the following result.Proposition 28.2.2. Let b1; : : : ; bn be integers with Pni=1 bi = 1 and b2 = b1�1.If the inequality: Qn(b1; b1 � 1; b3; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn, then the inequality:Qn+1(b1 � 1; b1 � 1; b3; : : : ; bn; 1)Tx � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn+1. In particular, if Pni=2 bi = 2 and if the inequality:Qn(�1; b2; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0



450 Chapter 28. Hypermetric Inequalitiesde�nes a facet of CUTn, then the inequality:Qn+2(�1; b2; : : : ; bn; 1;�1)T x � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn+2.We use thereafter the notation [p; q] to denote the set of all integers i withp � i � q, where 1 � p � q are some integers. Lemma 28.2.3 and Theorem 28.2.4below are due to Deza [1973a](see also Deza and Laurent [1992a] for full proofs).Lemma 28.2.3. Let b1; : : : ; bn be integers with Pni=1 bi = 1. Suppose thatb2 � b3 � : : : � bp > 0 and bp+1 = : : : = bn = �1 where p � 2; n � 4. Supposefurthermore that Qn(b1; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0 is facet inducing. Then,(i) Qn+1(b1 + 1; b2; : : : ; bn;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing.(ii) Qn+1(b1 � c; b2; : : : ; bn; c)Tx � 0 is facet inducing, for any integer c 2[1; n� p� b2].Proof. Let us give the proof of (ii) in order to illustrate the proof technique.Consider the n cut vectors �(S), where the sets S are as follows:S = fi; n+ 1g [ [p+ 1; p+ bi + c� 1] for 2 � i � p;S = f2; n+ 1g [ [p+ 1; p+ b2 + c]� fig for p+ 1 � i � p+ b2 + c� 1;S = f2; n+ 1g [ [p+ 1; p+ b2 + c� 1] [ fig for p+ b2 + c � i � n;S = f2; 3; n + 1g [ [p+ 1; p+ b2 + b3 + c]:These n cut vectors �(S) are roots of Qn+1(b1�c; b2; : : : ; bn; c)Tx � 0 and one cancheck that the incidence vectors of the sets S are linearly independent. Therefore,by the Lifting Lemma 26.5.3, Qn+1(b1 � c; b2; : : : ; bn; c)Tx � 0 is facet inducing.The proof of (i) is similar but with more technical details, as one must distinguishthe cases when b2 = 1 and when b2 � 2.Theorem 28.2.4. Let b1; : : : ; bn be nonzero integers such that Pni=1 bi = 1and b1 � b2 � : : : � bp > 0 > bp+1 � : : : � bn; where p is some integer with2 � p � n� 1.(i) If p = 2, then Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet if and only if n = 3 and b1 =b2 = 1, b3 = �1.(ii) If 2 6= p = n� 1, then Q(b)Tx � 0 does not de�ne a facet.(iii) Suppose p = n� 2.(iiia) If Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet, then b1 = 1.(iiib) If bn�1 = �1, then Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet if and only if bn =�n+ 4 and b1 = : : : = bn�2 = 1.(iv) Suppose 3 � p � n� 3 and bn�1 = �1. Then, Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facetif and only if b1 + b2 � n� p� 1 + sign(jb1 � bpj).



28.2 Facets 451(Here, sign(jb1 � bpj) = 1 if b1 > bp and sign(jb1 � bpj) = 0 if b1 = bp.)Proof. Let R denote the set of roots of the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0.(i) We suppose p = 2. Assume that the inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning.We show that it coincides with a triangle inequality. We may assume that 1 62 Sand 2 2 S for every root �(S) of Q(b)Tx � 0. Set F := f(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 3)g.The set RF of the projections on F of the roots in R consists of the two vectors(1; 0; 1) and (1; 1; 0). Hence, the set RF has rank 2 which, by Lemma 26.5.2,implies that the projection of Qn(b)Tx � 0 on F is zero. Therefore, Qn(b)Tx � 0is the triangle inequality x12 � x13 � x23 � 0.(ii) If 2 6= p = n�1, then R consists of the cut vectors �(fig) with bi = 1. Hencethe rank of R is less than or equal to n � 1, implying that Q(b)Tx � 0 is notfacet de�ning.(iii) Suppose p = n � 2. We can suppose that n 62 S for each root �(S) inR. If b1 > 1 then, for every root �(S), n � 1 2 S whenever 1 2 S. SetF := f(1; n � 1); (1; n); (n; n � 1)g. The set RF consists of the vectors (0; 0; 0),(0; 1; 1) and (1; 0; 1). By Lemma 26.5.2, if Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning, thenthe projection of Qn(b)Tx � 0 on F is zero, which yields a contradiction. Thisshows (iiia). If bn�1 = �1 then one shows that Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning byapplying iteratively the lifting procedure from Lemma 28.2.3 (i), starting, e.g.,from the triangle facet Q3(1; 1;�1)T x � 0.We leave the details of the proof of (iv) to the reader.Corollary 28.2.5.(i) All pure hypermetric inequalities are facet de�ning.(ii) Let b 2 Zn such that Pni=1 bi = 1. If b has at least 3 and at most n�3 pos-itive entries and if all negative entries are equal to �1 then the associatedhypermetric inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning.Example 28.2.6. (Avis and Deza [1991]) Given n � 7, set m := bn+14 c and letb 2 Zn be de�ned bybi := m for i = 1; : : : ; n� 2m� 1;bi := m� 1 for i = n� 2m;bi := �1 for i = n� 2m+ 1; : : : ; n� 1;bi := m(2 + 2m� n) + 1 for i = n:Hence, Pni=1 bi = 1 and Pni=1 jbij = 2m(n � 2m) � 3 � n24 � 4: The hyper-metric inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning as it satis�es the conditions ofTheorem 28.2.4 (iv). Therefore, this gives an example of a hypermetric facetof CUTn which is k-gonal with k quadratic in n. We do not know examplesyielding larger values for k.We now give a lifting result permitting to identify all hypermetric facetsQn(b)Tx � 0 where bi 2 fw;�w; 1;�1g for 1 � i � n, for some integer w � 2.



452 Chapter 28. Hypermetric InequalitiesLet �; �0; �; �0; w be nonnegative integers such that (� � �0)w + � � �0 = 1: Wewant to characterize hypermetric facets of the form(28.2.7) Qn(w; : : : ; w;�w; : : : ;�w; 1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0;where there are � coe�cients w, �0 coe�cients �w, � coe�cients 1, and �0coe�cients �1. For short, we denote the above hypermetric inequality byQn(w(�);�w(�0); 1(�);�1(�0))Tx � 0;so, n = �+ �0 + � + �0.We �rst formulate a \double lifting" lemma. Namely, we prove that undercertain conditions two coe�cients of b can be \doubled" in such a way that,if a hypermetric inequality Q(b)Tx � 0 of type (28.2.7) is facet de�ning, thenthe inequality associated with the new vector also is. As an application, onecan characterize the hypermetric inequalities of type (28.2.7) that de�ne facets.Lemma 28.2.8, Theorem 28.2.9 and Lemma 28.2.10 below can be found in Dezaand Laurent [1992b].Lemma 28.2.8. Let b = (w(�);�w(�0); 1(�);�1(�0)) be an integral vector with�; �0 � 1; �; �0 satisfying (� � �0)w + � � �0 = 1: Suppose that Qn(b)Tx � 0 isfacet de�ning and that- either, � > �0,- or, � = �0 and � � wholds. Then, for b0 := (w(�+1);�w(�0+1); 1(�);�1(�0)), the inequalityQn+2(b0)Tx � 0 is facet de�ning.Theorem 28.2.9. Let �; �0; �; �0; w � 2 be integers satisfying min(�; �0) � 1and (� � �0)w + � � �0 = 1. Set b := (w(�);�w(�0); 1(�);�1(�0)) and n = � +�0 + � + �0.(i) If � = �0 (i.e., �0 = �� 1), then Qn(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing if and onlyif min(�; �0) � w.(ii) If j� � �0j is a nonzero even number, then Qn(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducingif and only if min(�; �0) � 1 or (min(�; �0) = 0 and j�� �0j � 4).(iii) If j� � �0j is an odd number, then Qn(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing if andonly if j�� �0j � 3 or (j�� �0j = 1 and min(�; �0) � w):Lemma 28.2.10. If the inequality:Qn(w(�);�w(�0); 1(�);�1(�0))Tx � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn, then the inequality:Qn+2((w + 1)(); (�w � 1)(); w(�);�w(�0); 1(�);�1(�0))Tx � 0



28.3 Separation 453de�nes a facet of CUTn+2, for any integer  � 1:Remark 28.2.11. Some facets introduced by Padberg [1989] for the correlationpolytope correspond (up to switching and via the covariance mapping) to somesubclasses of the hypermetric facets obtained in Theorem 28.2.4 (iii); this is alsothe case for some classes of facets given by Barahona and Mahjoub [1986] forthe cut polytope (see Deza and Laurent [1992a] for a precise description of theconnection).For various reasons, it is interesting to identify faces that are simplexes.For instance, for b = (1; 1;�1), b = (1; 1;�1; 0), and b = (1; 1; 1;�1;�1), theinequality Q(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a simplex facet of CUT3, CUT4, and CUT5,respectively. These three examples belong to the class of inequalities: Q(n �4; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 (n � 3). Any such inequality de�nes a simplex facetof CUTn, as the next result from Deza and Laurent [1992a] shows.Corollary 28.2.12. Let b = (b1; b2; 1; 1;�1; : : : � 1) 2 Zn where b1; b2 areintegers such that b1 � b2; b1 + b2 = n� 5 and assume that n � 6.(i) Qn(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing if and only if b1 � n� 4.(ii) The face de�ned by Qn(b)Tx � 0 is a simplex if and only if b1 � n� 4.Proof. (i) follows by applying Theorem 28.2.4 and (ii) by checking that allnonzero roots are linearly independent.28.3 Separation of Hypermetric InequalitiesWe consider in this section the separation problem for the class of hypermetricinequalities. This problem can be formulated as follows:(P0) Separation of hypermetric inequalities.Instance: An integral distance d on n points.Question: Does d satisfy all hypermetric inequalities ? If not, �nd a hypermetricinequality violated by d.We do not know what is the exact complexity of the problem (P0). However,the complexity of several related problems, described below, is known. Thisindicates that (P0) is very likely to be a hard problem. The complexity resultsfor the problems (P1), (P2), (P3) have been established by Avis and Grishukhin[1993].(P1) Testing all hypermetric inequalities.Instance: An integral distance d on n points.Question: Does d satisfy all hypermetric inequalities ?Complexity: co-NP. There exists an algorithm solving (P1) whose running timeis in O(h(n) �n4(log2(n))2 + 2n3 log2(n) log2(k d k1)�), where h(n) denotes the



454 Chapter 28. Hypermetric Inequalitiesnumber of hypermetric inequalities that de�ne facets of the hypermetric coneHYPn.We recall (from Proposition 14.2.4) that, if Qn(b)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of thehypermetric cone HYPn, thenmax1�i�n jbij � Bn := 2n�1�2n�2n�1 �(n� 1)!:Hence, a rough estimate of h(n) ish(n) � (2Bn + 1)n�1:Proof for (P1). Let d be an integral distance on n points. In order to check thatd satis�es all hypermetric inequalities, i.e., that d 2 HYPn, it su�ces to checkwhether Qn(b)T d � 0 holds for all b 2 Zn with sum 1 and such that jbij � Bn forall i. Note that Bn can be represented by O(n log2 n) bits. Hence, computingQn(b)T d can be done in O(h(n) �n4(log2(n))2 + 2n3 log2(n) log2(k d k1)�) ele-mentary operations, which is polynomial in the size of the input. This showsthat (P1) is in co-NP and the announced running time for solving (P1).The separation problem1 for hypermetric inequalities is very likely to be ahard problem, in view of the complexity status of the next problems (P2) and(P3).(P2) Testing all (2m+ 1)-gonal inequalities.Instance: An integral distance d on n points and an integer m.Question: Does d satisfy all (2m+ 1)-gonal hypermetric inequalities ?Complexity: co-NP-complete. Also co-NP-complete if one tests only the pure(2m+ 1)-gonal inequalities.(P3) Finding the smallest violated hypermetric inequality.Instance: An integral distance d on n points.Question: Does d satisfy all hypermetric inequalities ? If not, �nd the smallestinteger k such that d violates a (2k + 1)-gonal inequality.Complexity: NP-hard.In what follows, we prove the complexity of the problems (P2) and (P3). Forthis, we use the known complexity of the next problems.(P4) Finding an induced complete bipartite subgraph.Instance: A graph G on n vertices and an integer m such that 2m+ 1 � n.1A heuristic for separating hypermetric inequalities is proposed in De Simone [1992], DeSimone and Rinaldi [1994]. (The main idea is to reformulate the separation problem for hy-permetric inequalities as a max-cut problem over a larger complete graph, to which can thenbe applied any good heuristic for the max-cut problem.) Hypermetric inequalities are reportedthere to be e�ective from a computational point of view for solving max-cut problems on com-plete graphs of about 20-25 nodes.



28.3 Separation 455Question: Does G contain the complete bipartite graph Km;m+1 as an inducedsubgraph ?Complexity: NP-complete (Garey and Johnson [1979]).(P5) Finding the largest induced complete bipartite subgraph.Instance: A graph G on n nodes.Question: Find the largest integerm such that G contains Km;m+1 as an inducedsubgraph.Complexity: NP-hard (Garey and Johnson [1979]).We show that (P4) reduces to (P2) and that (P5) reduces to at most n�12questions of type (P3). We introduce some notation. Let G = (Vn; E) be a graphand let t 2 R+ . We construct the distance dt(G) on Vn by settingdt(G)ij = 1 if ij 2 E;dt(G)ij = 1 + t if ij 2 En n E:Given b 2 Zn, setV+(b) := fi 2 Vn j bi > 0g; V� = fi 2 Vn j bi < 0g; V (b) := V+(b) [ V�(b):Let E(G; b) denote the edge set of the subgraph of G induced by V (b) and setE4(G; b) := E(G; b)4E(KV+(b);V�(b));where E(KV+(b);V�(b)) denotes the edge set of the complete bipartite graph withnode bipartition (V+(b); V�(b)). We state an intermediate result.Lemma 28.3.1. Let b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 1 and Pni=1 jbij = 2k + 1. Then,(28.3.2) Q(b)T dt(G) = k2t� k � (t+ 1) X1�i�n jbij(jbij � 1)2 � t Xij2E4(G;b) jbibj j:Proof. Suppose �rst that E4(G; b) = ;. Then,Q(b)Tdt(G) = Xi2V�(b);j2V+(b) bibj + (1 + t)0@ Xi;j2V�(b);i<j bibj + Xi;j2V+(b);i<j bibj1A :Using the identity: Xi;j2X;i<j bibj = 12( Xi2X bi!2 �Xi2X(bi)2);and the fact that Pi2V+(b) bi = k + 1; Pi2V�(b) bi = �k; we obtain:Q(b)T dt(G) = �k(k + 1) + t+ 12 (k2 + (k + 1)2 � Xi2V (b)(bi)2);



456 Chapter 28. Hypermetric Inequalitieswhich coincides with the sum of the �rst three terms of (28.3.2). If E4(G; b) 6= ;,then one easily checks that one more term should be added, which is equal to�tPij2E4(G;b) jbibj j:Corollary 28.3.3. Let G = (Vn; E) be a graph and let m be an integer suchthat n � 2m+ 1. Set dm(G) := m3dt(G), where t := 1m + 1m3 . Then,(i) dm(G) satis�es all (2k + 1)-gonal inequalities, for 1 � k � m� 1.(ii) dm(G) satis�es all (2m + 1)-gonal inequalities except when G containsKm;m+1 as an induced subgraph in which case dm(G) violates a pure (2m+1)-gonal inequality.Proof. Suppose Pni=1 jbij = 2k + 1 with k � m � 1. Then, by Lemma 28.3.1,Q(b)T dt(G) � k2t� k � 0. Suppose now that k =m. By Lemma 28.3.1,Q(b)T dt(G) � 1m � (t+ 1) X1�i�n jbij(jbij � 1)2 � t Xij2E4(G;b) jbibj j:If jbij � 2 for some i or if E4(G; b) 6= ;, then Q(b)Tdt(G) � 1m�t < 0: Otherwise,b is pure, G contains an induced Km;m+1 subgraph, and Q(b)T dt(G) = 1m > 0:Proof for (P2). Let G be a graph on n nodes and let m be an integer such thatn � 2m + 1. Consider the distance dm(G). By Corollary 28.3.3, G containsan induced Km;m+1 subgraph if and only if dm(G) violates a (2m + 1)-gonalinequality (or, equivalently, a pure (2m + 1)-gonal inequality). This shows that(P2) is co-NP complete.Proof for (P3). Let G be a graph on n nodes. Set k := bn�12 c. Let m denote thelargest integer such that G contains an induced Km;m+1 subgraph. For s � k,set t := 1s + 1s3 and consider the distance ds(G). If s > m, then G containsno induced Ks;s+1 subgraph. Hence, by Corollary 28.3.3, the answer to (P3)is, either that ds satis�es all hypermetric inequalities, or that ds(G) violates a(2p+1)-gonal inequality for some p > s. If s = m, then G contains Km;m+1 andthe answer to (P3) is that the smallest inequality violated by ds(G) is (2s+ 1)-gonal. Therefore, the answers of (P3) applied successively to s = k; k � 1; : : : ; 1,give us the value of m. This shows that (P3) is NP-hard.Remark 28.3.4. In contrast with the hypermetric case, the separation problemfor the class of negative type inequalities can be solved in polynomial time. Aneasy way to see it is by using relation (6.1.15), which states that the negativetype cone NEGn+1 and the positive semide�nite cone PSDn are in one-to-onecorrespondence via the covariance mapping �. In other words, let d be a distanceon n+ 1 points. De�ne the n� n symmetric matrix (pij) by settingpii := di;n+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n;pij := 12(di;n+1 + dj;n+1 � dij) for i 6= j = 1; : : : ; n:



28.4 Gap Inequalities 457Then, d satis�es all the negative type inequalities if and only if the matrix (pij)is positive semide�nite. Moreover, a negative type inequality violated by d (ifsome exists) can be found in polynomial time (by Proposition 2.4.3).28.4 Gap InequalitiesWe describe here a large class of valid inequalities for CUT2n , which generalizesthe hypermetric and negative type inequalities. It was introduced by Laurentand Poljak [1996b]. For b 2 Zn, the quantity(b) := minS�Vn jb(S)� b(S)jis called the gap of b. (Here, S := Vn n S:) We also set�(b) := X1�i�n bi:Then, the inequality:(28.4.1) Q(b)Tx � 14(�(b)2 � (b)2)is called a gap inequality. The next two lemmas show validity of the gap inequal-ities and invariance of the gap under switching.Lemma 28.4.2. Every gap inequality (28.4.1) is valid for CUT2n .Proof. Let S � Vn and suppose, e.g., that b(S) � �(b)2 . Then, by the de�nitionof the gap (b), we have that b(S) � �(b)�(b)2 , which implies that Q(b)T �(S) =b(S)(�(b) � b(S)) � �(b)2�(b)24 :Lemma 28.4.3. Let b 2 Zn, let A � Vn and let b0 be obtained from b by chang-ing the signs of its components indexed by A, i.e., b0i := �bi if i 2 A and b0i := biif i 2 Vn n A. Then, (b0) = (b):Proof. For S � Vn, we have b0(S4A) = b(S n A) � b(A n S) = b(S) � b(A) andb0(S4A) = b(S \A)� b(S \A) = b(S)� b(A). This implies that (b0) = (b).Clearly, the class of inequalities (28.4.1) is closed under permutation. Lemma28.4.3 implies that it is also closed under switching, since14(�(b0)2 � (b0)2) = 14(�(b)2 � (b)2)�Q(b)T �(A)if b0 is obtained from b by changing the signs of its components indexed by theset A � Vn. Therefore, the class of gap inequalities is closed under permutationand switching.



458 Chapter 28. Hypermetric InequalitiesObserve that (b) and �(b) have the same parity. Trivially, (b) � �(b). Onecan check that (b) � maxi jbij:In particular, (b) = 1 if �(b) = 1, and (b) = 0 if �(b) = 0. Therefore, thegap inequalities (28.4.1) with �(b) = 1 are precisely the hypermetric inequalities,while those with �(b) = 0 are the negative type inequalities. Using Lemma 28.4.3we can identify which gap inequalities arise as switchings of hypermetric or neg-ative type inequalities.Lemma 28.4.4. Let b 2 Zn. Then, the inequality (28.4.1) can be obtained byswitching from a hypermetric inequality (resp. from a negative type inequality)if and only if (b) = 1 (resp. (b) = 0) or, equivalently, if there exists a subsetS � Vn such that b(S) = 12 (�(b)� 1) (resp. b(S) = 12�(b)).Hence, the orbits of faces of CUT2n de�ned by hypermetric inequalities consistof those faces of CUT2n de�ned by inequalities of type (28.4.1) for which (b) = 1holds. In other words, Chapter 28 is devoted to the class of the gap inequalities(28.4.1) with (b) = 1.We remind that no inequality (28.4.1) with gap (b) = 0 is facet de�ning(by Corollary 6.1.4). In the case of a gap (b) = 1, large classes of inequalities(28.4.1) de�ning facets have been presented in Section 28.2. The gap inequalities(28.4.1) seem di�cult to study, in the case of a gap (b) � 2. In particular, wedo not know any example of an integer sequence b 2 Zn with (b) � 2 and forwhich the gap inequality (28.4.1) de�nes a facet of CUT2n . Thus, the followingproblem is open.Problem 28.4.5. Does there exist an integer sequence b with gap (b) � 2 forwhich the gap inequality: Q(b)Tx � 14 (�2(b) � 2(b)) de�nes a facet of the cutpolytope ?Only the following is known. Laurent and Poljak [1996b] show2 that, if thecomponents of b take only two distinct values (in absolute value) and if (b) � 2,then the gap inequality (28.4.1) is not facet inducing.In addition, the gap inequalities present the following di�culty: It is an NP-hard problem to compute the gap of a sequence b 2 Zn and, thus, to compute theexact right-hand side of the inequality (28.4.1). Indeed, given b 2 Zn, decidingwhether (b) = 0 amounts to deciding whether b can be partitioned into twosubsequences of equal sums; this is the partition problem, which is known to beNP-complete (Garey and Johnson [1979]).In order to avoid this di�culty, one may consider the following weaker in-equality:2Laurent and Poljak [1996b] also present a characterization of the sequences b for which(28.4.1) is facet de�ning that involves only conditions expressed in the n-dimensional spaceinstead of the dimension �n2� in which the cut polytope CUT2n lives.



28.4 Gap Inequalities 459(28.4.6) Q(b)Tx � 14�(b)2instead of (28.4.1). The inequality (28.4.6) is trivially valid for CUT2n . However,no inequality (28.4.6) de�nes a facet of CUT2n . (Indeed, if (b) 6= 0 then (28.4.6)contains no root at all and, if (b) = 0, then (28.4.6) is a switching of a negativetype inequality.)The inequalities (28.4.6) have nevertheless a number of interesting properties.As we see below they present, in particular, the big advantage of being muchmore tractable than the gap inequalities (28.4.1).28.4.1 A Positive Semide�nite Relaxation for Max-CutLet Jn denote the set in REn which is de�ned by the inequalities (28.4.6) for allb 2 Zn, i.e., Jn := fx 2 REn j Q(b)Tx � 14�(b)2 for all b 2 Zng:Then, Jn is a convex body in REn . A �rst interesting property is that the sepa-ration problem over Jn can be solved in polynomial time. This is the followingproblem:Given a vector x 2 QEn , determine whether x belongs to Jn. If not,�nd b 2 Zn such that Q(b)Tx > 14�(b)2.This problem can solved in the following way: For x 2 REn de�ne the n � nsymmetric matrix X with zero diagonal and with ij-th o�-diagonal entry xij.Then, x 2 Jn () the matrix J � 2X is positive semide�nite,where J denotes the all-ones matrix. (This follows from the fact that bT (J �2X)b = �(b)2 � 4Q(b)T x for all b 2 Rn .) The result now follows in view ofProposition 2.4.3.Therefore, one can optimize any linear objective function over Jn in polyno-mial time. That is, given c 2 QEn , one can compute the quantity:B(c) := max(cTx j x 2 Jn)in polynomial time (with an arbitrary precision); see Goemans and Williamson[1994] for more details. As the inequalities (28.4.6) are valid for the cut polytopeCUT2n , the convex body Jn provides a relaxation of CUT2n , i.e.,CUT2n � Jn:



460 Chapter 28. Hypermetric InequalitiesTherefore, the quantity B(c) is an upper bound3 for the value of the max-cutproblem: mc(Kn; c) := max(cTx j x 2 CUT2n ):That is, mc(Kn; c) � B(c)for all c 2 QEn . Goemans and Williamson [1994] show that the quantity B(c)provides a very good approximation for the max-cut mc(Kn; c), when the weightfunction c is nonnegative. Namely,Theorem 28.4.7. Given c 2 QEn+ , we havemc(Kn; c)B(c) � �where � := min0���� 2� �1� cos � . The quantity � can be estimated as follows::87856 < � < :87857.Proof. As above, for a vector x 2 REn we let X denote the n � n symmetricmatrix with zero diagonal and with o�-diagonal entries xij. Set Y := J � 2X.Then, x 2 Jn () Y � 0:Hence, the quantity B(c) can be reformulated asB(c) = max 12 X1�i<j�n cij(1� yij)s.t. Y = (yij) � 0yii = 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n):Using the representation of positive semide�nite matrices as Gram matrices, wecan further rewrite B(c) as(28.4.8) B(c) = max 12 X1�i<j�n cij(1� vTi vj)s.t. v1; : : : ; vn 2 S;where S := fx 2 Rn :k x k2= 1g. Let v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rn be unit vectors realizingthe optimum in the above program, i.e., B(c) = 12 X1�i<j�n cij(1 � vTi vj): Thecrucial step in the proof consists now of constructing a `good' random cut, i.e.,whose weight is not too far from the value of the max-cut. For this, one proceedsas follows:3In fact, this upper bound coincides with another upper bound �(c) introduced earlier byDelorme and Poljak [1993a] and de�ned in terms of a minimization problem involving themaximum eigenvalue of the associated Laplacian matrix L(c). Namely, L(c) is the symmetricn� n matrix with diagonal entries cT �(i) (for i = 1; : : : ; n) and with o�-diagonal entries �cij(for i 6= j). That the two bounds �(c) and B(c) coincide has been shown by Poljak and Rendl[1995] using duality of semide�nite programming.



28.4 Gap Inequalities 461� Select a random unit vector r 2 Rn .� Set S := fi 2 Vn j vTi r � 0g.Let E(cT �(S)) denote the expected weight of the cut vector �(S). Then,E(cT �(S)) � mc(Kn; c):We now evaluate a lower bound for E(cT �(S)). We haveE(cT �(S)) = X1�i<j�n cijpij;where pij is the probability that an edge ij ofKn is cut by the partition (S; VnnS).This probability is equal to the probability4 that a random hyperplane separatesthe two vectors vi and vj. Hence,pij = 1� arccos(vTi vj):Therefore,E(cT �(S)) = X1�i<j�n cij arccos(vTi vj)� � � X1�i<j�n cij 1� vTi vj2 = �B(c);where the last inequality follows by the de�nition of �. This shows the desiredinequality: �B(c) � mc(Kn; c).The above proof shows the existence of a random cut whose weight is at least� times the optimum mc(Kn; c). Goemans and Williamson [1994] show that theabove procedure can be derandomized so as to yield a polynomial deterministic(�� �)-approximation algorithm for the max-cut problem (for any � > 0). Notethat the best previous result in this direction was a 12 -approximation algorithm,due to Sahni and Gonzales [1976].Goemans and Williamson's result came as a breakthrough in the area ofcombinatorial optimization. It shows, indeed, how semide�nite programming canbe applied successfully for designing approximation algorithms for combinatorialproblems. The method has been since then applied to several other problems;see, in particular, Goemans and Williamson [1994], Karger, Motwani and Sudan[1994], Frieze and Jerrum [1995].Consider the following instance of the max-cut problem: n = 5 and theweight function c takes value 1 on the edges of the 5-circuit C5 and value 0elsewhere. Then, mc(K5; c) = 4 and B(c) = 52(1 + cos(�5 )) = 25+5p58 (obtainedby taking in (28.4.8) the vectors vi = (cos(4i�5 ); sin(4i�5 )) for i = 1; : : : ; 5; seeDelorme and Poljak [1993b]). Hence, mc(K5;c)B(c) = 3225+5p5 (= :88445). Delormeand Poljak [1993b] conjecture that this is the worst case ratio, i.e., thatmc(Kn; c)B(c) � 3225 + 5p5 (= :88445)4This probability has been, in fact, computed in Section 6.4; by relation(6.4.4), it is equalto arccos(vTi vj)=�.



462 Chapter 28. Hypermetric Inequalitiesfor all c � 0. Hence, the result from Theorem 28.4.7 shows a lower bound, whichis very close to this conjectured value.Karlo� [1996] has made recently a detailed analysis of the performance of theGoemans-Williamson algorithm. We remind the inequalities:(28.4.9) � � E(cT �(S))B(c) � mc(Kn; c)B(c) � 1;where E(cT �(S)) is the expected weight of a cut constructed by the randomprocedure described in the proof of Theorem 28.4.7. Karlo� constructs a classof instances (Kn; c) for which equality is attained in the right most inequality of(28.4.9) and also (asymptotically) in the left most inequality of (28.4.9). (Namely,given an even integer m and b � m12 , consider the graph J(m;m=2; b) whose nodeset is the family A of subsets of [1;m] of cardinality m=2, with an edge betweenA;B 2 A if jA \ Bj = b. Now, de�ne a weight function c on the edges of Kn(n := jAj) by taking value 1 on the edges of J(m;m=2; b) and value 0 elsewhere.)The convex set underlying the computation of the bound B(c) is the set Jnor, rather, its image En under the linear bijection: x 7! 1� 2x. That is,En := fY n� n symmetric j Y � 0; yii = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; ng:The set En is called an elliptope (standing for ellipsoid and polytope) in Laurentand Poljak [1995b]. Hence, En can be seen as the intersection of the positivesemide�nite cone PSDn by the hyperplanes yii = 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n). The elliptopeE3 (or rather its 3-dimensional projection consisting of the upper triangular partsof the matrices) is shown in Figure 31.3.6.The elliptope En has been studied in detail by Laurent and Poljak [1995b,1996a]. For instance, all the possible dimensions for the faces of En are knownas well as for its polyhedral faces (see Section 31.5); it is shown in Laurent andPoljak [1995b] that En has vertices (that is, extreme points with full-dimensionalnormal cone) that are precisely the `cut matrices' xxT for x 2 f�1; 1gn. More-over, the link with the well-known theta function introduced by Lov�asz [1979]for approximating the Shannon capacity and the stability number of a graph isdescribed in Laurent, Poljak and Rendl [1996].The elliptope En is also relevant to the following problem, known in linearalgebra as the positive semide�nite completion problem5:Given a partial real symmetric matrix X whose entries are only spec-i�ed on a subset F of the positions (including all diagonal positions),determine whether the missing entries can be completed so as to makeX positive semide�nite.An easy observation is that it su�ces to consider the positive semide�nite com-pletion problem for matrices whose diagonal entries are all equal to 1. (Indeed,5We refer to Johnson [1990] for a comprehensive survey on completion problems.



28.5 Additional Notes 463if a partial symmetric matrix X is completable to a positive semide�nite matrix,then its diagonal entries are nonnegative. Moreover, we can suppose that all di-agonal entries are positive as, otherwise, the problem reduces to considering thesubmatrix of X with positive diagonal entries. Finally, if D denotes the diagonalmatrix whose ith-diagonal entry is 1pxii , then the partial matrix X 0 := DXD(with entries xijpxiixjj for ij 2 F ) is completable to a positive semide�nite matrixif and only if the same holds for X. Now X 0 is a partial symmetric matrix withan all-ones diagonal.)In the case of partial symmetric matrices with an all-ones diagonal, the pos-itive semide�nite completion problem amounts to the problem of deciding mem-bership in the projection E(G) of the elliptope En on the subspace RE , whereG = (Vn; E) denotes the graph corresponding to the speci�ed o�-diagonal posi-tions (that is, E := F n fii j i = 1; : : : ; ng). A description (in closed form) ofthe projected elliptope E(G) is known for several classes of graphs G, e.g., forchordal graphs and for series-parallel graphs. Details are given in Section 31.3.28.5 Additional NotesImproving Faces by Subtracting Inequalities. We mention here a generaltechnique, introduced in De Simone, Deza and Laurent [1994], for constructingfrom a given face F another face G containing F and of higher dimension. Asan example, we apply it to some hypermetric inequalities.Suppose that we have a valid inequality vTx � 0 for CUTn. Suppose alsothat we can �nd another valid inequality wTx � 0 such that the inequality(v�w)Tx � 0 remains valid for CUTn. Let Fv (resp. Fw, Fv�w) denote the faceof CUTn de�ned by the inequality vTx � 0 (resp. wTx � 0, (v � w)Tx � 0).Then, Fv = Fw \ Fv�w:Hence, the dimension of Fw ( or of Fv�w) is greater than or equal to the dimensionof Fv . We give in Theorem 28.5.2 below an example where the face Fv�w is, infact, a facet of CUTn. We start with an easy remark.Lemma 28.5.1. Let vTx � 0 and wTx � 0 be two valid inequalities forCUTn and let Fv; Fw denote the faces of CUTn that they de�ne, respectively.If Fv � Fw, then the inequality (Mwv �mvw)Tx � 0 is valid for CUTn, wheremv denotes the minimum nonzero value of jvT �(S)j and Mw denotes the maxi-mum value of jwT �(S)j for all subsets S of f1; : : : ng.Observe that, with the notation of Lemma 28.5.1, the face de�ned by theinequality (Mwv�mvw)Tx � 0 contains the face Fv . Moreover, ifmv �Mw = 2,then the inequality (v � w)Tx � 0 is also valid for CUTn; for example, mv =Mv = 2 for any triangle facet.Let us look at an example. Consider Q7(1; 3; 2;�1;�1;�1;�2)T x � 0 asvTx � 0 and the inequality Q7(0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0;�1)T x � 0 as wTx � 0. By Propo-



464 Chapter 28. Hypermetric Inequalitiessition 28.2.1, we know that Fv � Fw. Therefore, as mv = Mw = 2 and settingb := (1; 3; 2;�1;�1;�1;�2) and d := (0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0;�1), the inequality:(v � w)Tx = X1�i<j�7(bibj � didj)xij � 0is valid for CUT7. In fact, it de�nes a facet of CUT7 (indeed, Q7(b)Tx � 0has 19 linearly independent roots which, together with the cut �(f1; 7g), form aset of 20 linearly independent roots of the above inequality). (Observe that theabove inequality (v�w)Tx � 0 is, in fact, switching equivalent to the clique-webinequality CW17(3; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0, which will be de�ned in the nextsection.) More generally, we have the following result.Theorem 28.5.2. For n � 7, let b = (2n� 13; 3; 2;�1;�1;�1;�2; : : : ;�2) andlet d = (n� 7; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0;�1; : : : ;�1) be two vectors in Zn. The inequality:X1�i<j�7(bibj � didj)xij � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn.Generalization to Other Cut Families. We now indicate how hypermet-ric inequalities can be modi�ed so as to yield valid inequalities for other cutpolyhedra.Inequalities for Even T -Cuts. Let T � Vn be a set of even cardinality. Recallthat �(S) is an even T -cut vector if S \ T is even. Let b 2 Zn such that bi isodd for all i 2 T and bi is even for all i 2 Vn n T and Pni=1 bi = 2. Then, theinequality: Q(b)Tx � 0is valid for all even T -cut vectors. (Indeed, let �(S) be a cut vector such thatjS \ T j is even. Then, Q(b)T �(S) = b(S)(2� b(S)) � 0, since b(S) = b(S \ T ) +b(S � T ) 6= 1 as b(S) is an even number.)In the special case when T = Vn and when jbij = 1 for all i 2 Vn, then theabove inequality de�nes a facet of the even cut cone ECUTn (Deza and Laurent[1993b]).Inequalities for t-Ary Cuts. Let t � 2 be an integer and suppose that n � 0(mod t). Then, the cut vector �(S) is said to be t-ary if jSj � 0 (mod t). Hence,the notions of 2-ary and even cut vectors are the same. Let b 2 Zn such thatPni=1 bi = t and bi � � (mod t) for all i 2 Vn, for some � 2 f1; 2; : : : t�1g. Then,the inequality: Q(b)Tx � 0is valid for all t-ary cut vectors. (Indeed, let �(S) be a cut vector such thatjSj � 0 ( mod t). Then, Q(b)T �(S) = b(S)(t � b(S)) � 0, since b(S) � �jSj �0 ( mod t).)



28.5 Additional Notes 465Inequalities for Multicuts. Let b 2 Zn with � := Pni=1 bi � 1. Then, theinequality: Q(b)Tx � �(� � 1)2is valid for the multicut polytope MC2n . Moreover, Gr�otschel and Wakabayashi[1990] show that this inequality de�nes a facet of MC2n in the special case whenjbij = 1 for all i 2 Vn. Other classes of such facets can be found in Gr�otscheland Wakabayashi [1990] and Deza, Gr�otschel and Laurent [1992]. Another gen-eralization of hypermetric inequalities for the multicut polytope is presented inChopra and Rao [1995].Observe that, if we suppose that � � 2, then the inequality:Q(b)Tx � �(� � 2)2becomes valid for all even multicut vectors, i.e., the vectors �(S1; : : : ; Sp) corre-sponding to a partition of Vn where all the Si's have an even cardinality (Dezaand Laurent [1993b]).





Chapter 29. Clique-WebInequalities
We have seen in Chapter 28 that a valid inequality for CUTn, namely the hyper-metric inequality Q(b)Tx � 0, can be constructed for any integer vector b 2 Znwith Pni=1 bi = 1. More generally, how can we construct a valid inequality if wehave an arbitrary integer vector b 2 Zn ?When Pni=1 bi = 3, we can construct a valid inequality for CUTn in thefollowing way. Let f1; 2; : : : ; pg denote the set of indices i for which bi is positiveand suppose that 3 � p � n�1. Let C denote a circuit with node set f1; : : : ; pg.Then, the inequality:(29.0.1) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � Xij2E(C)xij � 0is valid for CUTn. (Indeed, the value of the left hand side of (29.0.1) at a cutvector �(S) is b(S)(3� b(S))� j�(S)\E(C)j, which is nonpositive if b(S) � 0 orif b(S) � 3; if b(S) = 1; 2, then b(S)(3�b(S)) = 2 and 1 � jS\f1; : : : ; pgj � p�1which implies that j�(S) \ E(C)j � 2.) In fact, the inequality (29.0.1) remainsvalid if we replace the circuit C by an arbitrary 2-edge connected graph withnode set f1; : : : ; pg. However, we will consider here only the case of a circuit. It isan open problem to characterize the 2-edge connected graphs for which (29.0.1)is facet inducing for CUTn.We describe in this chapter how to construct, more generally, a valid inequal-ity for CUTn for any b 2 Zn withPni=1 bi = 2r+1 (r � 1). We present the classof clique-web inequalities (CWrn)Tx � 0. They are of the form (29.0.1), withthe circuit C being replaced by a more complicated graph, namely, a weightedantiweb. We will see later in Section 30.1 the class of suspended-tree inequalities,where the circuit C is replaced by a suspended-tree.29.1 Pure Clique-Web InequalitiesWe �rst introduce the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 in its pure form, i.e.,in the case when jbij = 1 for all i.De�nition 29.1.1. Given integers p and r with p � 2r + 3, the antiweb AWrp,with parameters p and r, is the graph with node set Vp = f1; 2; : : : pg whose edgesare the pairs (i; i + 1); (i; i + 2); : : : (i; i + r) for i 2 Vp (the indices being takenmodulo p). The web Wrp is the complement in the complete graph Kp of the467



468 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalitiesantiweb AWrp.The web W27 and the antiweb AW28 are shown below.
W27 AW28In the following we shall use the same notation AWrp (or Wrp) for denoting theantiweb (or the web) graph or its edge set.De�nition 29.1.2. Let n; p; q; r be integers satisfying(i) n = p+ q; p� q = 2r + 1; q � 2 or, equivalently,(ii) p = n+12 + r; q = n�12 � r; 0 � r � n�52 :The pure clique-web inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 with parameters satisfying (i) isthe inequality:(29.1.3) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � Xij2AWrp xij � 0;where b := (1; : : : 1;�1; : : : ;�1) with �rst p coe�cients equal to +1 and lastq = n� p coe�cients equal to �1.The inequality (29.1.3) can also be written asXij2W rp xij + Xp+1�i<j�nxij � X1�i�pp+1�j�n xij � 0:Hence, there is a web on the �rst p nodes (those for which bi = +1) and a cliqueon the last q nodes (those for which bi = �1), thus justifying the terminology\clique-web" inequality. We restrict our attention to the case q � 2, becauseinequality (29.1.3) in the case q = 1 takes the form:� X1�i�n�1xin + X1�i�r+1xi;r+i+1 = X1�i�r+1(xi;r+i+1 � xin � xr+i+1;n) � 0;hence, it is a sum of r + 1 triangle inequalities, i.e., except when r = 0, it is notfacet de�ning.As an example, Figure 29.1.4 shows the support graph of (CW211)Tx � 0(edges with weight 1 are indicated by a plain line and edges with weight �1 bya dotted line, each node of the triangle being joined to each node of the web).



29.1 Pure Clique-Web Inequalities 469
Figure 29.1.4: (CW211)Tx � 0Note that switching the inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 by the cut �(f1; 2; : : : pg)yields the following inequality:(29.1.5) ((CWrn)�(f1;:::;pg))Tx := Xij2W rp xij+ Xp+1�i<j�nxij+ X1�i�pp+1�j�n xij � pq:In the case when q = 2 (i.e., r = n�52 , p = 2r+ 3), the inequality (29.1.5) is alsocalled a bicycle odd wheel inequality; it was introduced by Barahona, Gr�otscheland Mahjoub [1985] and Barahona and Mahjoub [1986]. Note that the webWr2r+3 is a circuit. Figure 29.1.6 shows the graph supporting the bicycle oddwheel inequality on 7 points, i.e., the inequality (29.1.5) for n = 2r+5 and r = 1.

Figure 29.1.6: The bicycle odd wheel inequality on 7 pointsLet us examine some special cases of the clique-web inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0.� For r = 0, the antiweb AW0p is the empty graph. Therefore, the clique-webinequality (CW0n)Tx � 0 coincides with the pure hypermetric inequality.� For r = 1, the antiweb AW1p is a circuit. The clique-web inequality(CW1n)Tx � 0 is the inequality (29.0.1), which was introduced in Dezaand Laurent [1992a] under the name of \cycle inequality ".� For r = n�52 (the largest possible value of r), i.e., p = 2r + 3, or q = 2,the web Wr2r+3 is a circuit. The clique-web inequality (CWr2r+5)Tx � 0coincides (up to switching) with the bicycle odd wheel inequality.Actually, it is the inspection of the above three cases that led us in Deza andLaurent [1992a] to the general de�nition of the clique-web inequalities.



470 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalities29.2 General Clique-Web InequalitiesIn order to de�ne the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 for an arbitrary vectorb 2 Zn, we have to use the collapsing operation (described in Section 26.4).Let b = (b1; : : : bn) be integers such that Pni=1 bi = 2r + 1 and suppose thatb1; b2; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; bp+2; : : : ; bnfor some 2 � p � n � 1. Set N := Pni=1 jbij and P := Ppi=1 bi = Pijbi>0 bi.Let �(b) denote the partition of VN = f1; 2; : : : ; Ng into the following n classes:the p intervals I0 = [1; b1] and Ii = [b1 + : : : + bi + 1; b1 + : : : + bi + bi+1] fori = 1; : : : ; p � 1 (which partition [1; P ]) together with n � p arbitrary subsetsforming a partition of the set [P + 1; N ] = VN n [1; P ] and with respective sizesjbp+1j; : : : jbnj.De�nition 29.2.1. Given integers b = (b1; : : : bn); r � 0, such that Pni=1 bi =2r + 1 and setting N := P1�i�n jbij, the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0is de�ned as the �(b)-collapse of the (pure) clique-web inequality (CWrN )Tx � 0.The clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 can be described in a more ex-plicit way using the notion of weighted antiweb. A weighted antiweb is an edgeweighted graph obtained by collapsing of a (usual) antiweb. Let b1; : : : bp bepositive integers such that Ppi=1 bi � 2r + 1. Set P := Ppi=1 bi and considerthe partition �0(b1; : : : ; bp) of VP = f1; : : : ; Pg into the p intervals I0; I1; : : : ; Ipdescribed above.De�nition 29.2.2. With the above notation, the antiweb AWrp(b1; : : : bp) is theweighted graph obtained by �0(b1; : : : bp)-collapsing the antiweb AWrP .Then the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 can be alternatively describedas follows:(29.2.3) CWrn(b)Tx := X1�i<j�n bibjxij � Xij2AWrp(b1;:::bp) xij � 0:In relation (29.2.3), the quantityPij2AWrp(b1;:::;bp) xij should be understood as thesum P1�i<j�p vijxij, where v denotes the edgeweight vector of AWrp(b1; : : : bp).In the pure case, i.e., when jbij = 1 for all i, then the inequalities (29.1.3)and (29.2.3) coincide, i.e., CWrn(1; : : : 1;�1; : : : � 1)Tx � 0 and (CWrn)Tx � 0coincide.Let us give some examples of weighted antiwebs.Lemma29.2.4. Assume bi � r for i = 1; : : : ; p. Then, the antiweb AWrp(b1; : : : bp)is r(r+1)2 AW1p, i.e., it is the circuit C(1; 2; : : : p) with weight r(r+1)2 on its edges.



29.2 General Clique-Web Inequalities 471Lemma 29.2.5. The antiweb AWrp(2; 1; : : : ; 1) is the weighted graph obtainedfrom AWrp by(i) deleting the edges (p� i; r � i) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; r � 2, and(ii) assigning weight 2 to the edges (1; i) and (1; p� r + i) for i = 2; : : : ; r.Figures 29.2.6, 29.2.7, and 29.2.8 show the antiwebs AW28, AW24(2; 2; 2; 2),and AW310(2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1). We picture in Figure 4.5 the support graph ofthe inequality CW27(2; 2; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0.
Figure 29.2.6: AW28 Figure 29.2.7:AW24(2; 2; 2; 2)      edge weights
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Figure 29.2.8: AW310(2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1)
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Figure 29.2.9: CW27(2; 2; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0



472 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalities29.3 Clique-Web Inequalities: Validity and RootsIn this section, we show that the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 is validfor the cut cone CUTn: Since the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 is de�nedas collapsing of a pure clique-web inequality (CWrN )Tx � 0 (N = P jbij), itis su�cient to prove validity in the pure case (recall Lemma 26.4.1). We alsodescribe the roots of the pure clique-web inequality. Validity of the pure clique-web inequality was established by Alon [1990] and the roots were described byDeza and Laurent [1992b].Proposition 29.3.1. Let p; r be integers such that p � 2r + 3; r � 1 and let Sbe a subset of f1; : : : ; pg of cardinality s:(i) If s � r; then j�Kp(S) \ AWrpj � s(2r + 1 � s); with equality if and only ifS induces a clique in AWrp, i.e., if any two nodes of S are adjacent in thegraph AWrp.(ii) If r+1 � s � p2 ; then j�Kp(S) \AWrpj � r(r+1); with equality if and onlyif S is an interval of [1; p], i.e., if S = fi; i+1; i+2; : : : ; i+s�1g for somei 2 f1; : : : ; pg (the indices being taken modulo p).Proof. The proof is by induction on p � 2r + 3: Let us �rst prove the result forp = 2r+3: Then, AWrp = Kp nC; where C is the circuit with node set [1; p] andwith edges the pairs (i; i + r + 1) for i = 1; : : : ; p; where the indices are takenmodulo p; so, C = (1; r+2; p; r+1; p� 1; r; p� 2; r� 1; : : : ; 2; r+3): Let S be asubset of f1; : : : ; pg. Then,j�Kp(S) \AWrpj = s(2r + 3� s)� j�Kp(S) \Cj � s(2r + 1� s);since j�Kp(S)\Cj � 2s: Moreover, the equality: j�Kp(S)\AWrpj = s(2r+1� s)holds if and only if j�Kp(S) \ Cj = 2s; i.e., if no two nodes of S are adjacent onC; this means that any two nodes of S are adjacent on AWrp; i.e., that S inducesa clique in AWrp: When r + 1 � s � p2 ; i.e., s = r + 1; it is easy to see that Sinduces a clique of AWrp if and only if S is an interval. Hence, Proposition 29.3.1holds in the case p = 2r + 3:Let us now suppose that Proposition 29.3.1 holds for some given p � 2r + 3.We show that it also holds for p + 1: We �rst establish a connection betweenthe graphs AWrp and AWrp+1: We suppose that AWrp and AWrp+1 are de�ned,respectively, on the node sets f1; 2; : : : ; pg and f1; 2; : : : ; p; p+1g (with the nodesbeing arranged in that cyclic order; so, the new node p + 1 is inserted betweenthe two nodes p and 1 on the circuit (1; 2; : : : ; p)). Then,� The edges belonging to AWrp; but not to AWrp+1; are the pairs (i; p� r+ i)for i = 1; 2; : : : ; r :� The edges belonging to AWrp+1; but not to AWrp; are the pairs (i; p + 1)and (p+ 1; p� r + i) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; r :



29.3 Validity and Roots 473Take a subset S of f1; : : : ; p; p + 1g and set T := S n fp + 1g. Suppose thats := jSj � p+12 : In order to make the notation easier let us denote by v theincidence vector of the cut �Kp+1(S). Then,j�Kp+1(S) \AWrp+1j = j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj+ Xij2AWrp+1nAWrp vij � Xij2AWrpnAWrp+1 vij= j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj+ X1�i�r(vi;p+1 + vp+1;p�r+i � vi;p�r+i)= j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj+ rXi=1�i � j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj;after setting �i := vi;p+1 + vp+1;p�r+i � vi;p�r+ifor all i = 1; : : : ; r. (Note that �i � 0 for all i, by the validity of the triangleinequalities.) We distinguish two cases depending whether the node p+1 belongsto the set S or not.Case 1: p + 1 62 S, i.e., S = T . Then, by the induction assumption, theinequalities from Proposition 29.3.1 hold. We now consider the equality case.Suppose �rst that s � r and j�Kp+1(S) \ AWrp+1j = s(2r + 1 � s): Then,j�Kp(S)\AWrpj = s(2r+1� s) and �i = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; r: By the inductionassumption, the set S induces a clique in AWrp: Then, S also induces a clique inAWrp+1: Indeed, suppose that there exist i; j 2 S such that ij 62 AWrp+1. Then,ij 2 AWrpnAWrp+1 and, thus, ij is of the form (i; p�r+i) for some i 2 f1; : : : ; rg.This implies that �i = 2 (since p+ 1 62 S), yielding a contradiction.Suppose now that r + 1 � s � p+12 and that j�Kp+1(S) \AWrp+1j = r(r + 1):Then, j�Kp(S)\AWrpj = r(r+1) and �i = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; r: By the inductionassumption, the set S is an interval in [1; p]: If the pair f1; pg is not contained inS; then S is still an interval in [1; p+ 1]: Suppose that both nodes 1; p belong toS. Then, S = [p� x+ 1; p] [ [1; y] for some integers x; y � 1 with x+ y � r+ 1:If x � r; then p � r + 1; 1 2 S; implying that �1 = 2: If y � r; then p; r 2 S;implying that �r = 2: If x � y � r � 1; then p � x + 1; x 2 S; implying that�x = 2 and, �nally, if y � x � r� 1; then p� y+1; y 2 S implying that �y = 2:In all cases, we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, the pair f1; pg is not containedin S and, thus, S is an interval in [1; p+ 1]:Case 2: p+ 1 2 S; so, jT j = s� 1. Suppose �rst that s � r. Denote by K theset of indices i 2 [1; r] for which �i = 0; set k := jKj. Then, j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj �(s� 1)(2r + 1� (s� 1)) by the induction assumption. Moreover, �i = 2 for alli 2 [1; r] nK. As S \ fi; p � r + ig 6= ; for all i 2 K, we obtain that s � 1 + k.Therefore,j�Kp+1(S) \AWrp+1j � (s� 1)(2r + 1� (s� 1)) + 2(r � k)� (s� 1)(2r + 1� (s� 1)) + 2(r � s+ 1) = s(2r + 1� s):This shows that the inequality from Proposition 29.3.1 (i) holds. Suppose nowthat equality: j�Kp+1(S)\AWrp+1j = s(2r+1�s) holds. Then, j�Kp(T )\AWrpj =



474 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalities(s � 1)(2r + 1 � (s � 1)) and, thus, by the induction assumption, T induces aclique in AWrp. Moreover, s = 1+ k. This implies that jS \fi; p� r+ igj = 1 forall i 2 K. Therefore, S\fi; p�r+ig = ; for i 2 [1; r]nK and S\[r+1; p�r] = ;.We show that S induces a clique in AWrp+1. Note �rst that the node p + 1 isadjacent to all other nodes from S in AWrp+1. Suppose that i 6= j 2 S are notadjacent in AWrp+1. Then, i; j 2 T and, thus, ij is an edge from AWrp+1nAWrp.Hence, j = p � r + i and, thus, the set S contains both nodes i and p � r + i,yielding a contradiction.Suppose now that s � r+2. Then, j�Kp(T )\AWrpj � r(r+1) (by the inductionassumption, as jT j � r + 1). Hence, the inequality from Proposition 29.3.1 (ii)holds. Moreover, if j�Kp+1(S)\AWrp+1j = r(r+1), then j�Kp(T )\AWrpj = r(r+1)and �i = 0 for all i 2 [1; r]. By the induction assumption, the set T is an intervalin [1; p]. If 1 2 S or if p 2 S, then the set S remains an interval in [1; p + 1].Suppose that 1; p 62 S. Then, T := [x; y] for some 2 � x < y � p� 1. For eachi 2 [1; r], we have jS \ fi; p � r + igj � 1 as �i = 0. Hence, r 2 S since p 62 S,which implies that x � r. Moreover, p � r + x � 1 2 S since x � 1 62 S, whichyields p� r + x� 1 � y, i.e., jT j = y � x+ 1 � p� r. Therefore, s � p� r + 1,which contradicts the fact that s � p+12 .Let us �nally suppose that s = r + 1. Then, j�Kp(T ) \AWrpj � r(r + 1) (bythe induction assumption), implying that j�Kp+1(S) \ AWrp+1j � r(r + 1), i.e.,the inequality from Proposition 29.3.1 (ii) holds. Suppose now that j�Kp+1(S) \AWrp+1j = r(r+1). Then, j�Kp(T )\AWrpj = r(r+1) and �i = 0 for all i 2 [1; r].Therefore, the set T induces a clique in AWrp. Moreover, jS\fi; p�r+igj = 1 forall i 2 [1; r] and S \ [r+1; p� r] = ;. We show that S is an interval in [1; p+1].If i; j 2 [1; r] are such that i 2 S and j 62 S, then p � r + j 2 S, implying thatj � i (as p � r + j should be adjacent to i in AWrp). Hence, S \ [1; r] is of theform [1; x] for some 0 � x � r. Therefore, S = fp+1g [ [1; x][ [p� r+ x+1; p]is indeed an interval in [1; p+ 1].The next results establish validity of the inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 and de-scribe its roots. Given n = p+ q with p� q = 2r + 1 and q � 2, the clique-webinequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 is as de�ned in De�nition 29.1.2.Proposition 29.3.2. The clique-web inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 is valid forCUTn:Proposition 29.3.3. Assume r � 1: The roots of (CWrn)Tx � 0 are the cutvectors �(S) where S = S+[S� with S+ � f1; 2; : : : ; pg and S� � fp+1; : : : ; ngand S is of one of the following two types:(i) (type 1) S� = ; and S+ induces a clique in AWrp.(ii) (type 2) S+ is an interval of [1; p] with r+1 � jS+j � p�r and jS+j�jS�j =r; r + 1:Remark 29.3.4. Recall that, when we say that S+ is an interval of [1; p]; wemean that S+ = fi; i + 1; : : : ; i + jS+j � 1g (for some i 2 f1; : : : ; pg) where the



29.3 Validity and Roots 475indices are taken modulo p. There are some redundancies in the presentationof the roots given in Proposition 29.3.3. It is easy to see that a nonredundantdescription of the roots (i.e., in which each root occurs exactly once) can beobtained by replacing in Proposition 29.3.3 the family of sets of type 2 by thefamily of sets of type 20 where(type 20) S+ is an interval of [1; p] with r+1 � jS+j � p�r�2 and jS+j�jS�j = r:Note also that, if S � f1; : : : ; pg induces a clique in AWrp; then jSj � r + 1holds. For example, the interval [1; r+1] = f1; 2 : : : ; r; r+1g induces a clique inAWrp; therefore, any subset S of the following type 1� induces a clique in AWrp:(type 1�) S is contained in an interval of size r + 1 of [1; p]:In general, there may exist other sets than those of type 1� inducing a cliquein AWrp: For instance, for r = 3 and p = 9; the set f1; 4; 7g induces a clique inAW39: However, for p > 3k; the only sets inducing cliques in AWrp are those oftype 1�: Actually, in all our proofs for clique-web facets, we shall only use roots�(S) in which S is of type 1� or of type 2.Proof of Propositions 29.3.2 and 29.3.3. Take a subset S of f1; : : : ; ng. Then,S = S+[S�; where S+ � f1; : : : ; pg and S� � fp+1; : : : ; ng: Set s := jSj; s+ :=jS+j; s� := jS�j; so, s = s+ + s�: Then,(CWrn)T �(S) = b(S)(2r + 1� b(S)) � j�Kp(S) \AWrpj= (s+ � s�)(2r + 1� (s+ � s�))� j�Kp(S) \AWrpj:Suppose that s+ � r: Then,(CWrn)T �(S) � (s+ � s�)(2r + 1� (s+ � s�))� s+(2r + 1� s+) � 0:The �rst inequality follows from Proposition 29.3.1 (i) and the second one fromthe fact that the mapping x 7! x(2r + 1 � x) is monotone nondecreasing forx � r: Therefore, if �(S) is a root of (CWrn)Tx � 0; then s� = 0 and, byProposition 29.3.1 (i), S+ induces a clique in AWrp: Suppose now that r + 1 �s+ � p2 : Then,(CWrn)T �(S) � (s+ � s�)(2r + 1� (s+ � s�))� r(r + 1) � 0:The �rst inequality follows from Proposition 29.3.1 (ii) and the second one fromthe fact that x(2r + 1 � x) � r(r + 1) for any integer x: Therefore, if �(S) is aroot of (CWrn)Tx � 0; then s+ � s� = r; r + 1 and, by Proposition 29.3.1 (ii),S+ is an interval. This concludes the proof.How to �nd the roots of a general clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 ?They can be deduced from the roots in the pure case, in the manner describedin Lemma 26.4.1 (ii). Let us, as an example, describe the roots of two clique-web inequalities, namely, of CWrn(b)Tx � 0 where bi � r if bi > 0; and ofCWrn(2; 1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0:



476 Chapter 29. Clique-Web InequalitiesProposition 29.3.5. Suppose that bi � r for i 2 f1; : : : ; pg and bi < 0 fori 2 fp+1; : : : ; ng: Then, the roots of CWrn(b)Tx � 0 are the cut vectors �(S) forwhich S \ [1; p] is an interval of [1; p] and b(S) = r; r + 1:Proposition 29.3.6. The roots of CWrn(2; 1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 (wherethere are p�1 coe�cients +1 and n�p coe�cients �1) are the cut vectors �(S)where S = S+ [ S� with S+ � f1; 2; : : : ; pg and S� � fp + 1; : : : ; ng satisfying(i) or (ii).(i) S� = ;; 1 62 S (resp. 1 2 S) and S (resp. S [ fp + 1g) induces aclique in AWrp+1; where AWrp+1 is the antiweb de�ned on the p + 1 nodes1; 2; : : : ; p; p+ 1; taken in that circular order.(ii) S+ is an interval of [1; p] and- either, 1 62 S+; r + 1 � jS+j � p+ 1� r and jS+j � jS�j = r; r + 1,- or, 1 2 S+; r � jS+j � p� r and jS+j � jS�j = r; r � 1:In the case r = 1; AW1p is just a circuit of length p and any interval collapsing(i.e., we collapse only consecutive nodes on the circuit) of a circuit is again acircuit. Therefore, for r = 1; the clique-web inequality CW1n(b)Tx � 0 takes aparticularly easy form; namely, if b1; : : : ; bp > 0; bp+1; : : : ; bn < 0; thenCW1n(b)Tx := X1�i<j�n bibjxij �0@ X1�i�p�1xi;i+1 + x1p1A � 0:In particular, for all roots �(S) of CW1n(b)Tx � 0; S \ [1; p] must be an interval.Observe also that, for any integers r � 1; b1; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn; theinequality(29.3.7) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � r(r + 1)2 0@ X1�i�p�1xi;i+1 + x1p1A � 0is valid for CUTn:When b1; : : : ; bp � r; as we noted in Lemma 29.2.4, the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 is indeed of the form (29.3.7). However, if bi < rfor some i 2 f1; : : : ; pg; then the inequality (29.3.7) is not facet inducing, sinceit is dominated by CWrn(b)Tx � 0: (Indeed, one can easily check thatj�Kp(S) \AWrp(b1; : : : ; bp)j � r(r + 1)2 j�Kp(S) \ Cjholds for any subset S of f1; : : : ; pg; where C denotes the circuit (1; 2; : : : ; p)(using the de�nition of collapsing and decomposing S as a union of intervals of[1; p]; see Lemma 2.8 in Deza, Gr�otschel and Laurent [1992]).)As an easy consequence of the description of the roots of (CWrn)Tx � 0; wehave the following result.Proposition 29.3.8. Assume that r � 1. Then, b(S) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; r + 1g forevery nonzero root �(S) of CWrn(b)Tx � 0:



29.4 Facets 47729.4 Clique-Web FacetsIn this section, we describe several classes of clique-web facets, i.e., several classesof parameters b for which the inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 is facet inducing. Thefull characterization of all clique-web facets seems a very hard problem; actually,this problem is already not solved for the special case r = 0 of the hypermetricinequalities. We can restrict ourselves here to the case r � 1; since the caser = 0 has been considered in the preceding chapter. The following classes ofclique-web facets are known:� (CWrn)Tx � 0; i.e., CWrn(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 (pure case),� CWrn(r; : : : ; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 for r � 1; p � 5,� CWrn(b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 with b1; : : : ; bp � r and some additionalconditions (see Theorem 29.4.4),� CWrn(2; 1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 for r � 1; p � 2r + 3,� CWrn(b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1;�2 : : : ;�2)Tx � 0 for b1; : : : ; bp � r and someadditional conditions (see Theorem 29.4.6).Here are three examples of clique-web facets1 CWrn(b)Tx � 0 with r = 1:� CW17(3; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,� CW17(2; 2; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,� CW17(1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0.For n � 6; all the facets of CUTn are hypermetric and, for n = 7; the only clique-web facets of CUT7 are either hypermetric or one of the above three facets. SeeSection 30.6 for a full description of the cut cone CUTn for n � 7:Let us start with mentioning a necessary condition for a clique-web inequal-ity CWrn(b)Tx � 0 to be facet de�ning. The next result generalizes Proposi-tion 28.2.1, which corresponds to the case r = 0 of hypermetric inequalities.Proposition 29.4.1. Let b 2 Zn with Pni=1 bi = 2r + 1, r � 1, and b1 � b2 �: : : � bp > 0 > bp+1 � : : : � bn. Ifb1 + b2 � bn > pXi=1 bi � rthen the face F of CUTn de�ned by the clique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0 iscontained in the facet de�ned by the triangle inequality: x12 � x1n � x2n � 0;1These three clique-web facets were discovered by Assouad and Delorme [1982] (cf. Assouad[1984]). In fact, the �rst one had also been found earlier by Avis [1977] and (in the contextof the correlation polytope) by McRae and Davidson [1972]. These facets demonstrate thatthe cut cone does have some facets that are not induced by hypermetric inequalities. It had,indeed, been speculated by several authors at various moments (e.g., by Davidson [1969], Deza[1973a], Pitowsky [1991]) that all facets of the cut cone are hypermetric.



478 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalitieshence, F is not a facet of CUTn.Proof. Let �(S) be a nonzero root of CWrn(b)Tx � 0. We can suppose withoutloss of generality that n 62 S; then, b(S) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; r+1g by Proposition 29.3.8.Then, the set f1; 2g is not contained in S (else, b(S) � b1+b2+Pn�1i=p+1 bi � r+2).This implies that �(S) is also a root of the triangle inequality: x12�x1n�x2n � 0.The inequality from Proposition 29.4.1 is best possible. For instance, the in-equalities:CW1n(n� 5; 2; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0; CW1n(b1; n� 2� b1; 2;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0(where 2 � b1 � n� 4) are facet de�ning; equality b1 + b2 � bn =P1�i�p bi � rholds for both of them (with r = 1).We now present several classes of clique-web facets. When considering aclique-web inequality CWrn(b)Tx � 0, we shall always assume that b is an integervector such that Pni=1 bi = 2r + 1, even if this condition is not stated explicitly.Theorem 29.4.2.(i) (CWrn)Tx � 0; i.e., the pure clique-web inequality (29.1.3), de�nes a facetof CUTn for any r � 0:(ii) CWrn(r; : : : ; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for all r � 1; p � 5.(iii) CWrn(2; 1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for all r � 1; p �2r + 3.(iv) CWrn(r+2; r+1; r+1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for all r � 1.(v) CWrn(r + 1; r + 1; r; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for all r � 1:Theorem 29.4.2 (i)-(iii) is given in Deza and Laurent [1992b] and (iv)-(v) inDeza and Laurent [1992c]. We shall prove only the assertion (i). The proofsfor (ii)-(v) are, indeed, along the same lines and with somewhat lengthy details.In order not to interrupt the text, we delay the proof of Theorem 29.4.2 (i) tillSection 29.6.Further classes of clique-web facets can be obtained by applying the liftingresult from Theorem 29.4.3 below. This result follows as a direct application ofTheorem 26.4.4, after noting that the two weighted antiwebs AWrp(b1; b2; : : : ; bp)and AWrp(b01; b2; : : : ; bp) coincide if b1; b01 � r: The class of facets from Theo-rem 29.4.4 is given in Deza and Laurent [1992c].Theorem 29.4.3. Let r � 1; b1; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn with Pni=1 bi = 2r+1.Suppose that, for some distinct j; k 2 fp+ 1; : : : ; ng; bj = bk := d < 0 and that,for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng n fj; kg; either bi � d or bi � r. If the inequality:CWrn(b1; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0



29.4 Facets 479de�nes a facet of CUTn, then the inequality:CWrn+1(b1; : : : ; bi�1; bi � d; bi+1; : : : ; bn; d)Tx � 0de�nes a facet of CUTn+1.Theorem 29.4.4. Given integers p � 3; r � 1; b1; : : : ; bp � r; the followingassertions are equivalent.(i) CWrn(b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing.(ii) p � 5; or p = 4 and b1; b2 � r + 1 (up to a cyclic shift on [1; 4]), or p = 3and b1 � r + 2; b2; b3 � r + 1 (up to a cyclic shift on [1; 3]):Proof. The implication (ii) ) (i) is proved by iteratively using the lifting re-sult from Theorem 29.4.3 starting from the known facets from Theorem 29.4.2(ii),(iv),(v). We now check the implication (i) ) (ii). Suppose that the in-equality CWrn(b1; : : : ; bp;�1 : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is facet inducing with p = 3 or 4.Consider �rst the case p = 3: We can suppose, for instance, that b1 � b2 � b3(up to a cyclic shift on [1; 3]). From Proposition 29.4.1 below, we must have thatb3 � r + 1: Suppose, for contradiction, that b1 = r + 1; so, b1 = b2 = b3 = r + 1:Then, every root of CWrn(r + 1; r + 1; r + 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 is a root ofCW0n(1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 0; : : : ; 0)Tx � 0; contradicting the fact that the former in-equality is facet de�ning. This shows that b1 � r+2. Consider now the case p =4: One can check that the roots of the inequality CWrn(x; r; r; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx �0 (where x � r) and of the inequality CWrn(x; r; y; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0 (wherex; y � r + 1) are also roots of the inequality CW0n(1; 0; 1; 0;�1; 0; : : : ; 0)T x � 0;hence, these two inequalities are not facet inducing. Therefore, up to a cyclicshift on [1; 4]; we must have that b1; b2 � r + 1:The following two further examples of lifting theorems for clique-web facetscan be found in Deza and Laurent [1992c].Theorem 29.4.5. Given integers b1; b2; : : : ; bp � r � 1; bp+1; : : : ; bn < 0; weassume that (i) and (ii) hold.(i) CWrn(b1; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn.(ii) There exist n subsets T1; : : : ; Tn of f1; : : : ; ng such that (iia)-(iic) hold:(iia) Tj \ f1; : : : ; pg is an interval of f1; : : : ; pg for all 1 � j � n,(iib) b(Tj) = r + 2 for all 1 � j � n,(iic) the incidence vectors of the sets T1; : : : ; Tn are linearly independent.Then, CWr�1n+1(b1; : : : ; bn;�2)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of CUTn+1:Theorem 29.4.6. Given integers b1; : : : ; bp � r � s � 0; p � 5, the inequality:CWr�sn (b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1;�2; : : : ;�2)Tx � 0



480 Chapter 29. Clique-Web Inequalitiesde�nes a facet of CUTn. (Here, there are q� s components equal to �1; s com-ponents equal to �2; with q = n� p and Ppi=1 bi � (q � s) = 2r + 1:)The proof of Theorem 29.4.6 is based on iterated applications of the lifting pro-cedure from Theorem 29.4.5 starting from the known clique-web facetCWr(b1; : : : ; bp;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0: The next result follows by applying Theo-rem 26.4.3.Theorem 29.4.7. Given integers b1; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn with p � 3;suppose that there exist two indices i; j 2 f1; : : : ; pg such that bj = bi � 1 andj = i + 1(mod p); e.g., i = 1; j = 2; for simplicity in the notation. If the twoinequalities:CWrn(b1; b1 � 1; b3; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0 and CWrn(b1 � 1; b1; b3; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0are facet inducing for CUTn, then the inequality:CWrn+1(b1 � 1; 1; b1 � 1; b3; b4; : : : ; bn)Tx � 0is facet inducing for CUTn+1.This is about all the information we have about clique-web facets. Probably,some other classes of clique-web facets can be obtained by further applicationsof our various lifting theorems. However, it would be interesting to have somenew proof techniques for constructing new classes of clique-web facets. We con-clude this section with a few more remarks. The class of clique-web faces fromProposition 29.4.8 below is described in De Simone, Deza and Laurent [1994].Proposition 29.4.8. The inequality CW2n(n � 6; 2; 2; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0de�nes a face of CUTn of dimension �n2�� (n� 4) for all n � 8:Consider the clique-web inequality CWrn(n�4; r+1; r+1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0:It is facet inducing for (r = 0; n � 3) and for (r � 1; n � r + 6): Its numberof roots is equal to �n�2r+2� + 2n � 4: Therefore, it is a simplex facet only for(r = 0; n � 3) and (r � 1; n = r + 6); actually, for r = 0; it is the only class ofsimplex hypermetric facets that we know. Note also that the number of roots isin O(nr); i.e., polynomial in n of arbitrary degree r:Observe that the three clique-web facets de�ned by the inequalities:CW1n(n� 4; 2; 2;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0; CW1n(n� 5; 2; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0;CW1n(n� 6; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0(for n � 7) all have the same number of roots, namely, �n�23 �+2n�4. Therefore,these three facets are simplex facets for n = 7 (recall that they are precisely thenonhypermetric clique-web facets of CUT7):



29.5 Separation 481Finally, let us mention a generalization of the clique-web inequalities forthe multicut polytope. Let r and b = (b1; : : : ; bn) be integers such that � :=Pni=1 bi � 2r + 1 and b1; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn: Then, the inequality:(29.4.9) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � Xij2AWrp(b1;:::;bp) xij � �(� � 2r � 1)2is valid for the multicut polytope MC2n . It de�nes a facet of MC2n for severalclasses of parameters b; this is the case, for instance, if jbij = 1 for all 1 � i � n.We refer to Deza, Gr�otschel and Laurent [1992] for a detailed exposition.29.5 Separation of Clique-Web InequalitiesWe address here the separation problem for clique-web inequalities. It is notknown how to separate the whole class, but a polynomial algorithm is known forseparating a small subclass.Recall (see De�nition 29.1.2) that the pure clique-web inequality (CWrn)Tx �0 is speci�ed by two parameters which can be n and r or, equivalently, q andr, with n being then given by n = 2q + 2r + 1. Gerards [1985] shows thatthe subclass consisting of the pure clique-web inequalities with q = 2 can beseparated in polynomial time. Note that these inequalities can be rewritten as(29.5.1) xuv + Xij2E(C)xij � Xi2V (C)(xiu + xiv) � 0;where C is an odd circuit and u; v are two nodes that do not belong to C.More precisely, given an integer N , let S(2)N denote the system consistingof the inequalities (29.5.1) (for C odd circuit with V (C) � VN = f1; : : : ; Ngand u; v 2 VN n V (C)) and the triangle inequalities: xij � xik � xjk � 0 (fori; j; k 2 VN ). The separation problem for the system S(2)N is the following:Given a vector x 2 RN , decide whether x satis�es all the inequalitiesfrom the system S(2)N . If not, �nd an inequality in S(2)N which isviolated by x.This problem can be solved in polynomial time (Gerards [1985]).Proof. Pick two distinct elements u; v 2 VN . For i; j 2 VN n fu; vg, set(29.5.2) yij := �xij + 12(xiu + xiv + xju + xjv):If C is a circuit with V (C) � VN n fu; vg, thenXij2E(C) yij = � Xij2E(C)xij + Xi2V (C)(xiu + xiv):



482 Chapter 29. Clique-Web InequalitiesHence, x satis�es the inequality (29.5.1) if and only if Pij2E(C) yij � xuv holds.So, one can solve the separation problem over S(2)N in the following way. First,check whether x satis�es all the triangle inequalities. If not, then a violatedtriangle inequality has been found. Otherwise, this shows that y is nonnegative.Then, one uses the polynomial algorithm from Gr�otschel and Pulleyblank [1981]for �nding an odd cycle on VN n fu; vg of minimum weight, with respect to theweights y (such a cycle will be, in fact, a circuit). Then, one veri�es whether thisminimum weight is greater than or equal to the constant xuv. If not, then onehas found a violated inequality. This computation is repeated for every choiceof u; v 2 VN .In the same way, the class of bicycle odd wheel inequalities:xuv + Xij2E(C)xij + Xi2V (C)(xiu + xiv) � 2jV (C)j(where C is an odd circuit and u; v 2 VN n V (C)) together with the triangleinequalities: xij + xik + xjk � 2 (i; j; k 2 VN ) can be separated in polynomialtime. (The proof is identical; it su�ces to replace (29.5.2) by yij := 2 � xij �12(xiu + xiv + xju + xjv).)

The web W310More generally, given an integer q � 2, let S(q)N denote the system consistingof the homogeneous triangle inequalities and of the inequalities:Xij2E(W)xij + Xij2E(KQ)xij � Xi2V (W);j2Qxij � 0;whereW is a web Wrq+2r+1 on VN andKQ is a complete graph on Q � VN nV (W)with jQj = q. In order to separate the system S(q)N , we can proceed in the sameway as in the case q = 2 treated above. Namely, let Q be a subset of cardinalityq of VN and, for i; j 2 VN nQ, setyij := �xij + 1q Xu2Q(xiu + xju):



29.6 An Example of Proof 483Then, y is nonnegative whenever x satis�es all the triangle inequalities. If W isa web on q + 2r + 1 nodes of VN nQ with parameter r, thenXij2E(W) yij = � Xij2E(W)xij + Xi2V (W);u2Qxiu:Hence, if we can compute in polynomial time the minimum weight web (withrespect to the weights y) on q+2r+1 nodes with parameter r, then we can solvethe separation problem over S(q)N in polynomial time. Unfortunately, nothingis known about the minimum weight web problem if q 6= 2. For instance, forq = 3, the web Wr2r+4 is the circular graph on 2r + 4 nodes where each node iis adjacent to nodes r + 1 + i, r + 2 + i and r + 3 + i, and we have the problemof �nding such a graph structure of minimum weight. We show below the webW310.29.6 An Example of Proof for Clique-Web FacetsWe give here the proof of Theorem 29.4.2 (i), i.e., we show that the pure clique-web inequality (CWrn)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn; if r � 1: (The caser = 0 was already treated; see, e.g., the observation after Corollary 26.6.2 fora proof.) We use the following two lemmas taken, respectively, from Barahonaand Mahjoub [1986] and Barahona, Gr�otschel and Mahjoub [1985].Lemma 29.6.1. Let a 2 REn ; i 6= j 2 f1; : : : ; ng; S � f1; : : : ; ng n fi; jg suchthat the cut vectors �(S); �(S [ fig); �(S [ fjg); �(S [ fi; jg) satisfy the equalityaTx = 0: Then, aij = 0 holds.Lemma 29.6.2. Let a 2 REn ; I; J;H and S be disjoint subsets of f1; : : : ; ngsuch that the cut vectors �(S [J); �(S [H); �(S [ I [J); �(S [ I [H) satisfy theequality aTx = 0: Then, Xi2I;j2J aij = Xi2I;h2H aihholds. In particular, if I = fig; J = fjg;H = fhg; then aij = aih holds.In order to prove that (CWrn)Tx � 0 is facet inducing for CUTn; we considera valid inequality aTx � 0 for CUTn such that a(�(S)) = 0 for all roots �(S) of(CWrn)Tx � 0: We show the existence of a scalar � such that aTx = �(CWrn)Tx:For this, it su�ces to prove the following statements:(a) aij = 0 for all ij 2 AWrp:(b) aij = � for all ij 2 Kp nAWrp:(c) ai0j0 = � for all i0j0 2 Kq:(d) aij0 = � for all i 2 f1; : : : ; pg; j0 2 [10; q0]:



484 Chapter 29. Clique-Web InequalitiesWe have chosen to denote the n nodes on which CWrn is de�ned by [1; n] =[1; p][ [10; q0] (q = n�p). We prove the statements (a)-(d) through the followingClaims 29.6.3-29.6.8. We use the description of the roots of (CWrn)Tx � 0 givenin Proposition 29.3.3.Claim 29.6.3. Assertion (a) holds, i.e., aij = 0 for ij 2 AWrp:Proof. Let u be an integer such that 2 � u � r + 1 and set S := [2; u � 1]; so,S = ; for u = 2: The sets S; S [ f1g; S [ fug and S [ f1; ug de�ne roots (of type1) of (CWrn)Tx � 0 and, hence, of aTx � 0: Therefore, Lemma 29.6.1 impliesthat a1u = 0 and the general result follows by symmetry.Claim 29.6.4. For some scalar ; aij0 =  for all i 2 f1; : : : ; pg; j0 2 [10; q0]:Proof. Take two distinct nodes i0; j0 in [10; q0] and set S := [2; r + 2]: Then, thesets S[fi0g; S[fj0g; S[f1; i0g; S[f1; j0g all de�ne roots (of type 2). Therefore,Lemma 29.6.2 implies that a1i0 = a1j0 ; i.e., a110 = : : : = a1q0 =: 1; for somescalar 1: Similarly, ai10 = : : : = aiq0 =: i; for some scalar i; for all i: Let i bean integer such that r+2 � i � p�r; and set T := [2; i�1][ [20; (i�r�1)0] (withT = [2; r + 1] if i = r + 2). The sets T [ f1g; T [ fig; T [ f1; 10g and T [ fi; 10gall de�ne roots. Therefore, Lemma 29.6.2 implies that a110 = ai10 ; i.e., 1 = i:So, 1 = r+2 = r+3 = : : : = p�r; similarly, 2 = r+3 = : : : = p�r+1 and,therefore, 1 = 2. By symmetry, 1 = 2 = : : : = p =: :Claim 29.6.5. For some scalar �; ai0j0 = � for all 10 � i0 < j0 � q0:Proof. Take distinct nodes i0; j0; h0 in [10; q0] and set S := [1; r+2]: Then, the setsS [ fj0g; S [ fh0g; S [ fi0; j0g and S [ fi0h0g all de�ne roots. Hence, we deducefrom Lemma 29.6.2 that ai0j0 = ai0h0 ; henceforth stating the result.From the fact that �(fig) is a root for all 1 � i � p; we have that aT �(fig) = 0.Using the above claims, we deduce that(Si) X1�j�p aij = �qwhere we set, by convention, aii := 0:Claim 29.6.6.  = ��:Proof. Since the set [1; r+1][f10g de�nes a root, equality aT �([1; r+1][f10g) = 0;together with the above claims, yields:X1�j�p(a1j + a2j + : : :+ ar+1;j) + (r + 1)(q � 1) + (p� r � 1) + (q � 1)� = 0:Using relations (S1); : : : ; (Sr+1); we deduce from the above identity that�q(r + 1) + (r + 1)(q � 1) + (p� r � 1) + (q � 1)� = 0;



29.6 An Example of Proof 485i.e., (p� 2r� 2) + �(q � 1) = 0. Thus,  = �� since p = q+ 2r + 1 and q � 2.Claim 29.6.7. a1;r+2 = �:Proof. Since the set [1; r + 2] [ f10g de�nes a root, we deduce the relation:X1�j�p(a1j + : : :+ ar+2;j)� 2a1;r+2��(r+2)(q� 1)��(p� r� 2) +�(q� 1) = 0which, using relations (S1); : : : ; (Sr+2); yields: a1;r+2 = �:In order to �nish the proof, we must show that condition (b) holds. For this,it su�ces to show, for instance, that aij = � for all 1 � i < j � (p+1)2 such thatij 62 AWrp; i.e., j � i+r+1:We prove the following statement (Hu) by inductionon u, r + 2 � u � (p+1)2 :(Hu) aij = � for all 1 � i < j � u such that ij 62 AWrp:Assertion (Hr+2) holds from Claim 29.6.7. Take u � r+3 and assume that (Hi)holds for i � u�1; we show that (Hu) holds, i.e., that aiu = � for 1 � i � u�r�1:Claim 29.6.8. aiu = � for all 1 � i � u� r � 1:Proof. Set S := [i + 1; u] [ [10; (u � i � r)0]. Then, both S and S [ fig de�neroots, yielding: 0 = a(�(S [ fig)) � a(�(S))and, hence, the following relation:0 = Xj 62S[fig aij�Xj2S aij = X1�j�paij�2(ai;i+1+: : :+aiu)��(q�u+i+r)+�(u�i�r):Now, ai;i+1 + : : : + aiu = ai;i+r+1 + : : : + ai;u�1 + aiu = �(u � i � r � 1) + aiu;the latter equality following from the induction assumption (Hi) for i � u � 1:Therefore, the above relation yields:0 = q�� 2�(u � i� r � 1)� 2aiu � �(q � u+ i+ r) + �(u� i� r);i.e., aiu = �:





Chapter 30. Other ValidInequalities and Facets
We describe in this chapter the other main known classes of valid inequalitiesde�ning facets of the cut polytope. The complete linear description of the cutpolytope CUT2n is known only for n � 7; it is presented in Section 30.6.30.1 Suspended-Tree InequalitiesAs a generalization of the subclass of clique-web inequalities CW1n(b)Tx � 0 (thecase r = 1 of CWrn(b)Tx � 0), Boros and Hammer [1993] have introduced thefollowing class of inequalities (30.1.1).Let r � 1 and b = (b1; : : : ; bn) be integers such that Pni=1 bi = 2r + 1 andsuppose that b2; : : : ; bp > 0 > bp+1; : : : ; bn for some 2 � p � n � 1: (Note thatthe sign of b1 is free.) Let T be a spanning tree on the p � 1 nodes of the setf2; : : : ; pg and, for each node i 2 f2; : : : ; pg; let di denote the degree of node i inT: Consider the inequality:(30.1.1) X1�i<j�n bibjxij � r(r + 1)2 0@ pXi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij1A � 0:We call it a suspended-tree inequality and we denote it by STrn(T; b)Tx � 0; sincethe quantity(30.1.2) pXi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xijis supported by a suspended-tree (a tree plus a node joined to some nodes ofthe tree). See below an example of a tree T and of the corresponding quantity(30.1.2) (weight 1 is indicated by a plain edge, weight -1 by a dotted edge andno edge means weight 0).
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488 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and FacetsIn the special case when T is the path (2; : : : ; p); then d2 = dp = 1 whiledi = 2 for 3 � i � p� 1. Hence, the quantity (30.1.2) takes the form:X1�i�p�1xi;i+1 + x1p;i.e., its support graph is a circuit of length p. Therefore, the inequality (30.1.1)coincides with the inequality (29.3.7). This implies that, if b1; : : : ; bp � r, thenSTrn(T; b)Tx � 0 coincides with CWrn(b)Tx � 0; otherwise, STrn(T; b)Tx � 0 isdominated by CWrn(b)Tx � 0 and, therefore, it is not facet inducing (recall theobservations after Proposition 29.3.6).We conjecture that, for an arbitrary tree T , if bi < r for some i 2 f1; : : : ; pg,then the suspended-tree inequality STrn(T; b)Tx � 0 is not facet inducing. Wesaw above that this is indeed the case if T is a path. In fact, the class ofsuspended-tree inequalities STrn(T; b)Tx � 0 with bi � r for all positive b0isgeneralizes the class of clique-web inequalities CWrn(b)Tx � 0 with bi � r for allpositive b0is: On the other hand, recall that the class of clique-web inequalities hasbeen de�ned as collapsing of some pure clique-web inequalities. We conjecturethe existence of some large class I of valid inequalities, generalizing the (pure)clique-web inequalities, such that the suspended-tree inequality STrn(T; b)Tx � 0with bi � r for all positive b0is would occur as collapsing of some pure member ofI, while STrn(T; b)Tx � 0 with bi < r for some positive bi would be dominatedby some member of I.Proposition 30.1.3. The inequality (30.1.1) is valid for CUTn: Moreover, theroots of (30.1.1) are the cut vectors �(S) for which S � f2; : : : ; ng; b(S) = r; r+1and such that the subgraph of T induced by S \ f2; : : : ; pg is connected.Proof. Let S be a subset of Vn n f1g. It is easy to check thatSTrn(T; b)T �(S) = b(S)(2r + 1� b(S))� r(r + 1)c(S);where c(S) denotes the number of connected components of the subgraph of Tinduced by S \ f2; : : : ; pg. Hence, STrn(T; b)T �(S) � 0 if c(S) � 1, with equalityif and only if c(S) = 1 and b(S) = r; r + 1. Moreover, STrn(T; b)T �(S) < 0 ifc(S) = 0 since, then, S \ f1; 2; : : : ; pg = ;, implying that b(S) < 0.Theorem 30.1.4. Let r � 1; b1; : : : ; bn be integers such that Pni=1 bi = 2r + 1,b2; : : : ; bp � r; bp+1 = : : : = bn = �1 for some p with 3 � p � n � 1: Let T bea spanning tree on f2; : : : ; pg. Suppose that one of the two conditions (i), (ii)holds.(i) Ppi=2 bi � n�p+r+1 (or, equivalently, b1 � r) and there exist two disjointsets S1; S2 � f2; : : : ; pg such that b(Sl) =Pi2Sl bi � r+1 and the subgraphof T induced by Sl is connected, for l = 1; 2:(ii) T is not a star and b(S) � n � p + r + 1 for every subset S � f2; : : : ; pgfor which the subgraph of T induced by S is a path.



30.1 Suspended-Tree Inequalities 489Then, the inequality (30.1.1) de�nes a facet of CUTn:Proposition 30.1.3 and Theorem 30.1.4 with the condition (i) are given in Borosand Hammer [1993]; the alternative condition (ii) of Theorem 30.1.4 is proposedin Boissin [1994]. The results are presented there in the context of the correlationpolyhedra. The proof below is taken from Boros and Hammer [1993].Proof. We show that the inequality:(30.1.5) X2�i;j�n bibjpij� (2r+1) nXi=2 bipii+r(r+1)0@ pXi=2 pii � Xij2E(T ) pij1A � 0;which corresponds to the inequality (30.1.1) via the covariance mapping pointedat position 1, de�nes a facet of CORn�1. Here, b2; : : : ; bn are integers suchthat b2; : : : ; bp � r; bp+1; : : : ; bn = �1, T is a spanning tree on f2; : : : ; pg andone of the conditions (i),(ii) of Theorem 30.1.4 holds. Denote the inequality(30.1.5) by vT p � 0. Let wT p � 0 be a valid inequality for CORn�1 such thatfp 2 CORn�1 j vT p = 0g � fp 2 CORn�1 j wT p = 0g. We show that w = �v forsome � > 0.Let S denote the family consisting of the sets S � f2; : : : ; pg for which thesubgraph T [S] of T induced by S is connected and such that r + 1 � b(S) �n� p+ r+ 1. For i0 2 fp+ 1; : : : ; ng, let Si0 denote the family consisting of thesets S [ S0, where S 2 S and S0 � fp+ 1; : : : ; ng n fi0g with jS0j = b(S)� r� 1.Set S�i0 := fA [ fi0g j A 2 Si0g: We prove an intermediary result.Claim 30.1.6. For each i0 2 fp+ 1; : : : ; ng, the incidence vectors of the mem-bers of S�i0 have rank n� 2.Proof of Claim 30.1.6. We show that the space consisting of the vectors that areorthogonal to all incidence vectors of members of S�i0 has dimension 1. Considerthe vector y 2 Rn�1 de�ned by yi := bi (i = 2; : : : ; p), yi0 := �r � 1, andyi := �1 (i 2 fp + 1; : : : ; ng n fi0g). Clearly, y is orthogonal to all incidencevectors of members of S�i0 . Let x 2 Rn�1 such that xi0 = 0 and x is orthogonalto all incidence vectors of members of S�i0 . We show that x = 0. Let S 2 S.Then, x(S) + x(S0) = 0 for every subset S0 of fp+1; : : : ; ng n fi0g of cardinalityb(S)� r � 1. Hence, xi = � for i 2 fp+ 1; : : : ; ng n fi0g, where� := � x(S)b(S)� r � 1 :Therefore,(a) (x+ �b)(S) = �(r + 1) for all S 2 S:Suppose, �rst, that the condition (i) from Theorem 30.1.4 holds. If S 2 S and ifa node i 2 f2; : : : ; pgnS is adjacent to a node of S in the tree T , then S[fig stillbelongs to S. Hence, xi + �bi = 0 by (a) and, therefore, this relation holds for



490 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetsall i 2 f2; : : : ; pg n S. Now, taking for S the two sets S1 and S2 from condition(i), we deduce that xi + �bi = 0 for all i 2 f2; : : : ; pg. This implies that x = 0.Suppose now that the condition (ii) from Theorem 30.1.4 holds. Let S be thenode set of a path (i1; : : : ; is) in T . If jSj � 4, then all the sets S, S nfisg; : : : ; S nfis; is�1; : : : ; i3g, and Snfi1g; : : : ; Snfi1; : : : ; is�2g belong to S. Hence, we deducefrom (a) that xi + �bi = 0 for all i 2 S. Therefore, xi = 0 for all i 2 S. As T isnot a star, every node of T lies on a path of length at least 4. This shows thatx = 0.Clearly, for i0 2 fp + 1; : : : ; ng and S [ S0 2 Si0 , the correlation vectors�(S [ S0) and �(S [ S0 [ fi0g) are both roots of the inequality (30.1.5). Hence,the relations vi0 + Xi2S[S0 vi;i0 = 0; wi0 + Xi2S[S0wi;i0 = 0hold for all S [S0 2 Si0 . We deduce from Claim 30.1.6 that there exists a scalar�i0 such that wi0 = �i0vi0 and wi;i0 = �i0vi;i0 for all i 2 f2; : : : ; ng n fi0g. Asvij 6= 0 for i; j 2 fp + 1; : : : ; ng, we obtain that all �i0 's are equal to, say, �.Hence, wi = �vi for i = p+ 1; : : : ; n and wij = �vij if at least one of i; j belongsto fp+ 1; : : : ; ng.Set u := w � �v. We show that u = 0. For i0 2 f2; : : : ; pg, let Ti0 denotethe family consisting of the nonempty sets S � f2; : : : ; pg n fi0g such that thesubgraphs T [S] and T [S[fi0g] are both connected and b(S)+bi0 � n�p+r+1.Clearly, if S 2 Ti0 and S0; S00 � fp+1; : : : ; ng with jS0j = b(S)�r, jS00j = bi0�1,then the correlation vectors �(S [ S0) and �(S [ fi0g [ S0 [ S00) are roots of theinequality (30.1.5). This implies that(b) ui0 +Xi2S ui;i0 = 0 for all S 2 Ti0 :If i is a node of T adjacent to i0, then fig belongs to Ti0 and, thus, ui0+ui;i0 = 0.If (i0; i1; : : : ; is) is a path in T , then all sets fi1g, fi1; i2g,: : : ; fi1; : : : ; isg belongto Ti0 . From (b), we deduce that ui0;i2 = ui0;i3 = : : : = ui0;is = 0. This showsthat ui0;i = 0 if i is not adjacent to i0 and ui0;i = �ui0 if i is adjacent to i0.Hence, we obtain that, for some � 2 R, u2 = : : : = up = �, uij = �� if ij is anedge of T and uij = 0 otherwise. Finally, � = 0, which shows that u = 0, i.e.,w = �v.We now present some other classes of facets, which are obtained by modifyingthe de�nition of the suspended-tree inequalities. Let b = (b1; : : : ; b2p+1) withbi = 1 if i 2 f1; : : : ; p+2g and bi = �1 if i 2 fp+3; : : : ; 2p+1g; so, P2p+1i=1 bi = 3.Let T be a spanning tree de�ned on the p + 1 nodes of the set f2; : : : ; p + 2g.Hence, the inequality:X1�i<j�2p+1 bibjxij �0@p+2Xi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij1A � 0



30.1 Suspended-Tree Inequalities 491is the case b = (1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1) and r = 1 of the inequality (30.1.1). Con-sider the following switching of it:(30.1.7) Xij2K2p+1 xij �0@p+2Xi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij1A � (p� 1)(p+ 2)= p(p+ 1)� 2:Therefore, from Theorem 30.1.4, the inequality (30.1.7) de�nes a facet of the cutpolytope CUT22p+1 if T is not a star. The following two generalizations of theinequality (30.1.7) were proposed by De Souza and Laurent [1995]. They allow,respectively, the tree T to be de�ned on p or on p � 1 nodes but, in order topreserve validity, an additional term (whose support graph is K3 or K5) mustbe added to (30.1.7); also the right hand side has to be modi�ed.Consider the complete graph K2p+1 de�ned on the nodes of f1; : : : ; 2p+ 1g.Let T be a spanning tree de�ned on the p nodes of f2; : : : ; p+1g and let � denotethe complete graph K3 de�ned on fp+ 2; p+ 3; p+ 4g. Consider the inequality:(30.1.8) Xij2K2p+1 xij �0@p+1Xi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij � Xij2�xij1A � p(p+ 1):(We remind that di denotes the degree of node i in the tree T .) For instance, letp = 5 and let T be the tree from Figure 30.1.9. Then, the quantityp+1Xi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij � Xij2�xij is depicted in Figure 30.1.10.
Figure 30.1.9 Figure 30.1.10Suppose now that T is a spanning tree de�ned on the p�1 nodes of f2; : : : ; pg.Let C denote the 5-circuit (p+ 1; p+2; p+3; p+ 4; p+ 5) and let C 0 denote the5-circuit (p+ 1; p+ 3; p+ 5; p+ 2; p+ 4). Consider the inequality:(30.1.11) Xij2K2p+1 xij �0@ pXi=2(2� di)x1i + Xij2E(T )xij + Xij2C xij � Xij2C0 xij1A� p(p+ 1):



492 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and FacetsIf p = 7 and T is the tree from Figure 30.1.12, then the quantity: pXi=2(2�di)x1i+Xij2E(T )xij + Xij2C xij � Xij2C0 xij is depicted in Figure 30.1.13.
Figure 30.1.12 Figure 30.1.13The following result can be found in De Souza and Laurent [1995].Theorem 30.1.14.(i) The inequality (30.1.8) de�nes a facet of the cut polytope CUT22p+1 if p � 5and if T is not a star.(ii) The inequality (30.1.11) de�nes a facet of CUT22p+1 if p � 6 and if, foreach node u of T , some connected component of T n u has at least threenodes.The next case to consider would be when the tree T is de�ned on p�2 nodes.It is natural to conjecture the existence of a valid inequality for CUT22p+1 which,by analogy with (30.1.8) and (30.1.11), would involve, besides the suspendedtree, a graph K7 with suitable edge weights. We refer to De Souza [1993] for adiscussion on this; some examples of such inequalities are proposed there.30.2 Path-Block-Cycle InequalitiesGiven an integer p � 1, let C denote the circuit (1; 2; : : : ; p + 2). Then, theinequality:(30.2.1) X1�i<j�2p+1xij � Xij2E(C)xij � p(p+ 1)� 2de�nes a facet of CUT22p+1. Indeed, the inequality (30.2.1) coincides with aswitching of the (pure) clique-web inequality (CW12p+1)Tx � 0, namely, with itsswitching by the cut �(f1; 2; : : : ; p+ 2g) (expressed in (29.1.5)). In this section,we describe a class of inequalities which generalizes (30.2.1). Instead of usingonly one circuit, we consider a graph structure, called path-block-cycle, which isconstructed from several circuits.



30.2 Path-Block-Cycle Inequalities 493More precisely, a path-block-cycle is a graph de�ned as follows. Let Ch =(Vh; E(Ch)) (1 � h � r) be r circuits such that Vh \ Vh0 = T1�h�r Vh for alldistinct h; h0 2 f1; : : : ; rg. We suppose, moreover, that the common nodes arevisited in the same order along each of the circuits Ch. Then, the graph withnode set S1�h�r Vh and with edge set S1�h�r E(Ch) (allowing repetition of theedges) is called a path-block-cycle and is abbreviated as PBC. It may containmultiple edges, if some edge is used by several of the circuits Ch. Figure 30.2.2shows an example of a PBC graph composed of three circuits. The black nodesare those common to all three circuits; the three circuits are drawn, respectively,by a plain line, a thick line and a dotted line.

Figure 30.2.2: A path-block-cycle graphSet T1�h�r Vh =: fx1; : : : ; xtg, where t � 1. Hence, each circuit Ch decom-poses into t subpaths Pih (1 � i � t), where Pih starts at xi and ends at xi+1(the indices i are taken modulo t). Setqih := jV (Pih)j � 2;i.e., qih is the number of internal nodes of Pih, qih � 0. Let �1; : : : ; �r�1 denotethe r � 1 largest values taken by qih, for 1 � i � t, 1 � h � r. For each integerk such that k(k + 1) � 2(r � 1), setQk := X1�h�r�1� k(k+1)2 �h:Finally, set n0 := 2p+ 1� j [1�h�r Vhj:Given a PBC graph composed of r circuits C1; : : : ; Cr and which is a subgraphof K2p+1, we de�ne the following inequality:(30.2.3) X1�i<j�2p+1xij � X1�h�r Xij2E(Ch)xij � p(p+ 1)� 2r:It is called a path-block-cycle inequality. These inequalities are introduced intheir full generality in De Souza [1993]; a more restricted subclass (see below) is



494 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetsconsidered in De Souza and Laurent [1995]. Actually, they have been introducedin the context of the equicut polytope EQCUT22p+1.We give �rst the characterization of the PBC inequalities that are valid for thecut polytope, established by De Souza [1993].Proposition 30.2.4. Given a PBC graph that is a subgraph of K2p+1, the in-equality (30.2.3) is valid for CUT22p+1 if and only if Qk + n0 � p� 1� k for allk 2 Z+ such that k(k + 1) � 2(r � 1).Proof. Denote the inequality (30.2.3) by vTx � p(p+ 1)� 2r.Necessity. Suppose that k is an integer such that Qk+n0 � p�k and k(k+1) �2(r � 1). Then, we can construct a node set S of cardinality p� k whose nodesare, either internal nodes of the paths Pih corresponding to the r � 1 � k(k+1)2largest �h values, or do not belong to the PBC graph. Moreover, this set S canbe chosen in such a way thatvT �(S) � p(p+1)�k(k+1)�2(r�1� k(k + 1)2 ); i.e., vT �(S) � p(p+1)�2r+2:Hence, the cut vector �(S) violates the inequality (30.2.3).Su�ciency. Suppose that Qk + n0 � p � k � 1 for all k 2 Z+ such thatk(k + 1) � 2(r � 1). Suppose also that there exists a cut vector �(S) violating(30.2.3). Set jSj := p� k for some 1 � k � p� 1. Then,vT �(S) = p(p+ 1)� k(k + 1)� X1�h�r j�K2p+1(S) \E(Ch)j > p(p+ 1)� 2r:Hence, the cut �K2p+1(S) cannot meet all the r circuits Ch. Therefore, the setT1�h�r Vh of common nodes is entirely contained in S or in its complement.This implies that �K2p+1(S) can only intersect r � � paths Pih for some integer�, 1 � � � r. Then, P1�h�r j�K2p+1(S) \ E(Ch)j = 2(r � �), i.e., vT �(S) =p(p+1)�2r+2��k(k+1). This implies that 2� > k(k+1), i.e., � � k(k+1)2 +1.Set � := jS nS1�h�r Vhj and � := jSj ��. These � nodes are distributed amongr�� � r� k(k+1)2 � 1 paths Pih, which implies that � � Qk. On the other hand,� � n0. Therefore, p�k = �+� � n0+Qk � p�k�1, yielding a contradiction.This shows that (30.2.3) is valid for CUT22p+1.Recall that the equicut polytope EQCUT22p+1 is the facet of CUT22p+1 de�nedby the inequality: X1�i<j�2p+1xij � p(p+ 1):Therefore, for any facet de�ning inequality for EQCUT22p+1, there exists a suit-able linear combination of it with the equationP1�i<j�2p+1 xij = p(p+1) whichproduces a facet de�ning inequality for CUT22p+1. In fact, the inequality (30.2.3)arises in this way from the inequality:(30.2.5) X1�h�r Xij2E(Ch)xij � 2r:



30.2 Path-Block-Cycle Inequalities 495De Souza [1993] shows that (30.2.5) is valid for EQCUT22p+1 if and only if n0 +Q0 � p�1; moreover, he shows that (30.2.3) de�nes a facet of CUT22p+1 wheneverit is valid for CUT22p+1 and whenever (30.2.5) de�nes a facet of EQCUT22p+1. Aclass of PBC graphs is given in De Souza and Laurent [1995] for which (30.2.5)is facet de�ning for EQCUT22p+1; we describe it below in Theorem 30.2.7.Consider a PBC graph formed by r circuits satisfying the following condi-tions:(i) All the r circuits have the same length, i.e., jV1j = : : : = jVrj.(ii) The number of nodes common to all circuits is even, say, t = 2s.(iii) For each odd i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 2sg, the path Pih consists of the edge (xi; xi+1),i.e., qih = 0.(iv) For each even i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 2sg, any two paths Pih, Pih0 have only theirendnodes xi; xi+1 in common and they have the same length q + 1, i.e.,qih = q.Hence, a PBC graph satisfying (i)-(iv) is fully determined by the parameters(s; q; r).Set Er := fxixi+1 j 1 � i � 2s � 1; i is oddg and E1 := S1�h�r E(Ch) n Er.Then, the edges of Er belong to all r circuits while the edges of E1 belong toexactly one circuit. Hence,X1�h�r Xij2E(Ch) xij = Xij2E1 xij + r Xij2Er xij:

Figure 30.2.6: PBC graphsFigure 30.2.6 shows two PBC graphs satisfying the conditions (i)-(iv) withthe parameters s = 4; q = 1; r = 2, and s = 3; q = 2; r = 3, respectively; thethick edges are the edges of Er.Theorem 30.2.7. Consider a PBC graph with parameters (s; q; r) satisfyingthe conditions (i)-(iv) above. Suppose that this PBC is a subgraph of K2p+1 andthat n0 = p� (r � 1)q � 1 (or, equivalently, p = (s� 1)(qr + 2) + q). Then, theinequality (30.2.3) de�nes a facet of CUT22p+1.



496 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and FacetsRemark 30.2.8. (i) De Souza [1993] proposes some inequalities that are ob-tained as a common generalization of suspended-tree inequalities and path-block-cycle inequalities. Observe that the graph structure used in suspended-treee in-equalities is a suspended tree while the graph structure used in path-block-cycleinequalities is a collection of circuits. Note also that a circuit is a special case ofsuspended tree. Hence, a natural idea would be to consider inequalities involv-ing a collection of suspended-trees. We refer to De Souza [1993] where severalinequalities of this type are investigated in the context of the equicut polytope.(ii) The separation problem for suspended-tree inequalities and for path-block-cycle inequalities is probably hard. Some separation routines for path-block-cycleinequalities (or, more precisely, for the inequalities (30.2.5) which occur for theequicut polytope) are proposed by De Souza [1993].30.3 Circulant InequalitiesIn this section, we present a class of facets, whose support graphs are circulantgraphs. The circulant graph C(n; r) is the graph on the n nodes f1; 2; : : : ; ngwhose edges consist of the pairs (i; i + 1); (i; i + r) for i = 1; : : : ; n; where theindices are taken modulo n: Figure 30.3.1 shows the graph C(8; 3).
Figure 30.3.1: C(8; 3)Poljak and Turzik [1987, 1992] have computed the maximum cardinality ofa cut in any circulant graph C(n; r) and presented new classes of facets for thecut polytope and the bipartite subgraph polytope which are supported by somecirculant graphs. Theorems 30.3.2 and 30.3.3 can be found in Poljak and Turzik[1992] and Theorem 30.3.4 in Poljak and Turzik [1987, 1992].The bipartite subgraph polytope BIP2n is the polytope in REn de�ned as theconvex hull of the incidence vectors of the edge sets F � En for which (Vn; F ) isa bipartite subgraph of the complete graph Kn.Theorem 30.3.2. Let n; r be integers with n � 2r+1 � 4: Then, the maximumcardinality of a bipartite subgraph in C(n; r) is equal to max(2n� ut � vt j t =0; 1; : : : ; r); where ut := jnt � vtrj and vt is the unique integer having the sameparity as n and satisfying nt� r � vtr < nt+ r:Theorem 30.3.3. Let n = kr + s where 0 < s < r < n2 ; r and k are even, sis odd and g.c.d.(n; r) = 1: Denote by EO (resp. EI) the set of edges (i; i + 1)



30.4 The Parachute Inequality 497(resp. (i; i + r)) for i = 1; : : : ; n of C(n; r) (the indices being taken modulo n).Then, the inequality:Xij2EI xij + s Xij2EO xij � (s+ 1)n� sk � rde�nes a facet of the bipartite subgraph polytope BIP2n .Theorem 30.3.4. Let n = kr + 1; where k; r � 2 are even integers. Then, theinequality: Xij2C(n;r)xij � 2n� k � rde�nes a facet of the cut polytope CUT2n :Observe that, in the case r = 2; the circulant C(n; 2) coincides with theantiweb AW2n: Poljak and Turzik [1992] observed that the problem: \Does agraph G contain a circulant C(n; 2) for some n ?" is NP-complete. Hence, theseparation problem for the class of inequalities :Xij2C(n;2) xij � 32(n� 1); n oddis NP-hard.30.4 The Parachute InequalityWe describe in this section the class of parachute inequalities. They have beenintroduced1 in Deza and Laurent [1992a] and further studied in Deza and Laurent[1992c, 1992d].The parachute inequality is de�ned on an odd number of points, say, on2k + 1 points. It is convenient to denote the elements of the set V2k+1 asf0; 1; 2; : : : ; k; 10; 20; : : : ; k0g. We de�ne the following paths P and Q:P := (k; k�1; : : : ; 2; 1; 10; 20; : : : ; (k�1)0; k0); Q := (k�1; : : : ; 2; 1; 10; 20; : : : ; (k�1)0):Then, the inequality:(30.4.1) (Par2k+1)Tx := Xij2P xij� X1�i�k�1(x0i+x0i0+xki0+xk0i)�xkk0 � 0is called the parachute inequality and is denoted as (Par2k+1)Tx � 0. Fig-ure 30.4.3 shows the support graph of the parachute inequality on 7 points.For k even, the parachute inequality is not valid for the cut cone; for example,it is violated by the cut vector �(f1; 3; : : : ; k � 1g [ f20; 40; : : : ; k0g): But, for kodd, the parachute inequality is facet inducing.1The parachute inequality on seven points (in fact, a switching of it) has been introducedearlier by Assouad and Delorme [1982] (cf. Assouad [1984]).



498 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and FacetsTheorem 30.4.2. For k odd, k � 3; the parachute inequality (30.4.1) de�nes afacet of CUT2k+1.
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Figure 30.4.4: The analogue of(Par7)Tx � 0 for COR630.4.1 Roots and Fibonacci NumbersAs we now see, the parachute inequality presents two interesting features. First,its number of roots can be expressed in terms of the Fibonacci numbers; second,there is a close connection between the parachute inequality (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 andthe following clique-web inequality: (CWk�22k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1;�1))T x � 0. Recallthat the Fibonacci sequence is the sequence (fi)i�1 de�ned recursively byf1 = f2 = 1;fi+2 = fi + fi+1 for i � 1:We introduce some de�nitions that we need for the description of the roots ofthe parachute inequality. Given a subset S of V2k+1 = f0; 1; : : : ; k; 10; : : : ; k0g; theset S is called symmetric if, for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; i 2 S if and only if i0 2 S. LetA = (1; 2; : : : ; n) be a path. A subset S of f1; : : : ; ng is called alternated alongthe path A if jS \fi; i+1gj � 1 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1; and S is called pseudo-alternated along the path A if jS \ fi; i+ 1gj = 1 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g � fjgand jS \fj; j +1gj = 0; 2 for some j 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g: One can easily check that,for n even, there are exactly n� 1 pseudo-alternated subsets S along the path Afor which 1; n 2 S: Also, an easy induction shows that the number of alternatedsubsets along the path A = (1; : : : ; n) is equal to the Fibonacci number fn+2:Proposition 30.4.5. If k is odd, then the parachute inequality (30.4.1) is validfor CUT2k+1. For any k, the roots of the parachute inequality are the cut vectors�(S) for which S is a subset of f1; 2; : : : ; k; 10; 20; : : : ; k0g of one of the followingfour types:Type 1: k; k0 2 S and S is pseudo-alternated along the path P .Type 2: k; k0 62 S and S is alternated along the path Q.Type 3: For k odd, k 2 S; k0 62 S and (a) or (b) holds:



30.4 The Parachute Inequality 499(a) S = f20; 40; : : : ; (k � 1)0; kg [ T; where T is a subset of f1; 2; : : : ; k � 2galternated along the path (1; 2; : : : ; k � 2):(b) S = fk; 10; (k � 1)0g [ T [ T 0; where T is a subset of f2; 3; : : : ; k � 2gwhich is alternated along the path (2; 3; : : : ; k � 2), and T 0 is a subset off20; 30; : : : ; (k � 2)0g for which T 0 [ f10; (k � 1)0g is pseudo-alternated alongthe path (10; 20; : : : ; (k � 1)0):Type 30: similar to Type 3, exchanging nodes i; i0 for all i = 1; : : : ; k:Therefore, the total number of roots of (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 is equal to f2k+2kfk�1+2fk�2 + 2k � 1 for k odd and to f2k + 2k � 1 for k even, while the number ofnonzero symmetric roots of (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 is equal to the Fibonacci number fk:Proof. Let S be a subset of f1; : : : ; k; 10; : : : ; k0g and set s := jS \f1; : : : ; k� 1gj;s0 := jS \ f10; : : : ; (k � 1)0gj: One checks easily that(Par2k+1)T �(S) = j�(S) \ P j � 2(s+ s0); if k; k0 62 S= j�(S) \ P j � 2s� k; if k 2 S; k0 62 S= j�(S) \ P j � 2(k � 1); if k; k0 2 SThen, it is easy to see that, for k odd, the parachute inequality is valid and that,for any k, the roots of (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 are indeed of Types 1,2,3, or 30. There are2k� 1 roots of Type 1, f2k roots of Type 2 and fk+(k� 1)fk�1 roots of Type 3.Hence, altogether, there are 2k�1+f2k+2fk+2(k�1)fk�1 roots for k odd, and2k�1+f2k roots for k even. There is only one symmetric root of Type 1, namely,�(fk; : : : ; 3; 1; 10; 30; : : : ; k0g) for k odd and �(fk; : : : ; 4; 2; 20; 40; : : : ; k0g) for k even.The number of symmetric roots of Type 2 is equal to the number of alternatedsubsets along the path (2; 3; : : : ; k� 1); i.e., to fk: There are no symmetric rootsof Type 3 or 30. Therefore, in total, there are fk nonzero symmetric roots.We now show a connection between the parachute inequality (Par2k+1)Tx � 0and the clique-web inequality CWk�22k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0. For this, let us�rst de�ne the following inequality:(30.4.6) Xij2Qxij � X1�i�k�1(x0i + x0i0)� X1�i�k�2(x00i + x00i0) � 0;which is de�ned on the 2k nodes of the set f0; 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1; 00; 10; : : : ; (k �1)0g. The inequality (30.4.6) is called the Fibonacci inequality and is denoted as(Fib2k)Tx � 0.Consider now the clique-web inequality CWk�22k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0.Then, the inequality obtained from it by collapsing a positive node (i.e., a node ifor which bi = 1) and a negative node (i.e., a node j for which bj = �1) coincideswith the Fibonacci inequality (Fib2k)Tx � 0 (if one labels in a suitable way thepoints on which the clique-web inequality is de�ned). This shows, in particular,that the Fibonacci inequality is valid for CUT2k.Observe that the Fibonacci inequality (Fib2k)Tx � 0 can also be obtainedfrom the parachute inequality (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 by collapsing the two nodes k; k0



500 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetsinto a single node denoted as 00: Therefore, the roots of (Fib2k)Tx � 0 are thecut vectors �(S n fk; k0g [ f00g) for S of Type 1 and the cut vectors �(S) for Sof Type 2. Hence, (Fib2k)Tx � 0 has f2k + 2k � 1 roots. It can be checked thatit de�nes a face of CUT2k of rank �2k�12 �+ 2 = �2k2 �� (2k � 3):Therefore, for any k � 3; the parachute inequality (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 and theclique-web inequality CWk�22k+1(1; : : : ; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0 admit a common collaps-ing.Figures 30.4.7 and 30.4.8 show, respectively, the support graphs of the Fi-bonacci inequality (Fib6)Tx � 0 and of the clique-web inequality (CW17)Tx � 0.(Collapse the nodes 00 and 000 in (CW17)Tx � 0 to obtain (Fib6)Tx � 0.)
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  0         0"Figure 30.4.8: (CW17)Tx � 030.4.2 Generalizing the Parachute InequalityFinally, we present a class of inequalities from Boissin [1994] generalizing theparachute inequality. These new inequalities can be obtained by applying theoperation of \duplicating a node", described in Section 26.6. As this operationis easier to apply to facets of the correlation polytope, we �rst reformulate theparachute inequality for the correlation polytope.We start with the parachute inequality (Par2k+1)Tx � 0, which is de�ned onthe set V2k+1 = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; k; 10; 20; : : : ; k0g. If we apply the covariance mapping�k0 (pointed at position k0), then we obtain the following inequality aT p � 0,which is de�ned on all pairs of (nonnecessarly distinct) elements of V2k+1 n fk0g:(30.4.9) aT p := (k � 1)p00 + k�12 pkk + Xij2E(P 0) pij� k�1Xh=1(p0h + p0;h0 + pk;h0) � 0;where P 0 denotes the path (k; k � 1; : : : ; 2; 1; 10; 20; : : : ; (k � 1)0). Figure 30.4.4shows the quantity aT p for k = 3 (the loops at nodes 0 and 3 indicate the valuesof a00 and a33).Let h 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g and let bT p � 0 denote the inequality obtained from



30.4 The Parachute Inequality 501aT p � 0 by duplicating node h; recall the de�nition of b from relation (26.6.3).Hence, if we denote the new node by h�, then bij = aij for i; j 2 V2k+1 n fk0g,bh�;h� = 0, b0;h� = �1 and, for i 2 V2k+1 n f0; k0g, bi;h� = 1 if i is adjacent toh on the path P 0 and bi;h� = 0 otherwise. It is easy to check that one shouldset bh;h� = 1 in order to ensure that the inequality bT p � 0 de�nes a facet ofCOR2k+1 (see Proposition 26.6.4).
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 0Figure 30.4.11: CTx � 0(facet of CUT15)Of course, one can repeat this operation, i.e., introduce more nodes as dupli-cates of the nodes h 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g. Namely, let Q1; : : : ; Qk�1 denote pairwisedisjoint sets that are disjoint from V2k+1. We build the inequality BTp � 0, ob-tained by adding all nodes of Qh successively as duplicates of node h and of thenodes of Qh already introduced, for h = 1; : : : ; k�1. For instance, Figure 30.4.10shows the quantity BT p, where k = 5 and we have introduced one duplicate ofnode 1 and of node 4, and two duplicates of node 2.As an exercise, let us formulate the inequality for the cut polytope corre-sponding to the inequality BT p � 0. It is the inequality CTx � 0, de�ned onthe pairs of distinct elements of the set V2k+1 [S1�h�k�1Qh, whereC0k = 0;C0;k0 =P1�h�k�1 jQhj;C0i = �1 for i 2 Qh [ fh; h0g(1 � h � k � 1);Cij = 1 if ij is an edge of the path P;Ci;10 = 1 for i 2 Q1;Cij = 1 for i 2 Qh [ fhg; j 2 Qh+1 [ fh+ 1g(1 � h � k � 1);Cij = 1 for i 6= j 2 Qh;Ck;i0 = �1 for i0 = 10; 20; : : : ; k0;Ck0;i = �(jQh�1j+ jQhj+ jQh+1j) for i 2 Qh(1 � h � k � 1);



502 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetssetting Q0 = Qk = ;. For instance, the inequality BTp � 0 from Figure 30.4.10corresponds to the inequality CTx � 0, which is shown in Figure 30.4.11 (withweight 4 on edge (50; 0), weight �4 on edges (50; 1); (50; 2); (50; 3) and weight �2on edge (50; 4)). The next result is a direct application of Proposition 26.6.4.Theorem 30.4.12. The inequality BTp � 0 de�nes a facet of the correla-tion polytope. Equivalently, the inequality CTx � 0 de�nes a facet of the cutpolytope.30.5 Some Sporadic ExamplesGrishukhin [1990] introduced the following inequality:(30.5.1) X1�i<j�4xij + x56 + x57 � x67 � x16 � x36 � x27 � x47 � 2 X1�i�4x5i � 0and proved that it de�nes a facet of CUT7:We also denote the inequality (30.5.1)as (Gr7)Tx � 0. Note that, if we collapse both nodes 6,7 in (Gr7)Tx � 0; then weobtain the hypermetric inequality Q6(1; 1; 1; 1;�2;�1)T x � 0: In other words,GrT7 x � 0 can be seen as a lifting of the inequality Q6(1; 1; 1; 1;�2;�1)T x �0: On the other hand, consider the following inequality (30.5.2), denoted as(Gr8)Tx � 0; it is introduced in De Simone, Deza and Laurent [1994] and shownto be a facet of CUT8:(30.5.2) X1�i<j�4xij+x68+x78�x67�x16�x36�x27�x47� X1�i�4(x5i+x8i) � 0:Observe that, if we collapse both nodes 5,8 in (Gr8)Tx � 0; we obtain (Gr7)Tx �0: Hence, (Gr7)Tx � 0 is a nonpure inequality that comes as collapsing of the pureinequality (Gr8)Tx � 0: Figures 30.5.3, 30.5.4 show, respectively, the supportgraphs of the inequalities (Gr7)Tx � 0, (Gr8)Tx � 0. (In Figure 30.5.3, thethick dotted edge between node 5 and the circle enclosing nodes 1,2,3,4 indicatesthat node 5 is joined to all four nodes 1,2,3,4 by an edge with weight -2.)
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30.6 Complete Description for n � 7 503Kelly (unpublished manuscript) introduced the following class of valid in-equalities. Consider a partition of the set f1; : : : ; ng into P [ Q [ fng; wherejP j = p; jQj = q with p,q � 2 and p + q + 1 = n: Let Kp (resp. Kq) denotethe complete graph on the set P (resp. Q). Set t := pq � p2 + 1: Consider thefollowing inequality, denoted as (Keln(p))Tx � 0 :(p� 1) Xij2Kq xij + (p+ 1) Xij2Kp xij � pXi2Qj2P xij + (q � p� t)Xi2Qxin + tXi2P xin � 0:The following can be found in Deza and Laurent [1992a].Proposition 30.5.5. For n � 5; the inequality (Keln(p))Tx � 0 is valid forCUTn:It is an open question to determine what are the parameters p and n forwhich the inequality (Keln(p))Tx � 0 is facet inducing. Here is some partialinformation.Proposition 30.5.6. Assume n � 7: Then,(i) The inequality (Keln(2))Tx � 0 coincides (up to permutation) with theclique-web inequality CW1n(n� 4; 2; 2;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0; hence, it is facetinducing for CUTn.(ii) The inequality (Keln(n � 3))Tx � 0 de�nes a simplex face of CUTn ofdimension �n2�� 3.30.6 Complete Description of CUTn and CUT2n forn � 7:We present here the complete linear description2 of the cut cone CUTn and thecut polytope CUT2n for n � 7.For n = 3; 4; the only facet de�ning inequalities for CUTn are the triangleinequalities, i.e., xij � xik � xjk � 0for distinct i; j; k in f1; : : : ; ng: Hence, CUT3 (resp. CUT23 ) has 3 (resp. 4)facets, while CUT4 (resp. CUT24 ) has 12 (resp. 16) facets.For n = 5; the facets of CUT5 are, up to permutation and switching, inducedby one of the following inequalities:2This linear description was obtained independently by several authors. In particular, thelinear description of CUT5 was obtained by Deza [1960, 1973a], Davidson [1969]; that of CUT6by Baranovskii [1971], McRae and Davidson [1972], Avis [1989]; and that of CUT7 by Gr-ishukhin [1990]. In fact, McRae and Davidson [1972] had already found the list of facets forCUT7 and conjectured that it was complete.



504 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facets1. Q5(1; 1;�1; 0; 0)T x � 0 (triangle inequality),2. Q5(1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0 (pentagonal inequality).In total, CUT5 (resp. CUT25 ) has 30+10=40 facets (resp. 40+16=56 facets).For n = 6; the facets of CUT6 are, up to permutation and switching, inducedby one of the following inequalities:1. Q6(1; 1;�1; 0; 0; 0)T x � 0,2. Q6(1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 0)T x � 0,3. Q6(2; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0.In total, CUT6 has 60+60+90=210 facets and CUT26 has 80+96+192=368facets.For n = 7; the facets of CUT7 are, up to permutation and switching, inducedby one of the following eleven inequalities:1. Q7(1; 1;�1; 0; 0; 0; 0)T x � 0,2. Q7(1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 0; 0)T x � 0,3. Q7(2; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1; 0)T x � 0,4. Q7(1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,5. Q7(2; 2; 1;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,6. Q7(3; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,7. CW17(1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0,8. CW17(2; 2; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,9. CW17(3; 2; 2;�1;�1;�1;�1)T x � 0,10. (Par7)Tx � 0,11. (Gr7)Tx � 0.Among the 11 types of facets of CUT7, the �rst �ve are not simplices, the last�ve are not hypermetric, and �ve of them are pure (i.e., have all their coe�cientsequal to 0; 1;�1) (namely, the 1st; 2nd; 4th; 7th and 10th ones).Let Fi denote the facet of CUT7 de�ned by the i-th inequality, for i =1; : : : ; 11. It has been computed in Deza and Laurent [1992c] that the orbit
(Fi) (which consists of all the facets of CUT7 that can be obtained from Fiby (root) switching and/or permutation) contains, respectively, 105, 210, 630,35, 546, 147, 5292, 8820, 2205, 7560, and 13230 elements, for i = 1; : : : ; 11.Hence, among the 11 types of facets of CUT7, the facet de�ned by the inequality(Gr7)Tx � 0 is the one that has the largest number of distinct permutations andswitchings, namely it has 13230 ones !



30.6 Complete Description for n � 7 505Therefore, CUT7 has P11i=1 j
(Fi)j = 105 + 210 + : : :+13230 = 38780 facets.Using Lemma 26.3.11, one can compute that CUT27 has 116764 facets.The number of distinct (up to permutation) facets of CUT7 has been com-puted in De Simone, Deza and Laurent [1994]; it is equal to 36. More pre-cisely, let �(Fi) denote the number of (root) switchings of Fi that are pair-wise not permutation equivalent. For instance, �(F1) = 1 as any two (root)switchings of the triangle inequality is again a triangle inequality. In fact,�(Fi) = 1; 1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 4; 7; 5; 3; 7, respectively, for i = 1; : : : ; 11. The distinctswitchings of each Fi are described in detail in De Simone, Deza and Laurent[1994].We summarize in Figure 30.6.1 some information on the facets of CUT7.Namely, for each facet Fi (i = 1; : : : ; 11), we give:- its number (S) of distinct (up to permutation) switchings by roots,- its number (R) of roots,- the size (o) j
(Fi)j of its orbit in CUT7 (i.e., the number of distinct facets ofCUT7 that can be obtained from Fi by permutation and/or root switching),- the size (O) j
2(Fi)j of its orbit in CUT27 (i.e., the number of distinct facetsof CUT27 that can be obtained from Fi by permutation and/or switching).F F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 totalS 1 1 2 1 3 2 4 7 5 3 7 36R 48 40 30 35 26 21 21 21 21 21 21o 105 210 630 35 546 147 5292 8820 2205 7560 13230 38780O 140 336 1344 64 1344 448 16128 26880 6720 23040 40320 116764Figure 30.6.1: Data on the facets of CUT7Christof and Reinelt3 [1996] have recently computed the facial description ofthe cut polytope on n � 8 points. For n = 8, they obtain 217; 093; 472 facets forthe cut polytope CUT28 and 49; 604; 520 facets for the cut cone CUT8, that aresubdivided into 147 orbits. The structure of these facets has not been analyzedand we cannot list them here as there are too many. So, the number of facets3Christof and Reinelt [1996] provide a list of the distinct facets (up to permutation andswitching) and compute for each facet its number of roots and the cardinality of its orbit inthe cut cone and in the cut polytope. Therefore, the data from Figure 30.6.1 are recon�rmed.These informations are available on the following WWW site, which the reader may consult forthe description of CUT8 and CUT28 :http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/iwr/comopt/soft/SMAPO/SMAPO.html.



506 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetsgrows dramatically fast from n = 7 to n = 8; CUT28 has more than thousandtimes more facets than CUT27 ! This is an indication that the structure of thefacets of CUTn is becoming more and more complicated with increasing values ofn. Inequalities have no apparent symmetries and are seemingly very di�cult togeneralize. In fact, the facet (Gr7)Tx � 0 (from (5.9)) is the smallest (and uniquefor n � 7) example of a facet for which we could not �nd a proper generalization.This phenomenon of increasing complexity of the facial structure for large n isgeneral for polytopes arising from hard optimization problems. For instance, thefacial structure of the symmetric traveling salesman polytope is known for n = 8(Boyd and Cunningham [1991], Christof, J�unger and Reinelt [1991]); it has beenrecently computed for n = 9; 10 by Padberg [1995] and by Christof and Reinelt[1996]. (There are 42,104,442 facets for n = 9 and more than 51,043,900,866facets for n = 10.)30.7 Additional NotesWe mention here some other interesting questions related to the study of thefacets of the cut cone. First, we consider some subcones of CUTn generatedby subfamilies of cuts; we show that they inherit, in a sense, all the facets ofCUTn. Then, we consider the following three questions related to the collapsingoperation in the cut cone: Does every facet collapse to some triangle facet ?Does every (nonpure) facet arise as collapsing of some pure facet ? Does everyfacet have the parity property ?Transport of Facets to Other Subcones. Let K be a subset of the set ofall cut vectors in Kn. One may also be interested in �nding the facial structureof the cone R+(K) or of the polytope Conv(K) for some speci�c cut familiesK. A general problem is as follows: Which facets of the cut cone CUTn do thepolyhedra R+(K) and Conv(K) inherit ? Clearly, any inequality which is facetinducing for CUTn is valid for R+(K) and Conv(K), but when does it induce afacet of the latter polyhedra ? Such a question has been looked at in the casewhen K consists of the even cut vectors, or of the inequicut vectors, or of theequicut vectors. A surprising feature of the even cut and inequicut cones ECUTn,ICUTn, and of the equicut polytope EQCUTn is that they already \contain" allthe facets of the cut cone. More precisely, every inequality de�ning a facet of thecut cone CUTn can be zero-lifted to some facet of ECUTm, ICUTm, EQCUT2m,for any m large enough. The assertion (i) in Theorem 30.7.1 below is proved inDeza and Laurent [1993b] and (ii), (iii) in Deza, Fukuda and Laurent [1993].Theorem 30.7.1. Given v 2 REn , integers m � n, de�ne v0 2 R(m2 ) by settingv0ij = vij for 1 � i < j � n and v0ij = 0 for 1 � i � n < j � m andn + 1 � i < j � m. Assume that the inequality vTx � 0 de�nes a facet of thecut cone CUTn. Then,(i) The inequality (v0)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of the even cut cone ECUTm forany m even, m � n+ 5.



30.7 Additional Notes 507(ii) The inequality (v0)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of the inequicut cone ICUTm forany m such that n < bm2 c.(iii) The inequality (v0)Tx � 0 de�nes a facet of the equicut polytope EQCUT2mfor any m odd, m � 2n+ 1.The valid inequalities of the cut cone CUTn can also be transported to thek-uniform cut cone UCUTkn in the following way. Suppose that 1 � k � n� 1,k 6= n2 . Given v 2 REn+1 , de�ne v� 2 REn by settingv�ij := vij + vi;n+1 + vj;n+1n� 2k � vT �(fn + 1g)(n� k)(n� 2k)for 1 � i < j � n. If the inequality vTx � 0 is valid for the cut cone CUTn+1,then the inequality (v�)Tx � 0 is valid for the k-uniform cut cone UCUTkn (Dezaand Laurent [1992e]). For example, for 1 � i < j � n, if vTx := xi;n+1�xj;n+1�xij � 0 is a triangle inequality, then (v�)Tx � 0 isX1�h�n;h6=i;j(xih � xjh)� (n� 2k)xij � 0:If vTx := xij � xi;n+1 � xj;n+1, then (v�)Tx � 0 is2 X1�h�l�nxhl � (n� k) X1�h�n;h6=i;j(xih + xjh) + (n� k)(n� 2k � 2)xij � 0:In fact, the 2-uniform cut cone UCUT2n is a simplex cone, which is completelydescribed by the latter �n2� inequalities (Deza, Fukuda and Laurent [1993]).Questions Related to the Collapsing Operation. We address now the fol-lowing three questions about the facets of CUTn:Question 1: Does every facet of the cut cone collapse to some triangle facet ?Question 2: Does every (nonpure) facet arise as collapsing of some pure facet ?Question 3: If the inequality vTx � 0 de�nes a facet of CUTn, is it the casethat vT �(S) is an even number for every cut vector �(S) ?Recall that the collapsing operation preserves valid inequalities but not nec-essarly facets. Call a facet tight if none of its collapsings is facet inducing. Hence,the answer to Question 1 is \yes" precisely if the only tight facet of the cut coneCUTn (for any n) is the triangle facet. A probably more reasonable conjectureis the following: The number of tight facets of the cut cone is �nite.We have checked that most of the known classes of facets of CUTn do indeedcollapse to some triangle facet. (As an example, let us consider the pure clique-web inequality: (CWrn)Tx � 0; the inequality obtained from it by collapsing allthe nodes from the set f1; : : : ; ngnf1; r+2g into a single node, say u, is preciselythe triangle inequality x1;r+2�x1u�xu;r+2 � 0.) In fact, there are often severalways of collapsing a given facet to some triangle facet. Collapsings to some



508 Chapter 30. Other Valid Inequalities and Facetstriangle facet are given explicitly for all the facets of CUT7 in De Simone, Dezaand Laurent [1994].Given a facet inducing inequality vTx � 0, a puri�cation of it is any pureinequality valid for a larger cut cone and admitting a collapsing which is preciselyvTx � 0. As observed in De Simone [1992], such a puri�cation always exists.But, Question 2 asks whether every facet admits a puri�cation which is facetinducing. The answer is \yes", by construction, for the class of clique-web facets.Also, in Section 30.5, we mentioned explicitly the inequality (30.5.2), which isa puri�cation of the nonpure inequality (30.5.1). However, we do not know theanswer to Question 2 for the classes of suspended-tree inequalities, or of path-block-cycle inequalities. It is a challenging problem to �nd some large class ofpure facets from which the facets (30.1.1),(30.1.7),(30.1.8), or (30.1.11) could bededuced by collapsing (recall the remark preceding Proposition 30.1.3).If the answer to Question 3 is \yes", we say that the inequality vTx � 0has the parity property. We also say that the vector v has the parity propertyif vT �(S) is even for all cut vectors �(S). Let eij (1 � i < j � n) denote thecoordinate vectors in REn . It can be easily checked that v 2 REn has the parityproperty if and only if v can be written as an integer combination of the trianglevectors eij + eik + ejk (for 1 � i < j < k � n) and of the double edge vectors2eij (for 1 � i < j � n), i.e., ifv 2 Z(eij + eik + ejk (1 � i < j < k � n); 2eij (1 � i < j � n)):Observe that the parity property is preserved under switching and collapsing.We have checked that every known class of facets of the cut cone enjoys theparity property.It is an interesting problem to look for a facet of CUT2n that does not havethe parity property; a good candidate would be some inequality of the formvTx := Xij2E xij � v0;where E is the edge set of a regular graph of odd degree and v0 is the maximumsize of a cut in the graph. (Note that both assumptions of validity and full rankare necessary for the parity property. Indeed, it is easy to construct some validinequality which is not facet inducing and does not have the parity property, orsome nonvalid inequality whose set of roots has full rank and which does nothave the parity property.)As an illustration, we describe below the explicit decomposition of some facetde�ning inequalities in the lattice Z(eij+eik+ejk (1 � i < j < k � n); 2eij (1 �i < j � n)): We set T (i; j; k) := xij � xik � xjk:� For the facet de�ned by the parachute inequality: (Par2k+1)Tx � 0 (k odd),(Par2k+1)Tx = X1�i�k�1(T (i; i+1; ai0 )+T (i0; (i+1)0; ai))+T (1; 10; 0)�T (k; k0; 0);



30.7 Additional Notes 509where ai := k, ai0 := k0 for i odd, and ai = ai0 := 0 for i even.� For the facet de�ned by the inequality: (Gr7)Tx � 0,(Gr7)Tx = T (1; 2; 5) + T (1; 3; 5) + T (1; 4; 6) + T (2; 3; 7)+T (2; 4; 5) + T (3; 4; 5) � T (6; 7; 5):� For the hypermetric facet: Qn(�(n� 4);�1; 1; : : : ; 1)T x � 0,Qn(�(n� 4);�1; 1; : : : ; 1)Tx = �(�n2 �� 2)2x12 + X3�i<j�nT (i; j; aij)� T0;where aij := 2 if ij = (2t+1; 2t+2) for 1 � t � bn2 c� 1, and aij := 1 otherwise,and T0 := T (2; n; 1) if n is odd and T0 := 0 if n is even.� For the facet de�ned by the clique-web inequality: (CWr2r+5)Tx � 0,(CWr2r+5)Tx = Pr+1i=1 (T (i; i + r + 1; 2r + 4) + T (i; i + r + 2; 2r + 5))+T (r + 2; 2r + 3; 2r + 4)� T (r + 2; 2r + 5; 2r + 4):





Chapter 31. Geometric Properties
This chapter contains several results of geometric type for the cut polytopeCUT2n . One of our objectives here is to study the geometric shape of CUT2n , inparticular, in connection with its linear relaxation by the semimetric polytopeMET2n and with its convex (nonpolyhedral) relaxation by the elliptope En.We have already seen (in Section 26.3.3) that the polytope CUT2n has a lot ofsymmetries. We are interested, for instance, in the following further questions:What are the edges of the polytope CUT2n ? More generally, what is the structureof its faces of small dimension ? We can, in some sense, give an answer to thisquestion up to dimension log2 n. Indeed, it turns out that CUT2n has a lot offaces of dimension up to log2 n in common with its relaxations MET2n and Enthat arise by taking sets of cuts in general position (see Theorems 31.5.9 and31.6.4).As we have seen in the rest of Part V, CUT2n has a great variety of facets,most of them having a very complicated structure. A legitimate question to askis which ones are the most important among them ? Giving a precise de�nitionof the word \important" in this question is not an easy task. However, it isintuitively clear that some facets are more essential than others; some facetshave indeed a \big area" while some others contribute only to rounding o� somelittle corners of the polytope. One way of measuring the importance of a facetis by computing the Euclidean distance of the hyperplane containing the facetto the barycentrum of CUT2n . It seems intuitively clear that facets that areclose to the barycentrum are more important than facets that are far apart. It isconjectured that the triangle facets are the closest facets to the barycentrum; seeSection 31.7 for results related to this conjecture. We remind from Chapter 27that triangle inequalities share several other interesting properties.The cut polytope is not a simplicial polytope (if n � 5) as some of its facetsare not simplices. However, it seems that the great majority of its facets aresimplices. This has been veri�ed for n � 7, where it has been computed thatabout 97% of the facets are simplices. We group in Section 31.8 results on thesimplex facets of CUT2n .Section 31.5 presents several geometric properties of the elliptope En, whichwas de�ned in Section 28.4.1 as the set of n� n symmetric positive semide�nitematrices with an all-ones diagonal. Up to a simple transformation, En is a(nonpolyhedral) relaxation of the cut polytope CUT2n .One more interesting interpretation of the cut polytope is mentioned in Sec-tion 31.2; namely, the fact that the valid inequalities for CUT2n yield inequalities511



512 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesfor the pairwise angles among a set of n unit vectors in Rn . (This is essentially areformulation of the fact, stated in Section 6.4, that spherical distance spaces are`1-embeddable.) We describe in Section 31.3 some further implications of thisresult in connection with the completion problem for partial positive semide�nitematrices. In fact, this problem amounts to the description of projections of theelliptope En. In general, the projected elliptope E(G) is contained in the imageof CUT2(G) under the mapping x 7! cos(�x). It turns out that both bodies co-incide when the graph G has no K4-minor (see Theorem 31.3.7). Further resultsare given for larger classes of graphs in Section 31.3.In Section 31.4 we consider the analogue completion problem for Euclideandistance matrices. In fact, this problem is nothing but the problem of describingprojections of the negative type cone NEGn. It turns out that there are severalresults for this problem, which are in perfect analogy with the known resultsfor the positive semide�nite completion problem. We mention in Section 31.4.2how the two completion problems can be linked (using, in particular, one ofthe metric transforms which was exposed in Chapter 9, namely, the Schoenbergtransform).In Section 31.1 we describe how cuts have been used for disproving a longstanding conjecture of Borsuk.31.1 Disproval of a Conjecture of Borsuk Using CutsThe following question was asked by Borsuk [1933] more than sixty years ago:Given a set X of points in Rd , is it always possible to partition Xinto d+ 1 subsets, each having a smaller diameter than X ?We recall that the diameter1 of a set X � Rd is de�ned asdiam(X) := maxx;y2X k x� y k2;the maximum Euclidean distance between any two points of X. Borsuk's ques-tion has been answered in the negative by Kahn and Kalai [1993], who con-structed a counterexample using cut vectors. We present here a variation oftheir counterexample, which is due to Nilli [1994].Let n = 4p where p is an odd prime integer, and d := �n2�. As set of pointsX � Rd , we take the setX := f�(S) j S � Vn; jSj is even and 1 2 Sgof all even cut vectors in Kn; hence, jXj = 2n�2. Then, X provides a counterex-ample to Borsuk's question in the case when1For a polytope P , there is another notion of diameter besides the geometric notion con-sidered here. Namely, the diameter of P is also sometimes de�ned as the diameter of its1-skeleton graph; for instance, the diameter (of the 1-skeleton graph of) the cut polytope is 1(see Section 31.6).



31.1 Disproval of a Conjecture of Borsuk 513(31.1.1) 2n�2Pp�1i=0 �n�1i � >  n2!+ 1:The smallest counterexample occurs in dimension d = �442 � = 946 for n = 44,p = 11. The proof is based on the following result of Nilli [1994].Lemma 31.1.2. Let n = 4p with p odd prime and let E denote the set of vectorsx 2 f�1gn such that x1 = 1 and x has an even number of positive components.If F � E contains no two orthogonal vectors, then jFj �Pp�1p=0 �n�1i �.Proof. Observe that the scalar product of two elements a; b 2 E is divisible by 4.Hence, by the assumption, aT b 6� 0 (mod p) for any a 6= b 2 F . For each a 2 F ,we consider the polynomial Pa in the variables X1; : : : ;Xn de�ned byPa(X) := p�1Yi=1( nXj=1 ajXj � i):Then,(i) Pa(b) � 0 (mod p) for all a 6= b 2 F ,(ii) Pa(a) 6� 0 (mod p) for all a 2 F :Let Qa denote the polynomial obtained from Pa by developing it and repeatedlyreplacing the product X2i by 1 for each i = 1; : : : ; n. Hence, Qa(x) = Pa(x) forall x 2 f�1gn. Therefore, Qa also satis�es the relations (i),(ii) above. Theserelations permit to check that the set fQa j a 2 Fg is linearly independent overthe �eld GF (p). Hence, jFj is less than or equal to the dimension of the spaceof polynomials in n�1 variables (as x1 = 1) of degree at most p�1 over GF (p),which is precisely Pp�1i=0 �n�1i �.We now show that the set X of all even cut vectors cannot be partitionedinto d + 1 subsets of smaller diameter. It turns out to be more convenient towork with �1-valued vectors rather than with the (0; 1)-valued cut vectors. Inother words, we show that the setX1 := fxxT j x 2 Egcannot be partitioned into d + 1 subsets of smaller diameter if the condition(31.1.1) holds (E is de�ned as in Lemma 31.1.2). (Note that xxT is the n � nsymmetric matrix with entries xixj and, thus, all its diagonal entries are equalto 1. Hence, the vectors xxT (x 2 f�1gn) lie, in fact, in the space of dimensiond.) Given x; y 2 E , we have(k xxT � yyT k2)2 = 2n2 � 2(xT y)2 � 2n2with equality if xT y = 0. Hence, the diameter of X1 is equal to np2. Supposethat X1 is partitioned into s subsets Y 1[ : : :[Y s, where each Y i has diameter <np2. Then, no two vectors in Y i are orthogonal. We deduce from Lemma 31.1.2



514 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesthat jY ij �Pp�1j=0 �n�1j � for all i. This implies that 2n�2 � sPp�1j=0 �n�1j �. There-fore, the condition (31.1.1) implies that s > �n2� + 1 = d + 1. This shows that,under the condition (31.1.1), the set X1 (or X) cannot be partitioned into d+1subsets of smaller diameter.31.2 Inequalities for Angles of VectorsLet v1; : : : ; vn be n unit vectors in Rm (m � 1). Set�ij := arccos(vTi vj) for 1 � i < j � n:We consider the question of determining valid inequalities that are satis�ed bythe angles �ij. A classical result in 3-dimensional geometry asserts that�12 � �13 + �23; �13 � �12 + �23; �23 � �12 + �13; �12 + �13 + �23 � 2�for the pairwise angles among three vectors in R3 (see Theorem 31.2.2 below).Observe that the above inequalities are nothing but the triangle inequalities (forthe variable �� ). An analogue result holds in any dimensionm � 3, as was shownin Theorem 6.4.5. We repeat the result here for convenience.Theorem 31.2.1. Let v1; : : : ; vn be n unit vectors in Rm (n � 3, m � 1).Let a 2 REn and a0 2 R such that the inequality aTx � a0 is valid for the cutpolytope CUT2n . Then, X1�i<j�naij arccos(vTi vj) � �a0:Therefore, the valid inequalities for the cut polytope CUT2n have the followingnice interpretation: They yield valid inequalities for the pairwise angles amonga set of n unit vectors. A whole wealth of such inequalities have been presentedin the preceding paragraphs. As an example,X1�i<j�n arccos(vTi vj) � �n2 � �n2� �for any n unit vectors v1; : : : ; vn. The question of determining the maximumvalue for the sum of pairwise angles among a set of vectors was �rst asked byFejes T�oth [1959]; he conjectured that the above inequality holds and provedthat this is the case for n � 6. The even case n = 2p was settled by Sperling[1960] and the general case by Kelly [1970b].In dimension m = 3 the statement from Theorem 31.2.1 can be, in fact,formulated as an equivalence2.Theorem 31.2.2. The following assertions are equivalent for �; �;  2 [0; �].2This fact has been known since long; see, e.g., Blumenthal [1953] (Lemma 43.1), or Berger[1987] (Corollary 18.6.10) or, more recently, Barrett, Johnson and Tarazaga [1993].



31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion Problem 515(i) The matrix A := 0@ 1 cos� cos �cos� 1 cos cos � cos  1 1Ais positive semide�nite.(ii) There exist three unit vectors v1; v2; v3 2 R3 such that � = arccos(vT1 v2),� = arccos(vT1 v3) and  = arccos(vT2 v3).(iii) � � � + , � � �+ ,  � �+ � and �+ � +  � 2�.Proof. Clearly, (i) () (ii). Now, detA can be expressed as:detA = 1 + 2 cos� � cos � � cos  � cos2 �� cos2 � � cos2 = �1� cos2 � � cos2  + cos2 � � cos2 �� �cos2 �+ cos2 � � cos2  � 2 cos� � cos � � cos �= (1� cos2 �)(1� cos2 )� (cos�� cos � � cos )2= sin2 � � sin2  � (cos�� cos � � cos )2= (cos(� � )� cos�) � (cos�� cos(� + ))Hence, A � 0 () detA � 0 () j� � j � � � � +  � 2� � �; which isequivalent to (iii).Some generalizations of this result will be presented in the next subsection;see, in particular, Theorem 31.3.7.31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion ProblemWe consider here the elliptope En and its projections on subsets of the entries.We recall from Section 28.4 thatEn = fY n� n symmetric matrix j Y � 0; yii = 1 8i = 1; : : : ; ng:Given a subset E of En := fij j 1 � i < j � ng, consider the graph G := (Vn; E)and the projection E(G) of En on the subspace RE , i.e.,E(G) := fx 2 RE j 9Y = (yij) 2 En such that xij = yij 8ij 2 Eg:Hence, En and E(Kn) are in one-to-one correspondence as the elements of E(Kn)are precisely the upper triangular parts of the matrices in En.Given a graph G = (Vn; E) and x 2 RE , denote by X the partial symmetricn�n matrix whose o�-diagonal entries are speci�ed only on the positions corre-sponding to edges in G (and the symmetric ones); the ijth-entry of X is xij forij 2 E and the diagonal entries of X are all equal to 1. Then, x 2 E(G) if andonly if the partial matrix X can be completed to a positive semide�nite matrix.Hence, the positive semide�nite completion problem, which was introduced inSection 28.4, is the problem of testing membership in the elliptope E(G).



516 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesThis problem has received a lot of attention in the literature, especially withinthe community of linear algebra. This is due, in particular, to its many appli-cations (e.g., to probability and statistics, engineering, etc.) and to its closeconnection with other important matrix properties such as Euclidean distancematrices. (See, e.g., the survey of Johnson [1990] for a broad survey on com-pletion problems.) We present here some results about the positive semide�nitecompletion problem that are most relevant to the topic of this book, namely, tocut and semimetric polyhedra. Indeed, it turns out that, for some graphs, theelliptope E(G) has a closed form description involving the cut and semimetricpolytopes of G. We give here a compact presentation covering results obtainedby several authors. The exposition in this section as well as in the next Section31.4 follows essentially the survey paper by Laurent [1997b].31.3.1 ResultsLet G = (Vn; E) be a graph and let x 2 RE with corresponding partial matrixX. Clearly, if x 2 E(G) then every principal submatrix of X whose entries areall speci�ed is positive semide�nite. In other words, if K � Vn induces a cliquein G then the projection xK of x on the edge set of G[K] belongs to the elliptopeE(K) of the clique K. (Here, we use the same letter K for denoting the cliqueas a node set or as a graph.) Hence,(31.3.1) xK 2 E(K) for each clique K in Gis a necessary condition for x 2 E(G), called clique condition. Another necessarycondition for membership in E(G) can be deduced from the result in Section 31.2.Clearly, all the components of x 2 E(G) belong to the interval [�1; 1]; hence, xcan be parametrized asx = cos(�a); i.e.; xe = cos(�ae) for all e 2 E;where 0 � ae � 1 for all e 2 E. Then, Theorem 31.2.1 can be reformulated asE(Kn) � cos(�CUT2n ) := fcos(�a) j a 2 CUT2ng:By taking the projections of both sides on the subspace RE indexed by the edgeset of G, we obtainE(G) � cos(�CUT2(G)) := fcos(�a) j a 2 CUT2(G)g:In other words,(31.3.2) a 2 CUT2(G)is a necessary condition for x = cos(�a) 2 E(G), called cut condition. AsCUT2(G) � MET2(G) (by (27.3.1)) we deduce that(31.3.3) a 2 MET2(G)



31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion Problem 517is also a necessary condition for x = cos(�a) 2 E(G), called metric condition.None of the conditions (31.3.1), (31.3.2), or (31.3.3) su�ces for characterizingE(G) in general. For instance, let C = (Vn; E) be a circuit on n � 4 nodes andlet x 2 RE be de�ned by xe := 1 for all edges except xe := �1 for one edge of C.Then, x satis�es (31.3.1) but x 62 E(C). As another example, consider the 4� 4matrixX with diagonal entries 1 and with o�-diagonal entries �12 . Then, X 62 E4(as X is not positive semide�nite because Xe = �12e, where e denotes the allones vector). Hence, the vector x := (�12 ; : : : ;�12) 2 RE(K4 ) does not belong toE(K4), while 1� arccos x = (23 ; : : : ; 23) belongs to MET2(K4) = CUT2(K4).Hence arises the question of characterizing the graphs G for which the con-ditions (31.3.1), (31.3.2), (31.3.3) (taken together or separately) su�ce for thedescription of E(G). Let PK (resp. PM , PC) denote the class of graphs G forwhich the clique condition (31.3.1) (resp. the metric condition (31.3.3), the cutcondition (31.3.2)) is su�cient for the description of E(G).We start with the description of the class PK . Recall that a graph is saidto be chordal if every circuit of length � 4 has a chord. We will also use thefollowing characterization from Dirac [Di61]: A graph is chordal if and only if itcan be obtained from cliques by means of clique sums.Clearly, every graph G 2 PK must be chordal. (For, suppose that C is achordless circuit in G of length � 4; de�ne x 2 RE by setting xe := 1 for alledges e in C except xe0 := �1 for one edge e0 in C, and xe := 0 for all remainingedges in G. Then, x satis�es (31.3.1) but x 62 E(G).) Grone, Johnson, S�a, andWolkowicz [1984] show that PK consists precisely of the chordal graphs. Namely,Theorem 31.3.4. For a graph G = (V;E), we haveE(G) = fx 2 RE j xK 2 E(K) 8K clique in Ggif and only if G is chordal.The proof relies upon Lemma 31.3.5 below, since cliques belong trivially to PKand every chordal graph can be build from cliques by taking clique sums.Lemma 31.3.5. The class PK is closed under taking clique sums.Proof. Let G = (V;E) be the clique sum of two graphs G1 = (V1; E1) andG2 = (V2; E2). Suppose that G1; G2 2 PK ; we show that G 2 PK . For this,let x 2 RE such that xK 2 E(K) for every clique K in G. Then, for i = 1; 2,the projection of x on the subspace REi belongs to E(Gi) and, thus, can becompleted to a positive semide�nite matrix of order jVij. Hence, we can �ndvectors uj 2 Rk (j 2 V1) and vj 2 Rk (j 2 V2) such that xij = uTi uj for alli; j 2 V1 and xij = vTi vj for all i; j 2 V2. Now, by looking at the values on thecommon clique V1 \ V2, we have that uTi uj = vTi vj for all i; j 2 V1 \ V2. Hence,there exists an orthogonal k� k matrix A such that Aui = vi for all i 2 V1 \ V2.



518 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesNow, the Gram matrix of the system of vectors: Aui (i 2 V1), vi (i 2 V2 n V1)provides a positive semide�nite completion of x, which shows that x 2 E(G).
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51Figure 31.3.6: The elliptope E(K3) of the complete graph on 3 nodesWe now turn to the description of the classes PM and PC . Obviously,PM � PC :By Theorem 31.2.2 the graph K3 belongs to PM . In other words, E(K3) =cos(�MET23 ). Thus, E(K3) is a `deformation' via the cosine mapping of the3-dimensional simplex MET23 ; see Figure 31.3.6 for a picture of the elliptopeE(K3). As was observed earlier, the graph K4 does not belong to PC . Laurent[1996b] shows that the classes PM and PC are identical and consist precisely ofthe graphs with no K4-minor.Theorem 31.3.7. The following assertions are equivalent for a graph G:(i) E(G) = fx = cos(�a) j a 2 CUT2(G)g.(ii) E(G) = fx = cos(�a) j a 2 MET2(G)g.(iii) G has no K4-minor.The proof relies essentially upon the following decomposition result for graphswith no K4-minor3 4 (see Du�n [1965]): A graph G has no K4-minor if and3A graph with no K4-minor is also known under the name of (simple) series-parallel graph.We stress `simple' as series-parallel graphs are allowed in general to contain loops and multipleedges. But, here, we consider only simple graphs.4From this follows that every graph with no K4-minor is a subgraph of a chordal graph (onthe same node set) containing no clique of size 4.



31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion Problem 519only if G = K3, or G is a subgraph of a clique k-sum (k = 0; 1; 2) of two smallergraphs (i.e., with less nodes than G), each having no K4-minor. We state twointermediary results.
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?Figure 31.3.8Lemma 31.3.9. Each of the classes PM and PC is closed under taking minors.Proof. Let G = (V;E) be a graph on n = jV j nodes, let e = uv be an edge in Gand let G0 be the graph obtained from G by deleting or contracting the edge e.We show that G0 2 PM (resp. G0 2 PC) whenever G 2 PM (resp. G 2 PC).We �rst consider the case when G0 = Gne is obtained by deleting e. Wesuppose �rst that G 2 PM ; we show that G0 2 PM . For this, let a 2 MET2(G0);we show that cos(�a) 2 E(G0). Let b 2 MET2(G) whose projection on the edgeset of G0 is a. Then, cos(�b) 2 E(G) as G 2 PM , which implies that its projectioncos(�a) on the edge set of G0 belongs to E(G0).Suppose now that G 2 PC ; we show that G0 2 PC . The reasoning is similar.Indeed, if a 2 CUT2(G0), let b 2 CUT2(G) whose projection on the edge set ofG0 is a; then, cos(�b) 2 E(G) which implies that cos(�a) 2 E(G0).We consider now the case when G0 = G=e is obtained by contracting edge e.Let w denote the node of G0 obtained by contraction of edge e = uv. The proofis based on the following simple observation: Given a 2 RE0 de�ne b 2 RE bysetting buv := 0, biu := aiw if i is adjacent to u in G, biv := aiw if i is adjacent tov in G, and bf := af for all remaining edges f of G. Then, b 2 MET2(G) (resp.b 2 CUT2(G)) whenever a 2 MET2(G0) (resp. a 2 CUT2(G0)). Suppose thatG 2 PM , let a 2 MET2(G0) and let b 2 MET2(G0) be de�ned as above. Then,cos(�b) 2 E(G). Hence, there exists a matrix B 2 En extending cos(�b). If Adenotes the matrix obtained from B by deleting the row and column indexed byu and renaming v as w, then A 2 En�1 and A extends cos(�a), which shows thatcos(�a) 2 E(G0). The proof is identical in the case of PC .Lemma 31.3.10. The class PM is closed under taking clique sums.Proof. Let G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2) be two graphs in PM such thatK := V1\V2 induces a clique in both G1 and G2 and there are no edges between



520 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesV1 nV2 and V2 nV1. Let G = (V1[V2; E1[E2) denote their clique sum. We showthat G 2 PM . For this, let a 2 MET2(G). The projection ai of a on REi belongsto MET2(Gi), which implies that cos(�ai) 2 E(Gi) for i = 1; 2. Hence, thereexists a matrix Ai 2 Eni (ni := jVij) extending cos(�ai). Consider the partialsymmetric matrix M shown in Figure 31.3.8, whose entries muv (u 2 V1 n V2,v 2 V2 n V1) remain to be speci�ed. Hence, the entries of M are speci�ed onthe graph H de�ned as the clique sum (along K) of two complete graphs withrespective node sets V1 and V2. As H is chordal, we deduce from Theorem 31.3.4that M can be completed to a positive semide�nite matrix. This shows thatcos(�a) 2 E(G) as M extends cos(�a).Proof of Theorem 31.3.7. As PM � PC , it su�ces to verify that a graph inPC has no K4-minor and that a graph with no K4-minor belongs to PM . Thestatement that a graph in PC has no K4-minor follows from Lemma 31.3.9 andthe fact that K4 62 PC . Conversely, suppose that G has no K4-minor. We showthat G 2 PM by induction on the number of nodes. If G = K3 then G 2 PMby Theorem 31.2.2. Otherwise, G is a subgraph of a clique sum of two smallergraphs G1 and G2 with no K4-minors. Now, G1 and G2 belong to PM by theinduction assumption. This implies that G 2 PM , using Lemmas 31.3.9 and31.3.10.Let us now consider the class PKM (resp. PKC) consisting of the graphs Gfor which the clique and metric conditions (31.3.1), (31.3.3) (resp. the cliqueand cut conditions (31.3.1), (31.3.2)) taken together su�ce for the descriptionof E(G). In view of the above results, it su�ces here to assume that the cliquecondition (31.3.1) holds for all cliques of size � 4. Obviously,PKM � PKC :In fact, the two classes PKM and PKC coincide. Several equivalent characteri-zations for the graphs in this class are known; they are presented below. First,we need some de�nitions.Call splitting the converse operation to that of contracting an edge; hence,splitting a node u in a graph means replacing u by two adjacent nodes u0 andu00 and replacing every edge uv in an arbitrary manner, either by u0v, or by u00v(but in such a way that each of u0 and u00 is adjacent to at least one node).(This operation can be seen as a special case of the splitting operation de�nedin Section 26.5.) See Figure 31.3.12 for an example. Subdividing an edge e = uvmeans inserting a new node w and replacing edge e by the two edges uw and wv.Hence, this is a special case of splitting. A graph that can be constructed froma given graph G by subdividing its edges is called a homeomorph of G. Notethat splitting a node of degree 2 or 3 amounts to subdividing one of the edgesincident to that node. (Therefore, homeomorphs of K4 and splittings of K4 arethe same notions; in particular, a graph has noK4-minor if and only if it containsno homeomorph of K4 as a subgraph.) Figure 31.3.11 shows a homeomorph ofK4; the dotted lines indicate paths.
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Figure 31.3.11: A homeomorph of K4Let Wn := rCn�1 denote the wheel on n nodes, obtained by adding a newnode adjacent to all nodes of a circuit of length n � 1. Hence, W4 = K4.Figure 31.3.12 (a) shows the wheel W7 and (c) shows the graph dW4 obtainedfrom K4 by splitting one node. Clearly, Wn (n � 5) and any splitting of Wn(n � 4) do not belong to PKC (by Theorem 31.3.7, since these graphs do notcontain cliques of size 4 while having a K4-minor).
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Figure 31.3.12: (a) The wheel W7; (b) Splitting node u in W7;(c) The graph dW4Several equivalent characterizations for the graphs in PKM have been dis-covered by Barrett, Johnson and Loewy [1996]; more precisely, they show theequivalence of assertions (i), (iii), (iv), (v) in Theorem 31.3.13 below. Buildingupon their result, Johnson and McKee [1996] show the equivalence of (i) and(vi); in other words, the graphs in PKM arise from the graphs in PK and PMby taking clique sums. Laurent [1996c] observes moreover the equivalence of (i)and (ii); hence, the two classes PKM and PKC coincide even though the cutcondition (31.3.2) is stronger than the metric condition (31.3.3). We delay theproof of the next result till Section 31.3.2.Theorem 31.3.13. The following assertions are equivalent for a graph G:(i) G 2 PKM , i.e., E(G) consists of the vectors x = cos(�a) such that a 2MET2(G) and xK 2 E(K) for every clique K in G.(ii) G 2 PKC , i.e., E(G) consists of the vectors x = cos(�a) such that a 2CUT2(G) and xK 2 E(K) for every clique K in G.(iii) No induced subgraph of G is Wn (n � 5) or a splitting of Wn (n � 4).



522 Chapter 31. Geometric Properties(iv) Every induced subgraph of G that contains a homeomorph of K4 containsa clique of size 4.(v) There exists a chordal graph G0 containing G as a subgraph and having nonew clique of size 4.(vi) G can be obtained by means of clique sums from chordal graphs and graphswith no K4-minor.We close the section with a result concerning the graphs whose elliptope isa polytope. It turns out that this occurs only in the most trivial case, whenE(G) = [�1; 1]E . Set Qn := Conv(xxT j x 2 f�1gn)and, for a graph G = (Vn; E), let Q(G) denote the projection of Qn on thesubspace RE indexed by the edge set of G. Hence, Qn (resp. Q(G)) is nothingbut the image of the cut polytope CUT2n (resp. CUT2(G)) under the mappingx 7! 1� 2x. Clearly, Qn � En; Q(G) � E(G):The following result of Laurent [1996b] characterizes the graphs for which equal-ity Q(G) = E(G) holds; its proof is along the same lines as that of Theo-rem 31.3.7.Theorem 31.3.14. For a graph G, equality Q(G) = E(G) holds if and only ifG has no K3-minor, i.e., if G is a forest. Then, E(G) = [�1; 1]E .As the class of graphs G for which E(G) is a polytope is closed under takingminors, we deduce:Corollary 31.3.15. The elliptope E(G) of a graph G is a polytope if and onlyif G is a forest; then, E(G) = [�1; 1]E .31.3.2 Characterizing Graphs with Excluded Induced WheelsWe give here the full proof5 of Theorem 31.3.13, which states several equivalentcharacterizations for the graphs containing no splittings of wheels as inducedsubgraphs. We show the following implications:(ii) =) (iii) =) (iv) =) (v) =) (i) and (i) () (vi),the implication (i) =) (ii) being obvious.5The proof given here follows the exposition in Laurent [1997b]. It is based essentially onthe original proofs of Barrett, Johnson and Loewy [1996] and Johnson and McKee [1996] .However, several parts have been simpli�ed and shortened; in particular, the implications (iv)=) (v) =) (i).



31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion Problem 523The following notion of `path avoiding a clique' will be useful in the proof.Let G = (V;E) be a graph, let K be a clique in G and let a 2 K, x 2 V nK. Apath P joining the two nodes a and x is said to avoid the clique K if P containsno other node of K besides a.We start with some preliminary results.Lemma 31.3.16. The class PKC is closed under taking induced subgraphs.Proof. Suppose G = (V;E) belongs to PKC and let H = G[U ] be an inducedsubgraph of G, where U � V . We show that H 2 PKC . Let x be a vector indexedby the edge set of H satisfying (31.3.1) and (31.3.2); we show that x 2 E(H).For this we extend x to a vector y indexed by the edge set of G by settingyuv := 0 for an edge uv 2 E with u 2 U , v 2 V n U and yuv := 1 for an edgeuv 2 E contained in V n U . It is clear that y satis�es (31.3.1). By assumption,a := 1� arccos x 2 CUT2(H); we verify that b := 1� arccos y 2 CUT2(G). Indeed,say a = XS�U �S�H(S)where �S � 0, PS �S = 1. Then,b = 12 XS�U �S (�G(S) + �G(U n S)) ;which shows that b 2 CUT2(G). Hence, y satis�es (31.3.2). Therefore, y 2 E(G)which implies that x 2 E(H).Lemma 31.3.17. The class PKM is closed under taking clique sums.We omit the proof which is analogue to that of Lemma 31.3.10.Lemma 31.3.18. Let G = (V;E) be a graph in which every induced subgraphcontaining a homeomorph of K4 also contains a clique of size 4. Let K be aclique in G with jKj � 4, let a; b; c 2 K, v 2 V nK, and let Pa (resp. Pb, Pc) bea path from a (resp. from b, c) to v avoiding the clique K. Then, there exists anode w 2 V nK lying on one of the paths Pa, Pb or Pc which is adjacent to allthree nodes a, b and c.Proof. Let W denote the set of nodes lying on the paths Pa, Pb or Pc. Clearly,there is a path avoiding K from every node w 2 W to each node in fa; b; cg.For w 2 W , de�ne d(w) as the smallest sum jQaj + jQbj + jQcj, where Qa, Qb,Qc are paths avoiding K that join w to a, b, c, respectively, in the graph G[W ].Suppose w is a node in W for which d(w) is minimum and let Qa, Qb, Qc bethe corresponding paths, as de�ned above. Let W0 �W denote the set of nodeslying on Qa, Qb or Qc. Then,V (Qa) \ V (Qb) = V (Qa) \ V (Qc) = V (Qb) \ V (Qc) = fwg:



524 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesIndeed, if z is a node in V (Qa) \ V (Qb) distinct from w, then it is easy to seethat d(z) < d(w). Hence, the three paths Qa, Qb, Qc together with the edges ab,ac and bc form a homeomorph of K4 contained in G[W0]. By the assumption,G[W0] must contain a clique S of size 4. We show thatS = fw; a; b; cg:Suppose that w 62 S. Then, S contains two nodes r; s that lie on a commonpath, say, on Qa; say, w; r; s; a lie in that order along Qa. Let t 2 S n fr; sg. Wecan suppose that t lies on Qb (as t does not lie on Qa, by minimality of d(w)).Then, t = b (else, we would have d(t) < d(w)). Hence, S is of the form fr; s; b; cgwhich implies that d(r) < d(w), a contra diction. Therefore, the set S containsw; so, S = fw; r; s; tg where r; s; t lie on Qa; Qb; Qc; respectively. Now, r = a(else, d(r) < d(w)); similarly, s = b and t = c. This shows that S = fw; a; b; cg.Proposition 31.3.19. Let G = (V;E) be a graph satisfying the following con-ditions:(i) Every induced subgraph of G containing a homeomorph of K4 contains aclique of size 4.(ii) G contains a clique of size 4.(iii) For every maximal clique K in G, a 2 K and v 2 V n K, there exists apath avoiding K from a to v.Then, G is chordal.Proof. We show the result by induction on the number n of nodes in G. Theresult holds trivially if n = 4 (as G = K4). Let n � 5 and let K be a maximalclique in G of size � 4. We can assume that the subgraph G[V nK] induced byV nK is connected. (Else, letting W1; : : : ;Wp denote the connected componentsofG[V nK], thenGi := G[K[Wi] is chordal for each i = 1; : : : ; p, by the inductionassumption. Hence, G is chordal as it is a clique sum of chordal graphs.) Weshow that K = V , i.e., that G is a complete graph. For this, suppose K 6= V .For each x 2 V nK, let N(x) denote the set of nodes in K that are adjacent tox. We claim:(a) If x; y 2 V nK are adjacent and if N(x) 6� N(y); N(y) 6� N(x);then N(x) \N(y) = ;; jN(x)j = jN(y)j = 1:Indeed, let a 2 N(x) nN(y) and b 2 N(y) nN(x). Suppose �rst that there existsc 2 N(x) \ N(y). Then, the subgraph of G induced by fa; b; c; x; yg containsa homeomorph of K4 but no clique of size 4, contradicting (i). If jN(x)j � 2,we obtain again a contradiction with (i) by choosing now c in N(x) n fag. Thisshows (a). Next, we have:(b) If x 2 V nK and jN(x)j = 1; then N(x) � N(y) for some y 2 V nK:



31.3 The Positive Semide�nite Completion Problem 525Say, N(x) = fag. Let b; c 2 K n fag and let Pa, Pb, Pc be paths from x to a, b,c, respectively, that avoid K. By Lemma 31.3.18, there exists a node y 2 V nKlying on one of these paths which is adjacent to a, b and c. Hence, N(x) � N(y).Call a set N(x) (x 2 V nK) maximal if N(x) = N(y) whenever N(x) � N(y)for y 2 V nK. We show:(c) Let x 6= y 2 V nK for which N(x) and N(y) are both maximal.Then, N(x) = N(y):Suppose that N(x) 6= N(y). Then, by (a) and (b), x and y are not adjacent. Let(x; z1; : : : ; zp; y) be a path of shortest length joining x and y in G[V nK]. Then,N(z1) � N(x) and N(zp) � N(y). Let us �rst assume that N(zi) 6� N(x) forsome i = 1; : : : ; p. Let i be the smallest such index. Then, N(z1)[: : :[N(zi�1) �N(x) and N(zi) 6� N(x). Let a 2 N(x) nN(zi) and b 2 N(zi) nN(x). We claimthat N(z1) [ : : : [ N(zi�1) � fag. For, suppose that there exists an elementa0 2 N(z1) [ : : : [N(zi�1) with a0 6= a. Then, applying Lemma 31.3.18, we �nda node w 2 fx; z1; : : : ; zi�1; zig which is adjacent to all three nodes a, b and a0.This implies that w = zj (j < i) and, thus, b 2 N(zj) � N(x), a contradiction.Therefore, N(z1) [ : : : [N(zi�1) � fag. Let c 2 N(x) n fag; then the subgraphof G induced by fa; b; c; x; z1; : : : ; zi�1; zig contains a homeomorph of K4 but noclique of size 4, contradicting (i). When N(zi) 6� N(y) for some i = 1; : : : ; p,we obtain a contradiction in the same manner as above. Hence, we have thatN(z1) [ : : : [N(zp) � N(x) \N(y). Taking a 2 N(x) nN(y), b 2 N(y) nN(x),c 2 N(x) n fag, the subgraph of G induced by fa; b; c; x; z1; : : : ; zp; yg contains ahomeomorph of K4 but no clique of size 4, yielding again a contradiction. Hence,(c) holds.We can now conclude the proof. Let N(x0) denote the unique maximal setof the form N(x) (x 2 V nK). Then, N(x0) = K (by (iii)). Hence, K [ fx0g isa clique, which contradicts the maximality of K.Proof of Theorem 31.3.13.The implication (ii) =) (iii) follows from Lemma 31.3.16 since Wn (n � 5) anda splitting of Wn (n � 4) do not belong to PKC . The implication (vi) =) (i)follows from Lemma 31.3.17 and the fact that chordal graphs and graphs withno K4-minor belong to PKM .(v) =) (i) Suppose G = (V;E) is a graph satisfying (v). Let G0 = (V;E0) bea chordal graph such that E � E0 and every clique of size 4 in G0 is, in fact,a clique in G. We show that G 2 PKM . For this, let x = cos(�a) 2 RE suchthat a 2 MET2(G) and xK 2 E(K) for all cliques K in G. Let b 2 MET2(G0)extending a and set y := cos(�b). Then, y satis�es the clique condition (31.3.1)(as yK = xK 2 E(K) for each clique K of size � 4 in G0). As G0 is chordal, wededuce that y 2 E(G0) and, thus, x 2 E(G).(iii) =) (iv) SupposeG = (V;E) is a graph for which there exists a subset U � Vsuch that G[U ] contains a homeomorph of K4 and contains no clique of size 4.Choose such U of minimum cardinality; set G0 := G[U ] := (U;E0). Moreover, let



526 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesH = (W;F ) be a homeomorph of K4 contained in G0 having minimum numberof edges. Then, W = U (by minimality of jU j) and H 6= K4 (by assumption).To �x ideas, suppose H is the graph shown in Figure 31.3.11; so, H consists ofthe six paths Pab, Pac; Pbc, Pad, Pbd and Pcd (where Pab denotes the path joiningthe nodes a and b, etc.); let us refer to the nodes a; b; c; d as the `corners' of H.We show that G0 is a wheel or a splitting of a wheel. This is obvious ifjE0 n F j � 1. So, we can suppose that jE0 n F j � 2. A �rst observation is:(a) The end nodes of an edge e 2 E0 n F do not lie on a common path in H:Indeed, suppose that the end nodes x and y of e lie, say, on the path Pab. LetPab(x; y) denote the subpath of Pab joining x and y. Then, the graph obtainedfromH by deleting Pab(x; y) and adding the edge e is again a homeomorph of K4contained in G0 but having less edges than H. This contradicts the minimalityof H. Hence, (a) holds.There are two possibilities for an edge e = xy 2 E0 n F : Either, (I) e lieswithin a face of H (i.e., x and y lie on two paths in H sharing a common endnode) or, (II) e connects two disjoint paths in H. We make two observations:(b) Let e = xy 2 E0 n F where x; y are internal nodes in Pab; Pcd;respectively. Then, jPacj = jPbcj = jPadj = jPbdj = 1:Indeed, suppose jPacj > 1. Then, the graph obtained from H by adding e anddeleting Pac is a homeomorph of K4 (with corners x; y; b; d) contained in G0 withless edges than H. Similarly,(c) Let e = xy 2 E0 n F lying in a face of H: Say, x; y lie on Pab; Pac;respectively. Then, (ci) xa; ya 2 E; jPbcj = jPbdj = jPcdj = 1;or (cii) y = c; jPacj = jPbcj == jPcdj = 1;or (ciii) x = b; jPabj = jPbcj = jPbdj = 1:Suppose �rst that there exists an edge e 2 E0 nF of type (II). Say, e = xy wherex; y are internal nodes on Pab; Pcd, respectively. Let e0 = x0y0 be another edgein E0 n F . Then, e0 is of type (I). (Indeed, if e0 is of type (II) then e0 connectsthe same paths Pab and Pcd - this follows from (b) and the fact that H 6= K4.Say, x 6= x0 and d; y0; y; c lie in that order along Pcd. Then, adding e; e0 to H anddeleting Pad; Pbd and the subpath Pcd(d; y0) creates a homeomorph of K4 withless edges than H.) We can suppose without loss of generality that e0 lies withinthe face of H containing a; b; c. By (c), e0 is of the form cz where z lies on Pab.Say, z lies between a and x. Then, adding e; e0 to H and deleting Pad, Pac andPab(a; z) creates a smaller homeomorph of K4 than H.Hence, we can now suppose that every edge in E0 n F is of type (I), i.e., lieswithin a face of H. If E0 nF contains an edge as in (ci), then it is easy to see thatone can always �nd a smaller homeomorph of K4 in G0. Hence, we can supposethat all edges in E0 n F are as in (cii) or (ciii). Let e = cx 2 E0 n F , where xis an internal node of Pab. This implies easily that every other edge e0 2 E0 n F



31.4 The Euclidean Distance Matrix Completion Problem 527is of the form cz, where z lies on Pab, Pbd or Pad. Therefore, G0 is a wheel or asplitting of a wheel.(iv) =) (v) Suppose that G satis�es the assumption (iv). We show that (v) holdsby induction on the number of nodes in G. We can suppose that G contains ahomeomorph of K4; else, the result holds. By (iv), G has a clique of size 4. Wecan suppose, moreover, that there exist a maximal clique K in G, a0 2 K, andx0 2 V n K such that no path avoiding K from a to x exists; for, if not, G ischordal by Proposition 31.3.19 and we are done. Let S denote the set of nodesb 2 K for which there exists a path from x0 to b avoiding K. Moreover, letT denote the set of nodes x 2 V n K that can be joined to all nodes of S bysome path avoiding K, and that cannot be joined to any other point of K n Sby a path avoiding K. Then, S 6= K (as a0 62 S) and T 6= ; (as x0 2 T ).Moreover, there is no edge between T and (V nK) n T , or K n S. Consider theinduced subgraphs G[S [ T ] and G[V n T ]; both are proper subgraphs of G. Bythe induction assumption, there exists a chordal graph H1 (resp. H2) containingG[S [ T ] (resp. G[V n T ]) as a subgraph and having no new clique of size 4. LetH := H1[H2 denote the graph with edge set E(H1)[E(H2). Then, H containsG as a subgraph. Moreover, H is chordal and H contains no new clique of size4. This follows from the fact that H is, in fact, the clique sum of the two graphsH1 and H2 (along the clique S). Hence, G satis�es (v).(i) =) (vi). Let G be a graph in PKM . We show that G satis�es (vi) by inductionon the number of nodes. We can suppose that G is connected (else, the resultfollows by induction) and that G contains a homeomorph of K4. It su�ces nowto show that G contains a clique cutset, i.e., a clique K such that G[V nK] isdisconnected. If G contains a simplicial6 node v, then the set of neighbors of vforms a clique cutset. Suppose now that G contains no simplicial node. Usingthe implication (i) =) (iv) (already shown above), we know that G contains aclique of size 4. Let K be a maximal clique in G of size � 4 such that G[V nK]is connected (else, we are done). Observe that, for every a 2 K and x 2 V nK,there exists a path from a to x avoiding K. (Indeed, as a is not a simplicial node,a is adjacent to some node w 2 V nK. Now, v and w can be joined by some pathin G[V nK], which yields a path from v to a avoiding K.) Hence, the graph Gsatis�es the conditions (i)-(iii) from Proposition 31.3.19. Therefore, G is chordal.This yields a contradiction as every chordal graph contains a simplicial vertex.This concludes the proof for (i) =) (vi).31.4 The Euclidean Distance Matrix CompletionProblemLet (Vn; d) be a distance space with associated distance matrix D. We remindthat D is said to be a Euclidean distance matrix when (Vn;pd) is isometrically`2-embeddable; that is, when d belongs to the negative type cone NEGn.6A node v in graph G is said to be simplicial if its set of neighbors induces a clique in G.



528 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesGiven a subset E of En = fij j 1 � i < j � ng, consider the graph G =(Vn; E). Denote by NEG(G) the projection of the negative type cone NEGn onthe subspace RE indexed by the edge set E of G. Hence, a vector d = (dij)ij2Ebelongs to NEG(G) if and only if there exist vectors u1; : : : ; un 2 Rm (for somem � 1) such that(31.4.1) qdij =k ui � uj k2 for all ij 2 E:To d 2 RE corresponds a partial symmetricn�nmatrixM = (mij) whose entriesare speci�ed only on the diagonal positions and on the positions correspondingto edges in E; namely,mii := 0 for all i 2 Vn and mij = mji := dij for all ij 2 E.Then, d 2 NEG(G) if the unspeci�ed entries of M can be chosen in such a waythat one obtains a Euclidean distance matrix; that is, if M can be completedto a Euclidean distance matrix. Therefore, the completion problem for partialEuclidean distance matrices is that of characterizing membership in projectionsof the negative type cone.Barvinok [1995] shows that, for d 2 NEG(G), there exists a system of vectorsu1; : : : ; un 2 Rm satisfying (31.4.1) in dimension m bounded by(31.4.2) m � $p8jEj + 1� 12 % :A short proof for this fact can be given using Theorem 31.5.3 from the nextsection.Proof of relation (31.4.2). For d 2 RE we have:9 u1; : : : ; un 2 Rm such that dij = (k ui � uj k2)2 for all ij 2 Em9 symmetric n� n matrix A � 0 with rank � m such thatdij = aii + ajj � 2aij for all ij 2 E.Consider the convex set K := fX j X � 0; xii + xjj � 2xij = dij for ij 2 Eg.If K 6= ; (that is, if d 2 NEG(G)) and if d 6= 0 (then, K has extreme points),then any matrix A 2 K which is an extreme point of K has rank r satisfying�r+12 � � jEj (by Theorem 31.5.3). This condition is equivalent to the inequalityin (31.4.2).We present in this section a closed form description of the projected negativetype cone NEG(G) for several classes of graphs. In fact, one can formulate nec-essary conditions for membership in NEG(G) that are similar to the conditions(31.3.1), (31.3.2) and (31.3.3) considered in Section 31.3 for the positive semidef-inite completion problem. Moreover, these conditions are su�cient for preciselythe same classes of graphs as those coming up in Section 31.3.In a �rst step, we formulate the results concerning the Euclidean distancematrix completion problem. Then, we show how they can be derived from the



31.4 The Euclidean Distance Matrix Completion Problem 529corresponding results for the positive semide�nite completion problem; here areused essentially the techniques on metric transforms developed in Chapter 9.The exposition in this section follows again essentially the survey paper ofLaurent [1997b].31.4.1 ResultsWe formulate here some results for the Euclidean distance matrix completionproblem; proofs are delayed till Section 31.4.2.Let K � Vn be a subset of nodes that induces a clique in G. For d 2 REdenote by dK its projection on the edge set of G[K]. Clearly, if d 2 NEG(G)then dK 2 NEG(K). Therefore, the condition(31.4.3) dK 2 NEG(K) for every clique K in Gis a necessary condition for d 2 NEG(G), again called clique condition. Bakonyiand Johnson [1995] characterize the graphs G for which the condition (31.4.3) issu�cient for the description of NEG(G). They show:Theorem 31.4.4. For a graph G = (Vn; E), we haveNEG(G) = fd 2 RE j dK 2 NEG(K) 8K clique in Ggif and only if G is chordal.The condition (31.4.3) is not su�cient for the description of NEG(G) when Gis not chordal. Indeed, suppose that G has a chordless circuit C of length � 4.Let x 2 RE be de�ned by xe := 0 for all edges e in C except xe0 := 1 for oneedge e0 in C, xij := 1 for all edges ij with i 2 V (C), j 2 V n V (C), and xij := 0for all edges ij with i; j 2 V n V (C). Then, x satis�es (31.4.3) but x 62 NEG(G).Another necessary condition can be easily formulated in terms of the cut cone.Namely, the condition(31.4.5) pd 2 CUT(G)is a necessary condition for d 2 NEG(G), called cut condition; this follows fromthe fact that \`2 =) `1" (recall Proposition 6.4.12) and taking projections.Therefore,(31.4.6) pd 2 MET(G)is also a necessary condition for d 2 NEG(G), called metric condition. Thecondition (31.4.6) characterizes NEG(G) in the case when G = K3. This resulthas, in fact, already been mentioned in Remark 6.2.12; we repeat the proof forclarity.



530 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesLemma 31.4.7. NEG3 = fd 2 R3+ j pd 2 MET3g:Proof. Let d be a distance on V3 and set d12 := a, d13 := b, d23 := c. Let usconsider the image of d under the covariance mapping (pointed at position 3)and the corresponding symmetric matrixP := � b b+c�a2b+c�a2 c � :We use the fact that d 2 NEG3 if and only if P � 0 (recall Figure 6.2.3). Now,P � 0 if and only if detP � 0, i.e., if 4bc � (b + c � a)2 � 0. The lattercondition can be rewritten as: a2 � 2a(b+ c) + (b� c)2 � 0, which is equivalentto b+ c� 2pbc = (pb�pc)2 � a � b+ c+ 2pbc = (pb+pc)2. Hence, we �ndthe condition that pd 2 MET3.More generally, Bakonyi and Johnson [1995] observe that the condition (31.4.6)su�ces for the description of NEG(G) if G is a circuit. In fact, the followingresult holds, which is an analogue of Theorem 31.3.7 (Laurent [1996c]).Theorem 31.4.8. The following assertions are equivalent for a graph G:(i) NEG(G) = fd 2 RE+ j pd 2 CUT(G)g.(ii) NEG(G) = fd 2 RE+ j pd 2 MET(G)g.(iii) G has no K4-minor.The next result identi�es the graphs for which the clique and metric con-ditions (resp. clique and cut conditions) su�ce for the description of the coneNEG(G). The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is due to Johnson, Jones and Kroschel[1995] and that of (ii) and (iii) to Laurent [1996c].Theorem 31.4.9. The following assertions are equivalent for a graph G:(i) NEG(G) = fd 2 RE+ j pd 2 MET(G) and dK 2 NEG(K) 8K clique in Gg:(ii) NEG(G) = fd 2 RE+ j pd 2 CUT(G) and dK 2 NEG(K) 8K clique in Gg:(iii) No induced subgraph of G is a wheel Wn (n � 5) or a splitting of a wheelWn (n � 4).We conclude this section with a result of geometric avor given in Bakonyiand Johnson [1995]; it follows as a direct application of Theorem 31.4.4.Proposition 31.4.10. Let G = (Vn; E) be a chordal graph, let K1; : : : ;Ksdenote its maximal cliques and let d 2 RE , R > 0. Suppose that there existvectors u1; : : : ; un 2 Rn satisfying (i) and (ii):(i) k ui � uj k2= dij for all ij 2 E,



31.4 The Euclidean Distance Matrix Completion Problem 531(ii) for every r = 1; : : : ; s, the vectors ui (i 2 Kr) lie on a sphere of radius R.Then there exist vectors v1; : : : ; vn 2 Rn satisfying (i) and all of them lying on asphere of radius R.31.4.2 Links Between the Two Completion ProblemsThere is an obvious analogy between the above results for the Euclidean dis-tance matrix completion problem and the results from Section 31.3 for the pos-itive semide�nite completion problem. Compare, in particular, Theorems 31.3.4and 31.4.4, as well as Theorems 31.3.7 and 31.4.8, and Theorems 31.3.13 and31.4.9. Following Laurent [1996c], we indicate here how to derive the results forthe Euclidean distance matrix completion problem from those for the positivesemide�nite completion problem.For convenience let us introduce the following classes of graphs: DK (resp.DM , DC) denotes the class of graphs for which the clique condition (31.4.3) (resp.metric condition (31.4.6), cut condition (31.4.5)) su�ces for the description ofNEG(G); and DKM (resp. DKC) denotes the class of graphs for which theclique and metric (resp. clique and cut) conditions taken together su�ce for thedescription of NEG(G).It is also convenient to introduce a notation for the following classes of graphs,already encountered in the previous section. The class Gch consists of all chordalgraphs; the class GK4 consists of the graphs that do not contain K4 as a minor;and the class Gwh consists of the graphs that do not contain a wheel Wn (n � 5)or a splitting of a wheel Wn (n � 4) as an induced subgraph.Proving Theorems 31.4.4, 31.4.8 and 31.4.9 amounts to showing the equali-ties: DK = Gch, DM = DC = GK4, and DKM = DKC = Gwh. For this, it su�cesto verify the inclusions: DK � Gch, PK � DK ; DC � GK4, PM � DM ; andDKC � Gwh, PKM � DKM . We do so in Lemmas 31.4.16 and 31.4.17 below.Crucial for the proof are some links between the negative type cone and theelliptope. A �rst obvious link between the cone NEG(rG) and the elliptopeE(G) is provided by the covariance mapping (as de�ned in (27.3.8)). Namely,given vectors x 2 RE and d 2 RE(rG) satisfying: di;n+1 = 1 for all i 2 Vn anddij = 2� 2xij for all ij 2 E, then(31.4.11) x 2 E(G)() d 2 NEG(rG):Another essential tool is the following property of the Schoenberg transform fromTheorem 9.1.1: For d 2 REn ,(31.4.12) d 2 NEG(Kn)() exp(��d) 2 E(Kn) for all � > 0:



532 Chapter 31. Geometric Properties(We remind that the notation exp(��d) means applying the exponential functioncomponentwise, i.e., exp(��d) = (exp(��dij))ij .) This relation remains valid atthe level of arbitrary graphs. Namely,Proposition 31.4.13. Let G = (Vn; E) be a graph and d 2 RE . The followingassertions are equivalent.(i) d 2 NEG(G).(ii) exp(��d) 2 E(G) for all � > 0.(iii) 1� exp(��d) 2 NEG(G) for all � > 0.Proof. (i) =) (ii) follows from (31.4.12) and taking projections.(ii) =) (iii) Given � > 0, de�ne the vector D 2 RE(rG) by Di;n+1 = 1 for i 2 Vnand Dij = 2 � 2 exp(��dij) for ij 2 E. Then, D 2 NEG(rG) (by relation(31.4.11)) which implies that 1� exp(��d) 2 NEG(G).(iii) =) (i) Let vTx � 0 be a valid inequality for the cone NEG(G). We showthat vTd � 0. By assumption, vT (1 � exp(��d)) � 0. Expanding in series theexponential function, we obtain:vT (1� exp(��d)) =Pij2E vij(Pp�1 (�1)p�1p! �pdpij)=Pp�1 (�1)p�1�pp! Pij2E vijdpij � 0:Dividing by � and, then, letting � �! 0 yields: Pij2E vijdij � 0. This showsthat d 2 NEG(G), as d satis�es all the valid inequalities for NEG(G).From this we can derive the following result7 permitting to link the two metricconditions (31.3.3) and (31.4.6).Lemma 31.4.14. Let G = (Vn; E) be a graph and d 2 RE+ . Then,pd 2 MET(G) =) 1� arccos(e��d) 2 MET2(G) for all � > 0:Proof. Note �rst that it su�ces to show the result in the case when G = Kn (asthe general result will then follow by taking projections). Next, observe that itsu�ces to show the result in the case n = 3 (as MET(Kn) and MET2(Kn)are de�ned by inequalities that involve only three points). Now, we have:pd 2 MET(K3) () d 2 NEG(K3) (by Lemma 31.4.7); d 2 NEG(K3) ()exp(��d) 2 E(K3) for all � > 0 (by Proposition 31.4.13); �nally, exp(��d) 2E(K3)() 1� arccos(e��d) 2 MET2(K3) (by Theorem 31.2.2).One more useful preliminary result is the following.7The implication in Lemma 31.4.14 holds, in fact, as an equivalence. The converse implica-tion can be shown using the mean value theorem applied to the function f(t) = arccos(e�t2)and letting � tend to zero.



31.4 The Euclidean Distance Matrix Completion Problem 533Lemma 31.4.15. Let Wn := rC be a wheel on n nodes, with center u0 andcircuit C. Consider the vector d indexed by the edge set of Wn and de�ned byd(u0; u) := 1 for each node u of C, d(u; v) := 4 for each edge uv of C. Then,d 2 NEG(Wn) () n is odd.Proof. Let x be the vector indexed by the edge set of C and taking value �1on every edge. By (31.4.11), d 2 NEG(Wn) if and only if x 2 E(C). The latterholds if and only if 1� arccos x 2 MET2(C), that is, if and only if C has an evenlength.Lemma 31.4.16. We have: DK � Gch, DC � GK4, and DKC � Gwh.Proof. We show the inclusion: DK � Gch. For this, let G = (V;E) be a non-chordal graph and let C = (V (C); E(C)) be a chordless circuit of length � 4 inG. We de�ne a vector d 2 RE satisfying (31.4.3) and such that d 62 NEG(G)by setting de := 0 for all edges e 2 E(C) except de0 := 1 for one edge e0 in C;de := 1 for every edge e joining a node of C to a node of V n V (C); and de := 0for every edge e joining two nodes of V n V (C).The example from Lemma 31.4.15 above shows that K4 = W4 does not belongto DC . The inclusion: DC � GK4 now follows after noting that DC is closedunder taking minors.We �nally check the inclusion: DKC � Gwh. For this, let G = (V;E) be a graphin DKC and let H := G[U ] be an induced subgraph of G where U � V . Supposein a �rst step that H is a wheel Wn := rC (n � 5) with center u0. Considerthe vector d indexed by the edge set of G and de�ned in the following manner:d takes value 4 on every edge of the circuit C excepet value 0 on one edge ifn is odd; d takes value 1 on every edge joining the center u0 of the wheel to anode of C; d takes value 1 on an edge between a node of C and a node outsidethe wheel; d takes value 0 on every remaining edge (i.e., an edge joining u0 to anode outside the wheel or an edge joining two nodes outside the wheel). Thend satis�es (31.4.3) and d 62 NEG(G) (by Lemma 31.4.15). Moreover d satis�es(31.4.5), i.e., pd 2 CUT(G). Indeed, say C is the circuit (u1; : : : ; un�1). Then,pd = Pn�1i=1 �G(ui) if n is even and pd = �G(fu1; un�1g) +Pn�2i=2 �G(ui) if n isodd and (u1; un�1) is the edge of C on which d takes value 0. Finally, if H is asplitting of a wheel Wn (n � 4), extend the above vector d by assigning value 0to every new edge created during the splitting process.Lemma 31.4.17. PK � DK, PM � DM , and PPM � DKM .Proof. We �rst verify the inclusion: PK � DK . Let G be a graph in PK ; we showthat G 2 DK . For this, let d 2 RE satisfying (31.4.3); we show that d 2 NEG(G).By Proposition 31.4.13, exp(��dK) 2 E(K) for every clique K in G and every� > 0. As G 2 PK , this implies that exp(��d) 2 E(G) for all � > 0. Usingagain Proposition 31.4.13, we obtain that d 2 NEG(G).Suppose now that G 2 PM ; we show that G 2 DM . Let d 2 RE satisfy-



534 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesing (31.4.6), i.e., pd 2 MET(G). Then, by Lemma 31.4.14, 1� arccos(e��d) 2MET2(G) for all � > 0. As G 2 PM , this implies that exp(��d) 2 E(G) for all� > 0. By Proposition 31.4.13, we obtain that d 2 NEG(G).The inclusion PKM � DKM follows by combining the above arguments.31.5 Geometry of the ElliptopeIn Section 28.4.1 was introduced the convex body Jn as a (nonpolyhedral) re-laxation of the cut polytope CUT2n . We remind thatJn = fx 2 REn j X1�i<j�n bibjxij � 14( nXi=1 bi)2 for all b 2 Zng= fx 2 REn j J � 2X � 0gwhere J is the all-ones matrix and, for x 2 REn , X is the symmetric n�nmatrixwith zero diagonal and o�-diagonal entries xij . We also remind that the elliptopeEn is de�ned as the set of n � n symmetric positive semide�nite matrices withan all-ones diagonal. Therefore,x 2 Jn () J � 2X 2 En:Hence, the two convex sets Jn and En are essentially identical (up to the trans-formation x 7! 1� 2x). The convex body Jn is a relaxation of CUT2n , i.e.,CUT2n � Jn:Moreover, Jn provides a good approximation for CUT2n in the sense of opti-mization (recall Theorem 28.4.7). In fact, the convex body Jn presents severalgeometric features, which may explain and provide further insight for its goodbehaviour in optimization. One such property is, for instance, the fact that theonly vertices of Jn are the cut vectors. This result is given below as well as sev-eral other geometric properties. For convenience we will work with the elliptopeEn rather than with Jn itself.We start with recalling some de�nitions. Let K be a convex set in Rd . Givena boundary point x0 of K, its normal cone N(K;x0) is de�ned asN(K;x0) := fc 2 Rd j cTx � cTx0 for all x 2 Kg:Hence, N(K;x0) consists of the normal vectors to the supporting hyperplanes ofK at x0. Then, the supporting cone at x0 is de�ned byC(K;x0) := fx 2 Rd j cTx � 0 for all c 2 N(K;x0)g:The dimension of the normal cone permits to classify the boundary points. Inparticular, a boundary point x0 is called a vertex ofK if its normal cone N(K;x0)is full-dimensional. A subset F � K is a face of K if, for all x 2 F , y; z 2 K and



31.5 Geometry of the Elliptope 5350 � � � 1, x = �y + (1 � �)z implies that y; z 2 F . In particular, an elementx0 2 K is called an extreme point of K if the set fx0g is a face of K. In whatfollows we consider the two convex sets En and Jn. When dealing with En wetake the space of symmetric n�n matrices as ambient space, equipped with theinner product:hA;Bi := nXi;j=1aijbij for two symmetric n� n matrices A;Band, when dealing with Jn, the ambient space is the usual Euclidean spaceR(n+12 ). We remind that Tr A :=Pni=1 aii for an n� n matrix A.We begin with the description of the polar of En and of its normal cones.These results are established by Laurent and Poljak [1995b, 1996a]; proofs canbe found there.Theorem 31.5.1. The polar of En is given by(En)� = fD �M jM � 0;D diagonal matrix with Tr D = 1g:For A 2 En, its normal cone is de�ned byN(En; A) = fD �M jM � 0; hM;Ai = 0;D diagonal matrixg:Moreover, dim N(En; A) = n+ �n�r+12 �, where r is the rank of A.Corollary 31.5.2. The only vertices of En are the `cut matrices' xxT , forx 2 f�1gn. In other words, the convex body Jn has 2n�1 vertices, namely, thecut vectors �(S) for S � Vn.We remind that, given c 2 REn , max(cTx j x 2 Jn) is an upper boundfor the max-cut problem: max(cTx j x 2 CUT2n ). Equality holds between thebound and the max-cut precisely when c belongs to the normal cone of one ofthe cut vectors. That the cut vectors are the only boundary points having a fulldimensional normal cone supports the idea that Jn approximates well CUT2n .From Theorem 31.5.1 one obtains that the supporting cone C(En; A) at A 2 Enis the setfX symmetric n� n j xii = 0 8i = 1; : : : ; n; bTXb � 0 for all b 2 KerAg:In particular, at A = J (the all-ones matrix), the supporting cone is �NEGn.At every other vertex of En, the supporting cone is an a�ne image of the nega-tive type cone NEGn (under the switching mapping). So, this makes one moreconnection between the elliptope and the negative type cone.We now turn to the description of the faces of En. We remind that En isobtained by taking the intersection of the cone PSDn of positive semide�nitematrices with the linear space W := fX j xii = 1 8i = 1; : : : ; ng. The facial



536 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesstructure of the cone PSDn is well understood (see Hill and Waters [1987]). Itis, in some sense, rather simple. Indeed, given a matrix A 2 PSDn with rank rthe smallest face FPSD(A) of PSDn that contains A is given byFPSD(A) = fX 2 PSDn j KerX � KerAg:Hence, FPSD(A) is isomorphic to the cone PSDr and, thus, has dimension �r+12 �.From this follows the description of the faces of En. For A 2 En, the smallestface FE (A) of En that contains A is equal to FPSD(A)\W (as W is the only faceof W ). In other words,FE (A) = fX 2 En j KerX � KerAg:However, computing the dimension of FE (A) requires more care8. This has beendone by Li and Tam [1994]. For convenience, we state their result in a moregeneral setting.Theorem 31.5.3. Let A1; : : : ; Am be n�n symmetric matrices and b1; : : : ; bm 2R. Consider the convex setK := fX 2 PSDn j hX;Aji = bj 8j = 1; : : : ;mg:Let A 2 K and let FK(A) be the smallest face of K that contains A. Supposethat A has rank r and that A = QQT , where Q is an n � r matrix of rank r.Then, dim FK(A) =  r + 12 !� rank fQTAjQ j j = 1; : : : ;mg:Proof. Call a symmetric matrix B a perturbation of A if A � �B 2 K for some� > 0. Then, dim FK(A) is equal to the rank of the set of perturbations of A.We claim:(a) B is a perturbation of A() B = QRQT for some r � r symmetricmatrix R and hB;Aji = 0 for allj = 1; : : : ;m:If B = QRQT then A � �B = Q(I � �R)QT is clearly positive semide�nite if� > 0 is small enough. Moreover, the condition: hB;Aji = 0 for all j ensuresthat A � �B 2 K. Conversely, suppose that B is a perturbation of A. So,A��B 2 K for some � > 0. This implies that hB;Aji = 0 for all j. Complete Qto an n� n nonsingular matrix P . Set C := P�1B(P�1)T ; that is, B = PCP T .Then,A� �B = P � Ir 00 0�P T � �PCP T = P �� Ir 00 0�� ��C11 C12C12 C22 ��P T ;8Here arises also the question of characterizing the linear subspaces V of Rn such thatV � KerA for some A 2 En. Delorme and Poljak [1993b] show that a vector b 2 Rn belongsto the kernel of some matrix A 2 En if and only if b satis�es: jbij � P1�j�n; j 6=i jbj j for alli = 1; : : : ; n. An analogue combinatorial characterization for higher dimensional spaces is notknown.



31.5 Geometry of the Elliptope 537setting C := �C11 C12C12 C22 �. Hence, � Ir 00 0�� ��C11 C12C12 C22 � � 0: This impliesthat C12 = C22 = 0. Therefore, B = QC11QT , where C11 is a symmetric r � rmatrix. Hence, (a) holds.Now, every perturbation of A is of the form B = QRQT with hB;Aji = 0 forall j; that is, hR;QTAiQi = 0 for all j. Hence, the dimension of FK(A) is equalto the dimension of the orthogonal complement of fQTAjQ j j = 1; : : : ;mg inthe space of symmetric r � r matrices. Hence, we have the desired formula fordim FK(A).Corollary 31.5.4. Let A 2 En with rank r, let FE (A) denote the smallestface of En containing A, and suppose that A is the Gram matrix of the vectorsu1; : : : ; un 2 Rr . Then,(31.5.5) dim FE (A) =  r + 12 !� rank fuiuTi j i = 1; : : : ; ng:In particular, one obtains bounds for the rank of extreme matrices9 of En.Corollary 31.5.6. Let A 2 En with rank r. If A is an extreme point of En then�r+12 � � n.Moreover, as we see below, for every r such that �r+12 � � n there exists anextreme matrix in En having rank r. The formula (31.5.5) can be used for �ndingthe possible dimensions for the faces of En, as observed in Laurent and Poljak[1996a]. Namely,Proposition 31.5.7. Let A 2 En with rank r and set k := dim FE (A). Then,max(0; r + 12 !� n) � k �  r2!:Moreover, for every integers r; k � 0 satisfying the above inequality, there existsa matrix A 2 En with rank r and with dim FE (A) = k.Proof. The inequality from Proposition 31.5.7 follows from (31.5.5), after notingthat r � rank fu1uT1 ; : : : ; unuTng � n: The existence part relies essentially ona construction proposed in Grone, Pierce and Watkins [1990], which goes asfollows. Let e1; : : : ; er denote the coordinate vectors in Rr and set wij := 1p2(ei+ej) for 1 � i < j � r. Then, the �r+12 � matrices: eieTi (i = 1; : : : ; r) and wijwTij(1 � i < j � r) are linearly independent. Suppose �rst that n = �r+12 �� k where9Solving this question has been the subject of several papers in the linear algebra literature;for example, by Christensen and Vesterstr�m [1979], Loewy [1980], Grone, Pierce and Watkins[1990].



538 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesk � �r2�. Hence, r � n � �r+12 �. De�ne A as the Gram matrix of the followingn vectors: e1; : : : ; er together with n� r of the vectors wij . By construction, Ahas rank r and dim FE (A) = �r+12 ��n = k. When n > �r+12 ��k, we can take asmatrixA the Gram matrix of the following n vectors: e1 repeated n��r+12 �+k+1times, e2 : : : er, and �r2�� k of the wij 's.Therefore, the range Dn of the possible values for the dimension of the facesof En is given by: Dn = [0; kn2 !] [ n[r=kn+1[ r + 12 !� n; r2!];where kn is the smallest integer k such that �k+22 �� n > �kn2 �+ 1, i.e., 2kn > n;that is, kn = �n2 �+ 1. For instance,k3 = 2; D3 = [0; 1] [ f3g;k4 = 3; D4 = [0; 3] [ f6g;k5 = 3; D5 = [0; 3] [ [5; 6] [ f10g;k6 = 4; D6 = [0; 6] [ [9; 10] [ f15g;k7 = 4; D7 = [0; 6] [ [8; 10] [ [14; 15] [ f21g:One can verify on Figure 31.3.6 that the proper faces of E3 have dimension0 (extreme points) or 1 (an edge between two cut vectors; there are six suchfaces). A detailed description of the faces of En can be found in Laurent andPoljak [1995b, 1996a] for n = 3 and n = 4, respectively.Finally, the possible dimensions for the polyhedral faces of En are as follows;they were computed by Laurent and Poljak [1996a].Theorem 31.5.8. If F is a polyhedral face of En with dimension k, then�k+12 � � n � 1. Moreover, if all the vertices of F are cut matrices then F isa simplex. Conversely, for every integer k � 1 such that �k+12 � � n � 1, En hasa polyhedral face of dimension k (which can be chosen to be a simplex with cutmatrices as vertices).Every polyhedral face of En with cut matrices as vertices yields clearly a faceof the cut polytope. We describe below a construction for such polyhedral faces,due to Laurent and Poljak [1996a]. We need a de�nition in order to state theresult.Let S1; : : : ; Sk be k subsets of Vn. The cut vectors �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) are saidto be in general position if the set\i2I Si \\i62I(Vn n Si)



31.6 Adjacency Properties 539is nonempty, for every subset I � f1; : : : ; kg. This implies that 2k � n, i.e.,k � log2 n. Moreover, the cut vectors �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) are linearly independent.Theorem 31.5.9. Let �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) be k cuts in general position. Then,the set F := Conv(�(S1); : : : ; �(Sk)) is a face of the convex body Jn. (Equiva-lently, the set Conv(x1xT1 ; : : : ; xkxTk ) is a face of En, where xh 2 Rn is de�ned byxh(i) := 1 if i 2 Sh and xh(i) := �1 if i 2 Vn n Sh, for h = 1; : : : ; k.) Therefore,F is also a face of the cut polytope CUT2n .This result shows that Jn and CUT2n share fairly many common faces, upto dimension blog2 nc. This supports again the idea that Jn approximates wellthe cut polytope CUT2n . In fact, the faces considered in Theorem 31.5.9 are alsofaces in common with the semimetric polytope MET2n ; see Theorem 31.6.4.31.6 Adjacency PropertiesWe now return to the study of the geometry of the cut polytope itself, as wellas with respect to its linear relaxation by the semimetric polytope. We mention�rst some results on the faces of low dimension and, then, facts and questionsabout the small cut and semimetric polytopes.31.6.1 Low Dimension FacesA striking property of the cut polytope CUT2n is that any two of its verticesform an edge of CUT2n . In fact, much more is true. In order the formulate theresults, we need some de�nitions.Let P be a polytope with set of vertices V . Given an integer k � 1, thepolytope P is said to be k-neighborly if, for any subset W � V of vertices suchthat jW j � k, the set Conv(W ) is a a face of P . This implies, in particular,that every k vertices of P are a�nely independent. Hence, every polytope is1-neighborly and a polytope is 2-neighborly precisely when its 1-skeleton graphis a complete graph.Given an integer d and a polyhedron P , we let �d(P ) denote the set of d-dimensional faces of P .Barahona and Mahjoub [1986] show that CUT2n is 2-neighborly, i.e., that anytwo cut vectors are adjacent on CUT2n . In other words, the 1-skeleton graph ofCUT2n is a complete graph. Padberg [1989] shows the following stronger result:Any two cut vectors are adjacent on the rooted semimetric polytope RMET2n (de-�ned by the triangle inequalities going through a given node; recall Section 27.2).More generally, Deza, Laurent and Poljak [1992] show the following result.Theorem 31.6.1. Let W be a set of cut vectors such that jW j � 3. Then, theset Conv(W ) is a simplex face of the semimetric polytope MET2n .



540 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesProof. Due to switching, we can suppose that the set W contains the zero cutvector �(;). Let us �rst consider the case when jW j = 2; say, W = f�(;); �(S)g,where S 6= ;; Vn. In order to show that the set Conv(W ) is a face of MET2n , itsu�ces to �nd a vector w 2 REn satisfying the following property:(a) wTx � 0 for all x 2 MET2n ; with equality if and only if x 2 Conv(W ):For this, set wij := 0 if �(S)ij = 1 and wij := �1 otherwise. It is immediate toverify that w satis�es the desired property.We now consider the case when jW j = 3; say, W = f�(;); �(S); �(T )g, where�(S) and �(T ) are distinct and nonzero. Set A := S\T , B := S\T , C := S\T ,and D := S \ T . Again, we should �nd w 2 REn satisfying (a). Let us �rstsuppose that the sets A;B;C;D are nonempty. Let a 2 A, b 2 B, c 2 C, andd 2 D. De�ne w 2 REn by setting wab = wac = wbd = wcd := �1, wad = wbc :=1, wij := �1 if i 6= j both belong to A, or B, or C, or D (denote by E the setof these pairs ij), and wij := 0 otherwise. Then, wT �(S) = wT �(T ) = 0. Letx 2 MET2n . Then, wTx = � Xij2E xij + �;where � := xad + xbc � xab � xbd � xcd � xac:We have the relations:(i) � = (xad � xac � xcd) + (xbc � xcd � xbd) + xcd � xab � xcd � xab;(ii) � = (xad � xab � xbd) + (xbc � xab � xac) + xab � xcd � xab � xcd;(iii) � = (xad � xac � xcd) + (xbc � xab � xac) + xac � bbd � xac � bbd;(iv) � = (xad � xab � xbd) + (xbc � xbd � xcd) + xbd � xac � xbd � xac:From (i)-(iv) we deduce that � � 0. Therefore, wTx � 0. Moreover, if wTx = 0,then xij = 0 for all ij 2 E and � = 0. Hence, using (i)-(iv), xab = xcd := �,xac = xbd := � for some �; � � 0, �+ � � 1, and xad = xbc = � + �. From thisfollows easily that x = ��(S) + ��(T ), which shows that x 2 Conv(W ).Finally, let us suppose that one of the sets A;B;C;D is empty. Say, D = ;.Then, A;B;C 6= ;; let a 2 A, b 2 B and c 2 C. We now de�ne w 2 REn bywab = wac := �1, wbc := 1, wij := �1 if i 6= j both belong to A, or B, or C, andwij := 0 otherwise. It can be veri�ed as above that w satis�es (a).Corollary 31.6.2. The cut polytope CUT2n is 3-neighborly.Corollary 31.6.3.(i) For n � 4, every face of CUT2n of dimension d � 5 is a simplex.(ii) �d(CUT2n ) � �d(MET2n ), for d = 0; 1; 2.



31.6 Adjacency Properties 541The results from Corollaries 31.6.2 and 31.6.3 (i) are best possible; that is, CUT2nis not 4-neighborly and there exists a 6-dimensional face of CUT2n (n � 4) whichis not a simplex. Indeed, for n = 4, CUT24 itself is a nonsimplex 6-dimensionalface. For n � 5, consider the face F of CUT2n which is de�ned by the inequality:X4�i<j�nxij � 0:Then, F contains the following eight cut vectors �(S) for S = ;, f2g, f3g, f1; 2g,f1; 3g, f2; 3g, and f1; 2; 3g. They are not a�nely independent as they satisfy:�(f1g) + �(f2g) + �(f3g) + �(f1; 2; 3g) = �(f1; 2g) + �(f1; 3g) + �(f2; 3g):Hence, F is a nonsimplex face of dimension 6 of CUT2n . (In fact, one can checkthat F is also a face of MET2n .) Hence, the four cut vectors �(;), �(f1; 2g),�(f1; 3g), and �(f2; 3g) do not form a face of CUT2n . This shows that CUT2n isnot 4-neighborly.The result of Corollary 31.6.3 (ii) is also best possible, i.e., there exists a3-dimensional face of CUT2n which is not a face of MET2n (for n � 5). Thefollowing example is given in Deza and Deza [1995]. Let n � 5. Consider theface F of CUT2n which is de�ned by F := CUT25 for n = 5 andF := fx 2 CUT2n j x1i + x2i + x12 = 2 and x1i � x2i � x12 = 0 for i = 6; : : : ; ngfor n � 6. The cut vectors lying in F are of the form �(S [ f1g), where S �f2; 3; 4; 5g. Therefore, F � CUT25 is a 10-dimensional face of CUT2n which isnot a face of MET2n . Consider the setG := Conv(�(f1; 2g); �(f1; 3g); �(f1; 4g); �(f1; 5g))and let H denote the face of MET2n which is de�ned by the triangle inequalities:x1i + x2i + x12 = 2; x1i � x2i � x12 = 0 (i = 6; : : : ; n)and x1i + x1j + xij = 2 (2 � i < j � 5):Then, G is a 3-dimensional face of CUT2n asG = fx 2 F j X1�i<j�5xij = 6 and x1i + x1j + xij = 2 for 2 � i < j � 5g:But, G is not a face of MET2n . To see it, consider the point x 2 REn de�ned byx1i = 1; x2i = x3i = x4i = x5i = 13 for i = 6; : : : ; n, xij = 0 for 6 � i < j � n,and xij = 23 for 1 � i < j � 5. Then, x 2 H n G. If G is a face of MET2n ,then G is a face of H and, thus, there exists a triangle inequality valid for Gand violated by x. Now one can easily check that no such inequality exists. Thisshows that G is not a face of MET2n .Even though not every d-dimensional face of CUT2n is a face of MET2n whend � 3, the next result shows that a lot of them remain faces of MET2n whend � log2 n.



542 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesGiven S1; : : : ; Sk � Vn, recall that the cut vectors �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) are saidto be in general position if the set\i2I Si \\i62I(Vn n Si)is nonempty, for every subset I � f1; : : : ; kg. Then, k � log2 n and the cutvectors �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) are linearly independent. Deza, Laurent and Poljak[1992] show that cuts in general position form a face; the proof of this result isalong the same lines as that of Theorem 31.6.1, but with more technical details.Compare the results in Theorems 31.6.4 and 31.5.9.Theorem 31.6.4. Let �(S1); : : : ; �(Sk) be k cut vectors in general position.Then, the set Conv(�(S1); : : : ; �(Sk)) is a face of MET2n and, thus, of CUT2n .Therefore, CUT2n and MET2n share a lot of common faces, at least up to di-mension blog2 nc. This is an indication that the semimetric polytope is wrappedquite tightly around the cut polytope.31.6.2 Small PolytopesWe group here some results and questions related to facets/vertices of the cutpolytope CUT2n and the semimetric polytope MET2n , especially for the smallvalues of n, n � 7. The reader may consult Deza [1994, 1996] for a detailedsurvey on various combinatorial and geometric properties of these polyhedra.n # facets # facets # orbitsof CUTn of CUT2n of facets3 3 4 14 12 16 15 40 56 26 210 368 37 38; 780 116; 764 118 49; 604; 520 217; 093; 472 147Figure 31.6.5: Number of facets of cut polyhedra for n � 8All the facets of the cut cone CUTn and the cut polytope CUT2n are knownfor n � 7; they were described in Section 30.6. The extreme rays of METnand the vertices of MET2n are also known for n � 7; the extreme rays of MET7were computed by Grishukhin [1992a] and the vertices of MET27 by Deza, Dezaand Fukuda [1996]. For n � 6, they are very simple. Namely, besides the cutvectors (that are all the integral vertices), all of them arise from the vector(2=3; : : : ; 2=3) after possibly applying switching10 and gate 0-extensions11. Fig-10The metric polytope being preserved under the switching operation, its set of vertices ispartitioned into switching classes. Namely, if x is a vertex of MET2n , then all vectors in itsswitching class fr�(A)(x) j A � Vng are also vertices of MET2n . For instance, the cut vectorsform a single switching class.11Given x 2 REn , we remind that its gate 0-extension is the vector y 2 REn+1 de�ned byyij := xij for ij 2 En, y1;n+1 := 0, yi;n+1 := x1i for i = 2; : : : ; n. It can be easily veri�ed that



31.6 Adjacency Properties 543ures 31.6.5 and 31.6.6 summarize information on the number of facets/verticesof the cut and semimetric polyhedra. Data for CUT8 and CUT28 come fromChristof and Reinelt [1996]. (We remind that orbits are obtained by action ofswitching and permutations.)n # extreme rays # vertices # orbitsof METn of MET2n of vertices3 3 4 14 7 8 15 25 32 26 296 544 37 55; 226 275; 840 13Figure 31.6.6: Number of extreme rays/vertices of semimetric polyhedra forn � 7Much information is known about the 1-skeleton graph of MET2n and aboutthe ridge graphs12 of MET2n and CUT2n . We quote here some facts and questionsand refer to the original papers or to the survey by Deza [1996] for more details.The 1-Skeleton Graph of the Semimetric Polytope. As the semimetricpolytope MET2n is preserved under the switching operation, this induces a parti-tion of its vertices into switching classes. The cut vectors form a single switchingclass, which is a clique in the 1-skeleton graph of MET2n (by Theorem 31.6.1).On the other hand, it is shown in Laurent [1996e] that every other switchingclass of vertices is a stable set in the 1-skeleton graph of MET2n ; that is, no twononintegral switching equivalent vertices of MET2n form an edge on MET2n . Thefollowing conjecture is posed by Laurent and Poljak [1992].Conjecture 31.6.7. Every fractional vertex of MET2n is adjacent to some cutvector (i.e., to some integral vertex of MET2n ). Equivalently, for every fractionalvertex x of MET2n , some switching r�(S)(x) of it lies on an extreme ray of METn.This can be seen as an analogue of the following property, shared by the facetsof the cut polytope: For every facet of the cut polytope there exists a switchingof it that contains the origin. A consequence of Conjecture 31.6.7 would be thatthe 1-skeleton graph of MET2n has diameter � 3. Conjecture 31.6.7 has beenveri�ed for several classes of vertices (see Laurent [1996e]) and for n � 7 (seeDeza, Deza and Fukuda [1996]).Adjacency has been analyzed in detail for some classes of vertices. Given asubset S � Vn, let d(KS;VnnS) denote the path metric of the complete bipartitegraph with node bipartition (S; Vn n S). Then, xS := 13d(KS;VnnS) is a vertex ofMET2n (taking value 13 on the edges of the bipartition and value 23 elsewhere).y is a vertex of MET2n+1 whenever x is a vertex of MET2n .12Let P be a d-dimensional polyhedron. Its ridge graph is the graph with node set the set offacets of P and with two facets being adjacent if their intersection has dimension d� 2.



544 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesThe vertices xS (S � Vn) form a switching class. The adjacency relations betweenthe cut vectors �(S) and the vertices xT (for S; T � Vn) are described in Dezaand Deza [1994b]. Namely, the two vertices �(S) and xT are adjacent on MET2nif and only if the cut vectors �(S) and �(T ) are not adjacent in the folded n-cubegraph, i.e., if jS4T j 6= 1; n� 1. In the case n = 5, the cut vectors �(S) and thevectors xT (for S; T � V5) form all the vertices of MET25 . Hence, the 1-skeletongraph of MET25 is completely known; its diameter is equal to 2.Deza and Deza [1994b] analyze adjacency among further vertices of the form:cut vectors �(S), xT (S; T � Vn) and their gate extensions. This permits, inparticular, to describe the 1-skeleton graph of MET26 , whose diameter is equalto 2.The vertices of MET27 and their adjacencies are described in Deza, Dezaand Fukuda [1996]; in particular, the 1-skeleton graph of MET27 has diameter3. Figure 31.6.8 shows the 13 orbits of vertices of MET27 ; for each orbit Oi, arepresentative vertex vi is given as well as its cardinality jOij, the number Aiof neighbors of vi in the 1-skeleton graph and the number Ii of triangle facetscontaining vi.Orbit Representative vertex vi jOij Ii AiO1 (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) 64 105 55 226O2 23 (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) 64 35 896O3 23 (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) 1 344 40 763O4 23 (1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) 6 720 45 594O5 23 (1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0) 2 240 49 496O6 14 (1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 3; 2; 3; 2; 1; 2; 1) 20 160 30 96O7 13 (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2) 4 480 26 76O8 25 (2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 2) 23 040 28 57O9 13 (2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 2) 40 320 22 46O10 13 (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2) 40 320 23 39O11 27 (1; 2; 3; 2; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1) 40 320 25 30O12 15 (3; 2; 3; 3; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 4; 4; 2; 2; 4; 2) 16 128 25 27O13 16 (1; 2; 4; 2; 2; 2; 1; 3; 3; 3; 3; 2; 2; 2; 4; 2; 2; 2; 4; 4; 4) 80 640 23 24Total 275 840Figure 31.6.8: The orbits of vertices of MET27The Ridge Graph of the Semimetric Polytope. The ridge graph Gn of thesemimetric polytope MET2n is studied in detail in Deza and Deza [1994b]. Thegraph Gn has 4�n3� vertices and, for n � 4, two triangle facets are adjacent in Gnif and only if they are nonconicting. (Two triangle inequalities are said to beconicting if there exists a pair ij such that the two inequalities have nonzerocoordinates of distinct signs at the position ij.) For instance, G3 = K4 and



31.6 Adjacency Properties 545G4 = K4 � K4. More generally, for n � 4 the complement of Gn is locally13the bouquet14 of n � 3 copies of K3 � K3 along a common K3; its valency isk = 3(2n � 5), two adjacent nodes have � 2 f2(n � 2); 4g common neighbors,while two nonadjacent nodes have � common neighbors with � 2 f4; 6g for n = 5and � 2 f0; 4; 6g for n � 6. In particular, the diameter of Gn is equal to 2 forn � 4. Note that the complement of the ridge graph G5 of MET25 providesan example15 of a regular graph of diameter 2 in which the number of commonneighbors to two arbitrary nodes belongs to f�; �g = f4; 6g.Deza and Deza [1994b] also describe the ridge graph G0n of the semimetriccone METn, which is an induced subgraph of Gn. Namely, for n � 4, thecomplement of G0n is locally the bouquet of n� 3 copies of the circuit C6 alonga common edge. The graph G0n has diameter 2 for n � 4.The Ridge Graph of the Cut Polytope. The ridge graph of the cut polytopeCUT2n is studied in Deza and Deza [1994a]. (It su�ces to consider the case n � 5as CUT2n = MET2n for n � 4.) The ridge graph of CUT2n is described there forn � 7. In particular, two facets of CUT25 are adjacent in the ridge graph if andonly if they are nonconicting, but this is not true for n � 6. The ridge graph ofCUT2n has diameter 2 for n = 4; 5, diameter 3 for n = 6 and its diameter belongsto f3; 4g for n = 7. The following conjecture is posed in Deza and Deza [1994a].Conjecture 31.6.9. Every facet of CUT2n is adjacent to at least one trianglefacet in the ridge graph of CUT2n .This conjecture would imply that the ridge graph of CUT2n has diameter � 4.The conjecture is shown to hold for n � 7. Further properties and questions,also concerning the ridge graph of the cut cone, can be found in Deza and Deza[1994a]. n vol MET2n vol CUT2n ratio �n3 1=3 1=3 100%4 2=45 2=45 100%5 4=1701 32=14; 175 � 96%6 71; 936=1; 477; 701; 225 2384=58; 046; 625 � 84%Figure 31.6.10: Volumes of cut and semimetric polytopes for n � 6Further combinatorial properties of cut and semimetric polyhedra have beenstudied. For instance, Deza and Deza [1995] have completely described the facelattices of both the cut polytope CUT2n and the semimetric polytope MET2n13The local structure of a graph G is the subgraph induced by the neighbors of any givenvertex, assuming that these induced subgraphs are the same at all the vertices.14Let G = (V;E) be a graph and, for U � V , let H = G[U ] be an induced subgraph of G.Let Gi = (Vi; Ei) (i = 1; : : : ; k) be k isomorphic copies of G such that Vi \Vj = U for all i 6= j.Then, the graph ([ki=1Vi;[ki=1Ei) is called the bouquet of the k copies of G along H.15This generalization of the notion of strongly regular graph is studied in Erickson et al.[1996].



546 Chapter 31. Geometric Propertiesfor n � 5. Deza, Deza and Fukuda [1996] give the edge connectivity of theadjacency and ridge graphs for cut and semimetric polytopes. To conclude wemention some facts about the volume of cut and semimetric polyhedra.A way of measuring the tightness of the relaxation of CUT2n by MET2n couldbe by considering the ratio �n := vol CUT2nvol MET2nof their volumes. Unfortunately, computing the volume of a polytope is a hardtask in general. These volumes have been computed in the case n � 6 in Deza,Deza and Fukuda [1996]; we report the results in Figure 31.6.10.31.7 Distance of Facets to the BarycentrumWe are interested here in evaluating what is the minimum possible distance ofa facet to the barycentrum of CUT2n . Most of the results here come from Deza,Laurent and Poljak [1992].Let b := �PS�Vnj162S �(S)� =2n�1 denote the barycentrum of CUT2n . Then,b = (1=2; : : : ; 1=2):The Euclidean distance from b to the hyperplane de�ned by the equation: vTx =� is given by the formula: jvT b� �jk v k2 :It can be easily checked that the distance from b to a facet F remains invariantif we replace F by a switching of it. In particular, the distance from b to anytriangle facet is equal to 12p3 . The following conjecture is posed by Deza, Laurentand Poljak [1992].Conjecture 31.7.1. The distance from the barycentrum b to any facet of CUT2nis greater than or equal to 12p3 , this smallest distance being attained precisely bythe triangle facets.They show that this conjecture holds for all pure facets, i.e., for all the facetsthat are de�ned by an inequality with 0;�1-coe�cients.Theorem 31.7.2. Let vTx � � be an inequality de�ning a facet of CUT2n andsuch that v 2 f�1; 0; 1gEn . Then, the distance from this facet to the barycentrumb is greater than or equal to (2p3)�1. Moreover, this smallest distance is realizedprecisely when vTx � � is a triangle inequality.The proof of Theorem 31.7.2 relies on establishing a good lower bound for themax-cut problem in the graph Kn with edge weights v. For a vector v 2 REn ,set mc(Kn; v) := max(vT �(S) j S � Vn):



31.7 Distance of Facets to the Barycentrum 547Then, it shown in Deza, Laurent and Poljak [1992] thatmc(Kn; v) � 0@ X1�i<j�n vij1A =2+ k v k2 (2p3)�1for every v 2 f0;�1gEn . Note that, if one can prove that this inequality remainsvalid for any v 2 REn , then Conjecture 31.7.1 would follow.It may be instructive to evaluate the exact distance to the barycentrum forsome concrete classes of facets. For instance, let D(r; p) denote the distance fromthe barycentrum b to the hyperplane de�ned by the clique-web inequality:CWr2p�2r�1(1; : : : ; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0(with p coe�cients +1 and p� 2r � 1 coe�cients �1). Then,D(r; p) = r + 12 sp� 2r � 12p� r � 1 :Hence, for r = 0 (hypermetric case), D(0; p) = 12q p�12p�1 , which is asymptotically12p2(> 12p3) when p �! 1. In the case p = 2r + 3 (the case of the bicycle oddwheel inequality), D(r; 2r+3) = r+1p6r+10 , which tends to 1p6(> 12p3 ) as r �!1.One can also check that the distance from b to the hyperplane de�ned by the(nonpure) clique-web inequality:CWrp(r+1)�2r�1(r; : : : ; r;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0(with p coe�cients r and pr � 2r � 1 coe�cients �1) is asymptotically 1p2 asr; p �!1.We show in Figure 31.7.3 what is the exact distance to the barycentrum foreach of the eleven types of facets of CUT27 . These eleven types of facets are listedas in Section 30.6 as Fi for i = 1; : : : ; 11. The second row in Figure 31.7.3 givesthe exact value for the distance D(F ) from the barycentrum b to the hyperplanecontaining the facet F . The third row gives an approximate value for D(F )�2p3,that is, the ratio D(F )D(F1) , where F1 is the triangle facet. Hence, the pentagonalfacet is the next closest facet, while the facet F8 is the farthest one.F F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11dist. 12p3 1p10 2p31 12q 37 12q 611 72p69 12 52p11 92p133 q 27 52p29ratio 1 1:09 1:24 1:13 1:28 1:46 1:73 2:61 1:35 1:85 1:61Figure 31.7.3: Distance to the barycentrum of the facets of CUT7



548 Chapter 31. Geometric PropertiesWe conclude with two related results, concerning the width and the diameterof the cut polytope. Given a polytope P , its width is de�ned aswidth(P ) := minkck2=1(maxx2P cTx�minx2P cTx):The diameter of P has already been de�ned in Section 31.1 as maxx;y2P k x�y k2.It is easy to see that it can be alternatively de�ned asdiam(P ) = maxkck2=1(maxx2P cTx�minx2P cTx):In other words, the width and the diameter are, respectively, the smallest and thelargest distance between two supporting hyperplanes for P . G. Rote (personalcommunication) has computed the width of CUT2n .Proposition 31.7.4. The width of the cut polytope CUT2n is equal to 1.Proof. The proof is based on the following inequality: Let a1; : : : ; aN 2 R be Nscalars such that PNi=1 ai = 0 and PNi=1 a2i = N . Then,maxi ai �mini ai � 2:(Indeed, say, a1 � : : : � aN and set s := a1+aN2 . If aN � a1 < 2 then jai � sj < 1for all i. Hence, a2i + s2 � 2ais < 1 for all i. By summing over i, we obtain thatN +Ns2 < N , a contradiction.)Let c 2 REn with k c k2= 1. For S � Vn, set xS := e�2�(S) (where e denotes theall-ones vector) and set aS := cTxS . Then, it is easy to check that PS aS = 0and PS(aS)2 = N(:= 2n�1). Applying the above inequality, we obtain that2 � maxS cTxS �minS cTxS . This shows that 1 � maxS cT �(S) �minS cT �(S).Hence, the width of CUT2n is greater than or equal to 1. The value 1 is attained,for instance, by taking for c a coordinate vector. Hence, CUT2n has width 1.Hence, the cut polytope has the same width as the unit hypercube. Poljak andTuza [1995] have computed the diameter of the cut polytope.Proposition 31.7.5. The diameter of CUT2n is equal to q�n2 � �n2 �, that is, ton2 if n is even and to pn2�12 if n is odd.Proof. Set � := q�n2 � �n2 �. Let c 2 REn with Euclidean norm 1. Let �(S) and�(T ) be two cut vectors realizing, respectively, the maximum and the minimumof cTx over x 2 CUT2n . De�ne c0 := c�(T ), i.e., c0ij := �cij if jT \ fi; jgj = 1 andc0ij = cij otherwise. Then,cT �(S) � cT �(T ) = (c0)T �(S4T ) � qj�(S4T )j � �(the last but one inequality follows from the fact that P1�i�n ui � pn for anyvector u 2 Rn of Euclidean norm 1). On the other hand, the following vector



31.8 Simplex Facets 549c realizes equality. Let S � Vn with jSj = bn2 c. Set cij := 1� if �(S)ij = 1 andcij := 0 if �(S)ij = 0. Then, max cTx = � is attained at �(S) and min cTx = 0is attained at �(;).31.8 Simplex FacetsWe give here some more information on the simplex faces of CUT2n . We haveseen in Section 31.6 that CUT2n has lots of simplex faces of dimension up toblog2 nc. In fact, CUT2n has also fairly many simplex facets.Let us summarize the known classes of simplex facets of CUT2n ; for moredetails, we refer to Deza and Laurent [1993a].For n � 3, the hypermetric inequality:(31.8.1) Qn(n� 4; 1; 1;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0de�nes a simplex facet of CUT2n (Deza and Rosenberg [1984]; recall Corol-lary 28.2.12).For n � 6, the clique-web inequality:(31.8.2) CWn�6n (n� 4; n� 5; n� 5;�1; : : : ;�1)Tx � 0de�nes a simplex facet of CUT2n (Deza and Laurent [1992c]). For n = 6, the twoinequalities (31.8.1) and (31.8.2) coincide. Actually, for n � 6, all the simplexfacets of CUT2n arise from (31.8.2) (up to permutation and switching).For n = 7, in addition to the simplex facets that can be derived from (31.8.1)and (31.8.2) by permutation and switching, there are four more groups of simplexfacets; namely, the clique-web facets de�ned by the two inequalities:CW17(2; 2; 1; 1;�1;�; 1;�1)T x � 0;CW17(1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1;�1)T x � 0;the facet de�ned by the parachute inequality (Par7)Tx � 0 (recall (30.4.1)), andthe facet de�ned by Grishukhin's inequality (Gr7)Tx � 0 (recall (30.5.1)).Hence, among the eleven types of facets of CUT27 , six of them are simplices,namely, the ones numbered 6 to 11 in Section 30.6. Therefore, using the datafrom Figure 30.6.1, one can count the exact number of simplex facets of CUT27 .Among its 116764 facets, CUT27 has 113536 simplex facets. Hence, about 97.2%of the total number of facets are simplices ! Deza and Deza [1994a] conjecturethat this phenomenon is general, i.e., that the great majority of facets of CUT2nare simplices. They state the following as an attempt to understand the globalshape of the cut polytope:



550 Chapter 31. Geometric Properties\We think that the shape of the cut polytope is essentially given bythe nonsimplex facets, in particular, by its triangle facets, and thatthe huge majority of the facets of CUT2n are simplices which only`polish' it."Interestingly, each of the simplex facets described above has the followingproperty (31.8.3) (see Deza and Laurent [1993a] for a proof). Let F denote sucha simplex facet and let �(Sk) (1 � k � �n2�) denote its roots. Let d 2 F withdecomposition d =P1�k�(n2) �k�(Sk) where �k � 0 for all k. Then,(31.8.3) d belongs to the cut lattice Ln(i.e., if d 2 ZEn and satis�es the parity condition (24:1:1));+all �0ks are integers.In other words, in the terminology of Part IV, the parity condition su�ces forensuring hypercube embeddability for the class of distances d 2 F .
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Notation Index1
G = (V;E) 11 graphe = (u; v) = uv 11 edge in a graph joining nodes u and vVn 11 set of elements 1; : : : ; nEn 11 set of pairs ij for 1 � i < j � nKn = (Vn; En) 11 complete graph on n nodesKn1;n2 11 complete bipartite graph�G(S) 11 cut in graph GG[W ] 12 subgraph of G induced by WGne 12 subgraph of G obtained by deleting edge eG=e 12 subgraph of G obtained by contracting edge ePn 12 path on n nodesCn 12 circuit on n nodesH(n; 2) 12 hypercube graph12H(n; 2) 12 half-cube graphKn�2 12 cocktail-party graphP10 13 Petersen graphG1 �G2 13 Cartesian product of two graphs G1 and G2rG 14 suspension graph of GL(G) 14 line graph of GR 14 set of real numbersQ 14 set of rational numbersZ 14 set of integer numbersN 14 set of natural numbers�S 14 incidence vector of a set SA4B 14 symmetric di�erence of two sets A and BxT ; MT 14 transpose of vector x, matrix MxT y 14 scalar product of vectors x and ydim(X) 14 dimension of a set Xrank(X) 14 rank of a set XK (X) 14 linear hull of X with coe�cients in KConv(X) 14 convex hull of XK� 14 polar of convex set KCUTn 15 cut coneCUT2n 15 cut polytope�n 16 n-dimensional simplex�n 16 n-dimensional cross-polytopen 16 n-dimensional hypercubeP, NP, co-NP 18 complexity classes1Symbols are listed in the order of �rst occurrence in the text.575



576 Notation IndexA�1 19 inverse of matrix AOA(n) 19 set of orthogonal matrices of order nA � 0 20 matrix A is positive semide�nitedet(A) 20 determinant of matrix APSDn 20 cone of positive semide�nite matricesGram(v1; : : : ; vn) 20 Gram matrix of vectors v1; : : : ; vnIn(A) 21 inertia of matrix Adij , d(i; j) 27 distance between points i and jMETn 28 semimetric conet11n 28 equidistant metric on n points with value t�(S) 28 cut semimetrick x k 28 norm of xdk:k 28 distance induced by norm k : kk x kp 28 `p-norm of xd`p 28 `p-distance`mp = (Rm ; d`p) 28 Rm equipped with `p-distancedH 29 Hamming distancedG, d(G) 29 shortest path metric of graph GdG;w 29 shortest path metric of weighted graph (G;w)G ,! H 29 G is an isometric subgraph of Hm`p(X; d) 29 `p-dimension of distance space (X; d)m`p(n) 29 minimum `p-dimension of distance spaceson n pointsNORn(p) 31 cone of pth powers of `p-distances(
;A; �) 32 measure spaceLp(
;A; �) 32 distance space of measurable functions(A�; d�) 33 measure semimetric spaceCUT(X), CUT2(X) 38 cut cone and polytope on a set Xs`1(d) 45 minimum `1-size of dsh(d) 45 minimum h-size of d�(d) 47 minimum scale of d�(S) 53 correlation vector of set SCORn 53 correlation coneCOR2n 53 correlation polytopeCOR(X), COR2(X) 54 correlation cone and polytope on a set X� 55 covariance mapping�x0 56 covariance mapping pointed at position x0�I(S), CORn(I), COR2n (I) 64 generalized correlation vector, cone and polytopeQn(b), Q(b) 68 vector with coordinates bibjHYPn 69 hypermetric coneHYP(X) 69 hypermetric cone on a set XNEGn 69 negative type coneCM(X; d) 76 Cayley-Menger matrix of (X; d)Sm 86 m-dimensional unit sphereSm 86 spherical distance space of m-spheregat�(d) 93 gate extension of dant�(d) 94 antipodal extension of dAnt�(d) 94 full antipodal extension of dspht(d) 97 spherical extension of d(L;�) 105 poset (partially ordered set)x ^ y 105 meet of x and y



Notation Index 577x _ y 105 join of x and yfp(m) 141 order of congruence of `mpeC 139 family of shores of the cuts in C�d(A) 145 isolation index of �(A)�d 145 set of d-splits of dd(2) 170 square of Euclidean distanceL 177 (point) latticedet(L) 178 determinant of lattice LLmin 178 set of minimal vectors of LL� 179 dual lattice of LL1 � L2 179 direct sum of lattices L1 and L2L(P ) 179 lattice generated by the vertices of P(V (P ); d(2)) 180 Delaunay polytope space of PLn 181 cut latticePv(u0) 182 Voronoi polytope at u0x� 183 antipode of x (on a sphere)Pyrv(P ), Bipyrv(P ) 185 pyramid, bipyramid with base PKer A 189 kernel (= nullspace) of matrix APd, Ld, Sd 196 Delaunay polytope, lattice, sphere associatedwith distance dAn, Dn, E6, E7, E8 206 irreducible root latticeshn 207 n-dimensional half-cubeJ(n; t) 207 Johnson graph321 208 Gosset polytopeG56 208 Gosset graph221 208 Schl�ai polytopeG27 208 Schl�ai graphH(P ) 208 Delaunay polytope graph (= 1-skeleton of P )Ann(X; d) 218 annullator of (X; d)S(X; d) 218 system of hypermetric equationsassociated with (X; d)F (X; d), F (d) 218 smallest face of HYP(X) containing drk(X; d) 218 rank of (X; d)rk(P ) 218 rank of PPmp;q 226 repartitioning polytope�24 244 Leech lattice�16 245 Barnes-Wall latticed�G 251 truncated distance of graph GAG 251 adjacency matrix of G�min(A) 251 minimum eigenvalue of matrix ALBCS 267 class of 187 graphs with �min(AG) � �2� 279 Djokovic's relationdimI(G) 279 isometric dimension of graph Gmh(G) 280 smallest dimension of a hypercubecontaining G isometricallyPG(2; t) 335 projective plane of order tKkn 382 set of k-uniform cuts on n pointsKTn 383 set of even T -cuts on n pointsKoddn 383 set of odd cuts on n pointsR(F ) 400 set of roots of face FSym(n) 403 group of permutations on n points



578 Notation Index�(v) 403 applying permutation � to vector vvB 404 switching vector v by set BrB 404 switching mapping
2(F ) 407 orbit of face F in the cut polytope
(F ) 407 orbit of face F in the cut coneIs(CUT2n ) 409 set of symmetries of cut polytopev� 410 �-collapse of vector vMET2n 421 semimetric polytopeRMET2n+1 425 rooted semimetric polytopeMET(G), MET2(G) 430 semimetric cone and polytope of GCUT(G), CUT2(G) 430 cut cone and polytope of GM 436 binary matroidM(G) 436 graphic matroid of graph GM�(G) 436 cographic matroid of graph GM� 436 dual matroid of MGF (2) 437 �eld with two elementsMne 437 deleting element e in MM=e 437 contracting element e in MF7 437 Fano matroidF �7 438 dual Fano matroidR10 438 matroid R10Pr 438 binary projective spaceCYC(M) 438 cycle cone of MCYC2(M) 438 cycle polytope of MMET2(M) 439 semimetric polytope of MMET(M) 439 semimetric cone of MZ(M) 442 cycle lattice of MZ+(M) 444 integer cycle cone of M(b) 457 gap of b�(b) 457 sum of components of bJn 459 positive semide�nite relaxation of CUT2nmc(Kn; c) 460 max-cut valueEn 462 elliptopeWrp, AWrp 467 web, antiweb graphs(CWrn)Tx � 0 468 pure clique-web inequalityCWrn(b)Tx � 0 470 general clique-web inequalitySTrn(T; b)Tx � 0 487 suspended-tree inequalityC(n; r) 496 circulant graph(Par2k+1)Tx � 0 497 parachute inequality(Fib2k)Tx � 0 499 Fibonacci inequality(Gr7)Tx � 0 502 inequality by GrishukhinE(G) 515 elliptope of graph GNEG(G) 528 negative type cone of graph GN(K;x) 534 normal coneC(K;x) 534 supporting conehA;Bi 535 inner product of matrices A and BTr A 535 trace of matrix AFK(A) 536 smallest face of K containing A�d(P ) 539 set of d-faces of P



Subject Index1
adjacency matrix 251adjacent nodes 11a�ne basis 178a�ne generating set 178a�ne integer hull 14a�ne lattice 178a�ne realization 219annullator 200,218antipodal extension 94,98-101full 94antipode 183antiweb 467weighted 470apex 14asymmetric Delaunay polytope 183atom 316proper 316atom graph 316automorphism of a face 408Barnes-Wall lattice 245basic Delaunay polytope 180,443basic set 180basic subgraph 242basis 177Bell-Wigner polytope 54BIBD (n; k; �)- 342binary matroid 435-444biotope distance 119bipartite graph 11bipartition 11bipyramid 185body convex 14Boole problem 61-65boolean quadric polytope 54canonical metric representation 298

capacity of an edge 132Carath�eodory's theorem 15cardinality measure 32Cartesian product 13Cayley-Menger determinant 77Cayley-Menger matrix 77centered lattice 250centrally symmetric 15centrally symmetric Delaunay polytope183Chebyshev metric 164chessboard metric 164chord 431,440chordal graph 517chordless 431Chv�atal closure 428Chv�atal cut 428Chv�atal rank 428circuit 12,436circulant inequality 496-497circular decomposable distance 91city-block metric 164Clebsch graph 209clique 12clique condition 516,529clique k-sum 13clique-web inequality 467-485cocircuit 436cocktail-party graph 12,98-101,207,313cocycle 436cocycle inequality 439collapsing operation 410-413commodity pair 132commutative semigroup 107complete bipartite graph 11complete graph 11conditionclique 516,5291Boldface numbers refer to the pages where items are introduced.579



580 Subject Indexcut 516,529four-point 310metric 517,529parity 354,442cone 15correlation 53,434cut 37,391,430cycle 438even cut 399,506�nitely generated 15Hamming 37hypermetric 69inequicut 399,506integer 14integer cycle 444k-uniform cut 399,507negative type 69,527-534normal 534polyhedral 15positive semide�nite 20semimetric 28,306,430simplex 16supporting 534conic hull 14connected distance space 175connected graph 13contact polytope 178contraction of an edge 12contraction of an element 437convex [d-convex] 42convex body 14convex hull 14convex set 14correlation cone 53,434correlation polytope 53,434correlation triangle inequality 423correlation vector 53I- 64cosimple 436covarianceM - 58f0; 1g- 58covariance mapping 56,401,435covering radius 171,214Crofton formula 111cross-polytope 16,207crossing cut semimetrics 147cut 11,133Chv�atal 428cut condition 516,529cut cone 37,391,430

cut lattice 93,181,381-385cut polytope 37,430cut semimetric 28,37even 383,399even T - 383k-uniform 382,399odd 383cut vector 398cycle 13,436cycle cone 438cycle inequality 431cycle lattice 442cycle polytope 438cycle space 436d-convex 283d-split 145data structure 162degree 11Delaunay polytope 179asymmetric 183basic 180,443centrally symmetric 183extreme 218,224,234-250generating 180irreducible 185rank of 218reducible 185type of 181Delaunay polytope graph 208Delaunay polytope space 180deletion of an edge 12deletion of an element 437�Y -operation 392�-system 344demand of an edge 132design (r; �; n)- 342extension of a 344Hadamard 343determinant of a lattice 178diameter of a graph 251dimension 14`p- 29,75-80,138-159isometric 279metric 159direct product 101direct sum 179disconnected graph 13distance 27biotope 119circular decomposable 91



Subject Index 581Hamming 28,279hexagonal 165Kalmanson 91Lee 166octogonal 164quasi h- 385-391spherical 86Steinhaus 118truncated 251distance matrix 27,277,291-293Euclidean 75,527-534distance space 27connected 175elliptic 87spherical 86strongly even 175,210-211distance-regular graph 267,309distortion 125distributive lattice 106dual BIBD 342dual Fano matroid 438dual lattice 179dual matroid 436duplication operation 418,500-502edge 11edgeweight vector 4008-metric 164`1-embeddable 39-42`1-graph 251,280,312-330`1-rigid 44`1-rigid graph 280,314,325`1-size minimum 45`p-dimension 29,75-80,138-159minimum 29,76,138-159`p-embeddable 29`p-metric 28`1p -embeddable 30elliptic distance space 87elliptope 462,515-527,534-539embeddable`p- 29`1p - 30hypercube 30,40-41isometrically 29Lp- 32-35embedding�- 313Lipschitz 124-132empty ellipsoid 188

empty sphere 179endnode 11equicut 399equicut polytope 399,506equidistant metric 28,46,95,98-101,334-352equivalent hypercube embeddings 45Euclidean distance matrix 75,527-534Eulerian graph 13even cut cone 399,506even cut semimetric 383,399even lattice 178even T -cut semimetric 383extensionantipodal 94,98-101full antipodal 94gate 93gate 0- 93spherical t- 97,213-216extension of a design 344extremal graph 375extreme Delaunay polytope 218,224,234-250extreme point 535extreme ray 17face 16automorphism of a 408orbit of a 407simplex 17facet 16Fano matroid 437Fibonacci inequality 499�nitely generated cone 15folded n-cube graph 410forest 134-metric 164four-point condition 310full antipodal extension 94full-dimensional 14gap inequality 457-458gate extension 93gate 0-extension 93general lattice 181general position 538generalized bipartite metric 357-361generalized line graph 259generalized line graphs 266generating Delaunay polytope 180generating set 177a�ne 178



582 Subject Indexgonal inequalityk- 68Gosset graph 208,240Gosset polytope 208,240Gram matrix 20graph 11atom 316bipartite 11chordal 517Clebsch 209cocktail-party 12,98-101,207,313complete 11complete bipartite 11connected 13Delaunay polytope 208disconnected 13distance-regular 267,309`1- 251,280,312-330Eulerian 13extremal 375folded n-cube 410Gosset 208,240half-cube 12,207,313,315Hamming 280,303hypercube 12hypercube embeddable 277,282-293hypermetric 251,277,287-290interval-regular 309irreducible 297Johnson 207line 14minor of a 12negative type 251,277,287-2911-skeleton 16outerplanar 330path-block-cycle 493Petersen 13regular 262Schl�ai 208,240semiregular 264series-parallel 518strongly regular 268support 400suspension 14triangular 209uniformely geodetic 309graph factoring problem 305graphic metric space 29,277great circle metric 86grid metric 164

Grishukhin's inequality 502h-labeling 333h-realization matrix 44,333h-rigid 44,334-340h-size minimum 45,347-350Hadamard design 343Hadamard matrix 237,343half-cube 207half-cube graph 12,207,313,315Hamming cone 37Hamming distance 28,279Hamming graph 280,303Hamming space 42-43hexagonal distance 165Hilbert basis 391-393,444Hlawka's inequality 110hole 179homeomorph 520homothety 224hull a�ne integer 14conic 14convex 14integer 14hypercube 16squashed 293hypercube embeddability problem 353hypercube embeddable 30,40-41hypercube embeddable graph 277,282-293hypercube graph 12hypercube metric space 29hypermetric 67-86hypermetric cone 69hypermetric graph 251,277,287-290hypermetric inequality 68,444-465hypermetric spacerank of 218incidence vector 14induced subgraph 12inequalitybicycle odd wheel 469circulant 496-497clique-web 467-485cocycle 439correlation triangle 423cycle 431Fibonacci 499gap 457-458



Subject Index 583Grishukhin's 502Hlawka's 110hypermetric 68,444-465k-gonal 68negative type 68parachute 497-502path-block-cycle 492-496pentagonal 68pure 68,400rooted triangle 425suspended-tree 487-492triangle 27,420-435valid 17inequicut 399inequicut cone 399,506inertia 21Sylvester's law of 21integer cone 14integer cycle cone 444integer hull 14integral lattice 178intersection pattern 355interval-regular graph 309irreducible Delaunay polytope 185irreducible graph 297irreducible lattice 179irredundant isometric embedding 297isolation index 145isometric dimension 279isometric embedding 29isometric subgraph 29,277isometric subspace 29isometrically embeddable 29isomorphic graphs 12isotone valuation 105Johnson graph 207k-framework 166k-gonal inequality 68k-grill 166k-neighborly polytope 539k-uniform cut cone 399,507k-uniform cut semimetric 382,399Kalmanson distance 91kernel 189L-decomposition 182L-polytope 179L-type domain 188L1-embeddable 41-42Lp-embeddable 32-35

Lp-norm 32L2-embeddable 73-83�-embedding 313lattice a�ne 178Barnes-Wall 245centered 250cut 93,181,381-385cycle 442distributive 106dual 179even 178general 181integral 178irreducible 179Leech 244metric 105modular 106perfect 248point 177poset 105reducible 179root 178,206-209self-dual 179special 181star of a 181type of 181unimodular 179lattices z-equivalent 181leaf 142Lee distance 166Leech lattice 244lifting 0- 413lifting operation 413-416line graph 14generalized 259linear description 15linear programming duality theorem 17linear programming problem 17dual 17Lipschitz embedding 124-132M -clique 372M -stable set 372m`p(n) 30Manhattan metric 164mappingcovariance 56,401,435switching 404matching 12



584 Subject Indexperfect 12matrix adjacency 251distance 27,277,291-293Gram 20h-realization 44,333Hadamard 237,343orthogonal 19positive semide�nite 20realization 44unimodular 178matroidbinary 435-444dual 436dual Fano 438Fano 437max-cut problem 38,434max-ow 133maximum weight cycle problem 441measure 32cardinality 32measure semimetric 33measure semimetric space 33measure space 32metric 27Chebyshev 164chessboard 164city-block 1648- 164`p- 28equidistant 28,46,95,98-101,334-3524- 164generalized bipartite 357-361great circle 86grid 164Manhattan 164Minkowski 28norm 28,109-111path 29projective 111rectilinear 1646- 165taxi-cab 164tree 147,310uniform 164metric condition 517,529metric dimension 159metric lattice 105metric representation 297canonical 298

metric spacegraphic 29,277hypercube 29metric transform 113minimal norm 178minimal vector 178minimum `1-size 45minimum `p-dimension 29,76,138-159minimum h-size 45,347-350minimum scale 47,280Minkowski metric 28minor of a distance 146minor of a graph 12minor of a matroid 437modular lattice 106multicommodity ow 132-137multicut polytope 399multicut semimetric 42negative type 67-86negative type cone 69,527-534negative type graph 251,277,287-291negative type inequality 68neighborly polytopek- 539nested 140m- 140node 11node splitting operation 416,520norm 28Lp- 32minimal 178norm metric 28,109-111normal cone 534objective function 17octogonal distance 164odd cut semimetric 3831-skeleton graph 161-sum 103operationcollapsing 410-413�Y - 392duplication 418,500-502lifting 413-416node splitting 416,520switching 403-409switching by roots 404R+ -realization 43orbit of a face 407order of congruence 29,79,89,370order polytope 427



Subject Index 585orthogonal matrix 19outerplanar graph 330Z+-realization 43parachute inequality 497-502parallelotope 85parity condition 354,442partial projective plane 336path 12path metric 29path-block-cycle graph 493path-block-cycle inequality 492-496pentagonal inequality 68perfect lattice 248perfect matching 12permutation equivalent inequalities 403Petersen graph 13point lattice 177pointed at the position 56polar 14polyhedral cone 15polyhedron 15polynomial reduction 19polytope 15Bell-Wigner 54bipartite subgraph 496boolean quadric 54contact 178correlation 53,434cut 37,430cycle 438Delaunay 179equicut 399,506Gosset 208,240k-neighborly 539L- 179multicut 399order 427repartitioning 226rooted semimetric 425Schl�ai 208,240semimetric 421,430Voronoi 182poset lattice 105positive semide�nite completion problem462,515-527positive semide�nite cone 20positive semide�nite matrix 20positive type 73-75,115power transform 120primitive semimetric 306prism with base 184

probability space 32problemBoole 61-65concurrent ow 132graph factoring 305hypercube embeddability 353linear programming 17max-cut 38,434maximum weight cycle 441positive semide�nite completion462,515-527unconstrained quadratic 0-1programming 54,435productCartesian 13direct 101tensor 102projective metric 111projective plane 335partial 336proper atom 316pure inequality 68,400pyramid with base 185quadratic form 20quasi h-distance 385-391Ramsey number 370rank 14Chv�atal 428rank of Delaunay polytope 218rank of hypermetric space 218rank of matroid 437realizationa�ne 219R+ - 43Z+- 43special 358realization matrix 44h- 44,333rectilinear metric 164reducible Delaunay polytope 185reducible lattice 179regular graph 262repartitioning polytope 226representation 175metric 297spherical 175representation matrix 437ridge graph 543rigid `1- 44



586 Subject Indexh- 44,334-340root �gure 188root lattice 178,206-209root of an inequality 400rooted semimetric polytope 425rooted triangle inequality 425Rubik's n-cube 166scale 47minimum 47,280Schl�ai graph 208,240Schl�ai polytope 208,240Schoenberg transform 115Schur complement 22self-dual lattice 179semimetric 27cut 28,37even cut 383,399measure 33multicut 42primitive 306semimetric cone 28,306,430semimetric polytope 421,430semimetric spacemeasure 33semiregular graph 264series-parallel graph 518set a�ne generating 178basic 180convex 14generating 177shore 139�-algebra 32simplex 16simplex cone 166-metric 165size 45minimum `1- 45minimum h- 45,347-350space cycle 436Delaunay polytope 180distance 27graphic metric 29,277hypercube metric 29measure 32measure semimetric 33probability 32special lattice 181special realization 358

spherical distance 86spherical distance space 86spherical representation 175spherical t-extension 97,213-216split-prime 145split-prime residue 146squashed hypercube 293star [graph] 11star embedding 335star of a lattice 181star realization 335Steinhaus distance 118strongly even distance space 175,210-211strongly regular graph 268subdividing an edge 520subgraph 12basic 242induced 12subspaceisometric 29sum direct 1791- 103sums of circuits property 439support graph 400supporting cone 534suspension graph 14switching by roots operation 404switching mapping 404switching operation 403-409switching the inequality 404Sylvester's law of inertia 21symmetric BIBD 342symmetric di�erence 14symmetry of a polytope 409system (r; �)-intersecting 344�- 344taxi-cab metric 164tensor product 102terminal pairs 132tic-tac-toe board 166totally decomposable 146transformmetric 113power 120Schoenberg 115transversal 372tree 13tree metric 147,310triangle inequality 27,420-435



Subject Index 587triangular graph 209trivial design 342embedding 335partial projective plane 336truncated distance 251type of Delaunay polytope 181type of lattice 181ultrametric 311unconstrained quadratic 0-1 programmingproblem 54,435uniform metric 164uniformely geodetic graph 309unimodular lattice 179unimodular matrix 178valency 262valid inequality 17

valuation 105vector I-correlation 64correlation 53cut 398edgeweight 400minimal 178vertex 16,534Voronoi polytope 182weakly compatible 146web 467wheel 329,521width 548z-equivalent lattices 181zonoid 110zonotope 110


